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'^,.1; ^:^ J JULY 1, 1842. r

The commencement of a new volume of this Journal, affords a

suitable occasion for announcing such arrangements as have been

made, with a view to increase the value of the matter contained in

its ^ages. Guided by past experience, it has been our aim to enlist

as many contributors as possible. We have accordingly (Gained

from aeverel distinguished professional gentlemen the promise of

contributions. It was intended to announce the names <^ thotd

who bad been so kind as to lend their aid (permission having been

given so to do,) but time enough to hear from those already ad^

dressed, not having elapsed, we prefer waiting until the next wtaati

ber ap|>ears. Numerous engagements bav^ prevented us from

making application to many of our oldest fronds, whose readiness

to assint us thas always been shown by frequent oommanieiBtidnK

We would therefore respectfully request that all who may ^»el dii^

posed to be enrolled in our list of contributors, should sendi^us

ibeir assent at their earliest convenience.

We are most happy tu embrace this opportunity o|f retufiiiilg

thanks to those gentlemen who have hitherto favored us with cotth

munications, as well as to those who have so kindly and pixmptly'

answered our more recent call. itj *•>-..•..!; -jf a

It will thus be seen that the pages of the llailro«i<) Jouftltil Wjfl

embody a complete system of practical engineering, adapted^ to

the various circumstances of our extensive territory. The naroei

of the writers as well as the character of the articles wiN bd Mffi*^

cient to show the correctness of our aasertkin; ' i^-^ si .y'>n jiag i j

1
,



New Experiments an Friction.

As *n additional means of giving variety and value toithe work,

it is proW)sed to give original translations and abstracijs of such(

French professional papers as may be deemed suitable.

If sufficient encouragement is offered, a series of original arti-

cles mav be eipected on the mo^ important topics relating to the

theory and practice of the profe^ion. Without entering more

into detail at preaent, it is proposed t^Ieave the valyfiof these im-

provements to be estimated rather fr^m the pages of the work,

than from any mere assertions on our pa^.

In conclusion, we have only to remark, lliat if the same spirit of

i kindness, and desire to; support the Journal ^hich has already been

.manifested in several quarters, is continued aW extended, we have

no hesitation in promising, undeKstich auspice?, a corr^onding

effort on our part to do every thihg, tending to the satisfaction of

our readers. ^\ \ -, -\

HZW EXPERIMENTS ON FRICTION, MADE a\ METZ, IN 1831, 1832,\

,
AHD 1833, BV ARTHUR MORIN, GAPT. OFNaRTILLERV.

X--,

ITnnskited and abridged for the American Railiy>ad JotirnaLA,,^ \ \

Remarks by the Translator.—A weH cond^ctea*«^d extensive »e-

^es of experiments upon friction, has iong been a oesideratum in

mechanical science, both for the specifib applickt1<^n o^ particular -,

results, and for the general laws deducible only fr^ha truH worthy

an4 exact experiments. \ \\ ^ ^\

. The best treatises extant upon this subje6^ have hitherto led to

approximate or even erroneous laws, and h^ce their authority,

•when followed out into extreme cases, has been^hown to b^v^rth

but little. For instance, the application to railroad mechahifes,\

where great pressure and high velocities are concerned, has prov^ \

ao fallacious in many cases, that hypothesis has been freely used to \
reconcile well observed facts with the laws as originally announced.

The experiments of Mr. Morin are of a different character, un-

dertaken at the request of the French government, and carried on

•t their expense—advantages have been afforded inaccessable to

previous observers. The result has been, an accuracy sufficient

to confirm in the most satisfactory manner the general laws of

friction, together with special results of the highest value for im-

mediate practical use.

Another remarkable advantage to be derived from the labors of

M. Morin, is this—;-they may safely be taken as the ground work of

all future experiments, and thus other observers in this depart^ient

of science, instead of painfully retracing each step, may confident-
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ly go on from 'where M . Morin has left off, and add new facts with-

out re-eiamininji those which niav be assumed as established.

The uncommon ingenuity manifested in the contrivances of M.
Morin, have almost tempted us to go into the detail of his ma-

chinery and calculations. This, however, could tiot be done without

very cumbersome plates and a formal copy of so large po^ons of

the works as to greatly exceed the space which we can afford. We
have, therefore, preferred the report of the committee, which, from

itu succinct account of the mode of operation, and the high repiita-

tion of its author, is worthy of attentive perusal.

In future numbers we intend to give, if necessary, some of the

general results of the author, and the whole of his numerical re-

sults condensed into one complete table.

BEPORT OF A COMMITTEE OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, VPOIt
THE NEW EXPERIMENTS ON FRICTION, BV M. MORIN.

Com. Messrs. Poisson, Arago, and Navier.

The Academy has heard with, much interest, the summary which

has been read by. M. Morin, 'of the rqsults which he has obtain-

ed. The object of these new researches, has a nrast important ja?

fluence in physics and the mechanic arts, and the processes employ-

ed by the author arc very remarkable, and seem to give superior

exactness and precision to experiment^ of this sorL

The resistance arising from friction is the principal cause of the

loss of power which c;&nnot be avoided in the use of machines. It

appears that the first: attempts to estimate its influence are due to

Amontons, whose paper is inserted in the Memoirs of the Old

Academy of Sciences for the year 1G99. According to this skil-

ful physician,* the resistance of friction is independent of the ex-

tent of the surfaces in contact, which, since then, has been con-

firmed ; .moreover, that this resistance is very nearly the same for

di^erent substances, such as wood, iron, copper, lead, etc, when the

surfaces are covered with grease, and its value is about one-th^d

of the pressure of one body upon the other. / ^.

These results sc^'ved for a long time as a guide to mechanics.—

3ut Coulomb having presented to the Academy of Science, for a

prize offered in 1781, a very extensive treatise, containing numer-

ous and varied experiments, for the measurement both of friction

« We do ndt hesitate to use this word in the sense in which it is used in the oiiffiDal,

\ and which is neiw becoming quite usual m Europe. No single word hu hitherto been

cnoiployed to denote a person devoted to the study of physics, but the vague and imperfect

tifmTJpluio$oph«r or natural philotopher has been adopted. This might, with equal propri-

•tr.^.aiipliedto the ^tronpmer, theChemiBt, Zoologist or Mfttbematician. [SA.}
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«adof the rigidity of ropes, the rules deduced from it have been

generally admitted.

The work in question, published in 1785, in the tenth volume of

the Savans etrangers, from the justly celebrated name of its au-

thor has acquired great authority—but, nevertheless, if we compare

it with the observations presented by M. Morin, we shall find our-

selves compelled entirely to reject a part of the results which it

contains. :«

The mode of observation employed by Coulomb consisted in caus-

ing one body to slide horizontally over the other, by means of a

weight suspended from a cord passing over a pulley. The velocity

of the motion was estimated from the time consumed by the sliding

body in passing over each half of a space six feet, and sometime*

even only four feet in length.

The results present very great inequalities, and are not in getje-

ral sufficiently numerous, in each series of experiments to give en-

tire certainty to the conclusions.

• BucTr as they are, they have in all cases led the author so far as

to announce the general laws of the phenomenon, which consists

chiefly in this, that the resistance due to the friction of solid bodies

is proportioned to tho pressure of one body upon the other, and is

rndependent of the extent of the surfaces in contact, and of the

velocity of the Vnotion. It appeai-s even, according to the recent

experitaetiitj^ that these laws are more generally exact and less sub-

ject to exceptions than Coulomb himself had thought.

'This physician appears to have been thef first to recognise the ne-

cessity of distinguishing in the estimatior( of friction, the case of

a continual motion, and that in which the two surfaces which have

been in contact for sometime, separate and commence toi slide the

one upon the other. But the numerical values of the intensity of

friction which are given in his Memoir, for these two cases, are not

at fill confirmed by the results obtained by M. Morin.

In the volume of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London, for the year 1785, we find some experimental

researches by Dr. Vince, whose results do not entirely agree with

those of Coulomb. These experiments having been made on a

very small scale do not appear to be of a character capable of giv-

ing us exact notions upon this subject. We may say the same in

n^ard to the more recent experiments of Mr. George Rennie, pub-

lished in the volume of the same collection for the year 1829.*

* This paper was republished in the 4th and 5th void, of the Journal of the Franklin

Inititaie, and contains the most recent experiments of anjr extent hitherto acoeMibU to

the EnRilisb reader. [Ed.]
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The ^de of observation was nearly the same, as wel^as the prin-

cipal numerical values. We may remark among the latter, the

measurement of the friction of^ecl skates sliding updti ice, for

which the author found various results, comprised between the

24th and the 70th of the pressure. This resistance would be far

less than all those which have been observed, even in the case of

the hardest and most polished metals.

In regatd to the observations made by M. Morin (the Fesults of

which are announced in the Memoir presented Dec. 12th, 1831,

and an additional note, Feb. G, 1832,) they are distinguished by va-

rious circum^ances,- according to which, it appears that they should

give more exact and satisfactory results than all those which Dave

hitherto been published. \
l^irsd The slide was made to pass over a much greater space,

(nearly 4 metres—13 ft.,) which allowed the nature of the motion

comcnunicated Xo be ascertained with greater certainty.

Second. The force acting upon ite^de by which the friction

was overcome, could be calculated by knowing the amount of the

descending weight, having proper regard to the resistance arising

from the friction and inertia of the pulley and to the rigidity of

the cord. The author actually made this calculation with great

care in determining the resistances of which we have spoken by

special^ observations. But besides this, ail the successive values,

thro' which the force acting upon^the slide, passed during each ex-

periment, have been directly observed by means of an ingenious

apparatus, the idea of which was given to the aulrtior by M. Pon-

celet, officer of Military Engineers, and Professor of the School for

the application of Artillery and Engineering. This apparatus con-

sists of a spring by which the force in question is transmitted, and

which carries a moveable pencil, the position of which varies ac»

cordipg to the tension of this spring. While the spring is in play,

a disk carried with it, by the progressive motion of the slide, and

moved circularly by the effect of the same motion, receives the

mark of the pencil and thus preserves a faithful itaprint of all the

variations which can take place in the tension of the cord by

which the slide is continually drawn. These twi) processes, alto>-

gether distinct, have exactly agreed in giving the same values for

the tension.

Third, ^fte nature of the motion communicated to the slide

has been observed with an exactness no less remarkabk;, by a me-

thod analagous to the preceding. This last process consists in

the employment of a piece of clock work, placed in a fixed posi-
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tion, and which communicate to a pencil a regular motion by
which it describes, with a constant velocity, verified at each expe-

riment, a circle of 0.14 metre, (5^ inches) in diameter. A disk is

fixed to the axis of the pulley to which the descending weight com-
municates a rotatory motion, which is always in a determined pro-

portion to the progressive motion of the slide ; a sheet of paper

placed upon this disk receives the m^k of the p>encil. The curve

traced affects various figures, the nature of which is determined by
the combination of the proper and regular motion of the pencil

and of the motion, sometimes uniform, oftener variable, communi-
cated to the slide and the pulley by the motive weight and the re-

sistance to be overcome. The success of these delicate processes has

required great &tudy and care. The author uses a very delicate

hair pencil filled with India ink. The traces of the curves obtained

in these experiments, a great number of which hfive been exhibited

to the Academy, show the extreme of delicacy and regularity, and

evidently leave no uncertainty as the appreciation of the results

which they are intended to exhibit.

The frictions hitherto studied by M. Morin* are those of woods,

either dry or moistened with water, sliding upon each other, of

iron, brass, of leather and cordage, dry or moist, upon oak. The

elements of observation have varied within much wider limits than

in the experiments of Coulomb. The velocities having been carried

beyond 3 metres (9 ft. 10 in.) per second, the extent of surface as

high as 30 sq. decimeters (4G5 sq. inches:,) and the prcssuie as high

as 1100 killiogrammes, (2430 lbs.) In all these experiments the

motions observed have been strictly uniform, uniformly accelerat-

ed or uniformly retarded and thus indicate plainly that the resis-

tance due to friction is constant and independent of the velocity of

motion. Moreover this resistance has been found equally inde-

pendent of the extent of the surfaces in contact, and exactly pro-

portioned to the pressure.

The general laws announced by Coulomb are thus found to be

confirmed, and as we have said above, the result of the experiments,

at least, for those circumstances under which observations have

been made, that is for the case where the substances are drj' or

moistened with water, and where no coating of a greasy nature

has been employed, lead us to think that the laws in question should

be regarded as in exact conformity with naturial effects, and not

mere approximate rules which we could employ in the application

to the arts without the risk of any dangerous error.

*
. ____________^___>____—_____-.

* It ia to be remembered that this remark appliee to the first of the three Memoin. [Ed.]
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1*he author as well as Coulomb, has recognized
;
the necessity of

distinguishing the momentary effort necessary to separate two sur-

faces which have been for some lime in contact, and the continued

effort which. is exerted during the sliding. The first of these two

forces is generally much greater than the second. It appears, too,

that ijls value does not present the same constancyj and regularity,

that it varies according to certain accidental circumstances, and

that ijl cannot be fixed with the same degree of precision. More-'

over, M. Morin has observed a remarkable fact, which is this, that

always when the slide at rest is solicited by a forfce sufficiently great

to overcome the friction which should take place in a continued

motion, but too small to cause the first separation i of the surfaces

in contact, a slight vibration given to the apparatiis is sufficient to

start the sliding body. It results from this observation, that when
it is desired to measure the forces which ar.e necessary to retain in

a state of equilibrium, a construction exposed t0 any shocks, it

would not answer, in general, to attribute to the resistance due to

friction a greater, intensity than that which is manifested in the

case of a continued motion.
I

In regard to the absolute values found in these experiments for -

the relation of the friction to the pressure, they differ much from

the results given by Coulomb, and lead us to attribute a much higher

degree of intensity to this kind of resistance. Thus, according to
'^

M. Morin, the friction of wood sliding upon wood,, when dry, or

of iron upon oak, presents in the case of a continue^ rAotion, values

comprised between .32 and .62 of the pressure, while, according

to Cbulomb, the same friction presents values between .7 and .17 of

the pressure. The difference of these results cannot, evidently, be

ascribed to errors of observation -, we must necessarily admit that

the two observers have not operated under similar circumstances.

M. Morin reraarkb, tiiat in the friction of wood upon wood, or

of metal upon wood, when there is no coating of grease, repeated

sliding does not polish the surfaces—on the contrary, the surfaces

mutually wear away, and this alteration shows itself by the forma-

tion of grains of dust which must be removed from tihie to

time, in order that the nature of the result^ may not be changed.

It is no longer the same when the surfaces of the sliding bodies are

impregnated, even slightly, with greas^, and the intensity of the

friction is considerably diminished thereby. The author believes

^hat this observation will explain the want of agreement be-

tween the results which he Jias obtained and those presented by
Coulomb. He supposes that in the experiments which are^given

n.^
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by KHS celebrated physician as having been made with dry vrood

or metals sliding upon each other when dry, substances may ha^e

been used, which, in a preceding experiment had been covered with

grease, which he had satisfied himself with merely wiping off, while

he should have entirely renewed the surfaces. We abstain from

pronouncing an opinion upon this subject, in order to do which it

would be necessary for us to undertake special researches to which

we are not able to devote ourselves.

Whatever may be the explanation of the discrepancy referred to,

the work prelented by M. Morin appears to^deserve great confi-

dence, on.account of the number and extent of the observations

—

the agreement of the results, and the nature of the new and re-

markable processes which have been employed.

It would be superfluous to insist, in this place, upon the impor-

tance of researches of this nature, to the progress of physical sci-

ence, the arts—constructions and mechanics, properly so called

—

or upon the real utility of the pains and expense bestowed upon

these researches, which have been made at the public ^ost by the

orders of the minister of war. We think that the Academy should

approve the work Jjresented by M. Morin by ordering its in-

sertion in the collection of the Savans elrangers, and encourage

him by its vote to continue his researches and extend them as far

as possible. \

^

Poissoir,

Araoo,

i

' \ ' Navubb.

_—^

Pot the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine]

INJUDICIOUS CONSTnLCTIOTii OF RAILWAYS, AND TUKIB MACBIHKST

IN THE UNITED STATES. \

In the Journal of the Fra^nklin Institute for May, is containeld an

article on the injudicious policy pursued in the construction and

machinery of many railroads in the United States, by John C.

Trautwine, Civil Engineer. \

These remarks by Mr. Trautwine, have been induced by the pe-

rusal of Mr» Blltt's pamphlet ori the same subject, which has already-

been noticed ip this Journal, and about which there has been some

controversy. The complimentary tone in which he speaks of that

pamphlet, at first, caused us to fear that he was about to endorse

Mr. Ellefs wooden road, without grading, to cost 61000 per mile, and

xaUh a half of a ton engine; but we have been greatly disappoint-

ed on finding that he does not countehance a road below a cost of

\
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$10,000 per mile, with an engine of G to 8 tons, which, at the pre-

sent prices of labor and materials, would build a road vrith an edge

rail, and furnish it, comprising a fair proportion of tlhe indispensa-

ble ingredients of power, speed, and safetxj„ So far vvie feel relieved;

There are, however, some views of Mr. Trautwine in regard to

the failure of railways, which, like those of Mr. Eliot, may be no-

ticed~irs to broad. They assume that the causes of JeUI our misfor-

tunes in railways are to be found,

1st. In a departure from first principles by our Engineers as a

clasSf.

2d. In ato6 imitative propensity in ourpeople, and among our En-
gineers in particular.

The first cause, is, we suppose, interpreted to m^an either that

too much money had originally been laid out on our roads, as based

On the supposed trade and travel expected to be done by them—or
that our Engineers wei-e not gifted with th^ requisit^ prescience tp

enable them to avoid all difficulties in a new enterprise, at the first

jump. In looking around among all the river linea^ we find that

t hey have all, more or less, been actively engaged, v^ry shortly af-

ter their completion, in remedying the defect, found radical in

nearly every department, of too little money having been fairly

- Bpent on them, and counting the miserable abortions of specula-

tions ; but looking at all the notable routes of railway, there is y«t

living evidence about them, that if a violation of first principleSi of

that sort attaches, it has been one of parsimony and not one of pro-

digality. A road may have cost a great deal, without a due pro-

portion having been faithfully applied towards its judicious coia->

struction.*

There can be yet, nothing fully determined, or final, about ei-

* Pennevlrania has been peculiarly the victim of bad and extensive railways. Her
main one, the Columbia, hs« had to be rclaid. All the minor ones, Mich aa the IVonis-

townt the Trenton, the Woodbury, the Little Schuylkill. Bearer Meadow, Danville «od
Poitsviile, Mountjoy, ChambersburR, Elmira, etc., havinfc flat bars, and otherwise too

theaply built, have alt been rendered nearly useless under the efiect of the lii^test oseful

locomutive. The sufferers by these roads are the most effective denouncers of the improve-

ment ge^rally t and it is not to be wondered at that the public mind in Pennsylvania ia

bo wrongly impressed in regard to it. AH this has tended much to increase the di)ScuIty

and oppoaiiion otherwise raised against the Philadelphia and Pottsville railwajr, a gennind

•ample, which, if properly studied, will be found miequaled, aa a ttrbole, and whidi cfMi'

r%ot fail ere long to l>e understood.

Between Albany and fiofialo, the railways are all flat bar, and their success ^^t^Idliiiibl

to favor that mode of construction among the uadiscriminatiog, but this Eiiccess is owipg
to their l>eing restricted to only half the functions of the railway—travel, which is slow, and

Touith, attended also with the worst of all feelings—that of insecurity. The heavy expend

fces of the travel are lost in their large receipts . hat give them fifeight to earryt wid. tfaB^

feoiild not get on without a sobd edge railroad. ., ,

11 ^
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ther the construction or management of this improvement—its

present standard, and that a tolerably high one, has been reached

through the trials and failures incident to all new enterprises, and

by the same means, are we to look for a continued amelioration of

it. The school of experience was as necessary to further the pro-

fession of engineering, as that of any other, and bating those of a

merely speculative character

—

llie more legitimate railways have

been built, and most of their original defects corrected at a cost

by no means disproportioned to their immense public benefit, and

a fair remuneration yielded to (lie stockholders. There is not

much grief spent over the hosts that have perished in perfecting

the science of medicine ; why, therefore, rccrret, if it can be said

that a few dollars have been wasted in advancing that of engineer-

ing ?

The second cause of too much imitation of the English by our

engineers, is still less tenable. It is, as we understand it, in the

other way—the later inventions about the railway, have all come

from our engineers and mechanics, to which the English with

their unlimited means, have been enabled to give the most effect,

and they are yet behind us in several items. The white metal, in-

vented by Babbott, Boston, for journals of wheels,-and for all parts

on which there is revolving or sliding motion, the anti friclioti

qualities of,which, to a railway, are incalculable, is yet unknown

to them, and it is allowed that our locomotive, the mainspring of

the improvement, is at least, 30 per cent, better than theirs. Our
resemblance to the English, therefore, as the effect of imitation, is

very faint, either in solid weight of rail, in extent of stone mason-

ry, in straight lines, in level grades, in inferiority of locomotive car,

and still less in profusion of ornament. How do the wooden

sheds at either end of the Camilen and Amboy road, compare with

the terminations of the Ixtndon and Birmingham railway? Tlii^

matter of failure is then more justly reducible:

Ist. To a want, mainly, of that knowledge which is only reach-

ed by time and experience, and is natural to the inception of all

new projects.

2ndly. To that uncontrolable propensity in man to turn every

thing to his own selfish ends ; and railways, as well in England as

here, were a favorite prey among the Vultures, so common to both

countries in the past ten years of debauched morals.

Xlader-these two potent causes of inex-perience and plunder^ sur-

prise is not to be felt for the failure of those schemes terminating

in the roads, or left there unfinished ; but the highways have had«
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moreover, to- bear up against the further evils of a reckless compe-

titioniVom rival lines and corrupt management, so that the mass of

stock and loan holders finding, for the most part, disappointment,

aggravated by expectations raised too high at first, have, together

with the public, been bewildered into the conclusion that all rail-

Ways must be failures, and it is scarcely possible to awake them

from their stupor. Something more, however, of a spirit of in-

quiry is getting abroad, induced, principally by this improvement

being so successful and so great a favorite in the more intelligent

New England States.

To convey some idea of the sweeping nature of Mn Tautwine'g

remarks on the course of our engineers, we make the following ex-

tract:

" But the American engineers, as a class, do not descend to first

principles. It is enough for them, that such and such improve-

ments have been introduced in England. Omitting all considera-

tions of the premises, they look only to the conclusions, and the

imitative faculties are forthwith called into requisition without any

regard to the modifying and controlling circumstances peculiar to

their ownxase. They dash on blindly in their operations, deluded

by the impression that they cannot err if they only adhere closely^

to their English models.

Wiien the engineer commences his location, his aim, almost inva-

riably,!?, to obtain the best abstract line ; and whether his road is

. to obtain 5000 or 50,000 tons annually:, the character o^ his grades

curves, superstructure, etc, will be precisely the same. His stand-

ard of propriety is an invariable one ; it adapts itself to no contin-

gencies j-it 'admits of no accommodation to difference of objects to

be effected. It is summed up in the brief sentence, 'the English

do so.'

A deficient trade has, after all, been the real rub, and for this the

President, iDirectors, and Stockholders are certainly more responsi-

ble than the engineer, who might supervise, but whose estimate, in

particular, was not to be taken as the only guide for the quality of
the work. That conspiracies among them to beget large and
wasteful -expenditures, were occasionally formed, is scarcely to be

doubted, involving in the same ruin the money of the projectors

and the character of the improvement. This collusion, Mr. Traut-

wine admits, whdre he says finally, to make both ends meet an ex-

hibit of probable revenue concocted, to suit the report"

Availing himself of all the lights furnished by the trials andful-

ures so far> Mr. Trautwine, himself, has tried to supply us with a
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troe model and estimate of a railway. In this, however, he car-

ries us back to the point at which the improvement commenced, the

flimsy flat bar of 24 tons per mile, or 15 lbs per yard. And of
this he speaks in the following enraptured terms :

—

" I entertain a high regard for the flat bar road, and conceive that

the odium which has been attached to its memory has been unjust*

ly incurred.

"Now, so far from expecting this superstructure, (as per model

given,) to be knocked to pieces in a/few years, as the old flat barj

roads generally were I should calculate on its annual repairs being!

less than, perhaps, on any railroad in the United Stai .s, and ihat

not from any inherent virtue in the road itself, but from simple fact

that all its parts are proportioned to the offices they have to perform.
We should have no crushings or difficuliics here, but with its light

engines, (6 ton engines used up the Winchester and Potomac road,

and did little work besides.) it would be one of the stiffest roads in

the Union, and, moreover, a much more agreeable one to ride on
than any of those pf more permantent construction. Besides

which, it would annually yield 8 per cent, clear profit on its cost,

when doing only the moderate business of a trip, daily, in one di-

rection, with a small model engine, over grades of 60 feet per mile ;

or should the business require an eight ton engine, it would yield

12 per cent, profit on the same number of trips ; or should two

trips, daily, in each direction, be necessary with such bads, it would

sidd 24 per cent,"

Here is pretension enough to perfection, but on which he is not

singular and alone, as both Mr. Ellet and Mr. Heron, make a simi-

lar claim, the first for a pure and purelywooden plan, and the se-

cond on the other extreme for one of a complicated wooden trellis

consuming nearly a forest for each mile.

But nothing is more easy than thus in our closets to produce the

results necessary to bring about our plans—the road is there made

to cost ju5< so much—ample trade and travel provided, and the

charges of our own selection—their regularity ensured, and all the

machinery to work just so. Is not this the very basis on which

nearly all the engineers have acted, of whom Mr. Trautwine has

been so unsparing. The clause in the above extract, modestly ital-

icised by himself, is therefore a mere conceit, and on which in

practice his scheme, like many of those of bis denounced brethren,

would be sure to fail, because,
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1st. An engine of 6 tons* could not be relied a{>on to draw at all

times, if at all, 30 tons gross load, over a flat bar and grade of 60

feet.
^

2d. The trade and travel which might average 30 tons daily,

gross load, would often as natural to it, come in irregular and ca-

pricious quantities, varying at times, perhaps double the amount

on which the other proportions of the machine had been adjusted,

when there is any provision for such a cafl, nor is any thing allow-

ed for an increase of traffic, which may not be far from right, for

a flat bar road, although a rapid consequence of the edge railroad;

and it is not difficult to make any sort of road pay, where it can

dictate the charges, and make them double those u?ual on other

roads for the same distance, as done by Mr. Trautwine,

It is therefore, that when the railway is really calledfor, the tru-

est economy is to prefer the permanent to the temporary, itself a

chief impulse to the progress of a community—its chief quality

shoi^d be a provision for that progress No road, using steam, iff

now renewed with a flat bar, and too many we know of, that

would rejoice in the means of replacing it by an edge rail.

Mr. Trautwine further says, " it is not the best railroad, but the

best paying railroad that should be aimed at."

It may be inferred that we hold iho two to be synonymous; and

to show that ihia paying quality, desirable as it is, is not always to

be ranked first, we quote from Mr. Ellet's Laws of Trade, and sub*

scribe freely to the views of the following extract,

•^ Such works are rarely if ever undertaken, exclusi\iely as ob?

jccts of immediate speculation. Capital is too valuable here to be

invested in enterprises, which can at best be expected to return a

moderate interest, and that at a day so distant, that the capitalist

looks upon his subscription rather as the property of his heirs than

of himself. And in consequence, investments are seldom made in

such objects with a view to the immediate profitableness of the

venture, and an interest paying fund."

* We a'llude to the uld plan of engine, for such has been the rapid improvementa of
late on ibis machine, ibat it is hard to keep pace with them, Baldwin has now the model
fur a 6 wheeled diau;;ht engine, much simplified, the whole weight being applied a« adhe-

sion, by which one of 6 tons is made as cfTective as one of 10 tons of the ordinary make.
The foreign engineers from Russia, Austria, &c., now here, approve highly of this model,

and we hope soon to see one in actual operation on the Pottsville Railway. It is common
for some engineers to abuse heavy engines, when they can only be called so, where the

power that suataina them, is inadequate. An engine of 11 tona is not heavy on aSOib.

edge rail, while one of 6 tons is so on a flat bar road, on which the great object of the

railway, despatch, is neutralized ; and except at enormous outlay for repairs to both roa4

gndmachinary cannot b« maintained on them.
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This, as a general view, is the most liberal one to take ; if a

present sacrifice must be snbmitted to, it is "TlK)re than made up by

the indirect aiul ulterior advantages. And truly is exempiifield in

the case of the Pliiladelpliia anrl Pottsville • lailway, the cost of

which, at 5,000,000 of d )llars, we will suppose, owned among tho

mass of coal ctjnsuinors, who now require one million of tons, on

which a reduction of at least 1 1-i per ton is etfected by this rail-

way, equal to 81,5t)0,0()0per an. or, to an indirect dividend of 30 per

cent on its cost. Let this fact be well pondered by those who
talk abusively of railways, and of this one in particular.

From the Civil Ensinecr and Architect's Journal.

MR. VIGNOLES' L.ECTLRES 0.\ CIVIL £.\'GI>£EIII.\G, AT THE JjOyDOU

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

Second Course.—Lectuee IV. Laying out Railv.ays.—In the

preceding lectures the subject of the motive power had been much
enlarged upon, from its necessarily influencing the manner of lay-

ing out a line. Mr. Vignoles said the student may be referred to

study, at greater leisure and in detail, the principles laid down in

the works of various authors oiw laying out both roads and rail-

roads—M'Neill, Parncll, \avier7^^rcdgold, etc.—and the rules laid

down by them may be taken as sound first principles, though mo-
4ified at present by the Improvement of motive power and other

causes which could not have been known a priori. Railroads have
so completely superseded many of the principal roads, and the pub-

lic convenience has been thereby so much interfered with, that it

becomes a matter of importance to run the trains as often as possi-

ble, and this becomes a new element in laying out a line of railway.

Hitherto tMs has bfeen done under the impression that the engines

would always carry maximum loads, and though it is true that

main lines radiating from the metropolis, into which a number of
tributaries fall, may be laid out with a view to maximum loads, yet

it Jjecomes a consideration wheth^^r it would not be better in gene-

ral to lay out railways with a view to the trains going often, and
with light loads, and thereby to make the gradients suitable to the

ground over which they pass. On this subject Mr. Tredgold has

always judged soundly. Seventeen or eighteen years since ho

made various calculations on tiie comparative expense of as(5end-

ing and descending inclined planes, and of cutting them down to

a level ; and he states, in his Treatise on Railroads, that it will be

much less expensive to follow nearly the undulations of the surface,

and " if a few examples (of the comparative expense) be added, it

will assist in removing those extravagant notions of cutting and
embankments, by which the capital of the country is wasted in un-

profitable speculations." But the practice, of'cngineers haii been

directly opposed to this, alttuMigh we had almost a daily Lmprove-

pent in locomotive power, aBbrdin^ means of overcoming the
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difficulties of steep gradients. Before determining upon the incli-

nations which he will adopt, therefore, the engineer should make
estimates of the comparative expense of forming and working flat

gradients, and gradients of an inferior description, and it will be

found the gradients of 50, GO, and even 80 feet in a mile, may be
advantageously introduced, especially where the traffic is not very

considerable. And if lines were laid out upon these principles, in-

stead of the traveller being overcharged with the expense of the

capital sunk, as at present, he would be charged with the expense

of the motive power, which bears a very small proportion to the

total amount exacted from passengers. Locomotive power <mly is

scarcely more than \d. per passenger per mile, whereas the ordina-

ry charge to passengers is 2(1. ; and this may explain why railway

companies do not lease the working of their lines, for they make
most of their profit as carriers, and not as capitalists.

In laying out railways there are generally two distinctive de-

scriptions of country which the engineer meets with, each of
which requires a ditierent description of treatment with respect to

his operations. The first is U'here there is a certain summit or

ridge of country to be surmoiinted ; the rule in this case will ap-

ply both to ro&ds and railroads—viz'., to get a uniform inclination,

if possible; up to the summit ; but if that be not practicable, to lay

out the line in stages, taking care that, having once attained any
intermediate elevation, the line does not, if possible, descend again.

In a country of this description there will be much more difficulty

in the details than in striking out the first general idea, for it will

require the greatest care and patience to lay out the line so as to

ascend to the summit at the least possible expense, by winding along

the sides of hills, and crossing lateral valleys and ravines to the

greatest advantage, etc.

The other description of country is where the extreme points of
the line to be laid are on a level, or nearly so, and the ground va-

ries. In this case his judgment will be principally exercised in de-

termining the general direction of the road, in taking trial levels to

determine the line of least cutting and embankment, in avoiding

valuable pro:^rty, and in securing the largest amount of traffic ;

and in a coutuhyjike England, which is so full of improvements,
gentlemen's seata, roads, streams, etc., it is an eiceedihgly compli-

cated duty to make choice of the best line under such circumstan-

ces ; but i^^ay be laid down as a general rule, that in any difficul-

ty it is always better to incur a positive known expense, which
will not entail future liability, than by diminishing the expense in

the ^t instance to^un the risk of undergoing future loss. Thus,
for'example, if a line of railway upon a slight embankment should
jh)B8 a road on the surface of a wet and marshy country, it will

be better to raise the road to a sufficient elevation to pass it over
the railway, though the height of the bridge and approaches be
thereby greatly increased, than by slightly lowering and passing it

under the railway at. a greatly reduced expense, to reiider it liable

to be continually laid under water. And these are the kind of cir*
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comstances that require so much care and consideration on the part
of the engineer, to enable hitn to judge of the comparative amount
of cost and maintenance of the diflercnt systems which he can
adopt, and to regulate his design accordingly. Now we might go
on thus increasing railway gradients until they approached nearer

I and nearer to those of a turnpike road^were it not for the difficulty

of regulating the descent of them with sltttel^'. On a turnpike road,

writers have suggested that from 1 in3(i to 1 in 40 is the best slope,

because horses may gallop down without danger, and, at the same
time, it is a good trotting road upwards. But on railways it is not
safe to go down such inclinations as that. Professor barlow lays

down that when the inclination is greater than 1 in 160, all advantage
from gravity in the descent is lost, from the necessity of applying
the break, and he has formed tables to show the amount of lusssub-

talned in the ascent; thus, he states, that going Up one mile of 1 in

100 is equivalent (of course with a maxiiniim load) to going 2y
hiiles upon a level ; but I e will not allow lliat any corresponding

advant;ige is gained in the descent of this, or any plane steeper

than about 1 in 180. Now, if this be the case, we must have a to-

tally different set of elemenls in forming lines of railway from
what 1 have been laying down. But, as has been already stated,

this is not the case in practice, for trains can have, with perfect

safety, the full benefit of gravity on all descents up to 1 in 100,

and the engines seldom carry maximum loads. The same line of
argument has been pursued with respect to turnpike roads, where,
however, there are many circumstances in operation which do not

occur on railways—such as the unsteadiness of horses and coach-

men, which influence the question : bnt the great point to be con-

sidered is whether it is most economical to lay out railways with
respect to stationary or to locomotive power. On this subject M.
Navier very sensibly remarks, that great rapidity being the char-

fictcristic of railways, it has been considered necessary to employ
iocomotive engines, which system presents an important advantage
in being ableito increase gradually the number of engines as the

demands of commerce require it, whereas, on the stationary sys-

tem, it is necessary to provide at once for the greatest amount of

traffic that can ever occur. But in the event of this increase, we
have still the means of using light and frequent trains for trans-

porting a heavy traffic over a line of inferior gradients, and reduc-

ing the charge of the interest of that capital to the public. But
^whatever be the description of country which the engineer may
tneet with, he should first of all make or procure detailed plans on
ttici largest scale, and upon them lay down a number of surface le-

vels, and from them, as from a model, to find the line of iteast ex*

pense and greatest accommodation. The magnificent Ordnance
maps of Ireland, from their great scale and numerous surface le-

.Vels, will fender the task of the engineei* in that respect easy,

should the long deferred introduction of railways into the couotry

be ever carried.
j

Lecture V.—On the comparative Advon\age$ of Different Rail-
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ways. The class will, no doubt, be inclined to think that I have
dwelt too long in the first four lectures of the present coirse, upon
the principles of economy in motive power, but I assurejyoa, that

if, in after years, any of you follow up the profession, yob will find

the subject one of the most vital importance. I shall this evening
draw your attention to the different elements of comparison which
should guide the engineer in forming a selection from different pro^
posed lines of railway, and shall take, as a text book fori that pur-

pose Mr. M'Neil's translation of M. Navier's work On lM Means of
Comparing the respective Advantages of Different Lin^of Rail-

way—a work which I highly recommend for your private study^

on account of the clearness and accuracy of the views it contains^

M. Navier states " that the elements of* comparison ofj different

lines of railway may be divided into two heads; first, the establish^

ment of a very rapid mode of transport

—

k consideration which
should give a preference to the shortest lines, the velocity being
supposed to be the same in all ; second, the increase ff wealth
which may result from the establishment of a line of railway.

The construction of a railway, like that of a common i"oad or a
canal, is favorable to the advancement of wealth ; iq the first

place, because the actual exf>ense of transport in this direction, is

diminished ; and, in the second place, because this diminution in

the cost of transport increases the value of the neighboriifg proper-

ties, facilitates the establishment of new works, and increases pro-

duction ;** and the saving effected is not merely a private iadvanlage

to those individuals who may be directly benefitted by it, bi^s ^
much actual inctease of the wealth of-ihe country at larie. "The
first of these effects—that is to say, the diminution obtained on th«

actual cost oflranspot^is the cause of the second, so thatithis^dimi*

nution is the principal circumstance, and that which should be prin-

cipally considered." Taking it as established, therefore, jthat dimi-

nution in the cost of transport is the principal thing, v/p come to

the result that the cost of motive power, on which this ijs depent^-

ent, is the leading point to be attended to in the formatijon of an|y

line of railway. Indeed, M. Navier goes so far as to sa^ that this

is almost the only circumstance to be attended to; i^ his own
words, "we should even say that the rate of reduction wjhich is ob-

tained upon the actual cost of transport, by the establishment of a
new communication, is almost ^h^'omy circumstance wh(ch shoaid

be thought of ;''but he goes on to say, very justly, "it is also ne-

cessary toconsidcr the quantity ofgoods which if carried, or which
may be carried hereafter, in this direction," for the very essence of
the rail "ay system is to increase its own traffic ;^for it is^ evident

that it may be less advantageous to the country to produce a great

economy in the cost of transport upon a line where there is but

little to carry, and more advantageous to produce a les^ economy
upon a line where there is a large quantity of merchandise is car-

ried." These are the principles which I hiave been erdeavoring

to impress upon your minds, and which from their inportane,!
S
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cannot too oAen repeat. •• II is therefore* aays M.Navier, "gene-

rally necessary to take into consideration, in the comparison of dif-

ferent lines, the quantity of traffic which may be established on
each, and even the increase in the value of properties, and the de-

velopment of production to which the establisliment of these lines

may give rise respectively, according to the nature of the coun-

tries which they traverse." I would observe, as a passing remark,

that the word developement, in French, generally refers to length ;

thus the development of a line of railway will be spoken of

—

meaning the length of that Unc—whilst, in English, the word refers

to an extension of superficies. M. Navier does not go minutely

into the examination of these last elements of the question, which
rather belong to statistics and political economy than to engineer

ing, but confines himself to the " consideration of the reduction

'which the establishment of a railway can cflcct upon the actual

cost of transport—a most important consideration—to which, as

already remarked. It is always necessary to attend ; and this will

form, in every case, the principal element of the comparison \>e-

tween different lines, and often leads to determinations purely geo-

metrical or mechanical, and, consequently, exempt from arbitrary

deductions."

M. Navier then goes on to state, that " the cost of transport on
a I'ailway, as upon a road or canal, depends on two.principal points,

which it is necessary to distinguish and consider separately ; the

first of these is the expense of constructing the railway, and the

second is the expense of conveying the goods on the railway, when
it is constructed. The expense of the construction of the railway

is independent of the qiianlity^of merchandise and of passengers
that will pass over it. The expense of transport, properly speak-

ing, upon the railway supposed to be constructed, depends, on the

contrary, upon the quantity of merchandise or of passengers

—

that is to say, all other things being equal, the expense will evi-

dently be^ in proportion to tlie tonnage." Now, a few years back,

the whole time of the House of Commons was taken up with com-
{>aring the merits of rival lines of railway, for no sooner was one
ine proposed than directly a rival line was started. It is well

known that, for the Brighton Railway, four different lines were
proposed—the discussion on the respective merits of which ex-

tended over a considerable Length of time. But it is a curious fact,

that, in all these discussions, the principle which has been laid

down this evening was never once alluded to. Now, in the prac-

tical working of railways, the diminution of expense of transport

is generally quite independent of the quantity of goods carried,

for, after a line is constructed; the charges are generally arranged
with reference to rival Knes, or to the competition which may exist

with the railway ; and the interest of the money laid out is scarcely

thought of, ho\^ver much it may have entered into the a priori

calculations. The Paris and Versailles Railways may be men-
tioned i two lines were started, one on each side of the rrver—the
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Government did not like to treat either party harshly, ind passe^;

both bills, and bi&th lines are actaally executed ; and| from the

great competition between them, the charges for transpoirt of goods
and passengers will probably bear little or no relation to the in-

terest of the capital expended. There is, however, another element
•which renders the calculation of a very complicated najture. The
railways are different from common roads or canals, ojver which,

after they have been once constructed, the public have been left to

find their own way—considerations of public safety render it

necessary to incur great expenses in terminal and locjal stations,

&,c. ; and there are also secondary expenses, such as ithe annnal
cost of repairs, police, and management, of which it may be said

that they depend partly on the interest of the cost of constructing,

and partly on the amount of tonnage carried. Now, jfrom expe-

rience a general idea can be formed of the expense of these items,

but, before going into the details, I will return to M. Navier, who
says—" We may, therefore, admit, without falling into jany serious

error, that the annual cost of transport on a railway is, ^n all cases,

formed of two parts—the one proportional to the expejnses of the

construction of the way, and the other proportional to jthe amount
of tonnage carried ; and we should also observe, that jthe cost of
transport of one ton of niei'chandise cannot be specified, unless the

number of tons which shall be carried annually from on0 extrennity

of the line to the other be known." Now, hitherto wej have been
unable to determine a priori what these amounts are—^but we can
tell with great accuracy what they have been on the dijSerent lines

of railway now in operation. The following tables give the average
of these expenses on several lines of railway :

—

MCBCUA.NDISE TuAFFIC.

Heads of charge.

Coal on colliery

railway in the

north.

Locomotive power—wages and repairs 0'3.55'

fuel - 0025

Goods on the

Lijverpool and
Mlinch. Rlwy.

0-425* *

0125

Total
Wagons
Conducting traffic

Maintaining railway

General expenses

Total cost

0-380

0-100
0-075

0-208

0-100

0-953

0-550

0-227
1-080

a-307

0-354

2-518

* Per ton per mile—in decimals of a penn).
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',
. Fasssnoeb tbaitic.

Lond. & Mane. Dublin & Kings-

Heads of charge, Railw.—average town Railw.—av.

60 passengers 40 passengers

per train. per train.

liOComotiTC power—wages and repairs 0-170* 0-17S*

fuel . 0100 - 0115

Total
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second case presents a result as strikingly low. A ion of goods is

equivalent to tlhe weight of fourteen passengers, with 20 lbs. of lug-

gage each.

When the loads to be carried are light, and the velocities at

which they are carried considerable, the steepness of the gradients

is a matter of comparatively little consequence, but as soon as the

engine is loaded to its maximum power, the railway system becomes
unable to compete with the canals, so far as relates to the carriage

of goods. If these are the results offered to you by past experi-

ence, do you not see at once how it affects the question of laying

out lines in remote districts, where but a snjall amount of traffic

can be calculated upon ? Again, referring tc^ the table, with refer-

ence to the difference between carrying slowly and carrying quick-

ly, we find that the expense of locomotive power on the Liverpool

and Manchester Railway is 0'a5d., or nearly three fifths of a pen-

ny, yet that the expense upon the best railways, where goods are

carried at a moderate velocity, is only 0'38d. and the remaining ex-

penses 0*57t/., so that it comes to this, that we have—Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, 23</. per ton per mile; other railways, with
moderate speeds, \cl. per ton per mile. M. Navier proposes a case

not quite so strong, perhaps, as might be made out, and I will,

therefore, refer to the Brighton Railroad for example, the expense
of which, for the 40 miles, has been about £2,000,000, or £60,000
per mile, the interest of which, at 6 per cent., is 10/. per mile per
day, which is the net receipt, after all expenses are paid, requisite

to insure a decent interest to the shareholders. I shall not enter

further into the question now, but if those students who are suffi-

ciently advanced will take up the subject, they will soon be able to

appreciate my arguments for increasing the limits within which
gradient-s^ are usually kept—for, supposing the expense of carrying

a passenger should be only ^d. per mile, yet, if you will calculate

the additional expense of the interest of £00,000 per mile, you wiU
find ruinous results.

M. Navier having said that the cost of transport is the chief

point to be attended to in laying out a railway, goes on todeter-
mine the amount of power requisite to draw a given train over a
given railway. The elder students will* in connection with this

subject, be aware of the opinion which has been pretty generally
entertained amongst engineers, that a rise of twenty feet per mile

is equivalent to a mile in length. M. Navier says—" Let us ob»
serve that, upon a horizontal line, the power required to draw a
given weight is considei-ed as being equal to almost the two-hun-
drcth part of this weight ;

" but, as I have shown in a previous
F

lecture, the formula for the expression of this power will be -:?

taking F as the friction per ton, and n the number of pounds m
each ton, so that what M. Navier calls the two-hundreth part of the

weight will be friction divided by the number of pounds in a ton.

Taking the friction at 9 lb., we have ili7=Ti7 nearly. At 11 lb.,
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^j^y=,^y ; and I must here repeat what I have so often before

stated to you, that, aUhough experiments have been made, which
give so low a friction as 4 !b. per ton, that, on an average, M. Na-
"wier is nearly right, when we take into consideration tiie numerous
causes^ of friction. M, Navicr considers the power acquired to

draw a given weight " to be independent of the absolute velocity

of transit, although there is reason to believe that the tractive

power rncreases with the velocity." Now, it has been said that the

friction ^he same at all velocities. I cannot fully concur in this

opinion. I think the axletree friction may ^^e constant under all

velocities, but that, from other causes, there appears to be, I will

not call it increase of friction, but an increase of resistance, the

amonnt of which has not been satisfactorily determined. M. Na-
vier goes on—" We conclude from this, that, in order to transport,

with any velocity whatever, constant or variable, a weight, W, to a
distance represented by a on a horizontal line, it is necessary to

- employ the power represented by is? x a—that is to say, the power

necessary to raise the weight to the height i^r or, in other wprds,

to transport a weight any given distance, on a horizontal line, is

equivalent to raising it the two-hundrclh part of that distance in

vertical height ; and, although this is not quite correct, it is suffi-

ciently so for general purposes. We have before assumed that it

is the same thmg to go a mile round as to go over a hill rising

twenty feet in a mile. Now, a mile being 17G0 yards, or 5iJ80 feet,

W
we/have j?foX 5280 as the power required, which is equal to rais-

ing the weight 20 feet. But as the friction varies, I think we have
sufficient experience now to say it is about the same tiling to rise

30 feet in a mile as to go a mile round ; but this is quite independ-

ent of the question, whether you should or should not allow on one
hand, and deduct on the other, when the slope exceeds the angle of
repose. I have explained to you, on previous occasions, the differ-

ence of opinion that exists on this point. Both Mr. Barlow and
M. Navier allow the advantage up to a certain point, which they

fix at about J in 180, beyond which point they consider the whole
advantage gained to be destroyed by the necessity of putting on
the break. Now, in practice, we do not find this to be the case,

until we copfie to 1 in 80, or thereabouts ; however, we may take,

as a general rule, M. Navier's concluding words on this subject :

—

" The length of the line remaining the same, the amount of power
consumed to elfcct the transit depends entirely upon the length of
the line, and the difference of the level of its extreme points."

The practical result which I have endeavored to lay before you this

evening is, that the cost of transport is the cost of the power com-
bined with the interest of the original cost of the line, and that the

calculation of this combined expense must form the element of
comparison between different lines of railway.
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INSTITCTIOX OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Description of the Mill, Forse,aml Furnaces of a Welsh Iron Work.
/^//Thomas Girdwood Hardie. Assoc. Inst. C. E.

The author comrnt^nr'es bv describin;^ thegenoral plan of an iron

work, consisting of six blast furnaces, four double-fire rciincries, and
a forge and mill, capable of converting into bar iron the produce
of the ^ix blasl furnaces,' lie then enters very fully into certain al-

terations of the interior shape of the blast furnaces introduced by
him at the Blaenavon works, from which have resulted an economy
of fuel, regularity of work, and an improved quality of iron. The
principal alferations appear to be, making the interior diameter
greater above that at the bodies, and establishing a proper ratio

between the diameter of the bodies and that of the charging placCj

and proportioning both to the height of the furnace. The opinions

arc supported by calculations of the quantity of blast used in

smelting given quantities of ore, and the effect which the form of
the furnaces must have in directing thei current of the blast through
the materials, by which alsojlie point effusion would be necessari-

ly affected.^md the chemical combinations varied. The particulars

are then pven of the construclion of the furnaces at Blaenavon,

and the d^ails of the blowing engines, blast mains, regulators,

valves, &.C., with calculations of the quantity of blast used in the

various processes of the manufacture. The construction of the

casting houses, with the mode of ventilating by the iron roof, is

detailed. - The general arrangements of the balance pits, coke
yards, mine kilns, anfl bridge houses, are shown, and the author
proceeds to describe the forge and mill, which have 35 puddling

furnaces, with hammers, shears, rolls, and heating furnaces in pro-

portion. He then condemns the usual practice of leaving the cou-

pling boxes loose upon the spindles, as liable to break the rolls,

shafts, or machinery, and gives the theoretical and practical rea-

sons for preferring fixed couplings. The communication is illus-

trated by three drawings, showing all the details of construction of
the iron works.

Remarks.—Mr. Lowe believed that there was an incorrectness in

the statement of the iron, after being freed from its oxygen by the

heat of the furnace, taking up a dose of carbon from the coke, thus

becoming a carburet of iron, which is a fusible compound, and as

such fell melted into the hearth. On the contrary, he thought that

the iroTi_was combitfcd with carbon in the ore. and that there was
not any necessity for the medium of the fuel to charge it with
carbon.

Dr. Farradfj', in reply to " Why the ore required, or why the

iron carried away any of the carbon of the fuel ?" stated, that the

ore being essentially a carbonate of iron, the first action of heat,

either in the mine kilns or in the furnace, was to draw off the car-

bonic acid and leavlg an oxide of iron, and then the further action

of the^fuel (besides sustaining a high temperature,) was to abstract

the oxygen of the oxide, and so to reduce the iron to the metallic
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state, after which a still farther portion of the carbon of the fuel

combined with the iron, bringing it into the state of easily fusible

or [)ig iron. As carbon can be communicated to the iron in two
ways, distinct in their naturo, eillier by contact with solid caf^bon,

as in the process of ccmonlation (that by which steel is commonly
converted), or from tlie carbonated gasses, cither carburetted hy-
drogen, or carbonic acid, which occupy nearly every part of the

air-way of the furnace, it would be desirable to distinguish, as far

as may be in any furnace having a particular form or action, what
proportion of the whole effect is due to the one mode of carboniza-

tion or the other.

Mr. Wallace stated that the ore was a carbonate of iron, or a
protoxide of iron and carbonic acid united, and not a carburet of
iron (or iron and carbon simply), as was gcnerajly believed. In

smelting, the carbonic acid was driven off', the simple oxyde re-

maining ; the oxygen of which, being carried off by the heat, left

the pure iron, which, combining with x\\c carbon of the coke, form-

ed a fusible carburet of iron, or the pig iron of commerce.
Mr. John Taylor observed tliat bis brother, Mr. Philip Taylor,

being sensible of the advantages to be ex|)ected from the use of an-

thracite in smelting iron, made a series t)f experiments several

years a<:o, from which he derived the opinion that the carbon ab-

sorbed by the metal, and which is necessary to produce it in the

shape of pig iron, nmst be presented in a gaseous state to the mass

in fusion ; and as anthracite did not aff'ord a sufficient supply of

coal gas during combustion to produce the proper effect, he propos-

ed to adopt a very ingenious method, by which this gas would have

been thrown into the furnace in .such proportions as might be found

necessary, mixed with the common air emyloycd as the blast. Cir-

cumstances interrupted the course of these experiments, or it is

possible that the use of antliracile for this important application

might have taken place at a much earlier period than it has happen-

to do.

Description of Chchon Meadow Sliiicr. By Theodore Bcdd,
Giad. Inst. C. E.

The sluice which is described in this communication was erect-

ed ' from the designs of Mr. Rendel, for the Chelson Marshes in

Devonshire, which, being very low, had previously suffered much .

from floods, but now are entirely relieved. The novelty in the

construction consists in hanging each of the doors respectively by
two hinged flat bars of iron, of 18 ft. in., and 15 feet 3 in. in

length, and thus, by placing the centre of motion so high above the

centre of gravity of thp doors, give greater freedom of action than

by the modes usually adopted in similar works. The dimensions of

all the' parts, and the method of construction, are given in g^at de-

tail, and are illustrated by a drawing.

Jiemarks.^Mr. Rendel explained that the sluice doors which

had been superseded by those described by Mr. Budd, were of the

ordinary description, placed side by side. They were frequently
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hinge bound and clogged up ; which caused the land to be flooded

sometimes for tHree months during the year ; the hinges Were at-

tached in the usml manner to the frames, close at the head of the

doors, and they required a pressure of at least 6 inches of water to

act upon them either way. He considered the principal advan-
tages of those doors to consist in the freedom of action given by
the length of the bar hinges by which they were suspended, their

giving the full extent of opening, and the pressure of one inch head
of water sufficing either to open or close them.

Mr. Prior inquired whether there was any similarity between
these sluice doorj and that erected by the President near Black-

friars Bridge, at the bottom of Fleet Ditch. That door was so

well hung as to be even acted upon by the wind ; and the slight'

est pressure of water sufficed to open or to close it.

The President explained that the principle was not the same ;' at

the Fleet Ditch sluice double hinges were used, or rather hinges
with a link between the part attacned to the frame^ and that which
was screwed to the door ;

—^that form of hinge always acted freely^

and allowed the doors tu open with a slight pressure.

On the mode practised in Indiafor obtaining solidfoundationsfor
bridges, 4*^., in sandy soils, by means of wellst By Captain Gooih
wijf, B. £., Assoc. Inst., C. E.

Piling for the foundation of buildings appears to beyentirely un-
known in Ilindostan ; the ordinary mode for securuig a founda-
tion, where the superstratum is tenacious and rests upon loose sand,

is to dig a well until water is reached ; a curb of timber is then
placed, and \ipon it a cylinder of brick, 7 1-2 feet exterior, and
3 1-2 feet in^rior diameter, is built to the height of 3 or 4 feet

above the ground. As so'on^^ the masonry has hardened suffi-

ciently, the well-sinker fixes a plumb line to the topof the cylinder
as a guide, and descends_withinside, carrying an instrumeht called

a " Phaora, or Mamooti," somewhat similar in shape to a hoe; with
this he excavates the earth until the water is too deep ; he/then
commences the use of the "Jham," which resembles the "Phaora**
in shape, but is about 3G inches long and 27 inches wide, aiid i^

suspended to a cord passing over a pulley above the cylindei'.

Upon this instrument the well-sinker decends, and diving into the

water excavates With the "Jham" the soft earth under the sides of
the curb, and is at intervals drawn up with the instrument. The
cylinder descends gradually from G inches to 2 1-2 feet per day, as

the earth is withdrawn from beneath it, and relays of Workmen
keep it constantly going, lest the sand should settle arqufid it, and
cause it to hang up. The natives are very expert in this operation,

and not unfrequently remain under water more than a minute at i
time. The cylinders have been sunk as deep as 40 feet: but With
extreme labor,

A series of these wells being sunk at intervals of 1 foot between
them, they are filled with a grouting of lime and rubble stone, and

4
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separately arched over ; arches are then thrown transversely from
the centre of each parallel pair, and another set of arches turned
over the adjacent wells longitudinally; the whole is then covered
with masonry, and the pier or other building raised ["uimju it ; such
foundations are found to answer perfectly in situations where al-

most any other kind would be washed away.
The communication was accompanied by a drawing of the pro-

cess, and of the tools used, showing also the modiiication of the

system proposed by Colonel Colvin, of the Bengal engineer.^ for

obtaining foundations for a curtain, or line of wall, by sinking

square masses of brickwork, with two or more wells in each,

through which the workmen could excavate the soil.

In answer to questions from the President, Captain Goodwin ob-

served, that the greatest peculiarity of this system was that the

sinker worked under water ; such had been their custom for ages.

Upon this kind of foundation, many of the large fortresses in In-

dia were constructed, and they stood remarkably well ; whereas,
if timber piles had been used, the white ant would have destroyed

them in a short time.

Lieutenant Sale observed that another main reason for not using

piles was, that timber was scarce and dear, whereas labor was
plentiful and cheap. Hence the general use of brick cylinders

Mr. Parkes conceived the most ingenious part of the procceditig

to h^, the sinking through the water, and thus avoiding the risk of

bringing up large quantities of sand, and the combination of arches

for distributing the weight of the superstructure equally among
the brick shafts. Such sliafts had been used by the Chinese, and
sunk in the same manner from time imm<'morial.

In answer to a question from the president, Mr. Simpson descri-

bed the process now so much practised for sinking wells through

bad strata by means of cast iron cylinders ; excavating the earth

from within the cylinder by an instrument called a *' miser," which
is a conical iron shell with a valve opening inwards; it is sus{>end-

ed by iron rods li inch square, and worked from the level of the

ground without pumping up the water: it is not tincommon to ex-

cavate to a depth exceeding lUO feet in that manner. The " miser"

can bring up a cubic yard of earth each time it is raised. Cast

iron cylinders StSLpreferablc to brick shafts, which frequently hang
up, and in that case give much trouble, whereas if the iron cylifi-

ders do not descend freely, they will bear the aj)plication of con-

siderable force to drive them down. They are frequently forced

through the indurated ferruginous gravel. Light planking is also

sometimes used, particularly in such cases as in the well he is now
sinking at Chelsea, which is 'io feet square, lined throughout with

3 inch planking. It has reached the quick sand at a depth of 32

feet, and will be stopped there.

Mr. Davjson had just completed a well at Messrs. Truman and

Hanbury's brewery, with cast iron cylinders, 8 feet diameter, and

1.93 feet deep, an account of which he promised to present to the

Jnstitution.
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llie President was now sinking a set of cast iron cylinders

through sand which was liable to be washed away ; they were to

be filled with concrete and used as the foundation for a lighthouse

at the Point of Air. An account of the construction was, he be-

lieved, preparing lor the Inslilulion.

nCRlI-ATIONS O.V RAILWAYS IN FRANCE.

The Minister of public Works, in conformity with the opinion

of the conuniitce on steam engines, has provisionally issued the

following orders :

1. The ciii[jloymcnt of locomotives on four wheels is forbidden
with passengers' trains.

2- Neither tender nor any other carriage on four wheels to be
placed at the head of the trains before the locomotives.

3. The locomotives to be placed at the head of the. train, and
never behinc].

This regulation never to be violated, except in case of changing
the direction of the ti'ains at the stations, or in case of a train being
stopped by accident, and that it should be necessary to send assist-

ance from beliind the train: but in such case the speed of the traif!

not to excee(f'ti"2 kilometres the hour (13.7 miles).

It is, moreover absolutely forbidden to enclose a train between
two locomotives, one before and the other behind.

4. Until a better mode shall have been discovered to diminish the

effect of shocks and collisions, there shall be placed one wagon
without passengers at the head of each train, composed of five car-

riages at most, and of two wagons, when the number of carriages

in the train shall excee'd five.

r>. The passengers' carriages never to be locked.

G. Every- railroad company to keep' books, in which shall be en-

tered the state and length of service of every axle-tree, whether
straight or curved.

7. The Prefect will publish an ordinance, stating the interval at

whicli two trains arc to succoct^pach other.

H. The speed of the trains }h their descent from Versailles to

Paris on either line, not to exceed 39U kilometres per hour (24.miles.)

Independently of the above measures, the Minister of Public

W(jrks has requested the committee on steam engines to examine

—

1. WTiether in the descent from Versailles to Paris, and in fact

in all rapid descents, it would be adviseable to prohibit the use of
more than one locomotive, and, if not, under what regulations they

slu)ul(l be tolerated.

2. To discover tlie best mode of preventing inflammable matter
from being communicated by the locomotives.

The Minisl*;r is moreover about to appoint a special commission
to make experiments

—

' '

1. Upbn the degree of perfection to, which the axletiieesof iooQ->

motives may be brought, and the length of time they ought to re-

main in use.
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2. Upon the different means to be employed in order to dirnini^sli

the effects and danger of collisions on railroads.

—

lb.

VELOCITY OF WATER THROVGIl PIPES.
«

{Prom Beport qf Lecture by Dr. Melson in the Medical Counties Herald.)

The calculations for the head of water necessary to keep up a
given velocity for every 100 ft. run of pipe, have been so ably de-

duced, from experiment, by Mr. Rofe, of the Birmingham Water-
Tvorks, that the lecturer could not forego the pleasure of pointing

them out a little more in detail, and of giving the tables by which
the necessary calculations were effected. The tables were /wo,
and were both deduced from absolute experiment—not from expe-

riments conducted by means of tin tubes of small diameter, fit only

for laboratory uses, as there was too much reason to fear many of

the tables previously published had been constructed, but from the

absolute cast iron tubings themselves, as laid down in Birmingham
and its vicinity. The tables were two: in the first. V represents

^he table of velocities in feet per minute, and T the constant num-
bers of those velocities :

—

V T
60 .... 802
70 - - - - - 11-40
80 .... 14-58

90 - - - - - - 17-9r>

100 ....
, 21 r>6

110 - - - - - 2.V3.5

120 .... 29-70

130 - - - - - 34-

140 .... 38-90

150 . . . ., . 44- *

160 ! - . - - 49-50
170 . - . - - 55-66

180 .... 0213

In the latter D represents the diameter of the pipes in inches,

find t the constant numbers for those diameters :

—

D t

3 - - - - -

4 - - - - - -028

6 - - - - -053

6 - - - - - -078

I 7 - - - . - -104

8 - T - - -184

As an application of these tables, the following problem was
proposed ; it having been premised that the formula for their use

T
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where II represents the height, or head of water. It is required,

then, to determine what head of water will be necessary to send
water by an engine through 1,500 ft. of six-inch pipes to an eleva-

tion of 8U ft. at a velocity of 180 ft. per minute. Now, by the

table we see that the constant number for 180 ft. velocity is 62*13,

and the constant number to be added to G inches is '078,

and6>i:? ,am- u= 10 22 inches.
6oi 6

which is the head of water required to keep up the velocity of 180
ft. per minute for every 100 ft. run ; which being multiplied by 15

(the number of hundred yards through which it has to pass), gives

153 in.,rDr 12 ft. 9 in. This, added to 80 ft., will give 92 ft. 9 in.

as the column of water which the pump must lift.

—

lb.

American Marine Exgines.—We have been both astonished

and gratified by the reception of a drawing sent to us fiom Ame-
rica, of an excellent side lever marine engine, constructed by
Messrs. Stillman and Co. of New-York, for two steamers built for

the Spanish Government, "El Regent" and "El Congresco." It

has been soTmuch the habit of Europeans to regard the American
machinery as rude and dangerous, as well as unsuited to vessels in-

tended for the navigation of the ocean—an impression in which, to

a certain extent, we ourselves participated—that this drawing has,

we confess, surprised as much as it has delighted us ; and it is an
act of justice we feel called upon to render to say that, so far as

this drawing will enable us to form an opinion, Messrs. Stillman's

performance will not suffer by a comparison with the work of even
the first of British manufactures. The framing of this engine re-

sembles the framing of Messrs. Fawcett, Caird, and Borrie, and
every part of it appears Ho us well proportioned and arranged.

The ingress and egrfess of the steam to and from the cylinder is

regulated by spindle valves wrought by an eccentric ; whether
these valves are of the single or double beat description, the draw-
ing does not specify. The eccentric rod is provided with a long

nut furnished with a right-handed and left-handed thread, so as to

shorten or -lengthen the rod at pleasure. There is an expansion
valve of the common description situated in the steam pipe, and

wrought in the usual manner. We should have been glad to have

possessed more precise information respecting the interior of these
engines, as for^ example, the nature of the piston packings of the
valves, air pump buckets, as well as some particulars respecting the

construction of the boiler, the consumption of fuel, and the nature

of the performance as determined by the indicator. We trust we
may be favored with such details, and no effort of ours shall be
wanting to make the merits of the machinery of America as exten-

sively known and as highly appreciated as its excellence appears to

deserve.

—

lb.

Thb Taktarcs steam vessel, Commander T. W. Smith, arrived

at Woolwich on Monday, April 23, from the West Indies. She has
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been upwards of four years in commission, traversing during that

period a distance of 73,000 miles, and consuming about 5400 tons
of coal, without, in a single instance, being detained one hour from
service for repairs to either hull or boilers.

Railways i.v Fraxck.—The Gliambcr of Peers assembled on
MotMJa} , yih May, in tiicir cummilleu nxxus, fur tiiu purpose of
elecfinga committee to rcpirt on the railway hill, brought up from
tlie Chamber of Deputie?;. This bill contains

—

first, a general clas-

sification of the lines intended to be constructed : sec(uul, a secoud
system of execution, whicli imposes on the departments traversed

by those railways the payment of two-thirds of the value of the

ground to be purchased. It likewise enacts tliat the (Government
shall [)ay the remaining third, together witli the expense of elubank-
ment, thj executions of works of art and stations, leaving the cost

of fixinjj the rails and the materiel to the charge of the companies

who siiall undertake to complete them. Third, the allocation of
funds amounting together to the sum of 120,000,0001". applicable to

the following sections :

—

Francs.

From Strasbourg to Ilommartin, - . . . 11,500,000
'' Bijon to Chalons. ------- 11,000,000
}' Marseilles to Avignon. - - - - - 30.000,000
«' Orleans to Tours, - 17,000.000
" Orleans to Vicrzon, ------ lt>,000,000

" Paris to Lille, - 43,000,000

For sundry expenses, 1,500,000

120,000,000

The entire plan consists of seven of the first order, setting out

from Paris, and leading— 1 to the Belgian frontier through Lille

^nd Valenciennes. 2. To England, by oneor several points on the

coast, to be hereafter determined. 3. To the German frontier,

through Strasboiirgh. 4. To the Mediterranean, through Lyons,

Marseilles, and Cette. 5. To the Spanish frontier, through Bor-

deaux and Bayonne. 0. To the Atlantic Ocean, by Nantes. 7.

To the centre of France, through Vicrzon, with a prolongation to

be hereafter determined, with a branch to Bonrges. And of two
lines of the second order, from frontier to frontier directed— 1.

From the Mediterranean to the Rhine, through L,yons, Dijon, and
Melhouse. 2. From the Mediterranean to the Atlantic Ocean,

through Bordeaux, Toulouse, and Cette.

—

lb.

Trb Hox. Company's Steam Fbigate Acbau. — On Sunday
nooHrthe loth ult., this splendid war steamer left her anchorage at

Gravesend, bearing the pendant of Commodore Pepper, of the In-

dian navy, who will assume the command of all the Company's
ships-of-war now serving in China, under Admiral SirW. Parker.

The Acbar is a steam frigate of the first class, armed with two
eight-inch guns, and four long 32 pounders, with a complement of
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1 60 men, carrying five boats, on two of which are mounted brass
12 lb. howitzers. The engines are of the collective power of 350
liorsfs, manufactured by RoIktI Napier of Glasgow, and are of a
very ^iiijM.-rior description. She has four copper boilers of about
seven Ions each. The armoury is Hllqd up with 100 percussion
muskets, pistols, cuilassesj and inusketoons, etc., ilie whole in beau-

tiful ordei'. and presenting a m)si warlike appearance. Tha Acbar
carries .')90 tons of coal, which, with a consumption of a ton an
hour, will enable her to steam 20 successive days. She made her'

passage from (jfaveson*! to Falmouth, a distance of 370 miles, in

30 hours, which gives an average speed of more than ten miles an
liour.

—

lb.

Steam Na'Vioattox on the Thamhs.—There are now IG steam
vessels running daily between Gravesend and London, ihe same
number to Woolwich, 20 to Greenwich, numerous small steamers,

the boats of the Waterman's Company, and of the Old Woolwich
Company—between Greenwich aud Blackwall ; there are eight

steam vessels constantly going up and down the river on their way
to and from I>over, Ramsgate, Heme Bay, Southend, and Sheerness.
The General Steam Navigation Company musters 49 steamers, all

sailing from London, a fleet sn})erior to the steam fleet of any of

the continental powers, and which carry merchandize and property
to the atnount of 1,000,000/. .sterling weekly, and whose consump-
tion of coals exceeds in value 50,000/. per annum. There are net

less than 50 other large steam vessels trading between London and
variou6 ports in Great Britain and Ireland ; 23 steam-tugs carrying

froiir30 to 100 horse power each, exclusively engaged in towing
ships between Gravesend and the Pool ; 20 iron and wooden steam-

ers naviiiatinj; the river above bridge, between London Bridge and
Chelsea : 2 constantly running between the Adelphi Tier and Put-

ney, and 5 lo Richmond.-—7/>.

Scott's jMonlmext.—An engraving has just been published,

from a drawing by the architect, Mr. Kemp,iof the monument to

the meniory of Sir Walter Scott, at Edinbul-gh. It is a Gothic
elevation, something in the style of what are called *'?crosses," and
bears in some portions a resemblance to the- great tower of -the

Cathedral at Antwerp. It is in style between the florid and the

simple (iothic, having flying buttresses, finials, crockets, etc., and
being ornamented with quatre feuilles, and more minute embellish-

ments. There are many tabernacles, but they are not occupied by
figures. The statue of Sir Walter is placed in the centre, beneath

the [)rincipal drch ; it is robed in a flowing drapery, and stands on
a |>ed(.'sial. The pedestal does not partake of the character of the

building, and" gives rather an incongruous eflcct to the whf)le.

There is an apjjcarance of lightness and elegance about the design,

but it may be qijestioned whether the building has not too much of
the monastic or clerical style to suit exactly the character of him
it is intended to commemorate.

—

lb. .
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Artesian Well in London.—The sinking of the Artesian well
in Piccadilla has, we believe, been attended with the most perfect

success, and there is now every probability of an exhaustible sup-
ply of the purest water. After boring to a depth of 240 feet wa-
ter was arrived at, which immediately rose to within 80 feet from
the surface. Over the well a handsome iron pump is in progress

of erection, and the inhabitants may now reckon upon a certain and
plentiful supply of fine spring water. The expense of this useful

work is estimated at 600/. Such as has been the success of the un-

dertaking, and so many the advantages, that it is said to be in con-

templation to carry out the plan in St. GJeorge's parish, by causing

"

Artesian wells to be sunk in different localities, best calculated to

contribnte to the convenience of the parishioners.

—

lb.

Welland Canal.—New Stone Locks.—We are informed on
the authority of a letter received from Mr. Killaly by the engineer
in charge of the New works on the Welland Canal, that, in conse-

quence of advices received from England by the steamer Caledo-

nia, at the Government House, Kingston, of a full guaranty of abun-
dant means from the Home Government, preparations are to bo
made for the immediate commencement of the enlarged stone

locks on this work, six of which, near the mountain ridge, a guard
lock at the junction, and a ship lock of 185 by 45 feet within the

chambers, at Port Maitland, (Broad creek,) will shortly be placed

under contract, to be finished with all reasonable despatch.

Cleveland Herald.

Morris Canal.—We learn that the Receivers have leased the

Morris Canal to Lewis S. Coryell, Esq., who is now busily engaged

in contipleting the repairs, and expects to have it ready for naviga-

tion by the first of next month. This canal runs from ?]aston to

Jersey City, through the immense iron region of New Jersey. It

cost above four millions of dollars. The company became insolvent,

and the property went into the hands of Receivers, by order of the

Chancellor of New Jersey. The notes issued by the company are

not receivable for tolls on the canal.

Letlers in the Alphabet.—The Sandwich Islarid Alphabet
has 12 letters; the Burmese 19; the Italian 20 ; the Ben^alese21;
the Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldec, Samaratin and Latin 22 each ; the

French, 23 ; the Greek 24 ; the (Jerman and Dutch 20 each ; the

Spanish and Slavonic 27 each ; the Arabic 28; the Persic and
Coptic 32; the Turkish 33 ; the Georgian 30; the Armenian 38 ;

the Russian 41 ; tlie iniiscovite 43 ; the Sanscrit and Japenense 50 ;

the Elhiopic and Tartarian 202.

—

Savannah Georgian.

Among the strange craft that navigate the Ohio, is a floating

glass manufactory. A larire flat boat is filled up with a furnace.,

tempering oven, and the usual apparatus proper for i^iicli an estab-

lishment. It is in full blaze every night, melting glass ware, which

is retailed all along shore, as the establishment floats down stream.

It hails from Pittsburg, and is owned by Ross &, Co.
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We take great pleasure in announcing the names of the follow-

ing gentlemen as occasional contributors to this Journal Several

others whom we have addressed have not yet returned answers.

—

There are, alao, many others who have continually lent us their aid,

but who are at present absent from their usual places of residence,

and whose names we shall be niost happy to add at some future

time. The following gentlemen may, therefore, be considered as

contributors to tho Journal, as their leisure may from time to time

allow :-^
I

I Joseph E. Bloomfield, Esq.

Wm. R. Casey, C. E.

P. P. F. Degrand, Esq.

1 Chas. Ellet, C. E.

Chas. B. Fisk, C. E. ^

E. F. Johnson, C. Et

~^i Benj. H. Latrobe, C. E. ^

I

Wm. C. Redfield, Nav. Eng.

I

and agent Steam Nav. Co.

Jas. Renwick, L. L. D.

!

Prof Nat. and Exp. Phil, and Chemistry.-

j

. J. E. Shipman, C. E.

i
Edw. Shotwell, C. E.

i

Chas. B. Stewart, C. E.

I

I.. A. Sykes, C. E.

Jas. Ed. Tlwiupson, C. E.

John v. Traulwinc, C. E.
.5 ' "
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,»To all these gentlemen we beg leave to offer oUr thanks fbr their

prompt reply to our communications, and for the kind interest they

have showed in behalf of our undertaking.

KEW EXPKRIXEirrS ON FRICnOlf, MADB AT METZ, Ilf 1831, 1882,

AND 18d3, BY ARTHUR MORIN, CAPT. Or ARTIIJ.KRT.

[Continued from page 8.]

Tlie mode of conducting the experiments having been deacribed

in the last number, the results will qow be given in a tabular form.

It may, however, be remarked, that in the original memoirs each

experiment is given in detail with the calculated results, and in most

instances with foil ^-^marks ^>^ the attendant birihitbstances. The

Jarge number of the curves, traced during these experiments, are

•hown ; bat as the object oi theie, as vrell as of much of the nib-

«(ance of the memoirs, is to demonstrate the general laws of fiic-

tioB, they need not be repeated. Enough has already been said to

convince our readers of the accuracy of the results ; and, w^en
we add that each numerical value, contained in the tables, is the

mean of a number of experiments, made at different velocities

and pressures, and with surfaces of various extent, it will be seen

that these values can be employed with the most entire confidence.

The general laws are announced as follows

:

I. The friction is proportioned to the pressure.

II. Independent of the velocity.

III. Independent of the extent of surface in contact.

These laws, formerly considered as approximations, are now de-

monstrated to be strictly and exactly true.

The inspection of the tables will at once give rise to many
reflections, which each one may apply for himself, we omit, there-

fore, all this portion of the work, which being appropriate during

the detail of individual cases, is no longer needed when the whole

is brought under the eye at once.

The first table contains all the values of frictions ascertained for

l)odies in motion. The second, j(to follow in another number) the

frictions caused by substances having remained some time in con-

tact, or what might be called the friction of separation. The third,

taken exclusively from the third memoir, tcfefs entirely to the fric-

tion of building materials.

Explanation of tSke Tables.

The first table contains the number of the results, and has

hecxi added for convenience in referring to the tabic.
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The secoiuj column contains the names of the substances cm-

ployed, and the order of position : thas> oak upon iron trill be

found in one place, and iron upon oak in another. The difference

caused by the change in position will be foutni h^hly interesting,

particularly in. the case of the metahk

The third cdlumn indicates the natuiv of ihe substance applied

to the surfaces. For the sake of convenience in reference, we
have abridged the prolixity of the original tables without leaving

any thing unexpressed. The values standing at the head of tlie

table are from the first memoir, and were made without any up*

|;uent, properly so called^ The condition of the surface is denoted

by the terms stce^and dry, When the surfaces are said to be uxty

it is to be understood, that if capable of being thoroughly soaked

in water, they are in that condition. In the remaining portion of

the table,' (taken from the second piemoir) the sign denotes a

naked or unprepared surface ; wUer is to be understood with the

same qualificatioii as above ; oHve oil, tallow and lardi denote these

substances in their ordinary conditions. Thodry Joop used, was the

best quality of blue Marseilles soap, very hard and dry, and pieces

of oak well rubbed with it, and then wiped, showed to a casual

observer nothing upon their surface, yet the friction was reduced

from -478 to '164. The substance called mineral tar, or asphaltum

oil, is said to be viscous, of a reddish brown color, and very much

resembling thick molasses. It is found at Bechelbronn, Lower

Rhine, and has long been used for the axles of wagons, &c. The

author remarks that this substance, unless abundantly used, allows

the resistance to increase rapidly until it attain a value nearly as

great as if no unguent had been used. This is not the case with

paper fats or oils, and is evidently owing to the volatility of the

naptha which constitutes a large portion of it The anti-attrition

compound, denoted as lard and plumbago, consists of/our parts of

the former andone of the latter. The term wheelgrease {camhavis}

is applied to the substance taken from the axles of vehicles long in

use, and, of course, of a very tenacious consistency. Before the

experiment it was freed from foreign subsUnces and remelted. ^

No mention is made by the author of the original materials of thia

composition ; we presume that it is nearly oi quite the same that

is used generally for this purpose.

The word greasy denotes that state in which surfaces -are left

after grease has been employed and then wiped off as much a&

possible. It is evident, as the author observes, that it is not always

'

possible to produce the same amoant of unctionity, the iiesu.lts are
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therefore not entirely comparable, still they are useful as representr

ing the state in which surfaces may be found after havibg discontir

nued the use of an unguent for some time.

The fourth column describea the direction of the fibres both mu-

tually and in reference to the direction of motion. It appears that

in all cases the fibres of the lower piece were parallel to the direc-

tion of motion, so that the terms in this column may be understood

as referring to both. Thus parallel denotes that the fibres of the

sliding body were parallel to those of the one beneath and to the

motion
; perpendicular, that t^ey were at right angles with the

fibres beneath and the direction of motion ; vertical, that the slid-

ing piece of work is placed on end, the rest remaining as before.

In the case of a fibrous substance sliding over bronze or cast iron,

the reference is of course only to the direction of motion.

The fifth column contains the numerical values expressed deci-

mally ; we have retained this form as being the best suited for com-

parison and calculation. A few of tne results, from the first me-

moir, from 1 to 18, will be found repeated in the remainder of the

table with slightly different values. In this case the latter are

always to be preferred as the most correct.

TABLE I.

FRICTION OP PLAHE SURFACES m MOTfOM.

No. Nature of Suifaces.
Condition of Surfaces

as to ungueni.'
Arramrement

of fibres.
of

iruoa
tion

1 Oak on oak, -



Friction of Plane Surfaces in motion. «t

No.|



38 Friction of Plane Smfaees in mttioiL

No.



FHakh of Ftame Smfaeer in motum. 39

Ra



4» Friction of Plana Swfaees in motiom

tXo.1 Nature of SurbiceB.
Condition of Skirfacca

as to tingnent
ArranRement,
of ficnroa.

184
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No. Pf on of Skirfaoa.
at

CoiKlitioa of StarCuM ( AmBRementu to noguent. I of fibres.

ProponioB
ofnictioa
toprewure.

221 " " tallow, •* -056

222 « «« olive oil,
« -053

223 " " lard aDd plumbago, " -067

224 ",- *• wheel grease, •' -170

225 bronze on bronze, *201

226 " " olive oil, -058

227 " " grea«y, -134

«

CAUSKS OF FAP.URB OF CERTAIN SAlI<-KOADS Ut THB imiTED

STATKS.

N The pamphlet recently put forth by Mr. Ellet, on this subject, has

very properly excited a great deal of attention, on account

both of the important nature of the subject, and the remarka-

ble views of the author. The pamphlet having been republished ia

this Journal, together with certain articles in its favor, and at the

same time the opposite side of the question having been argued very

fully in certain other articles, our readers are doubtless by this time

fully acquainted with the merits of the question. We have expres-

sed our individual opinion as adverse to the views of Mr. EUet, nor

have the arguments more recently brought forward in favor of his

position tended to change our previously expressed opinion that

these views, however correct in a few instances, are by no means

as generally applicable as seems intended.

It is, however, far from our intention to prevent a free and fair

discussion of the subject, which is demanded, both by the standing

of the parties and the useful results which may grow out of it.

Discussions of this kind are very apt to deal in generalities, and

gradually lose ^sight of the actual points at issue. Desirous of

avoiding this, it is proposed to give a few hints of the leading heads

under which the legitimate discussion of the question roust ultimate-

ly fall. It has occurred to us that the observation of those gentle-

men who seem disposed to advocate Mr. EUet's side of the question

has generally been directed to a different section of the country from

that of those who entertain different views, hence we may be allow-

ed to suppose that the defects complained of by Mr. Ellet prevail

more generally in some sections of the country than in others. In

short, that while extravagance in the construction of roads and a

blind imitation of the English system may be noticed in individual

instancef, the «ame faults may not be observed, even in unsuccess'

e
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M Rail-roads, in other parts of the eoubtrVi In or3e^ to satisfy all

parties upon this point, and in fact to lay the very foundation of all

argument upon the question it will be necessary to obtain a list of

all the Rail-roads commenced or completed in the United States

;

their lengths, cost and annual receipts and expenditures, together

with such other statistical details as may be required to form axjor-

rect judgment of their actual condition.

Another very important circumstance to be considered, is the dif-

ference between the actual condition and value of a stock and its

price in the market. To persons at a distance and unacquainted

with the mysteries of stockjobbing, the price of stocks is considered

a fair criterion of the value of the undertaking. Nothing can be

more delu&ive than such an opinion. In the commencement of tho

construction of a Rail-road^ one or more instalments must be called

in, and the immediate effect will be a decline of 5 per cent, or more,

according to the amount called in and the scarcity of money at the

time.

Again, the operation, technically known as cornering, may raise

the price to an unprecedented height without any change in the cir-

cumstances of the company. The facility with which the stocks of

uncompleted works may be obtained haa been the means of greatly

swelling the list of what are called *' fancy stocks,'* which are ever

after the mere foot-ball of speculators who have not the slightest

desire of forwarding the true interests of the undertaking.

The discredit attached to this kind of speculation has indirectly

produced unfavorable effects upon the character of Rail-roads as an

ve stment, from which, however, they are now recovering. It

must also be remembered that many of the best Rail-roads never

appear in the lists of stock quotations to counterbalance the low

•'char^ter of the "fancy stocks."

Many Rail-roads, properly constructed and adapted to anexten-

sive traffic, have been ruined by subsequent mismanagement^ither

from the igiK>rance or fraiid of diro^tors. Improper interference,

from the same quarter, with the location of the work has produced

the same results.

. Finally, it would be difficult to assign any cause or causes for the

failure of Rail-roads that would not apply to all other unsuccessful

operations in these times of distress and depression, and the reasons

assigned for these last are as muiy as the miles of Rail-road in the

United States. May we not, therefore, justly conclude that no one

two or three causes can be found for the want of success of all oi

the unsuccessful Rail-roads in thte United States.i
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Enough has been.said to show the amount of research necessary

iox the accui^fite investigation of ,^this question, and we need say no

more; to convince our readers of ;the Injury that may be caused by

the improper management of the discussion. '.!

(Por the Americui Railraad Journal, and Heohanics' Magazine.}

" PRACTICAL DKSCRIPTIOIf OP HERRON'b PATENT TRELI.I8 RAILTTAT

STkDCTCaa."-—earey 4- Hart, Philadelphia,

There is no country in the world—not even England herself—so

much interested in the subject of railroads as the United States^

And this is the case, not alone, because we have more capital in^

vested in them, and a much greater extent of them in actual opera-

tion, than any European country, but because they are more neces-

sary to us—to the developement of vast resources and the progres-

sive improvement of our boundless territory—than they can possi-

bly to any other people. It is natural, therefore, that we should

look with a deep interest to any improvement which may tend to

remove the .serious defects, acknowledged on all hands to exist in

the present methods of railway superstructure. The high hopes

that were entertained a few years ago, as to the results of the sys-

tem, have certainly not been realized. As a profitable investment

of capital it may be considered a complete failure, and this is suffi-^

cient to put'a check to its further progress, unlesssome effectual reme«

dy be devised for the evil which lies at the bottom of the system.

• • The ifailure of our railroad system is not attributable to the

want of patronage ; for the receipts on most of our principal lines^

for the transportation of freight and passengers, are immense ; but

they are,neiarly all swallowed up in the constant repairs of road

and whaekihery ; and it is well known to all practical engineers that

the \i^ole mischief grows out of the defects o^ the presetU modes of

superstructure. The great end of railway structures being the at^

taihment of a permanently hard^vcn elastic surface^u^eh wUl offer

the kast possible resistance to the bodies that have to pass over theniy

the slightest deviation from this standard constitutes an imperfec-

tion in the structure, which goes to def^t its object, and lessen its

value. No one who will travel 6ver eveivthe best of our railroads,

or cast his eye along their undulating surfaces, will re(]^ure any other

argument to convince him that th< great end of Itailway structures

« not attained, ** The whole linfe is a series of short elastic plahes»

divided only by the regid points of sfipport. This gives to the en-

•_W« need hardly aay that we conceive tlpeM aaaertionB to be erron«oa«.—Ed»
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gines and carriages the ruinous nndugatory or bounding motions,

and as the deflexute of the rails is more considerable next the joints

a lurch is added to the bound, which thus results in an awkward

wabbling quit, that very soon destroys-the engines, carriages, and

railway, causing the enormous amount of annual repairs, that ab-

sorbs in so many cases the whole income of the railway." We
venture to assert, without fear of contradiction, that no raUuxtyhas

ever yet been constructed in England, or in this country, that lias pre-

servtd the characteristics aj a perfect railway for one moment after

the Jirst locomotive and train have passed over it ! From that mo-

ment it is mor^ or less deranged. The cause is obvious^ The su-

perstructure is dependent on, and identified with, the road-bed

;

and as it will always be found impossible to make all descriptions

of soil to " settle" equally, and be equally effected by frost and

moisture, so will it be found that the railroad structures vhich are

dependent upon them, must yield to their inequalities, and present,

instead of a perfectly even surface, a long succession of small hills

and valleys ; the effects of which are found in the rapid wear and

tear of the machinery, as well as of the road itself; the constant

necessity for watching and propping the ricketty superstructure, the

increased friction, the decreased speed, the frequent accidents, the

breaking of axles, the jumping off the tracks, &c It results then

:

Firstf that all the evils of the system are in proportion to the extent

of the imperfection of the track ; or its deviation from the standard

of a perfect, railway. Secondly, That this imperfection, and all its

train of evil consequences, must continue as long as the present

erroneous principle of construction shall continue ; which makes

the superstructure dependent for its evenness of surface on the road-

bed ; which, in the nature of things, nevqr can he relied on for that

purpose.

Enough has been said, if indeed it was necessary to say any thing,

to show that our whole system of railway superstructure is extremely

defective, and based on wrong principles. This has long been

acknowledged, but it was more easy to see and deplore the evil than

to devise a remedy for it. This remedy however we sincerely

believe has at last been found, and we acknowledge an honest pride

in knowing that it is to the genius of one of our own countrymen

we are indebted for an improvement, which, in its practical results,

will be of great importance to our country ; and will, at the same

time, aid us in carrying on with foreign nations, that noble com*

roerce in the products of science and genius by which we acknowK
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edge ourselves to have been so often benefited, and what we are

always happy to reciprocate.

The " practical description of the Trellis Railway Structure,"

published by Mr. Herron, renders it unnecessary, in a notice of this

kind, to enter into the details of his improvements ; for thuse who
take an interest in such subjects will refer to the work itself, which

ought to occupy a place in the library of evei-y engineer. We will

proceed, however, to point out the distinguishing characteristics of

the new system. As all the evils of the old system grow out of the

dependence of the superstructure on the road-bed, and from its too

limited, surface bearing on the soil; the grand desideratum attained

by the new system, is the almost entire independence of the super-

structure of the road-bed. Instead of cross ties and string pieces

loosly connected and having little bearing on the surface, the

improved tract is a trellis frame work, deriving immense strength

from the mechanical principle applied in its construction, and having

a very extensive bearing surface on the soil. It is in fact a ttrong

continuous bridge which cannot be affected by ordinary inequalities

in the road-bed ; nor admit of the slightest vertical or lateral derang-

menis as long as the materials last of which it is constructed. There

are many other improvements, such as a new scarph for joining the

ends of the string pieces, a new wrought iron chain for securing the

ends of the iron rails, and some of minor importance, constituting

the whole a beautiful system, and showing in the inventor a thor-

ough and practical knowledge of aM the difficulties to be encountered,

and an ingenuity and talent fully equal to the task of surmounting

them. His estimates prove that the improved structure will cost

less than the present ones, and this^is^corroberated by the experi-

ment made on the Baltimore anjd Susquehanna Railroad. This

experiment made on the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad two

years ago, it appears, from the Baltimore papers, has realized all that

was expected from the new system. " It is in asperfect order, after

having stood, the breaking up of txdo tcinter's frost, as it was the day

it was laid down, although it has not received the slightest repair. It

has not been touched !" On a recent visit to Baltimore, we visited

and examined the new tract laid down on the Bahimore and Sus-

quehanna Railway near the city, and were struck with the contrast

between it and the adjoining track laid down on the old plan. Al-

though it had been in operation two years it was still a.perfect rail'

way, not having suffered the slightest displatement, vertical or lateral

while conatant ramming and propping could not keep the adjoinibg

road, constructed on the old plan, in as good condition

!

|
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No scientific engineer could read Mr. Herron'a work and study his

plates and models without being convinced^f the soundness of his

principles, and yieldingto the cogency of his reasoning ; but for the

world at large something more was necessafyjy the actual test of

experiment was required. This is now triumphantly appealed to,

and all interested in the subject may satisfy their minds by refer-

ring to Charles Howard, Esq. President of the Baltimore and Sus-

quehanna Railroad Company for a confirmation of the facts herein

stated.

IFrom the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal.]

IXSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENOIKEERS.

" Description of the Tanks for Kyanizing the Timber for the perma-^

nent way of the Hull and Selln/ Railway" By John Timperley.

Upon the recommendation of Messrs. Walker and Burges, the

Engineers, it was determined that the sleepers of this railway

should be kyanized in close vessels, using exhaustion and pressure^

instead of in the open tanks usually employed. The present com>
munication, which includes a description of the kyanizing vessels,

dnd an account of the various circumstances connected with the

operation, commences by describing the apparatus, to consist of
two tanks, a leservoir,- two force pumps, and a double air pump.
The tanks are cylindrical, with flat ends, and are made of wrought
iron plates, nearly half an inch in thickness ; they are 70 feet in

lengtn, and 6 ft. in diameter ; at each extremity is a cast iron door,,

flat on the outside, and concave on the inner side, provided with

balance weights for raising and lowering it. Each end is strength-

ened by five parallel cast iron girders, whose extremities are held

by wrought iron straps rivetted on to the circumference of the

tanks. Notwithstanding the great strength of these girders, seve-

ral were broken by the pressure applied during the process* The
vessels are lined with felt, upon which is laid a covering of close

jointed fir battens, fastened with copper rivets ; this precaution is

necessary to prevent the mutual deterioration which would arise

from the contact of the iron and corrosive sublimate. There was
originally only one brass force pump, 2 in. diameter, and in»

stroke ; this being found insufficient, another was added of 4 in.

diameter, and henceforward a pressure of 100 lb. per square inch

was easily obtained. The air pump is 10 in. diameter and 15 in.

stroke. Its construction is of tho ordinary kind. The author

gives in an appendix to the paper a minute descHption of the va-

rious parts of the apparatus, with tho details of their dimensions

and weight. Tlie process is simple and rapid ; the corrosive sobU-

mate is first mixed with warm water in a trougl^ in the proportion

of 1 lb.' of (he former to 2 gallons of the latter; the clear soliition

is then poured off into the reservoir, where water is'added till it is

idiluted to theprof>er point, which may be ascertairied by aln "hydro-
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meter ; a more perfect test is the action of the solution upon sil-

ver, which it turns brown at tjhe requisite degree of saturation.

The operations of exhaustion and pressure employ eight men for

five hours, the whole process occupying about seven hours, during

which time from 17 to 20 load^ are kyanized in each tank. It is

desirable tjiat the timber should remain stacked for (wo or three

weeks atjter kyanizing before it is used. It was found that about

J lb. of corrosive sublimate sufficed to prepare one load (50 cubic

feel) of !timber. About 337,000 cubic feet of timber were kyan-

ized, the average expense of which, including part of the first cost

of the tanks, was about 5d. per cubic foot. The timber was tested

after the process, and it was found that the solution had penetrated

to the heart of the logs.

The paper contains some interesting tables exhibiting (he quan-

tity of the solution taken up by different kinds of wood with-

without- exhaustion ; from these it appears that the saturation per

cubic foot, in the latter case did not exceed 2*25 lb. with speci-

mens of- Dantzic timber, whereas it ranged between 12*24 lb. and
15'25 lb. with pieces of home-grown wood. The author observes

that this striking difference may be partly due to the greater com-
pactness of the foreign timber. Appended to this communication is.

a correspondence between Mr. J. G. Lynde and Mr. James Samp-
son relatijve to the best tests of the presence of corrosive sublimate,,

accompaikied by letters from Mr. Colthurst and Dr. Reid ; the for>

mer of these describes the process of kyanizing adopted on the

Great Western Railway, and the latter suggests the three following

tests :— 1st, dilate hydro-sulphuret of ammonia ; 2nd, a strong solu-

tion of potassa; dilute nitric acid and proto-muriate of tin, also

gold-leaf with this solution ; and 3rd, iodide of potassum. Diifec-

tions are given for the application of these tests.

Mr. Lynde also mentions the use of a solution of nitric acid, and
by the application of hydriodate of potash detecting the presence

of mercury in a specimen taken from the heart of a log of timber
10 in. by 5 itt., and ft. long. He also details appearances of ,the

destructive actioni of the corrosive sublimate upon the iron-work
with which it came into contact, which would be prejudicial to the

use of iron bolts in kyanized sleepers.

A drawing explanatory of the whole apparatus accompanied
the communication.

,

Ramurka.—^^In answer to questions relative to the process of ex-
hausting the air from the receiver in which the bank-note paper
was wetted at the Banks of England and Ireland previously to

being^ printed, Mr. Oldham stated -that as an experiment a packet
of 1000 sheets of paper had remained a whole day in water vyiih-

out being wetted through ; whereas by exhausting the air ifrom the
vessel containing them to a partial vacuum of 22 inches of tlie

barometer, and admitting wat^r, they had been perfectly saturated

in five imoutes ; the edges of the paper in simple immersion would
rot away before the ma^s was saturated ; by the exhausting

,

pro-
cess 5,000 sheets of bank-note paper would absorb 16 lb. of water.
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Mr. Simpson conceived that exhaustion would facilitate the

process of kyanizing ; but he believed that if time was allowed,
pressure would accomplish the same end as perfectly, for be had
observed that pieces of wood which had remained four or five

days in a water-main under pressure had become perfectly satu-

rated. Captain Scoresby, in. his account of the whale-fishery,
remarks that when a whale carries a boat down it rarely rises

again, most prabably because the fish plunges to such a depth that

the extreme pressure water-logs the boat ; instances had been
known of the specific gravity of the planking being doubled by
being carried down.
Mr. Newton remarked that immersion of timber in close tank«

had been practised by Mr. Langton many years since for bending
timber ; a boiling fluid was used in the tanks, and the wood was
subjected to heat for a considerable period. He had understood
that Mr. Newmarch of Cheltenham was the first person who used
corrosive sublimate for preserving timber, and that he had prepared
and employed considerable quantities of wood. Mr. Kyan subse-

quently revived the system.

In Mr. Oldham's process of wetting paper, pressure was not re-

quisite, on account of its open texture. About the year 1819, Mr.
Oldham had tried the same process .with per-fect success for pre-

serving meat.

Exhaustion had been tried by Mr. Harris for cleansing wool.
The cops of wool were put into an exhausted receiver, a solution

of an alkali was then admitted ; aAer remaining a short time in

the liquid, a sufficient quantity of diluted acid was added to neu-

tralize the alkali, and the wool was washed out in clean water.

The process succeeded perfectly, but was too expensive.

Mr. Palmer had employed the kyanizing process for large pieces

of timber, for the ribs of lock gates, but had no means of ascer-

taining the depth to which the mercury had penetrated. The use

of corrosive sublimate was first suggested by Sir H. Davy in his

lectures at the Royal Institution, as a means of destroying the ve-

getating process in timber by the combination of the chlorine in

the former with the albumen of the latter. Mr. Palmer much
doubted whether the means used for exhausting the capillary tubes

effected the object, unless the timber was in a dry state, and he con-

sidered it equally doubtful whether the solution could be forced to

any considerable depth by compression, especially if any moisture

actually filled the capillary tubes. The application of pressure in

the process of salting meat suggested by Mr. Perkins many years

ago, was a complete failure.

Mr. Simpson observed that in the experiments of Messrs. Don-
kin and Bramah, pressure alone had ^en used, and it could easily

be understood that owing to the cellular formation of meat, the

pressure, instead of forcing the salt through it, caused the substance

to collapse and the brine was prevented from penetrating.

Mr. Braithwaite explained that in Payne and Elmore'f process,

although pressure had been found indispensable, the meat was more
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perfectly prepared wiicn exhaustion was also employed, therefore

both were now combined.
Mr. May reverted to the subject of kyanizing timber ; he be-

lieved that exhausting the air from the tanks previously to the ad-

mission of the solution was a loss of time—the iluid should be ad-

mitted first] pr at least while the ejxhaustion was proceeding ; labor

and time w<>uld thus be saved, and the air would be more com-
pletely expelled from the capillary tubes before pressure was
applied. U was essential that the timber should be as far as possi^

ble deprived, of its sap as well as dried ; as either sap or moisture

appeared to prevent the proper action of the corrosive sublimate^

Mr. Cubitt regretted that experiments had not been made on the

same kinds of wood both with an^ witltout exhaustion. The expe-
riments on small pieces of foreign (Memel and Dantzic) timber

with 80 lb. to 100 lb. pressure without^exhaustion, showed an ixjr

crease of weight of from H to 2 oz./fnroieces of about ^V part the,

size of a sleeper, and that result agreccTvery nearly with his prac^-

tice with sleepers of Memel and Danfzic timber, when kyai^ized.

without exhaustion under a pressure of 80 1^ to the inch ; sleepp

ers of 2i to. 2| cubic feet, gaining from 3 lb. to 5 lb. in weigiit by
the process. No result had beert given of experiments with_th^

sleepers of foreign fir timber, in wirich both exhaustion and pressure

had been applied, but it appeared that )he Scotch fir sleepers weighing
100 lb. when kyanized under exhaaistion and a pressure of 100 lb. tp

the inch, gained 33 per cent, in weight, which was equal to three

gallons of water being forced into less than 34;ubic feet of timber
j

lie thought that this dilTcrcnce could not be all due to exhaustion,

but that it must depend greatly ujKjn the quality of the wood, be-
cause under a pressure of 100 lb. to the inch, the air contained in

a. tubular substance (such as lir tiiinbfr) would all be compassed
about V of its natural bulk without previous exhaustion, so that the

differene betjween 5 lb. and 30 Ibj. forced into a sleeper, could not,

he thought, be all due to cxliausliJDn, but must depend upon other

circumstances not explained in thi$ jia|>cr.

The President thoughi^tiiat the greater degree of absorption by
the Scotch fir might be ar.countcd f^or by its open texture, whereas
the foreign timber was more co}np,act and also contained more
turpentine., i It might also iiave been wetter than the Scotch fir,

which he believed had been the cjjise.

Mr. Taylor observed that hithdito the attention of the meeting
had been entirely directed to mechanical action, but that the che-

mical combination of the corrosive sublimate with the albumen of
the wood, was the point most insisted upon by Kyan ; it was sup^

posed to be similar to the operati(^n of tanning hides, in which the

tanning of the bark combined with and saturated the animal gela]*

tin, which wpuld not otherwise bcj permeable by the fluid in whiclj

it was placed.

Lieut. Oldfield suggested mat-if the limber, when piled in th^

tank was subjected to tho action of l^eat at 212^^, the moisture con^^.

tained in tlib capillary tubes wo^Kl be cxjKillcd in the form of

7
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steam, and tliat on tho admission of the solution, the tubes would
instantly be filled M^ith it, because of the partial vacuum formed in

them.
Mr. Colthurst observed with regard to the tests for ascertaining

the amount of saturation of the timber, that he had tried all those

described by Mr. Lynde, and had not been able to discover the

presence of mercury in the heart of any of the timbers prepared
for the Great Western Railway ; their dimensions were 6 in. by
12 in. Dr. Faraday had, he believed, detected it by the aid of the

galvanic battery in the heart of a piece of timber 2 ft. square,

after simple immersion in the solution for fourteen d&ys.

Mr. Moss had tried many experiments as to the most delicate

tests for ascertaining the depth to which the mercury had pene-

trated ; the most satisfactory test was gold-leaf, as from its strong

flbiity for mercury, the presence of the latter was immediately
fletected. The mode of proceeding was to put some fibres of the

wood to be tested into a small test tube, mixed with a portion of

dry carbonate of soda ; then to place over, but not in contact

with it, a small piece of gold-leaf, and apply heat to the bottom of

the tube. If any mercury was present, in however small a quan-

tity, the fumes would rise and discolor the gold-leaf.

Mr. W. Cubitt said that timber was at all times, more or less,

charged with moisture ; he had found deals, supposed to be dry,

lose 10 per cent, of their weight from steam drying ; it was evi-

dent that the presence of moisture in the pores of the wood must
militate against the «uccess of kyanizing by simple immersion,

unless it was continued for a very long period. In close tanks,

wbei^ exhaustion and pressure wtnc resorted to, the moisture was
perhaps of less importance ; but still, if the sap was extracted, and
the tmxber previously dried, the process of kyanizing would be

more efficient.

Mr. S. JScward adopteil Mr. I'aliner's position, as to the almost

impossibility of forcing the solution through the capillary lubes of

a long piece of timljor, the pressure being applied e<{ually ail over

the surface : he believed the prcHont mutho<l of kyanizing to be

very imperfect, and alluded to a number of slee|)er8 so |>repared

for the West India Dock warehouses having been recently disco-

vered to be decayed.

Mr. Martin confirmed this account of the decay of the sleep-

ers ; fifty out of seventy were destroyed ; they had been prepared

by simple immersion, and had been down about five years. He
had understood that some of tfic wooden tanks in which the solu-

tion was kept at the Anti-Dry Rot Company's yard were decayed.

Mr. C. May believed that the destruction of the tanks might
have arisen from the constant corrosive action of the mercury, and
not from decay. The capillary vessels of timber filled with air

and sap, under exhaustion the air would expand and drive before

it a considerable portion of the sap and moisture. In preparing

the compressed treenails and wedges he used steam, and found that

the pores were opened by it. He suggested that steam should be

blown through the tanks until ail the timber in them was raised to
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a certain temperature, and thei^ by opening the communication
with the ifcservoir the solution yould rush m and fill up the va-

cuum,
j

Mr. Goynp&r believed that it \|i^as only necessary to bring the

chlorine of the corrosive sublimate and the albumen of the timber

into contacjt, when sufficiently dify, to insure the preservation of
the wood. He had occasion to iry experiments with paper pulp,

and was constantly annoyed by itjs decaying—but the addition of a
small quantity of chlorine had preserved it good for two years, and
he beUevedjthat it would continue unchanged.

General Pasley confirmed the sjtatement as to the increase of the

specific gravity of timber from long immersion at considerable

depths. He had found all the titi(iber, except the mainmast, in the

Royal George, at a depth of aboi^t 90 ft. water-logged. The oak
timber had increased on an average more than 5U per cent, above
its usual specific gravity.

|

Mr. F. J^raithwaite remarked u{>on the doubt which ap{y&ared to

exist among members as to the correctness of that part of Mr.
Timperley's paper where a sleeper containing 3 cubic feet of tim-

ber was reported to have increased to 30 lb. in weight. Mr.
Braithwaite had made some expenuncnts, the results of which
showed that a piece of Mcmcl timber containing 533 cubic inches,

and weighing when dry 9lb. became double its weight when sub-

jected to a pressure of about 320 lb. per square inch without pre-

vious exhaustion ; the machine which he used not being provided
with an air pump. A smaller piece of Amarican pine, containing

76 cubic inches, and weighing 1 lb. 7 oz. increased in weight to 3
lb. under a similar prossurc. This, ""he contended, established the

correctness
i
of Mr. Timperley's Re^rt. There appeared also to

be a misconception as to the amount of corrosive sublimate em-
ployed ; th<^ paper states that ^ lb. Was the quantity used for each
load of tim )er of 50 cubic feet. He promised to make some fur-

ther expcrii icnts, and report them tp a future meeting-

Mr. Bull lad prepared considerable quantities of boards for the

Caldcr and7lebble Navigation, by itnmersing them in the solution

for two or three days, wiiich was about double the period allowed
by the patentees. He had some specimens of the boards, and in

almost all of them there was an appearance of decay in various

stages. An oak board, 1 in. thick, kyanizcd in 1839, had lain ever
since upon the damp ground exposed to the air ; the sap part was
decayed, bi^t the heart remained sound ; fungus was, however,
growing uppn it. Poplar boards, kyanized in 1838, 39, and 40,
were all partially decayed ; those which were not prepared, and
had been exposed in the same

I
situation for the same period,

showed,, however, more symptonjis of decay. In preparing the

timber he had always followed the instructions of the patentees,

and had tested the strength of thje solution with the hydrometer^
but had mixed up fresh solution

\

evbn more frequently than wai^

supposed to! be required. On djismantling one of the tanks for

holding the fsolution, he found the iron-work partially destroye(|

and entirely Icovcred with globules of mercury.
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Mr. Thompson explained that the hydrometer was not a correct

testing instrument if any vegetable matter was present in the solu-

tion ; that the tanks on the premises of the Anti-Dry Rot Com-
pany were necessarily made of un|)repiired timber ; that the bi-

chloride of mercury in solufion would penetrate any length of tim-

ber, if the extremities of the sap vessels were exposed to its action,

but that it would not penetrate laterally without pressure; it was
not, therefore, surprising that a water-tight tank of unprepared
wood should decay on the outside, even if filled with the solution.

With regard to the strength of the solution, at first it was believed

that 1 lb. of corrosive sublimate to 20 gall«>ns of water was sufH-

<}iently strong, and much timber had been so prepared, but expe-

rienfce had since proved that the strength of the mixture should not

be less than 1 lb. to 15 gallons, and he had never found any well-

authenticated instance of timber <lecaying when it had been pro-

perly prepared at that strength : as much as 1 in 9 was not unfro-

Jjjiently ulied. In a cubic foot of woo<l prepared under a pressure

of 70 lb. per scjuare inch, mercury had Ix?cn fouml by the galvanic

battery to have penetrated to the heart.

Mr. Home mentioned that a new process had i)cen invented by
Mr. Payne for renflering timber proof against dry or wet rot, and
the ravages of insects ; for increasing its durability ami rendering

it incapable of combustion. The mo<lo of proceeding was to im-

pregnate the wood with metallic oxides, alkalies orearths,as might
be required, and to decompose them in the interior of the wood,
forming new and insoluble compounds.

Mr. Taylor drew the attention of the meeting to a Memoir on
iihe Preservation of Woods wliicli had been road before the French
Acadeiuy of Sciences by Dr. lioiichorie. It was argued, that all

the changes in wood were attributable to the soluble parts they

contain, which cause fermentation and sub«e«juent decay, or serve

as foot! for the worms that so rapidly penetrate even the hard<*t

woods. By analysis it was foimd that sound timbers contained

from three to seven per cent, of soluble matter, and the decayed
and worm-eaten, raroJy more than one or two per cent. ; since,

therefore, the soluble matters of the; wood were the causes of the

changes it underwent, it became necessary for its preservation,

either to abstract these soluble |)arts, or to render them insoluble,

by intro<lucing subst.nnres whicli should prevent their fermenting.

This might be done by many of tho metallic salts or earthy chlo-

rides. Pyrolignite of iron was parli<'ulnrly recommended as l)eing

a very effective substance and cheaper than con-osive sublimate.

The process was, to immerse the end of a tree, immediately after

it was felled, in the solution of metallic sak, when, the vital ener-

gies not having ceased, the fluid was absorbed throughout all the

pores of the tree, by a process wliieli is termed " aspiration.** The
fluid 'fiad been applied in bags, to the base of the trees when in a

horizontal position, or to pne of the branches, or by boring holes

to the heart, a few branches and a tuft of leaves being always left

.at the top of the {>rincipal stem. It was nece.^sary to apply the
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proccn spocdily after felling the tirtibcr, as the vigor of the absorp-

tion was found to abate rapidly ajfter the first day, and became
scarcely perceptible about the tenth day, whilst in dead wood, or
where there was any acciilental i^iterruption of the flow of the

sap during growth, the " aspiration" entirely failed; resinous trees

absorbed less of the tluid tlian any other. The ends proposed to be
attained by this process were chiefly—-preserving from dry-rot;

increasing the hardness and the cilasticity ; preventing the usual

changes of form or splitting ; reducing the inflammability and
giving various colors and odors, according to the nature of the

fluid absorbed. '

Mr, BcthcU remarked that the process described in Dr. Bouche-
rie's pamphlet,

I
was identical with that patented by him July 11th,

1838, two yeai"s before l)r. Boucherie's was mentioned in Paris,

which was in June, 1840. The specification filed by Mr. Bethell

stated "that trees just cut down may be rapidly impregnated
with the solution

/
of the first class, hereafter mentioned (among

which is inclijdcd' the pyrolignite of iron) by merely placing th«

butt ends in tanks containing the solution, which will circulate with

the sap throughout the whole tree ; or it may be done by means
of bags made of waterproof cloth affixed to the butt ends of the
trees and then filled with the liquid."—Mr. Bethell found that some
fcolutions were taken up more rapidly by the sap and circulated

with it more freely than others, and the pyrolignite of iron seemed
to answer best ; he had not hitherto introduced the process in Eng-
land, because it' was niucli more expensive than the oil of tar, the

pyrolignite costing from Gd. to 'Jj. per gallon, and the oil being

delivered at '.id. per gallon.—Mr. Bethell had used similar tanks to

those described in Mr. Tinipcriey's pa|x;r for preparing wood with
the oil of lar, but as the oil is very penetrating, previous exhaustion

of the air had been found unnecessary, the hydrostatic power being
Buflicicnt. The mode of working tlie tanks was to charge them
•with timber, close them and fill them with the oil ; a hydrostatic

j)ressnre of frjom 100 lbs. to 150 lbs. to the inch was applied by
moans of the jforce-pumps, and kept up for about six hours ; this

was sufticicntjto cause the wood to absorb from 35 to 40 gallons

|>er load. By this means a charge of timber was easily preparecl

tiaily, the cost l)eing about 14.v. per load. This was the plan pur-

sued at Manchester for thexManchesldr and Birmingham liailway,

by Mr. Buck (upon the recommendation of Mr. Robert Stephen-
son), and also at Bristol ami Bridgewater by Mr. Brunell. Mr.
Bethell preforiicd egg-shaped ends for the tanks as they resist the

pressure bettef than flat ends. The solution of corrosive sublimate
used at Hull aj>peared to Mr. Bethell to be very weak. The advice

given by ^ir |Iumphrey Davy to the Admiralty many years since

was, to use 1 jib. of corrosive sublimate dissolved in 4 gallons of
water, and IVIjr. Kyan in the specification of his patent states that

strength, but according to the pa[)er it appeared that 45 gallons of
water were uajcd to 1 lb. of the salt instead of 4 lbs.

In answer iff n cpiostion from Mr. VcUatt. Mr. BothcU stated that
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his experiments on the use of silicate of potash or soluble glass for

rendering wood uninflammable, were not yet concluded ; he had
proved its efficacy in this point—that as soon as the prepared tim-

-ber was heated^ the glass melted and formed a filmy covering over
the surface which protucted it from the oKygeii of the air and pre-

vented its catching fire. The silicate also hardened the wood and
rendered it more durable. This process was included in his patent

of July 11, 1838.

Professor Brand could add but little to what had been said on the

subject, but he mentioned a curious appearance in a beech tree in

iSir John Sebright's park in Hertfordshire, which, on being cut

down, w^^ found perfectly black all up the heart. On examination,

it was discovered that the tree had grown upon a mass of iron

scoriec from an ancient furnace, and the wood had absorbed the salt

of iron exactly in the same manner as had been described in the

new process. The degrees of absorption of various solutions by
different woods demanded careful experiments, as some curious

results would be obtained ; it was a (jucstion wliether a solution of
corrosive sublimate in turpentine, or in oil of coal tar would not

be advantageous, as both substances were so readily absorbed bj^^

timber.

RKFOKT OF THE EyOlJiEKU IS CUIKF OF THE GEORGIA UAIL ROAD

ANP PANKUiO COMPANY.

Engineer Department, Geo. R. R. and B'kg. Co.

GrecnP8boro\ April \.5th, 1842.

To the Hon. John P. King, President Geo. R. R. and B'kg. Co:

SiK,—The enterprise as originally contemf)latcd by the Georgia
Rail Road and Banking Company, may now be considered as

finished, and the cxj)cnditurcs constantly accruing during its con-

jStruction, have been brought nearly to a close : upon which auspi-

cious event, I oft'er the stockholders my sincere congratulations.

The cost of the entire Iload—MT^i miles in lengllj—and outfit,

x:onsisting of Locomotives, Cars, Shops, Machinery, Depots, Water
jStations and Dwellings, exclusive of Ileal Estate, Right of Way,
/Sec, (not included in tiie original estimate) js 82,2^3,000 ; the esti-

mated cost was 82,250,000. Including Real Estate, &c., &c., the

.cost is $2,303,000. A few expenditures yet remain to be made,
but they are of little consequence and will not materially vary the

result. Of the 147^ miles of road mentioned above, there are 104
miles from Augusta to Madison on the Great Southern Mail Route,
called the main line ; nearly 40 miles on a branch to Athens, and
3| miles to Warrenton. . Of the main line 29 miles are constructed

with a T rail of 40 lbs. per yard, and the remainder a flat bar of
29 tons per miie. The shortest radius of curvature, on any por-

tion of the road, is 1,910 feet, and steepest gradient 7-lOths m 100
feet ; (rather less than 37 feet per mile,) and this occurs west of

4Greeocsboro' only. Those inaxiryuru rates can be preserved with-
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out difficulty, on the extension from Madison to the terminus of the

Western and Atlantic Rail Road ; upon Mrhich line the greatest

inclination throughout its course to the Tennessee river is 33 feet

per mile, and shortest curve 1,000 feet radius.

The surveys and construction of your roeui have occupied over
seven years, during which time I have had the honor to conduct
its operations, both in relation to the planning and execution of the

work, and the organization and general management of the busi-

ness of the rc^d. As most of the members of the present Board
were not amciig those with whom I first commenced my opera-

tions, I shall wiefly refer to some past occurrences, for the purpose
of explaining the origin of the present organization for conducting
the transportation of the road, which it is important to the proper
understanding of the subject, should be recollected. When but a
small portion of theiroad was completed, the Board appointed a
superintendant to whom I then, in consequence of the extent of
my other engagements, hoped to have committed the entire charge
uf the work af it was placed in readiness for transportation. A
very short triitl of his qualification^, however, convinced them that

these expectations could not be realised. A new organization then
becoming necessary, a resolution was ])assed by the Directors, em-
powering mc to organize the Departments requisite for conducting
the business of the road in use, and to appoint all officers and fix

their rate of dompensation. In compliance with the duty thus im-

posed on mc, t proceeded to eirpot the organization, which, with a

few changes of Officers, has continued to the present time. By
this arrangement, I continued in general control of the operations of
the finished Ro^d, and divided the several Departments, as follows

:

1. For thq IKpartment of Transportation proper, a Superin-
tendant was aj)pointcd, whose duty it is to see to the regular and
safe transmission of all produce, merchandise, &c. sent by the

Road. He also acts as assistant Gen. Agent of the Company, and
in the latter cKpacity has, during the absence of the General Agent
entire control of the other Dcj)artn)ents. The purchase of sup-
plies for the rhad, is likewise cntnjsted to him.

2. To the kSuiKjrintcndant of the Motive Power Department,
the repairs and preservation of the Locomotives are entrusted, to-

gether with thq general ojx:rations of the Machine Shops.

3. A Superintendant of the Car Factory, who is charged with
the building and repairs of all the cars and other incidental carpen-
ter work of the Company.
The two last officers also engage in ' the active manual labor of

their shops.

4. Tie Mafintenance ofthe Road, was confided to two Supervi-
sors, now increased to three. T<i one is given the 49 miles of the

Road, and the Branch to Warrenton ; to another the remainder of
the Main Line, 55 miles ; and to the third, the Athens Branch, 40
mikjs. It is also the duty ofthe Supervisors to insect all lumber
for repairs and measure the wood obtained on their divisions for

the Locomotive^, &c.
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The office of Supcrintemlant of the first and most important de-

partment, was filled by the appointment of Uiciiaki> Putkus, Jr.,

(who had previously acted as my principal assistant engineer ou
construction.) the duties of wliicli appointment he has continued tOb,

fulfil, with Zealand ability, up to the present time. The heads of
the other departments, have since tlie (irst organization, been chang-
ed. The names of the present 8upcrintendants will be found in

Statement No. 8, together with a list of all the Officers of the Road
and their rate of compensation.

This organization is thought to be as efficient as any thai can be
made ; if however the Board should think a remodelling of it de-

sirable, I beg that they will nut consider me in the way of any
change in the system that may seem to them best for the interest of
the Stockholders.

The receipts of the Road for its ordinary ibusiness this year,

exceeded those of last year, by S6G,0o0 52. The number of pas-

sengers carried is 32,784, which is nearly the same as last year, but

in consequence of the greater proportion of through travel, the

amount received from them is increased §G,G07 77. About 20 per
cent of the whole travel, is brought to the head of the road in

stages, the remainder of the increased receipts is on freight, ex-

cept a small addition for mail service, and it is remarkable that the

Up and Down freights only dill'er a few hundred dollars. The first,

however, is derived chiefly from through transportation, while the

latter is in a great measure picked up at t!ie Way Stations. For in-

.stance, at Greencsboro', the receijjts for Cotton are $0,450, and on
Up Freight but $3,315; whilst at Madison, the receipts for Up
Freight are §38,458 81 and for Down but S3(),.321 ; the disparity

on the Athens Branch h still greater. The reasons for this are ob-

vious.

Our whole receipt for Passengers, is 873,193 05. which, if we had
had the privilege of charging at the low rate of 1-4 cents per

mile, the amount would have been $91,8(57, an increase nearly suf-

ficient to pay the whole exi)ense3 of "Conducting Transportation,"

and at this rate, I would venture to assert, that there would be no
sensible decrease in the travel. I have before called the attention

of the Company to this subject, and I again refer to it, from a con-

viction of its great and growing importance to their interest, lam
aware that there is an opinion prevalent in the country, that low
prices produce the largest net profits, and that this opinion, as er-

roneous as it is in its general application, is maintained by many of

your own Stockholders. There is doubtless a medium rate, which
will give to the Company the largest profits, and this rate, instead

of being uniform and applicable to all roads, as generally supposed,

is controlled by the amount and character of the travel on each

work.
In Europe and the more densely peopled sections of our own

country, where, in addition to an nniounl of travel proportioned to

the greater population, there is a class of mcchani<is and laborers

who would not use railroads at higli rates—low fan s are no doubt
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both politic aod profitable. But with us, this class is almost tiH*

known, and our whole travel only averaged us 40 in 1839, afid this

year, 31 per day each wa;^. When it is remembered that it costii

nearly^ much to convey these 31, as a train containing two or
three hundred, it will at uiice bo admitted that the rates adopted for

that Road where this number can be obtained, are not applicable to
our circumstances ; yet such appears to have been the views of
those who applied for our act of incorporation.

I have also objections to the limitations on our rates ot freight^

though in the aggre^te they are sufficiently high. The true poli'

cy, it appears to me, is to allow these matters to be governed hj.
the natural laws of trade, untrammelled by legislative restrictionsi

If, however, such must be imposed on the company, it i^uld be on-

the amount of their dividends, which might be Umited to a reasona-

ble per centage on the cost of the work. Then, the several sourc^

cs of the revenue of the Company, w|ll be Icfl free to bear each its

due proportion of the current expenses.

It is conceded that there may be circumstances, even on our. otvfl

road, which would justify a resort to low fares on a portion of the

travel, not however lower than our present rates, (5 cents per
mile ;) but it would only be admissible under an agreement for a
general reduction throughout an extended line, thus embracing a
large amount of population, and with a view to divert the travel

from other channels.

Such a project, having for its object a competition for tnei tratel

that now flows up the Mississippi, has been entertained by the seve*

ral Ilailroad and Stage Companies on the great mail route, from
Baltimore to Mobile, and favorably received by all except the §. C«
Canal and R^lrpad Company, and in consequence of iheir opposi-
tion, has been abandoned for ilic present.

A reduction was made in our rates of freight on Cotton, aflef

the commencement of the season, in conformity with the general

wish of the Board of Directors, which has decreased our net re-

ceipts some 80,000. Tliat wc may be ultimately benefitted by this

reduction is probable. After this season it is proposed to take Cot-

ton by weight^ instead of by the bale, in consequence of the ad-

vantage which many of the planters have taken of the company
l)y eniarguig the sizo of their bags ; llic price to vary according to

circuqistanccs, from 45 to 50 cents per 100 lbs. pdr 100 milds for*

Round Bales, ami a reduction of 10 [)cr cent, for Square Bales.

To encourage trade on the Athens Branch, the freight on Grain^

the only artiele of export from that rcMfion which will bear trans-

|)ortation. has been greatly rciluccd. In consetpiencc, some 2000
bushels of Corn, have been sent down since December last, whidl
will no doubt steadily increase with the increased production of the

country, stimulated by the demand civated by the opening of a neW
market.

With a view of increasing our trade with East Tennessee ssad

North Alabama, I sent an Agent into that region during the paM
summer, for the purpose uf sutbfyiu^ the u)erchunts as to tbeacP
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vahtages of shipping their goods by our route, Hig visit has been
the cause of a considerabie addition to our transportation, but was
more especially beneficial in awakening the citizens of North Ala-

bama to the policy of forming a direct mail communication WxUti

the head of your road. Representations were made from that re-

gion to the P. O. Department, simultaneously with those sent from
this section, exhibiting the great importance of the connexion to

the commercial and planting interests of the countries ptoposed to

be connected, which have resulted in the invitation by the Post
Master General, for proposals to transport the mail from Rome to

Gunter's Landing, on the Tennessee river, and thence in steamboats
to Ditto's Landing, (11 miles from Huntsville,) and to Decatur.

—

iPtom Decatur the mail passes over the railroad to Tuscumbia,
whence it is to be continued in coaches to LaGrange, and to Mem-
phis, on the Mississippi river. The route is to be let this month,
and will go into operation on the 1st of July next. From the head
of your road to Rome, there is already a tri-weekly line of coaches.

When the whole route is established, we may expect a large in-

crease of travel, and also transportion, as the facilities offered by
our improvement shall become better known. The country pene-
trated by this new line, is populous and wealthy, and in seekmg this

avenue to market, must add greatly to the prosperity of the south-

cm Atlantic cities.

The following statement exhibits a condensed view of the busi-

ness of the road and expenses, (omitting transportation for the

company,) during the year ending on the 31st of March last. De-
tailed statements will be found accompanying this ix'port, giving
every information that can be desired on the subject.

CR.
By AmouD I for Passengers Up, - - - - - 8.15,605 II

I Down, ....
" " Way Pass, on Branches and Tickets,

'* " " Freight Up.
Down. ....

*• " " " Between Stations," " " Prcnium, interest, etc." " " Transportauon of Mails, - - - -

Dll.

For exptmacs of conduciinK Traui:portaiion,
Motive Power, - - - - ." " " Maintenance of Way,

Cars, - - - -

LcflS estimated actual cxp. of Coinp's TransponaUun,

Leaving Net Profits, - .... #133,737 «•

Or about G per cent, on our whole expenditure, a portion of which
wa« not brought into use until late in December. Apart from the
expenditures on the branches, which have as yet yielded nothing,
the profits of the company would be nearly 8 per cent., and if We
could have charged Cj c«ints |x;r mile for rasocngers, they would
have been over that rule.

Tills result obtained during' a jKriuU uf uuparalklcU depression

3a,0<J6 Tl
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and embarrassment in the business of the country, will be consid-
ered highly satisfactory, and n^ust afford to the stockholders renew-
ed confidence in their enterprise, which requires only to be extend-
ed to the State work, to be made one of the most important Unes
in the country. •

"Our locomotives arc generally in an excellent condition, and ad-
equate to a much larger business than we have had this year. The
Georgia and Pennsylvania, the oldest engines of the company, have
undergone a thorough rppair, and are now, in consequence of the
better adaptation of their parts to the circumstances of our road,

more valuable machines than when first received.

The accompanying statement, marked No. 7, will exhibit the per-
formance of each engine, and the cost of their repairs ; the whole
distance run by all the engines, is 1 52,520 miles, and the expenses
of the motive power department, ^.30,011 05—^qual to I»f cents

per mile. Or, the whole expenses of the road are equal to63f cts.

per mile, for each mile the engines have run. The ordinary re-

pairs of the engines, including the re-building of the Pennsylvania
and Georgia, are $8,758 28.

The completion of the Athens branch in December last, opened
the question relative to the most advantageous power to he used
upon it ; a question whicli I have not yet fully determined. The
existing arrangement, which is a mixed steam and horse power, an-
swers very well under present circumstances, but when the road
begins to decay, steam power will tmve to be abandoned entirely,

<»r an engine procured that will be suited to the road and trade to

be transported. Light engines have hitherto been so inefficient,

that until the late improvement of Mr. Baldwin, by which the ad-
hesion of the whole machine is obtained, and at the same time the

truck left free to adapt itself to the curve and undulations of the

road, I had despaired of their success under any circumstances.
This. improvement, however, if there shall not be found some

practicable objection to it, after a sufficient trial has been made,
must add greatly to the value of freight roads. The adaptation of
the weight of the engine to the character and circumstances of the
road, which has heretofore been a desideratum, may then be con-
sidered as attained.

Mr. B. has offered to furnish an engine of the kind referred too,

upon reasonable terms, which will not weigh more on the driving
wheels, than is borne by cither pair of wheels of-our freight cars.

As the purchase of such a machine would involve an expense,
which under the present exigencies of the company cannot be
well incurred, 1 have left open for future decision, permanent ar-

rangements for conducting the business of the branch—in the mean
time, the resources of the country drained by this arm of oor en-

terprise, will be developed, and the extent of the trade to be ac-

commodated by it l>etter known.
As the small cost of grease used for our cars, averaging but little

over f2,25 per 1,000 tqilcs run by the trains since we commenced
business, has created doubts in the hiinds of some, as to its correct-
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{I will observe that the saving in comparison with other roads

lias been effected by the adoption and adherence to the use of tal-

low, instead of oil, using hut a small quantity of the latter in cold

weather. During the past winter, we have been induced by the

low price of lard, to make trial of its properties, which has given

great satisfaption. TaJlow, however, is to be preferred in warm
weather.
The cost of maintaining the }Vay, has, this year, been considera-

bly swelled, which is partly to be attributed to our larger business

and the increased length of the road, but chiefly to the wearing out

and decay of the timber, on the first fifty miles from Augtista. The
average cost of keeping up the lino in use, is 8270 vOO per mile, or

for the whole road, »1264 33 per mile.

F*or (he next year, there will be a further increase in this item of

our expenses, when, it will have attained its maximum, and vrill

probably decrease.

The duration of timber in the exposed situations in which it is

placed in railroads, we find will not exceed in this latitude, an ave-

rage of 5 years. This rapid destruction of tlie chief material, that

pnters into the construction of railroads, calls loudly for some re-

fnedy. A number of persons stimulated by the exi)ected profits of
the discovery, have been constantly engaged in search of an anti-

dote ; among whom Mr. Kyan and Mr. Earl have attracted the

most attention in this country.

The materials used by both of these gentlemen, had been previ-

ously known and applied to wowl, as powerful antiseptics, and 1

believe their only claim to originality, is in the mode of their ap-

plication, and proportions used. The process of Mr. Kyan, has

been sufficiently tested, to satisfy those who have used it, that it at

least doubles the duration of wood, and consequently, where this

material is costly, it must be very valuable. Its cost at the existing

price of corrosive sublimate, is about $\0 per thousand feet, board
measure, equal to the first cost of our lumber, consequently requir-

ing an outlay which the present cx|wricnco of its advantages, would
not in our case justify. In Mr. Earl's process. Salts, (sulphates of
Iron and Copper,) ere used, that nrc cheap and abundant. This

preparation is highly recommended by eminent chemists, and has

the additional advantage of costing almut one half of Kyanizing

—

bat there is as yet insufficient experience .is to its advantages.

—

There are a variety of other substancoslthgtt haie been applied to

the preservation of timber, among which, common salt may be men-
tioned as the most important. It has been used successfully on the

Camden and Amboy railroad, and is thought by the managers of

that work, owing to its cheapness, to be {^referable to any other. A
small experiment has been made upon our road, by which its mer-

its will DC tested in a few years. Other roads in our State, are

trying Mr- Earl's patent on a large scale, the result of which it will,

perhaps, be our best policy to wait.

The present knowledge of this science, is too limited for us to

derive any dcci<^ advantage fnjm it, but I have strong ho|>eH, that
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the daily increa9ing importance of iho subject^ will yet devdope—

-

if it has not already been discovered—some cheap method by
which this great desideratum can be obtained. The advantages of
such a discovery to Railroads, will be incalculable, and must add
greatly to the value of their stocks.

The transportation of the United States mail, in both directions

after night over our road, has, owing to the numerous fr<^shets this

year, been attended with] increased hazard, and one serious acci-

denL In consequence, several attempts have been made, without

success, to get released from our contract. We have asked this

concession from the Department, the more unreservedly, as one of
the prominent inducements held out to us, by the then Post Master
General, to enter into the contract, has failed. We were assured

by him, that no detention should take place to the travel between
New York and New Orleans ; instead of which, there have been
delays continually occurring, either at Charleston, Washington, Bal-

timore, or Philadelphia, and sometimes at all of these places in one
or the other direction.

In consequence of the greater cheapness of the route from New
Orleans to New York, by the Ohio river, we could only hope to

compete for the travel—when that river is navigable—by giving it

the greatest possible despatch ; hence the importance attached to

this promise. .
*

It has' been urged by the dopartment, that every effort has been
made t^t could be done Irgalhj, to overcome these detentions.

—

Such m4y be the case under the circumstances, but it is well known,
that a more liberal and sound construction of the Act of Congress,
which leaves the amount of compensation almost wholly with the

Post Master General—would have enabled him to have surmounted
all these difficulties. The law of Congress on the subject, allows
the Department to give 25 per cent, more than similar service can
be had for in stage coaches ; and as if with a view to determine
what that amount should be, in our case, proposals were invited for

the transportation of the mails, in coaches, parallel with our road,

at 7 miJes per hour, and the lowest offer i-cceivcd, was $350 per
mile ; to which, if he had added 25 per cent, as provided for by
Congress, would have given us ^437,50 ; yet in the very face of this

result, he decided, irrevocably, that the act referred to, fixed the
maximum rate of compensatioln on main lines of railroads, at

9237,50) without regard to circumstances. We finally accepted
his tennai, and foimd them much ^nore onerous than expected. Tho
degrading spectacle is now exhibited, of a ^rcat government re-

ceiving at the hands of a jnxtt- corporatioji, a compulsory service at

less than jits actual cost Ours is not an isolated case—nearly cve^

ry railroad company on the Great Mail Route, has the same com-
pmints toJmake of the unreasonable demands of the Government.
To show that railroad companies have not been exhorbitant in

their proposals to the department, it may be stated, that in Eng-
land, on the great thoroughfares, where the travel alone is sufficient

to fill thrice or more daily trains in each direction, Govcrntnent pays
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9600 per mile, and at this rate, it is deemed cheaper to the Post Of-
fice Department, than the old coach service, as the increased-speed

of the mails, increases also the corre8p>ondence of the coontry, add-
ing in a greater ratio to the revenues of llie department, than to

its expenses. Before anoilier mcciing of our Stockholders, we
shall be called upon again, to hid for the transportation of the

Oreat Mail, when we can obtain more favorable terms, or refuse

the service altogether.

In reviewing our past year's business, I cannot but again repeat,

that I am satisfied with the result. It is true that it fails short of
our calculations made in ISSCand 1837—years of universal infla-

tion in the business of the country. But it is still far short of what
it will be when our road is united with the great west.

Upon a business this year of about 1 l.OOi) tons, and an average
of 62 [passengers per <lay, ^ve have received above our expenses,

iil33,737 on a productive capital of about $1,800,000. A capital

invested too, during the reign of these inflations, and which, if the

w^ork was now to be executed, could be done for nearly half a
iniilion less. um

If results such as these, can be obtained during a period of

versal despondency—" when the most prosperous among us doubt •

the foundation of their prosperity,"—what may we not reasonably
expect when confidence sliail again be restored, and we shall

lioy^ become participators in the trade of the west. A trade which
vield^.t9 the Erie canal a tonage 120 times greater than ours, and
tp Various other improvements south of it, nearly an equal amount,
not to include that which is floated around the capes of Florida. In

considering this subject, it is not to be lost sight of, that Georgia
possesses the only route to the west, south of the Erie canal, by
Vhich it can be reached, on gr.ndients so low as 37 feet per mile.

The daily improvements in the machinery and construction of
railroads, show their capabilities and value have not yet been fully

developed. It has been but 12 years since their introduction a«

avQJi^ues of general commerce, and in that short space, they have
grown so rapidly m public estimation, that now the most sceptical

on the subject are constrained to admit, that they are almost in aj)

cases, greatly superior in point of economy for the tratisportatioi)

/of passengers and freight", to their former rivals,^.canal8,or any oth-

er artificial way where the amount of trade to be accommodated, if

'sufficient to authorize their construction in a substantial manner.

That there have been many visionary railroad projects in thif

cpuntry commenced and executed, where the old Indian trail

3^ould have been a more aj)propriate avenue of commerce, is a fact

top sensibly felt by a host of sanguine and deluded participatorsj tq

adn^it of question; nor has our own State beeti free from theseex-

cesses. Under the influence and abuse of the credit system, roads

have t^en constructed in Georgia years in advance of the require-

ments of the population of the country through which they pass.

These instances of failures which all ought to have 8e6n, can-

npt be iidc|uced as arguments against the system. Wp ap3 lioyt.
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however, arriving at an era in regard to them, when the apparent

mystificatiun which has heretofore liung over their operations is

clearing off, and their merits wiH then be properly appreciated.

Respectfully submitted by
Your Obedient Servant,

J. Edgar Tiiomsobt,

Chief Engineer and General Agent.

STATEMENT OF TUE EXPENSES INCURRED FOR WORKING THE OEOR-

OIA RAILROAD, FROM APRIL Ist 1841, TO APRIL Ist 1842.

Conducting Transportation.

Stationary, Printmg, etc. $777 56
Loss and Damage, 1,909 18
Incidentals, 1,624 68
Oil and Tallow for Cars, 402 72
Provisions, Clothing, Doctors Bills and oth-

er expenses of Negroes, 2,849 42
Expenses of Mules and pay of Conductor,

Warrcnton Branch, 1,062 62
Expenses of Horse Car on Athens Branch,

for first Quarter, 583 34
Wages of Laborers, 2,022 24
Agents a^d Clerks, 8,742 88
Conduct^jrs, 2,024 83
Work ddne by Car Factory, repairing De-

pot Buildings, 220 50
Do. makjpg new Turning rial form, etc., 480 00

Motive Power.
Stationary, Printing, etc.,

"

Expenses of Water Stations,

Incidentals,

Fuel,

Oil and Packing, etc., for Engines,

Ordinary Repairs of Engines,

Extraordinary Repairs of Engines,

Engine and tircmen,
Provisions, Clothing, Doctor's Bills and oth-

er Expenses of Negroes,

Maintenance of Way.
Stationary and Printing, 13 00
Men's Wages, 19,549 58
Provisions, Clothing, Doctors Bills and oth-

er Expenses of Negroes, 2,703 06
Incidentals, 511 99
Tools, 826 99
Iron and Spikes, 550 47
Wooden Rails, Cross Tics, etc. 11,382 80
Supervisors, 1,733,29

13
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Work done by Car Factory,

Work done by Machine Shops,

Maintenance of Cars.

Ordinary Repairs,

Extraordinary Repairs,

ReneM^ai of Wheels,

511, 16
910 17

8,660 00
1,287 00
1,167 50

-38,693 54

6,114 50

$07,518 03

StatemerU of Dividends declaired on the Stock of the Georgia

Railroad and Banking Company.

Date of making
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MEW EXPERIMENTS ON FRICTION, MADE AT METZ, IX 1831, 1832,

AXD 1833, BY ARTHUR MORIX, CAFT. OF ARTILLERY.
[Continued from page 41.]

Friction of Surfaces after having remained in Contact.—^The

force necessary to separate surfaces which have remained for some

time at rest, has already been mentioned as being greater than the

friction of the surfaces in motion.

Fewer experimejpts were made in this branch of the subject ikaax

in the other, but it was ascertained that the same laws regulate both

sorts of friction. A few facts not capable of being exhibited in

the tabular form may be mentioned in this place.

Nearly all the experiments show greater discrepancies than in

the case of bodies in motion, which is in part accounted for by the

fact already mentioned, that a slight vibration given to the appa-

ratus will start the sliding body if a weight sufficient to overcome

the resistance of friction in motion has been used, or in other

words, the friction of separation is equal to the friction of motion

when even slight vibrations occur. The author recommends that

in all cases of construction the minimum of friction, namely, that

of the surfaces when in motion, should be calculated upon, as no

Blructurc can be supposed to be free from all vibration. The a»-
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Ihor supposes that tlicac vibrations oppcratc by overcoming llio

entanglement of fibre produced by a prolonged contact. This con-

jecture is verrified by another observation that he has made, that

vibration does not produce this effect when metals are used, or when
the surfaces of wood are thoroughly saturated with water by

which the elasticity of fibre is destroyed, and as might be supposed

hemp or any other substance not capable of transicoting vibration

is also unaffected under the same circumstances.

In some cases a specific cause seems to increase this kind of fric-

tion, as when oak rests upon iron. In this instance the gallic acid

of the wood acts upon the iron, and produces a gallate of iron

which operates both as a cement, and by destroying the polish of

the metal. This action is rendered visible by the inky stains of

the compound formed. Metals do not appear to have their friction

increased by contact to any great degree, that is, it requires little or

no more force to start them than to keep them in motion—a remar-

kable advantage in all machinery into the composition of which

th«y enter.

The use of unguents of any kind appears to have the same ef-

fect on this kind of friction, and this is explained by the pressure

driving out the excess of unguent and reducing the condition of

surface to that denominated ^rcaxy. Hence in the table the effect

of oil, lard, or tallow, will be found nearly the same as that produc-

ed by a greasy surface. If there is any difference it is in favor of

the harder kind of unguent which cannot be so completely sqi ucz-

ed out by pressure.

These experiments differ from those of Coulomb in assigning u

much shorter period for the attainment of the maximum adhesion,

while the latter give several days, the former determine a few min-

utes as the time.

hlxjAanativn of the Tables.

The first table contains the number of the results, and has

been added for convenience in referring to the table.

The second column contains the names of the substances cm-

ployed, and the order of position : thus, oak upon iron will be

found in one place, and iron upon oak in another. The difference

caused by the change in position will be found highly interesting,

particularly in tlie case of the metals.

The third column indicates the nature of the substance applied

to the surfaces. For the sake of convenience in reference, wc
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have abridged the prolixity of the original tables without leaving

any thing unexpressed. The values standing at the head of the

table are from the first memoir, and were made without any un-

guent, properly so called. The condition of the surface is denoted

by the terms wet and dry. When the surfaces are said to be teet^

it is to be understood, that if capable of being thoroughly soaked

in water, they are in that condition. In the remaining portion of

the table, (taken from the second memoir) the sign denotes a

naked or unprepared surface ; xcaler is to be understood with the

same qualification as above ; olive oil, tallow and lard, denote these

substances in their ordinary conditions. The dry soap used, was the

best quality of blue Marseilles soap, very hard and dry, and pieces

of oak well rubbed with it, and then wiped, showed to a casual

observer nothing upon their surface, yet the friction was reduced

from -478 to -164,

The word greasy denotes that state in which surfaces are left

after grease has been employed and then wiped off as much aa

possible. It i^ evident, as the author observes, that it is not always

possible to produce the same amount of unctionity, the results are

therefore not entirely comparable, still they are useful as represent

ing the state in which surfaces may be found aAcr having discoi>ti>

nued the use of an unguent for some time.

The fourth column describes the direction of the fibres both mu-

tually and in reference to the direction of motion. It appears that

in all cases the fibres of the lower piece were parallel to the direc-

tion of motion, so that the terms in this column may be understood

as referring to both. Thus parallel denotes that the fibres of the

sliding body were parallel to those of the one beneath and to the

motion ;
perpendicular, that they were at right angles with the

fibres beneath and the direction of motion ; vertical, that the slid-

ing piece of work is placed on end, the rest remaining as before.

In the case of a fibrous substance sliding over bronze or cast iron,

the reference is of course only to the direction of motion.

The fifth column contains the numerical values expressed deci-

mally ; we h^ve retained this form as being the best suited for com-

parison and calculation. A few of the results, from the first me-

moir, from 1 to 18, will be found repeated in the remainder of the

table with slightly different values. In this case the latter are

always to be preferred as the most correct.
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TABLE II.

fVICTlON OF PLANE SUHFaCBS Wmcn HAVE BEEH FOR SOME TIME
IN CONTACT.

20

21

22

23

34

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

S3

No.
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No. Nature of Surfaces.
Condition of Surfaces

as to unguent
Arraneement

of fibres.

Proponion
of friction

to pressure.

34
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Pot lbs American RiiJroad Journal and Hechaatcs' Magazine.]

COST OF TiiAJCspoRTATioji ojT RAILROADS

—

By. Chavles Ellet Jr.,

Civil Engineer.

I have never yet seen any formula derived from the experience

of active lines, by which the cost of transportation on rjiilroads

may be determined with an approach to accuracy. The expenses

of maintaining a line of railroad are not all proportioned to the dis-

tance travelled by the locomotive engines, nor to the number of

tons conveyed -, neither arc they all independent of these conside-

rations. But the aggregate annual cost is made up of certain items,

which are in fact nearly proportioned to the distance run by all the

engines ; of others which are strictly proportional to the tonnage

conveyed ; and of others which are nearly or quite independent

both of the amount of the trade, and of the distance travelled.

I offer the following rule for the determination of this aggregate,

in the belief that every well managed road of ordinary construc-

tion, carrying engines of ordinary power, where the transporta-

tion is affected at the usual speed, and which accommodates a re-

spectable amount of business, will exhibit results in close agree-

ment with its indications.

This formula is derived from the considerations which follow ;

and the constant quantities are supplied from the best experience I

have been able to obtain from the past management of the public

works of this country. In course of time, when the velocity of

heavy burthen trains is reduced to 3 or 4 miles per hour, and com-

panies learn to know where and how to economise, it is probable

that some of the items may be reduced. But time and experience

have yet to decide how much.

I. Repairs of Road.—The repairs of a railroad consist of two

distinct divisions ; the first of which is nearly independent of the

amount of the trade, and may be estimated, on the average, at

about $500 per mile. The second division is dependent on the

amount of the tonnage, and represents the injury done to the road

by the passage of one ton of freight. I estimate this wear and tear

at tV» ^^ ^ ^^^^ P^'" ^^^ P^^ mile.

II. Expense of Cars.—The expense of repairing and renewing

the burthen cars is proportional to the distance which they run, oi

to the tonnage of the line ; and may be estimated at //j of a cent

per ton per mile. •

III. The expense of Agents, CondurUjrs, Force at Depots, Break-

men, ami Contingencies (f nil sortx, is likcwist; nearly proportional
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to the bnsiness of the road, and cannot be assumed at less, than six

mills per ton pei^ mile.

IV. Locomotipe Porcer.—The expense of repairs and renewals

of locomotive engines and lenders, the cost of fuel, and the pay of

engine men andfiremen, is nearly proportional to the distance run

;

and may be estimated at 30 cents per mile, travelled by the en-

gines.

How to express the cost of maintaining a line of road, under good

management, for one year, let us represent by

N the number of miles run by all the engines in one year ;

T the whole number of tons, nett, conveyed one mile ; and h the

length of the road in miles.

Then, according to the preceding data

AN+tUoT+5POA
will be the aggregate annual cost in dollars (where the business ex-

ists exclusively of tonnage) of maintaining the line and its equi-

page.

If the road accommodates a mixed business of trade and passen-

gers, to obtain the aggregate expense, we must add the term yj^ P,

where P rcpre^nts the whole number of passengers carried one

mile.

This formula takes proper account of th3 dilLTonco of grades;

but is not applicable to very short roads.—to roads doing a very in-

adequate business—by which I mean less business than can be ac-

commodated by one engine of ordinary power—nor to the first four

years* operations, while the road, cars and machinery are yet all

new. !

By applying this rule to the active lines of the country, it will be

found that the larger establishments—those which possess a valua-

ble trade, give very similar results. There are none on which the ex-

penses fall within the limit assigned by the formula, excepting, per.

haps, one or two which have been recently completed, and on

which the expense of renewing t^e iron, timber, and bridges, and

cars, and locomotives, is not ye|t very sensibly felt. It will be

found to suit those cases better a few years hence.

The following translation of a sketch of German railroads has

been handed tO us by a^riend. The list appears to be correct and

has been sent to this country as good authority :

{Vot the American Railroad Journal and Mechanks' Magazine.]

TUE RAILROAD^ l.V GKKMA.NV.

1st. Finished or \ now constructing.
"

I

1. The Enii|K,Tor Ferdinand's ]Vr>rtliorn railruail run- iidni Vini



*:•

^2 tiailroads in Germany.

na to Bochnia. The whole length is about GO German miles, of

which 20 miles arc almost finished as far as Leipzick. The branch

raibroada (to Brunn, Olmutz, Stockerau and Troppau,) arc altogeth-

er, perhaps, 20 miles in length. The principal railroad and the

branch to Brun, 23 miles in length, cost 3,765,000 German dollars^

2. The Vienna and Raab railroad, from Vienna, through Baden
to Newkirchen, is finished for 8 miles, and projected from Vienna

through Bruck and Polyneusidl to Pressburg, a distance of 9 miicsj

and from Patzneuridl through Wieselbourg to Raab, a distance of

9 miles. The railroad to Gloggnitz is 10 miles in length, of which

6| miles, running to Neustadt, is double, will cost 4,550,000 Ger-

man dollars.

3. The Budweis and Linz railroad, 17 miles in length, from there

to Gmunden, has cost 1 ,680,000. Horse powor is used.

4. The Prague and Pilsen railroad is 14 miles in length, is finish-

ed only to Lana, 6^ miles in length, and cost 210,000 German dol-

lars. Horse power is used.

5. The Berlin and Potsdam railroad is 3^ miles in length, was

built at the expense of 1,378,000 German dollars.

6. The Berlin and Anhalt railroad, running through Wittenberg

and Dessau to Kothen, is about 20 miles in length, and cost 4,200,000

German dollars.

7. The Berlin and Frankfort, on the Oder railroad.is 10^ miles

in length and the cost is estimated to be 2,200,000 dollars, is not

yet finished, but probably will be by the end of 1842.

8. Berlin and Stettin railroad is now building and will be finish-

ed in 1843. The whole length is 18 miles, and will probably cost

3,028,000 dollars.

9. The Magdeburg and Leipzick railroad runs through Kothen

(connected with the Berlin and Anhalt railroad) and Italic to the

boundary of Saxony, 14, miles in length, and lias-cost 3,020,000

German dollars.

10. The Upper Silesia railroad commences at Brcslau, and runs to

New Berun, near the Vistula, where a conjunction is proposed with

the emperor Ferdinand's Northern railroad. The whole length is

about 28 miles, its construction to Oppein has already made con-

considerable progress, and these lOJ miles of length are calculated

at 1,467,000 dollars.
*

11. The Rhenish railroad from Cologne through Durcn to Aixla

Chappellc is O/u miles loni,' from tiicrc to the boundary of Belgiunj,

1 ,"„- mile in length, hay coal 5,000,000 ilollars, and before it is finish-

<jd will probably cost l.rjG7.00() Gi^rman dollars more.
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12. The Dusseldorf and Elberfield railroad 3| miles in length, is

built at an expense of 1,620,000 dollars.

13. The Nurenberg and Furth railroad, 1 mile in length, has cost

124,770 German dollars.
j ;

i

14. The Munich and Augsburg railibad, 8^ miles long, has cost

2,330,000 dollars.

1 5. The Saxon and Bavarian railrbad, running from Leipzick

through Altenbourg to the Bavarian frontier, nearHof, is 9 miles in

length, and has 1 mile branch railroad from Werden to Zwickau,

will cost about 6,000,000, and will be continued through Lichtenfels

and Bamberg to Nuremberg.

10. The Leipzick and Dresden railroad with its continuation

to the Prussian fronlie"r, where it joins the Magdebourg and Liep*

zick railroad is 17 miles long, and has cost about 60,OQO,000 dollars*

17. The Baden railroad will terminate at Mannheim and Basil.

The expense for the whole length of 37 miles, is 9,698,000 German
dollars for 6ne track, and for two tracks, 13,138,000 German dol-

lars. The track of | mile, which was opened 13th Sept. 1840,

between Mannheim and Heidelberg has cost 693,000 dollars.

18. The Tannus railroad, which unites Frankfort on the Mayne,

through Kastel with Wiesbaden, has a branch railroad on which

horse power is used to Bieberick, 5 1-2 miles in length, which cost

1,831,000 dollars.

19. The Brunswick and Harzburg railroad, through Wolfenbtlt-

tel and Vienenbourg, is 5J miles in length, with a branch from Vi-

cnenbourg to Goslar, r~l-4 mile. The railroad of 1 3-5 mile to

Wolfenbuettel, has co^ about 250,000 dollars.

20. The railroad running from Hamburg to Bergedorff, a dis-

tance of 2 1-lt) miles, will be commenced in 1842, and will cost

750,000 Gern*an dollars.

It appears from the above account that Germany has already

finished railroads to the amount of 175 1-2 German miles, and is

now building 166 1-3 miles more. Those finished have cost about

as,940,000 German dollars, or 222,000 dollars per German mile.

—

[This will be 33,300 Spanish dollars per statute mile.] Those now
in progress will cost about 43,357,000 German dollars.

H. Projected railroads, the construction of which is almost cer-

tain.

1. The Magdebourg and Oschersleben railroad with a branch to

Halbcrstadt, 6 1-2 miles in length, will, perhaps, cost 1,700,000 dol-

lars. The company is formed—the requisite capital subscribed,

and the consent of the government given.

10
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2. The Oschersleben and WoHenbuettel railroad uniting with

the Brunswick and Harzburg railroad, and which the government

of Briinswick has permitted to be built, is G 1-2 miles in length,

and will cost about the same sum.

3. The Breslau and Freibourg railroad with a branch 8 1-2

miles in length will cost 2,000,000 dollars. The company is form-

ed, and the capital subscribed, and the consent of the government

given.

4. The Rhine and Weser railroad, running from Deutz (Co-

logne) through Eberfeld to Minden, is not determined upon by go-

vernment, but named in this division because the necessity for it is

such that no doubt is entertained of its construction. It is about

34 German miles in length, and will cost not more than 6,120,000

dollars.

5. The Bonn and Cologne railroad runs a distance of 4 miles

and will cost 750,000 dollars. It has the consent of the go-

vernment for its construction, and a company with the requisite

funds.

6. The Nuremberg and Bamberg railroad already decided upon

by the Bavarian government, and is the continuation of the Bava-

rian and Saxon railroad to Bamberg.

7. The Frankfort, Darmstadt and Gresheim railroad, will be con-

structed by a company chartered by their governments for 2,880,000

dollars, and will be 8 1-2 miles in length.

8. The Chemnitz and ^wickau railroad will be a p^t of the

Saxon and Bavarian railroad, which the company intends to build

and it will be 6 miles in length, and will cost, according to the first

calculation, l,40Q,p00 dollars.

9. The Brun^ick and Hanover railroad. This railroad forms

a part of the great railroad line between Magdebourg and Minden.

A contract for its construction has been made between the Prus-

sian, and Hannoverian and Brunswick Governments. The parts

of the Magdebourg, Onhersleben and Brunswick railroad already

are mentioned, and the Hannoverian part will be about 17 miles in

length, and cost 3,230,000 dollars.

10. The Altona and Kiel railroad. Among the projected rail-

roads with the greatest prospect of success is that intended to join

the North sea with the Elb, as a company for its construction is

chartered and the preparations are made. It will be 13 1-2 miles

In length, and cost 2,794,000 dollars.

III. Railroads, the construction of which is proposed, but in re-

gard to which no certainty exists. Only the most important lines
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are named, and the distance is given by the post route from which

some slight variations may occur.

1. The railroad from Dresden through Banlzen, Lobau, C^)rlitz,

Launzlau, Liegnitz to Breslau is 33 miles in length.

2. The railroad from Frankfort, on the Oder to Breslau is 32

miles in length. i

3. The railroad from Augsbourg to Nurembei^is 17 miles in

lengt^. Thp construction of this railroad is now certain, and the

consent is givfen by the Bavarian government.

4. The railroad from Augsbourg to Lindau is 18 miles in length.

5. The railroad from Munich to Salsbourg is 17 miles in length.

6. The railroad from Dresden to Prague is 25 miles in length.

7. The railroad from Berlin to Bergedorf (Hanfburg) is 34 miles

in length.

8. The riailroad from Wismar to Boilzemburg is 12 miles in

length.

9. The railroad from Vienna Neustadt to Trieste is 80 miles in

length.

10. The (railroad from Frankfort, on the Mayne, to Kassel is 21

miles in length.

11. The railroad from Kassel through Muhlhausen to Halle is

2G miles in length. I

12. The railroad from Kassel through Karlshafen to Hamm is 16

miles in length. i

13. The railroad from Heilbronn to Wm is 16 miles in length.

14. The railroad from Ulm through Illerthal Leutkirch to Frie-

drickshafen is 14 miles in length. These railroads, 363 miles in

length, will cost about 80,586,000 dollars.

IV. Other railroads appear necessarj' to connect those which are

constructed or constructing. •<

Commerce in Germany, as elsewhere, requires the communica-

tion between ports, markets, places of resort, etc. The probtem,

which the roads, canals and railroads have to solve, is to put

these places in connexion with each other, and with other places of

commerce in the shortest, most certain and cheapest manner. I

place here the railroad lines together, which are necessary to fur-

nish our native country with the means of supplying the present

demands of commerce.

Their railroads are— 1. From Eirenach to Bamberg, in length

18 miles. ;
I

2. Front Frankfort, on the Mayne, to Bamberg, in length,^ 20
miles. I
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3. From Heidelberg, to Hcilbrum, iti kngth, 7 1-2 miles.

4. From Ulm, to Augsbourg, in length, 9 miles.

5. From Prague, to Vienna, in length 40 miles.

6. From Prague, to Nuremberg, in length, 34 miles.

!U^rom Prague, to Freibourg, in length, 20 miles.

S.^rom Stockerau, to Salsbourg, in length 34 miles.

Making 139 miles of railroad, which would cost 842,864,000.

When we now bring together the expenses and the length of all

German railroads, we find the following results.

1. Finished railroads 175^- German miles in length, which have

cost Ger. 838,940,000

2. Constructing " 166

J

" " ** '* 43,357,000

3. Chartered •" 124^ *• " " " 27,240,000

4. Projected " 363 " • 80,580,000

5. Junction " 103 " .. .. ^ 42,846,000

1022| German miles. Ger. ^233,969,000

The Prussan railroads are comparatively the dearest and most

extravagantly constructed. It appears, also, that most faults are

committed there. The Prussian engineers nave, among other

things, constructed the Berlin and Anhalt railroad, 11-2 inch too

wide to unite with the railroads from Magdebourg and Leipzick.

All merchandise coming from Berlin or I^iprick must be reshippcd

at Koethen.

For those who might be astonished at this number, or who be-

lieve the expenses to be estimated too high, permit me too remark,

that in Great Britain the railroads, 382 miles in length, have

required a capital of 404,000,000 dollars, and that in the

United State 745 German miles are completed, and 1,300 contem-

plated.

The population of Germany amounts to 39,000,000

Of Great Britain, 18;DtW,000

Of the United States, r7,O(6,O00

CISCULAR.

Sib :—I respectfully beg leave to introduce to your notice my
new method of using the common flat bar rail with a cast iron

chair (which I have recently invented) in the construction and re-

pairs of railroads, with some few remarks on the expenses of re-

pairs of railroads having the flat and edge rails. Also, the advan-

tages of certain kinds of railroad superstructure

—

entire wooden
railroads, etc., etc.
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It is as .follows, viz : A piece of live oak, white oak, or other solid

timber isiprepared termed a ribbon 5 inches less in length than the

plate rail, which is to be used, 5 inches wide on the bottom, and 3

inches wii^e on the top by 2 1-2 inches thick ; each end of this rib-

bon is dove-tailcd 2 inches long, by 2 inches wide on the top, and
2 1-2 inches long by 3 inches wide on the bottom. The ribbon is

to be mineralized to increase its hardness as well as to prevent it

from decaying. The plate rail is then riveted to it (the ribbon)

three inches from each end, also at intervals of 8 inches for its

whole lcngth/^

To secure this rail and ribbon at the ends, cast iron chairs are

placed in the centre of the string pieces, the required distance apart.

The following is the plan of the chair, for a rail 2 1-2 inches wide ;

length, 9 1-4 inches, 4 1-2 inches wide on the bottom, with a wing
on each side 3-4 of an inch wide, the whole length of the chair 3

inches wjde on the top, with a ledge or projection 1-2 inch wide
rising neirly to the top of the rail to prevent the flange of the car

wheel frojn moving the ends of the rails horizontally. The thick-

ness of tbc chairs is the same as the ribbon. Through each wing,

are holes to receive the spikes or screws required to secure the

chairs to the string pieces. In the chair are openings at each end
to receive the dove-tailed ends of the ribbons. The chair being

fastened io the string pieces or longitudinal sill, the ribbon, with the

plate rail riveted to it, is forced into the opening in the chair, leav-

ing the iron rail projecting 2 1-2 inches over the end of the ribbon,

and laying on the top and solid part of the chair, and against

the ledge or upward protecting projection. Ii is there secured by
a half inch screw with a head similar to a bedstead screw, run-

ning through a hole in the plate rail and also through a correspond-

ing one in the chair (a little oblong to allow for expansion and con-

traction of the rail,) the screw turning into a nut inserted in an
opening i|-uhning horizontally through the chair.

Thus vou will perceive that the ends of the ribbon being firmly

dove-tail4d in the chair, with the rail riveted to it, the projecting

end of tjjp rail screwed to the chair will effectually prevent the ends
of the ribbons from spreading or sinking with the weight of the

car wheels, or rising or moving horizontally, also prevent the end

of the rail from turning up, which often causes much damage and
alarm anii is a strong objection to the use of the plate rail.

Timbeir can be selected and mineralized of a size and quantity
that would be required for the ribbons of a road, but would be too

expensive for longitudinal pieces ; the advantage, however, of the

plate railj being well secured to ribbons of solid timber, such as live

oak, or the better kinds of white oak,^ must be very apparent, as

there would not be that sinking or yielding of the rail and wood,
to the weight of the locomotive and cars as is the case on common
timber, such as white pine, and other soft woods frequently used
with the plate rail, thereby answering in a great measure all pur-

f>ose8 of fhe expensive edge rail. T^ ribbons and iron rail are to

ay on a continuous surface, secured with spikes or screws, at i»>ter-
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vals of about 18 inches, to prevent them from spreading on Uie

curves, iron dowels, or pins, will extend from the string pieces into

the ribbons. The superstructure best adapted to this rail is describ-

ed in the report of L. O. Reynolds, Esq., Engineer of the Georgia
Central Railroad.

The cost of chairs will be about 8200 per mile. White oak rib-

bons, mineralized, with the plate rail rivited to them with spikes and
screws, ready to lay down, §300 per mile. Ribbons made of live

oak would make an additional co?t of 8*^00 per mile. The iron

jjlate rail, 2 1-2 inches wide by 5-8 of an inch thick, at the present

prices of iron, would be $1,100 per mile.

Objections have been made against the use of the plate rail, sup-

posing that a road conshucted with it costs more for repairs than
one with the edge jrail. In a published report of the Baltimore and
Susquehanna Railroad Company, I have been informed on that part

of theyiz^oad hav|]^g the plate rail the repairs are said to hare been
$700 per mile per annum. William E. Bloomfield, Esq., in a re-

cent communication in the American Railroad Journal, has the fol-

lowing :
" The Utica and Schenectady railroad has the disadvan-

tage of the light flat bar, which during the last year m part caused
the extravagant outlay of §65,279 for the repair of roadway, and
fixtures equal to ijsBGO per mile." This statement really makes tlie

flat bar rail appear bad enough, withoiit such an assertion as the for-

mer ; but one moment's reflection with persons having the least ex-

[)eriencc in the construction or repairs of railroads must make it

appear fallacious. To say that there is a difltrcnce of $600 per
mile per annum, between keeping the plate and edge rail in order,

is too absurd for one moment's belief. Why did not this report

explain and let the public know that the plate rail, the repairs of
which were 8700 per mile, was laid on a superstructure that had
been built 9 and 10 years, and the edge rail, the repairs of which
were only 8100 per mile, was laid on entire new superstructure?

One writer in the Journal says, " the transition from the flat bar

to the T rail is instantly perceived by all persons in the train as it

passes over." I have not the least doubt but such was the fact, and
had the new part of the road, alluded to as having the edge rail,

been laid with the plate rail, in a proper manner, there would have
been the same " transition perceived," for it is verv clear that tra-

veling over an old and decayed superstructure, there will not be

that uniform and easy movement as over a new and solid one. It

should be recollected that all our first railroads being laid with the

plate rail, when we had little or no experience in making a super-

structure best adapted to it, and which are now nearly decayed, ac-

count? for the great expense of the repairs of this kind of road,

and which is very unjustly attributed to the use of the plate rail.

Having some experience in building railroad superstructure, and
having closely observed the many plans on which they are built, I

feel well convinced that the plate rail laid in a proper manner on a

superstructure which experience has proved to be the best, need
not cost any more for repairs than the edge rail.
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1 will now make a short extract from the report of Mr. Rey-
nolds, Engineer of the (Georgia Central Railroad, and see how the

expense of repairs of that road compares with the others above
mentioned. Jle says, " The cost of maintaining the road, as re-

gards repairs and renewals, is a subject of much interest to all per-

sons interested in its success. For the last half year tlie expenses
of this department have been $50 per mile, which will amount to

810,000 per annum for 100 miles. That part of the repairs com-
prising (he preserving of the arrangement of the part of the super-

structure, which on most wooden roads forms a very important

item in the expenditure, is with us a mere trifle. On ordinary
wooden roads tlie string pieces require renewal as soon as they ex-

hibit 8ymi)loins of decay. With our plan they may be suffered to

remain with perfect safety until they are almost entirely decayed
;

as the iron rail and ribbon are placed along the centre; and the

string pieces, firmly bedded in the earth, will support the weight of
Che engine until they absolutely crush under it. But if the flat bar
were applied directly to the surface of the string pieces, that sur-

face would require to be kept always sound and solid. This is ef-

fected in our plan by replacing the ribbon, which is done at a tri-

fling exppnse." So it would appear that the cost of the repairs of
this road' with tiie plate rail is only $100 per mile per annum—tru-

ly some difference between this sjjm and $700 per mile, the cost of
the repairs of the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad.

One other objection has been raised to the use of the plate rail,

which is, that it requires more power to move a train over this

kind of road, than over one with the edge rail. This is certainly

true, that is, as that kind of rail has been used, no kind of care be-

ing taken to select timber, when it is well known that some kinds

of the same timber have a great deal more solidity than others.

—

In many roads, white pine string pieces and ribbons have been us-

ed to lay tlie plate iron on ; timber of this kind must give to the

weiglit of the locomotive and cars, and consequently require more
power to propel a train. But select the most solid kinds of oak,

hickory, or maple, and secure the rail well to it, and the difference

in power required will be so trifling it can hardly be told. The ex-

pense, however, in the two kinds of rails, will be very easily per-

ceived, especially when the proppsed tariff" goes into operation,

which will make an additional cost of 83,000 per m\\c for the edcre

rail.

The plan of superstructure adopted by Mr. Reynolds, I have
been informed, is in use on some of the graded parts of the New
York and Erie Railroad. The advantages of this kind of super-
structure, in the repairs of railroads which are much decayed, are

very greajt ; for when repairs are made on this plan," it is so much
new roadior superstructure. The common way in which they are
made, conltinualiy renewing timber " whenever symptoms of decay
occur," without any such advantage, always having an indifferent

road. A superstructure of this kind can be rebuilt, and the track

being kept in use at the same time, passing trains morning, noon.
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and night. Further, it can be done by contract, which is admitted

by all to be the most economical way of having any kind of labor

done. ^

There are many sections of country where roads with this kind

of superstructure might be used to great advantage, without iron,

except on curves and inclinations, the locomotives and cars running
on the bare wood ; and ninety per cent, of the amount that might
be expended in their construction would be so much judiciously in-

vested in a proper railroad. Between Chicago and the Illinois river^

and between Milwaukee and the lead mines of Wisconsin, they
might be made very profitable to the proprietors, and a general be-

nefit to the country, by reducing the present price of transportation

two-thirds or three-fourths. Roads of this description are now in

use at the coal mines in the western part of this State, and were in

general use at the coal and iron mines in England for near a centu-

ry before iron railroads were introduced. The Penny Magazine
has the following on this kind of road :

" The regular load of a
horse with a cart along the common road was 17 cwt., while on
this railroad it was 42 cwt. The advantages so gained appear to

have been thought sufficient, and no furthereconomy of power was
for some time sought to be obtained. When there were any ac-

clivities or abrupt curves, thin pieces of wrought iron were nailed

over those parts of the rail to diminish the resistance opposed to

the wheels, and so that one horse could draw 42 cwt., the re-

quired maximum of power. No further effort was consi<lcred ne-

cessary.

To put a railroad on this plan in operation, from the amount of
money that could be obtained a sum should be reserved to build

the wooden superstructure, and to purchase iron for the curves and
inclinations, two or three cheap locomotives and cars; the residue

applied to having the best location made that the ground would ad-

mit of and the grading of the road. Wherever light cutting or

filling occurs, have the grading complete, and the^sup^structure

finally laid. Where there are deep cutting and filling, and timber

is convenient, have bents or trussels of any kind of round timber
set up on the exact line of the road, and the superstructure placed

upon them. Near the cutting have the ground leveled, and a su-

perstructure laid down with iron, (on that part having much ascent

or decent, or curves,) such as is eventually intended to be generally

used, connecting with the superstructure on the main line of the

road. The money applicable to grading should, if possible, be so

expended as to leave the inclinations and cuttings together on some
one part of the road, having in view, how'cver, to have the longest

level on the end of the road where the greatest amount of tonnage

would arrive and depart from. As soon as the road is thus com-
pleted, have light locomotives placed on the levels of any length,

and use horse power on the short levels and inclinations, and as

soon as the resources of the Company will allow it, have the incli-

nations reduced near the business end of the roadif there was none
more objectionable. The excav.Ttions to he carried by cars into
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the fillings on a permanent track laid down as the cuttings advance^

When completed, remove the iron from the temporary superstruc^

ture on the inclinations, and have it permanently laid at the termi-

nation of the level, also on the most business end of the road,

which will make a proper railroad as far as it will extend. The tim-

ber dispensed with on the first inclinations removed may be used in

other cuttitigs as they progress.

Where timber is convenient, this kind of superstructure with
ribbons of common hard timber can be well laid down for $1000
per mile. It will last, by the renewal of the ribbotis, which is

done at a trifling expehse, ten years. Lest, from its partial d<e-

scription, it may not be fully understood, I will explain it. Flatted

timbers, 12 inches wide on the bottom, 8 inches i^ide on ths topi

tnd 10 inches deep, are bedded in the ground, lengthwise of the

road, the requisite distance apart, with flatted cfdss ties, the etub

dovetailed or framed into them, from 4 to 5 feet apart { in the ceti'

tre of these timbers is placed the ribbon, about 4 inches square, on
which the car wheels are to run.

It must be very clear that a work of this description could not be

long in operation, more especially between Chicago and the Illinois

river, or Milwaukie and the lead mines of Wisconsin, before itd

profits and credit would be such that all the grading could be com-
pleted, and the iron rails laid down, on the most approved plan for

the whole distance, and the light locomotives disposed of to compa->

nies about building wooden roads, or might be used on bratich

roads where there was not business or capital to justify or make an
iron railroad. I am aware that this plan or project will have its t)p»

ponents, who will contend that there is more economy in expending
whatever amount of money can be obtained for a railway in mak'-

ing it complete as far as it will extend. To this kind of argument
I would answer, that $200,000 will make a wooden railroad be^

tween the two first points above mentioned, which will reduce the

present cost of transportation, as above stated, two-thirds or three-

fourths, as ope horse can not draw on our common roads more than

10 cwt. That amount of money would not make anything like a
perfect railroad for more than half the distance, consequently

would not reduce the present cost of tr^portation that proportion

or anything like it ; and it is very questionable whether such an in^

vestment would be profitable, or the road in such credit as to pro-

cure the necessary funds to complete it for the whole distance. As
cheap railroads complete are also objected to, for many contend that

no railroad is worth having unless it is constructed at an expense of
815 or 920,000 per mile, 1 will make an extract from a writer in the

Philadelphia American Sentinel, a few weeks since, on the light

railroad, who says, " I am informed, from undoubted authority,

that the first railroad for coal made in the United States is the one
at Mauch. Chunk, of nine miles in length, which cost about $3,000
for the superstructure, over which have" been transported, at least,

1,200,000 tons, which is perhaps a greater business than any other

road in tiie United States, and on this light road it has been as fully

11
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proved that velocity can be as greatly extended as if it had been
ever so heavy, and that was the first road in this or any other coun-
try that effected a motion of thirty miles per hour."

Yours respectlullv,

^ M. J. Clark.
Athcn?, Pa. July 27, 1842.

(From the Civil EngioGcr and Architect's Journal.]

MIL VIGNOLES' LECTURES ON CIVIL ENOINEERIMG, AT TUE LOIfOON

CMVERSrrY COLLEGE.

Second Course.—Lecture vi. On the Gauge of Railwctys.—
AAer some preliminary observations, illustrating parts of the

fast lecture, and particularly in reference to what was stated re->

spectin^ the Brighton railway, Mr. Vignoles proceeded to emergen
the subject of the breadth or gauge of railway, which he explained

to denote the distance between the iron bars which form the track

or way. The definition of the gauge of the old tramways, intro-

duced the observation that, from their form being as it were an ar-

tificial rut, they were styled by the French ornieres, of which llio

literal iranslation was, " wheel-rut." The present ordinary railway

gauge was 4 ft. 8 1-2 in., and some s|>ecuiations were made as to

the choice of such a particular breadth ; and quotations were made
from Mr. Wood's Treatise on Railvcays to show that it had bcfen

owing to an accidental circumstance—viz. that the first conclusive

experiments on the principle of the present locomotive engines had
been made on the Killingworth Colliery railway, which was laid to

that gauge. In some of the first of the Acts of Parliament for

modem railways, it had been made imperative by a sp>ecial clause

to adopt this particular gauge, and many companies submitted qui-

etly to the enactment, thereby preventing all chance of improve-
ment in what was assumed to be perfect ab initio ; but about six

years ago mtich discussion having taken place as to the proper
gauge, this decree was altered, and there is now no limitation in the

width of the gauge, which is left entirely to the discretion of the

engineer. Now, the consequence is, that although it would be de-

sirable that there should be a standard gauge fixed, yet, so divided

have the public been as to what is the right one, that we have at

present no less than seven different gauges used throughout the

United Kingdom ; some of the Scotch lines, for instance, have a
gauge of 4 ft. 6 in., and others of 5 ft. 6 in. Tho Eastern Counties
Company have adopted 5 ft. The gauge of the railways in Russia

is 6 ft. On the recommendation of the Irish Railway Commission-
ers, the Belfast and Armagh Railway Company have made their

gauge 6 ft. 2 in. On the Great Western Railway the gauge is 7

ft. Now, as much as 18 years aj^o, Mr. Trcds^old, a celebrated and
scientific engineer, made the following observations :

—" The width
l)etween the rails being dependant on the height of the centre of

gravity of the loaded carriage, anH this airain varying with the na-
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ture of the load and the velocity, it will be obvious we cannot do
better than make the breadth between the rails such, that by dispo-

sal of the lold, the centre of gravity may be kept within the pro-

per limit in cither species of vehicle, whether swift or slow, and it

would be desirable that the same breadth and the same stress on a

wheel should be adopted on all railways. We would propose 4 ft.

6 in. between the rails for heavy goods, and 6 ft. for lighter carria-

ges to go at greater speed." Now it is remarkable that, during all

the discussions that took place with regard to the gauge, this obser-

vation was never referred to. When Mr. Brunei broke through

that fixed number for the gauge, and adopted another, he gave very

strong and sound veasons for so doing ; whether he was right in

assuming so high a number as seven is questioned by many, butthje

principle upon which he went was this,
—

" I have, said he, laid out

the line as nearly level as possible ; the curves that I have adopted
are nearly equivalent to straight lines ; I keep the centre of gravity
low, by placing the body of the carriage within the wheels, ana
anticipating greater stability and steadiness, I shall be able to go at

a mucn higher speed, and with much more assurance of safety."-j-

The Irish Commissioners argue thus,—" From the nature of the

locomotive engine, its power is so great in proportion to the fric-

tion it has to overcome, that it is capable of drawing a load which
(even with a greatly increased breadth as compared with common
road carriages) extends to a very considerable length, and, in order

to reduce this length as much as possible, it is necessary with the

present breadth of way to make the wheels run within the frame
which supports the carriages ; the seats of the passengers are,

therefore, placed above the periphery of the wheel, which for the

sake of lowering the height of the centre of gravity, is made as
small as possible."

One great theoretical objection, therefore, to the narrow gauge»

is the increased friction consequent upon the reduction of the dia-

meter of the wheel, since besides what is due to the load, the fric-

tion of a wheel, at the axle, may be said to depend upon the pro-

portion of the diameter of the wheel to the diameter of the axle ;.

but, in attempting to carrying out tliis principle in practice, the

axle has sometimes been turned down so small as to produce much
greater and more positive inconveniences, and it is very questiona-

ble if it be prudent or desirable to make the proportion between
the wheel and axle greater than 15 to I, and which proportion c|ia

be obtained with 3 feet wheels. Now, with a 4 feet wheel and a S
inch axle, the proportion being 16 to 1, it may be well doubted if,,

on this account alone, the large wheels are worth their greatly in-

creased cost. The commissioners, however, urged that the same
carriage room may be preserved, by extending the breadth of bear-
ing of the rails, so as to allow the wheels to run outside the franlc,

instead of running within it, in which case we can bring the bo<^y

of the carriage down to the axletree. The gauge may be thus in-

creased from 4 ft. 8 1-2 in. to G ft. 2 in.—thus arguing for an jo-

crcascd breadth, that the centre of gravity may be lowered, and
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the diameter of the wheels thereby reducing the friction, and in-.

crQftiing the power to overcome the * surface resistance,'* This is,

in other words, getting more leverage : but such an advantage,

however, does not apply iso much to railways as to common roads,

for, on the railway, there is little or no^)stacle to be found in the

shape of surface resistance, except what arc as a few grains of dust

compared with the obstacles to be found on the common road, or

the deep ruts in a wood, which require very large wheels for the

timber wain, "At the same time," continued the commissioners,
* the load itself may be reduced in height, the bottom of the car-

riage, or truck frame, being, in this case, limited by the axletree of
the larger, instead of the periphery of the smalkr wheel, and, with
this reduction of height, the wear and tear will be reduced, and the

ease of the motion increased. Moreover, the force to be overcome
being less with the same load, we may, by retaining the power of
the engine the same, carry a greater load than at present with the

same velocity, or, retaining the same load, carry it at a greater ve->

locity by increasing the diameter of the driving wheels of the en-

gine ; or, if it be not desirable to increase the velocity, the speed of
the piston might be reduced, which would be a great practical ad-

vantage ; or, lastly, preserving the same load and velocity, the form
and weight of the engine may be made less, and, probably, the one
or other of these arrangements would be adopted, accoraing to the

nature of the traffic on the railway. Thus, in passenger and mail

trains, it might be desirable to increase the velocity, whereas, in the

carriage of heavy goods, it would be most economical to increase

the load." " But (say the commissioners) there is a point which
must be attended to, and that is, that the whole of the advantages
apply only to level lines." Now the Great Western was thus sus-.

ceptible of having a wider gauge, since the line was made nearly

level, for, as the commissioners observe, " in ascending the various

gradients and inclined planes, the load has to be raised in opposi-

tion to gravity, and the power necessary to effect this is frequently

equal to, or exceeds, that which is employed to overcome the fric-

tion, and will remain the same to whatever extent the friction ia

reduced. To avail ourselves fully of the reduced friction, those

planes which cannot be worked by assistant power require to be
reduced in their slopes, in the same proportion that the wheels arc

increased, or, otherwise, that assistant power be applied on propor-

tionably less slopes than according to present practice"—that is to

say, that the power of the engine is employed in overcoming the

friction of the load, and in raising it up several ascents, and what
is gained by increasing the breadth of the railway and making the

wheels run outside the frames, is only applicable to the former, the

latter remaining the same as before ;
" and the advantage of the

alteration would be overated if this circumstance were not taken
into consideration." Thus it is that the additional advantage aris-

ing from the diminution of friction is so small, when you come to

other than nearly horizontal lines, that the advantage is lost There
is yet another reason for increasing the gauge—viz. that we are en-^
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abied to cor»truct tho machine without being cramped in space for

the moving parts, and affording a larger diameter for the boiler ;

it was this consideration, probably, which first induced practical

engineers to pay attenlion to increasing the gauge above 4 ft. 8 1-^

in. If we had to begin railways again, wc sliould certainly make
the gauge wider than 4 ft. 8 1-2 in. In laying out future lines,

particularly where the traffic is not great, the point of consideration

will be to obtain the greatest advantage at the least exf>ense, and to

determine how much the gauge ought to be increased ; and Mr;
Vignolcs stated, that, after having paid a deal of attention to the

subject, he gave it as his opinion, that a gauge of six feet would be

amply sufficient to satisfy all reasonable conditions. The Irish rail:-

way commissioners had observed, "that, at present, the load is sel-

dom equal to the power of 4he engine, and, this being the case, but

little would be gained by a greater breadth of road," with a view
only of reducing the resistance, already much inferior to the power
by which it .is to be overcome, except by allowing an increased

speed on the line generally, and on the level planes in particular.

With a full and overflowing traffic, there is no doubt it would be
advisable to employ the greatest possible breadth of bearing ; but,

it is useless, or worse than useless, to incur a present expense for a
benefit which it is not likely that there will ever be the means of
taking ^advantage of, so that, unless under the circumstances just

mentioned—viz. an incessant traffic, Mr. Yignoles thought that a
seven feet gauge was over the mark. Mr. Vignoles stated, that the

consideration of curves was connected with that of the gauge, that

it was a most important element in the consideration of railways

and would be taken up in another lecture. The rule given for

raising the outer rail, on curves, required the gauge to be included

BS one element in the calculation, as also the height of the centre of
gravity above the rails, which was also contingent on the gauge, as.

before explained.

I
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INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS. I

** Description of tlie Iron Skew Bridge across the Regent's Candl,
pn the Eastern Counties Railway." By Edward Dobson, Assoc.
Inst. C. £.

This bridge is built with a direct span of 54 ft., at an angle of
79° with the centre line of the canal. The level of the rails is 14
JL 6 in, above the water, and it is constructed to have a Waterway
dt^4 ft. with a clear headway of 10 ft. above the towing path.
Tne dimensions of the several parts of the bridge and the mode

of^uttingthem together, with the masonry and the cost of the

1?6n8truction, are described in detail, and illustrated by an elaborate
working drawing. i

As an appendix to this paper a description is given of a bridge
over the same canal, on the line of the London and Birmingham
railway, on account of the similarity of its construction. The
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span of this latter bridge is 50 ft., but being made for two double
1 ines of rails, it was thought expedient to have tRrce main ribs in-

stead of two, as in the former. The details of construction of this

bridge are algj^ given, witli a drawing of one of the main ribs and
its tie-bar.

" Remarks on the Rat'ciges of the Worm {Teredo NavaUs) in Tim-
ber" By Robert Davison, M. Inst. C. E.

This communication describes the ravages committed by the

"Teredo Navalis" upon the fir piles of the foundations of the old

bridge at Teignmouth, five arches of which, after having been
built 12 years, fell suddenly; the construction of a new bridge
thus became necessary, and it is now in progress under the direc-

tion of Messrs. Walker and Burges. The worm is described as

entering the wood through a hole not larger than a pin, and perfo-

rating the timber in all directions, but chiefly in the direction of the

fibre, at the same time increasing the size of the holes even some-
times to an inch diameter ; a few of the worms had been found of
the extraordinary length of 3 ft. They confine their operations

between low water mark and the bottom of the river, showing that

they cannot exist out of water".

A specimen of part of a log picked up off Jersey was as much
perforated, but in a difierent manner, the worms having penetrated

the wood indiscriminately all over the surface ; in some cases leav-

ing in the holes a coat resembling the tail of a lobster about 3 in.

in length, which showed that the ravages had l)ccn committed by
the " Lymnoria Terebrans."

The paper was also accompanied by a specimen of wood sheath-

ing charged with nails, from the bottom of a vessel believed to Ikj

about 100 years old, together with some of the worms ("Teredo
Navalis") for the purpose of showing the peculiar shape of the

head—resembling a pair of forceps, with which they cut away the

wood.

" Description of the Roof of Messrs. Simpson and Co''s. Factory.''^

Bv John Boustead, Grad. Inst. C. E.
The truss of this roof is double, consisting of two frames of

Memel timber. The principals are fitted into cast iron shoes rest-

ing on the walls, with projections let into the wall plates; they ta-

per towards the ridge, and there abut against a cast iron ring

piece, through which a wrought iron bolt 1 1-4 in. diameter passes,

and answers the purpose of a king-post in supporting the collar-

beam. To the under side of this beam is attached a heel and eye-

plate, to either end of which arc linked bolts passing between the

principals, and secured by nuts at the backs of the shoes, thus form-

ing efficient ties to resist the thrust of the principal rafters.

The slate boards arc supported by five purlins 4 ft. apart, and
abut against a ridge piece resting on the kings.

The span of the roof is 34 ft. 3 in. The pitch is about 3 to 1,

and the principals arc placed 9 ft. apart.

The scantlings of the principal timbers arc :—Principals 9 1-2 by
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2 1-2 in., tapering to 6 1-2 by 2 1-2 in, ; collar beam 7 by 3 1-2 in.

;

purlins 6 by 4 in. ; wall plates 6 by 4 in. ; slate boards 1 in. thick ;

ridge piece 10 by 2 in.

The principals were sawn out by a template, so as to insure the

given taper and the accuracy of the angles of the ends ; they were
then laid on a horrizontal position placed at the required angle, and
the coHar beam inserted 1 -2 in. deep into each principal, and secur-

ed by bolts 7-8 in. diameter ; the mode of raising the roof is then
described.

Some of the advantages of roofs of this construction are stated

to be, economy in matenals and workmanship, with lightness and
simplicity, and that all sagging of the timbers may be rectified by
screwing up the nuts of the kings and shoes.

The truss is recommended for building where lofty apartments
or coved ceilings are required, and also for its presenting so few
points for the suspension of heavy weights that may subject the

timbers to strains for which no provision has been made.
From the examinations that have been made, this roof seems to

answer satisfactorily ; it has been erected three years and a half,

and has sustained heavy falls of snow, but the ridge and rafters have
preserved their lines perfectly, and the walls show no signs of hav-

ing been subjected to undue prcssurcl The design of the roof is

simple, its appearance light, and it may be considered an interesting

specimen of the art of simple carpentry assisted by iron work.
A drawing of the truss accompanied the paper.

SUGAR FROM INDIAN COR?i.

The Agricultural Society of Ontario county has offered two pre-

miums to induce the trial of making sugar from Indian corn, pur-

suant to instructions given by a Mr. William Webb, of Wilmington.
Del. It is stated that 800 to a 1000 lbs. of good sugar can thus be
made from an acre. If so, it would be exceedingly profitable busi-

ness. The material instructions are as follows :—
" I have felt considerable interest in the plan for the cultivation

of sugar in temperate climates and have made many experiments
;

lirst upon the beet, and recently upon maize, or Indian corn, in the

hope of discovering some mode by which the desired end might be
attained. The results from the latter plant have been extremely en-

couraging. The manufacture of sugar from it, compared with that

of beet, offer many advantages. It is more simple and less liable to

failure. The machinery is less expensive, and the amount of fuel

required is leas by one half. The quantity of sugar produced on a

given space of ground is greater, besides being of better quality.

The raw juice of maize, when cultivated for sugar, marks 10
degrees, on the saccharometer, whilst the average of cane juice,

(as I am informed,) is not higher than 8 deg., and beet juice not

over 3 deg. From 9 3-4 quarts (dry measure) of the former, I have
obtained 4 pounds G ounces of the syrup, concentrated to the point
suitable lor chrystalization. The proportion of chrystalizable su-

^i;ar appears to be larircr than is o!)tninc(l from llic cunc juice in
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Louisiana. This is accounted for by the fact, that t)ur climate ri-

j>ens corn perfectly, while it but rarely if ever happens that cane
is fully matured. In some cases the syrup has chrystalized so com-
pletely, that less than one-sixth part of molasses remained. This,

however, only happened after it had stood one or two months.

—

There is reason to believe that if the plant were fully ripe ; and the

process of manufacture perfectly performed, that syrup might be
entirely chrystalized without forming any molasses. 1 his perfec-

tion in the manufacture cannot, however, be attained with the or-

dinary apparatus. Without any other means for pressing out the

juice than a small hand mill it is impossible to say how great a

quantity of sugar can be produced on an acre. The experiments
have been directed more to ascertain the saccharine quality of the

corn stalk, than the amount a given quantity of ground will pro-

duce ; but the calculations made from trials on a small scale, leave

no room for doubt that the quantity of sugar will be from 800 to

1000 lbs.

Another mode of cultivation to be employed in combination
with the first one proposed, consists simply in raising a greater

number of plants on the same space of ground. By this plan, all

the unfavorable results above mentioned, were obviated, a much
larger quantity of sugar was produced and of better quality.'

The juice produced by this mode of cultivation is remarkably
pure and agreeable to the taste. Samples of the sugar yielded by
it are now in the Patent Office, with a small hand mill, by which the

stalks were crushed."
# 4 * « * • «

"The following mode of cultivating the plant, and making the

sugar, is the best that can now be otlcrcd :

" The kind of soil best adapted to it is so well understood, that

no direction on this point is necessary, except that it should be rich,

the richer the belter ; if not naturally fertile, manure must be ap-

plied either ploughed in or spread upon the surface, or used both

ways, according to the ability of the owner. Nothing can form a

better preparation for the crop, than a clover sod well turned under,

and harrowed fine immediately before planting.
" Select for seed the largest and best ears of any variety of corn

not disposed to throw up suckers, or spread out in branches ; that

kind most productive in the neighborhood, will be generally the one
best adapted to the purpose. The planting should bo done with

a drilling machine. One man with a pair of horses, and an instru-

ment of this kind, will plant and cover in the most perfect mancr,
from ten to twelve acres in a day. The rows, (if practicable, lot

them run north and -south.) two and a half feet apart, and the seed

dropped sufficiently thick in the row to insure a plant every two or

three inches.
" A large IiP.rrow mafic with tctth arranged so as not to injure the

corn, may be used to advantage soon after it is up. The after cul-

ture is performed with a cultivator, and here will be perceived one
of the great advantages of drilling : the plants all growing in lines.
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perfectly regular and stt-aight with each other, the horse shoe stirs

the earth and cuts up the weeds by every one so that no hand-hoe-

ing will be required in any part of the cultivation.

"It is part of the system of ciane planting in Louisiana, to raisd

as full a stand of cane upon the ground as possible ; expenetice

having proved that the most su^ar is obtained from the land in this

way ; as far as my experience has gone, the same thing is true of

corn. This point must therefore be attended to, and the deficien-

cies, if any occur, made up by timely replanting.
" The next operation is taking off the ears. Many stalks will not

produce any, but wherever they appear, they must be removed. It

is not best to undertake this work to early ; as when the ears first

appear, they are tender, and cannot be taken off without breaking,

which increases the trouble. Any time before the formation of the

grain upon them will be soon enough.
Nothing farther is necessary to be done until the crop is ready to

cut for grinding. In our latitude, the cutting may commence with

the earlier varieties, about the middle of August. The later kinds

will be in September, and continue in season until cut off by frosf

The stalks should be topped and biaded while standing in the field.

They are then cut, tied in bundles, and taken to the mill. The tops

and blades, when properly cured, make excellent fodder, rather bet-

ter it is believed, than any hitherto used ; and the residium, after

passing the rollers, may be easily dried and used the same way.
" The mills should be made on the same general principle em-

ployed in constructing those intended for grinding cane. An im-

portant difference, however, will be found both in the original cost,

and in the expense of working them. Judging from the compara-

tive hardness of cane and corn stalk, it is believed that one-fourth

part of the strength necessary in the construction of a can^ mill, will

be amply sufficient for corn ; and less than one-fourth part of the

power will move it with the same velocity. It may be made with

three upright wooden rollers, from twenty to forty inches in length,

turned so as to run true, and fitted into a strong frame work, con-

sisting of two horizontal pieces sustained by uprights. These pieces

are morticed to admit wedges on each side the pivots of the two
outside rollers, by which their distances from the middle one may
be regulated. The power is applied to the middle roller, and tho

others are moved from it by means of cogs. In grinding, the stalks-

pass through on the right side of the middle cylinder, and come in

contact with a piece of frame work called the dumb i-eturner, which
directs them backwards, so that they pass through the rollers again

in the opposite side of the middle one.

"The modern improved machine is made entirely of iron ; three

horizontal rollers arranged in a.triangular form, one above and two
below, the cane or stalk passing directly through, receiving two pres-

sures before it escapes. The lower cylinders are contained in a

small cistern, which receives the juice. The latter machine is ^jhe

most complete, the former the least expensive. These mills may be

moved by cattle, but for large operations, steam or water power is

12
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preferable, When the vertical cylinders are turned by cattlie, th«
axis of the middle one has long levers fixed across it, extending from
ten to fifteen feet from the centre. To render \h& arms firm the
axis of this roller is carried up for a considerable height, and oblique
braces of wood by which the oxen or horses draw, are extended,
from the top of the vertical axis to the extremities of each of the
arms. When horizontal cylinders are propelled by animal power,
the upper roller is turned by cogs at one end, which are caught by
cogs on a vertical shaft. It is said that in the West Indies, the pur-
est cane juice will ferment in twenty minutes after it enters the re-

ceiver. Corn juice has been kept for one hour before boiling, with-

out any apparent injury resulting ; but so much delay is not deiirft-

able,as it may be attended with bad effects.

«. JMJia LINES OF RAILROAD, AND THE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

It is important to chronicle the growing success of every long

line of railroad communication, as thereby affording an encour-
agement, and inspiring hope to those engaged in similar enterprises.

The Western railroad, running from Boston to Greenbush, near

Albany, is, wc believe, the lonj^i^st continuous road in the country,

and its success was at one time deemed so improbable as to excite

for its supporters, ridicule and almost opprobrium, as wasters ofpub-

lic and private means. But what is the result, now that it is com-
pleted^ Entirely successful! Where are its opponents? They
have been constrained to join the number of its friends. The road

is 200 miles long, and cost *y.0()0,()0(), or on an average $45,000 per

mile. To show somewhat of the business' done on this road, and its

value, we clip the following items from two or three papers before

us, which merely give detached views of the success of this enter-

prise.

From thr Boston Dail^^divrtiser.

Western Flour.—The morning freight train on the Worcester

Rail Road, broufrlit 25 long ci^rht wheeled passenger cars, loaded

with 10(/0 barrels of flour. It left Crconbush on the preceding

day, and was brought throtigli that day to Worcester, 155 miles.

—

The evening train also biought a quantity of flour. The
passenger train on the Boston and Worcester Railroad, which

left town for Worcester after the fire works, carried out 25 cars

conveying about 700 passengers.

The following appeared in the Boston Transcript of July 0th.

Extract from a letter dated Springfield, July \ilh. *•

" I have just seen a gentleman, from the West, this evening, and

from him I learned that the freight train came from Albany this

day with l.OOH bands of flour for the Boston market. The whole

weight of the freight, including oilier matter besides the flour, is

200 tons."

And what has been the efitct of this road on Boston? A letter

written to one of the New York pajxirs dated Boston, July »th,

1H42, thus speaks of her rail roads, and their influence*
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The population is increasing with rapidity. There was a time

when it appeared to me that the glory of Boston was departing, and
that her streets would soon be like those of old Salem, ovei^rown
with grass. But a change has come over her, and she is now mak-
ing rapid strides to come up with her sister, New York ! What has

produced this change? What has made New York what she is?

No one, can be at aloss for an answer. It is internal improvements,

added to her regular intercourse with Europe. Look at Boston

—

her line of steam packets—her rail roads to the East, West, North
and South. Let any one, for a single day, watch the arrival and
departure of the cars on the great Western route—^thence let him
pass to the Eastern depot, and see the intercourse of that direction.

Let him then go to the Stonington artd Norwich cars ; and last, al-

though not least, let him look at the Northern depot and see the

trade through Lowell, to the States of New Hampshire and Ver-

mont ; he will not then be surprised at the growth of Boston.

As I passed over the line of the Western rail road the other day,

I was surprised to see the quantities of merchandise and live stock

which we passed from Springfield to this city, while the store houses

at the depots on the route were crowded with country produce in

like manner as you find them on your noble Hudson.

We cannot, at present, expect like advantages from our railroad.

It passes through a different kind of country, a sparse population,

through no large towns or villages, and cannot, therefore, for some
time, be made as profitable as the Boston and Albany rail road.

We have often heard the doubt expressed as to the ultimate suc-

cess of the Central Rail Road ; we have eVen heard it condemned
as a failure ; but such remarks arc grossly invidious and unfounded.

The affairs of the company are indeed embarrassed, but the road is

daily progressing to its completion. It cannot be expected that it

would be very profitable until it reached its terminus ; because then
only would it tap the principal growing and trading portions of the

State. We-/feelieve that if the road can but be run up to its next
station, before the fall, that the freight will be astonishingly increas-

ed, and that most of the crop in its vicinity will be sent to market
upon the cars, ^t is unfair, therefore, to passjudgment on this road,

until the nearer completion of the work shall have tested its value«

Before it reaches the richer districts of the interior, and until it

fairly enters and taps that more fertile and productive region, and
makes it tributary to its channel, we cannot tell its value. When
it reaches Macon, it will there meet the Monroe Rail Road on the
other side, and when that shall be joined to the Western and Atlan-
tic road, and we hope it ere long will, then we shall b«gin to realize

the value of this great and important link, in that great chain of com-
munications, by which, so large a portion of the West and South-
west, shall find its sea-board outlet in the fwrt of Savannah. The
friendsof this enterprise should not suffer themselves to despond;
for if they can, as we know they will, surmount present obstacles,

ibey will surely reap a rich reward at last, in the increasing and val-

uable business of the road, and in the prosperity and advancement
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of Savannah I It has been well said, and it should ever be borne in

mind, that " the tributary sources of a rail road increase, in a ratio

much greater than in proportion to its length, because the longer the

road is,the wider the strip of the country whence it draws its tributary

sources of revenue. A man will travel 30 miles on the common
road out of his way, for the sake of going 100 miles on the rail road,

while he would go only 10 miles out of his way, on a common road,

for the sake of using 33 miles of rail road. Thus the strip ofcoun-

try tributary to the rail road, increases in length with the lengtlrof

the road, and in addition to this, it increases in width."

—

Creorgian.
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na and Brunn, $204,172, averaging $3,333 per mile, or ten per cent,—

on the capital of construction; 228,368 passengers paid 8201,56 J,

and 32,180 tons cif goods paid $90,063. The expenses were $225,-

.547 or $2,478i per mile, leaving 868,625, or 2^ per cent, profit.

—

The number of miles travelled by all the engines, was 188,100,—at

an expense of $1,25 per mile,—of which 52.4 cents was paid for

fuel, which has to be brought from a great distance ;—coal and coke

are used.

The rate of passenger fare, has been 3.16 cents for first class 2.01

for second, 1.58 for third class—and the average 1.77 cents per

mile. The charge is now increased one-fourth.

The first 91 miles required 6,012,.500 cubic yards of excavations

and embankments ; 3,708 feet of wooden bridges, the one over the

Danube at V ienna being 1,960 feet long, with spans of 60 feet, 488
feet wooden bridges, with stone piers ; 24 stone bridges and via-

ducts having 228 arches of different spans ; 116 culverts, 198 road

crossings, of which 31 were under, G over, and the remainder level

with the rail road.

It is estimated that 90,000 oxen, {cattle toe presume is vieant) are

driven annually from the interior of Galatia to market, upon the

transportation of which this company calculate, as well as vast tra-

vel and traffic from the interior. Experiments have shown that from
100 to 180 oxen can be carried by a train, each car containing 6 to

8, standing sideways, secured by their cars. In this way'they arc

conveyed from Ilardish to Vienna, 83^Hiles, in-7 or 8 hours, with-

out food.

Since sketching the above we have met with the following arti-

cle from the Courier Francois.. It affords so comprehensive a view
of the progress of rail roads in Central Europe, that we have had it

translated.

From the Courier Francois.

An extraordinary emulation has seized upon the German and
Sclavonian population beyond the Rhine, in regard to the rapid
progress which the construction of rail roads has made in England,
Belgium and the United States. The governments of Austria,
Prussia, Russia and Central Germany have applied themselves to

work, drawing after them the zeal of a population which cannot be
estimated at less than 60,000,000. In these countries the pro-
jects have not to undergo the tardy movements of representa-
tive bodies, and the financial resources not being absorb-
ed by a multitude of contingent or separate schemes can be concen-
trated upon a single object ; in fine, the lines being traced with
great economy, and generally on a single track, do not require any
great outlay of their capital. These causes must in a few years
give to <Jermany, Poland and Hungary a great net work of rail-

ways.
In Austria, Bavaria, Baden and Hanover, the lines which are to

traverse their territories are placed under charge of the govern-
ments. Saxony and Bavaria have signed a convention, which has
for its object, the execution of a line traced across the centre of
Germany from Augsburg to Lcipsi-,', and 85 millions of francs have
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been appropriated to that purpose by the two governments. Prus-

Bia on her side has treated with Brunswic and Hanover, for pro-

longing to Cologne, the line from Berlin to Magdeburg, and thus to

connect the Elbe with the Rhine.
Germany has not a centre to which all the radii of her united

schemes might converge and unite (as France has in the city of
Paris,) and hence, each of her great powers wishes to have its own
separate system, to which the works of the secondary states shall

attach themselves. It is thought however of creating an artificial

centre, where the great line which shall join the Baltic to Switzer-

land, in passing from north to south will cross and exchange its

transports, with that which will pass front east to west to unite the

Danube with the Rhine, and Vienna with Rotterdam. This inter-

mediary point will be Cassel.

The railroad lines executed comprise 1,225 kilometres or 306
leagues, which have cost 141 millions, (470,000 franco per league.)

If the line from Leipsig to Dresden and a part of that from Vienna
to Brunn be excepted, the German railways have yet but one track ;

and some of them even, among others the 20G kilometres from Bud-
weis to Gemunden, do not admit locomotives and are subserved by
horse power only.

The extent of the lines in the course of construction is estimated

at 1,162 kilometres, and their expense at 160 millions francs. There
are besides 4,750 kilometres of additional roads projected. The
whole system, comprehending thus the Pnisso Saxon, and the Aus-
trian projected towards Poland and Lonibardy, would thus compose
7,147 kilometres or 1,780 leagues and would cost 852 millions.

The Austrian system has been prosecuted at the north, from Vien-
na to Olmutz, and at the south from Vienna to Neustadt ; it is to be
prolonged to Peth by the left bank of the Danube, to Prague via

Brunn, and from Prosan where it is arrested, it is to connect with
Cracow. Austria intends to extend it moreover towards the Adria-
tick and also towards Bavaria—but to attain this immense devel-

opement, a financial power would be requisite which this govern-
ment is not at present endowed with.

In northern Germany, there exist only the roads from Francfort
to Mayencc, from Manheim to Brucksall, from Augsburg to Mun-
ich, and from Nuremburg to Furth. Wurtemburg is discussing the

construction of a road from Ulm to Ileidelburg, and from Ulm to

Augsburg ; but her project has not yet led to any measure indica-

tive of its execution ; and the government seems to be waiting for

France to decree the construction of the road from Paris to Stras-

burg, before entering decisively upon the undertaking.

IROX STEAMBOATS.

A correspondent of the New York Courier furnishes the follow-
ing notice of the new iron canal steamboats, constructed with Er-
ricson's propeller, which have just l>een completed :

Captain R. F. Stockton with his characteristic enterprise, has
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started a new project, in connection with the great work of trans-

portation; He has had built, in this city, four Iron Boats of about
two hundred and eighty tons burthen, to go by steam, upon the Er-
ricson propeller principle. The boats are, however, rigged schoon-
er fashion, so as to avail themselves of the less costly power of pro-

pulsion, whenever the wind shall come in aid of this old fashioned

method of getting along. Two of the§e boats, the Black Diamond
and the Vulcan left the wharf on the North River, opposite the

IMiocnix works, last Friday, 12 o'clock. Their appearance excited

great attention. It fell to my lot, (somewhat accidentally,) to be
one of the party on board. The Black Diamond, on board which
was Capt. Stockton, (Capt. Erricson being in charge of the Vulcan,)
put oft' first ; and while the steam was being got up in the latter, a
circuit was made by the Black Diamond up the North River, when
returning the two boats joi_ncd company, and amidst the greeting
of the bells of steamboats, which was responded to by the letting on
ofjet* of steam ; and in view of crowds that lined the wharves, and
shipping, we ran up the East River a couple of blocks above the
Fulion Ferry. Our speed, I estimated at the rate of about six miles
the hour, (only about one half of the propellers being submerged,)
operating. On our return we ran under the stern of the ship of
the line North Carolina, whose ports were filled with the crew;
and on whose quarter-deck were the officers and the band of mu-
sic, the latter playing " Hail Columbia," as a greeting to this new
developement of genius and of enterprise.

The impression made upon the thousands who witnessed the

movement of these (as to size and color) /yrj^'-q/'-UY/r looking boats,

was one of force and wonder. They saw the boats dashing the

foam up in their prows, their sails brailed to the masts, and the jack
flying, but could see no cause for this onward and steady motion,
until a sight of the stem was had, when the propellers being half

out of water gave signs that they were the instruments of the pow-
er, and to ihem belonged the agency by which this onward motion
was given ; and the water thrown into foam, testified that no ordi-

nary power was busy with it.

I'assing round the North Carolina, a boat was sent off, which took
a few of us to the shore, when these boats continued on to Bruns-
witk en route to Philadelphia.

The whole of the machinery is at the stern, and occupies not much
more space than would an ordinary dining table. It is as simple as

beautiful, and sufficient as it is harmonious. There was not the

>ligiiicst jar felt. In the bow of the boat is the cabin, it is quite a
iiome for a gentleman. Mu/tum inparto would seem to have been
studied out to perfection. All the rest of the boat is for stowage.

The advantages that struck me, as peculiar to this contrivance

were—the buoyancy of the boat

—

its durability and strength; the

celerity with which coals and produce and merchandise, &lc., may
be conveyed ; its peculiar adaption to canal duty ; and its adaption

iilso to river or sea navigation. I shall remark upon but one of these

haprrultar adaption to canal duty. I noticed tlie bout in company,
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and when in our rear, could see that instead of the water being
thrown out, latterly, from the sides, it fell in upon the boat, right

and left. This was caused by the action of the propellers, which
threw the water backwards in the boat's wake, making a trough or
hollow, in the water, at the stern. Upon the known principle that
'• water will find its level," the tendency of the water forward, and
rif^fht and left, is tofall into the cavity at the stem of tJie boat. This
etfcctually secures the banks of the canal from the usual action of
the water driven forward, and right and left of the bow, in the

horse-towing, or any other mode of passing through a canal.

It appears to me that this propeller, for this reason alone, will be
adopted in the navigation of all the canals over the whole country.

But, through the canal> these boats keep on, indebted to no external

aid, to their destination, and when there, should occasion require it,

thev can move from dock to dock ; from one river to the other, or

from one port to the other, and that too by the simplest machinery
—(for a boy can work it) in the world.

I presume some one will state the draught of water made by these

boats when loaded, and enter into other like calculations, such as

the cost of fuel per mile, of labour, of ware and tear, &c. -

These boats appear to me to do the business at stroke, of just

idoiibling the capacity of the canals—for a canal may be considered

as being doubled in its width, when by any arrangement, a boat can
be constructed to carry through it, double the tonnage of any oth-

er. Capt. Stockton's triumph is complete—and he will be regard-

ed as a public benefactor for this successful experiment. These
boats will ply between Philadelphia and New York ; New York
and Albany : and New York and New Haven.

Artificial Ice.—There was yesterday opened to the public, at

the Colosseum, in the Regent's park, an exhibition of the artificial

ice, by means of which skating may be enjoyed in all weathers.

—

The summer's sun cannot melt the patent ice, over which the ska-

ter can glide and figure in a ball room costume. The ice glen in

the Swiss cottage of the Colosseum is tastefully arranged. It is

surrounded by snow clad clitfs and corresponding scenery. The
artificial ice is composed of a mixture of salts, which possess the

property of quickly crystalizing into a hard body ; so that whene-
ver the surface becomes cut up a new face may be made by pour-

in" on a solution of the salt.

—

Courer.

Four passenger cars from the manufactory of Messrs. Daven-
port and Bridges, at Cambridgport, (Mass.) arrived at Albany,
last week, by the Western Railroad. The cars, omnibuses, &c.,

from the establishment of these enterprising gentlemen, arc con-

sidered we believe, fully equal to any others in the country ; and
we are glad tliat orders are coming in from a distance.

Am. Travellei:

A steam engine was invented by the Marquis of Worcester in

1G55.
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For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine.]

Ohio Railroad Office, y

Lower Sandusky, Aug. 6, 1842. y

Much has been writfen upon the subject of " the failures in the

construction of Railways." But, in my opinion, the failure of many
Railways is more to be attributed to a failure in their layii^ out

than in their construction. Ifa road is injudiciously located a heav-

ier expense must necessarily be incurred in its construction as well

as in its repairs. All will admit that the construction and repairs

are much augmented by deep cuts and heavy embankments. My
opinion is, that if Engineers would be governed more by the natu-

ral surface of the ground, and run lighter and more frequent trains,

an increase of dividends would bo realized, and that, too, by a re-

duction of tolls, and at the same time be better adapted to the wants

of the public* The improvements in motive power will go far to

strengthen this positioUi Itjs now established beyond a doubt that

gradients of GO or even SO feet in the mile may be introduced with

success. Then why not adopt the principle at once of vertical as

well as horizontal curves, whether for short or long ^des. If an

elevation of 80 feet in the mile can be overcome for successive miles*

it requires but a " schoolboy's sagacity" to see that a very short one

can. I have adopted the maximum of departure, whether for as-

cending or descending grades at ,015 in 15 feet or 1 to 100, and any

maximum grade at 60 feet per mile. A road located and construc-

ted upon this principle can be built with an edge rail for t7,000 per
IS

\
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mile, excepting over a very rough and broken country, and where
heavy viaducts are required. To run light and frequent trains ovei'

a road would increase the expense, but it would be more than met by
a decrease in the cost of the repairs of the road and machinery.

Very respectfully yours,

C. WlLLIASfS,

Chief Engineer O. R. Ri

[Por the Ankerican Railroad Journal and MetfhAnici' Mtgazincl

We have much pleasure in presenting the following data, from
the operations on the Philadelphia and Potlsville Railway for the

year 1841, while open only to Reading, a point of no moment as

compared with the mass of business which now awaits it at Potts-

viHe, the centre of the Coal Fields, and which it is nowfnaking pre-

paration to accommodate.
The details here furnished in regard to the expense of working

this Road afford the atnplest evidence of the cheapness with which

it can be operated, and its ability to compete with the Canal and

the Freighters on it is fully sustained. It brings the miner in im-

tnediate contact with the dealer, and even consumer, whom he will

always be prepared to supply, without regard to seasons, at com-

paratively low and steady prices which heretofore have encumbiifed

with too many intermediate agencies and other clogs.

This Report goes to shoW'—

-

1st, That this Road has been adjusted and repaired at a fcdst for

6G miles of $ 17,400, or $310 per mile per annum.

2d. That 31,500 thro' passengers were carried, including all fel-

pGnse save repairs to Road and interest on capital, for $13,600 ot* 43

cents each.

3d. That 28,500 tons of merchandize and road material wefc

transported in like manner for 31,600, or $1,10 per ton—$62,C00.

4ih. That the( machinery for engines, passenger and burden cars

have been repaired at a cost on their value of about 5 per ct. pr an.

5th. That the consumption of oil and grease on the burthen

trains for a distance of 116 miles has been at the fraction, p^t ton,

of 3-4 of a cent.

6th. That the whole cost in wages, repairs, fuel, oil, etii., bf an

engine over this road per an., running daily has been about $4,000.

7th. That the average loads, net freight, down the road, by one

engine, have 201 tons.

8th. ditto up the road, 120 tons.

9th. That tbe entire cost of running an engine 116 miles, inclu-

•Jing (he train capable of accoinnioflating 150 passengers each way
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but of which the average number between Reading and Philadelr

phia was only 87 per day—43J up and 48J down, amounts to $18,84

This last item shows how very cheaply passengers could be car-

ried were it possible to obtain alwaysjfuH loads, as will be the case

with coal, ftnd which is justly grounded the claim of carrying this

latter so cheaply, and so much to the astonishment generally of the

unitiated part of the community.

Further economy also will hereafter be practicable on this road,

in the fall of labor and of every article necessary in the mainten-

ance and repair of road and machinery. By opening to it the for-

ests above Reading, wood, for which they have heretofore paid $3
per cord can be had for S2^ ; and while this is the case, it will be

cheaper than coal, seemingly the most natural resort for fuel in this

case, but which will remam for the present as a grand resort for itt

as wood shall grow dearer, and when the most economical mode
of burning coal will be better understood. It should be borne in

mind that the expense of adjustment of the track would not be Ina-

terially increased, by the addition of 10 to 15 trains at moderate

speed to the 2 or 3 which have so far passed over it at high veloci-

ties, and that the item of $310 per mile would nearly suffice foi: at

least the next 5 or 6 years, before which period few renewals could

be required. This would only be the natural effect of good and

efficient machinery well attended to and kept constantly braced up-.

As a temporary and extraordinary measure, during the remain-

ing half of the boating season on the Canal, to induce the trade to

seek the Road more quickly, the rates on coal per Railway have

been redu<;edto $1 per ton frdm Sch. Haven, and 1,10 from Potts-

ville, but so soon, as this transfer is effected, these rates will revert

to 1,50, ana to 1,75 per ton, at which the road can easily retain the

trade, and at which it will in due time be able to make remunera-.

ting dividends.

As an auxiliary to the Coal trade, and consequently to its exten-

sion on this road we may note the introduction of the largQ 200

ton iron Steam Barges with Erricson's pro{>ellers, by which the

freight to New York and the eastern ports, will be materially reduc-

ed. Already are these boats on the Lakes and rivers of Canada^

and they will soon be running between Philadelphia, Baltimore^

Richmond, etc., through the Delaware and Chesapeake Canal, cap*

able of accommodating a boat of near 200 tons of the iron kind.-rrr-

This revolution in inland coastwise navigation should be carefully

poted.

The Pennsylvania Railways have (ill now been pointed at ^si re-
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markable only for had location^ inefficient construction, and unfaith-

ful management j in future, however, the Philadelphia and Potta-

ville railway will redeem her on these three counts, and in general

benefit, it will be without a rival. New York, more fortunate in

having most of her flimsy roads (but of which even her canals are

afraid) on a great thoroughfare of business and travel, their profita-

bleness has silenced reproach ; and she yet needs a railway worthy

of her and the age, which we trust she will soon have in the com-

pletion of the New York and Erie, and New York and Albany

roads, now indispensably required by the rivalry with which she is

encompassed from this improvement in other states,

jPor the American Railroad Journal and Mechanica' Magazine]

GEOBGIA BAILROAP.

We have been again favored with the annual report of the Geor-

gia railroad for the year 1841, under the management of Mr. J.

Edgar Thompson, to whom the curious in railways owe much for

his intelligible and instructive statements, as throwing much light

around the mysteries of this fruitful, but as yet but poorly appre-

ciated source of wealth and prosperity in a community.

The line of this road in the last year has beep greatly extended

pnd is now composed as follows

:

Main line, Augusta to Madison, 104 miles,

Branch, to Athens, 40 miles.

Do. to Warrcnton, 3 1-2 miles ; 147 1-2 miles, the whole of

which is a flat bar of 29 lbs, per yard, except 29 miles of the main

line which has a T rail of 4G lbs per yard. The shortest curve on

the road is of 1,000 feet, and throughout its course to the Tennes-

see river, the grades will be no higher than from 33 to 37 feet per

mile.

The receipts for 1841 were for 22,784 passen-

gers, averaging 3 1-4 each, $73,402

11,000 tons goods averaging 11 orlll4per ton, J22,70i>

Mail, etc., 28,055

224,252

The expenses for 1841 were, say 40 per cent.

oi^ gross receipts, 90,578

Nett receipts, $183,734

or about per cent, on the whole costsof 1^2,363,000, equal $10,000

perimile. \

An increase on the previous year's business of $66,000 is exhibr

jted, spite of the depressed state of traac, and while the briipchc^,
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as yet, yield but little or nothing compared with the expense of

maintenance, although they are looked too as being soon important

sources of revenue.

On the subject of increasing the rates of passenger fare from 5

cents per mile, as now charged, to 6 1-4 cents, deemed by Mr.

Thompson a% the most profitable for this line of roadi he justly

remarks :

—

" There is doubtless a medium rate which will give to the compa-

ny the largest profits, and this rate, instead of being uniform and

applicable to all roads, as generally supposed, is controlled by the

amount and character of the travel on each road. In Eiirope, and

the more densely peopled sections of our own country, where in

addition to an amount of travel proportioned to the greater popu-

lation, there is a class of mechanics and laborers who would not use

Raih-oads at high fares, lo^ rates are no doubt both politics and

profitable."

There are 12 locomotives of Baldwin's make pn this road, of the

2d and 3d classes, or light and adapted as far as practicable to a

flat bar road. These engines have mostly ^en now 5 or 6 years

in use, and are returned as good, if not better than when new, after

having run in that time over this trying description of road, 519,-

000 miles, at an expense for repairs of $27,500, or at an average

of 5 1-4 cents per mile, run at a speed of about 7 miles per hour

for freight and 18 miles for passengers; and the whole expense of

motive power for 1641, is here stated to have been 19 2-3 cents per

mile, which corresponds nearly with the results on English roads,

using coke as fuel, where it generally averages 20 cents per mile

run. If, in England, the roads arc better, the velocity, the source

of most of the wear and tear, is at the same time much higher.*

The repairs and maintenance of road are also ot| a moderate

scale, averaging for 1841, $265 per mile, increased in this year by

the usual amount of timber requiring renewal. In this southern

latitude ^r, Thompson fixes the duration of the wooden structure

in coQtact with the earth at 5 years only, but with this, the nature

of the soil, the drainage of the road-bed, and description of wood
must have much to do. In the north, with cedar and oak, 7 to 8

years, and if and 10 years on favorable soils and good drainage

plight be given as an average. Tho kyanising preservative, will

* " Axain. referring to the table with reference to the diiierence between carrying slowly

and carrying quickly, we find that the total expense of carrying goods on the Liverpool

and Manchester railway, at high velocities, is 2 l-2d per ton per mile, while on other roads,

^t moderate qieeds, it is only id per ton per m'\le."—Vignole4f fjtcturu.
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for a long time, in this country, be too costly in proportion to the

cheap price of wood ; bat Dr. Earle's process, now on trial, promi-

ses to do something, at a suitable cost, towards lessening, hereafter

the expense of renewals to the wooden portions of the railway

;

but, in fact, the perpetuation of the entire road and its machinery

is now nothing so onerous, requiring only 30 to 40 per cent, on the

gross receipts where they are at all commensurate to its cost, and

leaving a fair dividend on its capital. The uncommonly perishable

nature of the railway, so long a bug bear with the community, is

thus fast losing its terrors with it, or at least, with that portion of

it which has no adverse interest to blind them to the truth. It is

believed by us, moreover, that all that could be desired for the econo-

my of transportation on railways, is about being accomplished in new
plans of engine, by Mr. Norris and Mr. Baldwin, by which the

pressure on the rail from its drivers, with a large increase of power

will not be greater than that of the wheels of the car behind it, say

1 1-2 to 2 tons ; and on this subject Mr. Thompson remarks :

—

"Light engines have hitherto been so inefficient, that until the late

improvement of Mr. Baldwin, by which the whole adhesion of the

engine is obtained, and at the same time the track left free to adapt

itself to the curves and undulations of the road I had despaired of

their success, under any circumstances."

The subject of unguents has lately received much attention on

most railways, and on the Georgia road this expense has been, at

the very moderate average of 2 1-4 mills per mile, run by the trains,

and one cent per mile of oil for the locomotives, owing, as Mr.

Thompson adds—" to the adoption and adherence to the use with

the freight trains of tallow instead of oil, using but a small quantity

of the latter in cold weather. During the past winter we have

been induced by the low price of lard to make trial of its proper-

ties, which has great satisfaction. Tallow, however, is to be pre-

ferred in warm weather." It is further said that " lard oil,** a re-

cent invention, can be profitably used on fine machinery, and conse-

quently answer for the locomotives, the price now asked being 75

cents per gallon, and is likely to be much cheaper. These econo-

mies, together with the introduction of Babbitts white meta} for

Journal Boxes, and in different parts of the locomotive, are doing

much towards exterminating friction, the great enemy of railways,

and give much greater force to the following remarks of Mr.

Thompson :—

.

" It has been but 12 years since the introduction of railways as

avenues of general commerce, and in that short space they have
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grown so rapidly in public estimation that now the most^eptical

on the subject are constrained to admit, that they are in almost all

cases, greatly superior in point of economy for the transportation

of passengers and freight to their former rivals, canals, or any oth-

er artificial way, in which the amount of trade to be accommoda-

ted is sufficient to authorize their construction in a substantial man-
ner."

When we look at the liberal manner in which railways are treat-

ed in England and on the continent, by the different governments,

owing to their great services in the transmission of the mail, it is

mortifying to find our Post Office Department, driving hard bar-

gains with our yet poor and struggling roads, to perform a duty

which above all others, should not be allowed to fail for want of

the requisite stimulus of a just remuneration. In this case it ap-

pears, that the department was unable to get a lower offer than

8350 per mile, by the stage coaches, at 1 miles per hour, and al-

though the law of congress allowed an advance of 25 per cent,

over and above the tender by stage coach, which would have given

the railway 8437 per mile—it was unable to obtain more than the

legal rate as interpreted by the department of 8237 per mile, and

this for performing night service. When the Postmaster General

can be brought to understand more fully this subject, we believe,

he will find, that as a minimum, $125 and 8300 per mile as a mini-

mum, will be no more than a fair remuneration to railways in the

majority of cases for a daily mail.

We already owe much to Mr. Thompson, but it would still add

to one debt in railway details, if he would in his next year's report,

when the wooden structures of his road will have been nearly all

renewed, furnish a tabular statement (as in the case of the per-

formance of locomotives) of the whole expenses from the opening

of his road, by which an average could be made of each depart-

ujcnt for the whole period, something by which he could judge of

a southern road, as compared with a northern road, say the Utica

and Schenectady* of which we annex a statement for his guidance,

and which is about similar in character to the Georgia road, also a

parallel case for vigilant management and good economy. Such
examples give encouragement to the cause.

This road is connected with the Atlantic by means of the Charles-

ton and Augusta railroad, and its great purpose is now to unite it-

self with the western water of the Mississippi and Ohio, at a point

on the Tennessee river, which, once reached, would fix its prosper-

ous destinies and make it difficult to give them a limit.
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The following letter from Mr. Trautwine we give iuunediately on

its receipt to our readers. It was furthest ofall things from our int|en-

lion, that any thing disrespectful or unfair, either to Mr. T. or any

one else should appear on our pages, and we did not think the ar-

ticle contained any thing of that nature; we thought so at Ithe

time we first read it, and on a re-perusal we think so still. The
quotations give a fair view of Mr. Trautwine's article which,we
had intended givingentire, but havingno room to do so, we would not

venture to make any other selections than the one relating to a col-

lateral subject. As the right understanding of the matter is of some

consequence, and as one party feels aggrieved.we shall publish the pa-

pers of Mr. Trautwine as rapidly as possible. A part will probably

appear in this number. i

Mr Schaeffer,

Dear Sir—Your Journal of July 1, contains a criticism on an

article of mine which appears in the Franklin Journal of the In-

stitute for the month of May, on the injudicious construction fand

machinery of many railroads in the United State. The author of

the criticism alluded to, has a peculiar faculty of handling «ich

subjects, which renders the task of rejoinder one of no ordinary

labor ; and therefore, as your Journal does not contain my paper,

I must avail myself of the medium of your pages to request no one

who reads the criticism will pass judgment upon my article, until

he has read it also. Your correspondent would be much more
likely to attain eminence as a critic, and as authority in disputed

cases, were he to select as the object of his labors, such papers as

appear in your Journal. His readers would thus be enabled to

judge to some extent for themselves ; and could not fail to be struck

with the profundity of his remarks, and the astounding force of

his arguments.

I am very respectfully yours, &c.

JoHIf C. TKAUTWUfB.

It was not in our potoer to avail ourselves of the polite invitation

of the New York and Albany Railroad Cmpany to be present ato

the ceremony of breaking ground upon their line.

The following letters from the New York Courier and Enquirer
seem to give the best description of the ceremonies. We give them
with a few notes of our own supplying one or two omissions.

NEW YORK AND AXBANT RAILROAD.
[

PawlingSt August 2, 184!^.

J. W. Webb, Sir :—The firtt step towards th« commencem«nt
14
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of (he important railroad commanication between Albany and
New York, was taken on Monday morning.
We left the city at 7 A. M. on Monday, in the Columbus, having

on board the boat a party of fifiy-sevea gentlemen, among whom
Mere Mr. Delafield the President, and Josiah Rich, Esq. the Vice
I'resident, with Mr Bloomfield, the Secretary of the Board of Di-

rectors. To these gentlemen, all of us were much indebted for

many acts of attention and courtesy, rendering our situation per-

fectly agreeable. On reaching Sing Sing, we iound vehicles ready
to convey us to Stomerstown, where we dined. The procession

was accompanied by a band of excellent music, furnished by Dod-
v.orth, and as we passed through the various towns, all the inhabi-

tants were drawn out by the sound of the music.

At many places as we passed, the men at work in the fields,

knowing the object of our procession, cheered us, which was return-

ed with hearty good will by all in the procession.

After leaving Somerstown, we reached Owensville about one and
a half miles distant, and struck into the valley through which tl»e

cast branch of the Croton runs, and we followed this, through

Bume of the most fertile lands and beautiful scenery in the country,

till we reached Sodom, about six miles distant.

[We may here make mention of the famous Simcwong ore bed

near Sodom, corners on the east branch of the Croton, to which

the writer does not advert. This deposit of ore has long been

known as of superior quality, and for years was carried to Danbu-

ry,Ct. The facilities oft'^ed by a road at this place would be of

invaluable benefit both to the vicinity and to the city of New York.

As it now is, the value of this ore is far below what it would be if

its products were in a position between which and the city a fre-

quent and certain communication existed.]

Thence we proceeded over the hills leaving the Talley to t.hc

rirrht, and about dusk arrived in the vicinity of Quaker Hill, in

Dutchess county, where the company were distributed around

among the inhabitants, and where we were all treated with the

most generous hospitality. The view from the top of Quaker Hill

is one of the most picturesque 1 ever beheld, comprising as it does

a panorama of miles and miles in extent of the most fertile and

well cultivated farms in the State. The States of Massachusetts and

Connecticut are also in view from this eminence, and at the base

of it on the east side, is the source of the Cretan, which was visit-

ed by many of the party, who drank of the water.

The ground which is to be the scene of operation to-day, is a

beaatiful valJey near Pawling, and the projected route of the road

will run on nearly a dead level for upwards of thirty miles in a

northeast direction. The whole ascent from Owensville to Chat-

ham, which I believe is the termination of this portion of the road,

is only about 8 feet to the mile, and even where it is a much great-

er ascent, any person who viewed the feilile plains filled with pro-
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duce wailing for a market, which can now only be forwarded at a

very great expense, would not, for an instant hesitate to urge and
assist the immediate formation of this important and necessary
road.

I need hardly say that with all whom I have met, the greatest en-

thusiasm prevails with reference to the road, and the firm determi-
nation of all coucerned is not to pause on any account until it is

completed.

The necessity of it is so thoroughly apparent, and the practica-

bility of constructing this great work in the, chain of Western
transportation so feasible, I cannot doubt for an instant that the

views of those so deeply interested will be carried out, and in a
short time the railroad will be in full operation, through one of the

richest and most productive portions of our State, not even except-

ing the noble valley of the Mohawk.
Among our company from New York, are Aid. Lee, Leonard

and Martin, Assistant Aid. Nesbitt, Pettigrew, Brown, Atwell, Ad-
ams, Scoles, and Waterman—also Mr. Grout, and Mr. Murray of
the Legislature ; Judge Sherman, and Mr. Young, the contrac-

tor of this district of the road.

Every thing has been done by the gentlemen of the Board of

direction to render our trip agreeable, and they have succeeded in

rendering it such, in an eminent degree.

I shall write again to-night, giving an account of the proceed-
ings of to-day. B.

[At Armenia the iron ore is so gpod and abundant that within a

space of 12 miles 14 furnaces are to be found yielding annually,

iron to the amount of half a million of dollars. Again, we may
ask, how much more would these works be worth if the commu-
nication by railroad with New York city were now in existence.]

Amenia, Aug. 2.—8 P. M.
We have just arrived here from South Dover, the last stopping

place between Pawling and this place. My last was hastily closed

at Pawling,;and I was compelled/to conclude it much more speedily

than I had intended, but that the mail was momentarily expected,

and I now take up the occurrence o( the day from an early hour in

the mor^ng.

About seven o'clock, Mr. BloomfieJd, the active and courteous
Secretary, to whom all are indebted for many acts of kindness and
attention, collected the party from the various houses where they

had been domiciled, and proceeding to Quaker Hill, the whole bo-

dy moved thence, preceded by the band playing enlivening airs.

On reaching Paulings, to our agreeable surprise and pleasure,we
found hundreds of vehicles lining the road, filled with farmers and
their wives and daughters, who had collected to see the ceremony
of breaking the first ground for the railroad, which, when complet-
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ed will confer incalculable benefits on all who have taken deep in-

terest in it.

We found here alse a party of the delegation from Troy, headed

by J. C. Heartt, Esq., ihe Mayor, and at about eleven o'clock the

procession was formed, and the band striking up a beautiful march.

It moved on to the ground selected, or rather designated for the

ceremony. In order to give some idea of the interest felt in the

anticipated completion of this road, I will mention that the proces-

sion, though formed at a place distant from any town of magni-

tude, was counted as it passed over a small bridge, and was found

to number twenty-six hundred and seventy, exclusive of the strag-

glers lining the road. The majority of these were ladies, and they

seemed to take as deep an interest and to be as enthusiastic in their

anticipations as were their more rugged companions.
On reaching the ground the procession filed off right and left, so

as to form a large oblong, in the upper part pf which were laid

wheelbarrows, spades, pick-axes, crow-bars, &c. The ground was
in a valley some miles across, bounded on either side by well culti-

vated fields, affording a truly beautiful scene.

The band was stationed in the centre of the oblong, and four

spades were handed to as many ladies appointed to receive them,

who, at a given signal handed them to the Mayor of Troy. Aid.

Leonard, of New York, representing Robert H. Morris ; Mr- Dela-

field and Mr. Rich, the President and Vice President of the Com-
pany. Aid. Leonard, Mr. Heartt and Mr. Delafield receiving them
with appropriate remarks. At a word all four went into the yielding

soil at once. The sod was turned up, and the first ground was
broken on the line of the New York and Albany railroad. As the

sods were turned the band struck up a national Air, the canncm
brought to the scene for the occasion, gave forth its thundering

tones, and the loud huzzas of the assembled hundreds gave token of

the joy with which the ceremony inspired them, as a harbinger of
fufure increased wealth and prosperity.

Each gentleman who chose, then proceeded to fill and wheel off

a harrow load of dirt, and in a short time quite a pile of sod was
collected at each side of the oblong.

The procession was then formed, and returned to Pawling, where
they proceeded to an old building formerly used as a church. The
Indies were first seated, and the galleries of the capacious old build-

ing were soon filled with more youth and beauty than was proba-

bly ever before seen at Pawling. When the church was filled, and
order restored, Mr. Delafield, in a few remarks, introduced to the

Hsscmblage, Judge Davis of Troy, who had been requested to ad-

dress them.

[The remarks of Judge Davis seem to have been rather caustic

to the New Yorkers, but as they were not made in ill humor, they

passed off very well. Aid. Leonard replied and urged the debt of

U>e Croton Acquc<luct, &c. as reasons why New York had not done

Hiorc]
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When he had concluded a long, and in some respects, an able and
effective address, Aid. Leonard arose at the request of Mr. Dela-

field.

When the speakers had concluded, the assemblage fell to with
hearty good will upon the bounteous refreshments generously fur-

nished by the ladies from the surrounding places. The party wern
soon again seated in tlieir vehicle, and after a pleasant ride o^ f: ,:

miles aionjj the beautiful vallcv throujih which the road is intrnded

to run, reached South,Dover where the guests, numbering now about
four hundred, sat down to dinner in the rear of the hotel, under a

capacious arbor formed by laying branches of trees across posts

driven in for the purpose. Thence we rode on to Armenia, where
I am now writing and where we are to lodge, it being the inten-

tion of the gentlemen who control and direct our movements, to

start hence at a very early hour in the morning on the route to

Troy. Thus has passed the day, and thus has the first step been
taken towards the construction of one of the most important
schemes of internal improvement ever contemplated.

Mr. Young, the contractor of the district commencing at Paw-
ling, has a large number of men engaged, and, as I am informed,

will proceed at once with his share of the work.
I have obtained from Edwin F. Johnson., Esq. Chief Engineer of

the road, a few particulars concerning the road, which may be inte-

rest in fj.

The commencement of the road in West Chester County, is

about three hundred feet above tide water, running thence to Paw-
lings in Dutchess county, where ground was broke to day. The
ppot where the first sod was turned, is the bottom of a broad val-

ley, on the summit between theCroton and Housatonic river, about
four hundred feet above tide water. From Somers to the summit
at North East, a distance of about sixty miles, the ground over
\»(hich'the road is to pass, nearly a continuous level, with an ascent
or about eight feet to the mile.

From North East, the road passes over the summit of the Ten
Mile river and a branch of the Ancram creek, which is the highest
summit of the road, and from thence to Greenbush, a distance of
forty miles, there is a descent of sixteen feet to the mile. The
maximum ascent on the whole line of the road is thirty feet to the
mile—an ascent easily accomplished.—Of the feasibility of this

road I can speak, I think, confidently, from having seen so much of
the ground over which it is contemplated to construct it, and it

certainly seems to abound in produce, for which New York always
furnishes a market so ready. Those who have never passed through
this section of the country can form no idea of the beautiful scen-
ery by which we have been surrounded throughout the whole ride

from Somers, a distance of sixteen miles from Sing Sing. The
views have amply compensated all for the tedium of a ride in a
hot sun in open vehicles.

At Dover, where we stopped for a short time on our road to this

place, we visited the Stone Church, as it is termed, one of the most
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extraordinary curiosities in nature. It has the appearance of an
old fashioned church, formed by the throwing together of immense
masses of rock, apparently by some tremendous convulsion of na-

ture ; and down these the water roars and tumbles, forming a scene
at once sublime and appalling. A winding stair-case has been
erected from the bottom up, and the whole party ascended to view
this wonderful freak of nature.

The crops throughout the whole section of the country passed
over by us, are said to be most abundant—and indeed as far as we
could judge from, appearances, such seemed to be the case.

We start to-morrow morning very early for Troy ; and as I am
very weary, and have a long ride before me for the morrow, I will

now close. z.-^, B.

Troy, August 3. 1842. /

Amid the confusion produced by the variety of scenes throug'h

which we have this day passed, I scarcely know how or where to

begin my report of the day's proceedings. Since fi«io'c]0ck this

niurning we have ridden in wagons forty-four miles—in cars twenty-
two, and on the steamboat six, and we are now in Troy, seated in a

parlor of the "Mansion House," with my head yet filled with the

noise of music, cheers, and the firing of cannon, with which our
arrival was heralded.

At four o'clock we were aroused from our beds at Amenia,
where we lodged last night, and before we were half dressed, early

as was the hour, half the inhabitants of the town were out to

witness our departure. As the cavalcade started, a salute was fired

from a cannon which the enthusiastic friends of the road had
brought out for the purpose, and in a few minutes a turn of the

road shut us out from sight.

Our road lay along the western edge of a broad fertile valley,

teeming with the richest products of the soil, and affording a view
at once beautiful and sublime. After passing along the western

edge a-"few miles, we turned off and crossed to the eastern side of this

same valley, where tho view was none the less beautiful or interest-

ing. A delightful ride of about sixteen miles brought us to North
East, which is the highest summit of the road, and at this place we
again crossed over to the western side of the same beautiful valley,

stopping at Copaque for a short lime tQ rest the weary horses, and
procure if possible some refreshment, for we had started without

breakfast. Some few of the party succeeded in procuring some-

thing to eat, but the most of them went on to Hillsdale, a beautiful

and (picturesque village, situated, as its name imports, amid blooming
hills and dales.

An excellent meal, which some designated breakfast and others

dinner, was here furnished, and about half past eleven o'clock we
again mounted our vehicles to proceed en route for Chatham, there

to take the cars of the Western Railroad for Grcenbush. Up to

Hillsdale, as far back as Owensvilie, our whole route has been in

sight nearly all the time of the valley, bounded by high mountains,
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through .which the road is intended to pass, and I cannot forbear

repeating that of this entire distance, upwards of sixty miles, there

is no portion of the road so difficult of construction, as has proved

many miles on the best part of the Western Railroad.

[Tljis portion of the route has very properly been designated as

the Bloomficld Pass, in honor of the iiuccessful exertions of that

gentleman who discovered it in 1838. Up to that time the broad

valley of the Ancram had been followed, leading to a costly sum-

mit and involving the necessity of locating some miles of the road

out of the^$tate. In 1838, Mr. B. on his own responsibility caused

a survey to be made, turning to tlie west of Hillsdale, which entirely

obviated the necessity of leaving our own State, and that too

without any additional expense.]

The road for the rest of the journey was over a hilly country

affordijjg however, some magnificent views of the fertile valley

which lay beneath us.

Our next stopping place was at Spencertown, in the Township
of Austcrlilz, one of the most romantically located towns I have

ever had the good fortune to pass througfi.

At Greenbush we were met by a deputation of citizens and civic

dignitaries from Troy, accompanied by the beautiful military com-
pany of the Troy Citizens Corps, under the command of Capt. A,

Pearce, by whom we were escorted to the steamboat Jonas C.

Heartt, which was waiting our arrival at the wharf. An immense
concourse of citizens were also assembled at Greenbush, who seemed
to hail our arrival with as much gladness as though our presence

secured the completion of Iheir road.

A beautiful sail of six miles brought us to the city of Troy, and
on the voyage some minutes connected with this portion of the road
were communicated to me by a gentleman from Troy, which are

matters of interest as connected with this subject.

Ground is to be broken to-morrow in a beautiful meadow on the

margin of the river, lying immediately below the Van Rensselaer

Manor House, and the line of the road is staked out for a consid-

erable distance. The road from Troy to a point about two and a

half miles distant from the centre of the city, is to be constructed

under the charter of the Troy and Schenectady Railroad Company,
which is owned by the city ofTroy, leaving only about four and a half

miles to Greenbush to be constructed under the charter of the New
York and Albany Railroad Co.—The road from Greenbush to Troy
runs along the margin of the river, and with the exception of a few
hundred yards of embankment, can be easily constructed.

Just before reaching Troy, the bell of the J. C. Heartt was rung
to announce our arrival, and a salute was immediately commenced
from the cannon stationed on the wharves near the landing. The
band on board the boat struck up a national air—the thousands

with whom the ^fharvcs were crowded rent the air with shouts

—

the cannon performed their duties admirably, and in this man-
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ner we were landed in Troy. Headed by the Citizens' Corps
and followed by thousands of the citizens of Troy, we marched
to the admirable quarters provided for us at the Mansion House,
which we entered amid th ; renewed cheers of the immense asscm*
bl.'iiic.

Such hns been our reception at Troy: and the remembrance of
it most efL'ctually docs away all the harsh ihinjjs (though good
naturcdiy spoken) urijcd a^ninst New York by Mr. Davis, and proves

that however the Trojans may think New York, as a city, back-

ward is advancing her own interests, the citizens of New York
were accepted and received as friends engaged in the same work.
It is impossible to conceive the enthusiasm on the subject of (his

road, which pervaded all classes, at least as far as I have been able

to judge from personal observation.

pi'o-morrow will be a busy and exciting day. In addition to

the ceremony of breaking ground below the city, it is the inten-

tion of our kind 1 osts to show the lions to us, and few will have
during the day any moment he can call his own. The ceremony
will be interesting and imposing, if I may judge of the prepara-
tions made for it, and I trust to do justice to it in my report.

Among the gentlemen added to our parly are Messrs. Norris and
Imlay, the celebrated locomotive builders, who are here, as are
the rest of us, by invitation.

The same courtesy has l)een extended to the officers of the vari-

ous roads throughout the State, many of whom have accepted, and
will probably be on the ground ; and as the delegation from Brook-
lyn is expected to-morrow, our party will be considerably increased.

The road is contracted for by about thirty contractors, among
whom are some of the most wealthy and experienced in the busi-

ness. Mr. Farwcll commences at the end of the work, and will

go to work at once and vigorously. Shanlees are already erected

on the ground where we are to meet to-morrow, and more will

be speedily built, so that, as far as outward appearances go to

convince, there is every reason to believe that the work will be
prosecuted with an energy and vigor worthy of its vast impor-
tance.

Trot/, August 4, 1842.

The second and most exciting of the days set apart for the
commencement of the New York and Albany Railroad has passed
over, and in a manner which has afforded the highest gratifica-

tion to all concerned.

At 8 o'clock, a cavalcade, consisting of twenty-three carriages,
all well filled, left the hotel on a tour of inspection of the lions

of Troy, and wonderful indeed, at least to many of us, did some
of these lions seem. Our first halting place was the immense
carriage establishment of Messrs. Gilbert <k Eaton, which must
be familiar to every person who has at any time ridden in a mail
stage, for they have finished thousands of their commodious and
lubstantia! sta^esf for almost every part of the Union. Th^ir
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establishment occupies a space two hundred and thirty-five by one
hundred and fifty feet, and is most perfect and complete in all its

arrangements, every article pertaining to the coaches being made
within the same walls. We were conducted to every part of the

building by the gentlemanly proprietors who took pleasure in ex-

hibiting their immense works. The machines for turning spokes,

sawing felloes, and plaining huge oak boards, attracted great atten-

tion as well from the novelty of the inventions (to us) as for the

|>erfect manner in which the work was turned out. The establish-

ment when in full operation affords employment to upwards of two
hundred persons, but at present not half that number are at work.
From this place we proceed, under the guidance of the commit-

tee appointed to receive and attend to us, who were headed by the

Mayor, to the celebrated Iron Works under the superintendence of
Mr. Henry Burden, about two miles as I judged, from the city.

These works are all kept in operation by water power, the stream
used for the purpose being Winan's Kill. To obtain the prof)er

use of this water, Mr. Burden has cut out of the solid rock, a space

wide enough to admit a water wheel, fifty feet in diameter, and
twenty-four feet in width. This wheel was to all a subject of the

most unbounded wonder, which was rather increased, when we
were, told that the wheel would hold seventy-five tons of water,

each 'bucket being eight feet deep, giving, as Mr. Burden stated, a

power! sufficient to raise seventy five tons in three and a half min-

utes. .

The: immense power afforded by this wheel is made to connect
by a g^aft sent through a solid rock under a road, with a building

where i are erected the furnaces and machinery for making spikes

and MTse shoes. The latter article is manufactured by Mr. Bur-
den's Siachine at the rate of twelve or fifteen to a minute, and he
has another machine for punching the holes, and a third to make
the corks.

As soon as the procession was on board the boat, (the Jonas C.
Heartt,) the fasts w^ere cast off, and amid the cheers of the immense
assemblage who thronged the wharves ; the music of the band, and,

the roar of cannon from both sides of the river, we put out into

the stream, followed by the John Mason, which was crowed almost
to suffocation with citizens going down to witness and participate

in the interesting ceremony.
We landed at Bath about a quarter of a mile from the spot ap-

pointed for breaking ground, and forming again in procession, with
the citizens from the John Mason bringing up the rear, we marched
to the spot selected, which, as I said in a previous letter, was on a
beautiful meadow ofW. P. Van Rensselaer, Esq., the patroon, on the

east side of the river, about 2 1-2 miles below Troy.
The Troy citizens' corps, who escorted ub, formed a circle round

the spot staked off, into which the New York, Brooklyn, and Troy
delegation were admitted, the citizens surrounding them, and look-

ing on with deep interest as the ceremony progressed.

When all were properly arranged, Mr. Edwin F. Johnson, the
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able Chief Engineer of the corps, handed four spades to Mr. Dela-
field, the President. Before proceeding to use them, Mr. D. placed

them on the ground, and delivered, or rather read a short, but per-

tinent and exceedingly interesting address, which he said he had
prepared during the very few hours of leisure he had enjoyed since

they left New York. Mr. D. gave a brief history of railroads,

which was listened to with deep attention.

Mr. Delafield then adverted to the New York and Albany rail-

road, which he said could be completed in twenty-four months, and
with a facility not to be found for the same distance in any other

part of the state.

Mr. Delafield's remarks were received with great approbation,

and when he had concluded, he handed spades to J. C. Heart, Esq.,

Mayor of Troy, to Mr. S. I^eonard representing the Mayor of
New York, Thomas G. Talmadge representing the Mayor of Brook-
lyn, and W. P. Van Rensalacr, Esq., the patroon on the east side of
the river.

J. C. Heartt, Esq., then responded to the address of Mr. Dela-

field, in a very brief but happy speech, in which, after wisliing all

success and prosperity to the road, he pledged to that end the en-

ergy of the citizens of Troy.

He was followed by Aid. Leonard, of New York, and Aid. T. G,
Talmadge, of Brooklyn, each of whom addressed a few appropri-

ate words to the assemblage.

In a moment each gentleman's coat was off and the sod was turn

ed up, amid cheers, music and the roar of cannon—tV. P. Van Ren-
salaer taking, throughout, a most active part in it.

The procession was then formed again in the same manner, and
marching back to the boat, we started on our homeward tour. As
the Albanians had declined honoring the company with their presence,

it was feared they had all left the city, and in order to ascertain

that fact the boats were turned down the river, and we sailed along

the shore. As we reached the city, the band on board the Jonas
C. Heartt, struck up " Oh dear what can the matter be," the bell of

that boat was rung, and was answered by all the boats at the

wharves. Passing over to the landing of the Western railroad,

where a large concourse of people were assembled, we saluted

them with three cheers. We then returned to Troy, and marched
in procession to the hotel, where a sumptuous dinner was set before

the hungry guests, who did ample justice to all the good things pro-

vided by their generous hosts. The dinner was strictly on the

Temperance plan, and consequently no toasts or speeches were
made, but after the room had been nearly cleared, a social party

was formed at our table, where wine, wit, toasts and speeches kept

them agreeably entertained until evening drew on.

As I have in one part of this report mentioned the extraordinary

works under the charge of Mr. Burden, which I inspected personal-

ly, pjethaps a few words as to another establishment which time did

not permit us to visit, may not be amiss.

Mr. Marshall, one of the wealthiest and most influential citizens
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of Troy, has three factories or mills in opjeration on the Poeston
Kills, just in the rear of the city, but finding that he had room and
perhajjs business for more, he has bored a tunnel two hundred feet

under tl)e street, through the solid rock, yhrough which the water of
the Poeston Kills is to be conducted, and run three other establish-

ments. The cost of this tunnel has baiir immense, and when we
consider that it was entirely a privaM^nterprise, conceived anc^

conducted by one man, we could no^Wut yield our admiration to

the energy and pjerseverance of Mr. Marshall.

And thus has ended the second day of ceremony, as connected

with the long wished for commencement of the New York and
Albany Railroad. I have before given my own opinion, derived

from personal observation during a ride through the country of one

hundred and ten miles, of the entire feasibility of making the road,

in which I agree not only with the accomplished engineer of the

company, Mr. Johnson, but with all who have had the same oppor-

tunities of judging as myself. The offcers and directors under whose
charge the construction of the road is placed, is composed of gen-

tlemen well known as enterprising, energetic and persevering, as

the following list will show :

President—John Delafield.

Vice President—Josiah Rich,

Treasurer—Jonas C. Ileartt.

Executive Committee—(Jeotge R. Davis, Charles H. Hall,

A. G. Hammond.
Directors—A. Sherman, Peter Cooper, Hiram Brown, J. M.

Ketcham, J. A. Taber, H. Crosby, Joel Mallary.

Agent—Jeseph E. Bloomfield.

Chief Engineer—Edwin F. Johnson.

The road is needed, and that no person can deny ; and if the

citizens of New York would but come to Greenbush and pass a

few hpurs at the present depot of the Western Railroad, and see

the immense quantity of freight daily passing over the road, they
would, I think, with one accord put their hands in their pockets

and demand the immediate completion of a railroad from Albany to

New York.
And now before I close this report of the proceedings of one of

the most agreeable weeks I have ever passed, justice requires at

least the mention of the gentlemen, to whom all are so much in-

debte4 for the pleasure they have enjoyed.

Fir^t to Messrs. Delafield, Rich, and Bloomfield, who have had
the entire responsibility of providing for and entertaining the

guests, is due all thanks and praise, for their kindness, courtesy and
attention, and the happy hours maHe more happy by their efforts,

will be long remembered by all who were of the party.

To the hospitable farmers in the vicinity of Quaker Hill, and for

my own part to Jonathan Akin, Esq., we are es{>ecially indebt-

ed. Their doors were freely opened to receive us, and all at their

command, was tendered for our acceptance, during our brief but
pleasant stay among them.

To the Mayor and committee of arrangements of Troy, whose
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hospitality knew no bounds, we cannot tender sufficient thanks.

Their reception and treatment of their guests, was such as all might
expect from the w^ell known hospitality of the Trojans.

Messrs. E. &. W. Dorlon the gentlemanly proprietors of the Man-
sion House, where we were quartered, left nothing undone to ren-

der our stay agreeable ; and I can do no less than commend their

excellent establishment to the attention of all travellers.

The Troy Citizens' Corps, who did escort duty during our stay

in Troy, is a beautiful, well disciplined and eftectiiic company, and
should they ever visit New York, they will find that»^hcir courteous
attention has not been forgotten.

This report is necessarily much condensed, but a proper appre-
ciation of the value of your columns, and of the necessity of as

much brevity, warns me to conclude, which I do with the fervent

hope, that in two years hence, 1 may be one of the party who are

to go from New York to Albany over the New York and Albany
Rail Road.
Our Reporter has furnished us with an account of a dinner on

board the steamer Troy, at which the Officers of the Company
with the Delegates from Brooklyn and New York sat down, but

owing to tiie crowded slate of our columns, we are much to our
regret, compelled to omit it entirely. We shall, however, endeavor
to find room for it hereafter. Thomas G. Talmaikse, Esq. of
Brooklyn, presided, assisted by Assistant Aid. Atwell, and Josiaii

Rich, Esq. Some excellent toasts were gij-ven, and a fow admirable

speeches delivered. The party was kept up from 2 P. M. to the

arrival of the boat at the wharf in this city. The company pro-

ceed to Westchester Co. to-day to break ground there, and the

work will be at once commenced with spirit.

Errata.—The following corrections to Ellet'g article in our last

number were not received until after it had been printed. :

—

Page 70,—after title insert No. 1 ; 6th line proportioned, read

proportional; 10th line for proportioned read proportional; 34th

line, for per ton per mile, read per ton netl per mile. Page 71,

—

8th line for How to express, read Now io express; 15th line, for

business exists, read consists.

[From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.]

Remarks ox the iNJUDiciors Pomcy pcrsued i?r the CoNsmrc-
TioN AND Machinery of many Railroads m the U.nited

States. By John C. Trautwine, Civil Engineer.

1 have read, with much pleasure, an able pamphlet, entitled
" Tlie causes which have conduced to the failure of many railroads

in the United States" written by Mr. Charles Ellet, Jr., Civil En-
gineer, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Ellet proves, in my opinion, most satisfactorily, that the cause

of so many failures in railroad enterprises in the United States, is

not to be traced to any defect in the system itself, but to the inju-
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dicious application of the reaources of the companies, to the accom-

plishment of the object to be effected.

There has been much more money expended on many of our

railroads, than either their present or prospective resources could

possibly justify. Even admitting that the anticipations of their

warmest advocates, as to their probable amouut of trade, had been

fully realized, a little calculation would show that an expenditure

altogether disproportionate even to that amount has been thought-

lessly lavished on many of our enterprises. Indeed they have,

with, however, several honorable exceptions, been commenced, and

carried on, with so little reference to the principle of adopting the

means to the end, that it is only matter of surprise that so great a

numl)cr of them sustain themselves even so well as they do.

This position is so amply supported by the, numerous failures to

realize the anticipated results that were to follow the construction

of many of our railroads, as to need no labored arguments in its

behalf. The fact speaks for itself more convincingly than any
thing I could say on the subject ; indeed, I am not certain thai I

should have ventured to enter my feeble protest against our pres-

ent heedless system of railroad making, had I not been sustained

by so incontrovertible an argument : for when the current of public

opinion once sets strpngly into a determined channel, no matter

how ill directed its course may be, it is rarely that good results to

him who ventures to stem it. It is only after the vessel, entrusted

to its stream, has struck upon the rocks, that one may, without

apprehension of censure, strive to save the fragments of the wreck,
or mark out the dangerous spot upon the chart.

The chief cause of these failures has been, as Mr. Ellet remarks,

our want of attention to first principles. We are too much an
imitatixx people; and, in our endeavors to keep pace with England,
whose vast pecuniary resources, and concentrated commerce, ena-

ble her safely to reduce to practice those abstract principles, the

union of which constitutes the "beau ideal" of a railroad, we over-
look the great disparity that exists in the trade and financial capaci-

ties of the two countries ;—almost unlimited in the one, but com-
paratively restricted in the other.

The moment news reaches us of some important change in

railroad policy adopted by the mother country, no matter what
expense its application necessarily involves, our engineers are not
content until they effect its introduction upon the several works
under their charge.

Now there is certainly nothing culpable in this disposition to

avail ourselves of the experience of others ;—on the contrary,
where a parity of considerations exists, it is wise to follow the
beaten track. But it is equally certain that a blind adoption of
every abstract improvement—without regard to any existing dis-

parity of means or of secondary causes calculated to neutralize its

beneficial effects—may be justly deprecated.

The engineer, before he can decide poperly on the details of his

location, superstructure, machinery, <fcc., must ascertain an essen-

tial elemeht of his decisions, not only what is the probable amount
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and nature of the trade whtcli the road will be required to accom-
modate, but whether or not it will present itself in such quantities

and at such intervals of time, as will admit of loadin^j the enijines

nearly up to their full capacity of draft.

If the trade is so heavy as to require many engines, and so reg-

ular that neaily full loads mdy be depended on, he will of course

Hnd it advisable to encounter great expenses for light grades,

heavy rails, and powcrl'ul engines; because, abstractly considered,

a certain amount of power is much more economically maintained,

and applied through the medium of one large engine than of two
or more smaller ones''; and the use of such powerful engines neces-

sarily involves that of proportionally heavy rails and superstruc-

tures.

Again, still further to reduce the number of engines by enabling

them to draw maximum loads, tlie grades, or acclivities of the road,

must be reduced as much as possiblf.

A perfect railroad would bn that on which the least imaginable

force would draw the greatest imaginable load ; such a road is evi-

dently a theoretical one ; it can never be attained in practice; but

it is the duty of the engineer to apfiroximate to it in every instance,

as closely as the trade of the road, and the interest of the company,

will admit.

It follows then, that the above considerations of grades, weight
of engines, rails, «kc., although not n-ducible to any one fixed rule

for their application to practice, still have certain limits which we
may not transcend with impunity. It is plain that every railroad,

to some extent, constitutes a case by itself;—it requires its own
peculiar calculations; and the engineer must modify, and remoHify
his assumed outlays for gradients, curves, engines, rails, «fcc. until

he attains that happy medium in each, and consistency in all, that

will best subserve the interests of the companif. That must be his

guiding princi[)le; and if he hopes in every case to attain that end,

by simply making for them a railroad combining m itself all the

improvements of the age, the chances are greatly in favor of his

bemg disappointed.

It is not the best radroad, but the }>cst paying railroad, that should

be aimed at ; and the two are by no means necessarily associated

in our country, except in comparatively few instances.

Experience has shown that we may assume the annual expense

of running such engines as are now in common use on all our rail-

roads, at about 85,000 each ; and as $5,000 is the interest at 6 per
cent, on $83,333, we see that the engineer may very properly incur

considerable expense in diminishing the number of engines requi-

site for maintaining the traffic of the road. But it happens on
many of our railroads that the number of engines employed, is

less dependent on the grades, or even on the amount of transporta-

tion, than on the number of trips which the nature of the business

requires to be made daily. This business may be so great as to

yield a fine revenue, and yet not of such a nature as to require

either high grades, heavy rails, or powerful engines ; but on the

contrary, such that if grades, rails, and engines of this kind be
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provided for it, the result must inevitably be a failure of the enter-

prise.

Such are the cases that constitute the numerous railroad failures

in tiie United States. Nothing but the Avant of knowledge of, and
attention to, the principles that influence the expenditures warrant-

able in each instance for the attainment of light grades, easy curves,

and heavy superstructure, has led to so general a disappointment
among railroad adventurers, and excited sentiments of distrust

with regard to the system itself. Indeed no argument could prob-

ably be adduced, so favorable to the merits of the railroad cause,

as that it has survived the horrible manglings inflicted on it igno-

rantly by its best friends. It has struggled through a long and well

fought contest against both friends and foes; and now stands forth

in its might, victorious, though wounded almost to the death.

The grounds of every expenditure on a railroad should be, that

the annual saving thereby induced, shall more than counterbalance
the interest on the increased cost. To this test, not only the general

character of the line, but eveiy deep-cut tunnel, bridge, and other

important work along it should be submitted, before it is finally

decided on ; and this cannot be done, unless the engineer is previ-

ously in possession of some general data, as to the amount, nature,

and regularity of the anticipated trade of the road.

It is upon this principle that the enormous original outlays on
tjie English railroads are so willingly encountered. The English
engineer first ascertains that the transportation will not only justify

a first rate road ; but that in order to accommodate it, with a due
regard to economy, the road must be a first rate one.

But our American engineers, as a class, du not descend to first

principles. It is enough for them, that such and such improvements
have been introduced in England ;—omitting all considerations of
the premises, they look only to the conclusions : and the imitative

faculties are forthwith called into requisition, without any regard
to the modifying, and controlling circumstances peculiar to their

own case. They dash on blindly in their operations, deluded by
the impression that they cannot err, if they only adhere closely to

their English copies. Deep cuts, high embankments, heavy rails,

powerful engines, long tunnels, expensive masonry, <fcc. &;c. are all

decided on, as matters of course, whenever an opportunity ofl^ers,

without a moment's reflection that the interest on their cost may
never be repaid by their services—but that, on the contrary, they
must for ever operate as drains on the annual revenues of the

company.
Yet with the data of probable amount and nature of the trade,

together with the expenses of transportation as now developed by-

experience, the adoption or rejection of all these things admit of
an easy determination. But unfortunately it is easier to point

towards England, than lo make calculations even of the most simple
character.

This servile imitation, or rather attempt to imitate the splendid

practice of the English engineers, without either the motives, or
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the means for carrying it out, has been the source of incalculable

injury to the railroad cause in the United States. All would be
well, were we content to investigate the principles upon which
their practice is founded ; for by adhering to those principles, we
should, (as would they also in our circumstances.) arrive at a system
of construction entirely diflbrent from that which iheir unlimited

trade, and equally unlimited fmances, now warrant them to adopt.

The same princij4cs, lead to totally different practice, in different

circumstances.

Having ascertained, approximately, the probable amount and
nature of the trade which the road will be required to accommo-
date, and knowing pretty nearly the rates of carriage it will bear,

we arrive at a sum which constitutes the gross annual receipts of
the road. If from this amount we deduct a portion surticient to

defray the annual expenses, we have the yearly profits. These
profits are the interest on thd principal which we will be justifiable

in expending on the construction and furnishing of the road.

Self evident as the propriety of tiiis simple precautionary process

of calculation is, and impossible as it would appear to be, (and act-

ually is,) to decide properly on the character of the contemplated

road, and its machinery, without it, yet it has not probably been
resorted to by the engineers of one road in ten that has been con-

structed in the Union. When the engineer commences his location,

his aim almost invariably is. to obtain the best abstract line ; and
whether his road is to obtain 5,000, or 50,000 tons annually, the char-

acter of his grades, curves, superstructure, machinery, <kc.,! will be

precisely the same. His standard of propriety is an invariable one ;

it adapts itself to no contingencies ; it admits of no accommodation
to ditference of objects to be effected. . It is summed up in the brief

sentence, "the English do so."

The usual routine is pretty much after this manner, viz : the survey

is made ; the map drawn ; and the grades and curves laid down
without any reference to the object or cost of the road ;—then the

calculations of costs are made ;—and finally, to make both ends

meet, an exhibit of probable revenue is concocted, to suit t/tc

Report

!

Tlie road is made ; it docs not pay; the railroad system "won't
do." 1 do not mean to insinuate that this mode of proceeding is

resorted to with the intention to deceive ; but that it does deceive,

and that ruinously, is undeniable. We are apt to be led astray by
our prejudices in favor of any project in which we are personally

interested. Every engineer considers his road to be a little more
important than any other in the world ; and under the influence

of such feelings, imaginary freight flows to it, from all quarters,

without limit. Like the Legislator's conscience, it is "equal to any
emergency ;" and it is unfortunate that it is so. Were it otherwise,

reports and profits would coincide much more nearly. Now, most
of our railroads that have failed to pay well, have been constructed

principally for the purpose of accommodating, from two to four

times a-day, the passengers, baggage, and freight brought to them
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either by some other connecting line of railroad, or by stages, or
steamboats. But few, if any, of those connecting large cities may
be considered as failures. I hope to show that to conduct such a

business as that represented in the first case, docs not, as is gener-
ally supposed (and practiced on) necessarily involve a company in

enormous expenses, for easy grades, powerful engines, and heavy
rails. In attempting thi«, I shall, for the sake of illustration, suppose
a case, and carry it through.

The amount thus to be transported, say only twice a day (once

in each direction) may, generally speaking, be carried by a single

light engine, weighing, with her complement of fuel and water, not

more than six tons, over grades as high as sixty feet to a mile, by
merely slacking her speed at such points.

Let us suppose that an engine of this light weight, would take,

over such grades, a gross weight of only thirty tons, exclusive of
her tender ; and let us see how much business one such trip daily,

in each direction, would amount to in a year, of 300 working days.

At first sight, this may appear to many of my readers, like taking

a very contracted view of the subject ; but before we conclude, it

raay, perhaps, assume a somewhat more imposing aspect. The six

ton engine is assumed merely to show how small a power can, on
a railroad, satisfy a considerable business. In practice I should

recommeiid, for such a superstructure as is hereaAer described,

eight ton engines.

Gross loqd of an engine weighing six tons, with her compliment of
fuel and water in the boiler, hut exclusive of her tender, ovei-

gradts of sixtyfeet to a mile. Tons.

¥) passengers aiid their baggage, 4
Passenger cars, - - , - - 7

Freight, 12

Freight cars, ... - 7

Total, 30 tons, gross load.

Now if we suppose only one such trip daily in each direction,

and assume 300 working days to the year, we have annually,

24,000 passengers.

7,200 tons freight.

Let our road be fifty qailes long;—the charge for passengers $2.50 ;

—

and for freight $4 per ton. Then we have for the gross income of
the road,

24,000 passengers, at 92.50, $60,000
7,200 tons freight, at 94, 28,800

$88,800 gross annual receipts.

And this, it will be remembered, may be accomplished by two
engines, (one for each direction daily) so small in comparison to

those which are now coming into favor for all roads, as to appear
like models : and over grades of sixty feet to a mile, with an eight

ton engine, an addition of about fifty per cent, might be made to

the above amount of trade and income, with but a trifling increase

16
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of expense. But now let us see whether so small an income as

$89,000 per annum, would justify the construction of a railroad

fifty miles in length.

Experience has shown that the annual expenses of our railroads,

generally range within from thirty to fifty per cent, of their income;
varying, of course, with many circumstances, which it would not

be to our purpose to expatiate on in this place. There can be little

doubt that these expenses would be materially diminished on most
of our roads, by the use of lighter engines and cars, lower rates of
speed, and Kyanized timber tor the superstructure ; but, although

our road contemplates all those conditions, still we shall assume
fifty per cent, of the gross receipts, as necessary to defray the gross

expenses.

If then from the $89,000 of gross income of our road, we deduct
fifty per cent, (say $45,000,) for expenses, there remains the sum of
$44,000 of clear annual profit. Now 844,000 is the interest at

eight per cent, on a capital of $550,000 ; which amount, aad no
more, we would be justifiable in expending in the construction, and
equipment, of a railroad fifty miles in length, intended to accom-
modate so smalt a trade as wc have assumed, in our example ; and
required to realize dividends of eight per cent, per annum.

If from this capital of $550,000, we set aside $50,000 to cover
the expense of furnishing our road with engines, cars, water^stations,

depots, &.C., there still remains $500,000, for the construction of

the road itself; which in this case, is equal to $10,000 per mile.

Here then it is evident, that if we wish " to keep up with the

age," and to build a road of the best abstract character, our project

must be abandoned ; because the sum of perhaps from $20^)00, to

$30,000 per mile, would be required to construct such a one. And
although we should even be convinced that at some future day,

distant perhaps ten or twenty years, the road would, by tlie gradual

accumulation of business, be able to realize profitable- returns on
this large investment, still adventurers could scarcely be found so

confiding in these prospective advantages, as to embark their capi-

tal in it.

But in the case before us, I should certainly advise not to keep

up with the age ; but to go back to those ancient times, some five

or six years past, when flat bar roads were in fashion ; the old flat

bar road, that has been so unmercifully crusHfed out of existence

by our mammoth engines, of the present day. I entertain a high

regard for the flat bar road ; and conceive that the odium which is

now attached to its memory, has not been justly incurred. Does
it follow, as a matter of course, that because it is not adapted to

very heavy trades, necessarily involving the use of powerful en-

gines, and a resort to high velocities, that therefore it may not be

very serviceable, nay, more serviceable than any other, in cases

where the limited business admits of lighter engines, and does not

justify the construction of a more expensive road ? The . outcry

against the flat bar road, has, in my opinion, but little foundation

in justice. It is, like our more permanent structures, good iii its
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place ; and its place is, where light engines, moving at moderate
velocities, can satisfy all the demands of the trade at less expense
than heavy engines on the more permanent roads can do. And
such cases are very numerous. The reader cannot, I presume,
infer from this, that I should recommend to substitute the flat bar
for the 75 lb. rail on the Liverpool and Manchester road ; in that

event, I should, beyond all controversy, be " behind the age ;" but,

by inversion, I conceive that any one who should advise to employ
the 75 lb. rail, at its enormous expense, upon a road on which the

cheap light bar would answer every purpose, would be equally

open to censure. However, we are digressing from our subject

;

]«t us -see what kind of railroad we can construct for 10,000 per
mile.

In the first plac«, I would limit the weight of the engines to the

maximum of eight tons ; and would allow no greater weight on
. any one engine or car, than one ton. The speed of passenger
trains should not exceed twelve or fifteen miles per hour ; nor that

of freight trains seven or eight miles. The grading, it is needless

to say, should be for a single track ; the acclivities should coincide

as nearly with the natural surface of the ground as the maximum
would admit of, provided said maximum did not seriously interfere

with the time of making the trip, or render assistant power neces-

sary. Sudden changes of grade should o*" course be eased by ver-

tical curves. But trifling expense should be incurred, for horizon-

tal curves of greater radius than about 1500 feet ; and should

any very serious object require it, I should admit of radii as short

as '300 feet.

The superstructures if not piled, should consist of log cross-ties,

and of six by six inch strings, supporting a flat bar, or rather

'^flnnched bar, similar to that on the South Carolina railroad ; but
smaller.

Finally, the whole of the timber should be thoroughly Kyanized,
or otherwise protected from decay.

Now, so far from expecting this superstructure to be knocked to

pieces in a few years, as the old flat bar roads generally were, I

should calculate on its annual repairs being less than on perhaps
any railroad in the United States : and that, not from any inherent
virtue in the road itself, but from the simple fact that all its parts
are fully proportioned to tlie offices they have to perform. We should

have no c.rushings or deflections here ; but with its light engines, it

would be one of the stiffest roads in the Union ; and moreover, a
much more agreeable one toVide on, than any of those of more per-

manent construction. Beside whic'^, it would annually yield eight

per cent, clear profit in its cost, when doing only the moderate
business of one trip daily in each direction, with a small model en-

gine, over grades of sixty feet per mile ; or, should tke business

require the use of eight ton engines, it would yield twelve per cent,

profit on the same number of trips : or should two trips daily in.

each direction be necessary with such loads, it would yield twenty
four per cent, profit
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Below is an estimate of its cost. If the/professional reader

should think the item of grading too low, (and it is, I suspect, the

only one on which he will have any doubts) let him take the pro61e

of almost any road in the United States, and relocate it, in imasi-

nation, so as to adapt it to sixty feet grades, and be will fiD4 u»
allowance to be ample.

Estimate per mile, single track, of such a Railroad as the foregoing.

Grading, culverts, drains, road-bridges, &c., $4,000
Fencing, (1400 panels at 50 cents, $700 ; but allowing

fencing only half way,) 350
Land damages, 400
Cross-ties—1760, at 25 cents, 440
String timbers, 35 thousand feet board measures, at $25, 875
Iron flanched bar—24 tons, at $65, 1,560

Splicing plates, 30
Spikes, 100
Workmanship, 1760 lineal yards, at 50 cents, 880
Surveys, engineering, instruments, &.c., •

^ 800
Earle-izing, 13,000 cubic feet, at 2i cents,

' 325
Incidentals, !220

Total, $10,0000
In northern climates, a small addition to this sum would be ad'

visable for broken stone under the cross-ties.

Thus we see, that such a road as we speak of, can be constructed

for the moderate sum of $10,000 per mile. Yet how manv rail-

roads are there in the United States, not enjoying even the hmited
business to which this road is adequate at two trips daily, on which
not only thousands, but tens and hundreds of thousands have been
thoughtlessly squandered for light grades, heavy rails, and powerful
engines.

,

[to be cohtinued,]

At the request of a friend we insert the following portion of Mr
Herapath's observations upon four and six wheel engines, which

relate to cross sleepers and longitudinal bearings.

CROSS SLEEPERS AND LONOITtJDnfAI. BEAKIIfOS.

On this railway I had an opportunity of making some observa-

tions, which it may not be amiss here to record. In our travels

from Nottingham to Leicester, on Wednesday morning, there hav-
ing been previously a little rain, I was struck with observing the

rails which lay on cross sleepers hold their wet and dampness
much longer where the ballast came up to them and was within
two or three inches of the top of the edge of the rail ; and to part

with it much earlier when the ground was hollowed out, and clear

of them, to drain the surface. This was not universal, but it was
so very general for nearly the whole distance, as obviously, to make
it, where it was not, the exception to the rule. What may have
been the cause, unless it being a mild morning the baDast was muck
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colder than the atmosphere, and communicating that cold to the

iron in contact with it, prevented the quick evaporation of the wet,

I am unable to explain. Mr. Kearsley, whose attention I called to

the phenomenon, at first thought it might be owing to the air hav-

ing a freer circulation round the rail where the ground was hol-

lowed out, which caused a quicker evaporation ; but I was not

satisfied with this explanation,,and I do not think he was at last,

inasmuch as there was little or no current of air, and the appear-

ance was observed in nearly all situations.

The next day we had an opportunity of traveling over stone

blocks, cross sleepers, and longitudinal bearings, the two latter in an

instructive variety near Rugby. The unpleasant rigidity and
harshness over the stone blocks were very sensible, but our atten-

tion was chiefly drawn to the comparison of cross sleepers with

longitudinal bearings. I had previously mentioned some exper-

ience on the Hull and Selby Railway (which I shall hereafter de-

tail,) of the greater draught over longitudinal bearings than over
cross sleepers, with which he said his observations agreed, and now
we endeavored to appreciate the comparative effects of the two as

we traveled along. It appeared to me, and I believe to him, that

the train ran much heavier on the longitudinals, which, like travel-

ing over a heavy road, one easily feels ; and between the sounds
over the two there was no comparison. Over the cross-sleepers

the train hm with comparative silence, but over the longitudinals

there was a constant heavy murmur and noise. These phenomena
of draft and noise happened not in one place, or change, only, but
in every one—of which we had a much greater variety than I

could have expected to meet with on any line. To me the observa-

tions on this line are satisfactory in favor of cross-sleepers, as to

lightness of draught and absence of noise.

In the early part of this article I have hinted at some curious
facts mentioned to me by Mr. Gray, relative to longitudinal hearings
and cross-sleepers. The difference of draught in hoar frost and wet
weather, Mr. Gray affirmed—and the affirmation was borne out by
the testimony of one or two of their men, to whom I spoke on the

subjects—toov as much as bO or nwre per cent, against longitudinal

hearing*, the draught being as much greater upon them than it was
upon cross sleepers. For mstance, they assured roe that oftentimes

when the engine could with difficulty draw its load upon a level,

over longitudinal bearings, it would trip up easily enough a rise,

which they called their " bank," of 14 or 16 feet a mile, in which
the rails were laid upon cross-sleepers.

To me, at first, this was a poser, the solution of which I could
not so much as guess at. Being, however, informed that the hoar
frost wiaed the rails on the longitudinal bearmgs earlier, and left

them much later, than it did those on cross-sleepers, I immediately
divined the cause, and saw a beautiful, because an altogether un-
expected, ilhntration of the truths of natural philosophy. It is

known to phikwophers, that before dew can be deposited on any
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body, this body must become colder than the atmosphere around

it, and that hoar frost is nothing but dew, frozen, by the tempera-
ture of the body on which it is, having sunk below the freezing

point, that is, below 32*^ of Fahr. It is also known, that the tem-

perature of the earth, a little distance below the surface, is, at night

generally higher than that of the atmosphere. Wood is comparar
lively a non-conductor of heat. Therefore, and because the rails,

where there are cross-sleepers, are embeded in the ballast to with-

in an inch or two of the top of the rail, and iron is a good conduc-

tor of heat, whatever heat the rails lose by radiation, on account of

their rough surface, is quickly and wholly, or in a great ^
measure

supplied from the sub-soil, where there are cross-sleepers, while it

is not so where the rails are kept from a communication with the

subjacent ground, by the broad and deop wood of the longitudinal

bearings. The conseijuence is, that the rails on the longitudinal

bearings lose more heat, and faster, and of course become colder

earlier, and continue so longer, than those on cross-sleepers. Of
course the deposited moisture from the atmospliere is earlier and
more copiously condensed, and quicker and hahder frozen, upon
those than upon these. Hence the whole phenomena of heavier

draught, arising from longer and greater sl*pperin6s8, upon the lon-

gitudinals, and, perhaps, at times of their being slippery when the

cross-slee|)ers are wholly dry, and free from hoar frost.

As a confirmation of this, I may here mention what I observed

Tuesday morning, Dec. iJlst, upon the Bristol and Exeter Railway.

It had been a calm and clear night, for the whole surface of the

vegetable country was covered with a thick and heard hoar frost,

which can take place in such circumstances only ; and the stagnant

water was everywhere covered with a thick coat of ice. The rails

theinselve.5 were so c<jvered with hoar frost, that we were obliged

to have the assistance of a pilot engine ; and yet with all the united

power of two Great Western engines, our speed was comparative-

ly slow. Being upon the platform of the engine, my attention was
quickly caught by here and there perceiving patcljes on the rails,

of one to one and a half feet, or perhaps more, perfectly dry and
free from hoar frost, amidst the all but universal white which pre-

vailed. Struck with the phenomenon, I looked more closely for

something which might develop the cause, and soon saw that these

exceptions to the hoar frost invariably appeared over the places

where th'j longitudinal bearings abutted against each other. I

called the attention of a relative of mine, who was upon the engine

with me, to it, and we observed it for many miles together ; so that

I dm quite satisfied it was owing to no local or accidental cir-

cumstance.

The explanation of this—which I call singular and important

phenomenon, as beafing upon the relative advantages of two modes
of constructing the ypper works of railways—is simple and easy.

The space betwen the ends of the longitudinal timbers is too small,

and the timbers themselves too large, and maintain too high a tern-

perature, for the hoar frost to affect the ground between theip ; the
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consequence is, during the still and clear night, heat is constantly

communicated to the rail above by radiation, but chiefly, I appre-

hend, by the conduction of the atmosphere ; by which means it is

kept at a temperature that prevents the deposition of dew, and con-

setjuently the formation of hoar frost. This effect is of course not

confined to a point, but by the conducting power of the metal, dif-

fused some little distance on each side the joining of the limbers.

Thus, if phenomena and circumstance were carefully attended to,

many a lesspn might be learned which WQuld lead to improvement,
and save hundreds of thousands in the construction of these costly

undertakings. But to do it effectually, men must have courage to

resist the allurements of comfortable carriages, and travel upon the

engine—the only place wl ere observations can efficiently be made

—

in all seasons and in all weathers. But our philosophising has car-

ried us for the present too far from our friends on the Hull and
Selby Ilailway. '^

Mr. Gray observed that frosty mornings were not the only times

at which they found longitudinal bearings of much heavier draught
than cr<)ss-sleej)crs. In wet weather it was the same, and the lon-

gitudinals much the heavier to travel over. As it had happened
that rain to some extent had fallen, in the night preceding the morn-
ing on which we were out, we had an opportunity of witnessing

the effect near one of the stations. A train was coming up, and
we walked s6me little distance down to m et it. On its passing, I

observed, even under the nail which fastened the rail to the timber,

that water was expressed from between the timber jftid metal, as

the engine passed, and re-absorbed the moment after. Tlie same
phenomenon, but in an inferior degree, occurred as the carriages

passed. Ilence, as Mr. Gray observed, " wherever the wheels are,

in wet weather, it is a valley, and they are in the position of con-

stantly ascending a hill," which of course much increases the

draught.

In very dry weather, Mr. Gray does not think there is much dif-

ference between continuous bearings and cross-sleepers. From
what I observed on the Midland Counties Railway, I am somewhat
sceptical upon this. 1 fear the draught is greater, under all cir-

cumstances, npon continuous bearings, and, if I understand them
rightly, I think Mr. Kearsley, the superintendent of the locomo-
tive^, and Mr. Woodhouse, the engineer of the Midland Counties
Railway, arc of the same opinion. It is, however, a matter well

worth tryingj and one which I should like much to put to the test

of accurate experiment.

[to be continued.]

Extraordinary Race.—On Monday morning, at five minutes
past five o'clock, thirty two carrier-pigeons, belonging to different

jmrBons at Brussels, were let loose at Liverpool, and started off with
the swiftness of wind on a race to the Belgian capital. They had
been brought over to tliis place covered up in a basket for a grand
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trial of their swiftness and sagacity in returning to their homes,
and the winner of the race will carry off a handsome sweepstakes.
They were set at liberty in the neighborhood of St. Luke's church,
and immediately rose to at least double the height of its tower,
after which they all started off to the southeast, the direct route to

Brussels, with incredible rapidity. When they were let loose the
morning was bright and beautiful, but if the rain should have been
as heavy in the southeast during the day as it was here, their flight

will have been greatly impeded, and some of them will be likely to
lose their way across the channel. We shall be curious to hear the
result of this extraordinary race.

Spontaneous Combustion.—A case of spontaneous combustion
occurred in Hartford, Connecticut, recently. In drawing linseed

oil. some of it was spilt on the floor: it was absorbed by a coarse
.sponge, and placed on a shelf. The smell of something burning led

to an examination of the premises, when the sponge was found in

a state of combustion, and just ready to burst into a flame. Only
about two hours had elapsed between the time of using the sponge
and the discovery.

Railway and Steamboat Traveluno.—From a report made to

the London Board of Trade on the comparative safety of steam-

boat and railway travelling, it appears that from the first of Janua-
ry to the first of July, 1841, but thirty lives were lost by railroad

travellfng. Of these, three passengers lost their lives from causes
beyond their own control ; two suffered from their own folly and
negligence ; five were trespassers on the road ; and the remaining
twenty were engineers, laborers, and workmen on the line of the

railway. The number of passengers travelling was nine million

one hundred and twenty-two thousand, distance travelled one hun-

dred and eighty two millions four hundred and forty thousand
miles, and the number of persons killed from causes beyond their

own control was three, or one out of three million forty thousand
six hundred and sixty six passengers ; or, in other words, one pas-

senger lost his life for each sixty millions eight hundred and thir-

teen thousand three hundred and thirty three miles travelled.

The author of the report, Mr. Lang, shows by a number of facts

that railways are the safest of all modes of conveyance, and more
particularly safer than steamboat travelling.

Her Majesty's steam frigate Penelope, now fitting at Chatham, is

ordered to be rigged with Andrew Smith's patent wire-rope. The
experiment made at Portsmouth on this rope a fortnight since, in

the presence of Admirals Codrington, Bouverie, and Percy, and
many other officers of high rank and experience, were highly satis-

factory, both in proof of its immense strength and the facility of
splicing.

The new canal steam packet Gallant returned to j(Jeorgetown on
Saturday from a trip to the Great Falls of the Potomac. This trip,

it is said, has dissipated every doubt upon the subject of the appu-
cation of steam power to the navigation of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal.
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On the value of Gradients.—In the preceding number I proposed

a formula for the determination of the cost of transportation on
railroads. I am aware that that expression is not in accordance

with the opinion which now prevails in regard to the economy of

cailroad conveyance ; and that there are many gentlemen of ex.

pcrience and reputation who are prepared to adopt a much lower

estimate than mine. But, until some road can be adduced on
which the ex|>eriment has been tried long enough to exhibit a re-

sult which can be raceived as a fair average, and which authorizes

ower constants, I cannot consent to the reduction of the formula.

In its present state it gives a result below the actual performance

on any road in the United States.

I am aware that in not presenting the actual cost of freight in

any particular number of cents per mile, or in any particular sum
per mile travelled by the locomotive engines, I have deviated

from the popular and most approved methods of treating the sub-

ject. But I regard the aggregate cost per mile run as no guide what-
ever to the economy which characterizes the management of a rail-

road; and deem it an unauthorized assumption that because this sum is,

in any instance, unusually low, the work is conducted with more than

ordinary success. The fact, where it exists, can only be used to

prove, if other circumstances remain the same, that the engine
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have taken smaller loads, and made a greater number of trips, and

run more miles, than was absolutely necessary. In fact, if we ad-

mit—what cannot well be denied—that under similar circum-

stances, and with engines of llie same class, t!ie cost of locomotive

power is proportional to the (li.-tancc run—or that the cost of jun-

niii;^ one niilu is not diminiskcd hij incrtasijn; the load, it follows as

a consequence that, caeteris paril»H<. The more (rniimnicnl the ad'

ministration of a roail the i^raitcr uill be the (f^::^rr^itte cost per mile

run by the lucomotiic engines.

Neither is the circumstance that th'j aggrcgilL- expenses (;f a line

for one ycai dividend, by thq nmubcr of . tons, copveyed, exhibits a

low average per ton per mil^, aiiy test of good management. The

fact, by itself, is more likely to prove that the tonnage was great

than that ihc administration was iudiciuua.,

I shai! now proceed tO deduce from tliis gLneral expression of

the cost of freight, certain cousequeiices of the utmost importance

in the location and establishment of railroad lines, which I be-

lieve have hitherto been little, if at all, repeated.

What is the value of s^radicnts ? I mean by tjiis question, how
much more is a railroad having grades of 30 feet to the mile worth

than the same road wikl!^ g ratios of 40 feet per mile? Or, how
much would good economy authorize an engineer to expend, in the

construction of his road, in order to reduce the limited gradient

any given amount? 1 have seen various intricate and laborious

solutions of questions which involve the loss of time and the con-

sumption of Jteojw in the ascents of gradients, but I have never yet

met with any examination of this interesting and all important

problem. The loss of time, in this country, is usually a matter of

little cansecjuence in the transportation of merchandise ; and expcri.

ence teaches that the cost ofmotive power is very nearly proportion,

al to the distance travelled by the engine, and very little affected

within the limits which ordinarily occur in practice by irregulari-

ties in the tractile power. It is no (knibt true that if we were to

make observations under extrenrH3 circumstances, as where the en-

gines move on a perfect level, and where tliey frequently mount the

steepest grades they can possibly ascend without loads—the cost

of motive power, per mile run, would be considerably increased by

the increase of the acclivity of the gradients. But we have no

such extreme cases in practice ; aud the following investigation is

based on the perfectly authorized assumption, that the cost of run-

ning the locomotive engine, with its tender, is proportional to the
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distance ran, and independent of the variations of the tractile force

consequent on the ordinary irregularities of grade.

In the preceding number, the aggregate anniral expenses of a

line of railroad, under good management, were represented by this

formula

:

1n+ 111+ 500 h, (A)
10 1000

in which N is put for the number of miles travelled during the

year, by tlie locomotive engine, T the number of tons, nett, carried

one mile, and h for the length of the line of the road. This formu-

la, it will be observed, expresses the cost of transportation without

any direct computation of the effect of the grades over which the

tonnage is carried. Nevertheless, the result which it yields is not

independent of the grades ; for they enter into the value of N, and

control the number of miles travelled by the engines. The varia-

tion of the maximum gradient will not -cause a sensible variation

of any item of the aggregate cost of transportation excepting that

of the locomotive power.

Now, in deducing the changes in the cost of locomotive power
consequent on changes of grade, I sliall assume that the circumstan-

ces of the trade are such as will permit that the machine be always

started with a full train—tl»at is to say, with the heaviest train

which it is certain to control on the limiting grade. In many in-

stances this assumption is not strictly in accordance with the facts ;

since it is frequently advisable—particularly where the grades are

light and the trade inconsiderable—to effect a portion of the trans-

portation with imperfect loads. In such cases greater ascents

might obviously be encountered without increasing the cost of car-

rying every train ; and the effect of assuming that the trains are all

full, when a portion af them is not full, will evidently be to render

the estimated increase of cost consequent on the gradient some-

what higher than it really is. The formula is intended to give a

limit within which the actual value of the gradient must always be

found ; and as it should be the object of every company to do their

transportation with the least possible labor, and at the least possible

cost, the number of miles actually travelled ought to approach very

nearly the number corresponding witli the assumption of full trains •

and, consequently, except in extreme cases, the estimate should not

be much in excess. ;,
: ; .;., I

*

Now, if the limiting gradient of the road be changed, the number
of miles tilavelled by the locomotive engines will also be changed.

If theloa^ be reduced one half by the introduction of any plane,
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the Dumber of trips, and, consequently, the cost of locomotive

power, will be very nearly doubled by the admission of that plane.

The number of miles travelled by the engines in the course of a

year, supposing them to convey full loads, and the transportation,

accordingly, to be effected with the greatest possible economy of

power, will be expressed by

2T'—-=N,
n

where n is put for the average gross load in tons, up the limiting

grade, and T' lor the gross weight in tons carried one mile in the di-

rection to which that gradient is opposed. '

We know from satisfactory experiments, that an inclination of 20

feet per mile, on a road in good adjustment, requires for its ascent a

power nearly double, and one 40 feet per mile, a power treble,

and one 60 feet a power quadruple, (or, for grades under 80 feet,

very nearly in this proportion,) that which is required to draw the

same weight on a level. In other words, ifW be the gross load an

engine is capable of drawing with safety and certainty on a leve,

road, and x the inclination in feet per mile of the gradient which

limits the road, then

20

20
-W=n

will be the load, near enough for our object, with which it can as-

cend the plane rising x feet in a mile.

If we now designate by C the cost of running the engine with

its tender only, one mile ; by c the additional cost of motive power

per mile, due to each ton gross added to the load,—then C + cn will

be the whole cost of motive power per mile run. This sum may
be written

20+

X

by substituting for n its value expressed in terms of the grade and

the power of the engine.

Jf we now multiply this sum by 2 T* -' the numberof mile
20 u>

that ought to be travelled by all the engines in the course of a year,

we shall obtain for the whole annual expense of motive power

^ 30 W^^'
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and fbr the whole annual cost of maintaining the line and aocom-.

modating the trade which it receives

2T'(C?2+ J+c> + iil+500h (B)
^ 20 W ^ 1000^ ^ ^

in which we have the cost of transportation, with the greatest at-

tainable economy of power, cleared of the number of miles travel-

ed by the engines, and expressed in terms of the particular grade

which controls the cost of power.

In order to determine the sum which we might expend for the

reduction of this limiting radient, which is the problem under con-

sideration, we must ascertain the value of this formula for different

values of x, and lake the difference between those values.

Let us now suppose x to assume the new value x' ; the corres-

pondihg difference produced in the aggregate annual expenses by

the change of gradient, supposing still that the trains are full will

bo

v' X
^^ Tow (C)

The incrcu.tr of uf expenses is proportional to the increase of the

sine of the anisic of inclination of the gradient ; and directly propor-

tional to the (tz2:regate gross tonnage which ascends the limiting

gradient ; and nrlprocally as the power of the engines cnpahle of

rxtning one mdc at the assumed cost of locomotive power.

The value, of gradients, or the expenses whice they produce on

railroad lines, will diminish, therefore, proportionally to the im-

provement in the pow^of the engines.

Let us now substitute for C its value—j'y of a dollar^-and put

x'—1= 1 ; and we shall obtain

——-- (D)
100 W ^^

for the increase of the annual expenses ofa road consequent on the

addition of one foot per mile to the acclivity of the limiting slope.

It is not easy to assign the proper measureof the power of the freight

engines now in use ; but if we assume 300 tons gross for the maxi-

mum load on a level at all seasons of the year, of engines of the

medium class—from 9 to 12 tons weiglA—we shall not be too low

for the present condition of the machine, and the average power
of all good engines of that class. With this addition to the data of

theproblefn, we shall have

T' J

Toooo ^^
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for the an nual value, in dollars, of ono foot in the acclivity of tho

maximum, or limiting gradient. If •we now capitalize this quantity,

or determine from it the original outlay of capital which .vould be

justifiable in order to avoid an increase in the ascent of o/jr/oo< per

mills, we shall find it to be

— of a dollar,
600

or Is miles foi- each gross ton carried one mile—the value of money

being taken at G per cent.

In other words, to find the value of any reduction of the ac-

clivity of the limiting grade, on ordinary raih'oads, loc muUiphj tJic

number of tons gross carried up t/iat gradient, by the length of tlit

line (or by the distance seen by the engines wh\ch cross tfie grade in

question) and by the number offeet per mile in the ascent which it is

proposed to save, and divide by GOO. Tlie result will be the value of

the reduction grade, in dollars.

There is one point in this enumeration, worthy of remark, and

which, I believe is never regarded in the consideration of such sub-

jects—if, indeed, this question itself has ever received any consid-

eration. The amount which may be paid, or ought to be expend-

ed for the reduction of the maximum gradient, is proportional to

the length of tlie road, if the engines run "through," or proportional

to the length of the " stage" on which the gradient is found if the

line be very long and divided into stages. And this law will con-

tinue to apply until it becomes more economical to employ one or

more assistant engines to aid in the ascent of sucli giades, in which

case the value of these ai^iliary engines, or the expenses which

they involve, limiting the sum which may be expended in the re-

duction of the acclivity.

J'or tho purpose of an application of the rule which I have an-

nounced, let us suppose that the road is 30 miles in ; that the duty

to be exacted of the engines is 20,000 tons gross conveyed

" through" in the direction to which the limiting gradient is oppos-

ed and that the cheapest admissible line would prevent a gradient

of 50 feet per mile. How much could we afford to expend, in tho

construction of tho road, in order to reduce this summit to ^0 feet T

By the formula (F) we have

20000X30^10^
000

The comparison of this result with the cost which would be ac-

tually required, under the circumstances, controls the location.
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But if the trade in thfs instance had been assumed at 200,u00 tons

gross, the length of the line 60 miles, the value of 10 feet per mile

in the limiting gradiant would have been

200000 xGO^JO^Q
GOO

The magnitude of this last result would, of course, bring up the

question of the relative economy of auxiliary power, which would

be wholly inadmissible in the former case. Should the comparison

determine in favor of assistant engines for the limiting gradient

our equation then becomes affplicable again to the determination

of the value of the next highest gradient, or the sum which may be

expended in its reduction.

(statistics of the SOITU CAROLINA AND GEORGIA RAILROAD COM-

PA.MES.

The follow inif carefully prepared comparison of the statistics of

twoiin[)ortant parallel lines of railroads will prove highly instructive

and needs no other remark than that due to the industry and accu-

racy of the gentleman who has so kindly communicated the result

of his labors to the pages of the Railroad Journal.

Rcrcipts on the Suut/i Carolina Railroad from Janiunij \st

1680, to December 31«/, 1841.

" ~
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ISi Expen$e$ on the iStorgia 'RaOroai.

The South Caroliiia Rail Road extending fVom Charleston South

Carolina to Hamburg, a distance of 136 miles, consisting originally

of a light flat oar iron Irid on a superstructure supported, except in

cuts, on piles. This construction proving insufficient, aAer two or

three years trial, the whole was rebuilt between the years 1835 and

1839; the piled portion of the road embanked, and a flat bar hav-

ing a flangh projecting downwards on the inside and weighing 20

lbs. per yard substituted for trap old.
'

Tt e expenses in the above ptatements, include, the relaying of

the road and the timber and spikes necessary for that purpose, but

not the iron rails and embankment, for which the folk>wing sums

were expended in 1836 9138,801

1837 821,629

1838 216,290

1839 165,171 including $10,606 paid for land.

Total •741,081

The repairs of Engines and Cart include the coat of all new
cars and ten or twelve new Locomotives, besides the reconstruc'

tion of five or six old ones. On 1st January 1686 the company
had 16 Efficient Engines

4 Needing considerable repairs

20 in all

They have now about the sam^ number beside* such as may be

reconstructing in their shops. In addition to repairs of Engines

and Cars the shops do work for the road of which there ia no ac-

count in the Report. All the Oi^ Tallow and wood for foel used

in the shops is included under these heads in the statement, the re-

port not furnishing the means of separating them.
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The Georgia Rail Road extending from Augusta Geo. to Madi-
son on ihe main line a distance of 104 miles, has 75 miles laid wiih

a flat bar weighing about 18^ lbs per yard and the remaining 29
miles with a T rail weighing 40 lbs. per yard. The Branches to

Athens and Warrenton 43 miles in length are laidwith the flat bar

weighing 18J lbs. per yard. Upwards of 30 miles of the oldest

portion of the road is said to have been completely renewed in

consequence of the decay of the timber. The cost of this is in^

eluded in the above statements.

The Receipts for the year 1839 are only for eleven mcnths and

in the average at the bottom of the statement, of " Maintenance of

way per mile of road," Vt of the cost for this year is added. In

the other parts of the statement this correction is not necessary.

The Georgia Rail Road Company, have 12 Locomotives made

by Baldwin, Vail & Hufty of Philadelphia, which it is believed are

all that they have ever owned. The oldest of these Engines has

cost in repairs $3500 and is now said to be as good as new. There

are other Engines on the road that have run twice thodistanpe that

this one has at no greater cost for repairs.

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magasinc]

Mr. Editor,—Having received the annexed Official Report^

from Major Baker, Commandant of the U. S. Arsenal, at Water-

vliet, I offer it as an article that may prove acceptable for your

Journal ; and will feel obliged, too, by your insertion of it.

Your obedient Servant, Edward Earle.

To Major R. L, Baker. Watenliet, June 6, 1842.

REPORT
Of the Comparative Strength and Elasticity of Mineralized

Timber, and that in the Natural Stale.

I HAVE submitted to the proving machine 12 pieces of each

kind, comprising oak, maple, birch, whitewood or tulip tree, and

pine. The principal data recorded were

—

1st. Deflection with the constant weight of 383 lbs. (weight of

apparatus.)

2d. Greatest deflection and weight while the elasticity was per-

fect.

3d. Ultimate deflection and ~^edking weight. The deflection

was also generally taken for every additional weight.

Five minutes were allowed for a Set, five minuteB for a Resili'
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mice, and five minutes between each 20 libs, added near the break-

ing point.

The proof pieces were two inches square, and 48 inches of

effective length, prepared in November 1840, by sawing blocks of

large timber lengthwise into battens, which were carefully finished

by the plane to a square of two inches, and the weight of each

taken to within three grains. One half of the battens, from each

pri»nl^of limber, were selected for mineralizing by taking from a

map of the end every second piece over the whole aKca. They
were mineralized in November 1840; and since that date botiv

Jiinds have been constantly in store, and seem absolutely dry, many
of them having lost from l-6th of a lb. to l-5th of their original

weight. It is somewhat remarkable that birch has lost less than

other kinds ; and some pieces have increased in weight from a few

grains to more than a pound.

In the oak, pine, and whitewood, the average of the breaking

weight was greatest in the mineralized pieces ;—equal in those of

birch,—and a little less in maple. Being called to other duly, the

number of proofs in maple and birch were too few to be satisfac-

tory. But thus far, the results led to the decision that Dr. Earle's

process docs not reduce the strength of timber. The elasticity seems

a little diminished in several, and, perhaps, further experiments

may show some corresponding increase of strength.

TABULAR COMPARISON.

Oak
Maple ....
Birch ....
Whitewood

.

Pine
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of these which have been tried, the strength appeart diminished in

b slight degree.

All my observations, thus far, tend to corroborate the suggestion

\.\\dL.\. boiling heat is not necessary ; and that long* digestion is im-

portant : and, to prevent checking when taken out, that the timbei*

ought to be cooled in the lank.

Respectfully submitted^

(Signed) R. M.; Bouton.

Extract. from the last semiannual Report of T. Tuppeb, Esq*

President of the S. S. C. and R. R. Co., who has, since last year,

been using this process on the R. R. between Charleston and

Hamburgh, S. C. Referring to a late advantageous purchase of

timber for the road {at one half the usualprice), he says :

—

" This timber is obtained at a reduced price, as the sap is em-

braced in the square of the piece, and consquently taking a much
less tree than when the heart only is retained,

" The advantage of this process will be felt at once in the lower

price at which the tiinbcr is contracted for ; and, should it only

last as long as ordinary timber, no expense will have been in-

curred, as the difference in the price of the timber will pay the

expense of preparation.

" The limber prepared four years ago with corrosive sublimate^

is still sound, the sap of which has already shown a durability of

double that of unprepared wood, and, from all appearance, will be

sound when the unprepared is so rotten that it cannot be separated

from the earth in which it is buried,"

DC?^ Here is a most important fact ascertained,—the effect of

corrosive sublimate on the sap-wood of timber ;—from which

President Tupper derives the practical and useful inference that

the sulphates of iron and copper—which have been fully proved

to affect timber in the same manner as corrosive sublimate—must

also render sap-wood at least as durable as the heart is without

them ; and, by thus reducing the price of timber one half, annihi-

late the cost of the process. . E, Earle.

• By " long diRestion" is meant a more protracted digestion ttian has been hitherto em-

ployed ; that is, from one to two, three, or more days, accordioK to the snc length, and

kind of timber ; and at a temperature shoit of the boiling point, or at 170 to 180 degrees F.

A short boiling, of an hour or t%-o, however, is recommended for timber «f great size and
length. E. E.
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IProm the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal.]

KB. VIONOLSS' LSCTUKSS OK CIVIL ENGINEEBINO, AT THX LOITDOlf

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

Lecture 7.

—

On curves of railways.—This lecture was devoted to

the consideration of curves upon railways, and Mr. Vignoles point*

ed out the principles on which should be compared the economy
and advantages to be obtained by the adoption of curves, with the

inconvenience attending on them ; the saving of expense in forma-

tion, earthwork bridging, &c., by curving round natural obstacles;

the advantages of attaining a more level line, avoiding interference

with valuable property, or approaching towns, mineral or manu-
facturing establishments, &c., all entering into the former—^the

practical inconveniences of additional resistance to motion and
retardation of velocity to ensure safety being the set-off; and,

among other elements, it was stated that the breadth or gauge of
the railway affected the calculation. The Professor then showed
th&t along very wide valleys, through champaign countries, and
where the groundi! undulated, so that the ridges, dividing the water
courses, were successively crossed by the railways at right angles

to their general direction, the saving by lateral deviation would
seldom be material, and consequently, that the curves may be laid

out %o flat as to be practically equivalent to straight lines—the
** accideiu de ten ain" to use a French phrase, being, in such dis-

tricts, to be overcome by cutting and filling, to the extent justified

by the importance of the line and traffic, or by the introduction of
undulating gradients, somewhat approximating to the natural sur-

face of the country. But in tracing a line of railway along the

sides of hills bounding narrow valleys, particularly where the main
valley is broken by lateral rivers, then the economy from curing

becomes very great, and ihe introduction of curves to the greatest

possible extent, consistent with safety, is allowable.

Mr. Vignoles then went on to consider the various means em-
ployed to obviate the practical inconvenience arising from curves

on railways. He began by explaining the peculiar distinction in

mjake between carriage-wheels and axles constructed for running
on railways and those for common roads—in the former the wheel
being keyed fast to the axle, and both moving round together—in

the latter the axle being fixed to the carriage, the wheels only mov-
ing round. Many attempts had been made by engineers to give

the railway vehicle the advantage which the road carriage had of
turning with facility and safety round sharp bends, but in vain, as

the wheels always got off the rails laterally, at even moderate velo-

cities ] it was only on the old tramroads that the wheels were loose

oh the axles. Railways wheels being thus fixed to the axles have
the tendency to move on a straight line, so that on the occurrence

of a curve the effort to continue in motion in the direction of the

tangent of that curve creates a certain degree of resistance, as the

yrheels are only kept upon the rails by the flanges pressing against

the inside edge of the outer rail of the curve. The professor then

entered into a number of technical details, which he illustrated to

10
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tfie class by diagrams, explaining why the flange of the wheel had
now, by common consent, been placed on the inner side or the peri-

phery of the wheel rather than on the onter side ; and also the rea-

son for allowing a certain amount of play, being the difference be-

tween the gauge of the rails and the gauge of (he wheels, and the

manner and cause why the rim of the railway wheel is made some-
what conical—that is, the wheel, instead of being quite cylindrical,

is really the frustrum of a cone—stating at the same time, the rule

forgiving the proper " cone" to the wheel, being dcf>endent on the

mimmitm radius of curvature on the line to be travelled over, and
^.)^^ muxtnum veiDcity. In general, the "cone" was stated to be

about one-seventh of the breadth of ibc rim of the line, giving about
one inch for the difference of diameter of the wheels at theif inner

and outer edge, for, when carriages are passing round a curve, the

wheel and axle, being connected, roll together as a rigid body, and
require, the contrivance of the ** play and the cone" to prevent loo

much lateral friction of tiio flargc, and to get the wheel round the

curve without dragging. Mr. "V'ignoles then showed tharon the

ordinary railway gauge of 4 ft. 8^ in., and in the 3-feet wheels, the

above amount of cone and play would be sufficient to meet a curve
of only 200 yards radius, which is greater than any which ought to

be laid down on a travelling line for high speeds.

The centrifugal force due to the velocity of the carriage was
next to be considered. As before stated, its tendency in moving
round a curve is to keep a tangential course ; this force may be
accurately computed (being dependent on the velocity of motion,
weight of the carriage, and the radius of curvature) by well-known
formula, whence is deduced the fractional part of the weight of the

carriage, representing the contrifugal force. The Professof gave
the formula, and worked it out on a supposed velocity of something
more than 17 miles per hour, or about ^5^ ft. per second, on a curve

of 200 yards radius, whence the centrifugal force was found to be
l-30th of the weight of the carriage. Mr. Vignoles quoted tbc fol-

lowing rules—viz., " multiply the square of the velocity in fefet per
second by the gauge of the railway, and divide the product by the

accelerating force of gravity, multiplied by the radius of curvature

in feet," which gave an expression, which, though not the fraction

of the weight, was what would do very well for practical and or-

dinary purposses ; it was the height which the outer rail of the

way should be elevated, to counteract the centrifugal force, and
prevent the wheel flying off at a tangent to the curve. He then

•tated M de Pamboui-'s more strictly mathematical, but more com-
plicated, rule for obtain*ng the same amount of elevation of the

outer rail, and showed the table of results calculated by that engi-

neer and by Mr. Wood, of which we only give the extreme, by
which it appears that, supposing it safe to encounter so sharp a

curve as one of 250 feet radius, at the rate of 30 miles an nour,

the outer rail of the way must be elevated 12 inches; but for a

radius of 5000 feet, or nearly a mile, at the rate of 10 milra per

hour, the requisite elevation is only l-16th of an inch. Having
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elevated the outer rail, the axle of the carriage, resting on the two
rail, gets such an inclination as will produce on the load a gravitat-

ing force inwards equal to the centrifugal force outwards ; and
there will neither be any tendency in the carriages to upset or to

f>re8s the flanges of the wheels against the rails. The rails once
aid, if the carriages run slower than the calculated rate, the cen-

trifugal force ii overbalanced by gravitation, and the flanges of the

wheel press the inside rales ; if quicker, the contrary effect takes

place, and the flanges press against the outer rails, so that some
medium rate of travelling must be fixed on ; and, as the slow trains

are in general most heavily laiden, any increase of friction has a

more powerful eflecl of retardation than will occur to lighter loads

moving at greater speed. Mr. Wood, therefore, advises that the

outer rail should not be elevated more than will compensate the

centrifugal forge produced at the slower rates of motion with heavy
trains. Mr. Vignoles then forcibly illustrated the practical eifcicts

of neglecting these rules.

He then entered on the subject of laying out curves on the ground
by a succession of set-oflis at the end of each length of any given
measure—the set-ofl" being calculated from the radius of curvature

considering the given measure (siay a chain length) as the side of a

circumscribing polygon ; and, on the large scale, and practically, a
number of these sides of a polygon become the segment of a circle.

Mr. Vignoles gave a simple approximate rule for finding the set off

from the radius, or the reverse, by " divide the number 792 (the

number of inches in a chain) by the radius in chains—the quotient

is the set-off per chain in inches." Thus, the set-off per chain for

a curve of a mile radius is 9.9. or, in round numbers, 10 inches.

When the curve is of less than one mile radius, it is advisable to

make the sets-off by half-chains. It was observed incidentally by
the Professor, from the same rule, she set-off due to the curvature

of the earth was, in round numbers, about eight inches per mile,

and;hence had arisen formerly some curious engineering mistakes,

from supposing that a horizontal line was a tangent to the earth's

surface ; and, in setting out canals, an inclination of eight inches

per mile had more than once been given to the water line, while it

was imagined it had been laid out for a dead level. In conclusion,

Mr. 'Vignoles mentioned that some furtiier observations on curves

would occupy the next lecture.

Leciure 8.

—

On curves.—In continuation of the subject of curves,

Mr. Vignoles explained that in many cases it was .impracticable or

inconvenient to apply, on particular ground, the approximate rule

given in the last lecture, of setting out curves chain by chain, or
other short lengths, making each the side of a regular polygon, the

set-off being constant. In that method the given length was strict-

ly a secant, and not a tangent, to the curve. Another formula was
more generally applicable, and sharp curves on hill side?!, tlirough

thick woods, had been quickly and accurately set on therefrom.
I 1

It was this; oftett^radius—(radiug-^angent)^ ; the deinoQstra-
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tion of this was given, and illustrated by a diagram. For the field

tables calculated beforehand, for the greatest number of usual curves

shomd be prepared ; but, on the occurrence of any peculiar cases,

the calculation could be very readily made, wiih the help of a pocket
table of natural sines. The Prolessor then recapitulated some of
the leading points that had been gone over in detail at the last lee*

tare observing that on the three principal expedients for counter-

acting the injurious effect? of curves, the usual measurements might
be easily remembered^—viz., half an inch for the "cone" of the

tread of the wheel ; one inch as a maximum amount of " play" of
the wheeis between the rails (it being disadvantageous to allow too

much play ;) and one inch for the extreme elevation of the outer

rail in laying the way, that being the measuredue to a velocity of
25 miles an hour, on a curve oi half mile radius. Mr. Vignoles
then observed that the " cone" being given to the wheels, on account

of the curves, when the line of road was perfectly straight, this

conical formation of the tuyere was not required, and the general

disadvantage of such a form of wheel, not bearing upon the whole
face or upper bottom of the rail, preponderated. It had, therefore,

become customary to incline the rail, to meet the cone of the wheel,

and this should always be done, both, on straight lines and on
curves whose radii are not small. This inclination of the surface of
the rail is obtained by casting the receiving chair accordingly on
rails ; having a continuous bearing on longitudinal sleepers, or bear>

ing direct on cross timbers, without the intervention of chaies, the

wood is cut to the requisite angle; or the inclination is sometimes giv-

en to the rails in passing through the rolls. Without this precaution

of inclining the bearing surface of the rail to meet the cone of the

wheel, the edge rapidly wears, and the laminae of iron peel off in

strips, more or less, according to its quality, and there is no more
critical test of the perfection of rolled iron rails than the manner
in which the bottom edges go through this ordeal. With the above
precautions of "cone," " play," and elevation of the outer rail, the

lesistances opposed by curves to a single carriage may be consid*

ered to be practically annihilated ; but when the trains become
very long, there must, of necessity, be a considerable lateral action

and grinding, from the change of direction of the original drawing
force through a number of carriages ; but Mr. Vignoles stated that

although no conclusive experiments had been made to show the

exact amount of resistance from this cause, his own observations

and experience led him to conclude that the degree of curvature

on railways might be safely extended further than they have hither*

to been laid down on principal lines.

Mr. Vignoles referred to former obser^'ations of his, that the

public would be better accommodated by more frequent departures

of smaller trains, and that with such trains the curves would be of

still less importance, adding that it could only be by the intro*

duction of greater curvatures to save expense ; and, as he had
repeatedly argued for the same reason, by the adoption of steeper

gradients, that the benefits of railway communication could be ex'
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fended tbroagh many districts, and to the more distant parts of

the country, as on the most economical principles of construction.

Mr. Vignoles referred to the report of the Irish Railway Comtnis-^
sinners, and to the works of Mr. Wood, M. de Pambour, LieuTT'

^•ecDunt, and other writers, for further details on curves, observing

in conclusion of this part of the subject, that where curves are so

quick as to require it, especially in crossings, the additional precau-

tion of guard rails becomes expedient.

In adding a few words on the subject of coupling carriages

together in a train, the Proffssor insisted strongly on the draw-
boys being always in the centre, and observed ihat, as a general

rule, the connecting links should be screwed up as stiff as possible

consistent with the curves of the railway, as otherwise the car-

riages are apt to swing. He mentioned that the best coupling was
that of Mr. Henry Booth, the talented manager of the Liveipool

and Manichester Railway from its very first origin. But, as a gen-

eral form of combining the draw-boys and buffers on a central rod
or tube ^ith spiral springs acting solely from the centre, Mr. Vig-
noles spoke in the stronges terms of the apparatus of Mr. Thomas
F. Bergin, the manager of the Dublin and Kingstown Railway, on
which Tine they had been used with advantage for a number of
years.

Lecture 0.—on tunnels.—In proceeding to treat of the subject,

which might be lenmd that of the great works of art, to be intro-

iJuced in the formation of roads or canals, but particularly of rail-

ways, Mr. Vignoles said that it would not be possible in the lec-

'lure-n)oro to go into the details of the constructions, but that he

must limit .hiniself to general principles. The rules for considera-

tion when such works ought to be adopted were sufficiently simple;

fur example, to determine where tunnels should be substituted tor

open cuttings, or viaducts for embankments. The French engineers
who are in general very much better mathematicians than we are

and probably, from that very circumstance, ^ore inclined to be
theoretical, are much in the habit of introducing formulae which,
often very useful, are not always readily applied by the practical

men of this country. Supposing it to be required to determine at

what point on a longitudinal section (for road, railwa}', or canal,)

it is advisable to begin to tunnel, instead of continuing a simple

excavation—that is, the point where it becomes as cheap to tunnel

its to cut open—for such a case the following formula is given by
an eminent French engineer :—Letx=depth of cutting ; /=breadth
of road, railway, or canal, on the travelling surface; a=depth of
bed, of road, or railway, to be first excavated, and afterwards fill-

ed with road material or ballast ; or depth or canal below the water-

line ; -=slope of excavation; p=price of the cutting per cubicm
yard. The expense of excavation pqr yard forward of the sectional

area ofany eulting will consequently heap+p(lx-~=x ; and, when
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this price exceeds the price per lineal yard forward of tunnelling,

fhe latter is cheaper, supposing ihe given prices to cover all ritk

and contingencies in each case. But, as circumstances are contin-

ually varying, the English cnjzineer so repeatedly finds that he has

to modify—and perhaps finally abandon-—the general theoretical

rule, and fall back on his own experience, and that of the contrac-
tor he may be disposed to employ, that, although he may occasion-

ally resort to such a formula as an approximation, he ceases to em-
ploy it in practice, and obtains the sectional area of the givetl cut-

ting in superficial yards, by simple mensuration, and multiplies it

by the price. All the complex condition involved by slips, faults,

water, and the numerous incider^al occurrences in great works, to

occasion unforeseen expenses, render prices uncertain, and prevent
any fixed general rule; and it is only when the materials and pro-

bable contingencies are perfectly well known, that the element of
cost can be safely introduced into the mathematical formula. For
dry indurated sands, gravel, sandstone rocks, &c., calculations may
be made within probable limits or error; whereas, in many instances

where the theoretical rule imd general opinion, even of those suf-

ficiently experienced, would recommend tunnelling, it has been
tried in vain, abandoned afior great expense in contending with
water, and recourse had after all to open cutting The average
cost of tunnelling upon the principal railway lines, as actually ex-

ecuted, appears lu be about HOl. per yard forward, in some instances

as much as 100/., especially when driven forward in reckless ha^te,

and in attempting to sink shafts or drive drifTs, without due con-

sideration as to the quantities of water in the various strata, or the

means of at once grappling with the difficulties of drainage or

pumping. With great facilities, favorable material, and not too

much hurried, the sanfe area of tunnel has been driven for so little

as 20/. per yard forward. In round numbers, and on an avarage

the sectional area of the ordinary tunnel for a double line of rail-

way, to be worked by locomotive engines, may be called 50 super-

ficial yards when finished, or within the ring of brickwork or ma-
sonry, if lining weve required ; in this latter case, the sectional

area of the opening to be assumed as about 80 superficial yards.

Mr. Vignoles observed that, for future tunnel operations, with the

benefit of past errors and experience, by avoiding undue haste in

execution, and with sufficient caution and activity, 40/. per yard
forward for tunnelling may be taken as an avarage approximate
fair price. Now if it were wished to compare this expense of
tunnelling with the cost of open cutting, the Professor obserred

that, from his experience, which had been very considerable, in

removing earth in large quantities, he was not disposed to put a

less price than that of 1*. per cubic yard for removing materiel for

deep excavations, especially when this price is to cover contingen-

cies of slips, <fer. ; with such a price, then, an open cutting 55 ft,

deep, roadway 24 ft. wide, and soil requiring slopes of two hori-

zontal to one perpendicular, would give a sectional area of 800
yards—that is, the expense (in estimate) would be the lame as that
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of tunnelling. But Mr. Vignoles observed that, in addition, the

future maintenance of the lunnol should be taken into considera-

tion, as well as whether the material from the cutting could be

disposed of with advantage'; the nature of the soil, and a varity of

other circumstances which he stated, all of which W'^uld influence

the decision. In soft rock, which would work with facility, and
yet stand nearly perpendicular, the depth might be very nmch
greater than 55 ft. before tunnelling would be cheaper. In such

cases, a depth of 80 ft. and upwards had been restarted to. In

chalk the proper slope to be given, which was very variable, would
greatly alter any elements of calculation, while, on the other hand
in forming tunnels th.'-ough chalk, experience had shown that water
was the great enemy, and had entailed enormous expenses. The
Professor went into a great many othor points for comparing ex-

cavations with tunnelling, but they appeared too technical to be

atisfactorily explained in a brief abstracts such as this.

On Viaducts and Aqueducts.—Mr. Vignoles next proceeded to

the consideration of viaducts and aqueducts, into which, he observ-

ed, a totally diflferent set of conditions enter, the cost varying from
20l. per lineal yard to the price for which no rule could possible

be laid down. Viaducts such as that of which the L' n Ion and
Greenwich Railway wholly consists, may, probably, be executed
for 20/. to 30/. per yard, including the foundations. Of course,

the foundation entered materially into the calculation, and where
water bad to be crossed, largely increased the expense. In some
peculiar instances, a large river viaduct, or bidge, has cost as much
as 200/. per lineal yard. The Professor instanced a viaduct he had
built over the river Ribble, at Preston, for the North Union Railway,
The length was 300 yards, the height about 45 feet above the water,

and the whole mass, including concrete foundatiims (where the rock
was not attained,) comprised about 25,000 cubic yards ; coffer-

dams were used for the pieis, and for one abuunent. The bridge

consisted of five arches, each of i20 feet span, batiring on the face

and spandrils from the parapet to the impost course—roadway
about 27 feet wide; the total cost, including all contingencies, was
£45,000, which is 150/. per yard forward, or 30*. per cubic yard
on the whole solid contents; this might be considered a low price,

inasmuch as iin ordinary brick bridge, of twenty to thirty feet span
only, and with facilities for construction, can seldom be built for

less than 20*. per cubic yard. Where no water or expensive foun-
dations are to be encountered, and where the spans of the brick or
stone arches do not exceed about 60 or 70 feet, h. per cubic foot

on the solid contents of the viaducts may be put as a good covering
price. Mr. Vignoles stated that, for such viaducts, about GO/, or 70/.

per lineal yard might probably be taken as the average approximate
coat, and the additional expense, from a considerable increase of
height, does not become so very great, as it chiefly affects the piers

only. The Professer then enlarged much on adopting timber arches
with piers of masonry, for viaducts of large span and great height
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and produced a number of drawings of such bridges, some actually

constructed, and some only proposed. The heists were from 70
to J 50 feet, the minimum price being 35/. and the mojfimum 80/'

per lineal yard. lie further pointed out that Itrgh embankments
should be avoided, and tipiber viaducts substitudcd, atamere point

of economy, even without taking into consideration the ri«k and
dani^er of slipping in such great masses of earth. In an embank-
ment only 40 feet high, an occupation bridge for a farm would
often cu-t nearly £1000 ; it was, therefore, only in crossing a very

narrow vu'ley or ravine, where no bridge? under would be called

for, and no in.'.sonry—except perhaps a culvert of the very smallest

dimensions—that very high embankments should be made. Mr.
Vignoles alluded to several such, varying from 70 lo 90 feet high,

which he had made, and pointed out a terrible failure in one case

although in other instances success had followed. In passing through

hilly countries and along mountain sides torn by ravines, the intro-

duction of the timber-tod viaduct, with stone piers, to overcome
points of great but partial difficulty, was strongly recommended,
especially as great additional height of virduct could be given at

small expense, and thus excavations on each side saved.

REPORT

To the Stockholders of the South-Carolina Canal and Ruil-Road

Company

:

In conformity with the rules and usage of the Company, we pre-

sent to the Stockholders the accounts for the half year ending 30th
June, 1841, with such remarks on them, and the general interest of
the Company, as seem necessary to give the most correct under-
standing of its affairs.

Soon after the annual meeting and semi-annual report in January
last, the Board thought proper to reduce the rate of passage on the

road from 7^ cents per mile lo C cents per mile as an experiment,
believing an opinion very generally held, that reduced rates would
increase the receipts of the road ; but thus far it has not produced
that effect, although a greater number of passengers have passed
on the road in this than in the same months of last year—the re-

ceipts have been 819,000, or 21 per ct. less.

The rate of freight too, has been reduced, to accommodate the

public, to about three-fourths of what was charged the early part

of last year, which accounts for the small amount received, Com-
pared with that period. The accounts of the Secretary and Treas-
urer herewith marked (A.) show that the receipts from 1st January
to 1st July, instant, amount to • - $158,092 12
And the expenditure, - - - 124,743 55

$34,248 57
Making the nett income less

1 J per ct., notwith-
]

standing the expepditure is $27,470 25 less than
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the corresponding months of last year. But, had

the receipts of ibis six months equalled that of last

year for the time, say Isl January to 1st July_1840. 8223,205 46

And the expenses the same as now, 124,743 65

The nett income would have been $08,551 91

Nearly 5 per ct. for six months, or 10 per ct. per annum.

A reduction of rates below that which will yield a fair remuner-

ation for the out-lay of capital in an institution of this kind, is not

only injurious to the parties immediately concerned, but does injury

to other establishments in the same business, and thereby produces

mischief to the whole carrying trade of this section of country.

No corporation can be considered as well managed, where the

public or individual interests arc made paramount to that of the

corporation. '

We think it proper, therefore, that such tolls be charged as would
return a fair interest on the capital employed, calculating an ordin-

ary ttnount of traffic and tarvel, and trust to the good sense of the

community to give a generous support, especially where it can be

made to ^appear, it is their interest to do so.

An opportunity lately occurred, which proved to this city the

value of our road, which could not be felt so sensibly by the con-
tinual use of it. We refer to the late freshet, when the trade was
broken off with the country about one week. During this time the

business of the city was almost entirely suspended, and animation
only returned when the road was re-opened for transportation.

Early in March last a flood came which stayed the transporta-

tion for several days, and so injured the road that the repairs are
not yet fully made in a perfect manner, having been first done in a
temporary way to prevent a delay, as far as possible, of passengers
and goods. The expense of these repairs will not be heavy—say
about 95,000, which leaves the expenditure of this half year con-
siderably less than the same period of 18i0, viz :

January 1, 1840 to July same year, $152,213 80
The same time this year, - - - 124,743 65

Leaving, - - ... $27,470 25
This saving has been m reduced wages and lower price for sup-

plies, and a less amount of machinery and materials required.
By a comparative statement appended, marked (F.,) it will be

seen that many of the items in the expense accounts are lower
this year than in the last ; and that all of those higher, are swelled
by the extra repairs of the road after- the late freshet, except coal,

of which we had purchased largely at a low rate.

Wajjes for the road, notwithstanding the large number of hands
replacmg embankment, (about 80,) for the last three months, is

8025 less than last season.

The additional force will be contined some time in refilling the
road where the embankment has settled since first made, and would
have been done before this, were it not that before the repairs of

\ 20
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the effects of the great freshet of May, 1840, were fully completed
the freshet of last March made a demand for a iarjre amount of la-

L)or. Tlie whole surface of the road will soon present a more per-

fect finish than at any time past, and will, before October next, if

not interrupted, by any extraordinary occurrence, be completed
agreeably to the plan contemplated for the general improvement
of the road resolved upon in 1830.

Great facility of repairs has been obtained by the use of the

Iocon>oUve engine in removing earth ; where the haul is m^»re than

half a mile, the saving is fully one half. The Four Hole Swamp
has been refilled near the centre, where the haul was about one
riiile, for not over ten cents per yard, by the application of steant

power, saving more than double the cost of the wooden road over

the swamp, had the whole been originally filled in tlie san)c way.
It was calculated by the contractor who constructed the embank,
ment over this swamp, that the use of the road on piles was equal

to the cost of it, (§4.500,) merely in filling the track by horse pow,
er and barrows ; and by steam power double that amount is saved.

The hauls on tl'.e whole road would average much less, but it is

safe to say, that more than half the whole cost of a wooden road

on piles througli a route like ours, would be repaid by the advan-

tage gained in using it with locomotive power in filling the em-
bankment. But the greatest benefit from a piled roa<l is tlie pre-

servation of a perfect level, and sustaining the rails when the em-
bankment is washed.

The advantage of substituting locomaiivc for stationary power
at the Inclined I'lane is now fully dcvo!<jped The saving cannot

l)e less in fuel, labor, superintendence and interest on capital em-
ployed, than 83.000 per anrmm.
The su{>erintendent and labors are not rmploycd in passing trains

more than three or four hours in the day—the remainder of the

ti^ne they are repairing road, cars, &lc. ; and the engine, when re-

quired to do sr», takes passengers and freight to and from Hamburg.
Five negroes and three while men, including master carpenter,

have been dispensed wi:h from 1st July, em[)loyed before in repair

of buildings, &c. A brick building for work-shops, wilh tin roof,

has been completed there, which is quite fire proof, and two large

wooden buildings, taken down ; another, the last of wood, to be

t;iken d wn in the ensuing year.

There is no subject of higher interest to this Company, and

others owning rail-roads, than that of preserving timber from rot.

There are two modes that have particularly claimed l' e attention

of the public within the last three years.

The first is that of Kyan in England, called Kyanizing, which
pr<x:ess we have experimented upon the three years past, and re-

ported the progress semi-annually, which will continue here-

"On the 9th day of July, 1838, four pieces of rail timber, all

cut from one stick, each six and a half feel long, and about nine

inches square, were put in the road as rails. Two of these pieces

were prepared in a solution of corrosive sublimate about fifteen
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days. The T)thcr two pieces were not prepared," These four

pieces wore all nearly covered with the earth to the t(»p surface,

where they remained, daily passed over by trains of cars, till July

1st, 1841, when they were taken up and examined by a Committee
«)f the board consisting of'the president Col. Gadsden, and Dr.

Johnson ; and Mr. Koss. Master of the Workshops. Mr. Lythgoe
S'iperintendent of the road, Mr. Jas. F. Edwards and Dr. A. Gads-

den, were also present.

The Kyanizc'd pieces were perfectly sound, the sap as well as

the heart, the former retained a strength and elasticity equal to a
green piece of timber. The unprepared sticks were quite rotten.

The sap of one, and tiie sap and part of the heart of the other, so

much flecayed, that it was believed they would not answer to re-

main in the road another year ; consequently, the four pieces were
all removed and placed in the ground at the west end of the pattern

shop, the unprepared pieces nearest to the shop, there to remain for

future annual examinations.

We have been thus particular in stating the above facts, and
mentioning the persons present, that they, as well as others, may
feel curiosity enough, or, we should say, sufficient interest in the

experiment to attend the examinations as many years as they may,
by circumstances, be permitted to do so.

One hundred and thirty pieces of prime timber, all twenty feet

long and ten inches square, and Kyanized as above, were placed

as cross-ties under both tracks of the Inclined Plane, at Aiken, sup-

porting joints of the rails, laying about twenty feet apart the whole
length of the plane. They were put in the road about two years
ago, and to this time are perfectly sound.

Fifty other pieces Kyanized at Summerville, were the same year

1839, put in the road as ties on the 23d mile, and the old ties left

by the side of them that they might be the better designated.

—

These also are yet perfectly sound. The sap of pine generally

thus exposed, shows signs of decay in eighteen months or two
years. There are some exceptions, however. Where the timber
is put in the ground quite green, and the earth rammed about it

firmly, it will remain sound four or five years, and perhaps much
longer.

In March, 1837, about three-fourths of (lie 129th mile of our
road was broken up to change the grade, and re-btiilt with green
timber, the cross-ties entirely covered, and the rail imbedded in

the earth to the top, and the earth well ramm3d. This timber was
generally quite sound, especially the ties. The sap of son»e decay-
ed—none, so much so, as to require removal. One of the rails

which appear to have a wind shake when put in, was condem^ned ;

the first piece removed for the fyur years and four months, since
laid to the day examined by Mr. Lythgoe. Superintendent of -the

road, and myself, on the iDth instant. But it will be proper to

Btafe, that none of these pieces showed that perfect, sound surface,

which the Kyanized wood presented. On the contrary, the outer
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surfaces were generally cracked as if burnt about half an inch deep
which was no where discovered on the prepared pieces.

The other mode of preserving limber from rot, has been intro-

duced by Dr. Edward Earle of Philadelphia, formerly of Savannah.
Dr. Earle's process which he has had patented, we will call Earliz-

ing. It is much cheaper than Kyan'smode, and, if equally effectu-

al, has everything to recommend it in preference to the other pro-
cess. The cost will not be more than one-quarter or perhaps one-
fifth that of Kyanizing—and it is an American invention. These
secure interest and patriotism to our countrymen. We have been
some time in correspondence with this gentleman, endeavoring to

persuade ourselves of the propriety of inviting him to visit this

State for the purpose of preparing timber for our road.

The Doctor has presented such evidences as he possesses of the
value of the preparation he uses—and, as far as time admits, they
are very satisfactory ; but the experiments have only had about
two years trial. The most important one is the pavement in two
streets in Philadelphia—one prepared with sulphate of copper and
iron, (Dr. E's process,) and the other unprepared. In a report of
the Commissioners of the streets, it is stated, that all the prepared
pieces perfectly sound ; but that many of ihe unprepared, are quite

rotten, requiring to be replaced with new.
The timber in these pavements are of Hemlock, a kind of wood

that rots very soon when exposed to the weather.

A Committee of our Board have this subject under consideration

and are collecting information from abroad. Col. Gadsden, one of
the Committee, is promised the result of experiments making by
the Ordnance department, which we hope soon to be in |>o8se8-

sion of.

If this process would preserve the timber in our road ten years,

Mr. Lythgoe the Superintendent calculates there would be a sav-

ing of over sixty-six thousand dollars in the first five years, beyond
the extra labor and materials required to rebuild the road in threo

years, usually done in five years. This sixty-six thousand dollars

would more than pay the cost of Earlizing ; and after five years,

the saving in labor and materials would be over forty-five thousand
dollars per year, as long as the timber remains sound.

Could our pines be made indestructible in exposed situations

certainly for ten years, with the prospect of greater durability, at

a rate so cheap, about two dollars and fifty cents per M. board
measure, or three cents a cubic foot, our forests would be more
valuable than the iron mines of any country. We say, the pines,

because they can be more readily procured than any other timber,
particularly when great size and length are required ; and when
Erepared* would be at a less cost than »^any other timber used for

uilding—-for the land or sea service. >

We have to congratulate the Company, that the expense account
of each department of our establishment, is considerably less than
by the report of last July, and all in belter condition for efiectqal

operation.—
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The road acc't less by, 85,188 09

The Machinery, * 12,306 24

Transportation, 7,448 58

Contingent •expense, 2,4(»7 35

In all, §27,470 25

AH of which ii I'tispcctfully stibmiUod hv
T. TUPPER, President.

Charlestoun July 1 9, 1 84 1

.

NOTE.—In the printed report for July 1^41, stnfrment D the tiiiniber o'" pas5*nper8 for

(he Isl half ol" \M\, is prir.t d 13.611 m plnie of 17.977,— and in the twqsucceediiift rt-ports

fir Jan. And July 1342 b'Btc meni I) lije nuniUr uf pa^penK^;l8 for l?41 i? printed 30,775 in

place of 35,141. Tl;J5 will explain the diHerence between the ordinal report and ihe la-

Pleu now K'ven.

The Rail Road Westward.—Two of the seven ship loacjs of

rail road iron required for the completion of the Baltimore and

Ohio Rail Road to Cumberland, have very recently reached this

port. The qiianlily embraced in these two cargoes is upwards of

thirteen hundred tons ; the fi\e cargoes yet to arrive comprise an

aggregate of some twenty seven Iiundred tons—making, with those

just received, an aggregate of over four thousand tons. The rails

are of the heavies and most durable of the kind, and of a form

much appro\ed. A gratifying evidence of the earnestness of the

company to complete the -road to Cumberland as speedily as pos-

sible, is shown by the fact that in twenty-four hours after the first

cargo reach the wharf, a portion of it was in the hands of the con-

tractors beyond Hancock, about 130 miles from this city, Since

tlie rails have been sent to the western terminus of the finished

road at the rale of what is equivalent to about a mile of track/ per

day, and as the entire line to Cumberland is ready for the recep-

tion of the rails, they are in the course of being laid down >^ry
nearly if not quite as fast as they reach their destination. If no
unforeseen occurrence interferes, the important object of opening
the Road for travel jsd transportation to Cumberland will be

achieved in all the morffl of October. In anticipation of this event

it will be seen by the annexed paragraph that preparations are be-

ing made on an extensive scale for an active and efficient prosecu-

tion of the enlarged transportation business which will be then car-

ried on between Baltimore and the West.

From the Cumberland Civilian, August 19.

Ware-Houses.—Four extensive brick buildings are now under
construction at the Depot of the Blatimore and Ohio Rait Road, at

Cumberland. They are severally intended for forwarding and
commission merchants, under the following firms:—Talbot Jones &
Co., Holiyday &, EJgerton, Atkinson & Templeman, and Dilly <fe

Edwards. The completion of the road to thit» point, this fall, is

confidently calculated upon, by which lime it is intended to have
the^e ware houses finished, to accommodate the anticipated trade

which this great work will afibrd.

The results which have been realized in the few months since

the Railroad has been in operation to Hancock, have been of the
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most gratifying character. The travel to and from the West has

been doubled, having been altrartcd to this route by ih'e superior

advantages of comfort and cx|)edi!i<!n which it presents over others;

and there can be no doubt ttuit wlvjn the Hoad is open to Cumber-
land, so that t!:e trip between Baltimore aud Wheeling or Pittsburg

can. be easily made in twent/ four hours, or probably less, the

(juestinn of the course f)f travel between the East and West will

be settled definitively and permanently in favor of this Great Cen-
tral Ri)ute : There is no otiier that can come into competition with
it in any one of the prominent particulars of expedition, comfort or

economy, and it must therefore row//i<^f«t/ the travel between the

Atlantic Slates and the vast valley of the Mississippi.

Correspondence of the Savannah Georgian. ,

* Lebanox, Cobb Cointy July i4.

To the Editor of the Georgian—
Sir,—Major Bulloch has requested me to send ymi some partic-

ulars concerning the mineral resources of this section of country.

My attention was first attracted by the abundance of iron ore I

soon found in Cass county, and to this my remarks will now be
confined.

The Allatoona hills mark the boundary between the primary
rocks of the gold formation and the great limestone formation to

the north west. The situation therefore of {this range of hills bor^

dering on granite and calcareous rocks shows at once that veins of
different ores are likely to be found along and near the line of con-
tact of the two rocks ; and in no place have 1 ever seen this obser-

vation more strongly confirmed. On the north east side of these

hills is the range of the gold veins running north east and south
west, in a bell of country of unascertained width ; while on the

north west side, nearer the limestone, are huge beds of brown hem-
atite iron ore running in the same direction. The extent of these

beds of iron ore, as far as they have cor^ "i^der my observation,

are at least forty miles; they are seen crossing Sharp Mountain
and Long Swamp creeks, in the northern parts of Cherokee coun-
ty, and thence passing to the south east, cross the Etewah river, in

the neighborhood of the rail road, and so Into Paulding county,
and how much further in that direction I know not. At several

points in this range I have carefully examined the beds to ascer-

tain their thickness and the quality of the ore, which is found to

vary very much. Much of it is a rich brown hematite, occurring

in the various forms that ore is well known to take, stalactical,

mammillary, bolryoidat, &c., and this passes into a silicious ore,

and thence to quartz rock, which is the formation comprising the

veins. A grey specular iron ore also occurs, and sonoe which is

volitic, and some micaceous iron ore. The hematite is well known
as the ore which makes both the Salisbury iron and the Juinata

iron, both of which are the most highly esteemed for bar iron of
any metal manufacture in the United States. The varieties of ore

will enable the manofacturer to obtain any qnality of iron desired
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either for castings or bar iron, and in some localities there may be

obtained on a single lot, on others the greatest abundance of the

rich hematite, this latter ore I have seen in beds that from surface

indications, (that is the whole surface on their outcross being en-

tirely covered with loose masses of ore along the range of the bed.)

I am satisfied must be at least one hundred and filiy feet thick
;

they pitch at different degress of inclination between the quartz

rocks, and are beds (not nests or pockets) in that formation of un-

known depth. Where the beds have been uncovered the ore is

wrought by blasting, like an open quarry. This is for one little

furnace near the Etcwah, the only furnace in operation in the

Cherokee county.

I have examined the iron mountains of Missouri, have traced out

the bods so boaslingly described by Featherstonhaughas "sufficient

to supply a nation's wants," but can truly say I was much more
struck with the importance of these vast mineral beds, which con-
tain a rich and easy ore to work, situated in a fine farming country

in the imnoediate neighborhood of a great limestone formation, of
good water power, extensive and almost untouched forests, and
vet on rail roads, and on water communication into the southern

parts of Alabama and Georgia.—-The Iron Mountain ore is a very

difficult and refractory ore to work, and though it yield seventy
per cl. of metal it is never found so profitable as a lighter ore like

the hematite yielding from forty to sixty per cent. It is in a bar-

ren country thinly timbered, very rough, ne:«.r no water power, and
eighty miles from the Mississippi river. This is in the midst of a

fertile country fast settling up, where the demand t'or iron is now
great, and rapidly increasing and possessing every facility desirable

tor the profitable manufacture of iron Bituminous coal is found
on the line of the rail road in Tennessee about sixty miles from the

EtoTvah river. If that prove of a suitable quality for coking, it

may some lime hence be advantageously transported to the furnaces

but for a long time to come it will be more profitable to use the ti:iiber

so abundant near the oar. particularly as the iron made with charcoal

is always of a, superior quality to that made with either coke or
anthracite coal.

The furnace now in blast cannot supply the dchiand for iron.

Much is brought in wagons from the furnaces in North Carolina^

and sold at a price which would afford great profits to the smelter'

in Georgta.

I have thus given you a rough sketch of the advantages thisr

country promises for carrying on the manufacture of iron on a
large scale ; and so well am 1 convinced of their importance that

I have determined on that account to remain some time in this

country to aid in developing these resources. The details I have
collected of most advantageous situations, I may at some future

time communicate to one of the scientific Journals for publication,

or make known to individuals able and willing to embark in the

business. In such a cummunicationan account of the various oth-
er veins and beds, such as the little veins of Gzdena (lead ore,) the
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immense beds of sulphate barytes, etc., will find a more proper

place than in the pages of a daily paper.

^Vilh respect, I am vniirs &c.
JAMES T. IIODGE.

The Traffic on Rvilways.—The Railway Magazine, published

in England, gives llie lolli)\ving calculation of the last weekly re-

turns of forty railway?, 1428 miles in length ; Number of passen-

gers on 25 railways, 329,039, consequently the total for the week
must be about 500,001). The receipts for passengers on 39 rail-

ways, £88,588 12s. Cd.; ditto for goods on 34 railways, £20,411
3s. 8d.; total, £108,990 15s. lid. This is an average of £7ti 1-4

per mile per week. The traffic therefore, is certainly at the rate

of about four millions a year, and carrying fifteen miliijns of pas-

sengers.

Perhaps few of our readers know that in the neighboring town
of Franklin, Ten., six steam looms are in active operation, and
about seventeen hundred yards of domestic shirtin/S!' ore turned out

loeekli/. This machinery also embraces carding and spinning gear,

so that a bale of cotton put in at one end comes out quickly at the

other converted into a bale of excellent cloth. We are informed
by the enterprising proprietors, Messrs. Parks and Campbell, that

the number of spindles now running in Tennessee is estimated at

sixteen thousand.—Kich. Banner.

Interesting to Tobacco Maacfactlkes.— .\ bill is now before
Parliament containing the following clause:—And be it enacted that

no manutaciurcr of tobacco shall receive or take into, or have in

his custody or possession any sugar, tcracle, molasses or honey,
(except for the necessary and ordinary use of his family, the proof
whereof shall lie on such manufacturer,) nor shall anv manufactur-
er of, or retailer of tobacco, receive or take into, or have in bis

custody or possession any cummings or roots of malt or any ground
or i<nground roasted grain, ground or unground chickory, lime,

sand, umbre, ochre, or other earths, sea-weed, ground wood, peat
or other moss, or any leaves or any herbs or plants (not being to-

bacco leaves or plants,) or any syrup, liquid substance, material,

matter or thing to be used or capable of being used as a substitute

for. or to increase the weight of toobacco or snuff, on pain of for-

feiting the same and two hundred pounds.

Philadelphia, Reading and Pottsville Railroad.—'*'We un-
derstand that the Engineer sent by the Emperor of Austria to ex-
amine the various Railroads of the United Stales, has fixed upon
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad as the best made road in

the Union. The engineers of this road at the various stations are
busily engaged in making drawings of the most important works
on the road, for the use of the Austrian Government, some speci-

mens which we have seen are highly credible to the gentlemen
engaged, and will no doubt be duly appreciated by His Imperial
Highness.
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DVTY O.'V RAILWAY IRON.

We are favored with a copy of the following letter sent to a dis-

tinguished member of the Senate of the United States to lay be-

fore the Secretary of the Treasury. It was prepared by a mem-
ber of a firm largely interested in the iron works of Pennsylvuiia,

also as importers of railroad iron. That there should be a re-

consideration of the vote of the last session, relative to the duty on

the edge rail, every friend of internal improvements and the

defence of his country, must admit.

We should suppose the iron masters, would desire to promote

and facilitate railways up into the secluded iron districts, to get

their iron to market. The cost of transportation, even in Penn-

sylvania, where there are many facilities, we understand amounts

to $S, or $12 per ton—in fact a prohibition to the manufacturer of

the article.

As many railroads have been projected and commenced under
the old law, we would give them three years to import their iron

free of duty ; aud then for each successive year for four years, in-

crease the duty to the present rate, which amounts to a prohibition

to its importation. We have not a single establishment in this

country capable of rolling the edge rail,—the machinery for wbidi

is tery costly—added to all, we should inflict great injury to the

public, in parallizing many important railways, without any sab*

itantial benefit to the iron master and iron trade of this ooantnr.

21 >:
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PmLADELPniA, July 18, 1842.

The subject to which I beg to call your attention, is railway iion*

which I observe in yourtaritl" bill lately presented to the House of

Representatives it is proposed to charge with 830 per ton dutv, be-

ing almost equivalent to its first cost in Bngland ; and if to this be

added the expenses of inspection, export duty from England, the

freight, insurance, merchant's commission, cartage and all other

charges, independently of the expense of transportation lo the line

of railway. Will amount to at least 33 per cent more, will make the

cost of the material so high as to interrupt very seriously the im-

portation, and thus interfere most essentially with the further con-

struction of railways in this country, which for the rapid convey-

ance (at all seasons of the year) of intelligence, travellers and mer-

chandize, as well as for the defence of the country, and to secure

domestic quiet, may be considered indispensable, and ought by all

means to be encouraged by the federal government. If however
the manufacturer of railway iron in this country could be eflfected

within a reasonable time, there |iiight be some inducement for en-

deavoring to encourage the homo production of it, but from the

fact that the importation of merchant iron and even pig iron, not-

withstanding the high duties on them, I conclude there is not capi-

tal and skill enough in this country engaged in making them to sup-

ply the demand. This supposition is based on the fact, that fqr^he

last five years the annual average importation of these two articles,

(pig and bar iron) has been about inO,000 tons. But there has

been no edge railway iron rolled in this country, and it is not rea-

sonable to expect that any will be until the manufacture of these

comparatively raw materials shall be made in sufficient quantity to

sl^ut out their farther importation. The cause of no edge railway

irion being made here, and why none ouglit to be expected to be

tii|anufactured for some years to come is that it requires more man-

ipiulations, more experience, and very much more heavy machinery,

more skill and experience in rolling, and is altogether a more ex-

pensive article than merchant iron, and cannot be made even in

South Wales, under 40 shillings per ton, advance over the price of

bar iron, and if our people in Pennsylvania (where iron can be

made eheapest in the. United Stales,) were to attempt it, the;^could

not succeed in making it at less than 20 to 25 dollars per ton"~6ver

the price of bar iron. The manufacture of flat bar railway iron

with countersunk holes, and united or square ends, has been at-

tempted in this country, but only at 3 establishments in Pennsylva-

nia, which however have not made exceeding 400 or 500 tons. As
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the flat bar railway has b^eeh made in this country, I suppose the

manufacture may be extended, and therefore Iwould encourage do-

mestic production, but it being impossible to make edge rail forsome

years to come, I propose to allow edge rail of 40 lbs. and upwards

per yard in weight, to be imported free of duly for 6 years, say up

to the 4th of July, 1848, by which time I hope our establishments

will have acquired sufficient extension, as well as capital and skill

to undertake the manufacture of edge rails. To show what I mean

by edge rails, I send you the enclosed sheet containing tracings of

sections of the different patterns of rails in use in the United States

and in Europe, But under this denomination I class all rails that

are rolled and are iiot flat bars, whether they be after the T pat-

tern, the L pattern, ^ pattern, or the bridge pattern, or any other

pattern that ever has been rolled. My reason for restricting the

minimum weight, to 40 lbs per yard, is that the heavier (within rea-

sonable bounds) the rail, the more perfect tlte railway will he. Most

of the railways in the Eastern States have iron weighing from fifty

five to sixty five lbs. f>er yard, and the flat bar is going out of use

wherever the parties are rich enough to replace it with the ^ge
rail. The use of the flat bar is most inexpedient, and though less

in the first cost of the railway, ends in being far more cosily, as the

expenses of repairs, cost of transportation, and danger of throwing

the trains off the track, renders it in every point of view excessively

inierior to the edge rail. In new and poor districts of country, the

flat bars may be used until by establishing channels of trade, suffi-

cient capital may be accumulated to justify the cost of replacing

them with heavy edge rails. This has been done in severed parts

of the country already, and will become universal whenever rail-

way concerns can bear the cost and inconvenience arising from a

change. I might give many other reasons for keeping the duty ofi*

^edge rails for a few years longer, but fearing to intrude too much
on your time, I will only mention one other reason and that afifects

the interests of the American iron master himself. The principal

expense of making iron in this country arises from transporting

materials to the place of manufacture, and afterwards the manufac-
tured article to market. For example, the iron stone and fuel

(wood) are generally in the same neighborhood, but limestone and
bog ore may be ten, fifteen, or twenty miles off. The furnace for

smelting the ore into pigs is generally many miles distant from the

forge, or rolling mill, for converting them into merchant iron. So,
also the rollkig and slitting mills for the manufacture of rails etc.

are ufually ftill more distant from the smelting furnace. Therefore
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until all these establishments or the elements (the fuel, limestone and

iron ore) for the manufacture of iron are concentrated, as they are

in Wales, Staflfordshire, Stropshii-e and other parts of England

—

and also in Scotland, the iron masters (and I also the consumers) are

interested to have the importation of Railway Iron continued free

of duty. Besides the construction and use of railways calls for a

very enlarged consumption of iron (every pound of which must be

made by American iron masters,) in making locomotives, tenders,

wheels, axles, spikes, screws and a great many other articles of iron

which are to be furnished exclusively by the home producer.

I will not trespass more on your time, but conclude by reiterating

ihe hope expressed above, viz. : that all edge rails of 40 pounds per

yard and above that weight may continue to be imported free of

duty for six years up to 4th July, 1848.

I am with great respect,

Your obedient servant,

Gerard Halstoti,

I 0/ A.^ G. Ralston, ^ Co.

P. S. The Liverpool and Manchester Railway begap with rails

34 lbs. per yard, but through successive changes, going higher and

higher, it now has rails of 70 lb. per yard. The heaviest iron used

<^n any railway in England, is on the London and Brighton road

whieh weighs 76 lbs per yard. On the Philadelphia and Columbia

Railroad, the rail imported 10 years ago was only 41 1-2 lbs. per

yard, but recent importations for this road weigh 56 lbs. per yard.

So also on the Philadelphia and Reading Railway, the lirst rails

did not exceed 42 lb. per yard, but the recent importations tveigh

55 lbs. per pard, and this must give place in a few years for rails

of 70 to 75 to accommodate the heavy trade in coal and iron on

that road. If a duty edge rails be imposled, the importation will

^sease altogether, or the rail will be rolled lighter and lighter instead

of as experience has taught they should be, heavier and heavier than

they have been. G. R.

For ihe American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazincl ,*

WORKING OF ENGLISH RAILWAYS. t i > •
~

»r We have much pleasure in presenting our readers with (he follow-

ing specimens of the working of English railways, as afibrding

means for useful comparison with those of our own country. They
have been compiled from Herapath^s Railway Magazine of iSth

Aogurt, 1842. * '^^

' The <* London md Birairngham** Railway it the great Levis*
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than as a road for travel, a$ the " Stocklin and Darlington" is for

the passage of tonnage. On the former, for the week ending 6th

July, the total receipts were 103,300. At the present quotation of

£130 for. 100 of this stock, the value of these U3 miles of double

track railway, is equal to the enormous sum of $53,100,000. It

will be observed that the ratio of expenditures to the gross receipts

have been reduced in the last returns to 25 1-4 per cent, and that

as a consequence of the increasing magnitude of tbejr business,

still furt! cr economy is expected.

If our post office department is at any further loss as to what is

paid in England, under this head, they can be referred to

The ** London and Birmingham" which receives at the rate of

1^637 per mile per anniim, for 113 miles.

The ** Birmingham and Derby Junction," which receives at the

rate of 9554 per mile per annum for 48 miles.

The highest rate fixed by law of Congress of the United States

is $300 per mile, per annum ; a rate even, much complained of by

the Department, and the necessities of our railways have been used

by it to obtain much lower rates, in many cases :.Jt affording a

just remuneration for the services performed. Taking into view

the immense mass uf circulation in this country of newspapers,

pamphlets, etc., the size and weight mailed by railway in either

country, is not materially different, as we have been assured by

parties who have looked into the subject.

Our best American Railways are worked quite as cheaply as

those in England, but unable generally to make as good a show of

business, are not as yet in as good credit. In both countries the

improvement is still progressive.

London and Birmingham Railway, opened throughout in 1 839,

Capital stock, 18,400,000

Loans, 9,730,000

Locomotives, 647,000

Carriages and wagons, 744,000 :

Total eodt for 1 13 milea double track, or
per mile, 1^26 l,20a 829,521,000

^Receiptsfor six mont/u, ending 30th June, 1842,

From Passengers, 111,324,000

" Mail, equal to 9637 per mile per an. 36,000

,.*' Jjtfercbandize, parcels, cattle, etc. 5JS2,000 ^,949,000
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Disbursementsfor same period,

I

Maintenance of Way.

Repairs to permanent way, per con-

tract for 6 months, 06,000

Repairs to bridges, fences, drains, turn

tables, engines, and other salaries, 10,000 112,000 1.042.800

Locomotive Power,

Wqges to englnemen and firemen, 24,000

Coke fuel, 71,000

Repairs to engines and tenders, equal to

5 3-4 per cent on cost, 30,000

Laborers, cleaners, oil, stationary power, 39,000

Si^Uriea of superintendent, clerks, etc. 15,600 185,600

Transportation Account,

Wages to policemen, coach guards,

£c,t gratuities to switchmen, 60,800

Salaries to various clerks, 14,000

Salarifia of Secretary, o(i|ce rent, trav-

eling expenses, etc. 32,000

Repairs to carriages and wagons equal

to 6 1*2 per cent on cost 48,800

Compensation for damages, oil, signals,

clothing, etc. 10,400

Gas «t stations, 5,300

Carriage and wagon grease, stationary

waste, etc, 12,200 190,100

487,900

Charges Extraordinary,

Mileage duty to government, 4 3-4 per

cent on receipts from passengers, 106,400

Parish rates 43,600

Reserved fund for depreciation of loco-

motive and carriage stock, 71,600 221,600 709,500

#1,282,509

Interest Account,^

Interest on loans for six months, 255,500

Dividend Account.

Half yearly dividend declared on capital of 5 per cent, 9077,000
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Remarks of the Chairmanfrom the Report.

** The increase of nett profit for these six months, as compared

with the correspondlDg half year of 1841 will be found to be

$128,700.

And the most pleasing feature of this increase is, that it chiefly

results from a progressive decrease in the charges on the company

revenue, and particularly in that portion, which immediately at-

taches toi the working of the traffic, and which, as appears from the

June half yearly statement has been successively reduced from

34 3-4 per cent, to 29 1-2 per cent, and lastly to 25 1-4 per cent on
groM receipts.

In travelling this year from John o' Groats to the Lands End, I

heard nothii^ bat commendations, nothing but uniform praise of

the London and Birmingham. Long may we continue to go on
in this progressive state."

Birmingham and Derby Junction Railway^ opened throughout in

1842.

Capita] stock $3,903,000

Loans, 1,268,000

Locomotives, 166,500

Carriages and Wagons, 230,000

Total cost of 48 miles of double track 8116,000 peftaile, $5,567,500

Receiptsfor six months, ending June 30uh 1842.

From Passengers, 83,400
" Mail, equal to $554 per mile, per annum, 13,300

** Merchandize, parcels, cattle, etc. 51,900 148,600

Disbursementsfor same period.

Maintenance of Way.

Per contract for 6 months, 18,800

Locomotive Power.

Wages and salaries, 8,800

Fuel, coke, 10,400

Repairs of engines, etc. eqnal to per cent

on cost, 9,500 26,700

Transportation Account.

Salaries and wages, 17,000

Depairs to coaches and wagons, equal to

8 1-4 per cent on cost, 7,300

Advertising, insuranoe, damages, clothing,

travelling expenses, etc.
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Toll to London and Birmingham Railwaj, 6,700 87,200

84,700

Charges Extraordinary,

Mileage duty, rates and takes, 8,700 03,400

e55;20O
Hemnrlisof the Chairmanfrom the Report.

" This line has been in full operation for only a few months, and

both the business from merchandize and travel continues to im-

prove as well by the increase of the original, as by the addition of

new branches of trade.

Reductions in working the line are also progressive—the ""most

important being in that for maintenance of way—the average con-

tracts hitherto having been at $900 per mile, but which have now
been taken at 9585 per mile, including sleepers and all materials

except rails."

Northern and Eastern Railway, opened throughout in 1842.

Capital Stock, 84,135,000

Locomotives, Carriages and Wagons, 287.000

Total cost of 20 miles double track, $150,000 per mile, $4,372,000

Receipts/or six months, ending 30th June, 1 842.

From Passengers, 142,800

•* Parcels, 2,200 145,000

,
Disbursementsfor same period.

Maintenance of Way.

For six months, per contract, 5,700
' Locomotive Pouxr.

Salaries and wageis, 13,000

Fuel, Coke, etc. 13,000

Repairs to engines, 1,300 20,100
TransporttUion Account.

Wages to conductors, guards, etc. 9,700

Salaries, stationary, printing, etc. 7,600

Repairs to coaches, 2,.500

Toll to Eastern counties railway, 13,700 33,500

68,300

Charges Extraordinary. \

Mileage duty, 7,300 i

Rates aud Tax3s, 2,200 9,500 77,800

•67«900
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Remarks of the Chairmanfrom the Report.

" This line has been open throughout but eleven weeks, and frcm

the result we may anticipate a period of prosperity. The expen-

ses thus early of working this line have been only about 41 per

cent, which is a gratifying circumstance, because it is allowed that

on an average receipt of $7,500 per week, the average expenses

should be #2,500, or about 33 per cent.

{ I consider that we shall very soon have a goods traffic, and while

at present we fire every day seven etigines, I think with the same

extent of power, we might carry goods affording an increased re-

cept of $1500 to 2000 per week without any additional expense."

BEPORT OF THE SOCTH CAROU5A. CANAL AND RAILROAD COaiPART,

To the Stockholders of the South Carolina Canal and Railroad Com-
pany :

In accordance with the general usage of this company, a state-

mcni ol its affairs are herewith presented, showing the business,

aiul receipts, and expenditures for the six months, ending SIst.

December, 1841 ; by which it appears the gross income has

been $163,748 83
And the ^xpanditure for repairs and improvements. 119,675 89

Leaving a nett income of $44,072 94
Nearly the rate of 4^ per cent, per annum

—

Showing a gain over the corresponding months of the year pre-

vious, of $11,517 13
Viz. : in increased receipts, 3,849 80

i

And in less expenditures, 7,607 33

The most remarkable saving in the ordinary expenses, is in the

article of oil—and has been produced by the use of palm oil and
tallow, instead of limpid oils.

The cost in the last year of this item, has been less than the ave-

rage of the five preceding years, $3^234 93
The average cost of oil and tallow for 1836,

'37, '38, '39 and '40, per year, is 5,769 90
And for 1841 only,

|

2,534 97

The saving in wood for fuel, in each of the last two years, has

been greater than that of oil for the last year, though not so much
in proportion to the whole amount used.

The average cost of wood, for the years 1836, '37, '38 and '39,

was, per year, $15,253 83
In 1840, 910,957 54, saving 4,296 29
** IS41» 9,949 29»

" 6,304 54
22
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As the cost of these items have been reduced without any great

decline in the price of either, it will be proper to explain how the

result has been eiTected.

After several years trial of palm ojl, with good effect, the hardest

taliow has been substituted for oil, on all the j-Mjrnals where boxes
are fitted to receive it—Boxes are required under the journaU as

well as uver them, and both must be crowded full of firm tallow^so

as to exclude the air.

The rust of the iron incorporates with the tallow, and forms a
preparation equal to plumbago, in which the journals literally float,

and prevents any contract of the metals—consequently no heat is

produced, no wear of the journal of steel, or the betwing of chilled

cast-iron, and scarcely any consumption of the talJow^ where the

boxes and bearings are properly tiituj.

The chilled bearings must be cast at least I-Sth of an inch larger
.

in diameter, than the journal, to admit the tailow between them on
the sides of the latter.

When tho franicH of all our cars and engine; are fitted with chills

and bottom cups or b(>xc>, there will bo a further saving. The
change of steel for iron journals and cast iron chilled bearings for

brass, is made as fast us piacticable, and has been in progress over

three years. In proof of what we have slated above, the follow-

ing fact is firesented.

On the ItJth, 17lh and ISih of July last, tho boxes of all the cars

in the passenger trains, say ton cars on 8 wheels.—were supplied

with tallow in the nianncr above stafcd, requiring about three

fourths of a poMmi to cacli journal, or in all |iixty pounds—and they

are now all in the same order—though not more than half the same
quantity has sintc bf«n added, say thirty pounds, or ninety pounds
in all for six months ; each having pcrfiuincd about the average
run of one hundred miles per day, lor the whole lime, without the

least perceptible wear of citlicr journal or bearing. Thesamecan
be said in the use of palm oil, for over three years past; but the

expense of the oil is much greater than the tallow.

The saving in the cost ol' wood, for fuel, has been in confractirg

for it, cut in lengths proper f'>r use, and ctjrdcd by men in the em-
ploy of the company : liius obtaining better measure—and the in-

creased speed of the trains, keep them out a Icss.timc, and a less

quantity is supplied to the furnace ; it having been found that the

practice of filling the furnace with wood, did not answer so well

as feeding more lightly, making a freer fire, and consequently a less

consumpti(m of fuel. One lhf>usand dollars of the cost of wood
in the last year, has been saved by the ai)plitaiion of locomotive

power for stationary, at the Plane.

The timber account, for the last two yea r<», has been retluced

each year, about ten thousand dollars below the cost of previous

years—as less has been required, since the road has been so much
improved by a firm embankment, and new iron.

11 is believed,.however, that a greater reduction in' the cost of
this article is to be obtained by mineralizing it vtritli a preparation
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recommended by Doctor Edward Earle, of Philadelphia, and men-
tioned in our last report—called E/rlizin^. If the expend does

not exceed his calculation, say 2 and a half to 3 cents per cubic

foot, or if even four c«nts, the timber may be put into the road at

no increase on the present cost ; as an inferior timber of small trees,

embracing the sap, as well as the hearts of tihe wood, would answer
equally well, and be obtained at a price, which with the prepara-

tion, would not exceed the present cost of heart timber ; and if the

durability is only doubled, the saving in material and labor, would
bo fully i63U,00(> p ?r year.

It is believed that timber made of pine saplings, would receive

the mineral better, and be equally serviceable, and as durable as the

timber entirely from the heart of the tree ; so, with any confidence

in this process, it would be criminal to neglect it—especially as a

test has been made in the wooden pavements of Philadelphia, which
have been in use two years and a half, and a recent examination,
reports the timber, Earlized in these pavements, perfectly sound,

while that unprepared of iho same kiud of timber, (Hemlock) is

quite rotten.

We, have commenced this process, in a small wa}% in timber to

be used for revolving sections, and tu'n out gates, etc., the durabil

ity of which is of more importancce than the main track, and in

such places can be better kept in view, as^n experiment.

After batter ascertaining the actual expense, it is hoped that it

will wan-ant a continuance of the work, till the whole road is re-

newed with mineralized timber.

The machinery account has been greatly reduced ; (except $7,-

.333 worth of chilled wheels and axles,) the account for the

last twelve months is very small, not half the average of former
years. The machinery that%as formerly r.hargedT's now produc-

ed in the workshops of old materials as well as new—by this the

workshop wages are gradually increased, although not in proportion
to the reduction in the amount of machinery—Iiaving the satisfac-

tion of making, in our own shops, with our own men, nearly every
article of machinery which we formerly imported.
The Master of Machinery has been very successful in casting

chilled wheels—has about thirty pair made, and some of which
have been in use long enough to prove them equal to any that have
been ordered from other works. Having arrived at this fact, we
shall go on with confidence, and endeavor to supply ourselves with
new wheels as fast as they may be required, for the future.

The company is much indebted to the aid of such of the officers

and men. who are exerting themselves to reduce the expenses in

every department—and it must be a great satisfaction to those, who
are thus engiged, to reflect, that they are saving-4o the company,
more in this way, than double the pay they receive for their ser-

vices—and although the business of the rtiad ddes not yet yield an
adequate returti to the stockholders, for their investments, it is be-
lieVvd that with a steady perseverance «n the economy of its aflkirs,

it will toon do sa ^ ' ] ^ ^' ' ?
:
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The interest, on the amounts borrowed, from time to time, from
the Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Railroad Company, to

complete the improvements of this road, amounting to 837,8t>tt 70,

has been lately calculated, and placed to ihc credit of that company
and changed to construction and outfit. It is expected the present

year will enable this company to pay this, as well as the balance of
principal due, amounting in all to 957,388 56, after which, the nett

income will be paid over in dividends, instead of the liquidation of
debt.

The larger receipts of 1839 and 1840, over other years,m shown
in comparative statement (D) is accounted for, by the higher rate

of tolls in those two years.

We also present a paper, showing the cost of each item of ex-

penditure, for each half year, from 1835 to date. The summing
up of which, will show a gradual decrease in the total expenditure

for the last five half years—and for the last year, 9132,000 below
the average of 1837, '38, and '39, being about $376,000
And that of the year 1841. 244,000

This calculation does not embrace the amount paid for embank-
ment, rail iron, or land, but includes all other improvements now
covered by current expenses. It is proper to state, however, that

in the three years mentioned above, the railroad was literally re-

built.

A further reduction of the expenses is expected, provided there

is no increase of business to prevent it, which would be more de-

sirable. The proposed reductions are in the timber, by mineraliz

ing it—and in the machinery, by making all at home, instead of im-
porting it, to which we are fast approaching.

The difficulty of apportioning the machinery, to an uncertain

amount of business to be done, with a liability of having a supera-

bundance of power, and consequently, a waste of capital, must be

apparent to all who have considered the subject. This is explained

in a correspondence with Col. Gadsden, President of the L. C. iuui

C. R. R. Company, and is as follows : . i

O^e of the L. C. and C. R. tt. Company.

Charleston, October 23, 1841

.

To T. TuppER, Esq., President, &c.
Dear Sir

:

—I have been under the impression, that the motive

Sower, burden and passenger cars, belonging to the S. C. C. and
L R. Company, with the ability of the work and carpenter'* shops,

to keep them in repairs, and to increase them if necesarv, would
be, or could be made equal to the business and travel on that road,

as well as on the L. C. and C. R. Road. As the latter progresses,

and new sections are opened, increased facilities for transportation

will be required, and pursuing the plan which has been adopted, of
devolving on the S. C. C. and R. R. Company, the furnishing of
the power, aiul the mana^ng of the transportation on the road to

Columbia, from Branchville, it becomes necessary to ascertain from
you, whether there will be any difficulty in the accomplisliinent of
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this object, so that the subject may be submitted, if necessary, to

the Board, and provision be made accordingly. 1 am more than

ever satisfied, that after the road crosses ihe Congarce, and a depot

is opened on the north of that river, that the freight business, even

thia season, will be considerably enhanced ; and the progress of the

road, and its near approach to Columbia, even if not completed to

that point, will devolve on us all the ppring travel and transporta-

tion of that city. It is important, tberefore, that arrangements be

made in advance, so that our roads be found fully equal to all that

may be offered. Respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

James Gadsden, PresidenL

Office of the S. C. and C. R. R. Company.

Cliarleslon, October 28, 1841.

To Col. James Gadsden, President.

Dear Sir^—On my return from the country, Monday, the 25th

inst., I met your favor of 23, making inquiry respecting the ability

of this company to d«) all the transportation on this road, and on
the L. C. and C. Railroad, as the latter progresses, and new sec-

tions are opened, increased facilities would be required, etc. I

have felt much anxiety on this subject, for months past, as in for-

mer years, when the time approaches for the winter business ; not
for want of ability to provide power, but the difficulty of propor-
tioning the supply to the uucet iain demand for it. Last fall the

power was more than required all the season. The year before,

was deficient with press of business for one month only, when the

income from that month was over 965,000. and thirteen engines
only were employed in all that month. Now, as the business of
tht^t month was much greater than any, before or since, and about
double that of ordinary business months, it might be supposed, an
equal provision of power would be sufficient for the business of
the present winter. But instead of thirteen engin^^the number
used in November J83U, Mr. Ross informs me, he W^ in running
order, fifteen engines, and three that will be out in about three

weeks, and three more in February next, and three others rebuild-

ing, probably in all next year.

With the cars now in order, and those that are finishing daily,

we hope to be able to perform, as much as has been done, in any
former season—and probably more should the business increase, as
we hope it will.

I have sometime past requested Mr. Ross and Mr. Hacker, to

employ all the hands they could to advantage, in our own shops,

and procure the aid of other establishments, if necessary, to keep
on the road, all the machinery, that might be required. We are
casting and importing wheels and mounting cars, as fast as the
wheels are ready, so that should the produce press upon us at any
time, by saspending the transportation of materials for the L. C.

>-
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and C. R. R. Company, for a little tinrje, T have no doubt, we may
be able to kecj) the stations clear of coiion, or nearly so.

Very respectfully.

Yuur obedient servanf,
']'. 'J'Tri'ER. Prrsidenf.

The connexion l)?twprn the L. C. and C. II. {{.(Company and
this, will be better unilcrsiooil, by r^'ference to a letter from Col.

Gadsilen, the President of liiat minpany, with the ref»ly, which are

annexed, turning over to the officers of iliis road the Columbia
branch as fast as roinplr.ted and received from tlie contractors for

transportation and repairs, of which a strict account is to be kept,

and that company charged and credited, as the case may l»e.

Extract from a letter of the President of the L. C. and C. R. R.
Company^ to the President of the S. C. C. aiid R. R, Company, and
dated 24th November, J 84 1

.

" By a resolution of the Direction of t!»is company, the preser-

vation of the track, and the f.irnishing the necessary motive power,
burden and passenger cars, etc., together with the direction and
management of the transportation on the sections of the road, be-

tween Brancliville and Columbia, has for the present, been devolved

on the officers of the S. C. C. and R. Jl. Company. You will be
good enough, therefore; u* assume theouiies, and give the necessa-

ry instruction for carrying the same into etfect. As previously ad-
vised, the road has been opened for freight and passage as far as
Lewisville. As the contractors are bound to keep that portion be-

tween Orangeburg and Lewisville in repair, for three months from
the &tb of October last, your attention will for the present, only

have to be directed lo Orangeburg,"

Extract of a letter dated un the 'ZQlh Xov. \S\\,from tlie President

of the S. C. C. 4" R' R- Compnni/, to tlie. President of tfte L, C. 4*

C. R. R. Company, in reply to theforegoing extract. i

"Your letter of the 24th inst., duly received, turning over to the

officers of this company the keeping tjp, and the transportation

upon the Columbia branch road, s^ far as opened and received

from the contractors. I have extended the order in conformity',

and will do all in my power, to comply with the wishes ofthe L. C.

and C. R. R. C, in the extra duties required of me, in cotnmOn
with those on the main stem of our road to Hamburg."

It is about iime that those interested in t! cse companies, should

look to see on what ground they are standing, to know the value

of the respective charters—to preserve that which is good, and re-

ject that which is worthless. That the business of the two compa-
nies may be so arranged as to be conducted by one board and one
set of officers, as required by the stochholders of that company at

its last meetiiig. (

Having by authority of the board, attended a meeting of dele-

gates, from the several railroads in the United States, by invitation

of th6 Post Master General, on the 1st. of January, 184S, at Walk-
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in^ton, where they received a communication from that officer, re-

sj)ecting the Hifficuliy oi' regulating tliemailconnexions at different

points—not having the power to control the hours of arrival and
oeparture of the cars on the several raihoads.

A committee of six was appointed to reply, in behalf of the

convention, to this communication, and the following members ap-

pointed on the committee—Louis McLane, of Maryland, CharN
roan; Dr. Shepherd, of Virginia ; Gov. Dudley, of North Caroli-

na ; J. F King, of Georgia ; R. L. Slovens, of New York, and
George Bliss, of MassachuseiLs.

It was proposed, that the members of the convention, send to

the chairman, any facts they might deem proper, to be in the reply,

to be used or not by the committee.—The following is the commu-
nicalion by this company :

Office of the S. C. C. ^ 7?. 7?. Company.
C/unics(on, January S, 1442.

.t/y D:ar Sir,—Enclosed, ar3 s )m3 facts connected with our es-

tablishment, which will show how much we are disposed to fiike

advantage of the department, or on the contrary, how much we
have suffered by our connexion with it. I am sorry to say my ex-

perience teaches me, that any thing given to the public is sel-

dom acknowedged, and only increases the demand for something
further.

With full recollection of the last clause of the resolution, which
induce:} this communication, (the right to reject it)

1 am, wiih great respect.

Your obedient servant,

,f
I

1 T. TcppEtt.

To the Hon. Louis McLaxe, i
1

Chairman Commdlce Jl. R. Commillce,

Baltimore, Md.

Office of the S. C. C. 4- R. R. Company^

I

I

Route 2214.

Before the great mail was conveyed upon this route, a six (Jays

service, per week, in winter, and thrte days service in summer,
with a speed of 10 to 12 miles an hour, was only required. Then
freight could be taken with the mail and passengers, ex2eeding in

annount lour times that now received for the mail, which cannot
now be done and performed in c :)niract time.

By stich an arrangement, particularly in summer. a freight train

couid be saved, and all the year the Sunday service avoided ; the

cost of which approaching nearly one seventh part of the whole
expense of the company, say $240,000 making $»4. 2S5, or at least

the full amount received for transporting the mail, 827,(500.

The facilities given to business, by the establishment of railrbads,

letters and papers have been much increased—say three fold, since

tbe^ooiractii we^ first ma4e, and no additional pay to the compa-
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nies, when, if continned in stage coaches, a correspondingly in-

crensed pay would have been incurred. '

On this road, an engine at ten miles an hour, would carrv freight

with the mail and passengers, amounting to at least one hundred and
Jijty dollars each way, and frequently double this sum westward

—

when the same engine, with the mail at twenty miles an hour, now
required, conveys no freight, and only receives each way. thirty

seven dollars for the mail, a clear loss of one hurtdred and thirteen

dollars per trip, or, two hundred and twenty six doHafs per day—

•

Making in a year, a certain loss of eighty one thousand three hun-
dred and ninety dollars, by the speed necessary to caxrf the mail

in contract time.

In the event of a war, this company will be found ready to

make further sacrifices, to serve our country, and for a moderate pay
transport men aiKl muniti(m8 of war. in preference of all other
business. By order of the Boards

Thistrax Tlppek, President.

K:harleston, Jan. 8, 1842.

4

REPORT OF TUB SOCTH CAROLINA CAKAL AND RAILROAD COMPAHT,
FOR JULY, 1842.

To the Stockholders of the South Carolina Caned and Rail Road
Company

:

In conformity with a rule of this company, and the general

usage, we herewith present the semi-annual accounts of the Secre-

tary and Treasurer, from the 1st January to the 30th June, 1842,

both included ; showing the whole income, for these six months to

be •l(f7,156 39
And the expenditure for the same time, 115,657 40

•51,498 00
Being over the rate of 5 per cent, on llie cnpital of $2,000,000,

and f 17,2i30 42 more than the ueit income of the first half of last

year

—

By increased receipts, ^8,104 27
And by decreased expenditure,

|

0,086 15

Had the improvements in the road, machinery', and buildings,

with the increased amount of materials on hand, in the last threle

years, been paid for by the increase of capital, as is the prac-

tice of other companies wishing to make a good showing, the nett

income of each half year would have been fifteen to twenty thou-

sand dollars more than has been represented by our accounts, as it

is, the property of the companly has been improved and should
have a relative increased value to the stockholders, as in this way,
the nominal capital is less than the actual amount invested in it.

For the ensuine half-year, the expenditure may be much reduced
from the last, if the business should not be much increased, «• the
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improred state of the road and othei*
' prt>perty of the company,

with the ability of the shops to turn out any new work that ma^r

be required, a less outlay will be called fur. The machinety isno^
in better orderthun ever before, as will appear by the return of the

Master of Machinery. There are seventeen engines and tender?,

in good order, and seven others building, re>buitding or repairing.

The^, with the cars, many of which have been supplied witii

wheels from our own shops, will be equal to transporting a larger

amount ofgoods and produce than on any previous year.
:'

The wheels that have been cast in the foundery of the company^

in the last twelve months, and have been fairly tried under the en-

gines, tenders, freight and passage cart, in all about one hundred

pair, have proved better than any before used on the road, and are

substitnted for the cast iron wheels with wrought iron tire. These
cast iron wheels with the steeled journals and chilled iron boxes, all

made in our shops, will result in a saving of eight or ten thousand

dollars per year. Tallow in the place of oil is also woriung well.

Nejirly all the journals are supplied with it, and in all the year the

advantage of the change will be further seen, as a small quantity

will be required to replenish the boxes when once filled.

In the road department, some progress has been made in the pre-

paration of timber, with the sulphate of iron and copper,m will4)e

seen by the report of the superintendant of the road. About 10&,>

000 lineal feet of rail timber have been contracted for at 2 1-2

cents per foot, being about half the average price usually paid.

AfaHOut 50,000 feet have been delivered^ and 12,000 feet baVe under*

gone the process of Earlizing in tanks prepared at the 58th mile,

and 5,000 feet have been put in the road, 2,000 of which was med
to renew the turnout on the 8th mile about the middle of April

hut. This timber is obtained at a reduced price, as the sap b em*
braced in the square of t' e piece and consequently taking a amck
less tree thafn when the heart only is retained. ^ ;<- . t :.« MH»n

The advantage of this process will be felt at once in ibe lower
price at which the timber is contracted for, and should it only last

as long as ordinary timber, no expense will have been inciiFred;4w

the dilerence in the price of the timber will pay the expense of
preparation. i

.;*~

The timber prepared four years ago! with corrosive sublimate, it

still sound, the sap of which has alieady shown a durability ofdoih
ble that of unprepared wood, and, from all appearance, will be
sound when the unprepared is so rotten that it cannot be separated
from the earth in which it is buried. r i/s

The state of the land of the company, as far as there n any dif-

ficulty connected with it, is explained by Capt. Robertaon. Land
Agent, in bis report marked (3.) There are some pmnts in thii^

that require attention* This report Will give the company some
ideaof the importance of the office, and enable them to determiae
whether it shall be continued or not—at any rate, it would seen^
that as the whole of tl|e year cannot be employed, the pay M^fhifae
i«doced,if the officii not aboliahedvi^t:^ i -* i^^ '* n^« .^/
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An increase in the cost of wood for fuel will be perceived over
that of the last year. This is produced by the increased trips on
ihe Columbia road, and the higher price paid for it on that line.

The cost of the wood for that branch will be more than one third

of the whole, from the fact stated above. Deducting that used on
the branch, would exhibit a further reduction in the cost for the

main stem of the road than that shown in our last import.

: The wages of negroes will be further reduced, and will be more
felt in the next year's account ; already, however, some are hired

at from liine to ten dollars, giving rations only, and deducting sick

jrunaway time, as in all former contracts.

. The arrangements for business are now so complete, that if do
farther movement is mado in the reduction of rates, the current

half year will, nu doubt, on both roads, furnish a nctt iDcome of
not far from 8100,000.

i The number of passengers that have passed on the main stem of
our road the last six months, are only 20 per cent, less than in the

corrcspunding months of the year 1839, but at the higher rate then
charged, our receipts were $107,933 against 805,866 this year

—

oyer 6 per cent.

- The Columbia branch road having been extended to Colombia,
4hough not quite cotnpleted, was opened for passengers and freight
on the first of July instant.

The transportation upon, and the keeping in repair, of that road,

as fast as turned over by the contractors, was assigned to the offi-

een of this company by the order of Col. Gadsden, President of
the L. C &^ C. R. R. Company, in November last, aini tliese duties

have been attended to by Mr. Lythgoe and myself, in common
with the same duties on the main road. It is now found, that the
expenses of both roads have not exceeded $125, 000 for the last six

mootha, being the lowest amount ever suggested by the most rigid

economist, and if there be no increase of business to demand a
great outlay, can be further reduced after the Columbia road is fully

in order, now made otherwise by the washing and sinking of thie

embankment and the giving way of some of the culverts, causeil by
heavy rains.

The superintendant has taken the floating gang from tht« road,

and hired others, in all about forty hands, to make tbeiie repairs,

an d when done, if no further effects of storms, the force can Be
OHieh reduced. The police of that road is not fully organized, but

will be so, as soon as all parts of it are turned over by the track*

layers. ., 1
-'1 ^n- j ,, i. '.niJ luii.,*

. It is believed, that no increased power or cars will be reqived
to de tjhe business on that road, as the transportation of the iron

and timber, while building, was equal to the ordinary traffic which
will boiofieired on it when tte road is in full operation. To pro*

n'ldot however, for a press of cotton in the fall, eighteen plattorm

irars ore bmikiing, which, with, twelve of the same already made,

ariU ntakeihree trains that will cany 500 bales each. Tb^ alime

w^uld take to market more than baa ever before been broogbt in*

for any extent of time, from all points on the Hamburg line.
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The re|:eipts of the Colombia road, fot the six months, etiding

30th June, were,

For Freight and Passengers, 1 $12,050 98

The expenses charged,.
I

' 7,520 43
.... i

j
t ;- . ..^___;

Nett receipts,
!

I *^
| 94,530 S5

The avenge distance passed over in thie six months ^vas about
forty miles. But as passengers are now landed in Columbia in

about 6ight hours from Charleston, and the freight in about twelve

hours, it is believed that a large proportion of the business hereto-

fore carried through other channels, will now be diverted to the

railroad.

'I Respectfully submitted.

T. TuppER, Prcsulcnt. '

Charleston, July 2WA, 1842. - !
i

MO. VIGXOLES' LECTURES ON' ClVlt ENOIXEERI.NO.

Lecture 10.

—

On the upper wot Its of railways.—This lecture was
on the upper works of railways, which term, the Professor stated,

was intended to comprehend everything above tlte bed or forma-
tion level of the roadway—viz., the gravel, broken stone, or other

road material, technically^atled the " ballasting ;'* the stone blockf

;

or wooden cross sleepers, laid thereon ; the chairs and rails, and;
their fjastenings, as attached to the stone or timber supports ; and
the boxing or filling up of the road material arouiul thesie supports,

when the railway is finally laid to the proper gauge, range, and
level—the whole of the materials and adjustment forming the *'up-

per works"—an expression borrowed from the German oberwerlx.

The depth from the road-bed to the level of the rails, of all these

parts, as permanently laid together, is seldom less than two feet,

when a good way is to be insured ; the principle to be observed
bein^ to have the ballasting of such a material aiid nature that wal-
er will percolate freely through, as clean gravel, cinders, quarry
rubbish, coarse sand, etc. The word ** biUlasl" is a northern pro-

vincial term. Sonoe of the first railways were introduced into the

vicinity of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Shields, aiwl the neighboring coal

shipping ports, and in being found necessary to have a bed or layer
of some material, to receive the railway track, the same not to be
retentive of water, the gravel brought by the colliers from London
as btllast, and accumulated in hills or spoil-banks near the side of
the harbours,was found to answer the purpose very well ; the ex-
pression has since become common for iwhatever other material
was similariy used for laying railroads. Mr. Yignoles obsecved
that a great number of other technical words ik>w in commoik tue»
when treating on railway works, were provincial terms, chiefly from
the north of England. When-^tbe bottom of cuttings, ortop«f
eid»ttnkioents, are of soft material, it waa recommend^ to make a
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kinii-~ot pavement or hard layer, od the forming' leye), belovr the

ballast. On embankments, until the became well consolidated, this

pavement would nut perhaps he convenieolly put id ; still means
should be contrived to carry oflihe water quickly from the surface

and the Profesjor insisted much on the free inlroduction of blind,

or ^cench drains, of brokon stone, among or under the ballast, con-

necfed with the open side drains, which should never be omitted in

calittDgs ; on embankments these cross rubble drains should go free

of the road-bed, with water channels down the slopes, of sods, or t*.

mora substantially formed if needful.
j

: v.^^i'Hi',

The bed of the railway having been prepared on the above prln-*.

ciples$ next came the consideration of tho railway itself. The sub-

stance first used for this trackway was wood, and afterwards a.

metal rail, plated on the wood ; after 200 years' trial of different

systems—for so long was it since the first colliery wagon-ways
were introduced—the Professor observed, we are just coming back
to the original form and material as best adapted for the purposes

of a railway—viz., timber laid longitudinally. When blocks of
stone are used to support the chair and rail, weight seems to be

sought for as desirable, and the general cubic contents of such

blocks as are considered proper foi* a good way are about five cu-

bic feet—^viz., 27 inches wide, and a foot thick. When cross bear-

ers of wood are the supports, each sleeper, as it is termed, contains

about two cubic feet of timber, being about seven feet long, with a
transverse section of 40 square inches, being full eight inches broad
aind averaging five inches thick. The intervals at which the blocks

or sleepers are placed vary from three to five feet, according to the

'

weight of the rail or of the load. With these descriptions of sup-

ports becomes generally necessary that a chair or saddle be attadi^'

cd thereto to receive the rail, which is seldom fastened directly

either on block or sleeper, without the intervention of this contri-'

vance of a chair, unless when the rail is made wide and flat at th«i

base^ 8och shaped rail is now much used on cross bearers of wood

'

for temporary railways, by contractors, while executing works.

Mr. Vignoles said this form of wrought iron rail was first introduc-

ed nearly 12 years since on the St. Helen's Railway, by somd^oon-'
tractors, at his suggestion, and the satne rails were lately in use by*

the same persons, and still good ind serviceable, after continued'

use. Of late it had been recommerkdod by many engineers—among
which Mr. Vignoles believed he was among the first—to lay down'
the railway bars on bearings of timber, disposed lengthways in the

direction of the way, and upon which the iron had a continuous

bearing, instead of having it supported at intervals (either with or
without chairs,) as was the case when blocks or cross limber bear-
ings were used. In describing the different modes of laying rails,;

the Professor observed that the heavy stone blocks being packed
around, or boxed up with ballast, kept the rails in piace>—̂ at thiA-

cross sleepers having both rails attached thereto, the gauge or
breadth was preserved ; with the lorigitodinal system of bearingsi,'

ihe parallelism was retained by cross ties of wood, with tenoni,*
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and spiMdmes by rods of iron with serew>ends and nuts, and oc-

casionally with both. It was necessary thus to provide for preserv-

iog the breadth of the railway, for, as ihe carriages and engines

work along the rails with a wriggling motion, there is always a

tendency, by the lateral action of the flanges of the wheels, to push

the road out of gauge. Mr. Vignoles mentioned the two new lines

added on the south side of the London and Greenwith Railway as

the latest examples of longitudinal timber bearings ; but he ob^rv-
ed that, as the great point in this system was to insiure that the rail

be firmly attached to the wood, to prevent any vertical play, he

considejed a more effectual method might have been there used, so

as to have the iron continually united to the timber, on a plan which
he had tried with success, and to' which he would presently advert.

When iron was first introduced for railways, it was for a long time

merely a plating of metal on the edge of the wood rail, on whieh
plan, with iron bars o/ greater or less weight, many of the lines in

America had been laid. Cast iron being next introduced, the sys-

tem of fastenings was necessarily changed, and the original longi-

tudinal timbers abandoned for cross sleepers, or isolated stone blocks.

The rails being cast in lengths of three or four feet, it was found
expedient to prepare some contrivances tjo receive and fasten the

ends together, and this was the saddle Or chair. Some of these

irOn rails were cast deeper in the middle, and, from their skapet

got to be termed "fish-bellied." this form being probably adopted
with the idea of obtaining uniform strength ; though, for railway
purposes, the position of this increase depth was the reverse of that

given to bearers intended to resist quiescent weights. From Ihe
action of the moving weight, howiever, upon rails with so many
joints, they soon got out of order. Wrought iron was then intro-

duced, to get greater lengths; the first <^' these were roiled at a
consi^lerabie expense of useless ingenuity into the same form as the

ftsb-beliied cast iron rails, the length of 15 to 18 feet being divided
into five or six flat ellipses. On most of the lines where this des-

cription of rails was first laid, it has been found necessary to take

them up, and replace them, as they were found to break at a short

distauce from the points of support. Mr. Vignoles stated that he
had, from the first, decidedly set his face against this form of rail,

and argued for and introduced rails with the same section through-
out their length—since commonly styled parallel rails, as distin-

guished from the ^ fish-bellied rail," adding 10 lb. to the original
weight of 35 lb. to the yard, by putting on a lower rib or web, on
the principle that gave such additional stiffness to all beams ; this

loswtf, ^eb was increased in size from tinie to time, until, in a spec-
ial report to the Lotion and Birminghain Railway, Mr. Vigiudes
recoiQmended that i%t upper and lowerl webs, or buttons, should
be mfide.precisely alil\ to allow the rail to be turned up or down,
oiJn either direction. This form was, however, first actiially 4aid
d#wn by him on the North Union Railway, and its advantages in
the above respects have already been appreciated and applied

:

these rails are about 65 lb. to the yard. TbeBirmingham Company
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decided finally on adopting this form, increasing the \veight to 75
lb. ; and, where chairs are used, it is now almost exclusively em-
ployed, the weight being sometimes increased to 78 or 80 lb. pep

yard. With the increase in the weight of the rail, the intervals

between the supports also gradually increased from three to five

feet, bat with bad effect, as the expense of keeping a railway in

order with the longer bearings (as the technicial phrase is) was very
much augmented ; and, on the London and Birmingham Railway^
intermediate supports had since been introduced, where the origi-

nal bearings were five feet. Mr. Vignoles stated it as his opinion,

deduced from considerable experience and observation, that where
chairs and supports, at intervals, were used, he consi<jered a 60 lb.

rail, with a 3-feet bearing, better than a heavier rail with a longer
bearing. Blocks, he observed, were, however, nearly exploded as

supports ; the cross sleepers and chairs were still preferred by
many engineers, but it was certain that the closer the supports

—

that is, the shorter the bearings—the less the cost of maintenance,
and hence the inference, which experience every where confirmed
that the continuous supports were best of all. In respect of fasten-

ing the chair to the block or sleeper, and the rail to the chair, it

was now almost universally admitted and acted upon, that com-
pressed wood was much preferable to iron spikes, bolts or keys.

Mr. Vignoles introduces a number of drawings, and describee a
variety of diagrams, illustrating the various shaped rails and chairs,

and modes of fastening adopted, and drew comparisons as to the

advantages and cost of each. In reference to what be bad before

stated of the disadvantageous method hitherto pursued in fastening

rails with flat bases to continuous timber barings, by spikes or
screws, the Professor said that such a mode seldom continued to

hold the rail close down to the timber, and there ensued a certain

quantity of vertical play of the rail on the wood, often accompanied
with a good deal of rattling, and in the end, the head of the bolt or

spike was absolutely jerked off. Mr. Vignoles said that the only
effective fastening was that used with Evan's patent rails, which
had a slit or grove of a dove-tail shape (in cross section) rolled for

the whole kngth of the rail in the bottom ; bolts, with similar-shap-

ed heads to fit, were passed into this groove, and dropped at the

necessary intervals, through holes in the longitudinal timbers ; the

bolt termined in a screw, and a washer and nut being put on, by
meatis of a spanner, the nut drew down the rail closely to the tim-

ber. Mr. Vignoles stated that he had hpd a considerable lensth of
raifway thus laid, which had been done some time, and the rail had
remained close down at the wood without any play, or getting at

all loose. He concluded this lecture by stating that in the iieit he
would endeavor to draw a comparison between the modem heiivy

rail and chair and fastening, as used with cross timbers laid at

internals, and the rail and fastening as above described, to be laid

on longitudinal timbers, and having a continuous bearingthereon.'

lecture 11.—In resuming the subject of the Upper Works of
Railways, the Professor said he would enter briefly into the con-

sideration of the strongest form of rail, aAer explaining those ooints
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Applicable alike to cast and wrought iron bars. First, a certain

breadth was required for the bearing surface of the rail, for the

wheel to run upon, and this breadth should be such as not to be

likely to produce improper action or grooving, in the tire or tread

of the wheel, and, at the same time, not to be increased so as to

make the rail needlessly heavy ; there must also be a sufficient

depth or thickness of that bearing surface, to make it strong enough
to withstand abrasion, and render the rail sufficiently^ stiff, and ca-

pable fiilly of sustaining the action of the driving-wheels of the

locomotive engine. Hitherto the established breadth seemed to

have been about two and a half inches on the top web, or button,

and Mr. Vignoles thought, from experience, that that breadth should

be considered the mintmum ; however, the strength of this bearing

part of the rail, being as the breadth and square of the depth, a
greater breadth than absolutely necessary to prevent the tire of the

wheels being grooved, would add to the; weight of the rail, without

increasing the strength more than in the direct ratio of the breadth
whilst the same quantity of material, disposed in terms of the depth
increases the strength in the duplicate ratio. Considering the great

increase of weight in the locomotive engine of late years, and the

continued wear and tear on the rail, from the action of the driv-

ing.wbeels, and looking to the state of the iron of the upper works
of those railways which have not very heavy bearing surfaces, it

would seem that, while two and a half inches is a minimum of
breadth, the chief attention is now required to the proper depth,

to resist abiasion and exfoliation whidh takes place, especially if

the iron is not perfectly well rolled. Railway bars are compound-
ed of fagotted iron, and if the pieces are not properly welded the

bearing edge is broken down, and peels off; but, supposing the iron

good, aiui the manufacture perfect, the Weavy effects of the engine

must be provided against, and experience shows that an inch and
a half is not too much for the depth of the top web, or bearing
part of the rail, and two and a half inches being the breadth, then
three and three-quarters—or, say four square inches—should con-
stitute the sectional area of the part that is exposed in receiving

the direct action of the driving-wheels ; this is the section actually

requisite, and the greatest additional strength being to. be obtained

by increasing the depth, if possible, this is the point to be attended
to. It thus appears that a weight of 30 lb. per yard is required to

sustain the engine, and ail beyond will l^long to the mode of at-

taching the rail to the support below.
In treating of the wear and tear of rails. Mr. Nicholas Wood

has given sotufp curious and interesting results of experience : but

the weight of the locomotive engines used is slated to have been
only 10 tons, and of this the weight dn the driving-wheels woukl
probably not exceed six or seven tons. \ The result of a variety of
experiments on the malleable iron rails, of the Stockton and Dar-
lington Railway gave one-tenlh of a pOund per yard as the abso-

lute amount of fair abrasion ; some statements, however, made it

muQh jiiiigher« being one-sixth of a po^nd. On the Killingworth
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Colliery it was one-eighth of a pound. On the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, some years ago, three raila were taken op,

carefully cleaned and weighed, relaid, and taken up again at l\m

end of one, and again at the end of two years : the wear was foaod
constant, and about one-tenth of a pound per yard per annum. If

we were to take this to be the true wear, and suppose it to arise

wholly on the upper surface of the rail, the result would be but Che

84th part of an inch in depth, and it might be supposed to take

100 years to wear away a rail from mure abrasion, fiut later ex-
perience shows that the increased weight of engines acts very des-

tructively on rails whose upper webs are not sufficiently strong*

and of the best manufacture. We may take 10 tons as the present

average weight on the driving-wheels of a locomotive engine ; and,

if this is to be effectually provided for, the button, or bearing part

of the rail, mast not be less than 40 lb. to the yard. Now the form
of the remaining part of the rail will depend upon the manner in

which it is to be fastened down to the support below, either by
being fixed in a chair, which is itself to be again fastened to some*
thing else, or by bein^ screwed down, as the rails on the Great
Western, Croydon, and the new part of the Greenwich railway;;

or, finally, secured in the simple manner described in the last lec-

ture. A comparatively very small addition^ the theoretical torm
of rail to be sustained in a chair, gives a section which has the

advantage of being capable of being turned in either direction, or
vertical position, and hence the top and bottom of the rails have,

of late, as previously stated, been made equal and similar, connect-
ed by a neck of proportionate dimensions. With the present heavy
rails, of nearly 80 lb. to the yard, the average weight of the chairs,

including the joint chairs, may be taken at 20 lb. per yard, reduc^
ing the intervals of support to that constant distance. Thus, we
have an aggregate of nearly 100 lb. weight of iron per yard of each
single rail. It', then, we could in any way get rid of the extra
weight required to fasten the rail into the chair, and dispense with
the chair altogether, it seemed to Mr. Vignoles to be desirabU} to

do so, provided the object in view was equally well attained ; and
he contended that such would be the case with a 50 lb. rail attach*^

ed, in the mode before described, to a longitudinal bearing of tim-

ber ; for the whole strength of the upper or bearing part would be
retained, that being as the breadth and the square of the depth;
thus, with a weight of iron just one-half, would be equally effica-

cious, and it only remained to compare the supports in either cise.

Now, as stone blocks seemed to be discarded by universal consent,

the qaestion of the supports below is narrowed to that oflransvert
or of longitudinal wood sleepers. Sufficient experience had been
obtained to warrant the conclusion that, for the purposes of this

argument, the cost of fastening and of laying the rails, ballasting,

drains, etc., taken as a whole, were nearly the same for both sys-

tems, aiKl it only rcmained'to contrast tlie quantities of timber, andi

always considering a locomotive line to be the one to be made, it

may be. stated that this cubing was about double for the lonfitiidi^.
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nal system to that in the transversa moihod of laying the sleepers.

In phort. looking at first cost only, there was a saving of 100 lb. of
iron, and an increase of t\v«) cubic feet <>f timber in each yard of
single trackway of the firmer over t'ue latter mode, so that strictly

the iongitjiilinal system was the cheapest ; but to avoid minor ob-

jecti^ms, ^'t the cost of each be taken to be the same, which Was
given a decided concession in favor of the transver^ system. But
this was a very narrow view to takt; c»f the question, which whol-

ly omitted the economical refsiilts from diminished wear and tear

of the engines, of the railway, and of the (-arriagea, as had been
most especially rxemplitied on the Dublin and Kingstown Railway
where the massy granite blocks originally laid down had been all

replaced by longitu<iinal sleepers, and th<'ijgh the old light 45 lb.

rails and 15 lb. chairs were retained^ the diminution of the annual

maintenance w;>s most rcniarkai)le, though there was not a railway
in the United Kingdom where so many passengers were cariied
daily throughout tlie year.

The expense of keeping up the double way, now that the system
of longitudinal titnln'ts has been quite carried out, is less than one-

third of the co?-res|)ondin«: expense |ht mile per annum of main-
taining the I^ndon and Birmingham Railway. Mr. Vignoies then
read a variety of tabular results of the cusl of the three vacioiu

systetn^gftiftg thr<<ugl) all the details, and pointing out the exacT'^
measures and quantities, and slating the actual cx|H'nditure on the

iip|ter works ol various lines of railway. I'he result Kct-med that the

bed of the road was duly prepared, including ail the ilenu tinder that

for a double line of railway—u|;pt;r-works. profH'Hy l&id after llie

head, which were c lumeiated in a former lecture, and calculatii^
ftir the present h avy and powerful locomotive engine, that no less

a sum than £dO()i , atid, in most cases. £t>COO. per mile was nepea-
sary, arid*thut, in many instances, it had reached nearly £70(l()—
the Jiiaiket price of in>n and timber, also i|he quality of the latjter,

the greater or less facility of obtaining maierials tor ballast, c|tc^

aflectingtbe amount, and tbese large sums were independent of the
<arthwi rk, lna^^,nly, Ltd, lii.cii g imit^: gcDiCbt, statioriSt cairying
cstablishinenis, etc.

I
i

Mr. Vignoies also gave a nt]ml)cr of drawlings and diagrams c(m>
trastii^tl:ie three systems, and exhibiting, in a very explanatory man-
ner, the morles of laying and fasteniitg. He akio exhibited tSe rail,

chair, ai&d fastenings, for the transverse method,with ail the recent ira^

provem^otif introduced by Mr. Ciibitt on the South-Eastem rail-

way, and- as manufactured by Messm. May. of Ipswich, and then
produced the rail with the doVe-tailed slot,'and the mode of attach-
ment to longitudinal half baulks of timbeii repeatedly allutfod to in
this and the preceding lecture, obwrving forcibly, that^ (f the saoM
cflfective results were obtainable by the lattelr simple method as by
the former complicated one, it was not only to be preferrtMl in thu
kingdom, but was peculiarly eligible for such countries as Ruaua,
Poland* Germany, in general, Fraoce, and iimerica, where wvfod
vsually in great abuiMlance,end where iron if companttively i
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i^spccially in the form required for railway bars, and, ofcourse^the
prices became in prop<»riion. Mr. Vignolcs (|uoted largely from the
workii and reports of Trcdgold, Barlow, and l^r.ounl, anri stated
a number of mathematical and cmpirivul rules laid d<»wn by thoae
authors, which, he stated, were chiefly reUiing to rails «upp<trted

At intervals, but, though he felt it right to lay ihem before the class

ho c/)n8idered that Afthcr ex|>crimunts and invest igatii»ns were
reqjuisiite, and particularly in reference to ilie |K;rfeci combination
in one support of the iron and timber in the lonsiiudinal <<ystem,

as explaiDcd and advocated by him. of which the Prnfesstor initistcd,

the great advantage and peculiarity was that of obtaining a (K^rfecl

fasteiaing, independent of the hbrc i>f the w(H>d, or the 'enacity of
the screws or bolts therein, and of obviating the hitherto well-

founded objections to il:& mode of attaching rails having a continU'

0U8 bearing, which had not been ubie so prevent a vertical play of
the iron on the titnber.

I r

. :-;.,t \ ,,
- CHASM IX THE PRAIRIES.

iThe last number of Kendall's interesting sketches of incidents

connected with his Sar.ta Fe Expedition is as follows:

The niorning <»f the 3d SiptemU'r broke bright and cloudless,

the sun rising from out the prairie in all his majexiy. Singular as

h hiay appear nearly every shower we hnd, caiin; in the night from
the t line we Ictt Austin until we reached the Mexican setllementc.

Agcrtfr wc spent a c<mplc of hours drying our blankets, then saddled

-iip and pursued our journey, and still in a northwest dirtction.
' We had scarcely gone six miles befoie we suddenly came upon
an immense rent or chasim in the earth, far exec-eding in depth the

one ^ie had so much difficulty in crossing the day liefoVe. No one
was awtfre of its existence until we were immediately upon its brink
wh^n a t»pectnclc, exceeding in grar.diire any thing we had prvvi-

ously witnessed, came suddenly in view. Not a tree or bush, no
{dtftdtie wliatever marked its position or cour.>c, and we were all

lost in amazement and wonder as oiic by one we kft the double*

file Tanks and rode up to the verge of the yawning abyrs. ' -l-'

In tJctiih i( could not have Ix'cn less than eight hundteif or a

Ihotistma feet from three to five huntired yards in width, atid at the

phiiit' where we first struck it the sides were nearly f>erpeiKficular.

A sickly seiisat ion ( f dizziness was felt by all as we lboke<i down,
is it w^rci into the very depths of ilie earth. Below an ocrasional

fJKM of jgreeh rblived the eye, and a small stream of water, noW ris-

Si^g id th\e vi^w then ^inkii>g beneath some hugh rock, was babbling

dniiffo*Ai Ihg atong. Immense wall?, cofunnis in some places that

appiear^'-H>4)ie arches were seen standing, worn by the water iin-

tftHJbttpdly.aiKJ so perfect in form that w*e could with difficirily be

Bftiughr'fo btliere (hfat tho hand of ntan was not upon thotn. 'fhe

rkita of ^ntuHe*. faiHing upon an itnmense praric, bad hcfre fo«nd

IF rcHiirtoir^ sihI therr workings upon the different Teins of earth

•nd stone bod formed these strange and fanciful shapes.
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Before reaching the chasm we had crossed numerous large tr.iils

leading* Mtile tn tto to the west than \vu were Iraveiling, ati^wd
wero at once cunvinci'd ihat tliey ail centerod al a coftimon crossing

clow hy. In thi.s cmjeciur ? w^ wore n^tt disappointed, for a trot

of half an hour bronifht ua in^n a Urge road, the ihoroiighfare along
which tnillions of Ir.d an-*, b itf.ilo. an I mj'itangs had travelbd for

years. P^riUrn as lUo d iccnt lo >kcd we well knew there tras no
olhor near. Tiie le id in.ile was aijain started ahead; the 9t<;a£cr

and oldjr horttes were next driven over the sides, w hi la the/nioiio

akittiirh and iinlractable brougitt up the rear. Once in thc'Yiarrb^

path w!iich led circuilously d »wn ihe ^eep decent there Wna v^
turning back, an I our ni iddened animals finally Reached the bottom
in safely. Sjvfral laig; stones were |f)<is»*ned from' their* fasten-

ings by "ur men during the frightfid decent. They woiikJ leap,

dash and thundi>r down ihe precipt:^uj side^ and strike against iHo

botmni far below us with a terrific crash. '

We found a running stream at the bottom, and on the opposite

side a romantic dell covered with short grass and a few scatterii^

cotton woods. A large body of Indians had encamped on this very
spot but a few days previous, the wilted limbs of the trees and
other "signs" sliowin;; that they had madciit a restitng place. We
too, hahe<t a c >uplc of hours, to give our horses an opportunitv to

grazo and rest ihemselvrg. The trail which led up on the opposite

side was discovered a short distance above us, to the south, willing
up the steep and ragged sides of the precipice.

As we j'>urneyed along liiis dell all were struck with admiration
at the strange and fanciful figures made by the washing of ^tie

waters during the rainy season. In some places a perlect wsul

formed of a reddish clay, were seen stanrjing, and were Ihej^"any
where else it would be im;>nssible to l>elieve that other than tfic

hand of man had formed them. The f'ein of which these walls

were omposed was of even thickness, very hard, and ran perpen-
dicularly ; and when the softer sand whiph had surrou.pdeif thena

vras washed av%'ay the veins still remained standing i>prigHt, in somp
places one hundred feet high and three or four hundred in tength.

Columns, too. were there, an{d such was theii* architectural prtler

and so much of chaste grandeur was there about them that vfp

were lost in wonder and admiration. In other places tiie breast-

works of forts would be plainly visible, then again the frowoltig

turrets of some castle of iheolden time. Cumbrous pillars of sonpe

mighty pile raised to religion or royalty were scattered abput, reg-
ulariiy was strangely mixed up with ruin and disorder, and Nature
had done it all. Niagary has been considered ona of Her wndest
freaks; but Niagara sinks into insignificance vyhieiicornpared'i^lth

the Willi granduru of this awful chasm. Imagina,tJoii carri^^ ii^

back to Thebes, to Palmyra, and to anciejit AitienSt ^nd we c0ji^
Dot help thinking that we were now among their njinsl,

,i a *

Our passage out of this piac* was effected \trith the greatcsjl |||f
.cully. We were obliged to carry .ou|r rifle?, ho|ater8 and sa^e^
jbftKi inour hands, ana in clambering, up a itee^ pitch ' '^ '^

''"
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honm* striking his shoulder against a projecting rock, was preei-

pilated ttorae fiAeen or twenty feet direcily upon his back. AU
though he must be killed by the fall ; bui »in;iular enctugh he rose

immediately, shook bim^U' and n second « tr>rt in climbing proved
more successful—the animal' had n<>t received the «lightest appa^
rent injury

!

» 1, t .mi^/
By the middle of the afternoon wo were all safely across, aAer

speodiog five ur six hours completely »hut out from the world.

Again we found ourselves upon the level prairie, and on looking

b«ck» af^er proceeding soroK hundred yard^, not a sign of the inw

meiMe chasm was visible. The waste we were then upon was at

least two hundred and fifty miles, in widih, and the iwo ehasms I

have mentioned were the reservoirs and nt the same time the con-

ductors of the heavy quantity of rain which > falU upon it during

the wet season to the running streams. The prairi<t is undoubtedly

the largest in the world, and the chasms are in perfect keeping with
the lixe of the prairie. >

i

on rAINTI?ll<3 TIMBER.

We extcact the following obscif^vations nn painting timber wheti

exposed to damp, by Mr. Dmderjfrom fhe Professional. Papers. of
the Royal Engineers.

'

** I beg leave to lay before you a few observations which I have

made on the construction and cau^s of decay in bridges, on the

works at Devimpori, having U^en rmploycd on the erection of the

bridge at the north-west barrier in the yearsi 18It2 and I8J3. and
also OD a lairge rcf^air in 1837 : r.nd I »m now emi)lc>yed on a sim*

ilar repair auhe north-east barrier bridge, which, 1 think, was built

in J8I6, which ha^ induced me to make the following reniark^^
'

•* 1st. These bridges were paved with Guernsey jjcbbles, w!hi(!tl

I think, was one cause of dtray, as the wet coiijitanily dripped

through the joints; an evil which may l)e avoided liv macadam!^*

ing, by which tiUjch a cnnipact i>ody is formed that the wet cannbt

set through, and the joists and girders, etc., are thereby kept per-

kily dry. besides the advantage of the vibraiiim being very much
reduced, as is the case now at the north- west l>arrier.

2nd. The whole of the wfH>dwork below, as well as the under

side of the flooring, was frequently payed over with coal tar, which

forming a thick body on the surface, wn^ another, if not the greater

cause of decay, as it completely prevented the air from actmg on

the wood, thereby keeping all juoisiure within, which of itself is

stdficient to decay it. It must be observed tt at the plank or fl'Kir-

ing was so rttlten, that in many places it would not Iwar the weight

of the men to work on it, and inany of the j<usts and girders broke

i^to two or three pieces in removing thtm ; some of thcin were
foond to be quite dry, and in a similar state to snuff.

Sd. As a further proof of the bad tfTects of paying and pavmg
bii^M, I may atate ibat the bridge at the south-caat terrier aeroas
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fTift' old Worlcs leading to Stonehonsc. the girders, pists, etc. of
which have mtvcr t)een payed or painted, and the r«»ad above aU
ways mfltcadamizcd, remains sound and good at this liinc ; and I

know this to ho a mu«:h older brid;jjj than uithyr of the fonnsr.
4ih. I should statu that the timber alhiJed to above is o:ik. but

I think thq sania observations will apply to other limber, and in

other sitqitions such as fences; for ni3(ny posts and rails t)f the

stockade fence here have freq>iently b-^'Cn found decayed, while in

other and older fences, although much worn by tim.*, yet not hav-

ing been payed or painted, the fibro of the wood remains in a heaU
thy state,

5th. I am also of opinion that skirting to walls, and linings to

storehouses and other buildings, if not painted, \yould last ntjch

loiter, as the damp from behind wou|(( then b^ allalwed to evapor>
ate by the action uf the external air.

PXtB.'VCn ACADEMY OF SCIE.VCB.

May 30.—The reading of papers connected with the accident on
the Ver$aiUe* Htrilrond occupied a great poriron of thit sitting.

One of the ni cist interesting was by M. Franyois. an engineer of

mines, on the means of preventing the crystalization of iron used

in machinery*. On the examination of ihe raptured axle of the

engine, whicli was the cause of the calamity on the 8th uit„ the

coitdusion come to was, that the rupture had been caused by this

cr)'stalizatioo, the inm being of the best quality, aivl of a vobnne
tn-fre than sufiiciunt for the fuirpos.; to whiirh it was applied. Sim-
ilar results on other railways have l>een a<$cribcd to the same cause;

but no person has b:en successful in the means of preventing the

recurrence t>f accident by an improved ntod« «»f manufaciuring the

iron, and all that ccNdd be done in the way of precauti(»n W4S. n<»t

to permit iron axles to n main in use for so lung a period as to un-

d:rg(t the crystalline change whirh is s • f-ita!, and of which exter-

nal appearances give n» indicati:>n. M. Frany lis informs u.;, that,

in a long conlimiu.l s.-ries of <>X|>eriintfnts, he has oluerved liiat a

magnetic action upon iron when in a saie of fusion, will produre
the change alluded to, causing the small and cjosoly adhering grains
to crystallize into coarse and largor gran?*, depriving it of its coin-

pact character; and it is inferml that the action of heal upon
axles employed in machines, subjected to great velocity, will pn>-

duce the same effi'cr. Tiiis can imly l>e prevented by diminishing
the volume of silicate in the iron, l>y carofully sweating the coal

employed in ineltin!;, and above all, by the use. in the manufacture
of axles, of iron which has already und«^rgone a partial change in

its vitreou^ character, and which, on beipg reworked, is much less

susceptible of crystalline change than new iron. An<»ther coin-

murvcation on the same subject, by Colonel Auberr, was also read.

Heagreja with M. FraDcois a« to the cause of the iraporfection

eoiD{UiiQed of, bat appears to think that the only real precaution it
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t'>c!nn^!^ Ihc axles employed in railway hcom'>lives 8r> frequetj^ly

AS not t > g'v^4i'UJ r>r I'lun to irvl rg > ihc; r.rystalline clianse, uliidi

U r>ii )J t> b : s » il-'ilrjctiv.-. Ai uh :r p«i»Gr, l»y Mr. iVrinliiy, on
I'm catn:;.< of railway accid -nts, an I t!ic iii2a-< <»r prt^vciitin^ ihcna

cxcitt'ii mj;Ji aUi:niion. T.iis cn;»in:;or rocoiirnends the iMe of

fo tr-Wiieeleil IoiMih tilves, h.it with )*yn: important m MitHeAtipr^

in t')o c>:Hlrj^iion of I'lcni. I)>i!i as rcgirh 1I13 axlu.'i, so asi'i ex-

pose thoni I'l an ialcrior <li';;rci; i»f siroj^s than up'»n ihc present 8y«-

ItJin. anil ihe fr .1 in 3- \v.»rli of tho \v!iecls. whjch shtuUI, he says, bo

within ihj \vK!cls, an I i iiin 'diarely iinJer the b >iIors. TIij also

layi d >\ya s »:n ; pr.r;tii-. il r iliv* fn- c ii iter utin » t!to liabjlil^r «^

lo;;oin Mivea to run oil' ili : r liU. ai I m Mii tri-t xjvjr.il faclf In aiutp-

port of thd t:or.c •-in i^t of I'.u variom p.iriion:{ <»r hit system.

A paper, by M. Pain'i »u •, «>n the tn-iaa^ «»f chickiiisg, or rather

ef/Ufillzin:^ the velocity on ruiluo lys, by L'le luc offans, «lertviQg a force

of rertisianco in the procistc prop >rtion of the velocity communica-
ted by the imjietu^ of a train, was next read. *

^

O.X TIIJB ACTION OF iL.l'X AND WATB^ ON IRON. Bj MR. XALLBT. i-

This is the ihird report for which the association is indebted to

Mr. Millet. The fibjcct of fonnor tabulated rusults was to deter-

mine the ac.ttial loss by corrosion in a given time, and the compar-
ativc dm*abilitic.s of nnt of the principal kinds of cast iron nf Great

Britain, and to discover on what durability d«;pended. The t^bfes

of experiments now presented show that the rate of coiromon is

a decreasin;^ ono in ni tst cases, nnd t'lat the rapidity of the corro-

sion in ca-it irm '\n not s«» much d -pfntlcnt ilpon the chemical con-

stitiiti m of the metal as upon \\n s*atf: of crystalline arranscment
and the condition of its constituent carbon. The present report,

too. extends the inquiry t> wroug!ii iron and steel, of which be-

tween thirty and firty varieties have b?en 8iib!nittedtoex|>erifnenf.

The results s'low that the rate of corrosion of wnmght iron is in

general much m »ro rap'.d than that of cast Iron or of steel. The
finer the wrou;:rht iron is, nni the m »rc [lerfedly uniform tn'tdxiuro

the slower and the more uniform in its corrosion. Sieel corrodes
in general more slowly, an. I mujh m >re unifonnly. than wrought
or cast iron. The results of the action of air and water in the » v-

eral classes of iron have been ex imined and chemically detcrintned.

The substance sp:»ken of as p!iiinlngo was next dewirlbed. It is

produced by the astioi of air anfl water on'casi steel, especially

that in the raw ingot, in the same way as it is in the caao; of cijst

iron.

A quantity of plumbago, f<)und in the wreck of the Rnyfii Chotge
absorb jd oxygon on exposure to the .iir with such rapiditVp that

it became nearly redhot. Mr. Mallet next ilcscribed a metno<t of
protecting iron by a modification o\' the zine process. It wais foiled

impossible to cover the surface of iron with zipc, to whicli it btid
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no affinity. The first process was to clean the surface of the iron,

t.iking oft"l!ic coat of i>xidi, an! thtrn inj-nirsing it in double chlor-

ide of zinc anJ amn>n:uai. \v iij'i ovjrj.l it w.t'i a thin fiiin of

hydrogjn, by whicii its afliiiiyfir ilic zinc is m icli increased.

The iron wah tlien c'>veretl with jj fripl.; all.)y of zinc, s >dium and
mercury. Mr. Mailcl produced several specimens of his all. »y, one
of a Iwll to l)C driven into a sliip's side, and another a cannon shot

covered with his preparation, an I expotjcl to the weather on the

roof of a building, and which was |»erfectly preserved. Cannon
bails were so much oxidised l)y exposure to ulriKispheric iuttuences

that in tive or sin years ihey became useless. The French Institute

had been engajied in experiments to protect these, and had been
compelled to ubantlon it. Mr. Mallet also brought under the i.oiice

ot the section a method of preventing the finding which lakes place

on the botloiihi of iron ships, csiiecially in tropical climates, by
means of which new invention he had ascertained plants aivd ani-

mals were prevented from adhering to the ship's bottom.

Another series of experiments related to the rate of corrosion

of cast iron, wiought iron, and steel, exposed to atmospheric in-

fluences—a matter of great iniporiance to the engineer. The char-

acteristic form of corrosion in air, as contradistinguished fioni that

of water, was also p >inird out. ^This series of inquiries was now
complete. The next matter which had eagag«d his attcn|||on was
the rale of corro»iou of rails on railu-a\s. The general^ npinioa

was, that the rails iravulled over were i>ui corroded at si'. lie had
been enabled lu lay down three s4.>ts of rails on the Dublin and
Kingstown Railway : ' ne not travelled over, the second in use and'

nol ex|K>8ed to corrosion, and the third also in use. but made im^

pervioua to moisture. Tiie loss of the tir^t was 2*553 of the secondi

2*344, and of the third 2*ti5U.—lesulis which seemed to indicate

that the rail irav elicit over d«iis corrode more slowly »lan that < ut

of use, ]V{r. Mallet concluded by referring to Mr. Nasoiyth'ii ibvo-

ry, that corrurion, is checked by the trains passii^g over the rails

always in une direction, and takes place when, as ia the case of
the London ami Blackwall, trains pass both wtiys.

The Vice-Presirleni paid a high compliment t»> Mr. Mallet on the
value of his investigations, and the .success ^hich had attended

thein. The cosl lo the ass<!ciati< n of these wquirios wcff far less

peiiiapg than that ihctirred by Mr. Mallet in addition to the stim

voted him: while the results might have t>een made more condu-
cive to hts private .purposes, had Mr. Mallet chosrn to conduct
ihcin for bis private advantage. In reply to anicrnbcr, Mr. Mallet

said that' his preparation for the l>otioms of iron vessels lasted for
Kbout two years and a half in Kingston harbour, in a vessel exposed
to a rapid tide-way. He did not think his pre|)arafions would
answer for copper sheathing. Nothing but c«)ppcr would protect

wooti ; but he looked forward ti» ll'.e iiihc when the greater pro-

portion of our vessels would be cguiiiructcd of iron.
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Jtm 20,—A pip-T l»y M. Vic.ii wis reul, " O.i //'u* nature of
J*ouzzoi(nits.—M. Virar, having di>covtjivd I hu nature of the sulv*

stance, ha^ i>ccii able !<» (-uiii|t'is(; a sultsiitute with piirt; clay, caU
ciiied whIUl exposv:d u> a (ie.ul heal, so as to get rid of eight o^

nine-tenths of tie \vat< r coinbincd with it. The best clay for the

purpose, says this ^rniieinan. is pipo-clny ; and in prdporlion with
the adinixiurc (»!' iron, inanganczij, caibjnaie of limu ur sand, is

the defect ol quality.

M. D^frnusec gnvc an arcniint of s'tYic recent rcfulis in the mak*
ing of Artfxiiin uilh. lie s'aU-s that he hns l»ored for water in the

|)liitraii which « x'<nds Iroui Lagny to ihr f«ir«Kt of Arinlnvil|ier:),

at the height <-f III incir.s siliovc the Marne. In one spot an
abundant supply (f water ruslrd «.ui, r.hlu.ugh I c hnd gone to a
de|>th of only nine m<li"e?. With M. D« poufcc's ic|»or! he for-

warded to the Academy a Iciitr which he hud recei veil from Aimc-
Bey, tie dir( ci«»r < f ihe in'tica < f Egy| i, who anmiinccs his inten-

tion of n - (jK-ning s >nie of ihe bonrd w«-lls of the tuicicnts, at the

fool of the Libyan chain, auiJ re(]i«-s's that the necessary instru^

nienis iniy be sent <ait lo h in for ihal | urpo>e.

Jihj 25.—A pa »er wa< r"-"* I l>y M. V.illee. " 0/» the modrttfien-'

tffrrnt: ihe i^fle of Gnictii itltudifii/ lo the fhrfir.** Aim^n^st the

)>hon<jnicna
i
rest nied by ih< l>uke ot Geneva it one which han par-

ticularly alirncied the : t (iiiit n «f M Vcllte, x.t: lie cnddeik

changes <if level which in tie c< entry are called ttrhtn. 11« at-

tempt? to aeci'unt lor thi<f pheinr nicm n l>y Mi|-|NMing the exitienee

of a subierranenn lake, < onimimieating on the one ni.ie with the

Lemon. v.tA < n il e oil.ir w iih th( h gh \iflleys \:\ nN>ana of natural

^velK wh:ch are nearly vtrtieal. In this Wi v he endeavors to ex-

plain the nsirg and lallii g of li.e \xatcrs at Geneva, which hare
been freqiieniiy noticed to %rry as much ax two metres at a »ime,

end to account for the rapid and extet;^i^c changes which occui in

the lemfieraiure u^he lake. !.',! i, i.

August \b.—AL Dumas placed before the Academy some speci-

mens of the power of the wwIyiinciUid rclUi, by M. Schatiearoano
which, accordii'g to a iormer report, has been used with great ttRxt

in compressing logeiher into one solid mans the fractured p«irliont

of the Ktones used for luacKdamlzlng roads. The (ipeciniens now
submiited to the Academx are i»f two kinds. In the one the inten-

tices of stone are tilled with sand, so comprexsed as to become at
solid as the stone itself: in the other, fragments of stone &fe rolled

together, and form the most complete cohesion.
i < <
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The third memoir of M. Morin, embraces several distinct (d>jectfl

of inquiry, viz., the friciion of building miatenais—-the transmission

of motion by a blow—the penetration of certain media by projec-

tiles—the same while the body struck is in motion, in a direction

perpendicular to that of the blow—4md the friction of surfaces is

modified by sudden pressure or by a blow. The whole memoir, is

concluded by a notice of the application of the peculiar af^aratus

employed, to various other physical inquiries.

It is that portion only which treats of the first named subject

that we propose condensing into the present article. The latter

subjects although highly interesting referring rather to military en-

gineering or being of less general value. The friction of building

materials of .different kinds, was as might have been anticipated

from the previoud experiments, precisely in accordance with the

three general laws of this species of resistance, viz.

:

In proportion to the pressure.

Inglependent of the velocity.

Jndependent of th« extent of forfacej

2S
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A few wc|rds may be necessary in explanation of the nature pf

the material' experimented upon. The soft limestone, or limestone

of Jaumont is an oolite being of medium hardness, of a yellow

color and having a very even texture.

The hard limestone or limestone of Brouck is the muschel kalk of

geologists. It is the hardest limestone of the department—takes a

fine polish—is of a light green color and exceeds the last in speci-

fic gravity by a little more than one third.

The bricks used were of the common kind4 well baked, red

without any signs of vitrification and very homogenous.

It might be thought that the limestones mentioned, being without

rdpresentatives in this countrj', are not proper subjects of experi-

ments, the results of which are to be used in this country, but it

will be seen that their nature is such that they may fairly be taken

to represent the extremes between which all our serviceable build-

ing stone may be found. As in the previous experiments it was

found that the powder arising from abrasion of the surfaces did

notioierfere with the fixed laws of frictipq. The hard Ijmestone

soems to have abraded but little, and when two pieces were rubbed

together, a fine polish resulted. ^

The tables are constructed in all respects as before.

Friction of surfaces after Imving been in contactfor wme time.

New experiments are given in the table, upon cast iron, as being

the roost frequently used in machinery. The set is otherwise par-

afld with tbe one on friction during motion. The author has also

added an fxperimont on the friction of limestone wttb niortmr in-

terposed-'-the mortar being composed of one part liooe and three

sifted river sand. The duration of contact varied in each series

iVom 5 seconds to fifteen minutes, the results in no case varying to

any extent from the mean of the whole. . i n, -
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For the Amerieaa Railroad Joamal and Mechanic*' Magazine.]
"

CONFUSION WOBSE C^ONFOUNDED.

There are few subjects of general interest on which the public

mind is I^s enlightened, than on thiat of " railwai/ expenses" amd

such attempts as have been made to render it clear, have had for

the most part the contrary tendency, of only mystifying it the

more. So much of extraneous expense, that for which the railway

it in no vh^ accountable, has attached itsielf to many of our princi-

pal lines, itnd gone in partial or entire destruction of their profits,

that this bewilderment is not so surprising, particularly when pro-

fessional men lend their aid to entangle it the more, in essays simi-

lar to timt found in the September number of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute, by Charles Ellet, Jr. Civil Engineer.

In classifying these expenses on railways, under distinct heads,

he accompanies them with the following vague qualification.

** This formula takes proper account of the difference of grades,

but is not applicable to very short roads—to roads doing a very in-

adequate business—by which I mean a less business than can be

accommodated by one engine—nor to the first four years opera-

tionsv while the road, cars, and locomotives arc yet all new."

. We propose to show, that if this formula is not applicable to

short roads, and roads doing a small business, still less is it so, to

long^ roads doing a large business. This can be done by taking

the Philadelphia and Pottsville Railway, say 100 miles long, and

which will shortly be in a position to do a business of at least 500,-

000 tons of coal per annum, and comparing it in order with his

classification of expenses.
|

I. Repairs of road. That repairs of a road consist of ttco dis-

tinct divisions ; thefirst of which is nearly independent of the amount

of the trade, and may be estimated on the average, at about 9500 per
mik. The second division is dependent on the amount of the tonnage,

and represents the injury done by the passage of one ton of freight.

J estimate this wear and tear at .35 of a cent per ton per mile.

The wear and tear independent of trade, would of course be

from the beginning, while that dependent on trade, would be enti-

tled to the allowance for new—but let us charge the whole from
the start, thus: '

^'

100 miles, wear independent of traffic, $500 per

mile,
I

! 50,000

M0,000 tons of traffic, wear thereby, ^/, of a cent

POT ton, per miK 175,000 8325.000
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Now the entire cost of Buperstructure to which this wear is ap-

plicable, at present prices of materials, may for 100 miles be given

as follows

:

Iron rail, 8,500 tons for 100 miles, at $35 per ton,

landed free of duty, is 297,500

Spikes and chairs for 100 miles, at §450 per mile, 45,500

Wooden oak sleepers, 170,000 for 100 miles, at

30 cents each, 51,000

Labor of relaying track at $400 per mile, 40,000 484,000

Allowing therefore the iron rail to be rendered '

useless, (not destroyed) in two years, and that an

entire new superstructure would be required in

that lime, the old materials would certainly go in '

'

reduction of the los8,and which may be estiihated

to produce at least, say '"^

2200 tons of iron rail left, being fair bar iron,

and worth as such at least 960 per ton at pre-

sent duty of 027 per ton; but say it sells only

for good pig, at $30 per ton, is 24,800

Spikes and chairs, as old iron, at 50 percent. of

cost, 22,700

Wooden oak sleepers, as cord wood, worth at least 1 5,800 284,000

Loss in two years, $150,000

Thus at this annihilating and improbable rate of wear even, the

loss could only be 975,000 per annum, while by Mr. EUet't forniu-

la, it is made triple that sum, or 8225,000 per anBuaH.* i ' '

What then is the probable truth in this respect T i r

For righting and adjusting track. i

This must be comprised in Mr. Ellet's item of $500 repairs, /
independent of trade—is however a mere matter of la- '

bor and is covered by almost $350 per mile, and serves

as well for ten as for one daily train over the track; ' '

for 100 miles is 85,000

For slight repairs. .
' ^

Such as spikes, broken chairs, an occasional defective rail,

etc. at say 9150 per mile, per annum, 15,000

I

$50,000

• It may be remarked that ' if the iron rail brought th^'orfnttf ytic«*ofiWrMUii Ml
il if to credited when deCBCttre rails are used in thejiworluhopa of niiwayi^ tinl •
Mrmtore that aold at tht cod of two years would realise • haadMne proiti ']



being $500 per mile, per annam, for the first 6 to 7 years, after

which, allowing an average duration of 25 years to the iron rail

and stone work, 7 years to the cross ties and 12 years to tl e wood-

en portion of the bridges, 8250 additional, or $750 per mile, per

annum, average, would maintain and entirely renew the track do.

ing any amount of business.. This is of course applicable to roads

oi good materials wdl put together—and ihese expenses will be al.

ways in an ascending and descending scale, never exceeding an av-

erage of $750 per mile, per annum, which would at ordinary prices

refurnish all the materials and pay the labor of always keeping up

the entire track to the standard of new.

II. Expense of cars. The expense of repairing and renewing

the burthen cars is proportional to the distance which they run, or to

the tonnage of the line ; and may be estimated at .45 of a cent per

ton, per mile.

A car, carrying 3 1-2 tons of coal, (the capacity of those on the

Pottsville road) would therefore at .45 of a cent per ton per

mile, cost $1 57 per trip, and performing in the year 135 trips*

woulld in all expend in repairs per annum* 9197 per car.

The entire cost of a coal car is about $250 consisting of wood
or perishable material, suy

|

80

Iron or comparatively imperishable materials, in axles, wheels,

bulls, etc. 170

I j

I

8250

Deduct for old iron, , i 80

ei70
being the amount left to be ultimately provided in renewal of the

car, while according to the formula of Mr. Ellet, it would more

than eat itself up annually, by expending $197 in that time.

What then is the probable truth in this respect ? According to

the experience on the roads in England and this country, the wear

and tear on passenger and burthen trains is found to be nearly

equalized—-the lower speed of the latter nearly compensating for

their roug^r usage, and about ten per cent, per annum on their

cost is admitted to be a competent average to replace them. But

as a coal car may be supposed to be subject to more than ordinary

hard usage, a charge of 15 per cent, per annum is allowed in its

case, and accoEding to which it would be consumed in 6 to 7 yearai,

instead of being more than used up in one year, according to BIr

Ellet.
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in. Expense of agtnU, txmduCUtrt^foret at depotSt hreakMm^

and contingencies of all torts, is likewise nearly proportional to th§

business of the road, and cannot be assumed at less than six mills per

ton, per mile.

On a business of 500,000 tons, the expense annually at 6 mills

per ton, would be only 030,000.

What then is the probable truth in this respect? In this item,

the allowance is as much under, nearly, as the others are over the

bounds of reasonable probability, and may be staled as follows.

Agents, such as president, clerks at depots, book keepers,

etc. 8150 per mile, per' annum, 15,000

Conductors and breakmen on trains, say 100 men at $300

per annum, 30,000

Force at depots, say 30 men, at $300 per annum, 0,000

Contingencies of all sorts,such as pensions from accidents,

fire from locomotives, etc., 13,000

#00,000

The first and last of these items appertain to ** Management of

Road," the second and third to " Transportation or Freight Ac-

count."
I J n

IV. Locomotive Power. The expense of renewals and repairs of
locomotive engines and tenders, the cost offuel, and tJte pay (^engine-

men and firemen, are nearly proportional to tfie distance run, and may
be estimated at 30 cents per mile travelled by the engine

To do a business of 500,000 tons, it would require 25 enginCiS,

of which 20 would be inconstant use, each lieing required to travel

25,000 miles per annum, at 30 cents per mile, is per engine, $7,500.

What then is the probable truth in this respect ? In this item,

the allowance is nearer the mark than any of the others. The
amount of motive power is dependent on the gradients of the road,

and the total cost, on its favorable position or otherwise, for cheap

fuel, good track, facilities for repair, and on the skill and economy

of the enginemen. In these particulars, the Pottsville road stands

pre-eminent, and although 95000 is a fair charge per annum for an

engine on most roads, it could here be made todoall that is required

of it at per annum, 91,500

making a considerable saving in the nett result of a business of such

magnitude, the circumstance which most elicits the economy of a

railway-.^its expenses being always in an inTerae rttio to its bori-

nen. I.,

''
-S ,

'
I

'^- ' ^
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substantial and level railway, doing exclosively a freighting busi-

ness of 8 t«j) 10 trains per day, or say 600,000 tons per annum, the

expenditures would be annually about as follows

:

Repairs of Road* !

At 050 per mile, per annum,
| ;

60,000

Attendance on water stations, ^ 2,400 62,400

Motive Povoer,

25 engines, of which 2&||ould be in constant use^

at 94,500 each, per mile,'* 00,000

Transportat3on*\

Repairs to cars, 1500, cost tSTStOOO at 15 per cent.

per annum,
|

56,000

Oil and grease for cars per annum, 11,000

Conductors and breakmen, 100, at 8300 per annum
each.

Laborers at depots, 30, at $300 eaoh,

;

t
1

ManagemefiU
Salaries to president, clerks at depots^tc.

|

Contingent Pund*
i

For accidents by fire, pensions, etc.

'

!

' #280,000

This divided on the tonnage transported, would give for each

item the following proportions, and exhibits the favorable effect of

doing a Zar^e &u«tneM on a well appointed railway.
i

Repairs of road, etc.
i

10.50 per tbn

Motive power, !
S^ 18

Transportation,
'

'

|
811-4

Management,
;

4.

Contingent fundi ^ 2 1-4 45.50

30,000

9,000 106,000



the insufficient data gen-

the little affinity or anal-

SQ2 Cltisfrom Soap Sudi.

the. received average, far roads in England doing a respectable

business, is about 35 per cent, on the gross receipts.

*rhus is Mr. EHcl's formula found particularly inapplicable to th^

working of a railway doing a large freigh|ting business. In form'*

ing it he has undoubtedly been misled, by

erally supplied by railway reports, and by

ogy between the roads themselves, not admitting of deductions

from their operations, certain enough to be of any use in forming

particular or separate averages. We think, however, the follow-

ing extract from his essay, shows Mn Ellc^o be wantmg in a true

pfti*ception of the great purposes of this fcvaltiable improvement.

" In course of time, when the velocity of burthen trains is reduc-

ed to 3 to 4 miles, and companies learn to know where and how to

economise! it is probable that some of the items may be reduced

;

but time and experience have yet to determine how much." "^

Under siiclj a restriction as to speed, why incur at all the great

expense of a raihvay, when the turnpike and horse team would ac-

compHsh as much or more ? The cost of a locomotive railway w
nearly repaid, and its cconofiy principally derived from the B|>eed

and then to couple it in that particular with the gate of a dray

h(N'se, strikes us a very incongruous association of ideas. -|

iFrom ihc Jo'arAul of iht- t^atiklin liietitutc]

F4JIKI£ATION OF GAS FOR UGUTIKO FROSt SOAP 8Ut)8 £M^lX>irED III

ChEASSiyQ STIFFS. BtJ M. UoVZEAU MviftON.

A few years ago the immense quantity of soap suds employed
in the city of Rheims in preparing woolen stuff's was entirely lost.

M> Hottxeau Muiron conceived thLe idea of extracting from them
the fatty matter, and of making an important application thereof.

In fact, by submitting them to a regular purification, he has ob;tain-

ed a limpid oil, with which he succeeds in preparing the soafis in

demand in commerce, while the residue of this purification serves

for the advantageous production of a gas for lighting a part of the

city.

The soap suds collected ih the shops, where they have become
saturated with grease and the impurities of the tissues, ^re poured
together ihto k large basin which is capable of containing about
3,000 gallons. To decompose them, there is poured upon them
308 pounds of muriatic acid, or 154 pounds of sulphuric acid, first

diluted ^vith its own weight of water, and the maM it rapidly agi*

tated, until the decomposition is complete. i ,':
i

+ •

JSborily afterwards a froth is seen to form, whijcb at ibe eod of

t^-' 'I .:*-:/:! > "J
' '" " '

?
'.-..>..

.
. \:

'•
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twelve or eighteen hours \s sufficiently well Kpareted from the

water upon which it floats. Four fifths of this water is then run

oSt containing about one per cent, of sulphate oS potassa which is

utilized either by evaporating it in drying houses, or by running it

off up^n dry earth exposed to the air, which when sufficiently

charged with the salt is washed. Directly after this operation,

the hasxxK is filled again with a fresh portion of soap suds, which
float the fatty ipatter and permit it to be run off into a side tub.

The product obtained is a mixture of unaltered oilt the acids, ani-

mal matters and a large quantity of water, which forms with them
a species of hydrate, This water is disengaged by injecting seve-

ral times into the mass a current of steam which beats it an^ facili-

^tes its evaporation. The fatty matter 19 then run o^ into a boiler

where it is submitted to a rapid ebullition, aided by continual agi-

tation, which driven off the last portions of water. The product
coptai^s twenty or twenty-Qve per cent, of impure matters which
color it and render it turbid. To purify it, it is poured into basins

of copper and mixed with two per cent, of concentrated sulphuric

acid. After two days the limpid, oil comes to the surface, while

(he impurities are precipitated to the bottopi.

The oil is careJtuUy separatedt and tl\e deposit, whei\ filtered

through cloths in a press, giv(>s still a large quantity of oily pro-

ducts, which are added to the preceding and made into soap by
treating them with comipoQ soda.

The residuum is black and very thick ; from it M. Houzeau pro<

duces the gas for lighting, but before introducing it into the retort,

be liquifies it by means of the enipyreUmatic oil obtained in the

preceding operation.

The gas thus prepared is purified by lime, and the wajer from
the waging contains sufiicient cyanide of calcium for the prepara^

tion of Prussian blue from it, by treating it with sulphate of iron

and washing the precipitate with muriatic acid.

This gas possesses a considerable lighting power, and in order

to apply it to the lighting of the establishments scattered through-

out the city of Rheims, M. Houzeau has contrived a manner of
transporting it, at the same time simple, econorniqal and from dan-

ger, F. Born^T.
' " Jour, de Pharm, et de Chrna., May, 1842.

)IE. VIGJCOLES' LECTURES OX CniL EXGIXEESIXG.

Lecture 12.

—

Railway Estimates.—This lecture had refertence to

the consideration of estimates, as applied to railways—that is, to

ascertain lineal dimensions, superficies, and cubic contents, and,

affixing the proper rateable prices, to work out the monied results.

The professor said, that, probably, the most ready way to give a

feneral idea on this subject would be to go briefly over the several

eads to be considered in framing an estimate. It was assumed
that proper plans and sections of the work had been prepar-
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ed in a skilful manner beforehand, Mr.- Yignoles strongly insisted oi^

the necessityand importance of having all such documents famish-
ed oq a much laqgcr scale, and with vastly more attention to accu-
racy and detail, than had often hitherto been the case, particularly

for parliamentary estimates, observing, that erroneous data and
calculations could not but result from a neglect of this rule ; and he-

stated, that, although many of the standing orders of parliftment

were annoying in some respects, yet the principle on which they
were framed, went to compel a compliance with forms, in doing
which, greater previous investigation and accuracy of plans alid

sections, became absolutely indispensable.

The quantity of land required formed naturally the first item of

an estimate. It was but seldom, indeed, that the very small econo-

my of taking land for one line of railway only was adopted. To
a given breadth, therefore, for a double line—say, from eight to

ten yards—rmust be added the necessary allowance for fencing and
ditcning—say, three yards on each side—making a constant

breadth of fourteen to sixteen yards of land throughout, indepen-
dent of the necessary slopes in excavations and embankments : the

additional quantity for these, depends, of course, on the depth of
the cutting, or height of the bank, in the various places, and on the

ratio of the slopes of the earthwork. Suppose, in a cutting or

banking of ten feet, this ratio to be one horizontal to one perpen-
dicular, then, such slopes of one to one require ten feet additional

breadth pf land on each side—together, twenty feet—viz,, twice
the depth or height to be added as a further breadth, beyond the

constant one for the railway and fencing. In like manner, for

slopes of one and a half, two, t\|(ro and a half, or three to one re-

spectively, multiply the varying depths or heights of cutting or
embanking by three, four, five or six, as the case may be, for the

necessary augmented breadth of land due to the slopes, along their

several extents; and thus, from the lengths measured, and the

heights fig^red, on the section, the varying quantities of land are

obtained, rjiultiplying length by breadth, and reducing the areas to

acres and parts for agricultural districts, and to square yards for

land in towns and their immediate vicinities. For the prices to be
assigned to these superficial quantities, the engineer mqst depend
on the land valuer, who is also to judge of ihe amount of cpntin-

gent damages. On an average, the actual quantity of land for a
double line of lailway, including the slopes of earthwork, may be
taken at ten acres to the mile, but the precise areas must be ascer-

tained in detail in the way explained. The cost of land for many
of the leading lines of railway had been as much as £5000 per
mile for the whole of their length. ' The cost of land for lines at

a greater distance from the metropolis was lessrrrstill, from the nu-
merous contingent after-charges, m respect of land, the sums were
large, and had often far exceeded the original estimates.

The fencing of the laud comes within the province of the enjri-

peer, though it is sometimes comprised in the item of land. Toe
<node of fencing most always be reguli^ted upon the custom |^d
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pnaterials of the country. Dry stone walls, earth mounds with

fur^e hedges, posts and rails, quickset hedges, and broad side-ditches

or drains, are the principal kinds of fencing through agricultural

lands J
walls of brick or masonry, set in morlar, are generally call-

ed for through towns or building land. The several lengths of

each of these are ascertained from the plans ; the prices are ob-

tained in the localities. Including farm gates, the cost of fencing

varies from Js. 6d. to 3s per yard lineal in the country. In the"

vicinity of towns, for stations, etc., the price will vary from 5s. up
to lOs. per yard, according to circumstances, which it must be the

business of the ^gineer to ascertain.

The third item is usually that of earthwork—that is, to reduce the

undulating natural surface of the ground to the railway level or

gradient, by cutting through hills, and filling across valleys. Mr.
V ignoles having, in the first course, entered at large into the con-

sideration of earthwork, thought it unnecessary to say much here.

The price of the earthwork depends abstractedly on the average

work that an able-bodied man can perform in a day, in various soils

—.this it should be the study of the engineer to determine. The
mere price to the workman, for getting and filling, may be taken at

from 2d. to 5d. per cubic yard, for the various kin^s ofsands, grav-

els, or clays ; and from ftd. to 23. for harder materials, rock, etc.,

but, in addition, various other matters are to bej provided-^bar-
rows, planks, wagons, temporary railways, etc.—the present mod-
em practice in moving large quantities of earth is vastly di0erent

to what it was in this country thirty years ago, or to what it still is

on the continent, more partJ^JuIailly in the greater distance to which
the material is carried ; these several distances between the exca-

vations and the points of depositing them, either into embankment
or to spoil, must be ascertained from the longitudinal section, and a
carefuJ examination on the ground—these distances are technically

called the lead; for distances under a quarter of a mile, the prices

are higher, in proportion, than for longer distances. Taking the

average description of soils, and the average distances, Is. per cu-

bic yard may be taken as a covering first estimate, upon the whole
number of cubic yards of excavation or of embankment, whichever
may be the larger quantity shown upon the section. The quanti-

ties of earthwork in a railway, on an average per mile throughout
the whole distance, might be taken as a characteristic of its cost,

lo far as mere construction went, independent of carrying estab*

lishments, stations, and land, over which items the engineers sel-

dom had control, Mr. Vignoles said it would be very interesting

to have an abstract of the quantities and cost of the earthwork, dis-

tances carried, etc., on all the railways, and indeed, of all the other
items of the works, as actually executed ; they would become val-

uable precedents for future estimates, particularly if accompanied
by explanations of the circumstances under which the operations

were carried on. The great haste with which many of the rail-

ways weije executed, while the late powerful excitement lasted, had
f^ded greatly to the cost, by raising the price of labor. Mr. Vig-
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noles stated that he had already given some such abstracts of the
railways that had been executed by him, or under his directions,

and he was prepared to give more, and he hoped that other engi-

deers woqld follow his example, as it could not but be very saliii-

factory to the proprietors of the different concerns, as well as aius-
tication to the engineers themselves, and to the directors,. that they
could go into the minutest detail of expenditure. The professor

then gave abstracts, in round numbers, of the quantities of earth-

work on many of the principal lines of railway, as \veU as could
be ascertained from the sections. He jnentioned the North. Union
railway, twenty one miles long, with 125,000 cubic yards q£ earth-

work per miK at &n average cost of lOJd. per yard, including aJl

extras and contingencies. The Midland Counties, 57^ miles, with
l-OO.OOQ cubic yards of earth per tiiile, at an average cost of 13d.

per yard^ including slips and all charges, Ute soils nearly the same
m each, and thQ average lead nearly aliCe—^viz., one mile—attri^

buting the difference to the great haste apd great demand for labor

in the latter. The mean of these would be now a fair estimiite.

Haviog estimated for the cost of obtaining the artificial bed ot
the railway, the next item would be the Bridging and Mtuonry—'
that is, to restore the previously existing communications of roads,

canals,, or other railways, the passage of rivers, watercour9efi,.etc.

etc., bv viaducts, aqued.uct8, ordinary bridges, culvert?, drains, etc.^

and often by ho»vy retaining and breast walls. IJnder thii head
came the bridges of brick, timber, or iron ;—in very marshy coun-
tries, where the foundations are Ulu>ly to be bad, and the dHiinings.

liable to be affected, timber may be resorted to, and used in the

shape of piling, with cross beams to sustain the rails across the

openings, avoiding thus the cost of arches, abutnwnts, and wing
walls. The ascertainment of the several superficial or cubic quan-
tities in each, of these different constructions, is a matter of simple

mensuration from the working drawings. The attachment of
prices to these, in all their various detairs,.with sufficient accurac]|r,.

depends on the mature judgment and experience of the engineer ;.

and it is by a long course of careful study and observation, tnat the

young student, in his employer's office, and on his works, can al6ne

nopye to acquire this knowledge. It was but too common^ in mak-
ing estimates, to fall short in this item, particularly in the number
of occupation brf^es, which, owing to the complicated holdings,,

improvements, etc., had to be provided for to a vexatious extent, or
bought off. The masonry is generally in proportion to the earth-

work, and in many cases has happened to be of nearly the same
amount of cost. The average number of bridges on a main line of
railway might be taken at five for two miles. Diversions and em-
banked approaches of roads, gravelling or metalling the new sur-

faces, and the contingent operations, should be separately calculat-

ed. They are included under the head of fencing, of earthwork,
or of bridging, or kept as a distinct item, according to the practice

' of the engineer, but they form a large sum, varying from lOO/. to

600/ per mile, according to circumstances, and, in preliminary e8ti-«
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tnates, are too often omitted, or are put into that refuge for all defi-

cient itemsJ—contingencies.
'

The item of Upper Worlts in general, or permanent way, had
been gone into so fully in the recent lectures, that it was not nec-

essary here to do more than mention it, as forming a leading point

in considering estimates. It is usual to add 10 per cent, upon all

the items of the estimate, properly belonging to the engineer. Be-

sides these were the preliminary expenses of surveys and Act of

Parliament. The management, including cost of conveying, etc.,

and all salaries and expenses of direction, office, engineers, solici-

tors, etc., etc. Then cainc the expenditure on the stations, engines,

carriages, repairing andjauilding shops, fittings, and all the carry-

ing establishment n^e^ssary for passengers, also for goods and for

warehouses, wharfs, and other acconimodation. It was in them
the heavy extra expenditure of railway capital mostly went, and
which, in the early stages of the railway system, could not be prop-

erly judged of By way of summary, Mr. Vignoles said he would
give, in his next lecture, the actual cost of one or two lines of rail-

way which had come under his direction, and which might be use-

ful by way of reference in making out estimates on other occasions,

though the construction and working of railways must be regu-

lated on rmich more economical principles than had hitherto been

L the case. Or tio more of them would be undertaken.

Lecture 13. In continuation of the observations on Ratlway Es-
timates, which had been commenced in the last lecture, Mr. Vig-
noles observed that, having therein gone fully into the items of con-

struction of railways, he had only glanced at the very necessary
provision to be made for the efficient uxtrking of them—viz., the

Stations and Carrying establishment, upon which he would say a
few more words, for it was mostly under this head that the chief

causes—Or, rather, the chief excuses—for extra expenditure, or
excess of estimates, had arisen. Properly speaking, this item, so

costly, and yet so indispensable, should be taken as falling on a rail-

way company, not as proprietors of the road, but as carriers—the

distinction being, that if the 'railway was lei on lease,'^s canals

have been, or if every body could carry oti the railways, as they

/ do on the cnnals—if, in short, public safety and public convenience,
and generally net:e5sary arrangements, did not make it imperative,

or, at least, highly desirable, that the railway companies should be
carriers (oJT passengers, at all events,) the expense of stations and
carrying estabiishtttent Would not fall on them, though fhey must
still be mcurred by some parties, before the railway can be brought
into profitable operation ; nevertheless, the public, who are to use
and be benefitted by the road, having, after all, to pay in one shape
or another, are greatly interested in a proper expenditure, any ex-
cess of which is sure to be felt in increased charges or in dimi;rf3h-

<?d accommodation, until the grievous expenditure oF a rival line is

introduced. In analysing the cost of Stations, it is obvious that the
land always forms a prominent item, for, being neartowns and pop-
ulooB pkew, it is to be bought by the yard, and not by the acre—
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building land, villa land, etc., instead of mere fields. Hence, it

will not be surprising, if it is found that the cost of the land, for

the stations only, on many of the great lines, has amounted to aa

much as one-third of the whole cost of land for the railway. The
buildings erected at stations may be divided into three classes—

•

those for the accommodation of the passenger trffiac—those for the

goods, minerals, etc.—and those for the repair and maintenance of
the engines, carriages, etc. At principal towns, therefore, large and
distinct establishments must be erected ; and, on long lines, a prin-

cipal central depot for the engines, is often required in addition.

At the minor and road stations the whole may be grouped togeth-

er under one roof. In no department of expenditure have so

many differences, and so much useless extravagance in construction

and arrangement been displayed, as in the buildings at stations

:

and hundreds of thousands of pounds have been absolutely thrown
away from want of sufficient forethought and consideration, and
by erecting enormous masses of buildings, either at the wrong
places or in an injudicious manner. It was better to wait until the

character of the traffic was ascertained, before making such ex-

pensive permanent establishments, and then to increase the accom-
modation by djegrecs. As an example of a moderate expenditure
under this head, Mr. Vignoles mentioned some particular instances,

and went some^-hat into detail. At ilf. terminus of a railway in a
manufacturing town with 80,000 inhabitants, there had been an ex-

penditureof £9,500 for the passenger buildings, sheds, etc. 5 £5,500
for goods' warehouses ; about £"2000 for the mineral traffic ; and
about £3000 for fixtures, turnplatcs,etc.—say, in all, about £20,000
exclusive of the land, which had amounted to a very large sum,
upwards of £13,000, including a good deal of spare space, exist-

ing buildings, etc. At a smaller town on the line, but with some
extent of goods* traffic, the cost for passenger buildings, sheds, etc.

was £2500 ; for merchandise accommodation, £3500 ; i turn-plates,

fixtures, tools, etc., £1000 ; land about £3000. On the same rail-

way the cost of six or seven various minor road stations, including

water tanks, coke and engine sheds, tools, etc., was £3500 ; land

about £1500; sundries on the whole line about £1000—being a
^ross expenditure of £50,000 on station, land, and buildings, for a
line of about twenty two miles, which is at the rate of £2273 per
mile ; and the corresponding carrying establishment of engines
tenders, etc. (for passenger traffic only), was about £10,000; for

passenger carriages of three classes, horse-boxes, trucks, etc., about
£13,000 (the wagons for merchandise, coal, etc. as well as the en-

gines, etc., being provided by carriers on the line, who provided

their own carrying stock) ; and the necessiiry buildings for repair

and maintenance of engines, carriages, etc. with tools, fixtures, etc
about £12,000—making a gross cost of £44,000, or £2000 per
mile. The whole of this concern having been arranged with the

strictest regard to economy, may be taken as a fair average, and it

will be safe to say, that £4000 per mile for an effective. carrying
establishmeiit. with the necessary stations, is a moderate sum. For
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lines ofiMs ttaffic, if of dotialderabfe istent^^'i*^ l^r. IMrtiMiSSi'i^

for some of the lon^ linet from the jKcseotrulwaj tennim in the

north of England, to either of the {mncipal towns in Beo^ind; A
smaller amoumt might be su|Scient; but Mh Tignoles cottridend

that it would be unwise to estimate a smaller etpendtture thte that

of iSSOOO per mile for SUUiotu and carryii^ egtMi^mMii, oa *
line to be worked by locomotive engines, and it would be w^odk
solerto take A4000 1 on either of th^ sums, £1500 per n^ fn^

the locometiTe stock and buildings must a]wa3rs be estitiiatied^ «i^'

about £900 per mile for the carriage department-seating frotf

£1000 to £3000 per mile fcrt tixB stations, according to the extent of
accommpdation t keeptw the instances of extraoi^inary outlay on
someof the principal railway lines as examples to be aroided, and
not to be imitated, or referred t0| a» neoessarfi

l/nder the last head of Managenuntt came dl tfce taf^ous and
misceUaneous items of expenditurei between die first 4:on<5octioB of
the project^ to the closing of the capitd acicomit* The preliorinarf

expenses of examining the ground, lerellii^f surveying, maps etc^

and all the formalities m tlw enghieer^S deputment, to enafaie ap^
plicatien to be made to Parliament t tM ascertainment of thtf

traffic, revenue, travelling and other expenses of various kinds^ etc./

geiierally undertaken by the seci^tary ; the valdation <it land, etc:

by the surveyor ; the eollections of (he names of owners and oe*'

cupiers, notices to them, applidations for their assraits, etc., and the
management of the Bill throughout all its BtagOBi fiillingto the dtMrgb
of the solicitor. AH these must be incwred before a. spade wai
put into the ground, and had beretofote vad^ fiom £66o to £1009
per nnle, accoi^ing to the fadilitictt i^ordeidj the opposition encoon^'
tered, the length of the line, etc. In future estimates, It was to b»
hoped this item might fairly be put, as not exceedifif the fmitnetfl

of these Sums^ Then came the setting out of die line,^ dettdled
levels and surveys, and all the office work of the ei^itteer, until "die

wdriuiare put into the hands of the contriictor. - "^e minute valsh'

ations of the property to be taken, and the jutiei^ reforetaces, cMi^
veyancmg^ stamps, and all the various le^ steps un^^ compuiy
are pot into full possessioUi Then the olloe tfstablislmieBt ibi' reg^
ulattng all the fiuancial and miniBterial aiSairs, and the temporpTV
arrangements, police, lawsuits, and l^gal and iO^fA ^iMr§6i (it m
kinds, taxes and rates, interest and commission to agients anid Uro-'

kers, travelling expenses, salaries, and a great variety of disbuiiSM
mentsof a miscellaneous kind, which, in the aggresate amoijair Id
a li^ sum. The whole ef the outlay thus co^g under the' tited
of Maiuufemsnt has varied from 5 to 10 per cent on the groiscost
of the railwmys hitherto executed, according to their extent, and
the amount or capttid enri>arked, and especially aocording to thtf

degree of vigilance exercised to keep down expensn, which def
pends chiefiy on the director of secretary, or under whatever name
thefacting manager of the company may superintend. ^Tudiiiti^
fh>m the examples past, and the d^ep impression which has been
made on the public mind of the necessity of economy inei^ery de^

27
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jMotoiefit, Mr. Vignoleft thraght 5 per cent might be estbnatod

MinenftoTi unless tiw lines were rety short, and the capital smaU. <

; In rbcafirttnktion, the Professor observed, that the yonng engh'

ileer shouM ahrajft keep in view, for his eitimates, the preceding

greM,.divisions of the cost«^TizM land, ineludiiig the damages and
fencing' I ttu^vDorh—vorkg of art (bridging, masonry, etc.)—tipper

idsrAfi (thejpermanent railway proper)-^-«to(toiiir and carnfhtM «s^

tatjiiitimni fnaaqg-Amcg^-^-and having, in his first estimates^ ulow-
^ aolply fdr each of those items undef their several heads, he

shMiM> Jidd at least 10 per eentt for unforseen contingencies;

Some of the preceding items vrould be common to almost all rail-

ways, knd others, of course, would vary greatly, according to local

circumstances, ehieflv regulated by the amount of earthwork ; for

as that isjheavy, so the works of art become costly, since the worlks

of art ai% merely to restore the existing cdinmunieati<ms of the

couAtry, and the natural or artificial water courses and dndnageto
their stute before disturbed, or as near as may bej and that to an
extent inexact proportion to the civilization and improvement of
the country, to enforce all which stritugent clauses are insoied in
the acts of parliameDt, and plenty of persons are always on the

watch to enforce them. Mr. Vignoles observed, that the land,-

levelling of the ground, and restoring of communications, might, on
the average, including cootingeooies, extra land, etc, be taken av
forming about 50 per cent on the total outlay of railways hitherto

ezQouted. But, referring to the items the profeissor had gone over

in detail in previous, leciuresi it appeared that, when proper ccono^

spty and circuntspeetion was used, the necessary cost of the railway
proper-r-that is>:tb# niecessary quantity of land for the road only, a
good substafrtial set of upper works for a double way, and a com-
plel^ fM\(i effectivecarryina establishment—might, and had been, ob-

lain<M for £10,000 prmue^ All beyond is expenditure to obtain

griK^ilts, more or less perfect, and Mr. Vignoles thought that the

gjre^ error .all engineers had hitherto eommitted, the cardinal mis-
takar-of.whichhe himself was far from ffuiltless—was, seeking to

make railways, intended, as they were chiefly for passengers, Uto

p«r/kct\\ |iyat j«t of cutting down his, and fiUing up valleys to too
gF(^ an extent, on the erroneous supposition that tne engines were
flwmys to cfrry vuudanwn loads, which was very seldom the case,

andsney;^ :iy<KiId be sp on lines at a^distance from the metropolis/

particularly sucn as the. lipes into Scotland, previously mentioned;
In short, the. Professor insisted that the engineer should,- in such in-

•t#nfe«^pmd for the cross railways, which ne yet hoped might be
^tro(Uu:«d, make the gradients and curves much less theoretically

ffsr/eci; ^d that the amount of expenditure, beyond the above
stitefj necessary one of £10,000 per milci shcfuld be reduced to xhi
rery.minimum J and ho considered that henceforth an average of
£15,000 or £liS,000 per mile, and a maxtmum of £20,000,- or, in
veiy Q]|traardinary cases, indeed, £25,000 should be looked to for

the construction of double lines of railway in any country, but that

^st cases, of light traffic, and consequent adaptation of gradients,
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for single Hoes, a sum of from £7000ito £12,000 per mile would bo
the limit of total expenditure. Mr. Yignoles concluded by observt

ing, that the preceding abstracts were deduced from very detailed

ficcounts, \yhich h^^d been {^rraoged on a uniform frystem, and kept
from the very commencement of each undertaking, so as to be
fivailable, at any time during the progress of titip works, to show
the exact s'late of the expenditure ; and had been finally w<»«d
out to the Dearest tbpt|sand pounds, as above. And the professo|:

expressed bis great hope and expectation that this example would
be followed! and that similar accounts would shortly be ibrthpom-;

ing, of the oorresponding items of co«|t on fill the principal railways
in this and in other countries, more especially where pomplaints of
impropier excesf| of expenditure over estimates (well qr ill-founded)

had bejen charged, for the publicatKMi pf sucl) accQunt»-rrand the

more in detail the better—rwould be the most complete defence of
the directors, and the most satisfactory explanation from the engt:

peer, and alike valuable, as statistical information, to the countryT=:

as salutary guidance to the capitalist and speculator—and as valu-

fible information and warning to (bp old tt Wfll as |q the yotmg
practitioner. i,

i

"^

The preceding is a very brief outjHM of tbis interesting lecture,

and following, we believe, is a coriiect abstnct of the co^f of ^jiQ

IWR railways qqoted byMr.Vi^c"
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ON ATRAICQT AU<BS FOR LOCOMOTIVES. By Prof. YlgDoleS,

The fatal results of the late terrible catastrophe on the Paris and
Versailles Railway (rive gauche) has drawn the attention of the

public in geheral and engineers in particular, to the causes which
produce sucn fearful effects ; and the breaking of the axle having
been prominently put forward as the original occasion qf this and
many other railway accidents, it seems desirable that a dispassion-

fite inquiry should be instituted, and an endeavor made by calm
discussion to elucidate truth.

i

It is not intended, in the present note, tolallude, except in gener-

fil terms to the above accident. It is clear that the breaking of
the axles in this case was not of itself sufficient to produce such a
disaster. It was not the driving axle that broke, ^vti the fore axle

of the small four-wheeled engine ; and it was with great regret that

I perceived the cause of the accident attributed to the principle of
construction of the machine. It must be quite evident to all enigi-

neers who have attentively read the detaus of the accidept on the

Versailles Railway, and of the one that occurred on the London
and Brighton Railway soon after the first {opening, that the same
causes were in operation, and greatly aggralvated the sad results in

both instances, viz. the coupling together of two locomotives en-

gines' of unequal power and of different constructions, the smaller
in advance :—-On both occasions a long train of heavily laden car-

riages were moving at very high velocities on a falling gradient

;

on the occurrence of the accident to the smaller engine in front, the

diver suddenly turns off the steam ; the man on the larger engine
behind, from whatever cause, does not act simultaneonsly, and a
few seconds continuance of the vast unchecked momentum of the

heavy engine >^ith the steam on, overwhelms the sradler machine,
and the wIk^ train ig overthrown. It is scarcely possible to regu-
late this unity of action, more especially in the loeomotrvet of un-

eqiud sice aiid constructiota. Why are engines propeDing from be-

hind ol^eeted to ? Evidently because, in the event of any obstacle

oecuring in front, a simultaneous check cannot be given to the rear
ei^ne, and it drive* the carriages forward upon each other, at the

very moment when the opposite effect is required.

There is, therefore, quite sufficient to account for the accidents

in h»lh cases, without raising the ridiculous and exaggerated ciy
against th« foenrwheeled enginejper se. As respects safety to the

travelling pmhjic, I believe, and 1 ventui« to say, in conmion with a
great n^my engineers who are not manufacturers, that there is no
material^ difibrence between the foivwheele^ <uid the six-wheeled
locomotives { bnt that the comiden^tio9 most generally influencing

the selet^ion is that of the distribntion of the weight of the machine
so as to impinge less injuriously on the rails ; and it is well uiu^-
stoo4 U»at the i^stem of the dodale trucks, or eight>whedbd sup-

porti A)!' locomotives, tenders, &c., as adopted on the American
KidhtB^ has been introduced on this principle, the rbils and upper
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'works in that country being in general much lighter than with us.

The real and important point, and which seems to htiTe beei^

quite lost sight of in the vivacious discussions on what I would call

the minor quesfiop of the number of wheels, is, whether the cranked

€txles for tb^ driving wheels of locomotive engines ought not to be

abandoned, and whether driving axles should not be always made
straight. The extent of prejudice in favor of cranked axles is most
extraordinary. The very great increased expense iucurred in

makine and strengthening them, the additional complexity and
crampmg into narrower space of all the moving parts of the ma-
chinery, and (he consequent wear and tear and inconvenience in-

volved by their use, to say nothing of the augmented risk, far over-

balance, ^l my opinion, any theoretical advantages alleged in their

favor, but which advantages and superiority, in practice, over the

straight axle engine, I could never discover aqd wholly deny.

Eight years since, after a hard struggle with the manufacturers,

straight driving axles were adopted for the lopomotives on the Dub-
lin and Kingstown Railway. On that line, especially on Sundays
and on l^olidays, the traffic is quite equal to that on any railway

yet open. Trains of from 12 to 15 carriages (but with one engine
only) ax:e at such times sent every quarter of an hour , from each

end of the line ; and there has been no instance of accident from
,

aiiy cause connected with the form of engine or u^e, or with Mich
frequent departure of heavily laden passenger trains; and the

finance accoutkts of the Company show that the cost of locomotive

power, repairs, etc. is below that of other lines using cranked axles;

nor do I know of any cause of objection to the straight driving

axle, lifter seven or eight years experience of their use, without, I
believe, a single instance of failure whicl^ fully jtutifie^my opinion,

of their superiority.
*

On other railways I have been connected with \ have not always
been so fortunate as to have succeeded in banidiii^ the cranked
axle. As sometimes happens in Governmental and political strug-

gles, the votes of the controlling body have overpowered the opinion
of the executive, where a, difference among members pf our pro-

fession have given opportunities for DirectoraJLo exerciM their own
discretion ; and cranked or straight axles, Tour-wheeled or six-

wheeled engines, have been alternately adopted according to the

prevailing ideas of th^ majority of the several railway boards.

I have, however, reason to believe that several engineers of high
standing are becoming converts to the straight axle, and I con|prat-

ulate the public on it, as a very important step in t)i» rigl^ d^nc-
tion* .T'.:

-f'
J) b.iT,!i>c.)

In respect to the attention to be giv«n to the manuractor^ of axlas

it is impossible to pay sufficient regard to the importance that the

scrap iron should have gone through the same processes in its pre-

vious different stages. On this subject J hope some of the exper -

ienced manofacturers who are present will throw some Kgbt, e«-

pecially on the details, for on tne abstract principle there can be
no dispute, although I suspect it is greatly neglected, in particular
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tosr ordinary carriage axles, and probably only scrupulously attend'

ed to in forming the driving axles of locomotives.

Some of the French engineers, however, have, within a very re-

cent period, suggested tjiat we must seek for the causes of the often

unexplained rupture of axles in another Way. M. Frangois and
Colonel Aubert have both lately read, at the Royal Academy of
I^aris, papers on the subject, and attribute the cause of the fracturd
of the axle of the engine on the Yersaillefi Railway to the iron havu
ing been crystallized from the action of heat or magnetism. In sup-

port of this opinion it is stated that the axle broken was formed
of the best iron, and was of sufficient dimensions ; and that the
fracture had a decided crystallized appearance : and I have indeed
myself often observed the same character in broken axles, so much
so as to induce me to fancy sometimes that they had been formed
of cast iron.

M. Frangois stated in bis paper that he had made a long continu-

ed series of experiments, and had observed that a magnetic action

on iron in a state of fusion will produce similar efiects, and change
the small and closely adhering particles into coarse and large crys-

tallized grains, depriving the iron of its compact character. This
talented mineral engineer inferred that the action of heat upon axles

moving at high velocities might produce the same e^ct. Both M;
Francois and Colonel Aubert seemed to be of opinion that the only

real precaution was to change the axles of locomotive engines so

frequently as not to give them time to undergo the crystalline

change ; suggesting, however, that iron that had been previously

worked up should alone be employed for axles, and not new iron,

which had more of a vitreous character) and was more susceptible

of crystalU^ation.

Since this paper was prepared, I have reason to believe that this

crystallization of wrought iron has been noticed by^ some of our
eminent manufacturers, whose opinions there may be an oppartuni-

ty of obtaining i and if it be, as Mr. Fairbairn informs me, that

cold swaging will crystallize hammered iront the shocks that loco-

motive engines sustain in their rapid transits may well be put as a

great cause of thi«. i^markable change.

It is, however, clear, that to remedy and replace straight axles is

much easier and cheaper than to deal with cranked axles, and I

venture to stat.e it as my humble opinion, ithat as much ingenuity

and talent is thrown away in arranging locomotive engjpes with

cranked axles, and in perfecting the manufacture of those '^crooked
billets," as there was in rolling iron into undulations for fish-bellied

rails ; which are now almost as much forgotten as, I doubt not, the

eraQked axles fpr locomotive engines will one day be.

Remarks.—Mr. Hodgkinson was certain, from the results of his

experiments, that a succession of strains, however sl^ht, would pro-

duce a permanent deterioration of the elasticity of the iron.-r-Mr.

Fairbairn had beei^ told by the engineer on the Leeds line, that he
considered all crank axles to be constantly deteriorating from per-

cussions, strains, etc., and that they should be removed and replaced
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by new ones periodically, to avoid danger of fracture.—A discuMioil

arose as to whether the crystaiilized appearance observed in fractur-

ed axles arose from defects in the manufacture, in the quality of the

iron, or from the effects of working, either by percussions, strains^

or magnetic action.^^Mr. Grantham, although a manufaetarer of

cranked axlds> admitted that straight axles were less liable to breaks

Cranked axles, from the way in which they wei^ welded tt^ther
and shaped, were rendered weak and liable to iVacture^ On othef

grounds, however, he believed that the cranked axles Wei« prefera-

ble, as they produced a steadier motion, and much heat was saved.

Mr. Garnett believed that more straight axles had broken than

cranked one.—Prof. Willis showed the effect of vibration in dis-

troying molecular arrangement, by reference to the tonnes in

musicd boxes, etc.-^Mr. Nasmyth believed that the defects in axles

etc., arose in the manufacture, especially from cold swaging and
hammering, and also from over-heating in welding, ail of which
causes injured the toughness of the iron. In small articles he found

rat advantage from annealing } and he believed that axles might
annealed very cheaply, and would be more serviceable. He

disliked the fashion of referring all unaccounted phenomena to

magnetism and electricity, although he was convinced that very
sinffular electric phenomena accompanied the transit of locomotive^

and the rapid generation of steam. With this was connected the

non-oxidation of/rails, where the traffic was in one direction, and
the rapid oxidation when the same rails were travelled over in both
directions, as in the Black wall railway ^ He had also observed
that brasses, in some cases, had from friction entered into cold fusion

—that is, at a heat not perceptible to the eye, a complete disinte-

gration of the molecular structure had taken place, and he had seen
the brass spread as if it had been butter or pitch. He had no doubt
that this arose from electricity, but had not ascertained the fact

from experiment.—Mn Fairbairn stated, that in hand-hammered
rivets the heads frequently dropped off, and presented a crystallized

appearance, while those compressed by machine were sound. He
found that repeated percussions, from the rivetting, hammering
plates, etc., induced magnetism in iron boats.—^Mr. Vignoles could
not, from his experience, agree to Mr. Nasmyth's theory of the

oxidation of rails by single traffic, as the railway from Newton to

Wigan had been single for a long time, and was as bright as the
Manchester and Liverpool. The Blackwall railway was not an
analogous case, as no locomotives were employed.—^^Mr. Roberts
disbelieved the deterioration of axles by work ) he would rather

trust an old axle than a new one. He believed cold swagihg and
hammering to be the chief causes of mischief. In fact, if axles

were sent out sound and well manufactured, they would rather im-
prove by working. ^

Mr. Nasmyth at a subsequent meeting gave some valuable prae-

ticat sug|;estions on the cause of breaking of axles, which we pttr<«

pofe noticing^ next month.
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BKITlSn ASSOCIATION POn THE ADVANCEMENT OF SClisircit.

TWELFTH HEEtllfO, 1842k

We are indebted for the following report partly to our bitxi

correspondents, and partly to the Athenetum and tl.e Manchester
Gfuardian—^the latter paper gave a very copious acii<$dnt of the

whole of the proceedings, including the speeches delivered at the

dinner.

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RAILWAY SEClkoN!^

presented by Professor Vignoles.

A grant of 200/. from this Association was made at the GiaagoMi
meeting in 1840, on a joint application from the Geological and
the Mechanical Sections, towards obtaining profiles of the tariooi
railways, chiefly with a view of putting on record (before the sloped

of the excavations become soiled over and covered with vegetation)

the geological appearances and strata developed in the ttiany vast
openings made through the country by the operations bf modern
engineering. At the Devonport meeting last year a renewal of the
unappropriated balance of the first grant was made ; the whote
sum has since been expended, and the results are now laid before'

the Sections originating the subject, in the shape of the numerouif
working plans and sections of several of 'the railways^ atnl of the
enlarged parts of the profiles of the excavationsi

In obtaining these the Committee appointed by the Associatioii

liave great pleasure in reporting, that they have been aided in the'

most efiective and satisfactory manner by all the railway compan-'
ies to whom they have applied, and also by their several officers;

the engineers in particular having taken ettreme paiiis and grekt
interest in forwarding the views of the

|

A'ssociation. When so*

many parties have thus zealously co-operated, it might be almost
invidious to name one without specifying all ; but in particulai)]^'

mentioning Mr. Swanwick, the engineer of the North Midland Rail-

way, the Committee wish to do so for the purpose of remarking
on the great pains tak^n by that gentleman in marking:) ^ his works
went on, all the geological details of the cutting^,' Which pass throug^-
so interesting a region, and which has put into the possession of
the Committee a vast extent of most valuable records of the kind
sought for, and which at the same time forms a most striking eixaoK
l)le, well worthy of imitation, of the combination of engineering and!
geological information, applicable for econoniic purposes.

The Committee were not at first able to organise a sfvltexit tf
working the grant to their entire satisfaction ; but they found sifter

some experience that with the favorable disposition ^own hf all

the railway companies, they might (without increasing the expense.^
by degrees and in no great time, be able to form an interetting and.
valuable collection, not only of the sections of the excavations of
the railways, but of the whole of the plans and profile of all the
lines, which, concentrated in one public depository, and open id
the inspection of all scientific and literary bodies and individuals,

2ft
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tnd to the public in general, under proper regulations, would be of
high intei^est. In fact such documents were almost necessarily re-

tjuirtid, as the mere indices wereby to identify the particular geolog-

ical profiles ; and so useful and impdftant is such a collection likely

to become, that it is not unreasonable for the Committee to hope
and beliere, that after another year's experience shall have matured
their arrangements and perfected their proposed system of records,

and brought down the expense to a, certain and moderate rate per

mile, the subject may be taken up by Her Majesty's Government,
and made to form part of the great geological survey of the United
Kingdoili, conducted by Sir Henry de la Beche, in connettion with

the trigonometrical survey tiow carrying on by Colonel Colley and

the officers of the crops of Royal Engineers. The committee, there-

fore,' are not without hopes that the geological and mechanical Scc-
jjons ^ill again unite in applying to the General Committee for a

fuj-ther grant of 200/. at the present meeting, to enable t|iem to

complete the organization they have began. i

• The documents which the Committee have to submit are the fol-

ip^wingj-^ 1

p ;|st. Plans and sections of the whole of the Midland Counties
Railway front Rugby to Derby and Nottingham, about 58 miles.

JBolarged sections of the cuttings on that railway, prepared to be
filled in geologically- The chief characteristics of this district are

thegypsum beds, commonly called plaster of Paris, and the hydraulic

lime, well known to engineers as the Barrow lime.

3d. Plans and sections of the whole of the North Midland Rail-

way, from Derby to Leeds, about 72 miles. The entire of the geo-

logical details have been laid down on the working sections of the

cuttings ; but as it has been considered by the Committee that a

uniform system should be observed enlarged sections have been
prepared, on which, as on the siiaiiar sections of the other lines, the

strata should be delineated. It may be observed here, that these

enlarged sections arc on the natural scale of 40 ft. to an inch, that

i?, the vertical and horizontal scale arc alike, which is not alway;*

the case, in ordinary geological sections, and very seldom so with
the wprking sections, for earth work and similar engineering pur-

poses. This railway intersects the coal districts for many miles,

and is replete with interesting objects.

3d. Plans and sectioniSi of the Manchester and Leeds Railways
from Manchester to Nonnanton, about 50 miles. These latter arc

npt quite finished, but will be so before the close of this meeting:

Enlarged sections of a considerable portion of the excavation on
this raiLway, are filled up with the geological details.

. 4th. Enlarged sections of the excavations on the Glasgow, Pais-

ley^ and.Qreenock Railway, dbout 22 1-4 miles, with the geological

details. ^^ -

5th. The same for the Manchester and Bolton Railway; about 10

iniles containing full details of the strata where the remarkable fos-

sil trees were found, and of the trees also, models of which are in

the exhibition room at the Royal Institution in Manchester. The
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liberality of this company will afford several opporttmities for tbe
members of the Association to visit these trees, and the particijfer.

profiles of the excavation where they ar^, will remain in the Geo-
logical section, or in the Royal Institution, where the inodels are.

6th. Enlarged sections of the Hull and Selby Railway, aboqt 30
1-2 miles, wim the geological details.

Some other enlarged sections are stated to be preparing for the

Committee, but they have not come to hand in time for the present

report.

These records, according to the directions of the Association,

will be deposited in the Museum of Economic Geology,in Londoii,

where they piay at all ti^es hereafter be usefully referred to. ;'
'

In conclusion the committee cannot refrain from observing maX
the documents thus collected are equally important and interesting

to the philosopher, the geologist, and the engineer, to, tire pfiil-

osopliical or theoretical investigator they present ^he cariotis and
varying features of the crust of this portion of tlje globe; to the

practical engineer they offer a menfiorial of the pxperience of the

profession, whence many a serviceable lesson for future operations

may be learned ; whereby difficulties and expense may be hereaf-

ter avoided and diminishied, and from which valuable infprnuttion

may be derived fpr the appliance of materials in constructions, it

being one of the great arts of the engineer to avail hrinsclf pf the
most immediate natural resources which h,e has to displace in one
instance, and to apply them usefully in another, when m juxt^-pos-

ition. And, on tbe other b^nd, the minute variations pf strata and
soil thus accurately delineated, and, referred to weH defined altitudes

witK respect to the general surface of the ocean, becotne pf the very

highest interest to the geologist, and no less so to the mraing engi-

neer, more especially on the lines of railway intersecting toe coal

and mineral districts, where, in numerous instances, labor, directed

by science and sustained by commercial enterprise, has laid baire

in deep chasms the secrets of Nature, and the stores whence this

country has derived so many advantages, and whose well-dtrepted

energies have drawn from our mines of coal and rude metals that

abundant wealth and prosperity which the more splendid produc-

tions of Potosi and Mexico have failed to bestow on their pos-.

sessors.

i INSTTTUTIONS OP CIVIL ENGINEERS,

April 26.—The President in the Chair.

"A description of a new arrangemerUfor raising Skips of all classes

out of toaierfor repair, proposed to replace the Graving Dock or the
'

Patent Slip in certain situations; witn observations upon the otfier:

methods used at different periodsfor thispurpose." By Robert Mai-

'

let, M. Inst. C. iT i ^:-:,^'

This communication describes an apparatus proposed by the a<ix
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(hor as a substitute for the graving dock or the patent slip, in situ-

ations where such constructions would be too expensive, or an in-

appropriate locality prevents their adoption. It reviews the prin-

cipal methods hitherto in use—such as stranding by bilge-ways, ca-

reening or heeling over, lifting by the caniel, the graving dock, the

floating dock or caissoon, the screw and the hydraulic docks (both

American inventions,) and Morton's patent slip ; it enumerates the

localities ifor' which each of these inventions is most applicable, and
then gives the objections to them. Tho author then describes the

general principle of his invention to be, the diffusion of the

the load or strain over the greatest possible number of fixed points

avoiding casual and unequal strains ; thatadiere should be uniform
motion, with a power proportioned to the resistance. In providing

for this, the joggle-joint is used throughout. Tiie machine consists

ofa pUuforuN supported upon a series of frames with joints at each
end* attached at the lower extremities to fixed points in the founda-

tion, and at the upper ends to the under side of the platform, which
is traversed by a series of beams, to, the ends of which are fastened

rods connectea with rollers, working in grooves along a suspended
railway on the cantilevers of two jetties, which are built to form
the sides of the aparatus. A chain connected with all these rollers

Averse in each suspended railway groove, and the power of a
Meamoengine and wheel-work, being applied after the vessel is

floated on the platform and made fast, the frames raise the platform

and vessel together gradually out of the water, permitting free ac-

cess all round the ship ; and when the repairs arc completed, the

whole is again lowered into the water. It is contended that many
practical advanta^ would arise from this system—that the ship

would not be strained, that time would bo gained, and that it is

superior to the ordinar^rjnethods now practised. The calculations

of the leverage, the division of the load over the fixed points, etc.,

are given in detail, and the paper is illustrated by a scries of elabor-

ate drawings and a complete model of the apparatus.

Remark*.—^Mr. Rendel thought that credit was due to Mr. Mallet

for the science and the practical skill combined in the production
of the contrivance under discussion ; it was perhaps imperfect in

^ojDoe of the details, but he was inclined to believe that, in certain

situations, and for vessels of moderate size, it might be adopted.

Its construction would certainly be more expensive than that of a

Eatent slip, but it would be less costly than a graving dock, and not
able to injury from hydrostatic pressure, to guard against which

frequentW constituted a main portion of the expense of a graving
dock. The foundation of this structure might be simple, as the

weight was distributed over so many points ; he conceived, how-
ever, that unless it was established where the rise of tide was con-

siderable, the foundation must be laid at a depth of 5 or 6 feet un-
der low-water mark, to allow for the thickness of the frames and
the platform beneath the ship's bottom. He was of opinion that a

modification bf the plan might be advantageously employed for

icanal lifts.
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Mr. Hawkins agreed with Mr. Mallet that a ship must be strain-

ed while on a patent slip, because the timbers were all bearing a

weight at an angle ; but more particularly when leaving the slip,

as the stern floated whilst the stem was still on the cradle of the

slip.

Mr. Palmer did not admit the advantages of the proposed plan

over graving docks, for, as they are now constructed, they possess

every requisite convenience for examining the repairing vessels;

the gates are made to exclude the water perfectly, and the machine-

ry for pumping is so effective, that a very short time suffices to lay

the dock dry. The plan might possess some advantage over Mor-
ton's slip in I'etaining the vessel in a vertical position, but it would
be more expensive to construct, and be was not at iail convinced that

the objections urged against the patent slip were well founded.
Mr. Gordon observed that the position of a ship upon a patent

slip was exactly that in which it was built ; he could not therefore

understand why it should be so very injurious ; besides, if the stem
cradles were elevated, as was the case on some of the slips propos-

ed by Captain Brown, the vessel remained nearly on an even keel.

Another improvement introduced by Captain Brown was, substitut-

ing solid rollers for the wheels of Morton's slip, the axles of which
frequently twisted and prevented the progress of the vessel. Among
the modes of examining the bottoms of vessels enumerated by Mr.
Mallet, he had omitted the " gridiron," which consisted of a strong

frame of horizontal timbers resting upon the heads of piles a little

above low-water mark ; over this frame the vessel was moored, and
on the tide receding was shored up, resting upon chocks. When
it was dry the bottom could be examined, and any slight repair

made before the returning tide floated the ship off. " Gridirons"

existed at Liverpool, at Havre, and at many other ports.

The President observed, that, like the form of breakwaters, much
depended upon locality, Where timber was cheap, and the rise of
tide considerable, the plan might be applicable ; at Liverpool, where
the tide rose 30 feet, and in the Channel Islands, where tl\e rise was
10 feet, the platform might be 10 feet above low-water mark, and
still accommodate any ordinary vessel It certainly appeared to

avoid some of the main expences of the graving dock, in which so
many precautions must be taken for preventing the springs rising

and blowing up the bottom. The Institution was much indebted
to Mr. Mallet for the great pains he had bestowed on the commun-
ication, for the complete drawings and model illustrating it (which
were presented to the Institution,) and he deserved credit for the
ingenuity displayed in the contrivance.

May 3. i

" Description of the Tunnels, situated between Bristol and Bath,
on the Great Western Railway, tcith the methods adopted for execut-
ing the works.*' By Charles Nixon, Assoc. Inst, C. £.

The works described in this paper comprised a large quantity of
heavy earth-work in tunnels, etc. ; theyi were commenced in the
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spring of the year 1836, and terminated in the year 1840. The,

whole of the tunnels are 30 feet in height from the line of rails, and
30 ft. in M'idth ; they are curved to a radius about 120 chains ; the

gradient of that part of the line is 4 ft. per mile. The strata through

which they were driven consisted generally of hivrd gray sandstone
and shale, with the gray and dun shiver, etc; in a few places only, the

new red sandstone and red marl were traversed. Every precaution

was taken for securing the roofs, by lining them with masonry where
the nature 6f the strata demanded it, and in some places invert arches

were turned beneath. Driftways were driven before the tunnels were
commenced, and shafts were sunk to enable the work to proceed at

several porhts simultaneously. The modes of conducting the works
by these means are fully described, with all the difficulties that

were encountered. The construction of the centres is given, with
Ihe manner of linning the arches with masonry, which is stiated to

be what was termed " coursed rubble ;" bqt was of a verj' superior

description, and in every respect similar to ashlar-work. The au-

thor offers some remarks with regard to the expense of working
tunnels by means of centre driftways. He states this plan to be
costly, and in many instances without corresponding advantages,
on aecount of the difficuhy of keeping the road clear for the wag-
ons. He recommends that when driftways are used, they should

be on the lower side of the dip of the strata, as the excavatioa
would be facilitated, and the road would be kept clearer. In long

tunnels he has found the cheapest and most expeditious mode of
working to be by excavating the centre part from shafts, and both

the ends (together if possible) from the extremities after the open
cuttings are made. The drawing accompanying the paper gave a
longttudijnal section of all the tuunels, and showed to an enlarged

scale several transverse sections of them, where the variations of
the strata rendered either partial or entire lining necessary.

Remarks.—In answer to questions from Mr. Vignoles and other

members, Mr. Nixon explained that the extra number of shafts had
been required in order to enable the works to be completed within

a given time ; there had not been any accidents during his superin-

tendence, but subsequently one of the shafts had collapsed. The
cost of driving the driftways, the dimentions of which were 7 feet

wide by 8 feet high, was ten guineas i>er yard lineal. He then des-

cribed more fully his proposed plan of cutting the driftways on the

lower side, instead of the centre of the tunnel, and stated the ad-

vantages chiefly to consist of a saving in labor and gunpowder, as

a small charge sufficient to lift a considerable mass of rock when
acting from the dip ; the road was also less liable to be closed by
the materials falling into it whea the enlarged excavation proceeded

from one side instead of upon both sides.

Dr. Buckland, after returning thanks for his election as an hon-

orary member of the Institution, expressed his gratification al the

prospect of a more intimate union between engineering and geology

which could not fail to be mutually beneficial, and cited examples

of this useful co-operation in the cases of railway sections, and mod-
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'els that had recently been furnished by engineers to the Museum
of Economic Geology. He then proceeded to remark upon the

geological features of the South-Western Coal Field near Bristol and
Bath, which had been described by Mr. Conybeare and himself, in

the Transactions of the Geological Society of London (1824.)

Some of the tunnels near Bristol are driven in the Pennant Grit of
the coal formation. Where it is thrown up at a considerable angle

and composed of strata yielding slabs and blocks of hard sandstone

used extensively for pavement. In traversing such inclined and
dislocated strata, the engineers attention should, he conceived, be
especially directed to the original joints that intersect the beds near-

ly at right angles to their planes of stratification, and also to the

fractures produced during the movements they have undergone.
These natural divisions and partings render such inclined stratified

rocks unworthy of confidence in the roof of any large tunnel, and
liable to have masses suddenly detached. Inclined strata of a simi-

lar sandstone are perforated by many, tunnels on the railway near
Liege, in nearly all of which tlie roofs are supported by brick arches.

It has been found impossible to make the tunnels through Lias and
Red Marl without continuous arches of masonry. In any of the

tunnels which have been carried through strata of the greal oolite,

the parts left unsupported by masonry would, in his opinion, be pe^

culiarly liable to danger, because oven the most compact beds of
oolite are inlergected at irregular inteJ-vals by loose joints at right

angles to the planes of the strata, and occasionally by ojien

cracks ; and it is to be feared that the vibration caused by the rail-

way carriages would tend eventually to loosen and detach these,

masses of stone. He apprehended still greater danger would exist

in tunnels cut through the loosely jointed strataof chalk, unless they
are lined throughout with strong masonry; and even" that, in a re-

cent case, had been burst through by the weight of the incumbent
loose chalk coming suddenly upon the arch. In open cuttings through
chalk, where the numerous interstices and the absence of altemat-

ihg clay beds prevent any accumulation of water, there is little

chance o.f such frequent landslips as occur where beds of stone,

gravel, or sand rest on beds ofclay ; but untd the side walls of chalk

arc reduced to a slope at which grass will grow, they will be Subject

to continual crumblings and the falling down of small fragments, sev-

ered by the continual expansion and contraction of the chalk, un-
der the destrucitive force of atmospheric agents, and chiefly of frost.

In open cuttings, where the inclination of the strata is towards the

line of rails, the slope should be made at a greater angle than if the

strata inclined ft-om the rails ; if this be done, fewer landslips will

occur frcW accumulations of water between the strata thus inclined

towards the rails ; and such slips may be further guarded against by
minute and careful observation of the nature of the individual strata

and a scientific application of subterranean drains at the contact of
each permeable stratum \vith a subjacent bed of clay. Tunnels can
be saftdy formed without masonry in unstratified rocks of hard gran-
ite, porphyry, trap, etc., and in compact slate rocks; also in masses
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of tufa, such as cover Herculaneum, and are pierced by the grotto

of Pansilipponear Naples ; but in his opinion, wide tunnels driven

in stratified rock could not be considered secure unless they were
supported by arches.

Mr. Sopwith confirmed the remarks on the importance to the civ-

il engineer of a knowledge of the geological character of thfe strata

through which tunnels or open cuttings were to be made ; the cost

was materially affected, as well as the stability of the works. The
angle of inclination and the lines of cleavage should be carefully

studied ; on one side of a cutting the slope might be left steep, and
all would be finn and dry ; whilst on the other, if the same slope

was adopted, all would appear disintegrated and wet, and a series

of accidents would be the necessary consequence. He could not
sufficiently Urge the importance of a more intimate connexion be-

tween the geologist and the engineer.

In answer to a remark by Mr. Farcy on the apparent advantages

of Frazer's centres for tunnelling, Mr. Bull promised to procure for

the Institution an account of the execution of some work with them.

" Account of the Machinery and Apparatus for compressing and
using Gasfor Artificial Illuviinatiou at the Portable Gas Works of
London, Edinburgh, Manchester, and Paris" By Charles Denroche
Grad. Inst. C. E.

This paper gives an account of the improvements introduced by
Mr. David Gordon into the syphon forcing-pumps, reservoirs, etc.,

whereby the requisite degree of compression was obtained for ren-

dering gas portable for the purposes of illumination, and of the ar-

rangements adopted in the works at Edinburgh, Manchester, Lon-
don, and Paris. A description is given of the various kinds of ap-

paratus which were tried before a pressure could be obtained of
30 atmospheres, or 450 lb. per square inch. The portable lamps,

with their ingeniously contrived graduated cocks are also described
with the several parts composing the apparatus. It appears that^

owing to the cost of compression, which was Ss. Qd. per thousand
cubic feet, and that of delivery, which amounted to 10s. per thou
sand cubic feet, the speculation was unsuccessful in a mercantile

point of view, although most of the mechanical difficulties were
overcome. The paper was accompanied by a series of detailed

drawings of every part of the apparatus.

In a paper lately read on some remarkable circumstances con-

nected with the Daguerreotype, it was stated that a cameo having
been suspended so as to hang near, but not to touch, a polished plate

in a box from which all light was excluded, the engraving of the

cameo was clearly and distinctly marked on the plate. M. Breguet,

the celebrated watchmaker, has addressed a letter to the Academy,
in which he states that he has frequently seen, on the polished in-

ner surface of the gold cases of his flat watches, the name of his'

house plainly and legibly marked, the impression having been re-

ceived from the engraved letters of the covering of the works, which
did not touch the case.
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The present period of the history of railroads seem to be distia-

guished^c^ a remarkable degree by the genei^l discussion of the

economical relations of the system. This is owing partly to the

universal stagnation of business in its usual channels—partly to

the cessation of construction on most works and the natural diver-

sion of the attention of professional men to this particular subject

—

and partly to the efforts of those companies who, wishing either to

commence or complete their works, are urging their claims individ-

ually and those of railroads generally, upon the attention of capi-

talists.

That the proper discussion of this subject is of the greatest im-

portance, no one doubts. Mere empty assertion or even careless

investigation of facts, is not only useless but positively injurious.

Discerning men have therefore directed their attention to the collec-

tion of strict and authentic statistics, and also to the rigorous anal-

ysis of the information alreiady collected, with a view to its applica-

tion to future undertakings. Although a great improvement has al-

ready been made in the form according to which railroad statistics

are published, there remains much to be done before the docunients

shall possess that clearness and distinctness of detail upon which
all strict and rigorous calculation must be base^. In the proper

place we shall endeavor to point out these desiderata.. Meanwhile it

may not be curious to remark that imperfect as these data maybe,'

they still contain nearly if not quite all the items, although not prop-

erly separated and distinguished—and from these we may derive''

29
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tolerably correct approximations to the cost of railroad manage-'

ment, even somewhat in detail. ^

Our object at present is to give an outline of the errors and difii-'

culties which have operated injuriously upon some railroads—and

to make an abstract of the information derived from well estab"

lished lines, with a view to determine as nearly as possible the cost

of management.

In doing this no claim is made to infallibility—nor is any reflec-

tion intended upon those who entertain different views. It is only

from the comparison of opposite opinions that the truth can in

most cases be arrived at, and improper warmth in criticising the

opinions of others, as well as over sensitiveness in bearing the ex^

amination of our own—are alike unfavorable to fair discussion.

The errors which have produced such unfortunate results in some

puUio works^ have conamenced at the very outset, and were prob-

ably contained in the very germ of the enterprise, we shall there-

fore consider, in the first place,

Errors in Location.—These have been generally committed by
those who have conceived the project—^nd not un&equently be-

fore professional advice has been taken. In the enthusiasm with

which public works are nndertaken certain plans are frequently

laid which are improperly considered as identical with the work
itself, and urged with such feeling that when it is discovered that

they are inexpedient, it is too late to abandon them. The conceits

oT a railroad with so many miles in one straight linc-.^of a tunnel

under this hill, or a bridge over that river, or the imposing entrance

into this or that part of a town, having once turned the heads of a

whole district, are apt to end in emptying their pockets. That

these are not mere pictures of fancy, every one knows who has been

familiar with the commencement of such works—we need not allude

to particular cases, as everyone's experience will supply enough

of them.

A more culpable error of location, is that in Which the terminus

of the road, or its intermediate points are placed with distinct ref-

erence to private interest, and in direct opposition to the general

interests of the company. These most mischievous mis-locations

have been so common and glaring a^ almost to have passed into a

byeword. Paper cities to be built up and new avenues to be open-

ed, and a host 6f similar projects have generally resulted in serious

loss to companies. We would not however wish to incliide in this

eensare, those locations where no natural or other difficulty existed,

and the general interest has been consulted—even though certain
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individuals may have procored such a line as might result in their

benefit as individuals. The endeavor should be to ac^omnipdatQ

the greate^i number without compromising the company. i

Under ^is same bead we might mention those instances in

which the whole work has been undertaken as a matter of sheer

speculation. Most of our abortive or unsuccessful railroadis.caoie

under this class—but they are no more to be adduced as examples

of railroads, thaq the South Sea bubble as an instancy of legitimate

commerce.
j

i

Other errors of location are those which are exclusively the

fault of the engineer, and these are by far the least both ip Biifi4>e'

and importance. There are not mapy cases in which suoh mistakes

have been detected, and many which are supposed to exist turn upon

disputed professional points. Some of the earliest locatioqs have been

re-examined. But these are hardly fair casesj for so little w^ then

known as to the capability of locomotives^ that we may consider

that under existing circumstances thfi best was done that could

have beep done.

Before dismissing this branch of our subject, we will fUlude to s^

difficulty often encountered in the commenceosent of a railroad

project-—we mean the interference pf persons ignorant not only of

matters exclusively professiooal but very often c^ the principle of

what is called common sense. Every engineer must recollect some
director or stockholder who imagined hjmself quite an engineer—

•

and whose ignorance might generally be measured by his conceit.

Such men have been so often encountered and so often described,

that vff need say no more of them. We might however safely say,

that these and other evils of a Uke nature cannot be avoided until

the profession of engineering in this country stands opon the same

basis and ojcganization with the other professions,

TO ENCnfEERB, DIRECTORS AND STOCKHOLDERS OI* BAIUWADa,
•

.
• •

I
i

'

...•
The commencement of the session of Congress rendi^rs itnecessao

ry that all those whe feel an interest in railroads should bestir them-

selves to obtain a repeal of that portion of the tviffbiU passed in

August last, which relates to railroad iron.

At the time of the passage of that bill, no attempts were made

to obtain lan alteration until it was too late, and in fact iew persona

had any idea that such a strange restriction would become a law.
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The arguments on this question need not now be given in de-

tail ; they are briefly these.

Under existing circumstances no railroad iron can be imported

with the duty—the law in fact amounts to a prohibition.

No railroad iron can be made in this country at as low a price as

it'Can be imported, even with the doty. No orders can then be

expected for home manufacture.

The result will then be that neither railroads now in construc-

tion nor those projected can be built at these high prices for iron.

The demand having ceased no iron will be rolled in this country,

and as not any of the more complicated patterns have been rolled,

in regard to experience in manufacture, things will remain as they

now are.

The consequent fall of price in England will draw orders until

the maximum is again reached.

Bat how shall we do without railroads—how are our iron mines

to be approached, or our coal—what is to become of the large or-

ders for railroad castings—which were more proffitable to our iron

masters than rolled iron ever can be ?

The evidences against this restriction for the present at least, are

so strong that we need dwell no longer upon them. We may how-

ever remark in conclusion, that the importation of locomotive en-*^

gines ceased and the exportation commenced under the free law.

No onie can feel more interest in the protection of our iron trade

than we do—^but the present law in relation to railroad iron is

rather for destruction than preservation.

The following memorial has been sent to us, and although late in

in the date we ^ish to urge upon all our readers the necessity of

pressing it with all their might. As soon as a few subscribers are

obtained it may be forwarded to the member of Congress for the

district petitioning.
V

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in

Congress assembled.

The undersigned would respectfully represent to your honorable

body, that owing to a succession of untoward events incident to

season, distance, unavoidable delays in the execution of orders, etc.

etc.', instances exist where railroad iron now imported and intended

to be laid doivn on railroads before the 3d of March next, will not,

in consequence of circumstances above alluded to, be able to reach

that position entitling it, under existing laws, to exemption from du-

ty-.-and the imposition of a duty of ttoenty-five dollars per ton will
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fall peepliarly hard on parties already sorely oppressed by tbcoae-

rous undertaking of constructing roads at a period of peculiar em-

barrassment. Some of which roads being in an unfinished state,

and awaiting the return of a better condition of pecuniary afikirs,

must, with the money already expended in surveys, grading and

Buperstructure, become a complete and total loss, if subjected to an

additional burthen.

The iron now most approved in the4|pnstruction of railroads, is

of a description that requires much time and labor in making, and

will not probably for many years to come be manufactured in this

country. To secure such iron, your memorialists, interested in the

construction of railroads, have been induced to send their orders

to England, where alone such description of iron is as yet. exclu-

sively made. Some of these orders l^ere executed under the law

of 1832, which authorized exemption from duty if laid down within

3 years after its importation ; other orders were executed under the

law of 11th Sept. 1841, which law confined the exemption to iron

imported before 3d March, 1843, and for roads then under con-

struction at the passage of said last mentioned act, and " for such

iron as was necessary to complete said roads," evidently thus in-

tending not to confine the exemption to the fact that it should be

laid down before 3d March, 1843, but that it should be imported be-

fore that period.

The unexj^cted passage of the Tariflf Act of August, 1842, es-

sentially altered the act of 11 th Sept. previous, and now renders it

necessary that the iron should not only be imported before 3d March

next, but laid dovm permanently for use before that period ; the

consequence of which will be to expose some portions of iron to a

heavy and unexpected duty, which iron will be found impractica-

ble to be laid down before 3d March, 1843. Under this state of

things your memorialists would respectfully urge on your honora-

ble body so far to alter and modify the act of 30th August, 1642,

as to authorize an extension of time to three years, within which

iron, imported for railroads, shall be laid down on any railroad or

inclined plane, provided said iron be necessary to complete such

railroads as were commenced before 11th Sept. 1841.

Your memorialists would al^o respectfully represent to your hon-

orable body the vast importa.nce of railroads to the best interests

of tjie country, and although it may be said that the interest of our

own iron mines would be promoted by the imposition of a heavy

duty on imported railroad iron, yet it is capable of demonstration,

that owing to the peculiar localities of our iron regions, it is first
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highly important, for their ovrn interest, that acceasibiUty should

be controled as far as practicable, and finder the least burthepsand

obstructions, as one of the indispensable means of rendering our

iron mines valuable or available ; and as it will require years, and

vast capital, tp construct works capable of manufacturing the Heavy

Edge or H rail, which is now most approved for durability and

strength, the question is, Whether it would not be nationally bene-

ficial to allow this description of iro^ to be impQr|e<| as under the

law of 1832, for a period of three or five year8,leaving the flat bar,

which is capable of being made here with facility, subject to exist-

ing duty ?

Your memorialists are not unfriendly to the iron interest of the

United States, but they can see no injury to that interest by the

modifica^on of tho act of August, 1842, as s^t fofth iQ this memo-

rial.

And your memorialists as ip duty bound, will ever pray, etc.

The following remarks upon the annual railroad table published iq

our Journal, are attached to a copy of that table appended to the

report of the select committee of Board of Aldermen, upon the New
York and Albany Railroad.

The practical deductions from this table are so much to, the pur-

pose that we trust our readers will refer back tu it vihila reiading

this paper.

RSMAKKS HEIiATIVE TO TII£ Il£C£IFT8, KXPENSfiS AlfD DmOtENDS ON

BAU.WAY8 JX MA88ACHC8BTTS AND NBW YOKK.
t

It wiftbe perceived, by a table from-the Railroad Journal, that

the railway system, as a whole, has been eminently s^iccessful in

Massachusetts, and that the Boston and Lowell, a freight railroad,

for the bulky article of cotton, and its produce manufactured, has

paid the largest dividends, to wit : Theaverage of 7i percent per

annum for five years.

It will be noted, that the income from passengers, on this road,

advanced from $117,64S in the year 1837, to $145,953, a fraction

under 5 per cent, per amnim ; while the freight was increased dur-

ing the same period from 963, 137 to 8121, 588, or at the rate of

19 per cent, per annum. The increase in the item of fVeight

on the extension of this road to Nashua, is in a much greater ratio

—to wit : from #18,406 to 56,764 in three years ; increase in freight

equal to 70 per cent, per annum ; and this too over a short road of
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1

14 miles, that is now furthei' extended, and opened to Concord, in

New Haihpshirei I

The receipts and expenses on three bf the principal roads for

five years (although too short for economy in their management,

and built at a great cost compared with present prices,) should sat-

isfy any person, that an investment in railway shares—^^'^arftctoiMfy

located and constructed, between desirable points," must be an in-

vestment, equal to profitable real estate. This view is now taken in

England, as will be perceived by the following extract from the

Bankers* Circular of the 6th Feb. 1841

:

" Regarded as property of permanent investpient for income,

and not merely as speculative things, to be bandied from hand to

hand on the faith of names and exaggerated representations,^ we
have a higher confidence in railway shares generally, than we had

when we wrote two years ago on the subject. Therefore, tiewed

as Valuable annuities, investments in th^ leading lines must be con-'

sidered safe. We are giving no opinion of the present marketable

value of shares that may be more or lesis than the annuity is worth,

but merely asserting that the system is so far in advance of the ex-

perimental stage in which, on former occasions, we considered it,

as to warrant the description, that it has worked out a valuable

property ; which, as such, may now be set down as beingperma-

nently established."

It will be perceived by the table, that nine rail-

roads in Massachusetts, radiating from Boston, and

in length 392 miles, cost up to Jan 1, 1842, the sum
of

ll
$16,300,93T'

The receipts on these roads from 3 to 5 years

since their completion, is ,

From passengers $3,&C5,804

From freight 1,816,422

^ 85,342,226

The receipts on the Western Railroad, from Worcester to Alba-

ny, 157 miles, for the last ten months, up to the Ist October, 1842,

is 9424/) 10. As the receipts for passengers and freight have

steadily increased, and in the month of October had reached $59,-

141, it is therefore safe to estimate the gross receipts on this road

at above half a million ofdollars for the year 1842, with an insuffi-

cient number of locomotive engines and freight-cars. This $500,-

000 is exclusive of the earnings on the Boston and Worcester Rail-

road of 44 miles, which for 1 841 was $310,807. This year the re-
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ceipts will exceed 8400,000, or say 8900,000 for 201 miles of road-

That our capitalists have been unfortunate in their first invest'

ments, in short and experimental railroads, in and near this city, in-

judiciously located and constructed, is to be regretted.

It can in part be accounted for, and every candid inquirer after

truth will discover, that every railroad in England and in this

country, on long lines, between places of business or thoroughfares,

have been eminently successful. Our capitalists have suffered in

the following pioneer railroads, from their not being well consid-

ered, and costing too much. On the Long Island Railroad, via. Ja-

maica toWards Greenport, there is to be a direct competition with

steamboats on the Sound, which is open nearly the whole year : on

its completion it will no doubt do a fair and remunerating business.

The Stonington railroad runs near and parallel to water, open nearly

the whole season, with no country to support it. The New Jersey

ttailroad, with accidents from flood and fire, has entered into a suc-

cessful competition with steamboats from N. Brunswick to New
York, at very reduced fares, and this, too, even with the expendi-

ture of a large capital in the construction of 34 miles of road.

One item is the enormous sura of $352,727, paid for land, dama-

ges, depots, and right of way.

The Harlem Railroad Company has expended large suras on_t
tunnel, rock excavation, etc., on a short road, with few persons re-_

siding at its terminus. It has $1,600,000 invested in 12 miles of

road. The Patterson Railroad is a short road, with a limited pop-

ulation on its line up to a small manufacturing village ; on its ex-

tension it will be profitable. The Catskill Railroad was only par-

tially completed into the mountains, and failed for want of means

to complete it. The Hudson and Berkshire has very severe grades,

but this road is expected to recover itself and pay dividends. The
roads from Albany and Troy, built for summer travel to Saratoga;

will prove failures, until they arc extended to Whitehall. This

avenue to Canada will certainly pay dividends. Other roads, in

which our capitalists have embarked partake more or less of the

difficulties enumerated. In fact, we have to look beyond our own
city and the Hudson river for successful investments in railroads.

We find this to be the case on all the railroads west of Schenectady

to Rochester and Batavia. The several roads on this line are now
earning 6 to 12 per cent, and even the Hudson and Mohawk Rail-

road has earned 6 to 7 per cent, per annum, on an expenditure of

$1,100,000 per 15J miles of road, operated by horse and steam

power, with the expenses of two inclined planes.
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The Ulica and Schenectady Railroad has yielded^

on an expenditure of $1,900,000, in 5 years and 5

months, the sum of 92,019,97^

The whole amount of expenses during the same

period, besides paying for the purchase of the Mo-
hawk Turnpike, building 22 miles of road for turn-

outs, and paying severe taxes, was 707,9&^

Nett receipts in i years and 5 months' 91,309428S

These remarks could be enlarged, by citing Several instances of

well managed railroads at the South, where the freight of cotton

and bulky articles are among the principal items of revenue. We
will, however, conclude by noticing the Camden and AnAoy Rail-

road. By an official report from the company, it is shown that this

road has earned its entire cost in seven years. It has, however^

had to divide its earnings with the Deleware and Raritan Canal,-

with steamboats and wharves at its two extremes, costing $^,829,-

797,—on which it had to pay dividends, as well as to its 6wn
stockholders, on a capital of $2,291,802, expended oh the tanal;

and in steamboats, wharves, real estate,^ and coal lands, $920,055.

Thfe canal, in fact, earning only five-eights of one per cent;

The gross receipts over the Camden and Am-
boy Railroad, from Ist Jan. 1833, to 3 1st Dec. 1839,

was $4,637,539

The gross expenditures during this period,' 2,253,993

Nett receipts in seven years^ $2,383,542

Being more than the cost of the railroad ; and this too with bat

limited accommodations for the transportation of freight, at high

''charges proportioned to other railroads.

TABLE, SHOWING THE LENGTHS OF RAILWAYS RADIATINO FROM AND 111

CONNECTIOX WITH THE CITY OF BOSTON.

From Bo^to'n, via Albany, to Buffalo

Do. , Portsmouth, to Portland, Maine

Do. Lowell, Nashua, and Concord

Do. to Providence, Rhode Island

From Providence to Stonington I

30 :

518 miles.'
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Branch from Andover to Haverhill 25a

Dedham Branch 2

Taunton Branch, and extension to New Bedford 35

Bedford and Fall River l3

Norwich and Worcester 58f

New Haven to Hartford, 3G, and extension to Springlxeld,

24 miles, not comjileted CO

West Slockbridge to Bridgdeport 99
Wekt Stockbridge to Hudson 33

Troy and Schenectady 22

Troy to Ball^tpn 20

Schenectady and Saratoga 2IJ

Lockport, Niagara Falls, and Bufialo 43

Miles, 1,303^

A'b^e.—The connection of the New York and Albany Railroad

with the above web of railways at or near Ghent, in Columbia

county* with a distance of only 118 miles from the Harlem rivei'

will render available to the city of New York—at all seasons—an

expenditure of about tliirty millions of dollars, on 1,803 miles of

railways, now connected with Boston. The city of New York

has but 12 miles completed from the City Hall, in connection with

the interior.

"The report of Mr. Johnson will be read with pleasure by thosti

interested in the great work which he has in charge. From it we
find that $300,000 dollars subscribed in New York City will enable

this company to furnish by means of intercommunications a con-

tinuous railroad to Albany, until the means shall have been provid-

ed for a direct one. '

REPORT on THE NEW YORK AKD ALBANY RAILROAD, ETC.

JoNA. J. CoUDUUGTON, EsQ.

Prest. N. Y. «& A. R. Co.

:

, Sui»—In examining the map of the country through which the

New York and Albany Railroad passes, it will be seen that at the

distance of about seventy miles from New York city, in the town
of Dover, the line of the railroad approaches within about six

mites of the Housatonic railroad, at a point where there is.a& open
valley between the two.

The Housatonic railroad above this point must, in the event of the
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completion of the New York and Albany railroad, become an im-

portant branch to the latter road, in bringing to it the busineei of
the western portions of Connecticut and Massachusetts^ whfofai will

thereby be enabled to reach the city of New York in neariy thirty

miles less distance than by the way of Bridgeport, ailid wiH arvokl

the navigation of fifty -eight miles of Long Island ^ound.a IxwiS'

shipment at Bridgeport, and about forty-five miles of ^n ihferidr

railroad,

It will be an object to the New York and Albany Railroad Com-
pany to eflfect the connection of tiie two roads so soon as their road
IB completed to Dover ; and when this connection is form^, a
continuotu line of railroad will exist from New York to Albany
and Tro^ by the way of the Massachusetts and Albafiyand West
Stockbndge railroads, etc.

This route will serve to accommodate the travel between New
Yoric, Albany and Troy, until such time as the New York and Al-

bany road shall be completed on the direct route within the limits

of the state, which it is reasonable to suppose will liot be long de-

layed after the connection named is formed ; for the citi^ns of

New York will not, it is imagined, be long satisfied with the use of

an inferior railroad, located upon a route which passes into two
other states, over a more elevated summit, is fifteen miles longer in

distance, and forty to sixty miles of it under the control of a rival

corporation interested in diverting the ftrade of t^)e North and
West to a rival city.

The object of making this communication is to call your atten-

tion more particularly to the fact, that when the New York and
Albanjr railroad is completed to Dover, it will come into immedi'

ate and profitable use as a portion of a continuotu line of railroad

extending to Boston on the £ast, to Buffalo on the West, and
North to Saratoga Springs.

It will also constitute the main trunk from which a branch of
three and a half miles (if the cheapest and most direct route for the

main line is adopted) will unite by a ferry across the Hudson riv-

er with the New York and Erie road at Fiermont, and thus bring

the travel, etc., which that road may furnish over about fourteen

miles of the New York and Albany railroad.

It will also constitute the main trunk for a branch eight and one
half miles, extending to Danbury in Connecticut, which there is

every reason to believe will be constructed as soon as the main
road shall be completed up to the point of junction.

From Danbury there will remain only about thirty miles of dis-

tance to unite at New Haven with the line of railway extending

thence to Boston, Portland, and other towns, and thus bring the

whole of the Eastern travel by the best route for a continuous line

of railroad to New York city, over nearly forty miles of the New
York and Albany railroad. •

There is not probably in the whole 8000 miles of railroad new
in operation in the United States, an extent of OS miles of Ybad
which presents so many advantages and inducements to capitalists
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u the portion of the New York and Albany railroad from New
York city |o Pover.

At ODQ extreme it terminates in the heart of a growing city,

y^ith S^iOOOinhabitants. Through its entire length the country 'm

richuD^l populous, and will have important branches connectmg
^nrith it op either side.

At the northern terminus, it will connect with a line of railroad

stretthipg 800 miles to the east, 100 miles to the north, an^ 400
iniles to the west. The town of Dover, and the region of pountry

in the wicii)ity embracing Amenia, North-east, Salisbury, etc., in

addition to the rich agricultural resources, is not excelled in the

abundance of its mineral treasures of iron and marble combined,

by any 6tber equal extent of country in the United States.

The face of tne country along the route of the railroad from New
York to Dover, is unusually favorable for the cheap construction of
the road, and for cheap and rapid transportation. The line from
Dov^r to the city has an average inclination of seven to nine feet

only per mile, descending for 50 miles in the direction of the prepon-

derance in the trade, and is very straight, with maximum grades not

exceeding thirty feet per mile, and allowing ofany desirable speed.

The probable cost of this portion of the road from Harlem river

to Dover, if the most direct route is adopted, will not, from the

knowledge derived from work already done under existing con-
tracts, exceed the following

:

Road bed complete, 62 miles, single track, at $6,-

400 per mile, 8306,600 00
Superstructure, single track 496,000 00
Liand, fepcing, and engineering 1^2,200 00

Add for engines, cars, car houses, etc.

Total

To complete the road bed, and pay for land, fen-

ces, and engipeering, the amount is $396,800 and
132,200

Deduct from this one third cost of road bed, to be
paid in sftock to contractors

Deduct available subscriptions in Pawlings, Do-
ver, and Patterson

Remains
If means are provided to insure the immediate

grading of the road to Dover, the subscriptions

ak>ng tne line of the road will be increased, I be-

lieve, tq the apiount of

1,025,000 00
70,000 00

$1,095,000 00

$520,000 PO

132,267 00

$396,783 00

70,733 00

$326,000 00

: 1.-

. . .|

60,000 00

$266,000 00
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Leaving to be provided for by subscriptions in New York city

to complete the road bed and pay all expenses of land and fencing,

t|ie aum of $266,000.

When the road bed is complete in all respects, and the right of
jvay obtained, no great difficulty will, it is believed, be experienced
in securing, by loan or otherwise, the means for laying down the

superstructure, which for a substantial iron rail, (and none other

should be used,) will cost as estimated about 8000 dollars per mile,

or for the the distance of 62 miles 496,000 dollars.

Assuming ^i estimated above, that the 62 miles of
failroad will (K>8t 4,095,000 dollars, the apount to

be divided annually among the stockholders, in or:

der to give them seven per cent, is $75,650 00
The expense of transportation, when of a mixed

character, including passengers and freight, accord-

xna to the experience on other roads, may amount
with the repairs of road, to 40 per cent, of gross

receipts, or 51,100 00

Giving for the gross receipts per annum, in order

io realize 7 per cent. the4um of $127,750 00
To produce this amount, if the revenue be supposed to be deriv-

ed from passengers cdone, and if tioo cents per mile, or one dollar and
a quarter only, is charged for each passenger passing the whole dis-

tance of 62 miles, it will require 102,200 passages both ways, or

51,100 each way per annum, giving per day 140 each way, or as

many only each way per day as can be conveyed in two eight wheel
passenger cars.

The probability is, that at no season will the number of passen-

gers be less than this, and the average will be so much greater, that

the receipts, including what is derived from freight, will afford a
surplus, after making seven per cent, dividends upon the capital,

sumcient to complete the remainder of the road to Albany in a

few years, without greatly adding to the subscriptions.

Respectfully submitted

:

E. F. Johnson,

Ch. Bng*!- N. Y. & A. R. H. Qo.
. New York, Nov. 15, 1843.

Patent OrncE, Nov. 1, 1842.

Ilaving noticed in the public prints an entire misapprehension of

the. late act ofCongress respecting the Patent Office, I hasten to say,

1. That the new law does not alter the fee or duration of pa-

tents for such objects as have been hitherto patentable ; the amount

of which is still thirty dollars, and the term fourteen years. The

new law extends protection to a new plass of cases, viz. Designs

embracing patterns for silk, woolen, and cotton fabrics, for busts,
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Btatue, or bas relief, or compoeition in alto or basso relievo ; such

protection having been granted by foreign countries, and not till

the present law by the United States.

2. The new law extends the privilege of renewal of lost patent*

to all those granted before the fire of December, 1836 ; the fbrmer

law litpiting it to those actually lost before the fire ; thus excluding

many lost subsequent to the fire, and before recording new, leaving

the inventor remediless. = i. .

3. American Ministers, Consuls, etc., residing abroad, are now

authorised to administer oaths to inventors. By the former law

such functionaries were not permitted to perform this act ; thus

subjecting inventors to great inconvenience.

4. The Secretary of the Treasury is now authorized to repay

money paid into the Treasury for the Patent Office by mistake ;

thus precluding the necessity of making special applications to

Congress for relief.

i. The new law forbids under a penalty stamping the word pa-

tent on articles vended where no patent has been obtained, and

compels patentees to stamp on the articles vended by them the date

of the patent ; thus aflfor^ing the public information of the dura-

tion of the patent.

lO^Editors of papers or periodicals will render a public service

by giving the above an insertion, as the subject matter is interest-

ing to a large portion of the community.

Henry L. Ellsworth,

Commissioner of Patents.

engineer department, central railroad.

Savannah, November 7th, 1842.

To R. R. Cuyler Esg», President.

Sir—A recurrence of the period at which a report from this

department has usually been made, affords me the gratification

of addressing to you, the following statement of the condition and
progress of the railroad.

The grading of the line is now complete, with the exception of
portions of Sections 54, 57, 58, 62, 63, 66 and 69, amounting in all

to a distance of about four miles. The track has been laid, and the

road completed to Station No. 15. (West of the Oconee river and
152 milei from this city,) and a further distance equal to five miles

of finished superstructure has been done» leaving not more than 33
miles to be laid to reach the terminating Depot at Macon.
Timber has been furnished and delivered along the road for the
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AuperslrtKitUt^, to a point within l4 miles of Macon, and the re^^

rnainder will probably be supplied by the end of the present yean
We have on hand a sufficient quantity of iron, to reach within

16 miles of Macon ; the remainder required to complete ihe road
has been ordered, and is expected to arrive before the end of Feb-
ruary : should this expectation be realized, we shall avoid the duty
of 825 per ton, imposed by the late Tariff Act, which goes into

effect on that article on the 1st of March next*

The Bridge, Trestle work and Embankment, across the river

Oconee, and its extensive swamp, has at length been so far complete
cd, as to permit the regular transit of our trains. The work re-

maining to be done at this point, is confined to the main bridge over
the river ; and consists of the covering, roof, and a pier of stone in

the channel—the bridge being at present supported by a temporary
work of timber, founded on large piles driven in the bottom of the

river, of ample strength to give perfect safety to the structure until

tlie masonry is completed.

The contractor is at present actively engaged in building a coffer

dam, for the purpose of laying the foundation of the pier, and ex-

pects to accomplish it before the end of the present year. The
stone for the pier has been procured, and delivered on the spot. It

is granite, of an excellent quality, and was quarried about 4 miles

below Milledgeville, and carried down the Oconee in boats.

The Bridge over the river is 266 feet in length, and is elevated

about 30 above ordinary low water. It is constructed on the lat*

tice plan, in two spans, and will be covered so as to be protected
from the weather. The trestle bridge, which carries the road for

about 2-J-j miles over the river swamp, is of an average height of
17 feet. It is a frame work of great strength, no timber being less

than 12 inches square, and supported by piles driven firmly in the

ground. The remainder of the swamp is passed on on embank-
ment at the west end of the trestle bridge, of an average height of
16 feet, and makes in all a distance of about three miles between
the high lands on -each side of the swamp. This has been a work
of great tediousness, in consequence of the unhealthiness of the lo-

cation in the Summer and Autumn months, and the frequent fresh-

ets in the Oconee, during the first twelve months of its ^ogress.
It is about two years since it was put under contract We have
had, during the past Summer, almost universal prevalence of fever

among our operatives on that part of the line ; indeed, it has been
a season of unusual unhealthiness, throughout nearly the whole
district of country traversed by the road; Evefy person attached
to this department with a single exception, has had an attack of
fever, and several of the assistants are jstill scarcely able to per-

form their duties.

An arrangement has recently been made with two of our most
responsible contractors, which will, if c^ried out, effect the com-^
pletipn of the road in time for our trains to run through in July
next; and I can see no reason why we shall not be prepared to

open the business*of the next season, at the Depot in Macon.
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It is confidently expected also, that the superstructure of the

Monroe railroad, which is now laid only to Griffin, (61 miles fromi

Macon,) w^ill be extended to the Western and Atlantic road at

White-hall, (101 miles,) and that the State road will be in operation

fifty-two miles. Making in all a distance of three hundred andforty
three miles of continuous railroadfrom the city of Savannah, by the

4th of July next. Should these expectations be realized, orir citi-

zens will at least be gratified with tne reflection, that they are not

behind their neighbors in " tite grand march of internal improve-

ment^* It is quite unnecessary for me to speak of the advantages,

which, a connexion with the valley of the Tennessee by the railroads

now in progress will confer on this Company, and on the city ; the

subject has during the past Summer, been constantly presented to

our citizens, and there are very few of them who are not Aitniliar

with it.

Preparations are now being made at Macon, to put tip the re-

quisite buildings at the Depot, and they will be arranged with a
view to the heavy business that may be expected to flow to the

road, on its reaching that point.

The graditig of the road, for about 14 miles of the western end
of the line, comprehends a succession of heavy cuttings and em-
bankments, with frequent curvitures. This is rendered unav6ida-
ble, by the uneven surface of the country, and of course [hvolves a
heavier expense, than the average cost of grading the olhfer parts

of the line. The heaviest and most costly portions of this work,
are completed.

The embankments have mostly been constructed by the use of
horses and carts, and the material in all cases being of a character

perfectly suitable to the purpose, they possess great solidity. I

nave adopted the plan of planting their sides with " Bermuda grass,"

which affords ah effectual protection against washing by rains.

An the culverts and drains of this portion of the line, have been
built of stone, which we have been able to obtain within a few
miles of the road.

The troublesome and vexatious business of obtaining conveyance*

of the requisite lands, and right of way for the road, has been ac-

complished for neafly the whole route. There are very few cases

remaining unsettled, and I do not apprehend any iserious difficulty

in arranging them.

The feeling of opposition to, and prejudice against the enterprize

which prevailed throughout a considerable portion of the country
traversed by the road, is gradually subsiding, and I am confident,

that as its benefits become more generally extended and felt, it will

be regarded with general favor and approbation. '
!

The business of the road since the opening of th6 fall se&ion,

shows a great improvement on that of last year. Cotton is flowing
in upon us in great quantities, and the prospect of a profitable win-
ter's work is very encouraging. Our present equipment of motivd
power is the same as the fast year, with the addition of 10 eight

wheel burthen car*, nearly ready to put on the track;
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^e ^uld with our present number of Enginea and Cii^ hriog
in aboiit 12,000 bags of Cotton per month, dioola ihitt quantity;

ofief ; we have thus far kept the road clear, pi' i6 hetu* iL as neT^r
to tiave had more than two days work accumulate \ iBJi I aj|j||>re-.

Send we shall have no difficulty in doing so during the balanoe of
le season. ... , J:, t : -
In compliance wi.ili ihe general de^ir€ bf the citixeh^ a&d a Inge

portion or the Stockholders of ine Cohipany, a rediiciibti has beeii

made in our rates of freight, coihpared with the tariff Bf last year;
Whether the measure wiU result in incread^

l^'^l^ ^^^ Com-
pany or. tne reverse, remains t4 be tested; Thi6 pjibiib At>i»ear tci

be satisfied with the present arrangenient.

The total lieceiptj for the year anding 81^ (^ctoben Hih aa 161-

ForFreighti • e •91456,31
- Paasengers, - - - 30,167/)Q .

*• For transportation of U. S. Mails, 114)18,ed 18fi,53Mi
The Curfent expetises have been as f(^owSi
For Maintenance of wayi f28,377,47
" Conducting ttaiispoHatibh, ihcliid- •

ing salaries df Agents, Condacton;
Cferks; Laborers and rariofis con-

tingent expenses; . !il^69i93

For ihainteniulte of Motlird potirer, i^
pairs of Cars« Engines, etc. indud'
ing rebuilding the Engines Geor-
gia and Tennessee,

I
15,188,5^

Fual and water for Ei^nes, 4J6l0jS0_ -r^
Oil and tallow for Engmes and Cars, 1,107,7^ 70,754,1 ij

L&avlng a nett profit of 99,79i,li6

To this amount may be added
Transpiortation of materials for the tonstftfctiott

of the road, io,000^

Actual nett earnings of the rdaci; 72,781,isi

¥hil stim, if applied to the capifd eitpettd^ In fiih 6oi]iiftnictiefh of
{he pohion of the road in actual use, aniodtHs td ibout 5 i^ poF
6eni

T116 distance perforrfted by dll the Engliiei florid^ (fid y^, ia aa

Mbiirs, Atlantic 21,065, Ocottee 19,^92, Macoii 17,12lf, Sayao^iaiH

111^41, John S^ltbn O^IS, Oglethorpe 8,409; Tenbkiam 8,72S;

Ge'or^ 3,509. Tdial miles run 102,145. Th^ tiuBilH^ ofAid used

in fJ^Ffdriiiiii^ thjs ifsrvlc^ U; 1358 tbfd^ bf kE mfigd i^iHit etitd

for etbff 75 21-100 miles run.

The f^Bxr^gate amoiicit of th& expeiiSei df Wdrkihg aiid keeping
in repairVtne road and macliinery, with the ir^n^portation expenr~"
being as before stated, $70,754,10, gives us the rate of 60 86-1

cen ts pei*' olila m the average coat of nmoing a train for tlie
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^^e^M^lgatiotis of the Cherelierde Centner on this sub*

|y^l|'^oW,.that t^eaverage of all the railroads in the United States,

lii^^pfei^tSdp' at'ttiaf iiWre, (1840,) for this item, was about $1,00

S'^fknfle. It ^houM be borne in mind that a much larger business

light Sb done on our road, without a corresponding increase of
expense,. The present number of supierintendantS} agents, clerks^

eiel'Wo^d not be materially increased, if the business were doubled.

"friii^'bl'i^jBr, to remark in relation to the maintenance of way
hWivw^tftt V6 Tiavfe not yet felt the full expense of renewing de-

c^^J^iA-^; f6Y more than half of our line. The average cost per

MM? TO? this branch ef onr cfpenJbs, has been about 0200 jfbrthe

last year, on the part of ihc road in operation. We may expect,

(hikwhenever the wooden niperstructure reaches the maximain of

decay, the expense will be double this amount. We find no diffi'

culty in making contracts with persons along the line, for the sup'

ply of timbehKlor k^ping the superstructure in repair, on faTorable

fra-i^ JliHd {m Hi bases where it can be done at a reasonable cost,

we are substituting cypress timber, for the pine which was used in

the original cenPtruction, as the latter decay3. My observation on
the subject of the decay of timber in our road, has led me to the

conclusion, that the reaewaki of decayed fwrts will be equivalent
to an entire reconstruction of the wooden portionof the road, once

in six yeari.-r '•n';-, ^

,

. »,-r-,"b

There has been much written and caid on the suifect of prcpar*
ing the timber by the use of oi.ioeral substances, so that it may re-

sist the ordinary causes of decay { uid many exper^ents are in

progress, in jT«tiioos^ parts of the country, to test the efficiency of
the several fpodet proposed to effect this most desirable object.

U((l^,(p|An<3ifhich. appears to find most favor in England, where it

baa-heen-very extensively adopted, is the process of saturating the

tipitivr fQlh a solution of corrosive sublimate, termed ''Kyanzmg.'*

There have however, been various other modes propose^, which if

found successful will be much less expensive, and better ^ad^pted to

IlKijOlKQiimBtances of the public works in this country. Among
these, the process employed by Dr. Earle of Philadelphia, appears

t!q[,haiTe'tfiken the lead. He uses, instead of corrosivo sublimate, a

-Gooabination of the solpbates of Iron and Copper. Put^c opinion
a|ui>«an t'o^be much divided on the merits of this " process.

, My
impression is, that so far as our own work is concerned, the best

|M>i}ey.is, to await the result of the experiments that are being made,
^n.A, verye&teMive scale on the Western and Atlantic road in our
.^WfarStateyand to a considerable extent on theroada of a Deighbdr-

ingj^^te. ,The abundance ofexcellent timber throughout the whole
fpsj^^ictof country traversed by our road, confirms me as to the pto^
priety of such a course. . •,

v>^,Xbe sohiiect of "^ maintenance of way," is one of the iiiost itppor'

^^^j^^ajfr,!^ matters connected with the management of a rail'

^^js,a.^ip»at: errgir.to suppose it the best policy, to oiii dowfi the

expenses of repairs ofroad to the lowest possible sum that wiD keep
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the roa4 in operation. A proper investifi^tion pf.A^^|u^ep|,^ill

in most
,
oases, show that an over-straineq econQn][yj ^,l|uw,l^C}i^O^,

wilLresuIt in constant derangement of machinery, inYotvii^liin^^j^-

ed expenses in the mechanical department, more than ebq^v^e&ito
the apparent saving. To this may be added the vexatiiqi^^^ays

of passenger and mail trains, resulting from M-ifling iu»id%tj| tp^i^e

machinery. v v ;. iikSi
From the best information I have on this siibjp(Hf,%ii^sS^|o

the railroads in the southern states, it appears* the l^k^i^quiajetLto
maintain the roads, is an average

:
of about, oiieman-foap^

,

we have for a distance of H? miles only 60^men;'ji^e^JQEuiJ|i?

fore, as the wood work advances in decay/ lo^v(Q)nxardt^t£iia
Diunber being doubled at least,

i ^ . },;, St jjto * r*' / '^dj
There are no means so e0ectivu m reguMing ani o<mi^^^^ the

expenditures of a railway as a system by which ea^ iiem 9? tiie

multitudinous expenses may at any time be exactly known, apd^ach
individual in the service of the company, be, at idl tlinBe'loaii|,||f>•

cottntBhle for the particular branch of outto^ ij^etrhii o^gi^j»un
a spike to a Locomotive Engine. r'acLni hS i -. ij vsiv'-?

It is difficult to perfect such a system wnUe the wQrk is if^af^tifi-.

finished state, but we have endeaivored to approach.i^ near aj^'pos^

iible to it, and in another year, e^ery branon of t^e 8^vieQ..ii^^
brought under systematic regulations. ^ ^ , ^ ]i''^zyi-i «
The following is a list of the j^rsons in th<t ii^M>|!q||^.J^^

pany,on thepart of the road in operatioiv:
;,; ;;^ .

, , i/^r lur//

Superintendent,

Agents,
Clerks, :

Conductors,

Laborers,

Boad Master^
Carpenters, .

jUaborers,

. 1 r • Principal Machinirt,

Master Carpenter,

tit ;
JPiniihers,

iq hJBngine Men,
'ffv ^aApprentices, j

'! vnJ /f Wttitba, f . -J L' -, /
'

IvtT " " ''sJtrilwrB, r.',>«t ''

Fire Men, ,

Jobbers,

Carpenters, ^ j .

Pattern Maker>,^'^r;

!ji - f: ^in^M ir.:il 'Mi-.vd 9ftM '^*(i'

RoAf» DtfAwnmtiT, i'^i f*cO-'> iOHna^ I

I'll j> . ,' ^'''th^ <w •!!' •a^J">aVJ^f^ iMiia-Mi:

. -^ y : •; :V,\ f.irrt -^A t! jnax j^atJlfln

i>J t'i vn—l>irki&H i rf*i»'

fsrt ciii ^nijii nnx! >> „»->'*iJ(AjB>iv

5
1—30

1«6
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I/^M U ii^iided to provide an ample supply ofEngines and Can !i^

(iBtieipation of the probable amoant of business that may offer, dnr-
ingtHeoext Season, wh^ the road shall have been extended to its

pbrpi^i^^ Bluings are what are termed the third clas$, that is,

|b^ in ^ the uj^test description usually made at the manufacto-
riea wh^re they were obtained. Their maximum net^ load at ordin-

al i^MM on onr road is abo^t 65 tons or pSO bales of cotton of
medtuni weight It wifl be necisssary to havis Engines of greater
powm", Wliien a further number is oyd^red, and I feel confident that

anrang the leveral' improvements that haye been made recently,

with f Yicc^ of incrctaung this' pbwqr without 9dd|ng;ipate^5|lly to
(be Wf^igh^ on each driving wheel, we shall be able to select such as
^ill drew at l^ast tffice the burthen of our present bnies, without
materialty mcreaMng the stress on the road.

In coiJt;|(i(po^, ^ think t can with confidence congratulate the

itockhblders, and the citizens, on the favorable aspect of our enter-
prise; and its obvious beneficial effect on the business and pros-

girity of our city in particular. I thinly we may vei^ture to say,

at there is not a city soutluof the Potomac, which has, dpring the
unprecedented pressure of the times for the 'last two years, shown
io decide<^ j^^l^ation^ <>/ >pP.i^T<s|Q?nt as Savannah ; there has been
a greater, ntunber of buildini^ erected duriiur that time, than for the
same peno4 ^ many years-^ur population is rapidly increasing,
while that of neighboring cities is aeclining, and our citizens are
animated ^th th^ brighest hopes of the future!

It is true, oar ^t^ and its citizens haye taken on themselves heavy
burthens lor i^i^ ^^^nment of this object, but it is equally true that

py a Mule farther »i^ise of the extraordinary patience with whicl^
they liave bor^ wp^. burthens, they will reap a full harvest to re-

W>ra theia jKif '^cai;> saf^i^ces and efforts.

I cannot dose ^is ^j^oqu^i^^cation, without alludins to your la-

pientad predecessor in office yfho^ it pleased Divine providence to

^vmove fron^ us in the early ptu^i of the present year.

The example he has left i^s^ of entire devotion to the duties he
bad undertakei^ his untiring perseverance and inflexible integrity

in the perforinanoe'^of *t^in, snould be emulated by every person
in the service of the coo(^a;iy-7-few wiH he able to come u^ to

such a stiu;idard—^none to f^urpass it.

The steadiness and determina^on ^ith which he pursued the

great object of benefiting his natiye State, and this city, and pro-

^notinc their prosperity, ot^ht to give his name a place among the

fMMt diatingaished of public benefactors. It wai an object which
^aa remembered in his latest a^iretiops'to Heaven, bat a few mo-

^ntf before he yielded up his spirit to hiip who gave it.

J am sir, '
'

i

Very re;y)ectfottv, I

' Your ob'dt'sei'vt. »

L. O. REYNOLDS,
' ^ Chief Engineer.
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UK. YIGNOLES* I^^CTURES OJBT CIVIL KirOIRiP^itnirb.

Seoond course-Lecture 14.

—

Working expenses of1I^Uu}aj/s.^r-}ilr.

VigDqIef comn^enced by reminding the class, M^htit he hoped tbey
duly felt, thM ^e great object he had in view during the present
course was to consider, in every bearing, the proportion between
(he cost and expenditqre upon any work, as compared with the
probable pcofitaUe |eturiu(. Altl^ough this ppi^jderation, ai^ that
of the gpod result of any such speculations, might be thoueht fiot to
comQ strictly within the duties ofan engineer, and uqt^ or vefv late

years had been neglected, and, in some striking ca^e:^ sibsolutely

repudi^ited, by eminent men, yet Mr^ Vignoles was, pjf qpiqion that
it mmt ey«r ^e kept in view, and shjould absolutely {(^jrm a branch
of the$ eqgino^r'^ study, for ^e ought Ito feel that any \fq^8 he may
be called, on to construct shoi^ld not only be such as will reflect cred-
it on lum^ as a professional n^an, for design, arrangement and exe-
cutiqn, but, as the Professor bad ofl^n urged, such as, in this com-
mercviil country, where private enterprise and speculation attempts

and e^cts so naucb, will, by thei^ jpuccess, prove the accuracy of
his judgn^nt, and his capacity, as ap adviser, to lead spirited un-
dertakers into fiitvire operations of the «uune kind. In short, that

the success of an engineer depends, perb^ap^ n^ore on (t^e. beneficial

results of his wofks to the proprietors, as cc^mnerci^ Sfi^culations,

than oq h^ own masterly conquest by art over natural di^culties.

But tbq fin^neer should further look at this subject in a higher point

of view-, f^ consider that all unprofitable expenditure is so much
waste qf ttif) resources of a country, and that, of all professions in

society, l^s is (he one ipo^t called upon to direct the laying out of
large Isums on what may truly be considered natioqal q|;x[ects, for

the judicious and beneficial results w^ereqf he is rp9ppnsible, and
consequently, whereon his reputation must ultimately depend. Re-
ferring to an exprcission in a late leicture, ^e Professor ob^rved,
that he by Qo means intended to represent that i^ was not necessary

in the convtniction of railways, to rieduce the natural undulations

of a couutry ta uniform inclinations, but that it was to hfi maturely
consideiied at what cost such advantage is to be acquirec^ keeping
contlsintl); io view a comparison of this cost with the working ex-

penses oft line more or less perfect It was the investigation of
these u3oriwg eaapense* that was now to be entered on. In pro-

ceeding to do this, Mr. Vig^olef ofji^ryed that he considered it by
far the best way to reduce to a qiiieage not only their, gross sum,
but alio each of the items, theqe being agi^iQ w^^vi^ed as far as

posnble. By a " mileage" hfi i^eiistooyi the rec^t rising from
dividing the periodical amoi^it of the expenses by the total number
of miles run by. locomotive engines, u»fA trains. c^ter them. The
Profeaaor. tnaistftri that this was the proper way, and gave a num-
ber of reasons for his ofunion, and for not at all considering the ex-

penses with reference to any proportion they plight form of die

gross reoeiptt—the two sources of income wid expenditure being
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perfectly independent of each other; and Mr. Vignoles further

thought thii ipileage comparison was the only one from which cor«

rect results could be drawn, and whereby materials and experience
might be coWcted. so as to result in the practical benefit of com-
panies being able, before long, to enter into contracts for most of
the items of expenditure at given rates. Some companies had aN
ready contracted with each other for the supply of locomotive

power, carriages, etc. at a mileage ; the maintenance of the way
was now almost universally paid for by the lineal mile of rail, and
he had no doubt but that, aner a little more experienoe, other of
the working expenses of railw^ays would form subjects of such a
kind of contract.

Mr. Vignoles then proceeded to enumerate the general heads of
these expanses, viz. 1, locomotive power, subdivided into drivers*

wages, fuel, oil, hemp, etc. ordinary repairs, water and fuel stations,

reserve fund ; 2, carriages ; 8 maintenance of Kne ; -4» police ; 5,

conducting traffic and stations ; 6, rates and taxes ; 7, Qauemment
duty f 8, miscellaneous charges; 9, management. These were the

§
roper items, exclusive of interest on loans, which, although to be
educted before a dividend could be made, of course formed no

part ofthe positive working expenses of a rtlilway. The Professor

then went into a minute analysis of these several items, as actually

disbursed on certain railways of various lengths, and particularly

of various gradients, explaining the reasons of excess or of diminu-
tion in one or other item on the respective lines, exhibiting also

comparative tables, and making many valuable observations upon
abtaining the best attention aiul^reatest eeionomy from the servants

of a public company, by instituting premiums graduated io propor-

tion to the diminution of annual working expenses^
Locomotive power.—In considering this item, Mr. Vignoles

showed, from an average of a number of lines, where the ar-

rangements were properly established, and the railway had been
long enough at work to have got all matters systematically urang*
ed, th€ subdivision per mile per train might be taken as follows

—

viz. wages, %d, ; fuel, Ad. ; oil, hemp, etc., \dt ; makii^ Id. per mile

as the mere cost of motion, exclusive of repairs of any kind. This
might be considered as applicable to an average of six or eight car-

riages per train. Heavier trains only came occaaionally in the

course of the 24 hours, and unless upon lines having exceedingly

favorable gradients, auxiliary engines were then applied, the cost

and mileage of which being included in the annual aocoonts, the

above rate of calculation would still apply. On railway* not having
a very considerable traflSc, the number of carriages, on the avenoe,
were fewer than above stated, and the engine and tender might oe

fairly taken as constituting half the gross load of each train. The
items of wages and oil, hemp, etc. would not materially vary on
different lines, except, perhaps, the first, or on short Hoes with very
great traffic, with quarter or half-hour trains, such as the London
atid Greenwich railway, fhe Dublin and Kin^own, etc Tbeloel
would be a variable quantity, bat it would rarely exceed fid. Next
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mast be taken the ordinary repairs, ankl the Professor stated that in

no case'was Ihe old adajee of "a stitclii in iime" so appiic^hje as in

a constant vigilance and daily inspection and remedy of the i^^ali-

est defect in locomotive engines. A plentiful stock of engii^s of
the very best materials and workmanship, and an efficient* and
roomy repairing establishment, though somewhat costly at first,

would be found to be the means of peeping down the expense of
repairs lo a low figure. The amount of this item fepreai^ over a
year's working appeared to average, cjn well-regulated lines, about

Id. 'to 8rf. per mile ; some instances had been as low zs Md. The
expense of water and fuel stations varied fron \d. to Id. per mile.'

The reserve fund was an arbitrary charge | Mr. Vignoles assmned
that about 10 to 16 per cent, on the ordinary repurs wooki be suf-

ficient—^say \^d. Thus it would seem that the total cost of loco-

motive power ought to be about 15(2.
|

to IQd. per mile per train.

In some instances it had been reduced so low as Is. ; in others this .

amount had swelled to 18c?. and even up to 2«.

Mr. Vignoles then analysed the other heads of the working ex-

penses—viz. carriages, which he seemed to consider an expensive
item, varying from Ad. to Gd. per mile per.train—say from \d. to \d.

per carriage per mile, including the various descriptions of vehicles
for passenger traffic. The maintenance of the railway varied most
remarkably, from 2d. per mile per train (which had been the cost

on the DubHn and Kingstown railway, and was now even lower,

and Mr. Vigiioles believed that on the Greenwich railway this was
also a small item, since they had replaced their stone blocks by
timber support^,) up to \s. per mile per train, which was the cost

on several lines ; but, on a railway with the upper works properly
constructed, he thought that Qd. to 8d. per mile per train ought to

keep a double road in good orders including a reserve or d^Fecia>
tion ifund for renewing the iron raiis^—a contingency that ahonld
by no means be lost sight of. The Professor her made a Jong di*

gression oat this item, as to bow much of the cost should be assigned

to atmospheric causes, and all collateral and contingent circum*
stances; how much to the mere dislocation of the uppei* works

;

and how much to the positive wear and tear of the iron ; and point-

ed ont some remarkable : instances: ctf saving in maintenance, where
tfaek>ngiuidin^ timber bearings had been adopted* The charge of
potioe varied irom \d. to OeL per mile' per train, according lo the
vigilance exercised ^ in placing 3d. per mile as an average it was to

be considered only as an approxitiiation. Conducting^ the traffic

and stations was an item that did not seem to differ much on the
various lines ; for the passenger department it appeared to be about
bd. Local rates, and taxes would, of course, vary materially; the

poor rate formed a serious charge on all railways ; this item was
indirectly eontingent on the actual profits of the compfiny ; it ap-

peared, however, to be seldom less than 8d. per mile per train.

Government duty had heretofore been computed at \d. perpassen*
ger per mileo-^henoeforth it was to be calculated at 5 per cent, on
the gross receipts for passengers only. This would, of course, make
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greater discrepanciei ; still, as the new diity on thb gross was %$-

timate(| io t>e ecjiValeht to the old adty, an acebiint might be ob-

tained if llie number of passengers per train were known. Assam-
ing this JiUinber to average forty, taking all tb^ railways of the

United Kingdom, the Government duty might be estimated at 6di

per mile per train. Taking a mean of four or five railwayis^ the

miscellaneous expenses were found to be about 2<f. and the manage-,
ment aboiit d<2. per mile per train. Now, to make a summary of
all tbese,'which was, however, to be taken generally, and, of course

liaUe to be affected in the details, but was still interesting to bei

submittea iii a popular form, and might be useful as givitig a com-
(M^hensiVe view of the system :

Ahetract of the average working exptnee* of a raUiodjf pi(r mile per
ttain.

Locomotive power—^viz. wages. 2d. ; fuel,4df. ; oil, hemp, etc. id.

drdinary repairs, Id ; water and fuel stations, \d.i reiervc^

fund, Ijd. 14
Carriages, 4
Maint6nant:^tfflin^i 8
Police, • 2
Conducting traffic and statiolil; 5
Local rates ahd taxes,

Govemmetlt duty on passengers,-

Miscellaileous expenses;

Management;

Total, ' 4

Mr. Yignoles did not, by any meatis, pretend that this ^ii other

than a probable approximation. Some lines had been worked at a
lower rate per mile per train, including all the above expenses ; for

example, the latest accounts of the North Union railway show the

cost to have been only 8*. Ad., not including any fnndii for reserve..

The professor himself thought that Z*. was i. fair sum, exclusive of
taxfes and duty, which, however, together form a large proportion of
the expense. On the other hand, there were instances inwhidi the

expenses had gone up to bs. per mile per train. He considered it

would be a great public benefit if all railway companies, in their

reports, would give fuller details of the working ^pentes, and state

the numt>er of miles run by trains. Some few boards set a very
good example in this respect This was sometimes done for loco-

motive power, but the miles should only t>e computed as actnaJly

run with the trains, and not to include the various extra distances

passed over in manoeuvres, piloting^ signals; etc., irhich, though
necessary, were not part of the actual mileage of trains.

The Professor then drew the attention of the class to the htU
that the locomotive power formed about one-third of the gross ex-

pense, and of that one-half only is likely to be afifected by ue grad-

ient or load, being only one-sixth of the whole of the working ex-
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^lues, which was but a soiall item upon which a saving was to be
made, to justify- a rail\tav being constructed theoreticdly perfect,

tinless the traffic was likely to be continued, regular, and very heavy.
He further observed, that though he bad proposed, for the sake of
an easier comparison, to reduce all the items of the working expen-
ses of a railway to a mileage per train, it was manifest that a con-
siderable Edition to the number of trains daily, and, of course, to

the number of miles run, would very materially affect the locomo*
tive power only. The taxes would be contingent on the receipts;

and ail th6 other items would be increased but in a very smallde-
gree, on the annual totals, by an increase in the number of the trains

with a carriage or two less at a time. It was important to remem-
ber this, as it affected greatly the question of laying out railways.

Mr. Yignoles insisted that the extension ,of railways in England,
especially in remote districts, would not be carried into ejibct until

this subject had been more closely analysed, and had become better

understood. Looking at the practical working of the Newcastle
and Carlisle, the NorUi Union, the Manchester and Leeds, the Shef-
field and Manchester, as far as opened, and other lines, all havingvery
heavy gradients, and contrasting their working expenses with those

6f lines whose inclinations were much more faVorable, the average
<:o8tper train per mile did not vary greatly. Lines which had
been formed at a cost of from £5t),000 to £60,000 per mile, a large

Eortion of which was to obtain perfe&t gradients, seemed to require

ttie les^ to work them than lines costing only from one-third to

one-half that sum. It is true they might be able to carry heavier
trains, and did so carry them occaaionally, but the average was'
very nearly what had been stated, and, besides, the public were
best accommodated by lighter trains going more frequently. The
Professor said, he could only hope that his acgimients woiuddraw
attention to the subject, and that when, after the analysis of the cost

of all the railways had been brought put in the way shovm in his'

last lecture, and that of the working expenses, as in the present one
ntaterials would be obtained for the solution of the problem, of what
inust be the rule for constructing line^ of passenger railw«lys hexe-

tcfler.
I

-

'

1

I

ELKCTBO-MAQNETIC RAII.WA.Y I.OCOHOnVS.

A trial of this very ingenious machine, constructed by Mr. David-
son, was made last month on the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway,'

in presence of a nuinber of gentlemen, imany of wh<nA were enun^if
for their scientific .kifovtrledge. The Consti^tiotf 6f the auriiuie

is the first attempt which has been made in thisroimtry to apply

the powers of electro-magnetism to i-ailway trilfic, and from the

success which attended this trial, sangiline hopes may be entertain-

ed that the period is not distant when it will either supersede, in'

many cases, the employment of steam, or lend a powerful aid to ibis

mighty instrument in all the operations in which it is at preaettt
32- i

• . ,
I

!
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bhiployed. The carriage ivas irtapelled along the railway about s
mile and a half, and travelled at the rate of upwards of four miles

an hour, a rate which might be increased by giving greater power
to the batteries, and enlarging the diameter of the wheels. We
undentand that the carriage was built at the expense of the railway
Comj[)aby', and we cannot but congratulate them in having the dis-

cernment to employ Mr. Davidson, a gentleman of much practical

knowledge and talent, to whose genius great discoveries have been
made in ele^ctro-magnetism, by whom the carriage was projected,

and to whose unwearied exertions the practicability of the scheme
is almost placed beyond a doubt.

The dimensions of the carriage are IG feet long by 7 feet tride

and is propelled by 8 powerful electro-magnets. The carriage is

supported by four wheels of 9 feet diameter. On each of the two
aires there is a wof den cylinder, on which are fastened three bars

«>f iroti at equal distances from each other, and extending from end
to end of the cylinder. On each side of the cylinder, and resting

on the carriage, there are two powerful electro-magnets. When
Ihe first bar on the cylinder has passed the faces of t^o of (heie

tnagnets, the current of galvanism is then let on to the other two
hiagnets. They immediately pull the second bar until it comes op-

posite them. The current is then cut oft' from these two magnets,

and is let on to the other two. Again they pull the third bar
until it comes opposite, and so on—the current of galvanism being
Tilways cut off from the one pair of magnets when it is let on to

the other.

The manner in whicli the current is cut off and let on is simply
thus :—At each end of the axles there is a small wooden cylinder,

t)ne-half of which is covered by a hoop of copper ; the other is

divided alternately with copper and wood (three parts of wood and
three of copper.) One end of the coil of wire which surrounds
the four electro-magnets, presses on one of these cylinders. On the

\tiirt which is divided with copper and wood ; the other end of the

toil presses on the other cylinder in the same manner. One end of
the wires or conductors which comes from the battery, presses

constantly on th^individed part of the copper on each cylinder.

When one o^ th^k'on bars on the wooden cylinder has passed the

faces of two magnets, the current ofgalvanism is let on to the other

two magnets, by one end of the coil which surrounds the magnets;
passing from the wood to the copper, and thereby forming a con-

nexion with the battery. This wire continued to press on the cop-

per until the iron bar has come opposite the faces of the two mag-
nets, which were thus charged with magnetism. On its coming
into that position, the current is cut off from these two magnets,

by the wire or i^d of copper passing from the copper to the wood
and thereby breaking the connexion with the battery. But yrhkn

tKe wire or rod of copper leaves the copper on the one cyKhdcr,

it leaves the wood, and passes tO the copper on the other cyHnder
at the other end of the axle, and in so doing connects the other two
magnets with the battery, and they pull the next iron bar in the
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^me manner. At the other end of the carriage there are otheft

four magnets and wooden cylinder, with iron bars arranged in the
same n\anner.

The battery wliich is used for propelling the machine is compos-,

ed of iron and zinc plates immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, the
iron plates being fluted so as to expose greater surface in the same
space. The weight propelled was about six tons.

—

Edinburg Eve,
Journal

Natal Experiments on the Defences op Steam Boii,ers.-t-A^

highly interesting experiment was tried at Portsmouth last mont\
on board the Excellent gunnery-ship, Captain Sir Thomas Hastings,

to test the efficacy o^ the defences of the boilers in steam-ships of
war. One of the greatest difficulties to surmount, in order to ren-.

der the steam navy of greater efficiency in actiop, is to affojd ade-

quate protection to the boilers against the shot of the enemy^ as a
ball perforating them would at once pl^ce a vessel hprs de combat.^

With tl^ view of affording this protection to, the boilers, several

war ateamers haye been fitted up with extra defences at the part%

where the boilers are fixed. These defences consist of 15 plates or

layers of metal, each f inch thick. The object of the experiment
ofi board the Excellent was to ascertain vfhat resislapce these de-

fences of boilers would offi;r to a cannonade at point blank distance,

which is 400 yards. An iron target was prepared, made exactly

of tlie n^aterial which constitutes the protection of the boilers of a
steamer, and placed at the distance of 400 yards from the ship, from
which guns at different calibre were fired at it. Admirals Sir E.

Codri^gton and Parker, and a great number of naval officers, in-

cluding those from the Austrian frigate, were presen^ to witness

the experiment. The first shot that was fired was an eight-inch

hollow sjiot, and was projected from a 68-poun(ier, medium gun.

It struck the bull's-eye, or centre of the target, and, slightly indent-

ing it to the depth of about 5 in., rebounded therefrom, and was
split ir^to several pieces by the concussion. The second shot was
a solid S^-poqnder, and was fired from a gun of 9 ft. 8 in. j it struck

the edge of the target, glanced oflf, and was split into twp pieces.

The third shot hit the centre of the target, where it lodged, having

penetrated several plates. The fourth shot struck the third, and
sent it clei^i through all parts of the iron, splitting it into number-
less pieces, which were found on the off-sicie of the wopdeii stage

on which the target was fixed. The! fifth and sjxth shots went
t^ugh the perforation made by the; third and fo.qrtht About 10
^fkv shots were fired, all striking the itarget in various parts, and
completely destroying it. The result ojf this experimeijit has shown
how totally inadequate are the presenit defences of the boilers of
war steamers to protect them from the assaults of the enemy where
a precision of fire had been attained.

—

^Timcs.
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THE CROTON WATEEWORKS.

Iq order to understand the real magnitude and value of the Cro-
ton Waterworks, our readers may refer to the following artic^

from the New York Commercial Advertiser. The work, as the

editor obderves, is worthy in its conception and desien to form an
&ra in history, from the utility, vastness, and simplicity o^the un-

dertaking. For centuries to come, it will stand a noble monument
of the enterprise, art, and science of the present generation. No
population of three hundred thousand ever before executed such a

plan—not undertaken to mark a field of battle—nor, like the vast

walls of China, Rome, or of modern Paris, in preparation for de-

fence in war. On the contrar)-, the Croton aqueduct regards the

health, temperance, and happiness of myriads of the present g^
eration, and of ages to come. Annexed is the brief historical and
descriptive account, which is full of interest

:

" The work was commenced in July, 1835, and the whole amount
of expenditure since (Aug. 8), has been $7,606,213 84. Here are

tome of the principal items :

Aqueducts, reservoirs, bridges etc. ©6,370,587

Salaries of engineers, elc. 503,043
Law expenses 16,1 88
Keal estate purchased 849,982
The whole line is divided mto one hundred and one sections,

generally half a mile long, and the first is the Croton dam, by which
the Croton water is collected. This embankment is S50 feet long,

65 high, and 55 wide at the top, and is made of hydraulic stone
masonry. The beautiful sheet of water thus formed has been
named the Croton River Lake, to distinguish it from the artificial

reservoirs ; it covers four hundred acres of land, and will contain

six hundred millions of gallons. Thi^ will allow a discharge of
thirty-five millions of gallons everyday, an ample supply fojfa long
time to c()mc. Other dams can increase the quantity if it shttU be
ever needed. I "

In the distance of 25 miles through Westchester county are,

passed an arch bridge of 88 feet, 12 tunnels or excavations under
g#ound for the acqueduct, the aggregate length of which is 4,406
feet; 3C ventilators and four wastc-weirs for the discharge of sur-

f>Ius water ; and all are finished at an expense of about four mit-

ions of dollars. At section 86 the aqueduct crosses the Harlein
river ; here a bridge is now building for this purpose, which is in-

deed a Herculean task, requiring more skill and watchfulness than
any part of the whole line. It will consist of seven arches' Over
land, and 50 feet ^pan, with eight arches over water of 80 feet

pan, and when finished will nearly equal in dimensions any bridge

in the world. Its cost isjcstimated at one million of dollars, And
its elevation is so great as not to impede the navigation of th^
stream ; thqs taking care of posterity and the wants our tnetrop-

olis when she shall have extended to the Harlem river. Some 'fdea
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of this vast undertaking may be formed from the fact that the ex-

cavation for one pier has been carried d4 feet below the surface of

the water, and then, a rock foundation not having been reached,

240 piles, from 30 to 40 feet long, were driven in for the purpose.

Several piers have been already carried, by the aid of coffer dams,
from four to fifteen feet above high water mark.

" Nearer the city there are more than 1,200 feet of tunnels cut

through rock for two lines of iron pipes, 36 inches in diameter.

Section 96 embraces the receiving reservoir at Yorkville—an im-:

mense structure, covering a surface of 32 acres, resembling an in-

land lake, and containing 158 millions of gallons. The walls and
embankfnents are of the most massive and durable construction,

and the whole is enclosed by a beautiful iron railing. The next

two miles forjn the connecting link with the distributing reservoir

on Murray's hill. This is a beautiful spot, and an admirable piece

of workmanship, of solid granite, in form square, but much small-

er than the other reservoir. Around its elevated summit, 115 feet

above mean tide, and 3 1 feet above the surface, is a noble and
broad walk, affording a most extensive view of the city, the Hud-
son, and the the surrounding country.

The work south of the distributing reservoir consists in laying

pipes to supply the lower part of the city with the water. More
than 100 miles have been finished, and 30 more are yet to be ad-

ded. Splendid public fountains will be built in our principal

squares and public places, furnishing a supply of water to the poor,

and highly ornanientai to the city. Those iat Union square and
the Park are now in operation ; the basin of the latter form^ a cir-

cle 100 ieet in diameter, with a turf bank, and the jets rise to a
height of 55 feet. The former has a basin 60 feet in diameter, and
three feet deep, with various jets 60 feet high, the most imposing of
which presents the form of a wheat sheaf, resembling one in the

court of the Palais Royal at Paris. Both fountains are strikingly

beautiful, and few in the world are of equal dimensions.

The whole length of the aqueduct is 32 miles ; its foundation is

stone, and a bed of concrete made from broken granite a,nd hydrau-
lic stone ; the sides are of hammered stone, and the floor an invert-

ed arch of brick eight inches thick ; the upper arch the same. On
the 8th ofJune last the superintendents went through the aqueduct
on foot, and the whole being found complete, on the 22d the water
was admitted to the depth of 18 inches. 'The Croton Maid,' a
small boat prepared for the purpose, and holding four persons, was
(hen placed in the aqueduct, and navigated its entire length by some
of the same party. This novel voyage was made sometimes at a
depthof 75 feet below, and then a^ain 80 feet above, the natural

surface of the earth, at the rate of a mille in 40 minutes, the veloci-

ty of th^ current. When four feet detep this will probably reach

two miles per hour.

On the 27tb the water was admitted into the immense receiving

reservoir in the presence of a large assemble, including the May-
or, Governor, Military, Firemen, etc. etc. To this basin the stream
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was admitted on the 4lh day of July, amidst general and impO.sina

demonstrations of public joy.

Since tjien the water has continued to flow about two feet deep
through the aqueduct, delivering into the receiving reservoir twelve

millions of imperial gallons per day, and as yet only five or six mil-

lions ii^ th<^ pipes ; nor has any defect been found in any section

of the \York. The Harlem bridge is alone unfinished, aftd it will

require a vigorous prosecution of that work to finish it in two
and a h^f years. In the mean time the temporary pipes used
there answer every purpose for the passage of the water. Over
twelve millions of dollars is the estimated cost of the entire

work ^hen done. From ten to twelve dollars is the rate

charged per annum to families for the use of the water ; its

own force carries the stream into the highest stories of the most
elevated buildings. The names of Major Douglass and his succes-

sor Joh^ B. Jervis, Esq., the engineers, will be connected with the

Croton a(]^ueduct as long as it endures. We have heard of the
' seven wonders of the world.' This may justly be considered the

eight ; and, although last in time, it is amongst the foremost for its

magnitude, expense, and public utility."

AsTBONOMicAL Clock AT Strasbuiig.—An astronomical clock

of remarkable ingenuity has lately been constructed at Strasburg
by a ISi. Schwilgue. It is composed of three parts, respectively

indicating the time of the day, the day of the month and year, and
the movements of the constellations. The central moving power,
which is another and very exact timepiece, shows on the face the

hour and its subdivisions, strikes the hours and the quarters, and
puts in motion several curious allegorical figures. Thtf cock-crow,
which had been mute since 1780, has been reproduced, and a pro-

cession of the apostles takes place daily at noon. The calendar

shows the months, the days, and thb dominical letter, as well as

the Catholic calendar, showing every Saint's day in the year. The
plate or face on which these figures and signs appear makes one
revolution in 365 days for the common, and 366 for th? bissextile

year, always reproducing the irregularity which takes place three

times in eyery four secular years. The moving fasts and feasts arc

shown by an extremely ingenious process. On the 31st of Decem-
ber, at midnight, Easter day and the other moving feasts for the

year appear on the calendar. The third division is the triumph of
the artist's skill. A complete orrery after the Copemican system

is produced. The movements of all the planets visible to the naked

eye are represented. The earth is shown accompanied by her satel-

lite, the moon, which accomplishes her revolution in one month.
The diflferent phases of the moon are represented on a different and
separate globe. Another globe represents the apparent movement
of the heavens, making one revolution in the sideral day. This
movement, is subjected to that almost imperceptible power, known
by the name of the procession of the equinoxes. The mechanism.
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besides many other things, shows the apparent movements of the

sun and moon with tvonderful precision, and for an indefinite period
so that the rising and setting of the sun, its passage to the meridian
the eclipse of the sun and moon, etc., are all represented on t^e

face of the apparent time in a most ingenious manner.

Electrical Expehimbnt.—In the course of experiments insti-

tuted by Messrs. Wright and Bain for the improvement of their

electrical telegraph, they discovered that the electric circuit of a
galvanic battery is as effectually completed through a large body of
water as through an insulated wire. They have applied this curi-

ous discovery so effectually As to be now able to dispefisC with two
of the wires heretofore thought necessary for the action of their

printing telegraph ; and they are thus enabled to print all commu-
nications, either verbal or symbolical, at any distance, by the use of
a single wire. We understand they are now in treaty with the

government to construct a telegraph on this principle between the

admiralty and Portsmouth. One insulated wire would be laid

down between the two points, to connect the galvanic battery of
Ihe outport with the printing apparatus of the Admiralty, and the

return current would be sent through the earth in lieu of using a
second wire to complete the circuit. Should the moisture in the

ground not prove sufficient to conduct the electricity, the inventors

propose to transmit the return current by water ; making it pass

down the Thames to the German Ocean, and thence along the

Channel to Portsmouth ; this roundabout voyage to be performed
instantaneously. By thus simplifying, and consequently greatly re-

ducing the cost of the electrical printing telegraph, the inventors

liave gone far towards rendering it generally available ; another

step in advance will dispense with ail metallic connection what-
ever.

The MArnjFACTLRE of Watches By MAcniUERY.—A gentle-

than, who has devoted twenty years of his life to the subject, has

made a variety of machines by which an incredible number of
watches, of every variety of size, may be made in a day. By one
of the machines 800 perfect plates can be produced in a day, by
another the same quantity of barrels ; by five machines the reaui:

site number of centre, third, and fourth wheels (crossed, polished

and cut) with balances for 300 movements. By another. 200 pin-

ions can be cut and rounded ; by another the holes are drilled, the

tapping, the screw-holes, the various parts in the plate are stink,

planting the depths and escapement, etc., and all with such exact-

ness aa cannot be excelled, another for the making and polishing of
pivots, etc. Four Q|^r machines will be sufficient for making piv-

ots for 50 movemei^^ day ; and to add to these, there are 20 oth-

er machines for every description of work connected with the

watchmaking, and which altogether constitute a set. The inven-

tor has submitted these machines to the scrutinizing inspection of
the most experienced makers of chronometers and watches in Lon-
don, and not one has exjjressed a doubt of the work so produced
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being incomparably superior to that done in the usual way. Amonf
other distinguished names in the trade we have ob9erved those of
Mr. Barwise, Mr. Earnshaw, Mr. Hewett, Mr. Vieyres, Messrs.
Frodsham and Co., with about a hundred watchmaker^ in the

country, who, with the Duke of Hamilton and Mr. Howell, (of the

firm of Howell and James,) at their head, are engaged in Carrying
out the great and national object of restoring this Tost and impor-
tant manufacture to England by means that While they greatly

lessen the price, will improve the quality, and entirely undersell our
foreign rivals, and be very largely profitable to all parties Con-
cerned.

Dbbdoe's Suspension Briook.—A new irori suspension bridge

on Mr. Dredge's principle has just been completed, at Wraybury,
in Buckinghamshire, about 20 miles west of London. It is stated

to be a tery light and powerful structure, and is not half so expen-

sive as is the timber centreing for a common stone bridge or the

^ame magnitude. It is 17 ft. wide, 100 fl. Span, and is intended
for every description of traffic. It is perfectly level from! end to

end. It was completed in three weeks after the foundation stone

was laid.

Caoittchocc Cement.—M. VaUe, a Color maker, obsefvii^ the
injury caused to the works of some of the greatest masters by the

iniluence of the atmosphere upon the canvass, has invented t. sdu-
tion (said to be of ctioutchouc) which, although 'applied to both
sides of the canvass, leaves it sufficiently elastic to prevent Crack-

ing, and secures it against the action of the atmosphere. To this

he adds a peculiar kind of Varnish for the painting, which is taid to'

defy the ravages of time.

Me. Jeffrey's Cement.—Some further experiments have been'

made in the marshes at Woolwich. A block of wood submitted
by Mr. Jeffrey was bored to the centre, exactly in the middle of the
joining, and a 5^ inch shell inserted, for the purpose of tearing
It to pieces. On a port-fire being ignited, the shell sooh exploded,-

tearing the i^olid wood in all directions, and into numerous frag-

ments, but in no part separating the pieces where the joining wiut
the cement was made.

The Galvano-plastic Process.—A proposition has been made
by M. Corney to employ this process after embalmment, for the

preservation of the human body after death. The idea, however
extravagant it may appear, is said not to be original, and that beau-

tiful specimens are to be seen of small aniij^Is, birds, insects, etc.,

which have been thus preserved by M. S^[k, of the Place Ven-
dome.

A German paper states that a proposition has been mad6 t6 the

Porte for the construction of a railroad from Constantinople to

Adrianople, and that it was well received. The ground, however,
between the two places is so difficult, that the work, if imdeitaken
at all, will be one of great time and expense.
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An account of the great public works now in progress in Cana-

da will proliably have some interest for most of the readers of the

Journal.

Many of the newspapers are bringing forward their" sbip canals",

as rivals likely to sweep away the western trade from the Erie

canal, because they are 8 or 10 times larger, avoiding all aUusion

to their cost increasing in the same ratio, or very nearly so. They,

also do not inform us how the main consumers of the produce of

the west—the people of New York, New England, New Jersey,

the Army, Navy, commercial^marine, etc.—are to receive their sup-

plies via the St. Lawrence ; and, although exaggeral^ing the really

great advantages of that route as far as tide-water, say not a word
of the immense superiority of New York as a port of shipment,

open throughout the year, and with rates of freight scarcely half

those from Montreal to England. The average difference is from

2s. to 2s. 6d. stg. per barrel of flour, though the last Montreal qup-^

tations were 6s. sterling to " London, Liverpool and the Clyde,"

the New York rates being at the same time, 1*. 6d. sterling. Now
the average rates from Lake Ontario to Montreal, are Is. {S<2. ster-

ling, per barrel of flour, which is only two-thirds thef diileltenii^ M
33
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favor of New York ; so, that were flour carried for nothing itom

Kingston or Ontario to Montreal, that city would still be unable to

compete with New York on equal terms. Western flour is deliv-

ered at Montreal for about \0d. sterling per barrel less than at New
York, but the natural advantages of New York, as a port of ex-

port, more than counterbalance the advantages which Montreal de-

rives from the downward navigation of the St. Lawrence ; and,

but for the English corn laws, the western trade of Lower Canada
would be limited to the quantity required for home consumption.'*

That portion of the western trade which seeks a foreign market

via the St. Lawrence, is attracted by political rather than national

or engineering advantages, and, to this extent, does not come with-

in the province of this Journal. The works now in progress, how-

ever, are to reduce the cost of transportation from Ontario to Mon-
treal, and, as this is the highest engineering consideration involved

in their projection, its discussion in these pages is anything but out

of place.

It may be well to glance at the Welland Canal—the feeder of

the St. Lawrence canals. The locks of this canal were originally of

wood, but the Canadian government is now replacing them with

locks of stone, 120 feet long 26 feet wide, and S\ feet water on

the lill, which will easily pass lake craft of 150 tons burden. The
original cost was £401,777 currency ($4 to the pound) and the

sum required for its completion, is estimated at £450,000—say 4

millions of dollars on about^SG miles of canal, requiring an income

of •240»000 to clear expenses and 5 per cent, interest. It is said

that the income this year will reach $100,000, and the writer be-

lieves il will eventually cease to be a burden on the Province, from

the very peculiar advantages it possesses over every route which

can b6 projected in the stale of New York for the trade of Lake
Erie ; which advantages are given at length, in an article on the

•* spring trade," in this Journal of 1 5th April last.

Steamboats have for many years descended the St. Lawrence
about 100 miles below Kingston, where the flrst canal begins.

Thir branch is cdled the Cornwall canal, and is just opened. It is

ll-*- miles long, 140 feet wide by 10 feet deep, locks 200 feet long in

the chamber, 56 feet wide and 9 feet water on the sill. Lockage

48 feet, cost 91,000,000 without any protection to inner slopes.

- • C0Bpetilion on oqaal termt with New York ia generally considered imprpctieabla

in r«n«d», thoiMifa it aptwvs to the writer, that, by carrying western produce to Quebec

is the tt Ltwrence barges and transhipping there, same saving might be efTectdd.
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This work reaches from the head of the ** Long Sauk" to " Lake

St. Francis," as the next 40 miles of the river are called. At the

foot of this lake commence the " Coteau" rapids, then the ** Cedars"

and the " Cascades," in which distance—15 miles—the St. Law*
rence falls 82 feet, expanding again into " Lake St. Louis." These
rapids are to be surmounted by the ** Beauhamois canal," com-

roenced last summer; 120 feet wide, 10 feet deep, locks 200 by

45. Estimated cost £255,900 (f1,023,600.)

Lake St. Louis is about 24 miles long and is connected

with the port of Montreal by the Lachine Canal, around the

Lachine rapids, which has been in operation many years. It is 9

miles long, lock 100 by 30 with 5 feet water on the sill. Lockage

about 40 feet This canal varies much in width and depth like the

Erie canal. Its enlargement has just been commenced.

The distance (by steamboats and stages,) is estimated at 180 guiles,

of which about 105 miles are still-water, 40 miles strong current

though navigable, and about 35 miles are rapids, the river falling

about 170 feet in that distance, though not uniformly, about 100

feet occurring in less than 10 miles.

Lake Ontario and Montreal are also connected by the " Rideau,"

a military work, which is used for the ascending trade. Distance

by this route about 240 miles.

The down-trade is by the river, about 200 miles, bargei and

small steamers running direct from Kingston to Montreal. The
draft of water is limited by the depth in the " Cedars," where, at

lowest water, a vessel cannot pass, drawing more than 4 feet, to 4

feet two inches. It must be observed that nothing has ever been

done to improve the down>trade of the St. I^wrence, and, thejwri-

ter believes, that a sum not exceeding £20,000 cy. would give 5 feet

water at lowest water in the Cedars, besides less important improve,

ments, such as removing boulders, placing buoys, etc., at other

places. In the spring of 1841, a large steamer from Ontario pass-

ed over all the rapids for the first time. Previous to this the trade

had always used the Lachine canal both ways, but, daring the past

summer, the leading forwarders sent their barges and steamers over

the Lachine rapids ; their example was followed by others, and, fi-

nally, the Insurance Companies were forced to include theae rapids

in their policies.

These little steamers are only 20 feet beam—some with paddle-

wheels, others with propellers—and take both passengers and

freight. The barges coi-ry from 1000 to 1400 barrels of flour, andt
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with the trifling improvement above spoken of, would average

about 1500 barrels. The charges may be taken, throughout th«

season, at 35 cents, (1*. 9^/. cy.) j)er barrel of flour—insurance

about 2 cents per barrel. The up-freight is comparatively small in

amount, as the merchandize, consumed by the farmers who pro-

due^ the flour, etc., which descends the St. Lawrence, reaches them

through the Erie canal. Notwithstanding this, the charges from

Montreal to Kingston differ little from those up the Erie canal.

Now the grand question is, how much will the canal reduce the

cost of transportatidn—more especially on the down-freight, which

isindeed the only great consideration; for, if the western states

are to receive, their merchandize via the St. Lawrence, this up-

freight will be regulated entirely by the down-trade, if, as at pres-

ent, via the Erie Canal, the down-trade becomes the only consid-

eration.

The proportions of the locks show that these canals are to be navi-

gated by large steamers, the Welland canal is a schooner canal,

hence the success of the work rests on the difference in cost of

freight from Kingston to Montreal, in steamboats, as compared

with the present mode by barges ; transhipment being of course

necessary in both cases at Kingston. The lake schooners may go

to Montreal, but, as they only require locks 26 feet wide, it is clear

that the projectors of these canals looked principally to steamboats

to warrant the enormous difference in cost.

The government of Canada, like that of New York, proposes no

reduction of tolls in consequence of enlargements. The tolls ^of

ihiB Lachine canal are 2d. cy.=3j cents per barrel of flour for

mil^, the boat pays t4, the hauling costs $2 50 ; in all 930.83 per

loco barrels foi' miles = very nearly 4 cents per barrel. Steam-

boats do not require towing, hence the cost by canal will be #2,-

50 less = $37.33 per 1000 barrels, supposing the steamer to pay

nothing additional on account of injury to banks, lock gates, etc.

Assuming the tolls on the great canals to be no higher than on the

old Lachine canal, we have for 36 miles of canal 15 cents, (14.9^)

or 9d. cy. per barrel for these charges alone, leaving the forwarder

only 20 cents per barrel for 180 miles, on which sum the saving—if

any—must be eflected.

We may safely take the rale from Albany to New York by the

Hudson, as the lowest possible, because—the navigation is scarcely

equalled—a single steamer tows 3 or 4 barges of from 20Q to 600

tons each, and frequently a dozen canal boats besides—the compc-
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tition is great—they have the advantages of many years experi-

ence—the navigation is open during 8 1-2 to 9 months in the year

—the ifp-freight is large and the number of emigrants also great.

The charge is still 12 1-2 cents per barrel of tloqr carried 150

miles = 15 cents {9d. cy.) per barrel, for 180 miles, carried in bar-

ges towed' by steamers under the most favorable circumstances.

But if the freight be carried in the steamers—if the up-freight be

trifling—if the navigation be far inferior, 36 miles indeed of strong

current bordering occasionally on rapids—if the season be shorter

and the total amount of business not to be mentioned with that of

the Hudson—it will at least not be allowing too much to add one

third for the same duty on the St. Lawrence which gives 20 cents

(1*. cy.) as the minimum probable, or rather possible cost per bar-

rel- of flour, carried from Kingston to Montreal, in large §^eamers,

via the St. Lawrence canals, exclusive of tolls.* These are, even

on the present Lachine canal, at the rate of 15 cents, (9d. cy.) and

that the enormous sum to be laid out on its enlargement—estimated

at ^100,000 per mile—is to reduce these tolls, will be asserted by

no man of ordinary intelligence or intiegrity.

All the pilotage and the greater part of the insqraiice will be sav-

ed, by using the canals ; the former is 88 per barge and two thirds

of the latter 1 1-3 cents = 821.33 per 1000 barrels against $149.-

32 by the canals. The latter could be used when gales or head

winds would render the rapids impracticable to barges without

steam—on the other hand, the saving of time by the rapids would
generally be about 12 hours, and they can be navigated earlier and

later than the canals, as is only too well known in Montreal, so that

the river has the advantage of the canals even in these minor con-

siderations.

But if an additional foot of water can be had in the " Cedars,"

1500 barrels will be the average load of the present barges with no

other cost to the forwarder than insurance and handling, about

5 cents per barrel, and thus enable him to carry from 27 to 38

cents per barrel or even 25 cents in iron barges. The introduction

of such vessels, with the improvements already mentioned, would,

in the opinion of the writer, do all that is practicable or even desir-

able towards giving facilities to a downward trade per day equal to

that of the Erie canal per year. Taking every thing in the most

i' .

I

• Flour WW carried during the past season from Montreal to Quebec for 5d. cy. per

barrel, equal 8 1-3 ccnle, ^Iso from Kingston to Montreal for 26 cents, but at a loaa ia both

cases.
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farorable light, it appears at least, barely possible, that the contemn

plated plan of carrying freight in steamboats, should be equal in

economy to the present mode of transportation without any other

than the natural advantages of the St. Lawrence.

It will be said that barges may be towed on the St. Lawrence as

on the Hudson. But why then build steamboat canals at 7 timea

the cost and with S times the tolls of a canal for barges, when the

tolls on the steamer alone must be more than the cost of towing the

barges by horses. If barges are to be used, all acquainted with in-

land navigation know, that towing by steamers on natural waters,

and by horse power on canals are the cheapest modes of effecting

such transportation yet devised.

The good people of Canada have also been entertained with the

idea of ships from the ocean taking in cargos at Cleveland and Chi-

cago; but as this journal is not devoted to romance or politics, it

is unnecessary to allude to it further than to say, that the same story

is now used as a bugbear to frighten the people of New York

into a continuance of their insane expenditure ; as the enlargement

of the Erie canal—now indefinitely postponed—hasbeen used for a

similar purpose in Canada. Lake schooners may be taken by the ca-

nals to Montreal and thus may transhipment at Kingston be aroided*

These vessels must go through the canals and pay the tolls which

the barges avoid, the capital invested in the same tonage it three

times as great, they are much heavier and more difficult and ex-

pensive to handle, they will be towed with difficulty above the

Long Sault, which objections united and properly estimated could

not be less than six times the mere cost of transhipment.

Lastly, there is to be considered, what dimension of barges will

carry at the minimum cost. Judging from the coasting trade of

all countries, where almost any depth of water may be had as well

as full loads, also from the great lakes, it will be found that the

average will not exceed 150 tons burden. But, in the present case,

there is another element—the cost of the canal—which again

should be determined from the present and probable future buainess

within a reasonable period. About 700,000 tons (exclusive of

stone, lime, clay, etc. for the enlargement, but including 150,000

tons lumber) pass annually over the Erie canal, of which about

140,000 tons are up-freight. Now it will be looking as far ahead

as any man, not ship canal mad, can desire, to assume the up-freight

of the St. Lawrence at 70,000 tons per annum. The tolls on mer-

chandize on the Eric canal are 9 mills per 1000 pounds per niie
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*= 2 cents per ton of 2240 pounds, very nearly = for 86 miles

f,50,400 (£12,000 cy.) for up-freight. Repairs, superintendance

and renewals cannot well be estimated at less than $30,000, leaving

only $20^00 = at 4 per cent, the interest of a capital of $500,000,

asum jnst about sufficient to connect Lsvkes St. Louis and St. Fran-

cis by a canal similar to the Lachine. But it is not fair to consider

these canals as useful to the uj9-freight only, although their revenue

must be almost exclusively derived from it. Hence, increasing the

rates 40 per cent, above those of the Erie canal, we shall have $70,-

000 gross income or $40,000 nett revenue, the interest at 4 per

cent, on $1,000,000 (£250,000), the greatest amount of capital

which could be safely invested, as well as a sum, the writer thinks,

quite sufficient to have placed the up-trade on the best possible

footing. But as the almost incredible sum of $G,G00,000 has been

spent, or, to speak more correctly, squandered on 11 1-2 miles of

the Cornwall canal, there remains only the Beauharnois and La-

chine canals on which any saving can be eflccted by the application

of common sense and a little knowledge of the western trade.

The construction of the Beauharnois canal is estimated at £255,-

000, the enlargement of the Lachine canal at £225,000, together,

£480,000, though, judging from experience in Canada, £750,000

will be nearer the mark. Experience in. the same country also

shows, that £100,000 to £120,000 will unite lakes Sl Louis and

St. Francis by a canal similar to the Lachine and adding £30,000

for forming a proper entrance to and clearing out that canal, we
have £150,000 against £480,000 by the present plan ; the former

sum deduced from the actual costs of the Lachine and Chambly
canals, the latter directly against the actual cost of the Cornwall

canal

Not only should the least possible amount be expended on the

Lachine canal, but the tolls should be immediately reduced to, at

most, the rates of the Erie canal, which has no St. Lawrence to

contend with. These are about one fourth the rates of the former

canal, and as the Lachine is the only one which can by any possi-

bility be extensively used for down-freight, every inducement

should be offered to that part of the trade by lowering the charges.*^

* The tolUon the Erie canal are 3B cents per barrel of flour carried 363 miles, equal

3.6 oenM per barrel for 16 miles canal, equal #35 per 1000 barrels, to which adding charge

on boat, and towing, 826, we have $61 as the total canal charges against S28 pilotage and
insurance by the tiver. It is possible that some portion of the down trade might be drawn
to th« Lachiao canal by adopting the rates of the Erie canal after 1st October, and about
halfUmm ratea during the summer. The saving .of wear in the boat and also of tim^-
tboogfa tht distance is about twice as great—are however in favor of the rapids.
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It is unnecessary to more than barely allude to the present policy

as leading to a very different result by enlarging the Lachine canal

for a very large class of vessels, which, without any reduction of

toll, are, from their size alone, to reduce the total cost of transpor-

tation. It may be incidentally remarked here, that there is a vast

difference in the effects on this trade by increasing the capacity of

vessels by inlprovements in the St. Lawrence, and, on th6 other

hand, by ' Enlarging the canals. By means of the former, an ad-

ditional load is taken in the same vessels with a trifling additional

expenditure, by the latter, a new and more costly class of barges

toust be built, and the tolls—the principal item of charge—are in-

breased ih the very same ratio as the load, thus in a great degree,

neutralizing the anticipated advantages, besides rendering competi-

tion more difficult, on account of t]he greater capital required. So

ivretched does the writer' consider the present policy, that he does

not believe there is an engineer of character, even tolerably yrell

acquainted with the trade of the lakes, who would for a moment
hesitate between reducing the Cornwall to or rebuilding it on the

scale of the Lachine canal, and enlarging the Lachine to very near-

ly the scale of the Cornwall canal :—and, so far from attracting

trade to the St. Lawrence, these mammoth canals can scarcely

fail to have a directly contrary cHect by increasing the tolls on up-

freight, and leading to odious restrictions and regulations for the

purpose of forcing the boats to use the canals downwards, thus

—

as in New York—mistaking the means for the end.

Indeed the similarity is too striking throughout to be passed

by without further notice. In both countries the great aim of

government appears to be to effect a reduction of a few coppers

on each barrel conveyed from the western states to the Atlantic

—

to accomplish this pitiful object—which they appear to regard as

the great end of human existence—millions are thrown away with

a prodigality contrasting strangely with the niggardly sums reluc-

tantly yielded to establish good common roads for the farmers, the

vast majority, or even to aid the great cause of education. Within

a few years about 20 millions of dollars have been spent on canals

in New York, from which no revenue will ever be derived—a di-

rect tax has been lain on all the property in the state, and, for fear

of diminishing the income of the P>ie canal, and thus rendering

further taxation necessary, the citizens of New York are prohibit-

ed from using railways for eastern freight, a restriction unknown
even iii the slave states. There is also another object which beau-

tifully illustrates the results of uniting public works with politics.
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I fthe people ofNew Yoii were emancipated from their present ** pe>

culiar institution," and the trade thrown open to competition, there

would be no possibility ofj plausibly adrocating the enlargement of

the Erie canal and numerous speculators and adventurers would
thus lose all chance of speculation and patronage.

Canada is peculiarly an agricultural country, and nine-tenths of
the population would not be in the slightest degree benefitted by
any increase of western trade, though all must bear their diare of

taxation if these canals do not clear expenses. The poUic works

required in Canada are better communications from the interior to

navigable water, and, secondly, a better commmunication for travel

between the eastern and western portions of the province. With>
out the former the settlement of the country will go on slowly—«•
in the counties 30 or 40 miles north and south of the Erie canal—
and the latter is indispensable, if the trade by the St. Lawrence is to

be anything more than a mere carrying trade from the western

states to the Atlantic. The fare from Montreal to Kingston is (in-

cluding meals) no less than $)0, the time about 84 hours consuming

2 days, the distance 180 miles of which 143 are by steamboat 1

What would be the western trade of New York with such draw-

backs ? The—at least—4 millions of dollars required for the St.

Lawrence canals would, as already explained, have given the great-

est poslble facilities to the up and down trade of the river at a cost

of about one million, and the remaining three millions would have

constructed railways around the rapids of the St. Lawrence, and*

from the western extremity of Ontario to the outlet of Lake Hu-
ron, which would bring Montreal and Sarnia almost as near, with

regard to time and cost, as are now Montreal and Kingston. As
these railways would undoubtedly clear expenses and interestf

—

there being a large business—the charge on the provincial

treasury for the best desirable communications for both trade and

travel would not have exceeded £8,000 per annum. The " pros-

pects" at present are that, without either one or the other, the deficit

will be from £50,000 to £70,000 per annum. The improvement of

the Cedar rapids, frequently alluded to, forms no part of the poli-

cy of the Board of Works ; the trifling amounts at wMch great

benefits may often be conferred on* the trade having nofgreater

t The advantages of the contemplated railway across the peninsula ofUpper Canada are

Riven by the writer in this Journal. The pt^et was written in 1837. The railway in

the neighborhood of Montreal would command allarge local travel, the travel by the St.

Lawrenee and Ottewa, the raftsmen, emigrants, etc., and is the only great public work
spoken of in Lower Canada in which the writer would feel himself warranted in recom-

meqding investments.

34
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attractions for Canadian than for New York politicians;* thi<

plan was brought forward some time since by Mr. Henry Roebuck^

and, judging from the feeling evinced in the late short session ap-^

pears likely to meet with almost unusual favor in the legislature.

Should this be effected during the next session, and fulfil the expec-

tations of the projector, experience and common sfeAse may per^

baps be permitted to save something *' from the fire."

If these stupendous canals prove equally stupendous failures—^

which to the writer appears inevitable*—their " influence on the

country" may be predicted with great certainty from the results of

a similar course of folly and extravagance in some of the western

states, fndeed the Lower Canadians consider that the union alone

saved the Upper Province from bankruptcy, and, but for the fear of

disturbing their countrymen in office, would at once introduce th«

admirable system of finance which characterized the Lower Prov-

ince before the Union. This will however soon be impracticable,

and, as in New York, the people must pay by taxation the interest

on the engineering capers which are cut by their rulers.

It is impossible to overrate the injury to the profbssion and to th«

cause of public works arising from these unfortunate and unprinci-

pled extravagancies. The engineer is viewed as a man whose

trade it is to aid the private or political adventurer in fleecing the

public ;—what individual would invest his own money in works

projected by and to be executed under the direction of men who
refer to the ship-canals of Canada or to the " lateral canals" of New
York tts evidences of their skill ? to men who carefully a^oid, or

are incapable of applying that great principle, without which engi«

• The Chairman of iho Eoard of Works Is a Member of Parliament and of the Exeendva

Council or Cabinat ! The money ia voted in the lump to be laid out pretty much aa tha

Board please^ and the " division of the spoils" is laughable. Of about £330,000 appropri-

ated to common roads, X75,000 are to be expended in the Lower ProvintSe, Containing two'

thirds of the inhabitants ; so that, according to the Board of Worka, one Upp«r Canadian

is entitled to more than eight Lower Canadians. Of the £245,000 to be laid out in Upper

Canada, about XI 70,000 are to be laid out in the extreme western part of the province, and

the rule of apportionment appears to be, that the amount expended, shall be inversely aa

the magnitude of the interests to be accommodated by roads as well as canals. The intel*

ligent reader will not fail to observe that the total amount spent or to be spent on canals

fur forwarding is many times greater than tho X320,ooo to be apent on the roads to weom'
modate the agricultural which is twenty times greater than the forwarding inlereat

;

though it ahould be observed that the forwarders are not to be held responsible, as they

think very little of the " ship-canals." (Memoranda, 12 Aug. 1841.)

• The great majoriiy of persons with whom the writer conversed on this subject in Mon-

treal and Kingston, including French and English 3tembcrs of Parliament, forwarders

and other co.npetetit persons entertained a simflar opinion—some loud in their denuncia'

lions, others afraid to investigate the subject.
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peering cannot rise to the dignity of a liberal profession'—{Aeaioj^

tation of expenditure to income—of the means to the end ?

The writer will conclude with remarking that no system of pub-

lic works in Canada can, in his opinion, be successful, Which over-

looks the interests of the Province itself in grasping at the phantom

of a western trade, of " an almost inconceivable extent," " dou-

bling almost annually," (to use the definite language of the Chair,

man of the Board of Works) and that he has never been able to

see the justice of that enlarged philanthropy, which, in its eager-

ness to add to the happiness of others, overlooks i(« own,.

New York, 1843.
'

i

We cheerfully insert the communication of Mr. Trautwine's, both

because we desire to do every one justice, and because it gives us

an opportunity to correct a misapprehension, that may have occur-

red to others, as well as to that gentleman.

From the tone of Mr. Trautwine's previous communication, w»
thought some improper expressions in our correspondent's criticism,

might have given offence, and our reperusal referred to the criti-

cisnu &nd not to the original article. We did not state, and did not

mean to state, that we endorsed any of the views of our correspon-

dent—a thing we seldom do—whatever may be our own opinion.

We merely intended to defend ourselves from having admitted

any thing like personal reflection—and to assert in general terms,

the privilege of criticiaing an article by means of quotations. AW
criticism in regular reviews, is so conductedi<=sbai^of course the

fairness of the quotations is a matter that may be questioned. It

did not appear, to us at least, that there was any intention to mis-

represent in the extracts made from the article of Mr. Trastwine,

and we give place immediately to the original paper with a view

as we tbea said, to the satisfaction of all parties and the right un-

derstanding of the matter.

Upon another examination after reading the foregoing letter we
think we understand the reason of Mr. Trautwine's disapprobatwn^

of the criticiuD, but we presume that the very cpramencemeat <^-

the criticism alluded to would, to most persons, explain what followed

—at any rate the article itself as well as this note ofMr. T. will ifet

all right. '*«%

We doubt not that the observation of the gentleman engaged uP
this controversy when turned to particular roads give more and
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more clear notions upon this subject and readily explain away the

apparent difference of opinion.
'

For the American Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine]

Mr. Scuaxftur—Dear Sir, I was somewhat surprised in read-

ing the number of your Journal for September 1st, to find that you

endorse the criticism of your correspondent on my paper on the

injudicious policy pursued on many railroads in the United States;

which criticism appeared in your number for July Ist. Had I been

at liberty to suppose your remarks the result of a hasty glance over

my paper, I should not perhaps have been so much astonished at

your mistaking the scope of my arguments ; but as you aver that

a reperusal of it, has only tended to confirm your previous opinion,

I feel myself called upon to show that in my opinion you, as well

as your correspondent, are entirely incorrect in the deductions

which you have drawn from it : and must ask you to allow me the

use of one or two of your pages for that purpose.

I shall not examine all the minutiae of your correspondents criti-

cism, as my object is merely to prove that you and he have misan-

derstood entirely the general principle which it was the intention of

my paper to defend. One point alone will serve for this purpose.

Your correspondent remarks that " availing himself of all the

lights furnished by the trials and failures so far, Mr. Trantwine,

himself, has tried to supply us with a true model and estimate of a

railway. In this however he carries us back to the point at which

the improvement commenced, the flimsy flat bar of 24 tons per

mile, or 15 lbs. per yard." Omitting all such of my remarks as

would have a tendency to prevent such a conclusion, your corres-

pondent here leaves his readers to infer that the model and estimate

alluded to, are such as I would recommend for our railroads gener-

ally : Let all my assertions, made in the most express and emphatic

terms, and frequently repeated for fear of misconstruction, so to

how that I conceive it to be totally unfit for roads intended for

accommodation of a very heavy traffic. Thus, I say on the con-

trary, that " a perfect railroad would be that on which the least

imaginaUe force would draw the greatest imaginable load," and

tkat it ** is the duty of the Engineer to approximate to it in every

ittstaacf^, as closely as the trade of the road, and the interest of the

Company admit"

In aiother place I say, " the grounds of every expenditure on a

raihroad diould be, that the annual saving thereby induced should

mora than counterbalance the increased cost :" and igaio, " I sin-
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cerely trust that I shall not be accused of disaffection towards

permanent railways, and heavy engines ; on the contrary, I repeal

emphatically, that they should be as permanent, and as heavy as

the business they are to accommodate can possibly justify ;" and

again, '*In conclusion let me earnestly request that no misconstruc-

tion be put upon the foregoing pages. There are many railroads

in the United States to which my remarks are not at all applicable;

but there are also many to which they are. Where there is a very

heavy trade to be accommodated, I am in favor ofeasy grades, curves

of large radii, heavy rails, and powerful engines," etc.

Now instead of giving these quotations, or any of a similar im-

port, your correspondent has carefully refrained from even intimat-

ing thd occurrence of any such in my paper. He assumes gratui-

tously, and unwarrantably, that I give a model, which he leaves hii

readers, by implication, to infer that I consider calculated for the

use of all railways; and thbn strives U> show that it is not so cal-

culated, as if I myself had not most expressly stated that it is not.

Nothing in my paper offerded the slightest grounds for the cara-

cature which he has drawn : and you must allow me to add that I

consider you totally unjustifiable in affirming that his " quotations

give a fair view of Mr. Trautwine's article." Your subsequent

publication of my paper, render it unnecessary that I should reply

to thef remainder of your correspondent's strictures. It would be

very eksy to prove them all equally fallacious and distorted with the

one I have selected. E uno discite omnes. Your readers have it

now in their power to form their own opinions as to its merits and

dements, and I am perfectly willing td abide by their decision.

i I am veiy respectfully

I

Yours, &c.,

John C. Trautwine.

P. S. Will you do me the favor to correct an error in my paper ;

viz, page 124, 16 lines from the top, between " one" and "Engine"

'insert ,whe*l of an.

KAII. ROAD NOVELTIES.

The attention of Engineers has recently been called to two re-

markable variations from the ordinary* routine of invention—^neither

ofwhich in fact are really new—but only novel in their application.

We refer to the Pneumatic Railway and to the employment pf

electro magnetic engines upon railroads.
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The latter experiment recently made upon an English road, an4

the details of which are given in our Journal, seems to have inspir-i

ed hopes of the ultimate success of tliis agent as a propelling pow-

er. It is true that the velocity attained was short of that which ia

required, but it seems that the model was a small one and suscepti-

ble of improvement. When sufficient attention shall have been

paid to the laws of electricity in this form, by those who are experi-

menting upon this matter we n^ay look for some still more remark-

able resqlts,

Of the other novelty as we have ventured to add it, although in

a dormant condition long known—we must confer our doubts as

to its success. Hut a new impetus has within the last year been

given to it-^-and some confidence in its practicability has been

inspired by the strenuous part taken by Mr. Yignoles in its behalf.

The general reliance in this gentleman's professional knowledge

and discernment has led many to believe that the invention is not

chimerical as it has long been thought.

The description of the rude specimen now in operation will be

found in the Report of Mr. Yignoles' lectures.

The difficulty of obtaining a sufficient vacuum has been overcome^

as it has been determined that a partial exhaustion of the air is all

that is necessary and at this low pressure it is evident that the dan-

ger of leakage will be much less. The means adopted ibr closing

the valves as the train passes are explained in the notes of the lec"

ture, but we must say that the explanation is not clear to us at

least. Still the fact that an engineer of high standing has seriously

taken up the matter should induce us to pay more attention to it

than has hitherto been given.

MR. ^1GNOLEs' L£CTI:BES ON CIVIL ENOINEERINQ,

Lecture 15.

—

Working Expenses of Railways.—Having, in the

last lecture, analysed the working expenses of railways, in refer-

ence to the train—that is, reduced to a rate per train per mile,

with an average load at the usual velocity, the Professor considered
it might be well to consider the same subject in another light. In
the preceding mode of calculation no regard was paid to the amount
of what might be called the useful jweight carried. It seemed to

the Professor, that the proportion between the dead weight of the

engine, tender, and carriages, and the weight of the passen-

gers and their luggage—in short, between the unprofitable and
the profitable load—^formed an important element for consider*

ation, even if it did not affect the principle on which railways ought
to be worked. In the common omnibus, with a full complement of
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jjasseDgers, ihe proportion vras ofrtffb one—taking the average load

abodt five to three-^-or including the weight of the houses (the ttlov*

ing power which has also to carry itself) aboat three to one, or,

with a full load of passengers, something less than two to one. Bat
on the railway, owing to the fkr greater weight of the edrriages,

and general arrangement on most lities, the proportion of dead
weight is much greater. In a first class carriage, as adapted fdi*

long lities, and fully loaded with passengers and their luggage, the

proportion is two and a half to one, but, taking the average load*

it is about four to one, and, when but little luggage is tak6n, foui*

and a half and five lo one. On short lines, where the trains ran
often, with many carriages, the proportion is sometimes as high aa

eight tio one, or, including engine and tender as twelve to one. In

an ordinary train of about seven carriages, their weight, and that

of the engine and tender, may be taken at about fifty tons ; the

average number of passengers has, on a former occasion, been
shown to be about sixty per train, or four tons without, and, per-»

haps, five tons with, their ordinary weight of luggage, and say one

or two tons of packages and parcels paying freight, being a pros-

portion of six or seven of unprofitable to one of profitable load

}

and if the carriages were all full, about four and a half or five to

one, as above, and on the average, the proportion might very fairly

be taken as at least five to one. It appeared to the professor that

there was some radical error here, and that some afrangements
were wanting to reduce this proportion, as far as the carriages were
concerned, for of course, as long as the locomotive engine was used
its weight would always form a large proportion of the load, par»

ticularly with light trains— though the carriages certainly retjuired

to be made strong and heavy on this system—and this seemed an
inherent defect on this principle of locomotion, perhaps quite ir»

remediable. Yet, at all events, on many lines the proportion of
dead weigiit of carriages was milch too great, and might be reme-
died. Of late this had been done on the Oreenwich Railway,
where, by combining two classes of seats in the same vehicle, much
fewer carriages sufficed. There was a great contrast to this on
the Blackwall Railway, where, from having a separate carriage for

each station, according to the peculiar mode of Working thftt line,

the proportion of dead carriage weight was generally about three,

and often four, times as much as on the Greenwich, though the car-

riages were of the same build. Owing to this and to other causes,

extra guards, rope, etc., notwithstanding the generally admitted
economy of stationary power, the expenses of working the Black-
wall Railway, per train per mile, was double what the Professor
found was the average for the working on several locomotive lines,

and quite as high, if not higher, than the present rate of working
on tlie Brighton Railway, which was the highest of any that had
yet come under his cognisance. Although, abstractedly, this over
proportion of dead weight carried was not always connected with
the moving power, yet an engineer ought to point out, and, when
within his control, to remedy such an evil, rs the loss consequent
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on carryinff useless vreight is eqaivalent to that arising from in-

creased resistance of gravity in surmounting an unnecessary ascent

—a case which every engineer is naturally anxious to avoid.

In the mode of reducing railway expenses to a mileage, adopted
in the last lecture, the number of passengers, and their proportion

to dead weight of carriages, had not been considered, for it was
clear that the arrangement of carriages in any train being supposed
to be duly proportioned to the average traffic, any addition to the

average assumed load would be pure profit, and would not cause

any sensible addition to the cost of the transit of the regular load,

for which all the necessary arrangements of engines, tenders, car-

riages, guards, stations, and the whole working and carrying estab-

lishment of the railway was already provided and paid for. But,

suppose another mode of considering the working expenses be
adopted, viz. from the number of passengers in a train, deduced
from an average of many lines for several years, or from any as-

sumed number per train, let the cost per passenger per mile be
worked out, and this will lend to the consideration of the true poli-

cy for attracting the greatest number of persons, and trying to fill

the trains up, as they must go, at any rate.

The Professor then went through the various items of railway

expenses stated in the former lecture, and brought them out in deci-

mals of a penny per passenger per mile—the result being, that,

taking account of experience gained and applied, and economical

arrangements duly introduced, the expense of locomotive power
might be taken at \d. per passenger per mile, which was coming
back to the original estimate made for the working of the London
and Birmingham Railway. Other expenses, including Government
duty, would bring the total up to two-thirds of a penny, and, under
favorable circumstances, of well filled carriages, this might some-

times be brought down to \d., but taking the average of lines as

now worked, the cost was about Id. per passenger per mile. On
many of the American railways the cost was as low as \d., and for

long Hues on the continent, in India, etc., where wages were
low, and coal or wood might be got very cheap for locomotive fuel,

and no rates or taxes on profits and passengers were laid, the charge

of carrying passengers per mile might be fairly taken at jd. only.

Now, if the proportion between the unprofitable and the profitable

parts of the load were reduced to three to one, as regarded car-

riages only, and six to one as regards the whole weight of the train

the expense of carrying passengers, taken by weight, will be still

at least three times as expensive as carrying goods only at the same
velocity, the proportion being of wagons to goods as two to three,

and of the whole train, including engine and tender, at less than

two to one, and with heavy trains, of goods only, about one to one,

and for coal and mineral traffic, at diminished rates of travelling,

still less. The Professor observed, that the cost of conveying mer-
chandise might be taken at about Id. per ton per mile for railway

expenses only, exclusive of collection and distribution at the termini

of lines, and that of coal and minerals at about ^d. per ton per mile.
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Wijh these elements, therefore, of the expense of working railways

cither per train, or per passenger, or per ton, it is for the politic

manager of a public concern to consider what should be the rate of
charges above these cost prices to make to the public, so as to in-

duce the greatest amount of traffic Mr. Vignoles then observed,

that there was a third way of considering the subject of the work-
ing expenses of railways, in reference to the number of engines
employed, wiiich was the mode adopted by the Irish Railway Com-
missioners, and which was, perhaps, the proper way of calculating

the annual cost on lines of little intercourse, on which, however
small the traffic might turn out to be, yet a certain number of en-

pines must be kept to do any work at all. The commissioners, in

tbliowing out this inquiry, endeavored to determine the proportion
the cost of locomotive power bore to the total working cost of a
railway. For the Liverpool and Manchester line it was found that,

this proportion was only one-fourth the gross annual charges on
that line, including much town carriage of goods collected and de-

livered ;, l>ut on the Dublin and Kingstown Railway the propor-

tion wa4, at that time, nearly onc-hiilf. It was observed by the

Professor; in a digression, that for the average of railways it was
now determined to be about one-third. The commissioners finally

assumed the cost of locomotive power to be one-third of the total

expense of working a line of mixed traffic, and that to run a given
number of trains per day, a certain number of engines must be
provided ; it was then calculated that £1750 a year would be the

cost ofeach engine to work al»ut froin 25,000 to 30,000 miles an-

nually, and then they computed the ariiount of gross receipts neces-,

sary to cover those expenses and interest of capital. This was
working backwards, to ascertain whether it is justifiable to make a
railway at all in certain districts. The result of the commissioners*

calculations were, that, supposing there went only two trains daily

throughout a given line, the average load of each train ought to

consist of either fifty tons of goods or eighty passengers, or a mix-
ed load of twenty-five tons of goods and forty passengers, or in

that proportion, in order to justify a line being n\ade—the average

charge for passengers being assumed each l^rf. or for goods 2rf.

per ton per mile, which, it may be obsered, is scarcely the half of
the average rates of charge on the principal English railways. Mr.
Vignoles observed, in conclusion, that having diown that the cost

of conveyance of passengers, merchandise, minerals, etc. could he
nicely calculated from the experience gained, and could be brought
to the definite mileage rates before mentioned, he thought thepro-

per railroad charge should he, double the cost for vxrrking ; which
when thd railways had been judiciously constructed, and without

extravagfince, would sufficiently remunerate the undertakers, as

such moiderate principle of charging would bring the most traffic.

_..! . 35
i
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[trom the Jonnial of the Kranklio Inliitute.]

Rkxakks on the Injudicious Policy vvutvKD ni the CoRSTmuc-

TlOIf AMD MaCHINKRT OF MANY RaUROADS IN THE UnITED

Btatsb. By John C. Trautxvine, Civil Engineer.

[cONTlNtJEDPHOM tAOE 125.]

The argument is not admissible, that perhaps in ten or fiAeen

years, the business of the road may increase to such an extent as

to pay a profit on its cost. If the engineer wishes to ascertain if

this he acceptable reasoning, let him suggest it to the stockholders

before the road is commenced, and I suspect he will find but few to

acquiesce with him.

But I see the sceptical reader elevate his eyes in astonishment.
*• What,** says he, " the old flat bar ! light engines ! heavy grades 1

Is it possible the writer expects his readers to subscribe to so an-

tiquated and exploded a creed as this ? Even supposing his road
to answer very well at first, with the limited business assigned to it,

what will be done with it when the trade increases ? Ours is a
growing country, and the present business is no criterion!^ act on

:

in a few years it will have increased fifty, nay, a hundred per cent.

;

what is to be done then?"

The answer readily suggests itself: if the business increases 100
per cent., put on four engines instead of two. " But, ah V* says the

objector, " there I have you. Don't you know that one heavy en-

gine will draw a given amount of freight at less expense than a
greater number of light ones can V I most assuredly do know this

to be true in the abstract ; and I know, moreover, that a blind ad-

herence to this "abstraction," has nearly ruined more railroad com-
panies than one, in the United States. Let us illustrate this, also,

by an example. Suppose our $10,000 a mile road to be finished,

and in operation ; its little models daily steaming it modestly over
the line, with their thirty tons gross ; and the stockholders annual'
ly pocketing their eight per cents. " nett." This all does very well

for a time ; but ** ours is a growing country," and soon the business

on our road increases one hundred per cent. What is now to be
done, is the question. One heavy engine can take all our increased
freight at one load, at an annual expense for the maintenance, of
but $5000 ; while on the other hand, if we employ two small engines
to carry it, we incur an expense for maintenance of motive power,
of some $9000 per annum. " Here is a pretty piece of business,"

say the Directors ;
" why did not our engineer foresee all this : here

he has entailed on us an annual loss of $4000, at the very least.

Did not experience, all the world over, show that railroads attracted

new business to themselves ? Did he not know that heavy engines

were more economical than li^ht ones ? Did he not see that they
were introducing them on all the English railroads? However,
what is done cannot be helped ; we have been behind the age long
enough : let us try to catch up with it at last ; let us order a tnirteen

ton engine, or rather, as the business will certainly continue to in-
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crease, fet us get a twenty ton one, at once." This is accordingly

done ; and the "fell destroyer," this "monstrum horrendum ingens,^

is trotted out. They build a fire in him ;—he snorts ;—he starts ;

—he is off. t* Ah ! this is something like ; now we are up with the

age." But, alas ! in a few months things undergo a change. Ru-
mors, faint at first, but gradually gaining strength, reach the Di-
rectors' ears, that'sohiething is going wrong on the road. An in-

vesti^ting committee is appointed ; they visit the road, or rather

the spot where once it stood ; for the road itself has vanished : it is

** nan est." After a long and laborious investigation, assisted by
several scientific and practical gentlemen, the committee report

that, first of all,—the bar was mashed into the timber;—and then

—

the timber was tpashed into the ground. They moreover state

their conviction that the flat bar has proved itself utterly unfit for

railroad purposes ; and suggest that as the Directors of the Liver-
pool and Manchester railroad have recently found it expedient to

adopt an edge rail, weighing seventy-five pounds to the yard, there-

fore a similar rail should be substituted for the miserable flat bar

on their road. The heavy rail is accordingly ordered* and laid

down, *• Now we are certainly up with the English ; we have as

heavy engines as they have, and as heavy rails ; therefore, the road
tnttst ptiy well. We can carry sixty tons with our new engines, as

easily as we cotild carry thirty with our old ones, and at very littk»

more expense ; that settles the matter. If the road yielded eight

per cent, before, it must unquestionably yield sixteen per cent,

now, with double the business ; and the expenses of transportation

only tiie same as originally." ,

This certaini}' looks somewhat plausible ; but it is found, not-

withstainding, that somehow or other the road now don't pay at all.

" What ! our miserable flat bar road, and tea-kettle en^ne, pay
eight p^r cent, and our edge rail, and t>^enty ton engities, a losing

concerti ? How does this happen ?" It happens thus : the road ha*
now cost too much ; eight per cent., on a road costing 910,000 per
mile, isj but four per cent., on one costing $20,000 per mile ; and in

our orqer to England, we omitted one very essential item to the

success' of heavy rails and powerful engines, and that is, a heavy
trade. Now, had we, when our business increased 100 per cent,,

merely put on two more small engines, every thing would have
worked very well ; and the road would in this case have yielded
sixteen per ^cent., instead of eight. It is true, that two heavy en-

gines could, at an expense of maintenance of but $10,000 annually,

have done the work of the four light ones, which cost annually,
perhaps, 918,000 ; but in order to save this difierence of $8,000,
we must have had a road proportioned to the heavy engines ; and
to secure this would probably require an expenditure, the interest

on which would be many times greater than the $8,000 saved on
the engines.

The foregoing is, of course, but an imaginary case. Still it

serves to illustrate the principle, or rather, uxint of princifht oq
which far too many of our railroads are now being cotxstructed.
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{dl over the Union. We sec whole states falling into the error;

indeed, we are falling into it, nationally.

I conceive that this mania for the indiscriminate use ot heavy en-

gines and raib, has done more injury to the railroad cause, than

perhaps any other single consideration that has been brought to

bear upon it ; but " Dulce est desiperc in JLoco," appears to be the

general motto, and it is probably useless to cry out asainst it. Np
.position can be more tenable, more absolutely palpable, than that

it is true economy to use the very heaviest engmcs, and best con-

structed road, that Uie business rerjuires. But wh§t constitutes a
heavy business in one case, may be a very light one in another,

and vice versa. The matter admits, in almost every instance, of

calculations sufficiently approximate to determine the class of road,

and machinery, that should be adopted ; and had this expedient
been resorted to on all our railroads, we should probably not have
had a single one in the United States, yielding less than ten per

cent, on its cost.

I sincerely trust that I shall not be accused of disaffection

towards permanent railways, and heavy engines ; on the contrary,

I repeat emphatically, that they should be as permanent, and as

heavy, as the business they are to accommodate can possible justify.

What would we think of a company who should purchase the Great
Western steam packet, to ply hourly across the river at Philadel-

phia, with some five or ten passengers at a trip 1 Would we not

pronounce them demented ? And should they tell us that Phila-

delphia had gone on increasing so rapidly, and so regularly, for

many years fast, that they felt confident their number of passen-

gers would increase 100 per cent, in ten or fifteen years more,
would that diminish our suspicions of their insanity ? But yet docs
it follow, because the Great Western would not be a profitable in-

vestment in this case, that therefore she is not a fine sea vessel, and
admirably adapted to carry on a lucrative business between Eng-
land and America ? Or does it follow, that because the was a los-

ing concern when running between Philadelphia and the opposite

shore of the river, that therefore a first rate, substantial little steam
ferry boat should not do an excellent business on the same route ?

Or, lastly, suppose that the engines of the two boats, should be res-

pectively converted into locomotives, for accommodating precisely

the same limited amount of business on land, does tliat m any de-

gree alter the case ? Is it not equally apparent in either instance,

that the magnitude of the bade, and not of the boiler, must be de-

fjended on as the great prime mover of the enterprise ? I certainly

sjbiould consider the engineer who would advise the same character

of road, and machinery, in every case, fully as deficient in judgment
as the company who should convert the Great Western into a ferry

boat.

The remarks applicable to heavy engines, apply also to heavy
cars. To diminish the weight of the engines, and still allow that

weight to be exceeded by the cars, were evident impolicy. As
before remarked, I should on our road, limit the weight on anyone
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wheel, to one ton; and should, consequently, so proportion the

cars, as that when loaded they should not exceed that limit.

We often hear the remark, nay, I presume that nine engineers in

ten, throughout the profession, will yield it their unqualified assent,

that the power of an engine is less on the flat bar, than on the edge

rail,^ by some twenty or twenty-five per cent. In strict justice, I

suspect there is no foundation fbr this assertion. I doubt not that

an engine adapted to the flat bar road, will be found to exert quite

08 much power on it, as on the edge rail ; but, unquestionably, if

we place on it engines so heavy as to crush it, and deflect the tim-

bers, a diflierent result must follow. Indeed, it would not be diffi-

cult to conceive of an engine so heavy as to deflect the road to such

an extent, as almost to deprive her of all locomotive power.
The examples assumed in the foregoing pages, have been taken

at hazard, merely for the purpose of illustration ; but so far as the

character of road, and engines, which I have suggested, are concern-

ed,, I am of opinion that they w'ill be found in very numerous in-

stances, preferable to light grades, heavy edge rails, ?.nd powerful
engines ; particularly on the score of original expense. Roads
built after this plan, will not partake so much of an experimental

character, as those involving grepitcr outlays ; and, moreover, they
woiild be adequate, under proper management, to accomodate, with
perfect ease, far more trade than passes over half the ,roads in the

Union. For example, there are few of our roads doing a business

as great as could be taken at Iwp trips daily, in each direction, by
eight ton engines, over sixty feet grades. What folly is it then in

such cases, to double the cost of the road for easy grades, heavy
rails, and powerful engines ? The arguments usually brought to

bear against advocates for cheap roads is, that the business will

soon increase to such an extent as to pay well on the cpst of a first-

rate road. This may be true in many iastances, bat there arc

more cases to which it is not applicable ; for even admitting that

the business did, in ten or twenty years, increase 200 or 300 per
cent., it by no means follows, that even tliat amount would justify

a first class road.

The engineer is not left altogether to the exercise of his discre-

tion, or judgment, in the matter. It admits, as before stated, of an
arithmetical determination, having the data of the probable amount
of trade that w ill be accommodated by the road. In collecting this

data, he should shun alike, assumptions based upon the probable
business of the road for the first day, or even week, or month, or
year, of itg going into operation ; and thus having in view the pros-

pective resources at the termination of the coming half century.

I vrili here take occasion to remark, that more, both of time and
skill, will be required, to locate a railroad on the principles I have
advocated, than on the ordinary plan. When, as is usually the case
the route is located, in a great measure, with a view to long stretches

of straight lines, easy curves, and light grades, the "modus operandi"
is much less complicated, than when the engineer shall be obliged,

at almost every step of his progress, to test his cuts, curves, etc..
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by the standard of justifiable expenditure. It is a very easy mat-
ter for the engineer to draw a long straight line on his map, and
then tell his assistants to run it out ; but it will be somewhat more
difficult to decide on that line, between the same points, that shall

best subserve the pecuniary interests of the company. In the one
case; the route may be located by miles ; in the other, it must be
done almost by inches. Perhaps every engineer will bear me out
in the assertion, that the difficulties of a proper location must be
inversely as i the finances of the company, should this system be
adopted. As before remarked, the present plan has but little, if

any, reference to that point.

I shall not attempt to follow Mr. Ellet into those cases which he
supposes, in which it may become advisable to assume grades, more
nearly coincident with the natural surface of the ground, and to

dispense with the use of iron rails altogether ; using cars no heavier

than a light barouche. I may, however, be permitted, en passant,

to express my entire assent to his views in that particular. Many
short branches, from great thoroughfares to watering-places, or to

small towns, might be constructed, and made to pay well, could we
but divest ourselves of our " stereotyped" notions of what constl-

tutes a good railroad. Witness the railways laid in coal mines

:

there are none more serviceable ;—there are none that pay better ;

yet they do not cost 820,000, or 830,000, a mile ; nor do rtjey ever

feel the weight of even a model locomotive. How powerful an ap-

peal do they make to us, to proportion the means to the end.

I will now add some furtner remarks in support of my views re-

specting the location of a line of railroad ; and again let me express

the hope that I shall not be misunderstood as expressing my ideas

of the best (distract line, but of the best paying line ;—not that on
which a load can be propelled by the least expenditure of power,

but by the least expenditure of money

;

—not that whose merits are

apparent on the ground itself, but which are evidenced forth re-

splendently, in the countenances of the stockholders, as they button

up their pockets, on dividend day. I am fully aware of the obloquy

to which an engineer exposes himself, in lifting up his feeble, and
almost solitary voice, against any of the prominent evils of the day;

and I am therefore the more desirous to be distinctly understood.

On nearly all our railroads, of any length, there occur at various

points, maximum grades, of from thirty to fifty feet to a mile.

These grades limit the capacity of the engines ; and one such oc-

curring on a road, (unless additional power be employed at that

point,) does this quite as eflfectually as fifty would. Yet on the

same road, we almost universally (perhaps universally,) see very
great expense incurred all along the line, to secure much lighter

grades, even where somewhat heavier ones would have coincided

with the natural surface, and have involved little or no expense.

This practice, at least to the extent to which it is generally carried,

(for there are many exceptions,) I look upon as radically wrong.
Undulations in the acclivities of a railroad, it is admitted, mast

be allowed to a certain extent ; but the precise limits of the ex-
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pression, " certain extent," it is needless to say, have not been as

yet defined. The application of the term must, of course vary in

each separate road ; and perhaps its most literal interpretation, as

sanctioned by practice, would be, '* Such as the engineer considers

the nature of the ground to require." This construction I should

be willing to modify, by adding, " and the best interests of the

company demand."
Admitting then, tJiat acclivities must occur on the line, affecting

the load of the engine, I am under the impression that the number
of them may be increased greatly over what is customary ; or, in

other words, that the graded surface may be made to conform much
more closely to the natural one, than is generally done ; and that it

would be to the interest of companies, were that system adopted.

Under such circumstances, a succession of undulations, within

limits not too restrictive of the ^peed of the enginie, it is well

known would involve no loss of either lime, or power, injurious in

practice.

It is true, that Robert Stephenson, Esq., Civil Engineer, in his

report to the directors Of the London and Birmingham railroad

company, on the subject of undulaitory railroads, objects that the

variations in speed attendant on allternate ascents and descents,

would create an irregularity in the intensity of fire in the engine,

which is calculated to injure their boilers by frequent expansion
and contraction ;—and he states, moreover, that the parts of an
engine should be calculated for a certain degree of speed ; and
that rate maintained as regularly as practicable while on duty, in

order to secure the attainment of the most effective performance.
He speaks, however, with regard to the " undulatory system" so

called, of Mr. Badnall ; and from one of his observations, I sus-

pect that his remarks are not intended to apply to such rates of
acclivity as those I refer to ; or to such as would permit the engine

to start up them, with her load, from a state of rest. For he says,
*^ Inconvenience loould, in my opinion, resultfrom not having the pow-
er to halt at any given point on the line of railway, litis may be

done, without inconvenience, on a line of road not possessing inclino'

tions beyond the pfwer of the engine." Such inclinations, my sugges-

tions, of course do not embrace.
This is, then, the only objection (if indeed it be one) that I have

ever seen, that appears to militate against the adoption of a constant

succession of short undulations. Should there be others, that have
escaped my notice, I have little doubt but that they would be coun-
tervailed many fold, by the saving of expense accruing from their

adoption, on almost every road in the Union. Indeed, many of

our roads might, in ray opinion, have been materially improved, by
applying the saving that would have: been thus effected, to the re-

duction of their maximum grades. The profile of tlic road would,

it is true, in this last case, present a greater number of undulations

;

but both the time, and expense, of overcoming them, would be less

than in their present condition. The increased facility of drain-

age, in a railroad of tl^is undulating character, should be taken into
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consideration, in deciding on its adoption or rejection. The
draining of long level reaches, is, in some cases, a matter of consid-

erable difficulty. I doubt not, most of my professional readers

can recal instances in which this inconvenience could have been
obviated, and a far better road bed made at much less expense, by
the use of moderate undulations, in which the acclivities need not
have been one quarter so steep as the maximum grade. None but
a reiy inexperienced engineer would abuse this system, by so ar-

ranging his undulations as to create a continual variation in the

speed of the engines, so considerable as to become a source of an-

noyance to either the passengers, or the engine-man.

But there is, unfortunately, a very powerful antagonistic princi-

ple, subject to no laws of either science, common sense, or econo-

my, that is too frequently brought to bear upon the grades, curves,

etc., of our railroads ; and that is, i puerile pride; a determination

to have a handsome road, at all events. We know that a succession

of ascents and descents, mars the beauty of a straight line most
deplorably; and as the expense of the cosmetic is paid by the

stockholders, and th6y are not aware of its precise amount, it does

not matter so much to the engineer, if the road, in consequence of
these superfluous embellishments, should happen never to realize

any dividend. In this case, nobody ever thinks of attaching cen-

sure to him : the road is very straight, and very level; and, in

their opinion it follows that the engineer has done all that was in

his power to make the project succec^. The amount of trade he,

of course, cannot control ; and the very fact of his having rumed
one rpad, thus becomes his strongest plea for procuring the man-
agement of another. Had he made a road that would pay well,

his professional character would probably have suffered an injury,

from which it never woald have recovered. Until the public,

therefore, as well as engineers, begin to view this matter in its

proper light, we cannot reasonably hope to see the proper remedy
applied. A long straight line is considered quite a stepping stone,

by our aspirants after professional fame. It shows for itself; and
speaks for itself ; silently, but convincingly. A straight line, five

or ten miles in length, creates more talk, and begets more honor,

than a judiciously curved route could possibly do ; although the

latter would have answered just as well, and have cost many thou-

sands less. The public must learn, that in a railroad, as in women,
beauty is not a safe criterion of merit.

Another frequent source of unnecessary expense in the location

of railroads, is the attendance of a " Committee of Survey," ap-

pointied from among the Directors, to assist tlie engineer in making
his location ! The primary object of this committee, we are in

charity bound to suppose, is to prevent, by their intuitive skill, too

much use of the level and compass ; at least, this is certainly all

they ever do effect. These gentlemen are generally as innocent of
all knowledge of the principles of a location, as " the child un-

born ;" and, by their twaddle, they soon torment the very life out

of the engineer. Their questions, and remarks, must be listened
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to ( and to do this is utterly incompatible with any attention to

the location. This demands, at every step, the undivided observa-

tions of even the most skilful engineer ; and admits of no diversion
from the main object. Therefore, after a few miles are located,

the engineer, completely exhausted by his double doty, invoices all

sorts of maledictions upon the committee, and determines upon the

long«straight-line system, as the only relief from his misery. He
Starts his corps off at a tangent, through thick and thin, for some
object several miles distant ; and then he is at leisure to talk. He it

commended for his long straight lines ; the committee for their vig-

ilance ; and the stockholders pay the costs.

Let Directors, if they must appoint ** Committeei of Survey,'*

give them instructions to remain at home, and let the engineer tdonef
and iurther, if he reports that he has finished his examinations, and
surveys, in an unprecedently short time, discharge him, and procure
another to make a thorough and correct survey. They will gener-

ally %ave at least one-third of the costs of their grading by this pro*

ce^ It must be a long purse that pays for a short survey. Al-
though I have treated this subject in a somewhat sportive manner,
it is nevertheless one worthy of the most serious consideration.

Left. Directors employ an engineer, in whom they can place tra^nn-

tte({ cnnfidence for professional skill and integrity; then give him
his general instructions, if they have any to give ; and afterwards
leave him entirely to himself in his operations. And especially let

them in their mercy, refrain from urging upon him their sons,

nepheWs, and other " very talented young gentlemen," as assistants.

Let him choose his own assistants ; and fet the Board abstain, most
religiojusly, from any interference with them. They are the engi-

neers tools, by which he carries his plana into'execution. No on*
else should meddle with them ; to do so, will inevitably l^mt their

edge, ^nd give to both the workman, and his employers, trouble and
expense. Harmony among the officers is all essential to the proper
prosecution of any project ; and the remark applies with pecnnar
force to works of internal improvement. The engineer, if he be
the kind of man above supposed, will feel himself identified with
the woirk under his charge. His interest, his pride, his professional

character, are all concerned in its success. Mo stockholder, no di-

rector, can possibly feel that intensity of interest in it, that he
does. Every effort he can make, will be brought to bear upon tt«

successful accomplishment : but let once the Directors begin to

meddle with his operations ; let them pass along the line, and give
-directipns to his assistants, or contractors; let them evince any
want of confidence in his integrity, and the charm is dissolved.

His interest is changed to disgust. His profesional pride no longer
sustains him, and inattention jnust inevitably follow ; and just so
certainly as that happens, the work must suffer.

If I>irector8 could consent to leave the principal managemisntof
the matter to the engineer, there can be no doubt, that in almost
every instance, he could either prevent claims for land damages en-
tirely, or else reduce them to a very unimportant item. But to ef-

30
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feet ihi«,it 18 essential that he should act either alone, or through

a discreet agent, ivho must be entirely in his confidence, and under
his control. A sum sufficient to defray the engineering expenses of
the entire work, could thus be saved, in nearly every case ; but H
can be done only through the engineer ; and not even through him,

unless he be permitted to keep his own secrets, until the whole mat'
ter is arranged. It is not my intention to treat on the management
or conducting of a railroad, after its completion. I wiH merely
observe, that it is a great error to entrust it, as isaimost uniTersdIy

done, to men of very limited information. The general agent of
transportation, under whose direction the operations of the road
are conducted, should be an engineer, of considerable attainments ;

although it is not necessary that he should be one of the first grade*

The professional ignorance of most of the conducting agents of oar
roads, is a lamentable source of waste. Many of our unproductive
works could bo made profitable, by a change in that departknent

alone. ; -v^ i ... .';.•- •i/r-- ;i

In conclusion, let me again earnestly request that no Inis^coH'

structimi be put upon the foregoing pages. There are many rail-

roads in the United States, to which my remarks arc not at all ap-

plicable ; but there arc also many to which they are. Where there

18 a very heavy trade to be accommodated, I am in favor of easy

grades, curves of large radii, heavy rails, and powerful engines. But
in all cases, these traits should be combined only so far as ihe interests

a/the companies will justify. I maintain that our engineers should

construct their roads, with a view to patjinf well, instead of look'

ins^ well ; and that in looking to England for precedents, they

shooJd rather apply <he principles there developed, to our own
case, than attempt to indulge '\j\ an imitation of their splendid prac*

tice, when so doing must neeessariiv bring ruin upon those who
embark their all in the enterprise. Nothing can be more evident,

than that we have, in numerous instances, transcended the limits

between abstract and practical perfection in our railroads. The
former, as before remarked, is that in which the greatest load can

be propelled by the least power ; the latter, in which it can be done
at the Ui^'ai expense. The expression, "a good railroad," is nconi'

parative one ; we have erred all along, in supposing it to hcpositive4

It is to correct this evil, at least partially, that I have been induced,

on the perusal of Mr. Ellet's pamphlet, to add my exertions to his,

by the publication of these pages. Being written on the spar of
the moment, and in the order they presented themselves, on reading

his pamphlet, my remarks are, of course, crude and incomplete.

The subject admits of much enlargement, and I hope to see it fol'

lowed up in future numbers of the Journal, by more vigorous pens

than mine. In the meantime, I cannot do better than to recom-

mend to those who wish to see it more ably handled than they have

found it in this paper, to study carefully Mr. Ellet's judicious re*

marks, in the pamphlet alluded to.

Tennessee, Februaiy, 1842.
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..." The Hutoiyo/the Ckmal of Kattcyk, (HolloTid) with a Descrip.

turn cf theprincipal Works. By the Chevalier F. W. Conrad, trans-

lated by Charles Manby, Secretary, Inst. C. £.

This.conimunication is divided into three parts:—1. The intro-

duction; 2. The history of the Canal of Katwyk; and 3. A des
criptionof the principal works.

'

I. Tae introduction gives the genera! outline of the loicality of
this canal, which, is probably one x)f the most useful and extensive

works undertaken in Holland, for the purpose of draining the low
lands and rendering them capable of cultivation ; it is carried in a
north-eabt direction from the village of Katwyk-binnen through the

smd-banks to the North Sea, where it is terminated by five sea

Iscks : it was undertaken for the purpose of draining the district

called " Rhynland," a succinct account of which is given, with de-

tails of (he early attempts at draining, such as the embankments of
Marendyk, those of Spaamdam, etc., tracing them up to the time
of Count William the Second, king of the Romans, in the year 1853;

at which period the level of the district was identical with that of
medium tide, and each ** Polder" (or spot of cultivated land) was
separately protected from the spring tides by an embankment ; a
change has occurred in the relative levels, whether by the sinking

' of the land or the elevation of the sea is, it appears, a subject of dis-

pute, bat it is certain that the level of the river Y and of the Zuyder
Zee is now much above that of the^ Rhynland district. The natural

consequence of this change, has been to increase the demand for

artificial drainage by canals, and of windmills for pumpibg, and also

the establishment of local boards of direction, whose duty is the

superintendence of the works for the protection of the lowlands.

The district of Rhynland contains 127,000 bonnierS or 317,500

English acres, which is thus divided :i

—

i

1

.

Polders, or Districts embanked and
- drained by windmills.

2. Lakes and Peat-bog already laid dr^,

8. Land without mills and sandbanks )

on the borders of the North Sea. )

4. Lakes^anals, Ditches, PeaPbogs )

abamlohed, etc.
)

'W '

Bonniers. English Acr^.

54,831
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The enumeration of the original locks at Spaamdam and other

places, is given, showing their incapacity for carrying off the waters,

particularly when unfavorable winds prevented their free current

into the Y, and hence the necessity for the canal of Katwyk and
the choice of that particular spot, which is not affected by the pre-

vailinjz winds,

2. The historical portion of the memoir, treats of the naturally

unfavorable position of the district for drainage ; it mentions a
project fbr a canal at Katwyk in the year 1404, as related by Pro-

fessor Lulofs,* on the authority of the historian Van Mieris ; and
enumerates all the various examinations of the levels, the projects

of tunnels, canals, etc., the appointment of numerous committees,

the local opp<}di]ion to the seyeral plans, the repairs of the embank-
ments, which haai)e«pme so expensive that the landholders aban-

doned their estates, rarther than pay the cost of preserving them

;

the attempt to form a small canal through the sandbanks, which
was either closed by a heavy storm or was suffered to fall to decay;

the effect of the siege of Leyden by the Spaniards in 1573-4, when
instead of draining the country, every attempt was made to cause

an influx of the waters to annoy the invading army. It appears
that subsequently the exf^nse of renewing the hydraulic works
would have been so considerable, that they were in a great measure
abandoned for a time. In 1G27, attention was again given to the

subject, and Katwyk was pointed out as the only spot for an effec-

tual system of drainage. The map by Bolatra, which the author
promises to send, shows all the plans with great precision.

The reports are then given of all the various engineers and scien-

tiflc men on the drainage of the Lake of Uaarlem, in all of which
the Canal of Katwyk is a principal feature. The very able tract

by Mr. Twent on the state of the draiijage of Rhynland, and the

necessity for a canal at Katwyk, is mentioned as one of the princi-

pal causes for its final construction. After the publication of this

tract, Mr. Bninings, in the year 1803, caused the nomination of
Mr. Conrad (the father of the author) and Messrs. Blanken, jun.

and Kros, to report upon the project ; which they did with sach
effect, that in May 1604, it was ordered to be executed by the re-

porters, under the superintendence of Mr. Brunings, the director-

general of the ''Waterstaat ;" the plan selected being that which
was laid down by Mr. Conrad. In August of the same year, the

works were commenced, and in 1805 were so far advanced, that in

June the first stone of the inner lock was laid ; Mr, Conrad, who
in consequence! of the decease of Mr. Bruningi Had aMunMid the
chief direction, carried op the works with such activity, that they
were entirely finished bv the month of October 1807, without the
occurrence of any accident, although they had to lupport MTeral
very severe storms during their progress. On one occaaion juk as

• Laloff' Treatise on the Elevntioa of the Sea and the Depr««aion of Uu htad on
thstidwlaof Hoilaiid. TranMctions of the Society of Haarlem p. l, f. 8«.
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the mjiisonry of the locks was finished the level of the tide was
raised |by a storm 2'36 metres (2'54 yards) higher than usual, carry-

ing a^ay the external cofferdam, but such was the solidity of the

masoQjry that it resisted perfectly.

A B(eam-engiDO was fixed for pumping up a head of water for

scourjpg the sand from the exterior canal ; and the final opening
of the canal took place with great ceremony on the 21st October,

1807, when a medal was struck to commemorate the event, a copy
of which is given by the author to the Institution.

Mq Conrad made a series of experiments which completely
proved the efficacy of the works, and then was carried off within

the short space of three months from the termination of his success-

ful labors, which will hand down his name to posterity^ as the pro-

jector and executor of one of the most useful engineering works on
record.

A slight sketch is then given of the origin of the Lake of Haar-
lem, the cause of its extension, and the works already executed in

anticipation of its eventual drainage.

The third part consists of a detailed description of the principal

works at Katwyk, with their dimensions, and the necessary refer-

ences to'llhe drawings which accompany the paper.

The length of the canal from the Rhine to the sand-banks near
the lock, is 2260 metres (2471*53 yards) of an average depth of
2'20 metre! (2*40 yards) beneath the conventional height of tide

for the kingdom of Holland, from which all tidal measures are ta-

ken ; it corresponds with the average tides of the river Y; the com-
mon tide at Katwyk fall^0'60 metres (0*65 yards) below and rises

102 metres (1*115 yards) above that standard.

Fropp that lock to the next is 490 metres (535*86 yards) of the

same depth ; the additional canal is 1108 metres (1211*70 yards)

long, the widths at the standard level vary between IS and 40
metre^ (14*21 and 43*74 yards) and the side slopes, Ivhich are all

puddled and covered with turf, vary between 1 to 1 and 3 to 1.

The outer canal which has been made chiefly by scouring, is 151
metres (165*13 yards) long, to low-water mark, at a depth of 0*47

metreji (0*5139 yards;) below that point, it is 37.67 metres (41.19

yards) wide and the sides are constructed of fascines covered with
stone.!

\

Th^ iprincipal woiks enumerated arb-r- i

Ist.' The sea locks (buiten sluis.)
j

2nd|. The interior lock (binnen sluis.) i

3rdf A bridge of three arches at the sea locks, with balance gates
and rinng sluices.

4U>i| A bridge of two arches oTer the canal in the Noordwyker-
wea.

;

The five sea locks are each 19.78 metres (21*63 yards) long and
3*77 metres (4*12 yards) wide; with the mouths of the out-fall cul-

verts 1*601 metres (2*05 yards) below the standard tide level. They
are founded upon piles of red and white deal, with sleepers, and
the whole faced and covered with deal plank sheathing.
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The masonry of the foundation^ and of the principal part of the

'Construction, is of blue limestone from Escosine, squared and welt

bedded. A hard stone called " klinkerS" is alf?o much used for

ashlar work, and an inferior quality of stone for rubble-work, with
bricks.

The mortar used up to a short distance above the standard tide

level, was made from stone lime, and above that, of lime made from
fiea-shells ; cement was also used in several parts.

The modes of constructing these various works are given in min-

ute detail ; many of them, difl'cring materially from the English

method of construction, possess great interest
;
particularly those

which relate to the embankments and the fascine work.

A description is then given of the Canal of Oegstgeest, which is

a prolor^ation of the Canal of Katwyk for the purpose of bringing

into the latter, the waters from the Lake of Haarlem ; as well as a

means of carrying off the waters of a portion of Rhynland, during
and after the drainage of the Lake.

In consequence of the establishment of this canal, the Canal of

Katwyk required to be enlarged, which was done to the extent of

rendering it 52 metres (56-86 yards) wide, with an average depth
of 220 metres (2*40 yards) below the standard level. The bridges

were also enlarged, and it is now contemplated to add two op>enings

to the inner lock, those of the sea locks being already of sufficient

capacity.

Having described the works in detail, the author enters into some
general remarks upon the effect produced by the canal, one of the

principal being its beneficial use in deteriflining the possibility of
draining the Lake of Haarlem. Thirty-five years of experience,
have demonstrated that this canal is the surest remedy for the pe-

culiar position of the district of Rhynland with regard to drainage;

the constant action of the North Sea has made no impression upon
the simple but solid masonry of thp sea locks, in fact, the Canal of
Katwyk appears to be one of the most remarkable hydratiilic works
ever constructed for the protection of Holland.

The author concludes the paper by stating, that althougli he could
with difficulty spare the time from his professional labors on the

Amsterdam railway, of which he is the engineer, he was induced
to undertake the labors of drawing up this memoir, by the subject

being one of those proposed by the Institution of Civil Engineers,

in the list for Telford and Walker Premiums for J 842, and by the

desire of doing justice to the memory of his father, whose early

decease alone prevented his name from becoming as extensively

known as his talents deserved.

The paper is illustrated by nine comprehensive drawings and
charts, with some lithographic views, a portrait of Mr. Conrad,
5en^ and the medal which was stradk on the occasion of the first

opening of the sluices.

^

Iron as a Malerialfor Ship-luilding. By John Grantham.
*' The first iron steam-vessel, and the first that ever put to sea,

was built at the Jloi-jclcy iron worI:.s. for the river Seine, and called
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this 'lAftron Mariby,' after the name of the projector anrf bailder.

I havje lately beea favored by Mr. Manby with the particuJars re-
' latin^ to this vessel, which are very interesting as recording the

origiip of iron steam-vessels, lie states in his communication, dat-

ed 1 OtH February, 1842, that under a patent which he took oat in

Fran^ibr iron steam-boats, in 1820, he, with his friend Captain
(nfrw' Admirai iir Charles) Napier, formed a society, and immedi'
atglylbegan to construct the first boat at Horseleyj but owi»g to
some j circumstances connected with the parties at I^aris^ she wa»
not cbmpleted till the end uf 1821. She was then s(^nt to London
in pa^ts, and put together i« the Surrey Canal Dock. She took in

a car^o of linseed and iron castings and Captain Napier took charge
of heji*, and navigated her from London direct to Havre, and thence
to Pajris, without unloading any part of the cargo, she being the

lirst ijnd only vessel of any description that ever went direct from
Loadj>a to I'aris. Mr. Manby continues, 'Some time, after, I built

anothler iron steam-vessel of the fame description, with a few alter-

ationd, at Horscley : but, owing to the navigation laws in France,
she cpt/ld not be admitted, and was obliged to be shipped in parts,

aad Tput her together at Charenton, near Paris, whe^re I bad then
ci^ablisbed iron-works, and where I subsequently constructed two
other iron steamboats, the whole for the navigation of the Seine,

Xheyi continued prosperously at work till 1830, when, owing to the

Revolution, and some disputes among the shareholders, they were
sold to a new society. In this new society I had no further interest,

but t\jicy continued navigating up to the period of my quitting

Franiie, and I believe are all at work at the present time. From
1822!to 1830 the hull of the 'Aaron Manby' never required any
repair^ although she had been repeatedly aground, with her cargo
on bokrd.*

" Tthe next iron steam-vessel with which I am acquainted was
one biuilt by the Horseley Company, under my father's (Mr. Gran-
tham,jsen.) superintendence. This vessel was commenced about the

year 1^824; wa& put together in this port (Liverpool,) and after a
^eriesi of delays, crossed the Channel in 1825, and proceeded to her

stii|ation. Lough Derg, on the riyer Shannon. Since then she

has b^en constantly at work, and is now in good condition.

Sjiortly after this time, Mr. Johh Laird of North Birkenhead,

imenced building them on a large scale, and has since been ex-

tensively and successively engaged in this pursuit. Mr. Fairbaim

,

of Mainchester, also very early took an interest in iron-vessels, and
was a party to a series of experiments made at .Glasgow, in which
iron vessels were employed.

*** The 'Ironsides' was the first iron sailing vessel of any magnitude

that was miployed for sea voyages, and she has been highly success-

ftiT. She»as made three trips to and from South America, and
fully reali^a all the advantages proposed in her construction."

In a letter from Charles Wye Williams, Esq., dated Dublin, Aug.

21, 1842, he says, "The old I'ron steamer ;called the 'Marquess
Wellesley,' built for Mr. Grantham at the Horseley Works, is still
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\rorking and in good order. I went in her recently through Lough
Ree and some of the tributary streams that run into the Shannon."
—Sec. Inst. C. E.

" On the construction of Model Maps, as a better mode them Sec-

tioplanography for delineating the Drainage and Agricultural Im-
provements of a Country, orprojected lines of Railways^ Canals, etc."

By John Bailey Denton, Assoc. Inst. C. £.

This communication was accompanied by a map in relief of an
estate, as a specimen of the method which the author recommends.
The subject of mapping in relief is not new, and the author had
previously published a treatise on the subject, but having made ex>

tensive experiments, he was enabled to bring the subject before the

Institution in a more defined form, showing mat the construction of
the models had been reduced to a simple and cheap method. These
models are peculiarly recommended for pointing out the capabilities

of a district for drainage either for agricultural purposes, or for

collecting waters together for manufacturing power. Tbev are

superior to maps, as they show at a glance the relative height* of
the various points, display the geological phenomena, and may be

made to delineate the state of cultivation or the districts. The lines

ofrailways, of roads, or of canals, can be more clearly defined upon
them, and they are stated to be peculiarly adapted for parish sur-

veys. The expense of making a model of an cstnte of compact form
is stated to be from 2*. Gd. to 3*. 6rf. per acre.

The following table will sliovv the low rate of charge on minerals

as compared with merchandize and passengers per ton per mile, the

fprmer nevertheless, from the regularity and magnitude of the busi-

ness being the most profitable species of freight.

Liverpool and Manchester Railway, Passengers carried 31 miles,

50 ft. grade, 41 cents 4 mills, per ton per mile nett load, 6J tons.

Merchandize carried 31 miles, 50 ft. grade, 5 cents 7 mills, per ton

per mile nett load 32 tons. Coals carried 15 miles level, 1 cent.

9 mills per ton per mile nett load 94 tons.—dividend 9 per cent.

Stockton and Darlington Railway, Coals carried 20 miles 50 ft.

grade 2 cents per ton per mile nett load 63 tons.—dividend 15 per
cent.

Philadelphia and Potfsvillc Railway, Coals 04 miles level 1 cent.

5 mills per ton per mile nett load 200 tons.—Just opened.

Durability of Wood Pavement.—The first wood pavement
that was put down in London, at the east end of Oxford Street,

four years since, is now being reversed and relaid, and causes much
surprise by its great durability, many of the blocks not being re-

duoed half an inch of their original length, which was one foot,

though exposed to all the traffic of Oxford Street. . /
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DSM^BSmOBT OF THE LONG ISLAND RAUROAB, WITH BOMS UMMAMMS
ON THE FRESENT CONDITION OP THE WOSK.

Voe
, The importance of the Long Island Railroad, as afibrdisi^ the

ans of communication with distant points of the island, and as

one of the links in the chain of connection with Boston, has hither-

to received a share of public attention, and efforts tending towards

the completion of the road have been fvigorously made, which mo

far as persevered in, have been successful.

Passing over the early history of this enterprise, and its com-

pJetion as far as Hicksville, 26^ miles, it will only be the object of this

communication to detail the progress, and present condition of the

work east of the latter place. The wb<rfe line of which has been

permanently located as far as Jamesport, a distance of 54 miles

from Hicksville, 80 from Brooklyn, and within 15 miles of ibe in-'

tended termination at Greenport.

The second division of the road commences at Hicksville, and

the construction of the same was began in the spring of 1840, and

completed for the most part in the winter following^ and is now in

operation. The line leaves the latter place by curving to the right

and pursuing a south-easterly course passes over the plains of Oys.

tef Bay, four miles, when it again deflects to the left in turning the

south flank of the hills found stretdiing northward along tiie

37
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line dividing Oyster Bay and Huntington, and from thence on A

course of about ten degrees north of east to the vicinity of Ronkon-

koma pond, eighteen arid a half miles additionally, passing a small

but well cultivated section of country, near Farraingdale, soon aftef

leaving which the line traverses the famous pine plains of the is-

land, which afford but little evidence of cultivation within the vi-

cinity of the road for upwards of forty miles. Although the di-

vision extends but twenty miles east of Ilicksville to the head of

Connectiquot river about three miles southwest of UonkoiUtoma

pond, a point et(ui-distant between Islip and Smithtown. The
grades on this portion of the line do not exceed 26.40 per mile^

and are for the most part under 10 feet per mile, and the minimum
radius of curvature, 1146 feet. The soil which is uniformly sand^

or gravel, or both combined, U favorable to the cost of the road,

and affords an excellent road bed for the superstructure. The esti-

mate, of the entire cost of this division, inclusive of contingencies

was 1^9,000 per mile, but will not probably exceed $8,400 per

mile. The graduation is received as finished, and the superstruc-

ture as completed 17J- miles to Suffolk station, being on a contina-

ous line of 44| mik;s from Brooklyn. The width of the road east of

Ilicksville, which iagra4ed for a single track, is 13 feet in excava-

tions, and embankments, and the plan of laying the superstructure

nearly the same as that ordinarily adopted where the heavy rail is

used. The iron is of the same weight and dimension as that laid

on the first division of the roaid, viz. an ^ rait of 55 poundsr per

Vffrd. The mud sills were laid, measuring 3 by 9 inches, and vary-

ing in lengths of 12, 15, and 20 feet, breaking joints horizontally,

on which cross ties placed 3 feet apai^ support the rail. The ties

measuring not less than six inches over the smallest end were only

used, and consisted of white oak and chestnut, which were procur-

ed on the island. The junction ties were cut to receive the plate

into which the rail was received, nnd securely spiked as also the

intermediate ties. The culverts used have been built of wood of

a cheap and temporary construction, it being intended to replace

them hereafter with rubble masonry.

The third division ofthe road commences at the termination of

tile latter, and after passing the range of hills south of Snrithto^n,

at a favorable point, curves to the south about twelve degrees, and

pursuing an easterly course for 12 miles after leaving the vicinity

ofRonkonkoma pond, passes sooth of the Bold Hills [to Carman's

jiver, about one mile below Hawkins' Mills, when the line deflects

ibbout twenty'five degrees to the north on the west side of the river.
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curves and crosses the same, and thence pursues a gleneral coiir*e

to the Manor, 17| miles. The topography of this division of the

road is much broken by the approach to Carman's river, the de-

scent to which ig rapid. The estimate of the cost of this portion

of the line for graduation, including veooden culi^rts, is $64,000
or about 93,600 per mile, but the work having bedn placed under

contracts, on 14 miles of this division at a considerable reduction

of the estimate, the terms may be considered very advantageous.

The grades on this division are as high as 40 feet per miie. The
mihimum radius of curvature, 28C5 feet. The location of tfaw

part of line is equi-distant between Coram and Patchogge, be-

ing about three miles from either place. The fourth division com-
mencing at the termination of the latter, on the Manor, contin*^.

uestbpursuei the same direction until the line approaches Peconie

rivef within 3 miles, when it deflects to the left a few degrees,and
crosses the last named stream about half a mile west of Tuttie's

Mills, where it has only a width of 90 feet, after which the line

curves to the right, and passing along the margin of the river on the

north, enters the village of Riverhead, passing a few rods north of

the court-house, continuing on the east of the town, where the line

agalin deflects to the left, crossing the head of Saw Mill Pond, and

other tributaries of the bay, curves to the south at Meeting House

Creek, and on an east course proceeds direct to Jamesport, the ter-

mini of this division of 15 miles. About miles of this portion of

the road has been graded in detached sections, but at present is

temfk>raily abandoned. The estiitiate of the graduation including

culverts, was about 837,500 or $3,500 per mile. The maximum
grade 40 feet. Minimum radius of curvature, 1910 feet. . ;c

The 5th and last division of the road has not yet been definitely

located; but from the surveys that have been had, su6licient m
known to determine the route which will be quite direct firom'

Jamesport, having only one curve after leaving the latter pointy

and the expense of graduation will not vary from $2500 per mile,

a^on the 4ih division. The graded will not exceed 30 feet per

mile, and any radius of curvature can be had. From the above it

will be seen that about 44 miles of the road is completed and in

daily use, leaving 50 miles of graduation and superstructure yet to

be finished, 29 miles of which is contracted for, though only 14

miles is being now worked upon, with an average force of I^
men. Of the whole amount contracted for about 9 mites may be'

considered as finished, and about 10 miles not umler cotitract. A
From Hicksvillo to Greenport, 68 miles, the line is broken tiy lOi
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.eurves, having a radius in every instance, except one, of 2000 feet

and upwards, and composing an aggregate length of 2 1-2 miles,

^11 of which occur on easy grades, and by equating the latter on

theeptire line, there exists only a difference of 2 per cent, in the

motive c^ct of trains passing either way. The greatest elevation

pf the road aboy^ tide water is 146 feet, which occurs at |Iick»r

ville.

The eptimates to complete the gr/iduation, ready to receive the

miperstrujcture, amount to the sum of 9139,000, to whi^h we wii)

Mid f1 1,000 additional for contingencies, and call the aggregate

amount $ltiO,OOQ, three-fourths of which amount the contractors

aro willing to receive in bonds of the company at 4 years ; hence

there is only required $37,500 in cash to complete the grade of the

road. And it is believed the iron can be purchased entirely on the

credit of the company. If so, the entire road could be constructed

by the expenditure of 9100,000 cash, using the bonds of the com*

pany only for graduation, iron, and laying of the superstructure in

part.

The receipts of this road, which is now only half ,finished, will

pot fall short of 970,000 the past year, which is something morq

(ban the expenses properly chargeable to the working qf the road,

irenewals, ^4 repairs. On the completion of the road to Green-

port, the additional income will no doubt be sufficient to pay all

necessary expenses and yield 1 or 2 per cent, upon the cost, and

this from the local travel and freight of the island, depending as it

does mostly upon the through travel, to afford a fair interest. That

the eastern travel will be suffioiept for that pufpose, very few, if

any doubt. On the completion of the road, and judicious manage-

ment of the same, we may look upon it as likely to become one of

the most popular as well as profitable roads in the Union. The

economy with which the management of the road isnow conducted

imder its able President, is deserving of all commendation.
E. S.

]BXAXnfATIO!f OF Tm RAILROAD SYSTEM.

No. II.

Having in our last number considered the errors of location on

railroads we next proceed to the ,

Errors in Ccnsiruction.-^But here we must again be allowed to

niotrk that while vf9 are endeavoring to enumerate all the errors
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which have occurred during the advancement of the railroad sys-

tem, we do not wish to be understood as attributing all or any one

of these errors to every railroad. Such a hasty generalization

would be equally presumptuous and unjust.

The first error in construction which we notice, is improper ex-

travagance. By this we mean an outlay of money by a company not

warranted either by the resources, or by their objects^the legitimate

business of the road. Under this head, we do not intend to touch

upon those points which may be considered as profesfiional ques-

tions, and in regard to which engineers themselves are in doubt.

The spirit of extravagance so generally prevailed during those

years in which the railroad system was developed, that it would be

manifestly absurd to attribute to the system itself those errors

which may never again coincide with the advancement of railroads.

Stili as we have in regard to other institutions the means of com-

paring their condition before, as well as during this period, while

the existence of railroads before this time can hardly be asserted— ^

it will not be useless to separate those faults which were peculiar

rather to the times than to the system.

We include the charge of extravagance under the head of er-

rors in construction, because it has chiefly affected this department,

although the improvident spirit which was peculiar to the times,

was rather an error of financial mismanagement. In fact, we might

assert that the wasteful expenditure of money upon railroads, was

in all cases rather a disregard of details of outlay and a want of

attention to those various and often minute items of expense which

are so apt to absorb not only the profits, but even the capital of

companies as well as of individuals. Probably the most extraor-

dinary cases when properly examined, would show not any one

item of useless expenditure, but a host of small matters, amounting

however to avery serious misappropriation of funds.

The most striking instances of extravagance in construction

which can be produced, are those of roads not included in any

main line of communication with no prospect of forming part of

any such line, and intended to meet the purposes of a purely local

and very limited traffic; but constructed upon the model of some of

the most important roads in the country, with grades, superstruc-

ture, buildings and accessories, equal to the greatest demand upon

the greatest thoroughfare. These instances, as far as we have been

abte to ascertain, are exceedingly few in number, and undertaken

either as sheer speculations, or else to carry out and assist exten-

sive aiKi reckless land operations. It is hardly necessary to state
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that these railroatls have proved utter failures, and have contribat*

cd not a little to throw discredit upon the whole system.

We notice too another error in construction, the injudicious use

of inclined planes, and stationary power. It is true that the high-

est professional authorities at one time sanctioned their adoption,

but that they were admitted for some time after their inexpediency

had been demonstrated, cannot be denied. It is certain that wher-

ever this mode of surmoimting heavy grades has been employed,

great expense and little profit have been the result.

The use of horse power instead of stationary engines, is open

to the same objections, and re-locations to avoid it, show that this is

the fact.

Under the same head we might notice the adoption of light

grades, which in the infancy of railroads were considered absolute-

ly necessary, to the use of locomotive power. These and similar

experimental errors, as we might call them, belong to the early

stage of railroad history, and although, at the time, they were not

in fact errors, yet so rapid has been the progress of improvement,

that we are too apt to regard as faulty, what was in accordance

with the most correct practice of the day. Several important

works were constructed at great expense, upon the supposition of

the necessity of exceedingly light grades wherever locomotive pow-*

er was to be employed.

A third error of construction, and one rather more common than

any one yet named, has been the grading of roads for two tracks

where one was needed. On all great thoroughfares, and on short

roads, two tracks are proper, provided the passage of trains is to be

very frequent. But upon lines ofgreat length, one track may always

be made to answer, and with proper precautions, it is not unUkely

that in all cases two tracks may be avoided by a suitable system of

turnouts, and a vigorous discipline. It is a fair question and de-

serving careful examination, whether the punctuality and systematic

management of locomotive power thus introduced would not more

than counterbalance the inconvenience which might sometimes

occur.

Although but few companies have laid a complete double track,

yet very few have been so economical as to grade for but one, and

the amount of money thus spent upon extra land and labor, is enor-

mous. Allowing $1000 per mile, for this extra expense, which

every one will admit to be a low estimate, and supposing 1000

miles of railroad to have been thus unwisely constructed, tiie

waste will have oeen one million of dollars. It is gratifying to ob--
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serve that this practice of dispensing with the second track is find-

ing favor and will soon generally prevail.

As it \9 the fault of human nature to pass from one extreme to

another, we need not be surprised at finding in our list of errors

that oiparsimony. Yet this fault will in some instances be found

to have accompanied the opposite one of extravagance. While

money has been lavished upon a heavy rail, for example, it is not

uncommon to find insufficient fastenings, etc. But pure and unmiti-

gated parsimony in the construction of roads can easily be found

—

not that we mean by the use of this word, to stigmatise the mo-

tive, put simply to describe the fact. A "cheap" railroad i»apoor

affair. Iron straps a little above hoop iron in size, imperfectly fas-

tened to timbers laid upon the ground-embankments with their sides

deeply Airrowed with gullies which in some cases nearly cross the

track—excavations with the sides standing ready for the first hea-

vy rain to wash them into the middle of the road—^-crazy bridges,

stilted over a rapid stream at a fearful height—these are the charac-

teristics of a " cheap" railroad—^nd we have drawn no fancj' pic-

ture, but have faithfully adhered to the painful reality, strongly im-

pressed upon us by unpleasant experience.

Much more mischief than is generally imagined, has resulted

from false economy in providing insufficient superintendence. On
a long line, with but few engines, and few or no responsible super-

intendents, to assist them, much bad work may be covered up and

never come to light until all chance for redress has passed by—and

what is worse, at a time when no one else is remembered to be

blamed, but the engineer. In masonry such things have frequent-

ly happened. It is by no means necessary that fraud should have

been intended to produce such results, for carelessness or ignorance

may do equal damage and should be equally provided for.

An erix>r in the construction of railroads of no small amount but

not generally recognized—is a disregard to the geological charac-

ter of the site of the road and its general result an improper or

insufficient system of drainage. 'When this fault has been commit-

ted, it never fails to show itself in the annual expense of repairs on

the road. The effects of frost are greatly increased by an imper-

fect drainage, while the decay of timber is equally accelerated

and the amount per mile per annum consumed in this way alone is

a most serious item in the " Maintenance of Way."
A neglect of the peculiar geological formation is in some cases

productive of lasting mischief, and cannot be remedied, or only at

great expense. A very instructive illustration of this in the ex-
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perience of English Engineers, may be found in Mn Vignoleii'

lectures.

The following account of the Atmospheric Railway we find in

the National Intelligencer.—The extract will be read with great

interest by professional men in this country.

ATMOSPHERIC BAILWAY.

Several years ago the public attention was attracted to a pro<
posal for establishing a railway on which carriages were to be pro-

pelled by atmospheric pressure. If we remember correctly, some
experiments of that nature were tried which completely failed, and
it was supposed that the design was abandoned as impracticable.

It appears, however, that since that time an atmospheric railway on
a small scale has been formed at Wormwood Scrubs, on which ex-

periments have been tried that have satisfied scientific men that the

application of the atmosphere. as a locomotive power on railways

is not only practicable, but wduld be attended with many advan-
tagos over the locomotive engines at present in use. Mr. Pirn, the

treasurer of the Dublin and Kingston railway, addressed a com-
munication to the Earl of Ripon, the president of the Board of
Trade, requesting him to cause an inquiry to be instituted by com-
petent persons to ascertain whether this invention was entitled to a

further and more extended trial under suitable superintendence.

As any thing connected with the subject of railway travelling must
interest the community generally, we doubt not our readers will be
gratified by having laid before them some extracts from Mr. Pim's
communication, which fully explain the mode of working and the

alleged advantages of atmospheric railways :

"It is very generally known," says Mr. Pim, * that several in-

genious persons have, from time to time, proposed to employ the

Eressure of the atmosphere as an element of locomotive power

)

ut their speculations and suggestions were so far removed from
practical efficiency that proposals to adopt an atmospheric or pneu-

matic railway have hitherto been received with contempt or ridi-

cule ; indeed, so great has been the prejudice against the principle

that very few, even among those most interested in railways, have

taken the trouble of investigating what has been accomplished by
the very simple and complete apparatus constructed by Messrs.
Cle^ and Samuda, whose invention has been publicly exhibited on
the West London Railway at Wormwood Scrubs for nearly eigh-

teen months past.
i

''Although the scale upon which these experiments have been
tried may be thought scarcely sufficient to arrive at an absolute

demonstration by those who only view it superficially, every suc'

cessive visit has tended to confirm the conviction in the minds of
those best qualified to decide, that the invention combines the great

essentials of economy, expedition, and, above all, of safety.
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" On this system of working railways, the moving power isr com-
ftiunicated to the trains by means of a continuoQs pipe or main, of
suitable diameter, laid m the middle of the track, and supported by
the same cross sleepers to which the chairs and rails are attached;
the internal surface of the pipe being properly prepared by a coat-

ins of tallow, a travelling piston made air-tigbt by leather packing
is mtroduced therein, and is connected to the leading carriage of
each train by an iron plate or coulter. In this position, if part of
the air be withdrawn from the lengt^ of pipe in front of the piston

by an air-pump, worked from a stationary engine or by other me-
chanical means, placed at a suitable distance, a certain amount of
pressure on the mck of the piston (being the locomotive force) w«H'
tak^ place, proportioned to the powier employed ; in practice, and
to work economically, it will be sufficient to produce an exhatrstion*

of air in the pipe equal to causiilg a pressure from the atmosphere
upon or behind the travelling piston of eight pounds per square
inch, which is only about one half the pressure due to a vacuunu-
>%pp4|>sing the main pipe of 18 inthes internal diameter, it will re-

ceive a piston of 254 superficial inches area, on which, with the
above pressure, a tractive force of 2,032 pounds is consequently
obtaii^ed ; and this is capable of propelling, a train weighing 45'

tons (or eight to nine loaded carriages) at the rate of 30 miles aiv

hour, up an acclivity of 1 in 1 00, or 53 feet per mile.

"The iron coulter being fixed to the travelling pistor^ within the

pipe, and also to the leading carriage of the train, connects thenr

together, movitig through an aperture formed in the top and along,

the whole length of the pipe ; while one set of vertical rollers at-

tached to the piston rod, at some little distance behind the piston,-

progressively lift up for the space of a few feet, and ancjtther set of
rollers attached to the carriage close down again, a portion of 9f

continuous flexible valve or flap, of a pecuHar construction, cover-

ing the aperture ; and it is the very simple, ingenious, and efficient

mode of successively opening and closing down and hermetically

sealing this valve, as each train advances and moves on, that con-*

stitutes the merit of the invention, an4 the foundations of the patent.-

The operation consisting> first, in opening the valve to admit the

free admission of the external air, to press on the back of the piston

and produce motion, and then in effeptually closing down and seal-

ing the valve again, so as to leave the pipe in a fit state to- receive

the travelling piston of the next train, and ready to be' again ex-

hausted of its air.

^ Stationary engines, of sufficient power, proporlioAed to thef

amount of traffic and speed required, would, in practice, be placed,

at intervals of about three miles apart, and be arranged to work th6

railway to that length, alternately on either side of their position^

as might be required.
" It may be sufficient here to obseirve that the composition for

sealing the valve has stood the efifect of exposure to the seasons, and
ofcontibued use for nearly eighteen months ; that the tallow lining^

of the pipe produces a smoothness over its interior infinitely cfieaptt^

38
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and probably more effectual, than the most finished boring ; and
that the connexion of the piston in the pipe with the train will be
readily comprehended by any one who will examine a pencil mov«
ing in an ordinary pencil case.

** When it becomes necessary to stop or retard the carriages, in

addition to the use of a common break, a valve in the travelline pis-

ton may be opened by the guard or conductor of the train, Where-
by the external air being admitted in advance of the piston into the

exhaocted portion of the pipe, the propelling power is at once des'

troyed.
** The separating valves in the main or pipe between each section

or division of the nne being made self-acting, there will be no oc«

canon for stopping gr even retarding the movement of the train, in

passing from one division of the pipe to another, a< the air is suc-

cessively exhausted by the stationary power placed at the proper
intervals. The carriages may, therefore, pass continoously, at any
required velocity, as if drawn by a locomotive engine ; and it ii

necessary to keep this circumstance in mind, as, by any other sys-

tem of traction by stationary engines than the atmospheric, a stop'

page and a charge at each engine is unavoidable.

"The great feature of the modern system of railway traction is

this locomotive steam engine ; and nothing is, perhaps, better cal-

culated to demonstrate the mechanical genius of the country than
the successive improvements which have been applied in the details

of its construction. While our engineers have gradually ventured
to lay out railways deviating greatly from the truly horizontal lines,

origmally considered nearly mdispensabic, and have increased the

velocity of the trains to an extent almost alarming, the skill of the

mechanist has kept pace with the necessity of 6ndmg powers to do
the duty required f and, by dint of strict regulation or expenditure

and various minor improvements, the cost of locomotive power has
certainly decreased, when calculated upon a mere mileage of the

trains. But, as the gradients of railways have been made steep,

and as the rate of travelling has been augmented, the engines have
of necessity, been made of greater power and weight, and addition-

al sources of danger created by the introduction of assistant loco-

motives to surmount inclines or to keep up high speeds, and by the

necessary increased momeatum of the trams.

"With all the recent improvements and saving in the cost of
locomotive power, the wear and tear, as compared with stationary

power, is, however, fully 20 to 1, as may be exemplified in many
instances of stationary engines working 10 or 12 years without any
material repairs, and scarcely without stopping, and contrasting this

with the costly establishments and constant expenditure incurred,

even on short lines of railway, in keeping up locomotive engines

to their effective performances.
" In addition to the causes of damage and expense ft-om the use

of this travelling power, there are the delays incident to the slip-

ping of the engine-wheels from the want of adhesion when the

trains are heavy, or the gradient steep, or the rails • greasy* from
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flight rain, or glazed by fog or hoar frost, and again by the freezing

of the pumps in severe wintry weather ; each of which causes of
delay becomes an additional source of danger, from which repeated
and serious accidents, attended with fatal results, have happened.
Although the occurrence of the pumps freezing is not frequent in

this country; yet in many parts of northern Europe and America
it must almost act as a total stoppage to railway traffic with loco*

motive engines in the depth of winter. The variation in the rate

of travelling, from the varying velocities of trains drawn by loco-

motive engines, is likewise a cause from which accidents occur

;

and yet these different rates of speed can scarcely b^ avoided, as

third class passengers and luggage, t^ be economically transported,

must nedSSftrily go by slower trains!.

" To these various disadvantages in working with locomotive

power may be added the necessity of using coke almost exclusively,

which, in remote districts particularly, adds enormously to the ex-

pense. Fixed engines, consuming coal or»turf (and, on the conti-

nent ofEurope and in America, wood) as the cas« may be, will give

out steam-power at a greatly less cost than locomotives can do un-

der the most favorable circumstances. But, besides the wear and
tear of the locomotive engine, and its injurious effects on the rail-

way, there are some other striking disadvantages connected with

it : a very considerable proportion of its power is manifestly absorb-

ed in moving its own weight and that of its tender ; while it is

equally obvious that the faster it travels and the further the grad-

ient deviates from a horizontal line, the more power is thus absorb-

ed ; but few persons are aware that this loss takes place in a rapid-

ly increasing proportion, not only ak-ising from the causes I have
slated, but from others which are inherent in the construction of
the machine ; so much so, that it is stated by Mr. Wood, in the

last edition of his work on railways, that, under ordinary circum-

stances, increasing the velocity of a train from 35 to 30 miles per
hour is attended with a loss of more than half the effective power
of the engine. A similar loss is sustained if the locomotive has to

draw its load up an incline scarcely perceptible to the unpractised

eye ; and should this inclination be increased to 1 in 100, the effect

is reduced to about one-fourth of that produced on a horizontal

plane at the previous velocity, the power being lost or absorbed in

the inverse ratio in which it requires to be augmented, precisely at

the moment when it is most important to obtain an increase. This
subject has been ably treated in the Second Report of the Irish

Railway Commissioners (see notes D and £, pp. 104 to 110, which
are naderstood to be from the pen of Professor Barlow.) It is there

shown that ' the power thus absorbed, in what may be termed the

preparation for motion, with first-class locomotives, is 1,075 lbs.

which ii sufficient to draw more than 14 tons on a good road by
bone power,' ' and on a canal, with the usual barges,' ' more than

190 tons,* and that * this absorbed power is nearly one-third of the

whole power of the ensine.' Now, tibe great advantage of the »t«

moapheric lyitem will be to obviate the waste of power, and ton-
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sequent absoq)tion of profits, arising from transporting useless

weight and overcoming unnecessary friction, which it is hopeless

to succeed in effecting by any other known meclianical means; for

AS it i$ proposed to work on this system, there will be nearly obtaia-

ed a corresponding dynamic effect for the amount of power genera-
ted, whatever it may be ; whilst, by the present system, as I have
already sKown, the^e is an enormous obsorption of power by the

locomot;y«, whether moving at high rates of yelocity, or op any
material acclivities.

•* It is manifest that on railways intended to be worked by at-

mospheric power, there is not at all the same necessity for baving
good gradients' as on those now at work ; and wherever it may be
necessary ^o adopt rather steep inclines for some siiort distance, it

can easily be accomplished by increasing, at the place of difficulty,

^he dimensions of the apparatus and the amount of mechanical
power.

** The economical advantages of the atmospheric system will be

further exemplified in the diminution of the expense of maintenance.

The destructive action of the locomotive engine (seldom, with its

.compliment of water and fuel, of less weight than fifteen, and often

pearer to twenty tons) no longer impinging on the rails, a compara-
tively small sum will keep the line in repair ; and though it may be
/iifficult beforehand to assign the exact proportion of saving, it is

evident the amount must be very considerable.
*^ In the carrying department the \yh6le of the water stations, re-

pairing shops, and fittings up necessary for the locomotive engines,

are atonoe dispensed with, and the coverings and general arrange-

pients of all stations much diminished in cost ; heavy tumplates
may be wholly done away with, and ev'en the smaller ones, except
at the termini of great lines, as the carriages can move in either

direction; every description of carriage, having no longer to sus-

tain the shock and tug of the locomotive, may be made very much
lighter atid cheaper, and built to carry a greater useful load both

.of goods and passengers in proportion to the weight than is the

.case at present, and will last considerably longer.

"The rate of travelling by the atmospheric railway will depend
on the rale at which the air in front of the piston may continue to

be pumped out by the engine, a sufficient degree of exhaustion ha%'-

jng been previously obtained to move the load at the required ve-

locity ; and I see no reason to doubt that a speed of sixty miles

per hour may be easily, economically, and safely obtained by thi^

means 5 and in addition the passengers w ill be relieved from the

noise, smell, dust, sparks, and hot cinders from the locomotive en-

gine.
• A moment's inspection of the apparatus, or a little consideration

pf the description, >viH be/sufficient to produce the conviction that

the pressure of the atmosphere cannot move two trains at the same
time in opposite direct|0fis between gny two stationary engines, and
thus collision become impossible on the atmospheric rafflway. It

|t ciqually obvious that one train cannot ovcrtaKC another, and the
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leading carriage of each train being firmly attached to the piston-

rod, it is scarcely possible that a carriage can be driven off the rails.

Thus the ordinary sources of railway accidents appear to me to be
removed, and the apprehension of danger, now unfortunately so

general, would soon naturally subside on the introduction of this

principle into practice.
** It becomes manifest, from the preceding statements, that, by

the proposed means single lines of railway may be worked with
perfect safety. There are but few districts of country through
wliich, by starting trains with sufficient frequency, a single line of
railway would not be adequate for all their present or prospective

traffic, even with the use of locomotive engines ; but single lines

cannot be wo;"ked by these machinejs without incurring that risk

of collision which will render the practice hjgWy objectionable,

and will always prevent the use of such lines to their full extent or

capabilities.
** The atmospheric principle is free from this objection, and sin-

gle lines can be worked thereby fully and effectively. Trains may
be despatched from each end of any line in opposite directions,

as frequently as the traffic may dcmland, without the possibility of

coming into collision ; as it has been already shown that no trains

in motipn can possibly approach nearer to each other than one
section of the main pipe, being at the least three miles. Sidings
would of course be provided at every station.

.
** With stationary engines placed &t intervals of say three miles,

there may be at those distances, ubder judicious management, a
large amount of spare power to be employed for many useful pur-
poses. At times between the passing of the trains, when the en-

gine would not be required to work the air-pump in exhausting the

pipe, it might grind oats or wheat, saw wood or stone, pump water
drain lands in one part or irrigate them in another, thus performing
various mechanical or agricultural bperations. In suitable situa-

tions a smaller engine might be continually employed, in Heu of the

larger ope, in raising water to a proper/eservpir, where it would be
always ready and available as the trains might arrive, being equally-

applicable as steam to work the air-pump. All the contrivances

for the economic generation and use of steam, such as clothing the

boiler and working by expansion, are available to the; fullest extent

with the stationary engine, which is not the case with the locomo-
tive. In some places the natural supplies of water might even .be

accumulated in sufficient quantity to dispense with the steam-engine
altogether.

"^hat the ultimate result would be of having a large amount of
steam power, which may be hired out on most reasonable terms for

vanous useful purposes, spread over the face of the country at in?

tervals of three miles, and having a railway communication with
each of them, I shall not now stop to inquire ; but I submit it as an
interesting and peculiar feature of the proposed plan, and one emi-

nently deserving your lordship's attention.
" As it is practicable by the introduction of the atmospheric sys-
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tern to reduce the cost of constructing, maintaining, and working
railways so materially, a corresponding reduction in the charges
for transmission of goods and passengers will follow ; if, in addi-

tion, we are enabled to carry passengers ai considerably greater
speed and with much greater comfort, and, above all, ifwe are able to

remove the apprehension of personal danger, who is there bold

enough to assign the limit to the advantages of railway intercourse

by this means r
On the receipt of Mr. Pim's communication, the Earl of Ripon

considered the subject of sufficient importance to induce him to re

fer it to Lieutenant Colonel Frederic Smfth, of the Royal Engi-
neers, and Professor Barlow, with directions that they should in-

quire into the application of the atmospheric principle in producing
locomotion on railways. Sir F. Smith and Professor Barlow pros-

ecuted the inquiry thus delegated to them, and the results of their

investigation are summarily stated in the following declarations,

with which they conclude their report on the subject

:

" Firstly. That we consider the principle of atmospheric propul-

sion to be established, and that the economy of working increases

with the length and diameter of the tube.

"Secondly. That the expense of the formation of the line in cut-

tings, embankments, bridges, tunnels, and rails will be very little

less than for equal lengths of a railway to be worked by locomo-

tive engines, but that the total cost of the works will be much great-

er, owing to the expense of providing and laying the atmosp^ric
tube, and erecting the stationary engines.

" Thirdly. That the expense of working a line on this principle,

on which trains are frequently passing, will be less than working by
locomotive engines, and that the saving thus effected wijl in some
cases more than compensate for the additional outlay ; but it will

be the reverse on the lines of unfrequent trains. However, there

are many items of expense of which we have no knowledge and can
form no opinion, such as the wear and tear of pistons, valves, etc.

On these further experience is needed.
** Fourthly. That with proper means of disengaging the train

from the piston, in cases of emergency, we consider this principle,

as regards safety, equal to that appertaining to rope machinery.

There appear, however, some practical difficulties in regard to junc-

tions, crossings, sidings, and stoppages at road stations, which may
make this system of less general application.

•• We may add that the atmospheric principle seems to us well

suited for such a line as the projected extension for Kingstown to

Dalkey is represented to be, but we should have been glad if this

line bad been three miles instead of only one mile and three quarters

in length, as it would have then brought this principle to a more
complete and decided test."
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•* On the Construction of the Bridges on the Bolton and Preston

Raihoay." By A. J. Adie.

iThis paper which was written at the request of General Pasley,

and by him communicated to the Institution, contains a description

ojf the bridges over the Cowlin Brook, the Lancaster Canal, and the

Chorley Road, which alone possess any peculiarities of construction,

and they formed tl»e tvj>es upon which the other bridges were
built.

In Colonel Sir F. Smith's report upon the Cowlin Brook bridge,

he advised great attention being paid to the bridge on account of
its " unusual slightness, and tlie badness of the ground upon which
it was founded.** The author states, that the latter circumstance

induced him to design the present proportions of the work as be
wished to reduce the weight of the piers as much as possible ; he
therefore ventured to deviate from the original design given by Mr.
Rastrick. The result has justified his anticipations, as ''afler the

most careful inspection not a single crack nor a splintered stone

can be detected.

The ground where this bridge was to be placed, was found to be

a rotten and compressible mixture of moss, decayed wood, and
snnd, with a few large stones ; a foundation was thade for each
pier by driving in piles 20 feet long by 12 inches square ; upon
these were placed the footing courses of Limerick stone 8 inches

thick ; the piers were built hollow, so that the utmost weight placed

upon each superficial foot should not exceed 5} tons, which the

author states to be a light load for ashlar work :—^^In Edinburgh
there are old rubble walls 34 inches thick and above 100 feet high,

which in addition to all their proportion of eight floors, and a roof,

have 0^ ions on each superficial foot of the bottom courses, and
there is a brick chimney in Bolton, the bottom courses of which
support 8f tons on the superficial foot."

The bridge consists of eight arches, each of 30 feet span ; the

arch stones are 18 inches thick, of hard sandstone from the Whittle
hills, except seven courses at the crown, which are from a better

quarry at Ackrington, near Blackburn.

The author then mentions, as a precedent for such dimensions,

some arches constructed under Mr. Jardine's direction on the Edin-
burgh and Dalkeith Railway ; they were of Craigleith stone, semi-

elliptical in form, of 24 feet span, with a rise of 4 feet., or jth of
the l^n ; the stones for these artthes were 12 inches deep at the

springing, and 9 inches deep at the crown ; the abutments of one of
them are founded on platforms of timber, without piieis, resting upon
soft plastic blue clay ; they have been standing for upwards of ten

years, and exhibit no signs of failure. Another arch is also menr
tioned, constructed by we same engineer, over the Sduth Esk, near
Dalkeith, the span of which is 55 feet, and the versed sine 12 feet

;

the keystone is 18 inches deep, and the springers 21 inchei in

depth.

The author objects to placing a mass of earth upoh the haunches
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of the arch, as, from the tremour caused by the passing of the rail-

way trarns, the earth has always a tendency to be wedged in be-

tween the side walls and to force them out ; he therefore left Toide

above the arch stones, allowing only sufficient weight of masonry
tjpon the haunches, and thus securing the rapid hardening of the
mortar ; for this latter reason also (he walls of rubble-work never
much exceed 3 feet in thickness, and they have been found much
stronger in consequence.
The railway is carried over this viaduct oti longitudinal bearers,

13 inches deef> by 6 inches thick, laid on planks 3 inches thick ;

the bearers and planks are not fixed together with a view to di-

minish the vibration of the passing trains ; this method of laying is

stated to be. very effective in this respect.

The Lancaster Canal Bridge was originally intended to have
been a direct span of 60 feet, constructed of iron, but the director^

subsequently decided on building a skewed stone arch of 25 feet

span on the right angle. The arch is semi-elliptical on the square,

with a transverse axis of 41 feet 2 inches and a semi-conjugate axis

of 8 feet 9 inches; the arch stones are 2 feet 3 inches on the square

at the springing, and 1 foot G inches at the key-stone ; the bed joints

intersect at right angles all the lines of sections of the intrados,

made by vertical planes, parallel to the elevation ; and it is thai

property that causes the chamfer lines of the beds of the stones to

diverge from the springing to the crown. These lines of the curv-*

ed joints are easily laid down on the sheeting of ihe centres from a
full-sized development, and by lines drawn at different heights, par-

allel to the springing of the arch. Thelinesof the radiating bed joints

are always perpendicular to the tangent of an ellipse ofthe same form
as the elevation of the bridge, the moulds used to form this being ap"
plied in the plane of the elevation. The twist on the length ofthe beds
of the courses was taken from full-sized skeleton moulds of the form
of the oblique ellipse or elevation. The five courses running par-

allel to the abutments are all of the same form and have the same
amount of twist on the beds of each stone, except the etid stones of
the courses, which are varied in length to suit the general breaking
of the joints of the courses resting together. The centre part of
the arch is plain square work.

This mechanical method of finding the lines, and the (wist of the
radiating beds for an elliptical skewed arch, is destitute of the scien-

tific accuracy of the moae by which Mr. Buck calculates his spiral

lines for oblique bridges, of which the section at right ancels (o

the abutment is an arc of a circle ; but the workmen had no diflScal-

ty in putting it in practice, and the author states that he woald have
had more trouble in constructing trussed centres for a flatter curve
of a circular arc, and at the same time keeping the towing path of
the canal open. He states that he has not met with any descrip-

tion of an arch executed in this manner, but he considers it the

only true principle. Every very thin section parallel to the eleva-

tion is a proper elliptical arch, and there is a very great saving of
stone from the smallness of the twist on the curved beds as com-
pared to the common method of working them.
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Tlie Cborley Road Bridge is a compound of the commoB ami
skewed arches, which the author finds convenient and economicaL
lie has executed several upon this plan ; they are as perfect as the

best common arches, and free from skirting of the soffits of the

stones. The section of this bridge at right angles shows a rise of
5 feet, with a span of 25 feet. The springers at this part are 15-

inches deep, and the key-stone is 13 inches deep ; on the oblique

section, or the elevation, the span is 37 feet Scinches, and the rise 5
feet) the springers are 24 inches deep, and the key-stone is 17
inches deep.

The straight part of the arch is formed with courses about 10
inches on the soffit, and these are turned round in curved lines which
are portions of circles, the straight parts of the coiirsesbeing^en
tangents, and (hey cut the lines of the elevations at rig^t an^es, so

that there is no more tendency of the «-ch to sii^ at the elevation

than would be the case with any elliptical segment of sioular dimen-^
sions worked in the ordinary way. The part of the acute angl&
of the arch is formed with coursejs which converge from the eleva-^

tion to the abutments, on account 6f being arcs cutting the elevations

at right angels, and then becoming nearly tangential at the spring-
ing. The curves for these courses were transferred from toe de-

velopment to the sheeting, in the same way as those for the Lancas-
ter Canal Bridge, and the twist of the beds was taken off full-sized^

sections of the arch, made in the directions of the converging lines-

of the extremities, so that at each of these places the beds wcgc
worked as if for part of a true elliptical arch, and the beds between
the points thus formed were worked off with curved rules found
from the development. AAer the masons got into the way oC
working this kind of arch, they of their own accord preferreiik to

the complete skewed arch. In brick work built in this way, it

would be very easy to skew the ends of a long arcbjiray by having
the bricks moulded to the curvature of the key-course, as with a
very little alteration they would fit any part of the conjcentric courses,

and a few tapered bricks would facilitate the filling up of the faa^.

shaped part of the haunch of the acute angle.

The communication was illustrated by several detailed drawings
and a model of the bridge, with schedules of the prices and co^ of
the works.

I

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAH, '/.'-

The report of the Colonel of Topographical Engineem affords

new and continued evidence of the great usefulness of that corp^
and of the zeal and ability of its officers. An accurate knowledge
of the topography of our very extended territory, particulariy of
its maritime and internal frontiers, of its lakes and rivers, of the

obstructions to intercommunication, and of the positions most re-

quired and most capable of densive works, is indispenmble alike to

intelligent legislation and to efficient executive admitustratiotL As
39 i'.-

•
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a'met^ question of economy, such information can scarcely be ac-

quired at too high a price. The advantage of an organized scien*

tific corps, qualified by study and practice for this peculiar duty,

over the irregular services of persons transiently employed, with-

out organization, and without the opportunities of mature and sys-

tematic deliberation, doubtless dictated the formation of this corps;

ond all our experience has shown the' wisdom of the measure. The
reports in detai^ of the several officers of the corps, appended to

that of the Colonel, present a mass of the most valuable information

respecting the topograpliy of various parts of the Union, from the

remote North to t^ie extreme South. They exhibit the progress

ttiade in the surveys, in- the improvement of harbors and rivers,

in the construction of light-htfuses and breakwaters, and in various

other works in charge of the corps. A brief notice of A' few of
those which seem to require attention is all that will be attempted

on the present occasion. , *

It will be perceived that considerable progress has been made in

llie survey of the North-western lakes, and that preparations, for its

continuance the next season have been made, which \Vill enable

those in charge of the work to accomplish more than was practica-

ble during the last'year. The expense of thfese surveys is com-
j)arat»vely so lriflin*g that \they can scarcely be liable- to objection

in almost any state of the -T^^easuIy. I cannot omit to calj atten-

tion to the report of Captain Wnlliams, respecting the urgent ne-

cessity of a harbor on the wcst'side of I^ke Michigan, and the im-

provement of the navigation at t|he mOuth of St. Clair river. These
are exceedingly important to the United S^tates, to enable us to

furnish supplies to the Indian tribes, and military stores and sub-

sistence for the troops which, even in time of peace, must be main-
tained' in that quarter, and which, in the' event of hostilities, will

afford the only barrier Ixjtween' savage ferocity and Our frontier

settlements. But to our fellow-^citizens of that region, who'have
purchased the public lands, a saf^ access to the markets of the East

is so essential as to justify their crflls upon the Government for a
common share of its protection. The commerce of the lakes, com-
prising the production of seven States and, one Territory, which
must annually exceed twenty-five millidhs of dollars, would seem
entitled to consideration and assistance, not only on account of the

great interests involved in its success, but on the ground' also of a

fair apportionment of the fostering and protecting aid of the Gov-
ernmeoL This commerce.affords the only effective means of sup-

plying the nation with the mariners who will be found ihdispensa-

; ble in that quarter in the ev.^nt of hostilities.

It will be seen that the.suRveys for the defences of Sollers's flats

«nd of Delaware breakwater harbor are completed : those for the

':defeDce« of Sandy Hook, and .the harbor and town of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, are in execution; • as well as the military recon-

.iK>is8ance of the peninsula of Mi^rylatid, south of this city. It is

, gratifying to learn that an pxtensive ahd very thorough reconnois-

r Mnce o{ the defences of New Orleans, embracing a large extent of
territory, has been completed.
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The raft which formed the obstruction to the navigation at Red
river has been removed—an event of no small importapce to our
felloW-cilizens in that cfuarter. .

The Potomac aqueduct is so far completed as to warrant the cod-
fid«nt expectation that it will be in a.condition to receive water in

tbe-course of the next season.' The repairs of the Potomac bridge
are- drawing to a close, and it is Belivcd that it will be passable m
January next.

. . >

The measures taken to execute the law of the last session, appro>
priating one hunt^red 4housaL'nd dollars for the improveme^l of the
Ohio, Mississippi, Misspuri'and Arkansas rivers, are also 3^(ed. ISo

soon as the application for an injunction by Henry M.^$hre,ve, Esq.
which has arrested, the progress of those measures, shall be ..dispos-

ed, of, they will be resumed.
,
Bat it is manifest that the present

appropriation is wholly inadequate ; that it can only provide the

necessary snag boats; and that, unkss followed by others, (he ex-
penditure of the money will be $ut to waste it.

The proceedings of the corps under the laws* respecting iJh^ con-
struction of the light-houses, are also detailed' in the report It

would seem that the expense of these invaluable auxilliari^^ «Cqt<com-

raerce may be much diminished by.thejodoption of ik^itchell's pa-

tent screw moorings,, a recent English invention ; and' that by means
of such moorings ,.they ca{n be placed in positions far* more advan-
tageous to. (he mariner than any that can be occupieU m the present

mode of building them. The sanction ofCongress is invited to.- the
the steps recommended by the Colonejpf Topographical Engineers
to procure the necessaiy apparatus, and acquire a Knowledge of its

application. . «„

It will be seen that a party of engineers is in the field, for the

survey, of the Arkansas and Platte rivers and the adjacent cooijitry.

A survey of the country north pf the Missouri having, been com-
pleted, the map of which, constructed by Mr. NicpHbt^' unequalled in

the accuracy and fulness of its details, is now -nearly'finished, and
will be published in January next. It is inteiulcd'to'cause a similar

survey of the country southof that river, embjca'ciilg the approaches
to Rockey Mountains, their several passes,'and gradually the region

between them and our possessions on the Pacific, "fhese explora-
tions and surveys are indispensable, to -such a knowledge pf,,tlj|£r

country, its resources and its streams, as we must possess before

we can establish .any communication with a region that is every
day becoming more important. to us; and it is hoped that there

will be no reluctance to granting the very moderate appropriations

asked for the continuance of the " military and geographical sur-

veys west of the Mississippi river."
I

Practical detals of Management are always useful. The following

notes from " The Civil Engineer and Architects Journal," seem to

contain some good hints. i
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' ' NOTES ON STEAM NAVIGATION. '

'\'

The management of the furnaces.—It is a common practice ip

9team vessels to pile |he coal much too abundantly on the fire grate,

the stratum of incandescent fuel is too thick, and the generation or
carbonic oxide is the consequence, to the manifest diminution of
calori^ effect. The coals should be strewn upon the grate bars

evenly apd eqi^ally ; the depth of the stratum sliould be aoout three

inches, ^ut this is a point dependent in a great measure upon the inten-

sity of the draught ; the stronger the draught the thicker should

be th^ stratum of incandescent fuel. The bars should never ex-

peed 7 feet in length, and should be as much less as possible ; 5 feet

is a good length, and not an uncommon length in the best boilers.

|t is impossiole to fire long furnaces properly, especially in a sea
way. We have known the length of the fire bars to be reduced
from 8 A. 6 in. to 5 A. 6 in, with a great accession to the steam-
producing powers of the boiler. The bars should always have a
considerable inclination, both toi facilitate the transmission of the

fuel frpm their foremost to the aftermost extremity, and to diffuse

the ^ir ipore equably over their lower surface. The skill of fire-

men yaries greatly, and due attention should be paid to their selec-

tio;n. A dead plate at the mouth of the furnace is a good thing,

aod combined with a slow combustion will obviate smoke and save

fuel, 'J'^ese are the true secrets of combustion on chemical prin»

ciples.

Boilers^ wear and tear.—The wear of boilers is npi unfrequent>

ly chiefly from the outside round the steam chest, from the drip-

ping pf water from the decks, in the ash pits from the ^vetting of
the ashes, and on the bottom of the boiler from the action of the

^Ige water. This last source of wear is now almost altogether

obviated in some of the best steam vessels, by placing the boiler

ppon an efficient caulked platform, bedding it in putty—not an in-

corporated mass of lime and oil, but really sound substantial putty,

such exactly as glaziers use. A cooming of timber is attached to

this platform, encircling each boiler, and the interstices between
the timber of the cooming and the iron of the boiler are filled in

with roman cement, and sloped off on the upper side, so that no
water can lie on the cement or cooming. It might be expected

that these coomings would be disturbed by the expansion of the

)[>oiler when heated, but wc find that the expansion is so inappre-

ciable in practice as not to be productive of any visible derange-

ment. The upper parts of boilers should be covered with felt and
sheet lead, soldered wherever there is a joining ; the practice of
covering boilers with felt and sheet lead is how almost universal

among the best engineers.

Blow-off coclis are a perpetual source of annoyance if they be

fiot well made at first. The metal of which they are composed
Bhoald be hard and tough, without any lead in it. The plugs of
the CQcks, if made with too little taper, will be very apt to jam,
^^^d after having been ground a few times, will sink so far into the
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socket as to come in Qontact with the bottom, if there be one,

and diminish materially the effective area of the water way. If
the taper be too little on the other hand, a great strain will be
thrown on the gland, which keeps the plug in its place, and if they
give way it will be driven out with great force. This did occur in
the Great Western, and the engineer was scalded to death.

The durability of brasses is dependent upon a variety of circum-
stances, but chiefly upon the quantity of rubbing surface and the

quality of the metal. We have seen a brass of Boulton <k Watt's
which had worked for thirty years, and was at the end of that

time in good preservation, whilst we have seen other brasses which,
in the course of a couple of years, were quite worn out.

De omnibus rebus ct quibusdam aliis.—Should the engineers be
subject to the captains ? In generals, yes—in particulars, no.

The Admiralty regulations in reference to engineers are just as pre-

jpQSterous as might be expected, inasmuch as the Admiralty is in-

^variably a century behind the merchant service, but in their regu-

jlations respecting engineers, they have out-Admiraltied themselves

^and earned a title to a squabash with our tomahawk, with which we
,niay probably honor them on an early occasion. The Admiralty
desires to have young men of education as. engineers, and yet with
Admiralty consistency rates the engineer beneath the ship's car-

penter—aijid what engineer of talent and education would place

himself in so abject a situation, or submit to be snubbed and brow-
.beaten by every v'^iffling lieutenant or embryo midshipman who
does not know the garboard streak from the log line ? As to

your amateur mechanics, we always shun them as carefully as we
would do ^ rabid dog > iheir bite is dangerous, and their bark

—

«why tha^ of Cerberus was heavenly music to it. We have nev-

£r recoy^ered from the alarm we once experienced from the

spectade of one of these cognescenti with blackened fustians and
white kid jgloves, crawling daily for the space of a whole week,
through tne labarynths of an oily steam engine, to vindicate his:

title to engineering proficiency. We bethought ourselves of Ne-
buchadnezzar, and betook ourselves out of reach of the saliva.

When we take upon ourselves the administration of the Admiral-
ty, which, between this and 1942, we may perhaps be prevailed

upop to do, our first operation will be to get a leviathan besom
constructed to sweep away all such incurables, preparatory to

placing engineers in their proper position.

Ventilation, is a thing greatly neiglected in steam vessels, although

so many facilities exist for establishing an effectual system. Eve-
ry vessel «houId be fitted with one or more fans, or Day's patent

Archimedean Screw ventilator, worked by the engine for exhaust-

ing the air from the different cabins, gratings being left above the

doors and other suitable places -for the admission of fresh air from
withotit. The s^me mechanism might be made to draw air from
the holds and other parts of the ship, so that any bad smell from
bilge water, etc. would be entirely obviated. In tropical climates,

in particular, no steam vessel of any considerable size ought to be
unprovided \yith a ventilating apparatus.
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The rolling of steam vessels in a sea way gives a lateral impulse

to several parts of the machinery, which it'is often not Avell calcu-

lated to resist, without a 'considerable'joltirig. ' "..Thus the side lev-

ers will, when the vesselrolls heavily,' slip' in and out.upon the main
centres, and the shafts will move endways. " It js Ji^ue Uhere are

collars to prevent this, and in new engines riO'gre^t, movement of
this kind can take place ; but the collars' at^eln' most casesfnuch too

small—they are deficient in rubbing surface, and they consequently

wear, in a short time, considerably into the brass, leaving a lateral

play dpon thejournal, which admits of no adjustment. To obvi-

ate this evil; Messrs. Maudslays 6c Co. are in the habit of making
their journals with very large fillets in the corners, so,a8,.in fact, to

nhak^ each end of the journal a short frust^iim of jaicone. This
has the desired effect, but occasions a wasteful expendititre of the

oil. Mr Robert Napier makes his cranks'to bear agaihst thetflanges

of his brasses. This plan obviatesitherapid wear^out, still- leaves

any wear that has, taken' place unsusceptible of. re^adjustment.

The best plan, it appears to us, would be to make each journal

bulge out in the middle, so as to constitute, in fact, a portion of a
spheroid, and recess each brass correspondingly". ' The act of tight-

ening the top screws of the journal would then have the effect of
preventing the shafts from moving on end, as well as of preventing
them from moving up and down. The outer bearing of the paddle
shaft should be always so made as to admitof 'easy adjustment.

A common plummer block with the top consti*ucted .for holding

tallow, placed upon a good stout cari;-i3ge bolted to the"fore and aft

bearfers,'"is, in our judgment, the best arrangement. ", The plummer
blotk'bblts should be so made that they may' be dropped down to

admit apiece of plate iron between.the sole and the carriage at any
time the shafts may require re-adjustmcnt. A brass in the upper
part of the plummer. block at the outer end of the shaA is unne-
cessary, as there is no upward strain, and the cover bolts should* be
merely sufficient for holding it on in a sea way. This journal al-

ways wears forwards as well as downwards, and the brasa^diobld

be so made as to admit of the aftermost side being turnc.d before.

The sides of the brass should also be thicker than in journals where
this actioii'does not exist.

Piston Rods.—The best mode of attaching the piston rod to

the cross head is by means of a cone and cutter and gib, and a

screw above the cone ; this cone should have considerable taper

both to obviate any injurious expanding action which, a .cone of
little taper would occasion, and to facilitate the disengagement of
the rod when it requires to be taken, out. . Somcof .Boulton and
Watt's cross heads are made close over the piston' rod, except that

a little hole is left in the top to admit the introduction of a drif^ to

start the piston rod when it requires to be disengaged. This we
think is a very objectionable plan, and we have known it in prac-

tice to be productive of the most serious inconvenience ; for a
snlall drift will not start a rod on which the taper is not considera-

ble, and which is rusted into its place. The drift may indeed be
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assisted by a cutter driven into the cutter hole, and so contrived as

to force the rod down instead of keeping it up ; but even with

this aid we have known the largest drift that could: be introduced
through the top hole to be f^ukeinetfectual in starting the; rod/ It

is a bad practice too to make the upper part of, the rod that fits in

the cross head eye parallel ; a blow or two upon this parallel part

will stand and swell it so as to rivet the rod into the socket.

Iron Ships have been much cried up of late by iron ship build-

ers. We admit their claims to favorable consideration, but at the

same time maintilin that they are attended by many serious disad-

vantages. In the'first place the accumulation of seaweeds and bar-

nacles is a formidable objection. We have seen .indeed a scheme
of a scraper for removing these accumulations whilst the vessel

was under weigh/but it is in our mind puerile and impracticable.

Again, the iron of'which vessels is composed has been found to' be-

come brittle in the course, of years, so that although tough at first,

it will in the coursfeVif time, star like glass when struck by a hard
atid sharp body. The ac.ti9n appears analagous to that which
takes place in railway axl^s.,-.. Mr. Nasmyih, indeed, has shown
that railway axles al'c rendered brittle by cold hammering, and may
be toughened again by annealing ; but He has. not shown that axles

are not rendered brittle also by continued wear, or that this spe-

cies of brittleness admits of the same remedy.
Bilge pipes are best of lead, both because Jead resists the action

of the bilge water better than any other metal and because it is

much cheaper than" copper. But the blow off pipes should

never be of lead ; ledd bJyw off, pipes bulge and burst from the

continued heat and fragrance to which they are subjected." We
find that Mr. P. Taylor at tlie Institution of Civil Engineers," a

short time ago recommended all the.pip6s exposed to the action of
the bilge water in any measure to be of lead, and his recommenda-
tion was allowed to pass without cjimraent. We therefore think it

expedient to say that we altoge^her.differ from Mr. Taylor in this

particular. Neither the blow,,offxOr deck pump pipes shouW ever

be of lead though they are, always more or less exposed to the ac-

tion of the bilge water. ' No engineer in this country ever thinks

of making blow off, deck pump, or injection pipes, of any thing

but copper.

Waste Steam Pipe should be as high as the funnel, especially if

situated before the funnel. " When the waste steam pipe is shorter

than the funnel, the action of the steam on the iron of the' funnel

rapidly oxidizes it and speedily makes ' the funnel very thin in that

part of the ascent to the mouth of the waste steam pipe-. . When the

pipe is made as taunt as tKe funnel, the steam is carried clear of

the funnel altogether. '
' .

. ,

Sl(q) valves hetxveen Vie boilers should be permitted always to act

of their own accord, and should never be opened and kept open by
drawing up the spindle and' keeping it-up. - Unless the stop valves

be allowed to act spontaneouslyjike! the' safety valves, they will

800i| become so fixed by corrosion that they cannot be shut at all,.
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and are consequently of no avail. If the increased pressure inci-

-dent to the weight of the valve be objected to, that weight may
easily be balanced by a weight and lever attached to the spindle,

where it emerges from the stuffing box of the valve box cover.

Rudder.—It is a judicious practice to make the rudder rather

shorter than is requisite to reach the keel—the rudder will thus be
unaffected if the vessel takes the ground. The keel should always
project a little beyond the rudder joint so as to prevent warps or

ropes of any kind from catching in the joint as the vessel passes

over them. The rule joint is the best species of joint for a steam

packet rudder, and by far the neatest : the rudder head should be
round and should fit accuratclv in the rudder trunk, which of course

should be a cylinder.

Paddle box boats of Capt. Smith are we think inconvenient—un-
sightly and ineligible. It would be greatly preferable to have a
dozen boats stowed inside one another like the nests of pill

boxes of the apothecary. In a heavy sea the paddle box boats

could not be raised without great difficulty, and when raised could

scarcely be approached. Their proximity to the paddle when
launched is dangerous, and the waves would fly up through the pad-

dle box in a sea way with great force, and cut off all communica-
tion between the boat and the ship. We regret that Capt. Smith
has not found a better vehicle for his ingenuity than this cumbrous,

ineficctual and unsailorlike contrivance.

GEOLOGY OF SOILS.

1. Agricultural chemistry aims to explain all the actions of earth,

air, and water, upon plants. It refers to all their chemical rela-

tions, to the geology, minerology and chemistry of soil.

2. Agricultural geology explains the relations which soil bears

to plants, and the manner in which that affects vegetation.

3. Agricultural geology confines itself to facts. It digs into the

earth, observes what composes that ; how its components act upon
plants. Conversant only with facts, or logical deductions from
these, it leaves to geology proper, the vast mass of observations, sup-

ported by the highest modern science, which teaches the origin,

mode of formation, original condition, and successive changes
which our globe has undergone.

4. The terms, primitive and secondary, used by geologists, are

almost parts of common language ; yet, need to be explained to

the farmer.

6. A large tract of any extensive country is composed of rocks

of a granite texture. This needs no definition. Such rocks hav-

ing been observed to underlay all others, in the scale of rocks com-
posing the earth's crust, were called primary. It was supposed

that these were fir^t formed. Out of the ruins of these, no matter

when or how ruined, other rocks have been made, called seconda-

ry. The ruins of the primitive rocks have been trai»ported by
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water, and then gradually deposited layer upon layer. Under im-
mense pressure, these layers of mud, sand, fine gravel, rolled stone?,

etc., have been, hardened into solid rock ; forming sandstones,

slates, or even rocks presenting the crystalline structure, or texture

of granite, by the action of heat, which the facts of modern geolo-

gy teach, exists in the interior of our globe.

Q.' This central heat is supposed to be the case of volcanoes, and
the primitive rocks themselves, to have been the ejection, under
circumstances unknown, of the melted mass of the globe ; ejec-^

tions, similar in kind, to those of modern lava, but greater in de-

gree.

7. Intermediate between modern lava, and primitive rocks, and
actually passing into either, is a large^ class of ancient volcanic

rocks, called, trappean ; such are basalt, trap, and highly crystal-

line porphyry.
8. However named and classed are the rocks of the earth's sur-

face, they have one common origin, the molton matter of the globe.

Ilence, having a common origin, their ultimate chemical constitu-

ents are similar. If granitic rocks, have a certain chemical con^
ititi^tion, then sandstone, slate, etc., naving been formed from worn
out rand worn down granitic rocks, have a constitution chemically

like them.

9| To the agriculturist, the ie^vas primary and secondary, are

useljess. Equally so are all dist jnctions of soil based oti these terms,

10. Soil is the loose material covering rocks, and often is includ-

ed in that term. Both are to be classed by their origin. The ori-

gin of rocks refers not only to the mode of their first formation^

but to their subsequent arrangement. The origin of all rocks, ge-
ology teaches, is from the molton matter of the globe. These have
been, afterwards, in some cases, removed by water, and in part re-

modified by heat [5]. Referring rocks to their origin, they are di-

visible into two great classes^

IsL Those formed by fire.

2d. Those formed by water.

1 1. This division relates both to the origin and distribution. In
tbeii' origin all rocks are truly igneous or by fire. In their distribu-

lion they are aqueous or by water. This is the only division ne-

cesskry to the farn>er. It is the division taught and demanded by
Agrlcultiual Geology.

12. The first class includes all the highly crystalline rocks, graH'

ite, gneiss, sienite, greenstone, pprphyry ; basalt, Iiava, volcanic

sand. The products of volcanoes, whether ancient or modem, ag-

ricultural geology places in the same class, including thos all that

portion which forms the largest p4rt of the earth's surface.

la. The second class includes sanid, clay, gravel, roui^ded and roll-

ed stpnes of all sizes, puddingstone, conglomerates, sandstones, slatcs«

Wh^n these various substances are examined, a large part lof s^'iS^

is found to be composed essentially of the ingredients of the igne-

ous rocks. This is true aI&o,of s^dstone, slate«of cc^Dglopaierat9)>>

of twwlders.
.

,
,

40
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14. There is a large deposit, or formation in some districts, com-
posed almost wholly of one of the chemical constituents of the ig<

Qeous rocks, united to air. The constituent is lime, the air is car-

bonic acid, forming by their union carbonate of lime. Marble,
timestone, chalk, belong to this formation. These are not to be
ranked as original igneous products, subsequently distributed by
water. The lime, originally a part of igneous rocks—has been
separated and combined with air, by animals or plants, by a living

irocess, called secretion. The modern production of carbonate of
ime, is still going on under the forms of shells and corals. Though
>elonging to neither division, the subject will be simplified by re-

ferring limestone to the second class of rocks—but it is truly a salt,

and belongs to neither division and it will be discussed hereafter.

15. The chemical constitution of all rocks is similar. If rocks
are divided into two classes, the first composed of the highly crys-

talline, usually called primary, such as granite, gneiss, mica slate,

porphyry ; and the second class composed of rocks, usually called

trappean, as bassalt, greenstone, trap, then the great diflference in

their chemical constitution is this :

The first class, or granitic rocks, contain about 20 per cent, more
of silex, and from 3 to 7 per cent, less of lime and magnesia and
iron, than the second or trappean class.

16. If the language of geology is borrowed, and rocks which
present the appearance of layers, or a" stratified structure,** are di-

vided into two classes, fossiliferous and non-fossiliferous, or those

which do, or do not contain remains of animals or plants, it will

be found that the fossiliferous are neither granitic nor trappean,

yet they are to be classed with the last, eisreeinsi with them in cOn«

tainine less silica, and more lime, magnesia, and alumnia.

17. The stratified non-fossiliferous rocks agree in chemical com*
position,with the granitic, and the fossiliferous with the trappean
and volcanic.

18. The trappean and fossiliferous contain the most lime and
magnesia ; the granitic and non-fossilferous, the most sites. The
ereat difference in chemical composition, between the two clftMea,

is produced by lime and magnesia,—two substances, V^hich, more
than all others, have been thought to influence the character of
aoil.

19. The amount of this difference is about from 4 to 7 |>er cent.;

yet notwithstanding this, the general chemical constitution of all

rocks approaches so nearly to identity, that this may be laid down,
as the first principle in agricultural chemistry, that tnefe is one rock,

consequently one soil.

30. To the farmer, all soil is primary. The question then arises,

how do rocks and soil affect vegetation 7 As a consequence of the

first proposition, it may be laid down as the second principle of

agricultural chemistry—that rocks do not affect the vegetation

which covers them.

21. This is opposed to the geological doctrine of the times, nd
may seem to be opposed to the statement, section 18. The differ-
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en6e there stated, may be thou^t to produce corresponding efibcts

in ve^tation. This would be true if rocks exerted any rnfloence

on soils, due to their chemical constitution. A survey of the geo-

graphical distribution of plants, used for food, will show that the

common doctrine of the chemical infhience of rocks on vegeta-
tion, is not so well supported, as to be considered an established

principle.

22. The plants used for food are cultivated on every variety of
rock foundation which the earth presents. Then cultivation is lim-

ited neither by granitic nor trappean, by fossiliferous nor non-fos-

silifbrous rocks. Then product varies not more on different, than
on the geological formation. Every where, over every variety of
rock, the cuhivation of the food-bearing pUbts; repays the labor of
the fiirmer.

23. Surveying Massachusetts, it is evident the grain crops are

not influenced by the peculiar rock formations over which they are
gro^vn ; for in this state, with the exception of modern volcanic
rocks, all the various formations, which the earth presents, are

found. Yet no difference in the quality and quantity of cropsof
rye; oats, barley, wheat, Indian com, is foond which can be attrib-

uted to different geological tracts

2:C All plants have a natural limit, a peculiar region, rn which»

unaided by the human race, they flourish and spread spontaneous-

ly. The smaller the limit of this natural boundary—the more diffi-

cult is the cultivation of the plant. Yet we find that the natural

boundary is passed, and so plants come to live in an artificial re-

gioQ. Inere is a natural* and there is an artificial " habitat," or
region ; and this last is either horticultural or agricultural. The
fii^t is unlimited, the second is fimited by the great external cir-

cuinstances of temperature and moisture.

25. The extreme north and south Emits, which bound the culti-

vation of the food-bearing plants, are determined wholly by phy-
sical, physiological and social causes. Temperature is the great

rt, which limits the agriculture *^ habitat*^ of the grain-bearing

ts.

26. The distribution of plants is governed by the two following

laws

:

Ist. The polar agricultural limits are bounded by lines passing

throughnlaces of equal summer heat.

2d. The equatorial limits, by lines of equal winter ^eat.

Tihese lines are called respectively, isotheral, and isocbimenal.

They by no means coincide. They often cut each other at right

angles, and generally, from about 45" north latitude, they are par^

allel neither to one another, nor to the latitude. They are often

lugBly curved.

And now for the proof of these general laws—beginning with

barliey, the grass or grain which has been cultivated the ^rtl^st

north. Its fields are found in the extremity of {Scotland, in the

Orkneys and Shetland Isles, 6P N.; in the Feroe Islands, 61**

—

62® 1-2 N.; in Western Lapland, near North '^apc.in latitude 70°:
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on the borders of. the White Sea, in Western Russia, between C7®
and 68**, and near to Archangel, in Eastern Russia!, about 66", in

Central Siberia, the limit of barley is between 58** and 59° N.
There arc no extended observations of the temperature of the

northern portions of our own continent, and theretbre the limit of
barley in Northern America is left undefined. But its European
line will probably define that which will limit grain cuItiv^tjlpQ jya

Anjerica. r' .• •

Tracing ^ line through the points above named, it is the north-

ern boundary of all the cereals, or grains. A little beyond this

)ine is the boundary of the potato, and the belt between the two,

}s remarkable. It is the zone between agriculture, and fishing and
jiuntins, between races of men, subsisting on animal, and on vege-

table diet, and those whose chief food is animal. The northern

.cultivation of barley is bt>upded, if its course is traced, by a very
x:urved line. Is this detcripined by geological causes, or do causes

purely physical erect a barrier to its farther northward advance ?

The answer will b^ found, in tracing the temperature of the sea-

sons of the different places, through which the limit of the northr

ern cultivation of barley passes. It will be evident that the line of
this limit is isotheral, for the mean temperature, Fahrenheit, is an

follows

:

Latitude. Year. Winter. Summer,
. Feroe Isles, 61—02° +45** +39^ +51*
.' W. Lapland, 70 +33-8 +21 2 +46'2

Russia, at the mouth of the White Sea,

60—680 +32 +10-2—8-8 +48-3
Casting the eye on this tabic, it is evident that the ajinual or the

winter temperature has little influence on the barley limit, and that

a mean summer temperature from 46 to 43° is the only ipdispen-

sable physical condition, to th(^ cultivation of barley. On thfi At-
lantic islands, a mean temperature from 3 to 4^^ higher isnecekaary,

which compensates for excessive humidity. .It is remarkable, that

all the cereals have failcd\in Iceland, though its mean temperature
ts above that necessary for barley. Nor is this owing to its jjeo-

losical structure. In that, it agrees with the fertile chores orthe
IV^diterranean. It is volcanic. So far as nitrogen, and CaiixMiic

jacid, and ammonia, may be supposed, to be evolved from the eajrth,

and to contribute to the growth of grain, Iceland should equal fer-

tile Italy. But such is not the fact, and it goes to prove that ro^pks

affect very little the crops grown over them, even when the jmat
physical element, temperature^ is as high as necessary, xhat
l^rains fail in Ibeland, is due to the excessively tempestuous rains

with which that country is visited. If then, the limits .of barlfey

are defined by an isotheral line of 46 l-V in Europe, th^t wilj aJfO

limit its cultivation in America. So far as observation h^s ekt^d-
ied, this in true, and the line of boundary is equally Curved,,and

winding. If ^ similar table for the limits of wheat is constriiCted,

jby drawing a line through the most northern places, where this

l^rain has been cultivated, the physical condition^ essential to its

'cjjjtivation, will be found as follows

;

. . -
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,; ... Mean temperature, Fahr. of the'
' '! " ' LatitudeJ Year. Summer. Winter^

1 Bcotland, (Inverness) 58'' +46.3 +57^3 +36'5
' Norway, (Drontheim) 64° +39-5 +59 +23-5 "

Sweden, 62^* +395 +59 +23-5
: St. Petersburgh, 60-25 +38 +60-8 +15-6 >

North latitude 64'^ appears then, to be the utmost limit of wheat.
It is evident by inspection, that this is not determined by the cold
of winter ; for spring wheat would not be affected by it ; and
even if sown in autumn, in these far northern regions, the seed
would be effectually preserved from tl»e rigors of winter, by that

thick mantle of snow, which becomes thicker and nJore lasting to-

wards the north. The temperature of the air exerts no influence

on seeds of plants buried under snow. Nor does the mean tem-
perature of the year exert any effect ; it is seen ranging 9°, while

the summer temperature varies only 3 1-2°. The stimraer temper-
ature alone defines the limit of northern wheat cultivation, and
this is an isotheral line of 57-4<'. Yet it is found, that there are

places, where, as in Russia, the means of spring and autumn, both
depending on that of winter in part, are too low to allow wheat to

be raised under this line of 57'4 degrees. In truth, the relation of
climate to cultivation cannot be accurately detertnined without
observations on the mean temperature of the days which elapse

between sowing and harvest, and to this point the philosophic far-

mer should direct his attention. In our country, the isotheral line

of 57*4 degrees, starting from Labradore, 51 degrees, and passing

beti<reen Hudson's Bay and Lakes Superior and Huron, 50 degrees,

then turning north it approaches 58 degrees. At Cumberland
Iloase, 54 degrees north, Capt. Franklin found fields of barley,

wheat, Indian corn. The line approaching the Pacific ocean turns

more southerly to compensate the increasing humidity. As the

limits of barley mark the boundary between the races of shcf^erds
and hunters and fishers, and thus presents itself in a moral view, so

the limit of wheat becomes interesting from coinciding in some
parts with that of fruit trees, as apples and pears, and also with
that of the oak. The whole aspect not only of agriculture, but
also of the orchard and forest changes at once on a^proackii^ the

isotheral line of 57'4 degrees, the northern limit of wheat. It

would be easy to extend these remarks to rye, still the staple food

of a large part of the population of Europe, and to oats, little used

for food for man out of the " land o' cakes," yet growing in Nor-
way, as high as latitude 65 degrees. Each of thes^ grains has a
distinct isotheral line parallel to that of wheat and barley. Indian

com and the potato have each its isotheral line. Turning to the

equatorial limits ofthe grains it will be found, that extreme heat ai^

rests their cultivation. Observations in these regions, anid expeii*

ments perfonned by profound vegetable physiologists, confirm thii

statement. They have proved that the seeds of the food-I^Hi^
plaiUs, even after germination has began, can support greatefi'de^

ap^ of drought ahd heat, than ever occur in the hott^f dliiiMfM.
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The graintall germinate in a soil ofa temperature from 104 to 105
degrees, and require at least from 116 to 120 degrees to arrest this

process. Barley ceases to germinate at the lowest temperature.

After barley follows wheat, then rye. Indian corn endures the

highest heat, viz. : 120 degrees before its germination is arrested.

The grains flourish under a mean annual tempterature of from 77
to 80 1<2 degrees. Defining their equatorial limits, they are bound>
ed not by lines of equal summer, but equal winter temperature

;

the reverse of their polar limits. Hence, climate, always deter-

mines the sowing season. In Bengal, wheat, barley, oats, are

sown in October and harvested in March and April, while rice and
maize are sown in May, to be harvested as with us in October. It

is this line of equal winter temperature, or rather that of the cool-

est months, which allows the grains to be cultivated in many places

within the torrid zone, and the line of 66 to 70 degrees, which
constitutes the tropical limits of wheat culture, varies between 20
and 23 degrees latitude. The other grains enduring from 5 to 7

degrees lower temperature, are found in higher latitudes.

27. The wide belt of our globe, comprised within these limits,

extending from 20 to 70 degrees north latitude, presents every va-

riety of geological structure ; yet, nowhere, in all this space is the

quantity or quality of crops affected, by the chemical nature of the

underlaying rocks.

28. A similar principle governs the growth and cultivation of the

ffrain-bearing plants on mountains. Their limits are found at

Heiffhts, which correspond to the latitude, which marks the isotbe-

ral line. In the Swiss Alps, the grains cease growing at the follow*

ing heights.

Wheat at 3400 feet corresponding to latitude 64 degrees,

Oats " 8500 " * " 65 "

Rye " 4600 " • •* 67 •*

Barley " 4800 " " « 70 •*

This shows a beautiful correspondence between latitude and a]«

titude, and leads a step farther in the proof of this principle, that

rocks do not affect the vegetation which covers them.

29. The space which has thus been surveyed, presents amid
great diversity of rocks, a singular identity in chemical composi-

tion of the soil. These facts lead to the third principle of agricul-

tural chemistry, rocks have not formed the soil which covers them
90. Everywhere, with the exception of the tops of some moun-

tains, the rocks of the globe are covered from a few inches, to some
hundred feet in depth, with gravel, sand, clay, rolled stones, some-

times alternately with each other, sometimes in confused heaps.

The best attested, and most universally admitted fact of geology,

is, that the loose materials of our globe have been transported,

from a few, to many hundred miles from their original situation.

With a few exceptions, the soil which now covers rocks, bat been
derived from places distant.^md^from rocks distinct, from those on
which it now reposes. This is peculiarly true of soil on limeitone

dtitricts, which does not contam more lime than the soil repoiing

on granite.
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31. Transportation of soil, is a fact so well established, that it

needs only to be mentioned. There has been a universal mingling
of the loose material, soil, derived from worn down and mingled
rocks.

82. The same uniformity of chemical composition characterizes

soil, which characterized rocks; that is, great similarity, but not
identity, and it is on limited patches only, that soil partakes decid>

ediy of the character of the underlaying rocks.

83. The extensive analyses of soil, excuted by the geological

minreyor of Massachusetts, taken from every variety of rock for-

mation, present a remarkable uniformity, both of chemical consti-

tution, and mineralogical composition of the earthy ingredients.

The same truth is presented by the analysis of soil from various

parts of the globe. It is a conclusion, warranted by the widest ex-

amination, that the mineral constituents of 100 parts of the soil of
our globe, is composed of sand or silicates 89*28 ; salts of lime
00'85.

—

Dancfs Muck Manual.
i

ENaiNBEKiNO Science.—The tunnel on the line of the Sheffield

and Manchester Railway will be 3 miles in length, upwards of 600
feet below the surface or summit of the hill at its greatest height,

and in rock formation throughout its entire length. The works
were projected and commenced upwards of two years ago, under
the direction of Charles Vignolesi, Esq. Five shafts were opened,
at about half a mile distant from : each other, for the purpose of
proving the formation, of facilitating the driving of the drift-ways

and ultimately, of ventilating the tunnel. Whilst these were in

progress, the drift-ways were carried on from each side, or face,

«f the mountain : the distance, or length, driven, on the eastern

side, extending to nearly 1000 yards, and from the next shaft 180
yards. The junction between these two portions of the drift-way

was effected on the 17tb Sept., and the levels, when checked, on a
tie-bench, at the point of meeting, had varied but decimals, or

I In. nearly^ and the range was within less than 2 in. of being geo-
metrically true.

—

Weeklypapers.

Thb Naval Obsbrvatort.—We learn from the Boston Cou-
rier that Lieutenant J. M. Gillis o|f the United States Navy, took

passage in the Acadia for Europe, and that he goes out vested with

full powers by the Secretary of the Navy to purchase a complete
set of instruments for the observatory soon to be erected in this

city. He has been charged by the secretary to visit the principal

observatories in Europe, and to procure from the most eminent
makers the following capital instruments

:

One sixteen feet Parallactic Instrument, to be mounted in a simi-

lar manner to the Pulkowa Refractor ; one Transit Telescope fear

the meridian, of seven feet focal length ; one Transit Telescope for

the prime vertical, of seven feet in length ; one Mural Circle, of
five feet diameter; one Transit Circle ; together with complete

sets of magnetic and meteorological apparatus, with the most mod-
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i em improvements. \ho a librar}', embracing all the standard
nathematical works ; annals of all the observatories ; catalogues

of stars, nebule, etc. etc.

—

National Intelligencer.

Thb BOU3I0A.KY.—Captain Talcott of the corps of Topojgraphi-

cal Engineers^ states, in a recent letter to the Secretary of State,

that the extent of the boundary line separating the United States

«nd Territories from the British possessions, and lying between the

monuraent of the St. Croix and (he Stony mountains, is estimated

as follows for each adjacent state : ,,.

Maine, (line as awarded by the King of Holland) 460 miles. ,

New Uampshirc, - - - - 40 "

Vermont, - - - - - 90 "

,
New York, .... 420 "

. Pennsylvania, - - - - 30 "

Ohio, - - - - - 200 "

Michigan, - - - - - 740 •*

Territory west of Lake Superior, - 1 150 "

Total length of boundary line, - - 3130 miles.

The Courier Franoais, alluding to the contract for the first sec-

tion of the railroad from Paris to Belgium, says : "This is the sec-

ond example of English con' motors, after having finished railroads

in their own country, coming to take part in ours. It is well

known that the Rouen railroad, in which English capitalists have
an interest, is exclusively directed by English engineers. This is

an advantage for France, because several methods in use on Eng-
H lish lines, particularly in forming the embankments, are superior to

ours, and will in this way gradually become known among us, and
be adopted at last generally."

The Commerce says :
" Engineers under the direction of tho

Minister of Public Works, have formed a plan for laying a contin-

uous railroad completely encircling Paris. It is to run at a certain

distance from the continuous wall, and form in the whole an extent

of 40,000,000 metres. The cost is estimated at 12,000,000 francs

at the least. Its object is to establish a direct and rapid communi-
cation between all the railroads which sooner or later will diverge

from the capital.

ERRATA IN ARTICLE " CANALS OF CANADA."

Page 257, 4th line from top, for " their^ read " these;** page 250,

i2th line from top, for "lock 100 by 30" read "locks 100 by 20";

page 262, 1st line from top, for " least," read " best ;" page 363, 6th

line from top, for " 7 times," read "3 times ;** page 263, 14th line

from top, for "86,600,000," read "$1,600,0000;" page 265, 7th

line from bottem, for " desirable," read " possible ;" page 264, 8d

line from botton, for " eastern," read " western ;** page 266, 4th line

from top, for" unusual," read " universal."
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As railroad companies are liubjle to all those difficidties tad ef
yors which are peculiar to corpoitate bodies^ wti miu{t expect ta finJ

eauses of error peculiar not to tHe railroad system, ^ai trhie& barar

neverthehessFexercised a powerful control over tM' sfstem ita^.-

The efleets of these we may consider under the geijera) £(ead df

Financtal Envrs.—Although many of these are oofy ta 6e vSh

ravelled by an inquiry into the mysteries of stock-jobbii^ri>M'4K>-

not propose to weary our readers with any each invectSgifiofirbut

simply to give a general view of those errors which aiw dyett mttS

well known to the public.

The first and most striking of these unfortunafie i^Aciet whicir

we propose considering is the diversion of a ruilrottf iittsorport-'

tion from its legitimate porposecr, find its conseqoenf eottvei^on<

into what is commonly called " a fancy stock."' Th& fitt fi%qiient>

ly occurred when in times df eitraordiiuuy ftnctbadoBB iii the

money market, the stock of a company has saddealy chtattgod^

handsrand become the property of those who, hatijog wo i«al' ia-'

fereit in the prosecution of the work, hare ined if for tf&y otbsi^

purpose than that for which it was origiiiaJly deirfgnedl Sbb& i^''

are informed is the condition of se^ral works Which are 9i»ir

eicbd 11 instances of faifures. The generiUy low and fluctdatiD|^

8i«t« of tiie stock of racH milroads, keepr them coMtintly in pi^'
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lie notice, and affords a ready instance for those who declaim upon

the unsafe and speculative character of railroad investments. A
single glance at any newspaper for several years past, will verify

the truth of our assertion.

Another unfortunate influence and one equally foreign to the sys-

letn itself, has been the connection of banking privileges with the

proper business of a railroad. There are not many instances of

this, bu| at far as we know, the result has been uniformly unfavor-

able! '

ilesldes the difl'iculties which have attended banking opera-

tions, it will generally be admitted that the very connection has had

an unfavorable influence upon the railroad itself No wonder

then that these should be classed among the ** failures.**

A third and very important financial error we have recently seen

noticed in report of Mr. Garneit's, if we are not mistaken. The

wriLej states that the value of several railroads in the Southern

country has'been permanently injured by the injudicious policy of

making large loans instead of raising the amount required at once

by asking for a larger capital. Cases are cited in which although

the capital might have been obtained without difficulty, the prefer-

ence was given to loans, on account, it appears, of the larger divi-

dends to be obtained. The soundness of this argument is cer-

tainlv not apparent to us, but as we disclaim all pretension to

ki)pw)edge of finance, we arc willing to admit that it may be Ip-

parent to others. Whatever may have been the reasons for pursu-

ing thi« line ofpolicy, the result has been uniformly unfortunate

—

the raising of money which has been actually refused, when it was

ofiered^ t^s been pq|tponed by the temporary expedient of a loan

until a time arrived when the utmost difficulty was experi-

enced in paying the mere interest—and the receipts of the compa-

ny, were diverted from the proper maintenance of the work, with

t^e design of preserving the credit of the company.

This error seems to have operated with the same results in very

many, ca^s^ but in some instances at least the cause has.l>een dia-

meiric|afly opposite to the one above named. Companies Jiare beeift

or^nised and have commenced their operation vvith an adequit^

camj^lput biefore the whole has been paid in, the great crisis in tbi

comimercjal vrorld took place, and the difficulty of calling In the ra^

roaindeC pf ihe capital in a measure compelled the adoption of la

poljjcjr not origtnaUy intended. We have cotisequentTy the "rt-

markable case, of companies with but a small portion of their capr

inJ^^ctjui^Uy gai<|, building their roads- entirely upon credtf. ' '

Odr enumeration of Errors woutd be manifestly incomplete with-
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oi|t A notice of a mistake, having the same cgnsequencq^ iprith

those jiisl mentioned, but s till another and more'culpalbte orijg^il.

We refer to miscalculation of the cost of the work, someturn«j the

fault of the directors, sometimes of the engineer, and occasionalfy

of both. When this miscalculation is ignorantly made, the par-

ties are certainly biameable, for either gross incomjietence, or q^-
lect of duty—but when designedly made it is a ^srimina^ ac.V-d^

jserring the punishment it probably does not receive by inpip^t|)G,H-

nica} evasion. We know of no instance of this fraud,ialthough wf
are Msured that such do exist, In either case, the p^^SottxyoAji^

the stocholders is the same, aijaounting to a partial <>r;^veA tolfi

Jon of their investment—and the addition to th^ Jist,vf'^f4^uf^

tbi)8 ma^e, is we fear not a small one. , ,, ' ^v^jj ^ kiiq .;ri) ir.i

Tbtt financial character of railroads, has also been if^ured,by
their connection with other works or operations vjrbich.not being

profitable have diminished the value of the stock and thrown dis-

credit upon railways really profitable. Several important lines

<^ road from being thus situated have appeared. tothose not aware

of the circumstances as weighty objections to the profitableness of

railroads generally. Thus one railroad has a canal attached to- it,

another, an eztcinsive steamboaft establishment, a third is pblii^di to

consolidate the various interests and diverse management o^ t]^

two or three original companies, of which it is constituted. T i|||

theae things are unknown to the public, yet produce an enect njibii

ti^e value of the stock which has a serious influence upon caoital-

Tlie usuai quotations of stock are attended with another ats«|r«|-

tage to railroads, although arisihg from a cause which ia really cred-

itable, and shows their value. It is this ; while **,fa[ncy ttocks,** ai^

oontinually noticed at every sa|e—the best railroa^ stocks are «^-

Afoa. heard of, and in proportipn to their value as invesUnen^ are

they kept from public notice. A newspaper taken at random, c<M3-

tluning a weekly price current^ gives no quotation for ^be. sto<d|L df

this portion of the Union, In tTw

•tme paper are to be found all our Cit^vlacor^ration ai^ O
and State Stocks.

hri..ii)Ts defrrir-;*
j^The operations of banks, itksurance companies,|^^t<^^ ara ,j|y>Q^

money almost entirely—those of railroada are j^i; di^ref^ ^mI

^nce the ignorance of capitalists upon this poitit, isven when^ao-

itbentic information is accessible to them. Thus we find that'll

very advantages of railroads have in some mieasure kept thmi
' ^o

.
-'"] '1'- '^i V*ii}'/ g

from pnblic notice and favor, and that in general hotpnetv is m>
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tftdisd only to t^oM worki which either frogi beiog )rtB&r|f#bIe

£|giInrBa^ or from some other cause h^ye become a sort of lEbot hi^]]

fijappg brokers.

{The fbUowing cofnmunication contains a suggestion which is new
po uf, but leeii^ to be well worth consideration. The introdocT

^ioD of Croton Water into the city of New York aeems destined

U> proidiice a great change in many ways. We notice that our

ferry boat* now use this water exclusively. The saving of the

|>oiferf aiid the less need for blowing out, have rendered it an ob?

iect to pay the small sum demanded for the use of the water. Af>

tfir the pipes have been thoroughly cleansed we have no doubt that

thfl irtler irill be found so pure that ver^ little if any tediment

will be found aAer the longest use.] - '

^o die Editor of the |llailrofd Journal.]

Some time ago, while at St. John's, N. Brunswick, I stfo)Ied, out

of curiosity, into the India House there (a large grocery establish-

iQent fo called) where a small steam engine stands in the window
of the shop, ,aq4 i> employed in grinding coflfee, sugar, etc. for the

iret^jl tfade of the shop. |n the course of conversation with Mr.

IfcC/Qokey, the proprietor, I found that he saved the power com-

pioinly expended in working the force pump for feeding the

{wiler, by conveying the water to the bqiler directly from the Wpr
fer Company's Street Mains—the pressure of the head between the

poqi}paf>y's feservoir apd the boiler being more than spQicient for

fqrciD|( the w^ter into the boiler, and thus the expense of the pump-

JDg pqwer is saved.

As thif hint may be usefully employed in other places besides

jSt. Johns, you will please to give this an insertion in your iiridely

pifculated journal, if you think the hint may be useful. Iii maqy
pli^pef where the pressure of the head of water may be found rather

^eficjent for forcing the water ipto the boiler, the place for the

(Ku|e|r ipay be excavated—the boiler placed <\s low as necessary,

and then built in with solid masonry as I understand some pf the

€omish engine boilers ftre, which confines the caloric much belter

by rach j%c[Leti^, and consequently must be a great saving of fu*

fil. By taking the boiler water from the street mains wherever It

is ayailal^le, and paying a small tribute over and above the value of

|be water to the Vfaier Company, the advantage gained will yield

a very large proportionate reti^rn to the proprietor of the engine,

\y fating that power whjch woqld otherwise be absolutely necea-
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'

•try fbr working the force pump, unless indeed the charge for the

privilege was too exorbitant. R. R.

Nov. 1,1842. I

Eastern Division, )

N. Y. & E. Railroad. \

To the Assignees of the N. T. Railroad Company :

GBNTXEMBN,-^In Compliance wltH your request I submit a gen-

eral Report of the business of the Eastern Division of the road.

I assume the duties of Superintendent under your direction at

the date of assignment on the 16th April last, and the time covered

by this exhibit is five and one half months.

The duties I was instructed to perform were i

1st. To take charge of and protect the property of the AssigneM
upon this Division.

9d. To employ the same as far as was necessary in the tranapw-
tation of passengers and freight so long asjt should appear evident
that a revenue could be derived from running the road, thereby

consulting the interest of the creditors of the Company.
I have in accordance with your instructions made weekly and

monthly reports of the business of the road, containing statements

of the sums daily received and expended with vouchers therefor,

to which I beg leave to refer you for a more minate account of
the expenses incurred than can well be contained in a general re-

port
The road when opened for use in Sept., 1841^ was in an un-

finished state, through the earth cuts the banks in many placea

were neaily perpendicular, the ditches were not suffioiencly

deep or wide to carry off the water, and the embankments
in frequent instances had been so much washed by the

rains as to require additional earth. These defects had in a great
degree been remedied by the Company prior to the assignment, yet
much remained to be done to secure the regular and uninlterrupted

running of the trains through the winter months from the effects of
alternate frosts and thaws. A due regard to economy required

that this labor should be performed during the summer m<mths.
It is now nearly completed, and but little further expenditure for

this purpose will be necessary.

It was found that the number of cars was quite inadequate to

the economical transmission of the increasing freight, and as the

business of the road can be sustained only by regularity and promp-
titude, it was deemed of the first importance to have the number
increased so that in the event of accident by which a train might
be disabled, there would be no interruption or delay in the trans-

mission of freight. The failure to carry the market freight for m
few days would seriously affect the revenue of the road for a bng
time.

Notwithstanding a considerafajle portion of the earnings of the
road has been expended for the objects above mentioned^ it 19 be*

lieved that the interests of the creditors of the Company have been
ronsulted more than if they had been appropriated to the payment
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of the claim* against the Company. The increasing revenues of
the road t«n<i to confirm this belief. Indeed had the Assignees not
directed the improvement of the road by the removal of riopea,

deepening the ditches, and repairing the track, it would have been
impossible to run it, and the only alternative would have been to

sell the property of the Division. The personal property consist-

ing of cars, engines, etc, being adapted to a six foot track, are
worthless for any other road in the United States, and would of
course be sold only for the value of the materials. It was evident

from the past revenues of the road that the Assignees would be
enabled by the use of this property to pay all the indebtedness of
the Eastern Division without depreciating the value of the machine-
ry and fixtures belonging to it.

In conducting the business of the road the general rules adopted
by the Company have been adhered to. The tolls on freight have
been changed but on one article. The salaries of the Agents have
been reduced, and the numbers employed is barely sufficient to

perform the necessary duties.

Had the Assignees found the road properly prepared for econnm*
ical management, the shops in order and well supplied with Ma-
chinery, together with Engines and Cars sufficient to accommodate
the business to be done, they could have introduced still greater

economy in the Departments of Repairs and operations, and many
of the expenditures which have been incurred might have been post-

poned until the first class creditors were paid. Having but a suf-

ficient number of cars for two freight trains, none can be left, or
only occasionally, at either terminus, or at intermediate stations

for loading, but each car is required to pass up or down the line

daUy, receiving and discharging freight.

^ The whole machinery of the road at the time of the assignment,
consisted of • ,

5 Locomotives, -^ ,

4 Passenger Cars, 6 wheels,

. 13 eight wheel body Freight Cars,

9 dp Cattle Cars,

9 do Platform Cars, 2 unfit for use.

This outfit has been increased by the Assignees as follows

:

2 eight wheel Passenger Cars,
'

2 do Cattle Cars, and
2 four wheel Body Cars, for Freight.

^^

The freight cars first mentioned were, when furnished by the *

builders, unfit for use. The weight of the cars was about 7 tons,

and the wheels and axles were of sufficient strength to carry 2 tons

per journal, but the draws and bearing springs and truck fhunes,

would carry from 7 to « tons only. These parts had to be replaced

and the roofs re-covered. This work was m progress prior to the

assignment, but much of it has been done since, and the capacity

of the cars has been increased about one-third.

Since the assignment there have been transported in these cars

an amount equal to 424,.^20; tons one mile. The whole distance

T-..'
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travelled by the cars has been 00.733 miles. The number of tons

carried by each journal one mile [las been at the rate of 5260 tons

per year.

Full statistics of the work performed by the Engines and cost of
transportation, are annexed.

It should be borne in mind that the curves and grades of tRe

Eastern Division of the road, are unfavorable to ch^ap transporta-

tion, but the statistics will show that ihe tonnage per mile (with one
Engine) compares favorable with more level roads and consequently

the cost per ton.

The curvature of the 46 miles Js equal to 2767 dlegrees, and th6

rise and fall to 1706 feet, rise going West being 1064 65, fall, 641
5 feet, and grades of 60 feet in |the same direction are equal to

0^ miles, and East 7 and 42 one hiundredth miles.

It has not been our object to show that the road has been work-
ed cheaper per mile run than others, for we might have run a great-

er number of miles with the same ^Engines, and performed the same
business and not have increased our expenses in proportion. Our
©"bject has been to show that under the circumstances of the road
outfit and business, the work has been done as cheaply per ton per
mile as elsewhere.

Our charges are per ton, per miU, and not per miU run. Our rule

is to run as few miles as possible with a given quantity of freight or
to tax the Engine to her maximum power whenever a sufficient

amount of freight is on hand. The freight trains have sufficient

time given them to avoid fast running, and should a storm occur
so as to slip the wheels on any of the 60 feet grades, (for which the

limit of load is fixed) a portion of jlhe load is left, and the remainder
is placed on a side track at the top of the grade, and the Engine
returns for the cars which were left. This seldom happens, and
the distance thus travelled is not taken notice of. i

The greatest

tonnage taken by one Engine over the road is 00 9-10th tons of
nett freight useful load.

|

We also allow a higher pressure of steam than i^ usual on most
roads, and keep in view the repairs and construction of our cars, a

load equal to 1 } tons per journal, that we may reduce the weight of
cars per ton of useful loud.

We thus undoubtedly increase; the cost per mile run for our
freight trains, but should such increase amount to 20 <pent8 per mile,

* and the average load be. increased 10 tons, then

40 miles at 20 cents, f9,20 '

and 10 tons at f2,30, 23,6iO ^

"

will show a saving of •13,80 per tri|»i

5.By separating the expenses of the Ferry from the Riulroftd U l^iH

be seen that the cost of the fn^Mght train has been l06f cienls ()ei'

mile run, and of the passenger train 45 cents, and the average of
freight and passenger 72t*^ cents !per mite run. The cost per ton

per mile has been 2//^ cents, and ^r passenger perrailtt- i^j
cents. The average charge per ton per iMIe, inelwiiilg loading aid
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unloading is 6^ cents, and per passenger per mile b 8,64
cepts.

It cannot be supposed that upon a road where the charges ar«
so low, tlie nett revenue will bear the same porportion to the earn-
ings as upon roads where the charges are much higher. The usual
charge upon most roads is for passengers 4 cents per tnile, and for

freight 5^ to 8 cents per ton, per mile.

The Assignees are aware that the Ferry is a charge upon the

revenues of the road, but it is believed that this service is perform-
ed at as cheap a rate as can be obtained under an arrangement
which would secure its performance during the whole year.

The following exhibit of the revenues and expenditures will show
how much has been appropriated to the different objects here ex-

plained. A much larger portion of the nctt revenue it is believed

can soon be appropriated to the payment of' the creditors of the

Company. Very Rcspectfbily.

H. C. SEYMoum.
Piermont, 20th October, 1842.

The earnings of the Division from the 1 C/A of April to the 30th of
September, hatx been as follows :

FROM FREIGHT.

Eastward tonnage 11,905,103 lbs. and revenue $18,'<63 73
Westward do 12,972,443 do do 12,724 2»

Total do 24,877,546 total do t26,l88,0«

FROM PAS8E.XOBRS.

From passengers^ C
Eastward L047411J •10.158 94

From passengers p'*''^^*S 1 140O 22
Westward J I,

Total, 21,539 16
Total earnings R. R. & Ferry, $47,747 18

Of which the R.R. portion is $37,138 24

And Steamboat's portion 10,608 94

The expenditure during the same period on account of trantportatian

have been

:

' FOR REPAIRS.

Of Locomotives, 9757 38
Of Freight Cars, 1,105 01

Of Passenger do, 228 40
Of Buildings, 30 05
Of Superstructure, 1 ,0 1 5 78
Of Grading, 32 07
Of Work Shops, 7 48

Total -4,076 07 *

COST OP Ruirifnro.

Etigine and Firenen, $l;285 72
. Conducton and Brakemen, 1,627 88
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Fuel,

Oil and Waste,
RunniDg Contingencies,

$2,745 44
481 47
60 62

Total, 6.101 08

Superintendence,
' Agents and Clerks,
• Stationary, etc.

Car House Attendants,

Loading and unloading.

Contingencies,
Total,

GENERAL EXPENSES.

81,375 00
2,512 04

' 381 17

419 58
2,391 90
040 00

7,719 75

Total expenditures of the Railroad, $17,897 50

FERRY EXPENSES.

Steamboat Charter, 12,630 OQ
do Labor, 450 OO

Barge Charter,

do Labor,
825 00
990 09

$13,080 00

Incidentals,

Total Ferry Expenses,

Total Expenses of R. R. and Ferry,

Nctt Revenue,
j

1,815 00
339 89

15,223 89
33,132 30

$14,614 79

Expenses during the 'same period othervcise than fw transportation

incurred by Assignees.

For materials and fuel purchased for use since

Sept. SOlli., $1,237 92
For removing 5,249 cub. yards of earth from

slopes and ditchers, l,43l 05
For laying track and spiking and construction

of switches, 197 58
For land expenses and fencing,

I

13 00
For roofing and enclosing machine anfl work

shops, offices, wood houses and water
j

stations,
i 1,590 46

For purchase and construction of cars and ma-
chinery, 3,509 49

For Agents, office expenses, and general expen-
ses of assignment, including legal expenses, 2,680 29

For cash paid to Creditors, 3,509 82
For unappropriated,

I

345 78

$14,614 79
43
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ABSTRACT OP EXPENDITURES.
Oa Atcoutit of Paasenger Transportation from April 16th to Septettiber SOtht 1843: togither

with the service performed, the cost per mile, and per Passenger per mile.

DISTANCE
Ran fey Engines in miles.

Total, 13,392

TOTAL PA8SEKGERI
Conteyed equal to one milci

Total, 504,500

AVERAGE NUMBER OF FA88QXOERS
For every mile run.

Total, 44A

Items of Expenditures.

MACIUiVERY.

Repairs of Locomotives,
Passenger Cars,

Machinery in Shops,

Total,

u

M

WAY AND BUILniNGS.

Repairs of Buildings,
" Superstructure^
** Grading,

Total,

OPERATIjrO.

Engineers and Firemen,

Conductors and Brakemen,
Fuel,

Oil and Waste,

Running Contingencies,

Agents and Clerks,

Stationary, etc.,

Car-House Attendants,

Total,

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Superintendence,
Contingencies,

Total,

Amount. Cost per
mile.

Grand Total for Passengers,

8 cts.

428 92
228 40

3 74

G61 06

15 05
1,015 78

10 67

1,047 40

428 64
509 28

1,276 95
206 84

30 31
550 00
95 30

219 00

3,315 82

087 50
315 00

1,002 50

6,026 78| 45 00

Cost pfer Pas.
per mile.

• ctsfr

8 20
1 71

03

cts- m. fr.

72
30
00

4 94

11

7 59
12

7 82

3 20

3 80
9 54
1 54
23

4 11

71

1 63

24 76

5 13

2 35

7 48

1 11

02
1 71

03

1 76

72
86
16

85
05
03
16

86

6 59

1 16

53

1 69

1 15

Total cost upon railroad for freight and passenger trantport&tion

from April 16th to September 30th, 1842, is $17,807 50, and the

average cost per mile run is 72,VvV cents.
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ABSTRACT OF EXPENDITURES.
On account of Preight Transportation from April i6th, to September 30th, 1842} together

with the service perfbrm«4< the cost per mile, and pw ton per mile.
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HYDRAUUC FSOPCLSION ON KAILWAVO.

Of the many plans to which the fertile ingenuity of ihe present

day has given birth, for the purpose of diniinishing the cost and
danger of railway locomotion, tho most novel in design, and
amongst the most recently invented,. is the Hydraulic Railway, for

which Mr. Shuttleworih, of Manchester, has taken cut a patent.

The principle of the invention was announced 12 months ago, but

the patentee has since made considerable alterations in his original

plans for carrying his design into execution. For the purpose of
making it more generally known, he has just published a pamphlet
setting forth the claims of his indention, describing at great lengiK

its proposed mode of operation, iand calculating minutely the ad-

vantages to be derived from the adoption of this system of propul-

sion on railways. Independently of the ingenuity of the invention

which claims notice on that account alone, the consideration of the

subject gives rise to some interesting questions relative to the mo-
tions of fluids, that well deserve attention. We propose, therefore,

shortly to describe Mr. Shuttleworth's invention ; to state the prin-

ci(>al grounds and calculations on which he rests its claims for

adoption; and by an examination of the phenomena and lawii of
hydrodynamics bearing on the subject, to ascertain whether this

mode of propulsion can be rendered practically available.

The arrangements proposed by Mr. Shuttleworth for carrying

his plan into operation, are in their general features similar to those

of the atmospheric railway. A pipe a foot in diameter, with a

longitudinal sHt on the top, is to be fixed between the rails. With-
in this pipe a piston is to work, which is to receive the propelling

impulse, and communicate it to' the carriages by means of a con-

necting rod passing though the opening at the top of the pipe ;

which slit is to be kept closed by a continuous valve. So far the

two plans exactly agree, and in Mr. Shuttleworth's first proposed
mode of working the hydraulic railway, its resemblance to the at-

mospheric was still further continued. His intention was then to

employ an exhausting pump, worked by a stationary engine, the

pipes being filled with water. The advantage proposed to be gain-

ed by employing water instead of air in the pipes was the greater

facility by which a vacuum could be obtained by exhausting an
inelastic fluid. At that period Mr. Shuttleworth did not seem to

have made sufficient allowance for the friction of the water in the

pipes, nor for the weight of water the stationary engine would have
had to drag along with great velocity. The resistance presented
by these causes of retardation "would, however, have required far

more power to overcome than the weight and friction of a rope,

the disadvantage of which it was a principal object of the invention

to obviate. It is true, that Mr. Shuttleworth fronii the first develop-

ment of bis plan contemplated the occasional application of the

direct pressure of a column of water, as an additional means of

propubipQ ; but he seemed to rely prjocipaily on tho power to be
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gained by the pressure of the atmosphere on the water forced

throttgh the horizontal pipes, to sdpply thef^ce of the water parop-

ed from that portion of the pipe in advance of the fMston, : i- r

The plan of working by hydraulic propslsion now propoacil,

which is detailed at great length in the pamphlet before us, has

effected a complete change in the mode first intended. Mr. Shut-

tleworth now relies entirely for the propulsive power on the preso

sure of a column of water, acting against the pressure of the at-

mosphere, without any exhaustion. He proposes to have reservoirs

of water, of sufficient height to produce a pressure of six atmos-

pheres, placed at short distances along the line of railway. From
these reservoirs vertical pipes, of the same diameter as the horizon-

tal, are to convey the water to the commencement of each section

of propulsive piping. The length of each of these sections is to be

about 70 or 80 yards, and the termination of each section of pro-

pulsive piping Mr. Shuttleworth proposes to connect with doable

its length of what he terms "skeleton piping," along which the

I'ailway carriages are to be propelled by the momentum previously

acquired. In the intervals between the running of the trains, it is

proposed to emplby stationary engines of great power to pump the

water back again to the elevated reservoirs.

The foregoing is an outline of the principal features of the hy-

draulic railway. The advantages which are expected to result from
its adoption are, diminished cost in the mode of working, increased

safety, by the avoidance of collisions, and greater facility in the

construction of railways in hilly countries. Air. Shuttleworth
makes various calculations for the purpose of showing the economy
of his system of propulsion compared with that by locomotive en-

gines ; but into these details we do not propose now to enter. Oar
Ipresent purpose is to examine the principles on which he founds

'the hydraulic mode of propulsion ; for if these prove to be defec-

tive, as we believe them to be^it will be useless tO inquire further.

The first great error into whibh we conceive Mr. Shuttleworth
has fallen, is in the calculation of the initial velocity"that could be
communicated to the carriages by a vertical column of water of
the same diameter as the horizontal pipe. He professes to take all

his data from the best authoritiels in hydrodynamibs, among whom
Mr. Tredgold ranks foremost, atid it is only due to Mr. S. to say
that he claims no more in favor of his plan than the caJcalations

of the authorities he relies on seeim to warrant. His fault, like that

of many other ingenious inventors, lies in the attenitpt to apply gen-

eral principles to particular circumstances whereiii those principles

^ure inapplicable. Founding on Mr. Tredgold's fo^ulse,Mr. Shut-
tleworth estimates the velocity of water rushing from the bottom
of a column 198 feet high to b6 equal to 67^ milfes an hour; this,

therefore, he assumes to be th* initial velocity which might be
communicated to the train of carriages on the hydraulic railway.

Now, granting that water would rush from a small aperture %t the

bottom of such a vertical column with a velocitj' of 67| railei an
hour ; WG cannot concede that the whole column would ru>H out
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wilh that vdocUy. According to theoretical estimates, water xushes
fjrfMJ^ an orifice with the velocity which a body falling freely would
acqjujre in moving through a space equal to the height of the water
above the orifice ; but many circumstances may cause the velocity

of the issi^ing fluid to deviate from this general law. If the size of
the aperture approximate to that of the tube, the velocity will be
diminished ; and if the aperture be of the same size as the tube, so
that the whple column of water must fail as rapidly as the issuing

fluid, the velocity will be diminished one half, without making any
allowaiice for friction. That this must be the case will app>ear from
the (Circumstances attending the fall of a column of any other body
the particles of whijch cohere. The accelerated njotion acquired by
aUpodies in their descent, would naturally give to the watei* towards
th.a bottom of the vertical pipe a much greater velocity than to the

water at the top ; apd were the particles of the fluid without cohe-

sion, they would separate into drops in their fall, instead of acting in

pne connected column. The cohesion of the particles i^, however,
fufficient to prevent this separation, and the fluid column must, there-

fore, pove with an uniform velocity, in the same manner as a chain
or ^ rope thrown over a pulley must fall throughout its whole length

with unifonn velocity. The lower portions of the water or chain
which, if detached, would move with greatly accelerated velocity,

are retarded in their descent by adhering to the more slowly mov-

ing portions above, to which they iu turn impart some of their su-

perior nionientum gained in the descent. The communication of
Velocity from the lower portions of the falling column to the upper
19 eyidencpd in the flow of water down pipes, by the force wilh
jvhich the water in the reservoir js drawn into the pipe ; which
force increases with the height. It thus appears, that the resulting

. yelocity of a vertical column of water must be the average motion

flven by gravitation to the whole ; or less than half that which Mr.
huttkyvorth palculates would be the initial velocity in bis system

of propulsion. He might, it is true, obviate this difficulty by great-

ly enlarging the size oi the conduit pipe, but this would materially

add to the cost of construction.

Apother important error appears ip Mr. Shuttlewprth's calcula-

iions in consequence of the velocity of water flowing freely being
considered the measure of its propulsive effort. Npw, it is very
obvious, that any effort required to propel the train of carriages on
the railway ffiust diminish the velocity of the acting fluid ; and that

in proportion to the velocity communicated to the train, the pro-

pulsiy^ effect of the flqid pressure must diminish ; for it is only

Vnen the pressure is resisted that its e||ect operates. For example;
if i\}e carriages were propelled by some other power at a velocity

,equal to that with which the water rushed alopg the horisoptal pipe

the fluid would evidently exert no impulsive eflTort on the piston.

If the carriage^ were propelled with half the velocity of the fluid,

then only hajf the impulsive eflbrt would be exerted ; and not uptil

|he train wap itationary, would the full pressure of the fluict \>g

fought to bear on the piston. The whole of Mr. Shq ttleworth's
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talcoltttions of the power to be derived inm hydraatk pffffi(Mx0

woakt« consequently, only apply to pressure against a stationary

resistance ; so soon as the train was put in naotion therpower ezert->-

ed on the piston would diminish and would continue to decrease u»
proportion to the increase of speed attained.

One of the objections urged against the system of propulsion by
locometive engines is the great waste of power occasioned by the

weight of th^ engine and tender, yet Mr. Shuttleworth seems to hare
entirely eyerlooked the fact, that the same objection applies, in a
tenfold degree, to his plan of hydraulic propulsion. He has>,-indeedt-

no heavy engine to propel, but the weight and friction ofthe water,^

which constitutes his moving power, offer a far greater resistaaco

to motion than an engine and tender. The length of each section

of propulsion piping is proposed to be only 70 yards, yet towards"

the end of that short length the weight of water to be prdpefled

Would amount to nearly 5 tons. This weight of water wodd have
to be put in motion with great velocity, with the additional objection*

of being exposed througliout its whole course to retardaition by frui-

tion in the pipe *,., whereas the friction of a locomotive engine act#

only on those points of the rails whereon the wheels rest. Thelosv
of power by retardation in the tube is^ indeed, taken into account
by Mr. Shuttleworth, but he appears to overlook the fact that thi»

loss is occasioned by communicatii^ motion to his moving power.
The amount of power lost by propeUing the water through toe pipe
is much greater than would at first be supposed. Mr. Shuttleworthr
himself estimates that his calculated initiai velocity of 67| railed Mi;
hour would be reduced in a length of pipe of only 70 yards, to ddf
miles an hour ; and in another part of his pampti^t it appear* flMf

the estimated initial propulsive power of 693 horses (!) wotMbe
reduced, afler passing through 70 yards of piping of one foot-diam-
eter, to 71 H. p. We have thus, by Mr. Shuttlew<Mrth's own tbow-
ing, a power of 022 horses absolutely lost in propelKng ttue\ttoTing
power ; and that too for the short distance of only 70yards \ Sure-
ly no system of railway propulsion was ever before proposed, whidh
by the statement of its inventor eihibited such a waste as this

;

and yet it is proposed as a means of economizing pc%er

!

Nor is this all. An enormous waste would arise also from the*

attempt to regulate the speed communicated by a power varyia^
by the estimate, from 603 horses to 71, in the space of 70 ^jcards..

To obviate the objection which would be urged against tbe*pi«D»

were the rates of speed to be so uqequal, Mn SKhuttleworth pntpttses-

to fix a self-acting throttle-valve at the comfi»ncement p£ 6aefa

section of propulsion piping, so 9s to reduce his estiniled ilitiai

velocity of 67| to 27 miles an hour. Thus nearly t^i(<Qh4bi^8 of
the power would be absolutely thrown away for tfete pi|r|>Me of
regulating the speed to agree with that of the teraiifijij, velocity of
the water. Mr. S. appears to imagine, however,^ thjat this dieck <>»

the flow of the water, would noi diminish the pi^^ore, beca«se»
according to the laws of hydrostatics, the pressure is as the base of
the resistance, and that the area of the pistcm would therefoieMS*
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tain the tcrac pressure however small the openiog of communica-
tion from the vertical column of water. He foists that this law
obtains enly ia fluids at rest ; and that as soon as the piston moved
under the impulse of the whole vertical column of water, the im*
pulsive force would be diminished. If the throttle-valve were so

regulated as to reduce the velocity to 27 miles an hour, the pressure

on the piston would' correspond with that velocity, and not with

the pressure of the whole vertical column. All the force lost by
checking the water at the throttle-valve would consequently be so

much power wasted.

It might be supposed from the lavish waste of power which is

exhibited throughout the whole plan of the hydraulic railway, that

the inventor bad at command the falls of Niagara every 200 yards
of his proposed line ; the waters of which he could send rushing

through the pipes without any limitation. Not so, however, for

every drop ofwater thus uselessly squandered is to be forced back
again into artificial reservoirs. Of these reservoirs, indeed, though
they form an essential part of his system, he makes but littJemeU'

4ioa. In the construction of a railway on the,h}'draulic propulsion
plan, they would, we conceive, figure rather prominently among
the items of expenditure, and add ver^* materially to the engineer-

ing "difficulties" of any line of railway. The erection of immense
towers 200 feet high every 200 yards, would present formidable

obstacles to the trial of such a mode of railway propulsion, even did

it present theoretically much greater advantages than those claimed

•for the hydraulic ; and unless our views are exceedingly erroneous^

the plan could never be practically carried into execution, in con-

sequence of the immense waste of power which every part of it

presents. We have, we think, pointed out sufficient instances of

ibu waste to justify our opinion, but on reading over Mr. Shuttle>

worth's •* plain statement" others will be found which we have not

thought it necessary to enumerate. Objectionable as Mr. Shuttle-

worth's first plan of the hydraulic railway appeared, we consider

it far preferable to his "rmproved" mode of employing the water

propalsively. The principle of exhaustion, on which it depended,
is more simple, and its effects would be more certain, and produced
with vastly less expenditure of powen
We regret to be obliged to decide so unfavorable on the claims

0(f«ii invention which bears evident marks of great ingenuity and
labor t but we consider it much more to the interest of an inventor

who has been misled by the application of erroneous data, to en-

deavor at once to convince him of his error, than to indulge falla-

cious hopes, which can only end in more bitter disappointment.

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEEH^.

* On some ptculiar Changes in the Internal Structure of Iron, in-

dependent of, and subsequent to, the several processes oJ'Ut manufac-
Jurt" By Charlci Hood, F. R. A. S., etc.

•The singular and important changes in the structure of iron,
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which it is the object of this paper to explain, are those which arise

in the conversion of the quality of iron, known by the name of *• red

short iron," which is tough and fibrous, into the brittle and highly

crystallized quality known by the name of " cold short iron." This
change the author considers has never been attributed (as it ought

to be) to the operation of any definite and ascertained law, but has

eenerally, when observed, been supposed to arise from some acci-

dental cause, and been considered as an insolated fact.

The fracture of railway axles, by which some of the most lamen-

table accidents have occurred,! arises from this molecular change in

the structure of iron, by which the axles lose a vast proportion of
their strength.

The principal causes which produce this change are percussion,

heat, and magnetism, and the author traces through a great number
of practical cases of ordinary occurrence the joint, as well as the

separate effect of these three pauses ; showing that the rapidity of
the change is proportional to the combined action of these several

causes, and that in some cases where all the three causes are in

operation at the same time, the change of structure is almost in-

stantaneous ; while in other cases, where this united operation does
not occur, the change is extremely slow, extending over several

years before it becomes sensible. Among the examples given, and
of which the causes are explained, are the conversion by means of
heat, as in the case of wrought iron furnace-bars, and other analog-

ous cases, particularly when any vapor is present : the operation

of the lilt hammer in the planishing of iron, by which both vibration

and magnetism of the bar is produced, when the temperature is

within a certain limit, beyond which limit the bar loses its magnetic
power, and no crystallization occurs ; and the instance of piston-

rods and other cases, where from any accidental circumstance a
peculiar jar or vibration has been given to particular parts. The
effect of the continual jar or vibration upon the axles of common
road carriages is a case of the opposite kind, where, notwithstand-

ing the continual vibration, this molecular change does not take

place wJien the axle is insulated from (he effects of magnetism. In
railway axles, however, the case is very different. The rapid rota-

tion of the axle produces powerful magnetic action, white the fric-

tion causes much heat; and these effects, added to the constant

percussion which is produced by the peculiar motion of railway
wheels, causes the crystallization to be produced with extreme ra-

{)idity ; the effect being* probably further increased in the axles of
ocomotive engines by the magnetising power of the electricity

generated by the effluent steam. The crystallized structure being
the natural condition of iron, as well as of several other metals, the

author considers that in these changes we observe a constant effort

to return from the artificial to the natural and primal condition of
tlie metal, and the conclusion arrived at is, that this crystallization

is not necessarily dependent upon time for its development, but is

determined by other circumstances of which the principal is un-
doubtedly vibration : that heat, although it assiists, is not essential

43
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to it, but that magactism, whether induced by percussion or other*

wise, is an essential accompaniment of the phenomena. The paper
concludes by pointing out the increased efiecis likely to result from
the rigidity of the springs, the looseness of the brasscii, and other
causes which increase the vibration on tlie axles of railway car-

riages.

Several samples of broken railway axles were exhibited ; some
of them being cut from dilFcrcnt parts of the same axles, showed
that at the journals, where the vibration was the most intense, the

crystallization was increased to a great extent beyond what oc-

curred in other parts of the same axle.

Remarks.—Mr. Morcland had frequently noticed that pins for

chains, and pump-rods, although made of the best iron, would, if

subjected to concussion, after a certain time break suddenly, and
that the fracture would -exhibit a large crystallized texture. This
was also frequently observed in the broken axles of road-carriages,

although they were generally made of iron of the finest quality.

Mr. E. Woods had observed the rrystallizcd fracture in all the

broken axles on railways which he had seen.

Mr. Hood exhibited some specimens of broken axles, all of which
showed a large crystallized fracture : he believed that the iron from
which the majorit)* of them had been made was of the best quality,

and in the parts not immediately subjected to concussion the frac*

ture was quite diflerent. One of them had been in use only three

months, and had become so brittle that, on attempting to break it,

it jarred off at the shoulder of the journal, although an incision was
made all round at the spot where it was intended to be broken.

Mr. York would account for the tendency of the axles to break

at the journal, by that part being subjected during llje process of
forging to more hammering tlian the body.

Mr. Hood agreed that such might be the case, but he conceived

that it was more probably produced by cold hammering. He had
taken a sample fioni the body of a broken cranked axle, from the

Grand Junction Railway, the iron of which was evidently of the

best quality, but at the point of fracture which was certainly at

that part where it had been most hammered, the fracture presented

a large crystallized texture.

A large anchor, which had been in store for more than a century
at Woolwich Dock-yard, and was supposed to be made of extreme-
ly good iron, had been recently tested as an experiment, and had
broken instantly with a comparatively small strain ; the fracture

presented very large crystals ; in this case he believed the length

of time which the anchor had remained in the same positioD had
produced the snme effects as magnetism and vibration.

Mr. Lowe staled that at the gas-works under his direction

wrought-iron fire-bars, although niore expensive, were generally

preferred; a pan of water was kept beneath them, the steam from
which would speedily cause them to become magnetic : he had
frequently seen these bars, when thrown down, break into three

pieces with a large crystallized fracture.
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Mr. Miller had frequently seen in manufactories, thai when the

smiths had forged parts of engine-work which from their intricate

forms had required to be mi^cn hammered, the ends were jarred off

while they were being worked upon. He instanced particularly the
side rods oftlie engine for the 'Lord Melville' steanier, ofwhich, while
shutting up the middle, one of the ends of each rod was jarred off

and presented large crystals in ibe fracture ; being well assured of
the good quality of llie iron in the rods, he had the same ends weld-
ed on again, and although the circumstance had occurred 20 years
since, they were still at work, and had not shown any symptom of
weakness. It must be evident that in this case, the fracture and
the prystallized appearance of the metal must have been produced
by the cold hammering to which it had l>een subjected.

Mr. York agreed with Mr. Hood in the fact of a change taking
place in the texture of the iron, but he was of opinion that it more
frequently occftrrcd during than after manipulation ; he alluded

more particularly to railway axles, in which he believed the injury
to be done by the cold hammering or planishing after thev were
faggoted ; he had frequently seen one end of an axle fall off while
the other was being hammered ; in all such cases, and those of ac-

cidental breakage, such as recently occurred on the Versailles Rail-

way, and in other places, the fracture always presented a crystalliz-

ed appearance.

He then exhibited and described a railway axle, wiiich he stated

to possess the combined advantages of rigidity and toughness, and
avoiding entirely the crystallization of the iron during the process
of manufacture ; this he described to be efTecled by maintaining the

axle in a hollow state during the whole operation of hammering,
thereby avoiding the vibration and concussion, to which cause he---

attributed the crystallization of the iron in solid axles, being of
opinion that the repeated blows of the hammer on a solid mass, par-

ticularly during the process of "planishing," were the chief, if not
the only cause of the ductile quality of the- iron being destroyed.

He stated, that he had made numerous experiments for the purpose
of ascertaining this fact, and iti every instance when the axle was
sound, the iron presented the ^ame crystallized fracture, although

the bars, previous to their being welded together were of the most
fibrous quality, but if the axle was not quite sound, and the bars

not perfectly welded to the centre, then the fracture was somewhat
fibrous, the axle being partially hollow and thereby avoiding the

vibration to a considerable extent. This fact suggested to him the

propriety of keeping the axle hollow ; and the mode of manufac-
ture he described to be by taking two dished half-cylindrical bars

of iron, of the entire length of the axle, putting them together and
welding them under a hammer in swages, by which means the par-

ticles are not driven asunder by the heavy blows and the axle of
faggot lengthened, but are driven together and towards the centre.

The axles produced by this means, he stated to be as perfectly duc-

tile as the bars in the first instance. A further advantage, he stated

to consist, in being able to make half the whole length of the axl©

at one heat ; thereby avoiding to a considerable extent the danger
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of burning the iron by repeatedly heating it ; the iron in the axle

he described, as being a uniform cylinder in thickness, and conse-

quently requiring a uniform heat, whereas the external bars of a
»ggot for a common axle were liable to be burnt, before the cen-

tre was heated to a welding state. The diameter of the hollow
axle was increased from 3| inches (the general size of a solid axle)

to 4 inches, in order to give a proper degree of rigidity, but with-

out increasing the weight.

The usual proof to which solid railway axles were subjected, was
by allowing a weight of 6 cwt. to fall upon them from a height of

feet ; with that force they were frequently broken at the second
blow, and sometimes by the first—he had tried some of the hollow

axles, by letting fall upon them a weight of 10 cwt. from a height

of 15 feet, without breaking one of them.

Mr. Simpson expressed the obligation of the Institution to Mr.
Hood, for bringing before the meeting such an interesting com-
munication, upon a subject which it is of the utmost importance

to railways, should be carefully examined. It was to be regretted,

that the late period of the Session had prevented the attendance of

those members whose attention had been more particularly directed

to railways; btrt on the renewal of the subject next Session, upon
the production of the report upon the projected experiments, prom-
ised by Mr. Hood, a very useful discussion might be anticipated.

* Description of the Caller Viaduct, on the Wishaw and Coltness

Railway, with the Specifications, Estimates, and a series of Experi-

ments to ascertain the Deflection of two of the Strutted Beams.** By
John Macneill, M. Inst. C. E.

When first the author was called upon to carry out the exten-

sion of the Wishaw and Coltness Railway, he found that the funds
for that purpose were very limited, and that it was necessary to

construct the works in the cheapest manner possible. To accom-
plish this it was necessary to design and lay out a single line of
railway, which would be sufficient to carry on the trade by h. p.,

but if possible, and consistently with limited funds, to construct the

viaduct over the valley of the Calder (the principal work on the
railway) in such a manner as to be able to widen it hereafter, and
to make it suitable for locomotive power, in the event of the trade

being increased, or of the railway forming a part of the K>^at line

of communication between England and the West of Scotland.

Having these objects in view, and being so restricted in funds, he
was obliged to lay out the works in the first instance, very differ-

ently from what he otherwise would have done, if there had been
aniple funds.

The valley of the Calder, which the railway had to cross, was
nearly half an^ile in length, and the elevation of the line oyer the

surface of'lne^round, varied from 50 to 130 feet. The first inten-

tion was to construct a viaduct, 480 feet in length, of stone arches,

60 feet span and 12 feet wide between the parapets; but ai this

mode of construction would have been the cause of much expense
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v/hen it became necessary to widen the viaduct for a double line

of railway, and would also have involved an embankment of nearly

60 feet in height, composed of clay and marl, which was consider-

ed unsafe and likely to slip, an effect which subsequent experience

on other portions of the line, has since fully proved vpould have
been the case ; it was determined to extend the viaduct to about
1200 feet in length, and to construct it of limber resting on stone

piers, which allowed the means of widening and strengthening it

hereafter, without stopping the trade or incurring more expense
than would have been necessary in the first instance, if built to the

full dimensions.

The piers and abutments are built hollow, of grey freestone from
the adjoining quarry of Dalzie] ; the trussed wooden beams rest in

metal sockets, and the springing plates are laid, for supporting the

under arches of bent timbers, which are now in progress of con-

struction, to render the viaduct capable of supporting safely the

weight of locomotives and heavier trains than now pass along it by
n. p. The usual load for horses is 4 wagons, each weighing 1} ton,

and carrying 3f tons of coal ; there are frequently 3 of these trains

in a single arch of the viaduct at the same time, and 30 loaded wag-
ons weighing 120 tons exclusive of the engine and tender, have
frequently been taken over ; on one occasion a train consisting of

65 loaded wagons of 4 tons each, making a gross load (including

the engine and tender) of 279 tons was taken over the viaduct,

but the usual load is restricted to 30 tons, until the under arches
are fixed.

The details of the construction of the general work are then
given, and the total cost of the single width is stated to be about
£15,000 ; this sum includes the metal castings for the future widen-
ing and when the strengthening and widening of the whole will be
completed the total cost vrill not exceed £25,000, which is stated

to be a low price for a viaduct of 1200 feet long, and varying from
50 to 180 feet in height.

A description is then given of the experiments upon the deflec-

tion of a trussed beam. Two stone piers were erected 100 feet

apart, with metal caps and sockets built into them ; two beams
were laid and strapped together and the struts fixed, precisely as

they would have been in the bridge ; along each side of these

beams, but quite unconnected with them, posts are driven in the

ground, to which a horizontal beam was attached ; six rods ofdeal
carefully divided into inches and tenths, were then screwed to the

outside faces of the beams. The beams were, in tpc first instance,

brought as near as possible to a horizontal line, by ineans of a spirit

level, and the zero points on the rods made to correspond with a
fixed line on the horizontal bar. When the beams were loaded,

and the deflection from the original level took place, it was marked
by the divisions on the index rods, which being fik-mly screwed to

the beams rose or fell with them, and showed the quantity of deflec-

tion as marked by the* line on the horizontal bar ; after each load

was put on the beams, it was allowed to remain an hoar or two
before the deflection was measured, and after the load was taken
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off, the deflection was again measured at an interval ofsome hours to

ascertain the permanent set, before another load was put on. The
load made use of was railway bar? ; tlicy were distributed over
the beams in various situations, and in various quantities, varying
from f to GO tons: the results of which are stated in a series of
elaborate tables ; and a large collection of diagrams show the situ-

ation
|

and form of the load and the space copied at each experi-

ments By examining these diagrams, the situation of the load, its

weight, and the deflection caused l)y it, will be at once seen ; the

results of these weights are given in the tables in feet and decimals,
which will be more satisfactory than the dia/rrarns alone would be,

to those who may wish to make any calculation, or to form a prac-

tical rule upon them for their own guidance.
The appendix contains the specifications for all the artificers*

work, with the dimensions of the several parts and the priced esti-

mates;—the drawings accompanying the paper were executed by
Mr. Macneill's assistant, George Ellis, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

NOTES ON STEAM NAVIGATION.

Paddle Floats arej usually of fir 3 in. thick or elm, 2 1-2 in thick.

Each float should cbnsist of only one piece, cither from being cut

off a plank as wide as the fl )at, or from the pieces being bolted to-

gether edgeways if consisting of more than one. These bolts

should go right through the float edgeways with a head on the one

end and clinched on a ring at the other. There should be three in

each float, and in distributing them care should Ix; taken that they

do not come in the way of the bolts which attach the floats to the

arms.

Paddle bolls and plates constitute an item of considerable expen-
diture, especially if the ship's carpenter is negligent in screwing up
the bolts firmly. New floats arc particularly liable to become loose

from the compression of the timber, and the bolls should therefore

be tightened on every convenient opportunity. It is not uncom-
mon to nick the thread of each paddle bolt with a chisel to prevent

the nut from unscrewing, but this will seldom be necessary if the

bolts be properly screwed up. When a float is broken, which will

sometimes occur in a heavy sea, some of the paddle boils will gen-

erally be lost, but none ought to be lost from any other cause.

The carpenter in getting new bolts should always fetch back the

old ones, if only to show that there has been no considerable loss

from negligence. On one of the outward voyages of the British

Queen she lost every float on the weather wheel, and was placed

in considerable p>eril in consequence. This we are inclined to at-

tribiute to the circumstance of the bolts not having beeh tightened

after they had been shifted. The vessel on the occasion to which

we refer had been in dock, and all the floats had been i-emovcd to

enable her to go in. When she came out the floats were replaced,

and we doubt not the bolts were screwed as tight as possible.
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This was in London : the vessel then started for Southampton,
where the bolts should all have been tightened before she put to

sea ; but this we believe was not done, and the exposed wheel lost

all its floats in consequence. Some of the floats indeed were prob-
ably broken by the violence of tlie waves, but the greater number
we suspect were lost from the slackness of the bolts.

Against the rapid erosion of the paddle bolts by the sea water
we know of no defence except frequent painting. The wheels
should be well painted with red lead about four times a year. Red
lead is, we think, a better protection to the iron than coal tar, and
is much more manageable in its application. It will penetrate into

all the joints and minute interstices which coal lai^will hot do, and
will also adhere to the iron more firmly. Coal tar will someltimes

p^cl off, especially if the wheel has been at all wet at the time of
its application ; and the iron will not unfrequently rust beneath the

coal tar.

As - paddle bolts are an article of large consumption, it is of
course desirable to produce them with as little labor as possible.

The practice of the London engineers is to wind a bar of square
iron round an upright mandril fixed in the ground in the same
manner as the links of cables are made, and then to cut every
round of the spiral in two places ; so that every round of the spi-

ral will make two- bolts. The mandril must of course be of the

fi^ijre f>r,n)J by placing two bol(s wfth the point of the one
touching the hook of the other. The nuts of the paddle bolts

should not be hexagonal but square, and the carpenter should be
provided with two or three good slout spanners that will fit on the

nuts easily. These spanners should be single ended ; the handles
should be straight, and furnished with a hole at the end, through
which a rope yarn should be rove. Whenever the spanner is used,

the rope yarn should be tied to the rim of the whee|, so as to pre-

vent the spanner from being lost should it happen to slip or fall

from the man's hands into the water. Sufficient length of rope
yarn should of course be left to permit the spanner to be wrought
without impediment. The nuts of the paddle bolts may be quite

well stamped in a die ; a good stout punching press will answer
very >fell for the compressing power.

Horses power.—There is a blessed uncertainty among engineers

as to what area of piston and length of stroke constitutes a h. p.;

in fact fevery engineer appears tt> have a measure of his own,
whereby about as much confusion is introduced intoengine making
as would arise among the haberdashers if every shopkeeper had a
yard measure of greater or less length than his neighbor. A horse

power is as much a conventional unit as a pound avoirdupois, and
we think it a disgrace to the Institution of Civil Engineers that it

has not accurately defined what a horse power is. Mr. Watt, it is

true, determined a horse power to be 33,000lb. raised one foot high

in a minute ; but, however useful puch a standard may he for the

power exerted by an engine with thu power exerted by horses or
any other species of prime mover, it is wholly useless for commer-
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cial purposes. In short it may inform you of the power actually

exerted by any engine, but not of the number of horses power
which a given diameter of cylinder and length of stroke are equiv-

alent to. If a man purchases an engine he is charged at the rate

of so many pounds sterling per horse power, and how is he to as-

certain whether he has that number of horses power or not? He
has no means of finding out, because it has not been defined what
a nominal horse power is, and every engineer makes it a different

quantity. Thus the West India mail packets are all said to be of
the same power, but he will be very far out who shall conclude

from thence that all the cylinders are of the same diameter.

Messrs. Maudsiey &, Co.'s 400 h. p. is about 72 in. diameter of
cylinder.

Messrs. Miller & Co.'s 400 n. p is about 74 in., which is just

about as reasonable as that one man's foot should be twelve inches

and another only ten. Again a given sized cylinder, if devoted to

the propulsion of a vessel through the water, is rated differently

from what it would be if used for any purpose on land. And in

Messrs. Maudslay's marine engines, while a cylinder of 47^ inches

diameter and 5 ft. stroke is rated at 80 ii. p., if on the side

lever plan, a 48 inch cylinder and 5 feet inches stroke is only

rated at 75 h. p., if on their double cylinder construction. Such
capricious variations appear to us extremely reprehensible, and
arc calculated, we think, to give a false impression of the force of
a new kind of engine or defraud purchasers of a part of their

measure in the old kind. The power of an engine ought mani-
festly to be some function of the cubical capacity of the cylinder,

and that function should not be determined by abstract or scien-

tific views, but by the intent to equalize the cost of production for

the same power, whatever be the stroke and diameter. In other

words an engine of the same power should cost the same money
whether its stroke be longer or shorter than that of other engines,

any increment in the stroke being so compensated for by a decre-

ment in the diameter, so as to keep the expense of production un-

altered. This standard, it is true, would no longer be a measure
of the power exerted, but of the expense incurred, and therefore
** horses power" might be an inappropriate name for it. But the

term horses power is not even now expressive of the real power
an engine exerts, at least in common language. The actual power
is sometimes determined for scientific purposes by means of the in-

dicator, but it is by the nominal power that engine!^ are bought
and sold and always spoken of, unless when the cobtrarv is ex-

pressly stated. The term horse power is therefore as applicable to

the proposed new measure as to the existing one, yet we think a
better term might be invented.

The following is Boulton and Watt's rule for determining the

nominal horses power.
Let D = the diameter of the cylinder in inches.

V = half the velocity of the piston in feet per minute.

Then ^ 1—= the number of nominal horses power.
2650 ^
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But how is y to be determined before perbap» the engkie-hitt
been made? Boulton atM^ Watt fixed upon an eiripiricir^rd<)«it5i

for each different length of stroke. The several t«lockie* are a»
follows.

' '"'
- iTelocityT''**"^'stroke.
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propprtion of eu«- principal engineers, the rules for finding those
profKnrtions> and a new unit of our own.
Surcharged steam.—^The question has been frequently raised

whether steam to which a high temperature has been imparted
without increasing its elasticity is more economical than common
•team. The specific heat of steam has been found by experiment
to be 847, thai of water being 1, and if this result is to be relied

on, there appears to be a saving worth attending to in the use of
surcharged steami Yet it appears questionable to us whether the

specific neat of steam is not the same as water, the apparent diver'

H>*y arising from some error in the experiment, which indeed in

researches of such delicacy it is almost impossible td exclude.

There are many analogies in favor of the conclusion that the spe*

cjifie heats of Itodies are inversely as the atomic weights, and if that

doctrine be true, the specific heats of steam and water must be the

safne^ Yet great economy is said to have been realized by the use
of aurcharged steam, and upon the whole it seems worth while to

inqwira what amount of benefit may be expected from surcharged
steam at a given temperature supposing the specific heat of steam
be such as has been determined by experiment.

If < denote the density of the steam, then 45 * Will denote

Uie diniijiHtion of temperature when the steam is rarified to unity,

or ihe number of degrees requisite to be added lo maintain the

temperature unchanged. The latent heat of steam being lOOO^'

the heat necessary to raise water from 60" into steam is 1000 +
162 = 1152'^, and if the steam after leaving the water at the temper-

ature of 212'' be heated to 600'', and at the samo time be prevent-

ed from expanding, 000^—212° =388°= equal the heat requisite

to be added if the specific heat of steam were the same as tliat o^
water. But the specific heat of steam is '647.

.-, 1 : •«47: i 388 : 328
Skip^!9siog now the steaui be allowed to expand,

.' mtooo^ioJs i

^^^
'
'^'^^

•
'^^^- ^^®"^ °^ ""y '**•

(itFjtbe st^am when permitted to expand, will occupy 159 voludies

at t^ <irij(iuil atmospheric pressure. The density of the steam

v*H*ft'io' eifpanded will be i^--629 .=. 45 i-L.— eZP^ - the

heM absorlied by steam during its expansion from 100 to 159 voU

umes,45 ( ^--229) ^ 45 ( J '^^\ =45 (-i

'40 104 IV—~3g-.^=45 (-598300) = 26'025015 degrees. This is the result

tor aihthe specific heat of which is -2669.
.'. -seed : -847 ! : 20 ! 82°.

The total quantity of heat therefore reqoisite to produce 169 vol-

uihW'o^ surcharged steam of the atmospheric pressure and temper-

afore; dOOo \9 1 152+ 328+ 82= 1
562o. To raise an equal quantity

in the common way would reqarrc 183r68«>, for
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^- 100 : 1 153 t : 169< I831-69'' tav I83S*. '^^ i^oit:(.\o^:^

1 ' '- ^^^---
,\ l»82^156-3=270° and 270-4- 1862= „-^ of the whole htii^ fo

other words> by surcharging^ the isleam to the teniperatorc of flOfl^

the saving is a little more than a seventh oftfie whole fuel eoristirtMwl,

Deck Plates.—Every steam vessel should have ah'iro*» deck -plate

above the steam chest: the fore and aft bearers of the boiler hatcSi

should also be of wrought iron. Boiler plate on edge with Single

irons at top and bottom answers well. Dogbohs may still be used
in the beams extending from the fore and after to the ship's -sidi

and the knees can be placed as usual.

Safety valve Chest.-—The weights should alHte withm the chest or
within the boiler. The practice of raiting the valves b^ palms
acting on the lower extremities of the valve spindfes, and attAching

the weights beneath the valve with a cutter, which adfttiU those

weights to be raised without lifting the valve, is, we ihink, a good
practice, The valve can thus be eased withoutopening it, which is

tfone by relieving the valve of its lower weights, the weights above

the valve still keeping it down, though with a diminished force. By
raising the palms still more, the cutter arrives at the end of the^t
fn the socket; and then the valve is lifted. The safety vaKe seat

should never be driven tight in and rivetted, but attaclwd by means
of a weak flange and a few weak bolts so that the valve seat -woiild

be raised out of its pfaee by the pressure of the steam- before the

boHer would be burst. The waste steam pipe should always be
attached to the safety valve cheat by a socket jorijf. If fixed by a
flange it will speedily be cracked at the neck from the rolling' of
the chimney, when the vessel is in a sea way, the funnel shrouds
never being so tight as to prevent all motion of the chimney.

Slide twr/oM.—Messrs. Maudslavs make all their slide valves up to

50 H. p., of the Ibng D description, above that power, short D.
Their long D's are just the same as those in comnran use, but the

attachment to the valve rod is at the top instead of at the 'bottom
as is usual. The covers of the valve casings aremade so that they
may be moved in as the valve faces wear, the bolt holes being ob>

long, and the part where the joint is faced in the lathe. The joint

is made with a piece of sheet lead riot wrapped with canvass. The
valve rods are steel ; the long D's are of iron, the short IVs ofbrass.
Messrs. Miller & Co. also noake their short D's of brass. The prac
tiee it an excellent one.

i

THE ARTESIAN WELL AT OHENBLLE, PAKlSv

We have at various times given ao aooount of tbiii well, the first

description of the labors of M. Mulot, up to the time of his accom>
pitshi^g the objects in obtaining water, appeared in the JbMripHil for

April, 1841, p. 131. vol. 4; and in the /ourno/ for tbd foUowinj^ Jttljr

we gave a further ac<x»ant, explaining the size of the tuVef and tli«

\
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^eol<^cal charter of the strata through vhich the borins passed.

All the reports ihat have recently appeared in different publicatipns

yearly^(orreapond with our reports, and the engraving lately pubiish-

fid in l^aris, showing the strata ^oes not differ mueh from our descrip-

tion, Jt>ut it ^iifna the strata more minutely, which we now give in a

.tajiMilfU' ibrra^ It will be perceived that the formation is identicinl

.^ith .that of ^^e jl^ondon Basin below the London Clay*

in |L ;, sjRATf. Formation,
/jrravel 9Ad «and

-
» I,.

; /f--i>-

-wt,<

480.

828.

1049,

ft :•

1794

Cockle Shells

Quartoze Sand with fine particles of sulphuret

of iron

Fine Sand ^

Argillaceous Sn^d
M(^i|^lav
Sand iw^Clay with nodules of Liraestooe

White jChflk i^ith layers of flints

White £lhalk ^teroati^ with ^tata of dolomite
and small pieces of silex

Qr^y ch^ with small pajrticles of silef

Gray Chalky compact without silex

Green f3halk and green particles of the silicate

of iron
,

filue argillaceous Chalk
Blue argillaceous and sandy chalk, with parti-

cley of mica, apd veins of green chalk

Clay with iron pyrites, nodi^ef of the phosphate
. of lime and fossil debris

Green Sand
Cl^y and Greenish Sand with grains of quartx
Argillaceous Sand

,
>

Green and White Sand ^ ^

Water

Plastic .C^y,

White Chalk.

Gray Chalk.

Chalk Marl.

/I «.

GauU.
if

,

fORTION OF THE MESSAGE OV THE OOVERXOS OF PENIfSYI^V^iaff

IWOii -ni* .H /' KELATTVE TO INTBRNAI. IMFROVKMEWTS. «> '
" 'i ^^^ ^

'! Ifosbidf were received for the purchase of the p^bUftiqpiP^iPVer

ISlAbts of the State. ^^^^^ ' ' 't t f 7
vi^f The terenues-iip^our public works have not ditnini^Md 'm

any proportion to the extent of the embarrassn^ents which have
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been thrown in the way of trade. It will be seen by referring to
the report of the Canal Commissioners, which will shortly he Uid
before you, that notwithstanding the scarcity and depreciation of
money, the impaired condition of credit, and the enormous rates of
exchanges, the receipts from tolls for the fiscal year, ending the
30lh of November, 1842,
amount to

;
,

$920,499 42L

The ex(>enditures, for all purposes for the nine

months commencing on the Ist March and
ending 30th November, 1842, amount to 390,046 70

Leaving an excess of receipls for the year, over
the expenses of nine months of 530,4<'>2 73

notwithstanding the decrease in tolls has been
1

1

$169,396 61
The receipts and ex;peQditure|S on the main lines have been as

follows

;

Tolls received in All expenses and
1842, liabilities for 9

I
months.

Columbia Railroad, $357,401 50 $132,499 45
Eastern & Juniata, Divisions, 195,780 IG 45,072 12

Alleffhany Portage Ilailroad, 124,258 40 90,528 63
Western Division, i 85,449 42 26,080 00

$762,949 42 $300,080 20
Leaving an excess of tolls over expenditures of $462,769 28, on

the above usually denominated the maik luie from Philadelphia to

Pittsburg.

. On the Delaware Division and other branches of the Canals, the

excess of tolls over expenditures, during the same period, has been
$67,688 44.—Jt is worthy too^of remark that the expenses for repairs

alone for the nine months have been only $164,526 30,

This exhibit cannot fail to inspire us with increased confidence

in the ultimate value and usefulness of our public works, strength-

ened as it is by the fact, that there has been a falling-off in the canal

tolls of^ew York, for the fiscal year ending 3(Uh November, of
$284,361 89.

The Governor then speaks of the delapidated condition of the

works and the heavy amount required to piit them in navigable con-

dition when he came into power—the amount of the debt due for

ordinary repairs, unprovided for, etc., which amounted in the ag-

gr^;ate to $2,367,506, which has been hanging like an incubus on
the whole system, and which has^ contributed much to embarrass its

operation for the last few years. These renewals have been made,
and the expenses for repairs will be light for several years to come.
The bridges which cross the state Canals, and which have been

heretofore kept in repair at the expense of the state, the Governor
suggests, ought hereafter to be kept in repair at the expense of iiu|i-

viduals and couuties, for whose use they were constructed.
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The Governor also alludes to combinations among a few private

companies to monopolize all the advantages from the carrying trade

on the public works at their own prices, and hopes that the recent
conviction at Pittsburg will remedy the evils complained of.

He refers the Ijegislature to the Canal Commissioners Report
for other grievances complained of. wiiich the Legislature ought to

remedy.
Nothing has been done with regard to the incorporation of pri-

vate Companies, to take and finisii those portions of the public

works that remain in an unfinished state.

Claims by Domestic Creditors to the amount of $1,191,710 23
have been entered on the books of the Auditor CJeneral, and only

an instalment of 20 per cent., and the interest amounting to •200,-

589 43 have been paid. The Governor also calls the attention of
the Legislature to the amount due the laborers ^;^vho keep the im-
provements in repair, and who, the message states, have been here-

tofore overlooked.

ox THE ACTION OF UGIITXING CONDUCTORS.

At the meeting of the Electrical Society on Tuesday evening,

19th July, a paper on this subject by Mr. Charles Walker, the Sec-

retary, was read. The author entered into a very close investiga-

tion of the most important experiments that have been adduced in

illustration of the nature of these instruments and stated that dis-

charges of Leyden batteries have been very generally selected as

representatives of lightning flashes. He then snowed the great dif-

ference between the visible character of the two flashes, and ana-
lyzed the cause on which each depends ; demonstrating that the

only case in which the resemblance is in any degree to be traced,

is when a Leyden discharge fractures the glass, and passes directly

between the coatings ; and that in all other cases the said discharge

is the result of two forces acting counter to each other. Thus he

reaches his first conclusion, that the discharge of a Leyden jar docs

not resemble a flash of lightning; and therefore that Leyden jars

should not be employed in these experiments. He then said that

many points on which philosophers of the present day diflTer, are

in connexion with the results of the Leyden experiments; and hence
if it can be shown that these experiments ought to be excluded, the

at present complicated inquiry will be much simplified. He pro-

ceeded to trace the close resemblance between the discharge of a
prime conductor and a cloud, illustrating his opinion by the aid of
the magnificent machine belonging to the Polytechnic Institution ;

and showed that experiments with this conductor are in all essen-

tial points legitimate. He then described an extensive scries of

experiments to prove that a wire on which sparks are thrown from
the prime conductor represents a lightning-rod ; and then that

sparks will pass from such a wire, and therefore from a lightning-

rod, to vicinal cotidactin^ bodies. This last position was illottrtt-
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ftd in a general manner by an assistant holding in his hand a glass

rod surmounted by a brass ball ; the ball was connected by stout

wire with the gas-burners of the room, and thus when sparks were
thrown on it from the conductor the electricity passed into a good
discharging train to the earth. Now, while this took place, the ap-

plication of a piece of metal to any part of the wire produced a
spark ; and not only so, but the same could be obtained from any
of the gas-burners in any part of the room ; and even when the

writer descended into the workshops, two stories below the machine^

sparks could be obtained from the burners there, which were iri^

deed very much out of the direct line of circuit, so great is the de-

sire of tbe electric current to use a wide path. This is the soured

of danger alluded to in the paper on Brixton church, reported in

tbe last Journal. However, as the wires in this» as in several other

similar experiments, were not directly between the conductor and
the earth, the following arrangement was made, which answers
every condition^ and the general result of which proves that the

wires above described do act as lightning-rods^ Attached to tbe

prime (Conductor of the machine was a thick brass rod« terminating
in a five-inch ball ; immediately beneath this was erected a similar

rod surmounted by a ball. This rod was screwed into a small brass

disc on the floor, and was considered a perfect representation of a
lightning-rod, when sparks or flashes were passed into it. Near
this a shorter and smaller rod (also terminating in a bail) was held;

when the end of this rod touched the brass disc, nu sparks passed

between the t\vo« when it did not touch, sparks passed in abund-
ance. Much of the value of the inquiry was shown to depend on
this experiment. If the former state of things represents what
occurs in nature, there is no danger of a lateral spark ; but if the

latter, the danger is great. That metallic contact in this experi-

ment prevented the appearance of sparks is an experimental proof
of the safety resulting from the metallic connexions formerly re-

commended. These latter results are given in explanation of the

well-known experiment of the two metallic discs; and Mr. Walker
shows that no lateral discharge takes place between these discs, be-

cause the vicinal metal is in contact with the lower disc. While,
therefore, the author agrees in recognising the value of lightning-

rods, he has strong reason to believe that this lateral spark will oc-

cur unless proper precautions are taken ; and though he differs in

some degree from others, he does so in a feeling of perfect good-
fellowship, and expresses a willingness to forsake his opiniotis when-
ever they are shown to be untenable. He states* m conclusion,

that even if he is in error, still science will have gained something

;

for the received opinions will then have been able to withstand an-

other assault, and will only stand the firmer.

PAtENT STUCCO PAINT CEStENT.!

In a fofrndf number we slightly alluded to this new cement, de-

ferring until wc had an opportunity of examining Into its qualities,
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to recomnof^nd it to the notice of the profession, which we are now
enabled to do, after having carefully investigated its properties, and
examined several samples uf the cement, at Messrs. Mann's, Maiden-
lane, in the City. It appears to be a cement possessing superior
qualities, and to be well adapted for external works, particularly in

exposed and damp sitaations, such as on the sea coast, and south-

western aspects. At Flymotiih, where the cement is manafactured

by Messrs. Johns, the patentees, and where the principal ingredient

is obtained, it has been tried for the last three years, and subjected
to the most rigid tests with perfect success. Its strong adhesive

properties cause it to adhere to altnnst any substance ; specimens

may be seen on glass, wood, slate, tile, and brick. The nature of
the materials of which the cement is composed, renders it highly
rcpetlant of water, and impervious to wet or damp. It is sold in a
semi-liquid slate, which has the appearance of white lead ; and
when used it is mixed with three times its weight of sharp sand
to the consistency of mortar, and laid on the wail with a trowel in

the same manner as cement, and with about the same labor. It is

finished ofi'at once, with cither a fine or a coarse coat, as may be
desired ; it dries gradually, and in two or three days time the sur-

face becomes as hard as stone, to which it has all the appearance,

without coloring. It may likewise be used for interiors, and paint-

ed over within a few days, a couple of coats being sufficient to cov-

er it, as the cement is not of that absorbent character as stucco or
roman cement.

The cost of the fluid cement is 14s. per cwt., and for covering a

yard superficial of brick-work, it requires 7 lbs. of cement, and 21
lbs. of sand, or 4 lbs. of cement, and 12 lbs. of sand, if laid on a coat

of plastering, or 1 cwt. of cement will take one bushel of sand, and
cover 14 yards. The prime cost, including labor, is about Is. 6d.

per-«quare yard, \«hich is a low price, cunsidcring«.the excellent

qualities of the material, and that it does not require coloring. We
strongly recommend the architect to give the cement a fair trial.

Some specimens may be seen at the office of the Journal.

Alabama Gold.-—The East Alabamian says : The broken lands

in some parts of Randolph and Tallapoosa counties are said to teem
with the precious mineral. In the latter county, a considerable

number of persons have recently made entries of land with a view
to commence mining operations immediately. The gold is found,

we are informed, in what miners term " rock veins;" and a yield is

obtained by crushing the rock in some rude wooden contrivance,

of two or three dwts. per day to the hand. In a short time we have

confident expectations the pure bullion will bo very plentiful in this

vicinity.

A wire rope 5,300 yards in length and weighing twelve tons has

been manufactured at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for the inclined plane

on the Liege and Antwerp railway.
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A'£W YORK STATE WORKS.
mrJ;

In th\e la^ nrnnber of this jounml for 1639, we gitif^ if no^ iMiffj^

flatterihg vieMr of the pros|)ectB of State works in general, atuf'^i'

leave it to otTr readers to say, Whether the reality has not nfb#6

than borne out our predictions. We said (Vol. IX, 1830, pi' 86^)'

** In some states, the grand argument will be, that if they 6itt

complete the works commence^, a reyenu>e is iiAmiediafely ceMib^
which will render taxation to pay the interest unnecessary. Ttet
the completion of these projects will make the fortunes of ikfactif

individmls, is well kno'wntiitttrlOT ihe pertfianenl inUretU i^^
State, the only plan is, to sell out at once with the present CKimfatt»

tively trifling loss.- it ts impossible to pay too much artttfatibn to

the fact, that the ^eater part of the Workt prd§)ected by the goaf*

emments of the difierent Stated a^ not such as will ever bto of

any essential benefit, and^ When we add to this, t3iat tbey aie do^
stnicted at tWicef the cost of similar woi^s in the hands of cuiiiipii'

Dies, Are generally mnch inferiot in execution and always managed
«nd repaired in the most inefficient manner—^^we shall be at bo loiv

to account for the present condition' of Starte' works in general."

Time has however shown, ^at, in our remarks on repudiafioil^

(in the following pagey we egregtously overrated the ^ good fsi^^

of only too many States, whosis delinquency has caused an amoiai

of suffering, here and in Europe/ which is now past the possii^ity

of cure ; the original holders having in itfany cases dispoted of tboi'

stock at a nominal sum, at least/ ruinotrs depreoiatt<HU • ^ 1

45
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Ah {iiKignificatit amount of work has been dono in the State^f of

Ohio and Indiana since that time—during '40 and '41 large sums

were etpended in New York ; and, during '42, in Canada alone have

new works been undertaken. Considering the system of State

works—as far as any new works are concerned—as defanct

throughout the Union, New York perhaps excepted, we propose to

offer our riews on the prospects in that State.

The sysicm, uniformly pursued during the last 20 years, of do-

ing everything for the Erie canal counties—the lateral canals being

mere feeders to supply the requisite votes to carry appropriations

fur the enlargement—as well as the present plan of taxing all the

state to keep up these adcommodatioDs for depart of the state, can

scarcely be tolerated any longer. To expend 30 to 40 millions

for tlie-^ parpose of effecting a redaction of 1 5 cents on the trans-

pbrt«(ion of a barrel of flour from the western states to the Atlan-

tic—and that reduction more than doubtful-=-will not hereafter

be considered as more important, than, by an expenditure of less

than one fourth of that sum, to insure the rapid construction of the

main communications required in the State>

T^ canal system must be abandoned on account of the enor-

capita) invested in these works, as compared with railways

accoont of their being closed, during at least one third of tba

year, and not accommodating when open, the travel which the

railway hat in addition to the freight of the canal< This travel

igain increases the freight, and thus with a much smaller capital

we havie a vaatly greater income. It is impossible to conceive a

•tronger proof of the general belief in the superiority of railways,

•ven as a toeans of carrying coarse freight, than the dread with

ethioii the legislature regards any measure tending in any way to,

even «t a distant day, permit thehi to enter the lists witli the canal.

* When the prodocts of the people of this state are unable to find

iheirway to market by the Erie canal and the adjacent railways,

llini may the enlargement be considered. Until that time and un-

til the other parts of the state are as well accommodated as the

centrad counties, the enlargement cannot be advocated without vir-

tually disfranchising the rest of the state.

If the system of constructing works by the state be abandoned

then the question as to the policy to be pursued becomes purely

tinancial ; but, if the system of Government works is to be con-

ttaoed, what kind of works shall be undertaken, and how shall

they be carried on ?

To the finrt qiiestion tee at least an$^veri by railways, and not
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the tets readily, because we believe that ojnnioia ver3^

preaent and rapidljr extending?—more eipeciidly «niong tbe fiuMH

. era. 'i'-'^
'-

The second is more difficult. The Erie, Cattskill and Jthacii

railways show, that loans to private companies have, in their catet»

turned out failures, and though the entire loss will fall abort of t&at

on the Genessee valley canal alone—the works themselves b^ag «f
tome use to the public which can scarcely be said of that canal

—the plan cannot be reeommended without very important modi-*

fications. The necessity which exists, that the whole business ittm

railway must be under one head«—^in other words, that the proprie-

tors of the railway must be common carriers, precludes the idea

of the state conducting these works by its own agents.

She may become a stockholder as in Massachusetts—^the e:rtMit

to be determined by the circumstances of the case. The able and

elaborate article on this subject by *f Fulton," (Vol. XI, 1840, f^
858, etc.) renders any remarks of ours unnecessary, but we earn*

not help quoting his views (p. 361,) on the first question.

'*The conviction is indeed very general that the canal sijnsteaii

pushed as it has been to an extreme, must, so far as it regards tba

construction of any new works, be abandoned, and the grave quett^

tion arises, whether in the prosecution of the better improvemelit

of railways, the arm of the State is necessary to itssuccesB. «-^ -

The view we have taken of the subject has brought us to ^ia

oonciusion that, whether right or wrong in the abstract, tke aid of

the State trt7/6e invoked and success/idly in support of railvraya*

and it becomes therefore an object of importance to ascertain tha

best and safest and must effective mode by which that can be teon

dared. It is for the purpose of contributing our mite to the eHv

lightenment of the public mind, that the foregoing plan is preaei^

ed, and unless such a plan, or one similar to it, is adopted, theMata

must continue the practice already partially introduced of aidii^

railway companies by a loan of its credit, or otherwise railrcud^

like canals, must be made State works."
|

| J ' . ;
• -^^i^

The state may also furnish a certain sum per mile to Imiild Wh
perstructure and to supply equipments per mile oigraded road ^tt9»

from all encumbrance whatever. Or may loan OMney under eer-

tain restrictions, so that the interests of the company and the ttata

maybe the same—not antagonist. The diseussioB.<^ detath is

however not required until the general policy has been deteni|iaf»4

The farmers suffer much from the *' State mond|k^,'* (tifvnHtht^
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Ihaii^eitber 1^^ nanafacturers or o^erchants, and are rapid/y makt

iUffil^ diacQyery, They are already calculating the immepfe ben-

efit they would now derive from its repeal, and find, that their pork,

ail Bo4tofD i^rices, would nett them 50 per cent, more than in the

gocUaterp^arket.

r-£i ihQ fanner tp be forever excluded from the advantages of

nii^yi, JMCaiue the 9tate owns the £ri« canal ? Does not the

fa)liiigt«ff ^p.the receipts of the Albany and Boston railway show

tkiaaacnftee of the interests of the farmer to bolster up the Erie

•w»aik-.'»(ii>u'.l '»! nt'.»
j-

.

Far, i^ig^t iiibby the peremptory mandate of the State, to re-

PmIo on the banks of the canal from November.till nearly May, thua

depriving the farmerjof the use of his money during the entire win-

tisr, and, in the spring—«Aer paying (directly or indirectly,) stor-

age, ^i^surance, etc.—his produce sells at a lower price. The
1}^>^rM^ of legislation has been for years, to give the fanner a route

ofea during the months when he is busy producing, and closed

during the months when his productions are ready for market-^to

9httt hkfif^ out when the demand is greatest and prices uniformly

bigh^|t-rrto,'in a great measure, allow him to be forestalled by BaK
timore and New Orleans in supplying the great and rapidly in-

t^eafing demand for pork, beef, butter, cheese and lard, during the

wi^Ur, for shipment to Europe. Lastly, to pay a tax on every

tiding he has in the world for these inestimable blessings I

1 '^be.merchantis idle during the winter and loses a large amount

i^ Ifide altogether. It is quite immaterial to him whether pro-

^ii^ Xetiffh him by the channel of the Erie canal or by railway

—

|9 Also with the manufacturer. Cheapness and regularity are all

ibey reqgire. Their interests therefore, as well as those of the

farofer, are diametrically opposed to the enlargement of the Erie

fttsuAf the object of which is not to furnish the grand desideratum

^f a. less tardy communication open throughout the year, but, to

Bfirpetiially restrict the so called /ree and enlightened citizens to a

(channel open only eight months in the year, and even then offer-

Mg infeiior advantage^ to those whiph private enterprise will fpr-

ptlfa without any taxation.* It does appear to us that, to go on
,with the enlargeo^ent, ur^der existing 9|rcumstan<9e|, isliterally **

ad-

ding insult (o injury."
"*

, ,.

The only public work of impqrtanQ^ which can now be said to

* J^ot onTy so, bat these private railways actually pay a larf^ amount to this towns
through which they pus^-the Utica and Schenectady railway alone paying to the townii

I

y
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\ifi iSurly before the public on its own merits, is the New York apd

Albany Railway, and it is likely to have much influence on the fu-

ture policy of the state.

The wealth, business and population of the counties, ihrougk

which this work is to run, will eventually accomplish all by their

own unaided efforts. These Counties will pay more than half the

state tax imposed to pay the interest on works in; which they have

not and never can have the least imaginable interest, (the N. Y.

and Erie railway excepted,) as the enlargement, Chenango, Black

river and Genessee valley canals, on which about 1 8 millions have

been expended I—twice the amount lost in the great fire of 183^ I

The river counties have-^^exclusive of New YorkT-^much weight

in the legislature. They cannQt be expected to agree, on any terms

to any expenditure of money, on an;^ public work whatever, if they

are obliged to construct the New York and Albany Railway at

their own cost e:|clusively. Look at the counties of Rockland and

Orange, in which two roilliqns have been spent orn the New
York and Erie Railway, at the counties traversejd by the Chenan-

go, Genessee valley and Black river canals, and compare their

wealth, population and the amount of tax they will pay as compar-

ed with the sum drawn from the river counties—even omitting the

city of New York. Hence we conclude that the New York and

Albany Railway will have great weight in the approaching death

ptruggle between the railway and canal systems,
i , %

The following are the total appropriations we should recora-

inend, say one million per year for 5 years.

N. Y. &. £. R. R. •2,000,000. (in addition to the ZfiOO,WH^ ,^

N. Y.4i;A.R. R. 1,500,000. I I ^o.^

Northern N. Y. 1,500,000. (including completion ofSaratog^t

j:.-\ ..^a
?• -i . and Whitehall Railway.

:::. $5,000,000 ;, rj

Again, we cannot see the propriety of taxing all, includii^ those

who derive no benefit from the Erie canali instead of raising the

required amount by a slight increase of toll, and thus tax those,

and those only, who receive an equivalent in return. A considera-

^ suo^ would thus be derived from other states, which <ferive im-

mense advantages from the Erie canal. We quote again from

(Vol. 10, }840, p. 4,) our remarks on this subject three years since.

** NoWt the Erie canal is a work as general in its character as

any undertaking of the kind can yrell be, yet, beyond a distance of

S^ or 30 miles, its henefieial influence ceases, and it is notorious,

that it has been the ineani of |ret«rdiQg the advancement of th^
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southern and northern counties by offbFing every inducement to (ho

husbandman to leave his native state, because it costs less to send

his produce to/market from Ohio and Michigan than from nearly

one half the state of New York. Tlie western states offer great

natural inducements to settlers, and it would be as unfair to them to

attempt to check the tide of emigration as it is unjust to our own
citizens to use indirect but most powerful means to retard the set.

tling of our northern and southern counties. The views of our

legislators appear to be too enlarged to be confined to their own
state ; and we would respectfully, but earnestly ask, Has the gov*

emment of New York the right to tax her citizens in order that

the property of the inhabitants of other states or provinces may be

carried to and from the seaboard more cheaply than at present

rates 7 Not only is the New York fanner to be taxed, but the

amount so levied is to be expended in reducing the value of his

property by adding, at his eost, great artificial to the already supe>

rior natural advantages of the west, and thus enabling the inhabi-

tants of that region to undersell him in his owq market. The en-

tire course of New York legislation for many years appears to have

had in view nothing higher, than to direct the energies and resour*

ces of government towards aiding the interests of forwarders and

brokers at the expense of the farmer, the regular merchant and the

mechanic, who require no exclusive privileges to enable lAem to car-

ry oh their business. Thus, the idea that the enlargement would

bring to the Erie canal a few thousand more tons of freight, and

lead (o the sale of a few additional bales of goods, has been con-r

sidered of more importance than to double the population and

wealth of the state in ten years, by developing the resources of the

northern and southern counties."

We repeat, that the enlargement of the Erie canal will not only

notj afford the additional accommodations required by the advanct

«d State of the country through which it passes, but it will effectu-

ally prevent any facilities whatever being afforded to other parts

of the state— in other words, it stops the onward march of im-

provement in the the canal counties, and extinguishes all hope of

any faeilities being extended to the northern, southern or rivei;

counties. It also swallows up in a single year, $4,000,000, very

nearly as much as we have above considered sufficient to complete

ail the required communications in the state and to be expended in

5 years.

I*' When we consider the enormous cost of the enlargement with

Its inseparable concomitant, the state monopoly, it is not easy to
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•ta^^^vte their withering influence on the agricuUiiral and cora-

^^•rial interests of the state or on the progress of the public wo rks

reaHy demanded by the wants of the country.

ON THE R£LATr\'K PROPERTIES OF IROX.

Made 8y the use of Cold and Ha(l Air Blast, in the Smelting Furnace;
lately rtad btfore the West-Rtding Geological and Polytechnic

Soeteiy. By Henrt Hahtop, Civil Engineer and Mineral Sur-
veyor. '•

; ;

In the early part of the year 1829, the use of hot air in the smelt-

ing fumaee, for the manufacture of cast iron, was introduced at the

Clyde Iron Works, near Glasgow, and at the fourth meeting of the

British Association, held at Ediiiburgh in 1834, Dn Ctark gave an
account of its success as follows :

—

That in their previous operations with cold air, 8 tons, 1 cwt., 1

qr. of splint coal (made into coke, at a loss in weight of 55 per cent,)

were required to make 1 ton of iron.

With the use of air heated to about 300^ Fahrenheit, 5 tons, 3
cwt., 1 qr. of coal (in coke) produced a ton of iron, in addition to

whichi 8 ewt. of coals were used for heatitig the air.

In 1833, the temperature of the air used being 600° Fahrenheit,

it was found that raw coal (not coked) might be used, which cir-

cumstance further reduced the quantity of coal required in the fur-

nace to 2 tons, 5 cwt., 1 qr per ton of iron made.
Not having been present at Edinburgh, on the Association's meet-

ing, the following year, in Dublin, I stated that the case had not

been correctly represented to Dr. Clark,' inasmuch, as for some
time previous to 1825, a saving in the coking operation had been

' A skihilar misrepresentation has also b^en made to Mr. Mushet,

by reason of which he has been led into an error so far as to state

in his most valuable work on iron and steel, pages 922, 923, that the

materials used at the Milton Works in December 1834, with cold

blaati were ht each ton of iron made

—

,
toils, cwf. lb.

Coals - '

- -ii 6
i

3 2
Ironstone -- - 4 1 0'
Limestone - - - - 13

At the same work^ in December 1836, with hot blast

—

totis. cwt. qrs. lb.

Coalsper ton of iron in the furnace * 2 4 3 14

Ironstone - - - - '3 11 2 21

Iron Ore . . ^ - 1

limestone - - - - - 16 14

It ilh however, well known, that on an average of the year through,

previoua to April, 1829, when cold blast was Used at the Milton

WorJu, the materials consumed were—
i
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Made at every well-conducted iron work, bv whicH tioiThftf^
coald be made vrith 5 tons of splint coal in the famace, when bold

blast used, so that in reality a saving only took place by increasing

the temperature of the air, so far as to enable them to use coal un-

coked in the smelting furnace, from 5 tons to 2 tons ]5 c^L, or 2
tons 5 cwt.

The account, therefore, as regards economy, by the usC of hot

air, will stand thus :

—

Savins in coal used in the furnace

In Coker's Wages

Against this mdy be set down-^
A greater quantity of ironstone

used per ton of iron made
Extra wear on ditto

Coal to hoat the air used

tons.



QlMApvB^MifJf*rv>p^^ ilil

II yoa «ak why iron so ina|ii»rii<«old I^f^92«. ikft ^^MtifMbB!

i

ketfthe answer ig.lst» '' its great w9akne88 4iod<^r;«HiyMicQaii4tH^^
fore its total unfitnew for tnofii purposes iiv whicb the ^ifeat^
weight of iron is us^d.' 2d, Its.jgreater loss i»ireraeltiog iofthe

cupola of 2 cwt. per ton. Srdly, 'fhe great irregmlarity in jthe eou-
traction of castings when coolingr if inade from hot blast iron, on
which account many castings of different sizes afp produced from
the same pattern, causing great

i

expense in their after fitting, or if

'

Ihis expense is not incurred, great defect in all machiBery> etc., so
iBode.- 4th. Its unsoundness, ttpt when made into casting -i^eqiiuqs

to- be. turned, bored^oc planed, eta, oo^ which oecasions, if the sHf-
fine operated upon is not defective on. its entire ^sea, a defect so-

eonsiderable ywl show itself, probably when new:^ finishedr that

both the casting and' the great; expense bestowed ^lei^ it \Q^^be
thrown away, and in many such cases tha expense of makii^ the

easting iiself will- be at least three times grjeater tfaaa> even,the pre**

ent giieaidifferenoe in the vftlu4oC the two kinds^of iron.- , 2 itna

I need not unnecessarily oceujpy your tiipe further than by going
more fully into the first of these poi|its> th^gr^t weakness^ uodif
impact, of hot blast iron.- .-.h wfi.n^er J.if C' .ui m « . ;; j1%o-m'

i^y attention- was- first oaHed to tfie- su^|ec»t' By observing; gpeffil

^a^tities of pig. iron on- the whar& at the iron foundries aod^ other
places in this neighborhood, very recently broken- into pieoef.fo-
short as to prevent the laborer pUing them in cubical tiers ia<^:

:f^r,n^^iiS4n

, To which add for iu oenerai inferiority to * '^;';'«

"-" Yorkshire iron^ '• '' ^^- "-^=^^ ^^^f^ ^--f; -••d^^rtt^J

" JPKce of Yorkshire" cold' ibttt iron at'flaji ;^
'''''f'^

(N0.I.)
[ 1/ t-' ^^^^

Wflference in favorofWtfttltetli^agettei^lIy^^
' In Mr. Fairbaim's recent eXjteHments, pubUsh^d'in .tt^^'O^^

Chester Memoirs, the difibrence in this respect is.vekys^l^ng:--
Each bar being I in. square and'4.ft. 6 in. |ong beti«Ben supportik

i. Kr ^ ,
Breaking weight. Pomerto ^ t,.

"-
.<;fr: 'i-»^

.

I

.,
,

.-.lesist impa^H
Oldberry cold blast iron 453^1bs. ' §^4o(H > ?

, Okiberry hot
^ do. . r.,.,. h. 54a . ^\,:,, .^M Mffi btol'

Using the sanecoal and irottsfoBer f^oi nc
£l)Kcar Gokl do. 44^ OS:^,! ,, f{
MUtonhot,

^ ^. ...,,^ ^'^^m-i^'^^^m i^^o3
Working in the same nmeral fipid in N.Waf^i j . 1 .ft-.b

Ponkey cdd do. 667 902
Plaskynastouhotdo. ., 87d .17*.



iMdIhifMd rdOftditoff. and tbn ibty weitf mU^ br tlM new process

\lf 'liSiiigtMl iir in me fanitter greatly wiscalied »n improvement
4ta the friuiikfact ure of cast iron. From these and other circum-
sttiheea I thought it a daty due to the mtob trade to call the atten*

tioil of the public to it, and hairing mentioned the subject at the

Iheoting Of the British Association in Dublin, its importance was
•t <>nGe reeognik^d, and a sum of mon^ appropriated for making
<thelfM^fal eiperimenfSiWhich were carried into eteeution by Mr.
ViJifbtfirfi, tb(».highly intelligeM and indefatigabte engineer of Man-
imasMt*; and I Wa« very sorry to see in hia refwrt rM at the Lir-
«r^i!««tf dieting, as welt a» ih several oonTei«sations Wtfh me on the

aobiedH <l<^ lliid that he had experienced ||[reat diAeulty in aseef*

liimn^tiiO^Qmposifion of the irons elEpenmenled upon^ in conse-
"^(iiteiB i^Pmany of the mana.fiicturers being unwilling to give in-

-formatiotti'added to this, it is well known that in more retiant ex-

periments^ Otie of the strongest irons in Yorkshire has been placed
m the scale efstrei^th so much below other iron, long since known
t«*be no atrenger, l^th irons being made frooi the same coal and
ironstone, a fence only parting the mineral fields of each worik,

%hai'I aaoi driven to tlite oondfvrion that (he object <tf the ezperi-

lilehts'm question has in a gi'eat measure been donated. There
*«re; iM'Wevar^ siMie experiaMBts in them, whteh may iK>t have been
aifeeied in their i«salM by these eiroumstattces, two of which I

shall point out for your consideration.

T^iB first will be' that of iron from two worlui using the same
materiaW

l

'
.

' - T
£^9ar iron (cold blast) niean'ratio of its strength lOOO
Milton jron (hot blast) mean ratio of its strength 809
£laecl^' iron mean ratio of power to resist impact 1000
Milton do do do do 858
In this case, however, the difference is much greater tlian appears

on t^ face of these experiments, inasmuch as the specimens of pig

iron from the Milton Works were made with the addition of a por-

tion i^f^t^e red hematite iron ore from Ulverstone^ for the express

pui^pbsa. .oi giving greater strength to that iron, as was invariably

dom many years ^r the purpose of making tin plate, and during
the wai' ^or the casting of cannon.
' The secon/d eirtomslanee is that where Mr. Fa:rbaim states that

in a kriaflWf ik) sorts of iron, of which each bar* of hot and cold

blakltiott were made of the same materials, and under the same
circMrikances.

Cold blatt iron, with a load of 693 lb. increased the deflection

in 108 days from l-tSC to 1*848 inches.

Hot btint iron do. do 1'891 to 1*906 inches.

Cold btkst ir^n with a load for 448 lb. continued .to increase in

deflection^ atMf altimately broke, after soistainin^ the weight 85 days.

,. t "-*,. , . .. .'-ii ih'-' i::i Fcv^a&H
* I take fhis to mean each patr, of bars.



^ tMt hot blast iron bar* broke «p tkft fut t/ IpadiiHg tJUi^tpUk the

tOdve tceieht A4Slh. [
, . ^^..[^ ^ ,^ ii^'m-'^c^r. -f^^n^.r^i

NotwitlistaDding tneie and tafanj nmmr net* broi^t «if| of,-,

the ezperiim»nu in question, certiin portions of them are cqtifMp^
being quoted through the (ureu for the purpose ofproving tiiat iron

made by hot air is stronger than that prodfced bx,Uie iise of c<4ct

air. ,,

Conten^ptwary with these experiments on asmaUscal^^pthersisit
far greater importance have bee^ ^oing on ; and we hear of boa?,

drecu of railway chairs, cast from iron made by the improTed.pi;<^^
cess, constantly breaking where tens only broke before,* of ^^^llb
engines and other valuable machinerv breaking in n^id siiccfsf^o^,

and in parts where, by regular work, they were never known to

give way before the introduction of the improved iron—-of the'fiore

respectable portion of mill-wrights being obliged to make nep^ cal-

culations, and a new stock of patterns, in order to lessent ap.liBli' as

is in their power, the enormous losses and the gr^t disa^oiotm^iif^
of their friends by such breakages. We h{ear of districts pfjc<>^
masters and other prudent and humane proprietors of large estab-

lishments indroducing clauses in their contracts for castings, stipiila-

tiog that no hot blast iron shall b^nised therein ; and at length the

same has become common in contracts for gas and other pipes,

which it has hitherto been usual to make of the most inferior qyaUi
ty of irons, it having been found that the sockets of some roilM o^
piping have been broken off in one or two years tAer being im4
down, in cqnsequence of their having been made of hot blast iron.

There hasTliowever, still more recently been a series of experi-

ments made, upon which a far greater dependence may be placed,

inasmuch as the irons were all supplied in the regular way of busi-

ness, without the makers knowing any such experiments were icK

tended ; and they were undertaken for the purpose of infonaa||i9ft.

only, to guide the founder and engineer who conducted the opera-

tions at his own establishment. The detail of these^aluable 4rials by
Mr. Todd, of Leeds, formed a paper read before this Society^when
last it met at Leeds ; I need not therefore occupy your tu^ fridh

repeating them, and here, will only call yqur attention to a l^w of
the results, for the purpose of more clearly expiainiqg what i,wiih
particularly to impress on your notice.^ jv

,* v i - u (! v>,i. zcii'J

• In a paper recently read bffore the Inrtitution of Civil En^-
neers, Mr. Macneill states that on the Dublin and Drogheda Rat^
way, where chairs were used maite of hot blast iron from Sc|9itIiodt

the breakage was very great as compared with those on the Soi^hr

pastern Railway, which were made of cold blast iron, and (t^t^j^

his opinion the latter would bo clie^per than the former a| jf»Mf
creased price of 41. per ton. ^i ?{ , ; .^

.

,: .;>/ h^i^#
• They tool| ^isuGtsScfmA^agf^f^]^ 1841,' u-: M

;-i •: '-^ - :n,i.l : -w^.'."''^ .
.' ^i^cakiBg 'iwlght

-•'•|-4-. gniint<»wt.'qr.
Bierley pig iron. No. 3, made with eoM blast average 25 %



wVf' (M Omi "n^mvi^iiiperiikof1^; '

' Wkir reip^ot to tte Btreiifflit of bar lirdn made fnim fapt bta«t pig
irop, very few e]^periipeDt« nave been ^nade public that ^ fjn aware
of; tbey 'are, fapwever) of ttry great importance, becaase they
yihiK ijnade ifitb the ^^reatiest pbsnfole car^, and reeaj^less o^ ex-

l^ense/b^ manyJRictT^rerB of the first emfnetice and ability foi- their

private mfbrmation. The irons were eight in number ; the first

set of bars A^^ere 2] inches in diameter, made i^ith cold blast scraps

nld hbt bla^t respectively, all by Yorshife manufacturers. The
liHelJint reattir(|d to draw them fsunder 1^ a ste;|idy direct tension

Waa^not Very yai^ablb, but when all were cot round tp the sama
d€it»th', fot tlie burpose of being ^oken lyith tiie faavinsei^ tjiey re-

<^re^ about the following' blpwf to do sp;-^ * '" ^ '
^*^''^*

^"^»Co!d blast irbp'
-f«^9crap --'

'
•'^-

'^^
-'Hot- Wast .' .

-
- . - "-••; -1 ;''"*•;;.

fM? «e6ond and third set of bars yon have now before yoja, ^^kej
fidt of experiments on which stand thus

:

:tf; V ;i.- .1

in J

LpfW^6or 661d bikst
'

merley cold blast

Ipltp^ hpt bla$| '

.ivrn i : ,'.t • •
. . .

BSM9tt^co«rijW«t r^
Ijil^bii hot blast r''^

Diam. of bar.

'-In; "
2-66

?-79

' '
" Blows required

to break them
Area of sec. with a 17)b.

where cut. hammer.
3-976
4-430

.' ii

2-58

- ".. ly

if

4-20$:

18
18 '

"

3 ;i-:

Blowf required

to break them
|vith a 20 lb.'

' hammer.

,
' ^ade from .the yame materials;

^
96' fffiitHlr^'^^'^riionrate resistance of hot blast wrpajght ironto
ifpvt^t is stiff less than that of c^st iron. I peed scarely sav, cold

t^UoY ifo^ was ordered ' at probably 6/. per ton obore than ihe hot

blast' i^on might have been bought for.

Itnay here take leave to mention the circumstance of scrap iron

being any thing pow but w^at it was formerly, when its name and

.r !

IloWMbordo. 9*,'

Il(tfi»f6erlee (Scotch) S,'

l^evel Stafibrdshire S,

do
.iM<i^

do*'-'

Ihotbfaa^
' do

..f

Mixed pig iron 3, 5 parts Low Moor, 1 part ^fseear do
Mixed piff iron 2,b parts Bieriey, 1 part Etsecar do
Mixed pig iroa 8, equa) parts Bi<^rley, Eisecar, Low
'-l|pOr^«taffordshire, (Cylinder iron in the market,) and
'|^lsi]^'S||ipii)er]ee

is
•24

28
17
16
SO
88

2

2
2

h:'M'*.rU>-^ Aim '6''-.\'U X .'.:Y
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ei^celletai qda1itj|r wetis synonympus. In fortner tirn6s the importa-

tion of scraps from the continent of Eurdpe took plaoe^oa^ry
considerable extent, all of which were manufactured in this country

into bars, sheets, etc.; and from the circumstance of these scraps,

being alt of charcoal iron, the bars, etc., so made, could not but
deserve the good name they acquired and long maintained. The
flow of scraps into Ehgland has, however^ long since ceased, and
the exportation from this country having become a considerable

trade, it follows, of course, that scrap iron now must be made from
our own scraps ; and when it is remembered how small a propor-

tion of good iron to bad has for many yeafs been made here, bars,

etc., manufactured from them cannot 6ut be of very irregular and
dubious quality, hence it is that the best scrap iron cuts so poor a
figure when compared with a well made iron from known good
mmerals.
The remarks I have made are in reference to irons of knowr

good quality, biit I am ready, artd hive pleasure in adraittingj^
the use of hot air has been of very great advantage at thosclron
works whose produce had not a first-rate name, by enabUng theiir

proprietors to make it at a less; cost, without a propoptfonate de--

terioration in quality ; and there are some few works whose iron,

made writh cold blast, was so baj, that any change could not be but
for the better. There is also at present- a strong impression that

iron cannot be made with anthracite coal only, but with hot air,

and that iron so made is better than any other. The goodness of
its quality is, however, due to the great purity of that coal. But
even here we are told, in a paper read befere the l*olytechnic So-
ciety of ComWall, by a gentleman of great practical skill, that iron

made with such proportions of anthracite coal and Coke as enabteid

him to i^se col(| blast, became much weaker on his using hot air*^
other circumstances being the sj^qe.

My apology in troubling you so far must be in ^he importance
of the subject, and the daily increasing importance to society of
the strength of that material by which the locomotive power is ap>

plied that so rapidly conveys a very large portion of the human
race both by land and sea. Wjhen we are about to purchase a
horse which is to convey ourselves and families at the moderate
rate of 8 or 10 miles an hour, wilth what inherent caution our first

object is to examine his knees, to ascerlain his safety ! In the

ste^iq-epgine we are prevented taking this precaution, and yet in

travelling three times as fast, our risk is in very much greater pro-

portion. Now in this fast travelling it inust not be forgot that in

the engines which conVeV us there are two' cylinders, and atleaftt

280 returns of the piston, and thei^fore there are 280 precussionsi

each minute of 9,240lb. pressure in the power itself, and also the

tires of about 42 wheels and axles in each train, passing over a joint

of the rails every 5 yards of our journey, the percussions of which
are very sensibly felt, with numberless others of minor effect, by
If^hieh it will be at once seen of what inestimable itnjportatice' it is

tliat all i^on used for siich ^wr'pokes should not only be sJtifoDg, but
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be 80 under percussion ; for I need only remind you that it is morQ
than probable, should any one of the numerous parts give way^by
any one of the many percussions they have to sustain, that an ac*

cident of the most calamitous nature would be the result.

With this view of the subject I may probably be excused, if I so
far further trespass on your patience as at least to endeavor to point

out a duty which the public only can perform for itself, namely, to

take especial care that the needful protection is ^iven to that class

of iron makers whose first care it is to maintain its utmost strength

regardless of the expense of doing so. And in order that it ma}' oe
understood how far such protection is required, the following state-

ment should be made known. In the year 1830 the total quantity

of pig iron made in Great Britain was about 653,500 tons. In 1940
the make had increased to 1,3U6,400 tons; and although the stock
of pig iron at the latter date was very small, the price of No. 1 had
declined since the use of hot air from 8/. 5i. in 1830, to 5/. As. per
ton in 1842 for cold blast iron ; and from t/. 5s. to 3^ I3s. 6<i. per
ton for hot blast iron,''although the workmen's wages throughout
that period were rather higher, which item forms nearly 75 per
cent., of the cost, from which circumstance it has been very fairly

concluded, that the price of the best pig iron made has been brought
down at least 30t. per ton lower than it would otherwise have been
by the badness of trade generally, had not the use of hot air been
introduced in its manufacture.

In addition to the observations I have already made on this sub-

ject, I may refer to the price current of the present day, and those

who do so will see the price of cold blast pig iron in South Wales
stand at 3/. lOs. per ton for No. I ; hot blast pig iron in the Clyde,
2/. 10s, per ton for No. 1 ; and, upon the whole, it seems this case

may now be thus summed up, that

—

The saving in the make of pi^ iron by the use of hot per ton
blast may (generally speaking) be £0 12 6

Deteriorated value of such iron m the general market 1

Deteriorated value in the Yorkshire district 1 12
Deteriorated value of castings made of such iron, in

the simple article of railway chairs, as reported to . .,

the Institution of Civil Engineers, on the 1st day of
March last, by one of their own body, of the first

eminence, and ofvery great experience in such matters 4
Deteriorated value of wrought iron when n^anufac-

turedJirom pig iron so made, in the market 6 0,,
Indeed, of the last-named iron, engineers and intelligent manu-

facturers are agreed, and the experiments I have before referred to,

show that 6/. per ton is far loo little a deterioration for bar-iron of

such a quality, and particularly when we reflect how very much
bar (and other) iron has now to do with the personal safety of mil-

lions of our fellow-creatures.

—

Barnborough HhII, near RoUierhpm.

'' I have been informed that No. 1 hot blast iron has been deliv-

ered in Leeds for 31. 2s. M. per ton, the average of former^ni«
being 9/, 10s. per ton for No. 1 cold blast pig iron.



Eleetro-Migiietic Teli^kipi^, M
We need 'offer no t^logy' tci our rttdfi^* f&r the ten^ft 6f ihi

following article. The great interest attached to the Telegraph or
Professor Morse and the vast utility which will result from its in>

troduction renders the subject particularly interesting to the Pro<>-

fession as in course of time we hope to find it among the necessary

equipage of a Railroad.

The History of his invention by Professor Morse is particularly'

worthy of perusal. >

ELBCTRO-MAONBTIC TELEGRAPHS.
"^

>.-•'
I

• ;

Dkcexber 30, 1842.

Mr. Ferris, from the Committee on Commerce, made the following

REPORT.
I

'.

That they regard the question, as to the general utility of the

telegraphic system, settled by its adoption by the most civilized na^
tions ; and experience has fully demonstrated the great advaD^age»
which may be derived from its use. Its capability ofspeedily trans-

mitting intelligence to great distances, for national defence, and
for other purposes, where celerity is desirable, is decidedly superior

to any of the ordinary modes of communication in use. By it, the

first warning ofapproaching danger, and (he appearance of hostito

fleets and armies on our coasts and borders, may be announced
stinuUaneouaiy at the most distant points of our widely-extended
empire, thus affording time and opportunity for concentrating tlM

military force of the country, for facilitating military and naval

movements, and for transmitting orders suitable to the emergencf.
In the commercial and social affairs of the community, occasiMis

frequently arise, in which the speedy transmission of intelligence

may be of the highest importance for the regulation of business

transactions, and in relieving the anxious solicitude of friends, as to

the health and condition of those in whose fortunes they fee) an
interest.

The practicability of establishing telegraphs on the electric prin-

ciple is no longer a question. Wheatstoirj liif iJondon, and his as-

sociates, have been more fortunate than our American inventor, in

procuring the means to put hia ingenious system into pracUcal use
for two or three hundred miles, in Great Britain ; and the move-
ments of the cars on the Blackwall^railroad are at this tiaoe directed
with ^reat economy, and perfect safety to life and property, by
rae«)« of hia magnetic needle telegraph. If a system more compji-
catad and less efficient than the American telegraph is operated for

great distances in England, with such eminent success and advan-
tage, there can be no reasonable doubt that, if the means be fur-n-

ishcld for putting in operation the system of Professor Samuel F>
K Morse, of New York, the original inventor of Uie electro-magr:
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netic telegraph, the game, if not greater success, will be the result.

Your committee are of opinion that it is but justice to Professor
Morse, who '\» alike distinguished for his attainments in science and
excellence in the afts of design, and who has patiently devoted tnany
years of unremitting study, and freely spent his private fortune, in

inventing and bringing to perfection a system of telegraphs which
is calculated to advance the scientific reputation of the country and
to be eminently useful, both to the Government and the people, that

he should be furnished with the means of competing with his £ti«

ropean rivals.

Professor Morse bases his system upon the two following facts

in science

:

First. That a current of electricity will pass to any distance
along a conductor connecting the two poles of a voltaic battery or
generator of electricity, and produce visible eflects at any desired

points on that conductor.
Second. That magnatism is produced in a piece of soft iron

(around which the conductor, in its progress, is made to pass) when
the electric current is permitted to flow, and that the magnetism
ceases when the current of electricity is prevented from nowinf.
Thw current of electricity is produced and destroyed by breaking
and closing the galvanic circuit at ttie pleasure of the opemtor of
the telegraph, who in this manner directs and controls the operation
of a simple and compact piece of mechanism, styled the register,

which, at the will of the operator at the point of coromonicatioD, i»

made to record^ at the point of reception, legible characters, on a
roll of paper put in motion at the same time with the writing in8tra«

ment. These characters the inventor has arranged into a oonTCii'

tional alphabet, which is contained in the letter appended to this

report, and which is capable of being learned and used with very
little practice.

Professor Morse has submitted his telegraphic plan to the severe

scrutiny of European criticism ; and the Academy of Sciences, of
Paris, the highest scientific tribunal in the world, hailed it with en*

tbusiasm and approbation, when its operation was exhibited, and
its principles explained by their distinguished perpetual secretary,

M. Arago.
It appears, from documents produced by Professor Morse, that

the thanks of several learned bodies in France were voted to him
for his invention, and the large medal of honor was awared to him
by the Academy of Industry. It further appears, that several oth-

er systems of telegraphs on the electric plan (among which were-

WheatMone's, of London, SteinH^il's, of Munich, and Masson's, of
C^en).had been submitted at various times for the consideration

of the French Crovernment, who appointed a commission to exam*
ine and report on them all, at the head of which commission was
placed the administrator-in-chief of the telegraphs of France, (BL
Foy,) who, in a note to Professor Morse, thus writes:

" I take a true pleasure in confirming to you in writing that which
I have alrttdy had the honor to say to you vir^' Toce—that I have



promioeoUy fnvteated to MtHMiettr the Minister of the VcAtnoK
your electroHDagaetic telegraph, as beiag the system which prg-

sents the best chance of a practicd applicatioD ; and I have ^Uur>>
ed to him that« if soine triads are to be made with electric telegraphs

I do not hesitate to recommend that they should be ma(te with
your apparatus."

Your committee, in producing further evidence of the approba-

tion by the scientific world of the system of Professor Morse, would
cite thie letter of Professor Henry, of Prii^ton College, well known
for bis eminent attainments in electrical science, (marked A,) in

the appendix of this report
More recently, a committee, consisting of s<M0e of our mo^ dis-

tinguished scientific citizens, wa^ appointed by the American Insti-

tute of New York to examine ainl report upon this telegraph, who
made the report (B) in the appendix. In compliance with the re-

commendation of this report, the Institute awarded to Professor
Morse the gold medal.

Besides the evidence these testimonials fumi^^ of the excellence

of Professor Morse's system, your committee, as well as the greater

part of the members of both Houses of Congress, have had a prac-

tical demonstration of the operation of the electro-magnetic tele-

graph, and have witnessed the perfect facility and extraoirdinary

rafudity with which a messifge can be sent by means of it from
one extremity of the Capitol to the other. This rapidity is not

confined in its effects to a few hundred feet, but science makes it

certain that the same effects can be produced, at any distance on
the globe, between any two giren points connected by the con-

ductors.

Your committee have alluded to oth^r electric telegraphs; foi^

as is not uncommon in the birth of great inventions, scientific minds
have, at nearly tlie same period of time, in various parts of Europe
conceived and planed electric telegraphs ; but it is a matter of
national pride, that the invention ot the firH electro-magnetic teU-

grcqihf by Professor Morse, as well as the first conctption of using

electricity as the means of transmitting intelligence, by Dpct^
Franklin, is the offspring of American genius. '

. v

Your committee beg leave to refer to ; the letter of Prof. Morse,
(marked C,) in the appendix, to C. G. Ferris, one of the committee
giving, at his request, a brief history of the telegragh since it was
before Ck>ngress, in 1838, for some interesting inrormation concern-
ing it, and for Professor Morse's estimate of the probable expense
of establishing his system of telegraphs for thirty or iorty qiiles.

Tiiey would also refer to the House docoment No. 15, (Decem-
ber e, 1837.) and to House report No. 753, (April e, 1838,) for
valu^le information on the sobiect of telegn^ihs,

Your committee invite special attention to that part .ofProfess^
Morse's letter which details the plan of a renetfue which may .te
derived from his telegraphic system, when established to an extent
sufficient for the purposes of commercial and general inteU^nce.
From these calculations, made upon safe data, it is probable thatja

47
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hicoiiM would by dertVed tr&m its use by merchants and citizens

more than sufficient to defray the interest of the capital expended
in its establishment. So inviting, indeed, are the prospects of pro*

fit to individual enterprise, that it is a matter of serioun Considera-

tion, whether the Government should not, on this account alone,

seized the present opportunity of securing to itself the regulation

of a system which, if monopolized by a private company, might be

used to the serious injury of the Post Office Department, and which
could not be prevented without such an interference with the rights

of the inventor and of the stockholders as could not be sustained

by justice or public opinion.

After the ordeal to which the electro-magnetic telegraph system
has been subjected, both in Europe and in America, and the voice

of the scientific world in its favor, it is scarcely necessary for your
committee to say that they have the fullest confidence in Professor

Morse's plan; and they earnestly recommen<l the adoption of it by
the Government of the United States. They deem it most fortun-

ate that no definite system of telegraphs should hitherto have been
adopted by the Government, since it enables them to establish this

improved system, which, in the opinion of your committee, is decid-

edly stiperior to any other now in use, possessing an advantage over

telegraphs depending on vision, inasmuch as it may be used both
by night and day, in all weathers, and in all seasons of the year,

with equal convenience; and also, possessing an advantage over

electric telegraphs heretofore in use, inasniuih as it records, in per-

manent legible characters on paper, any communication which rna}'

be made by it, without the aid of any agent at the place of record-

ing, except the apparatus which is put in motion at the point of
Communication. Thus, the recording apparatus, called the register,

may be left in a closed chamber, wnere it will give notice of its

commencing to write by a bell, and the communication may be
found on opening the apartment. Possessing these great advanta-

ges, and the means of communication not being liable to inierrup-

lion by the ordinary contingencies which may impede or prevent

the successful action of other telegraphs, the advantages to be de>

rived from it will soon be apparent to the community, and it will

become the successful rival ot the Post Office, when celerity of
communication is desired, and create a revenue from which this

system of tel^raphs may be extended and ramified through all

parts of the cottntry, without imposingany burden upon the people

or draughts on tbe Treasury, beyond the outlay for its first estab*

lishitnent.
''

'

' ..\ ' .': i. .,--u:^ir

As a first step towards the adoption of this system of telegraphy by
the Government, your committee recommend the appropriation of
thirty thousand dollars, to be expended under the direction of the

Postmaster General, in constructing a line of electro-magnetic tele-

graphs, under the superintendance of Professor Samuel F\ 6. Morse,
of such length and l^etween such points as shall folly test its prac-

ticability and utility ; and for this purpose they ivspcctfully submit

the following bill: ' i

,
•

.
.



A BILL to test the practicability of establishing a system of elec-

tro-magnetic telegraphs b^ the Uqite^ji States. ,:

Be it enacted by Vie Senate and Hoiiit of ReprieHnttdiva if thik

United Slates in Congress assembled. That the sum of thirty thou-
sand dollars be, and is hereby, appropriated, out of any moneys in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for testing the capacitt
and usefulness of the system of electro-magnetic telegraphs invent-
ed by Samuel F. B. Morse, of NewVolrk, fbr tht use qf the Gor-
ernment of the United States, by consthictii^g a Kne of^d electro-

magnetic telegraphs, under the superintendence of Profeiaor Sun*
uel F. B. Morse, of such length and between saich points as shall

fully test its practicability and utility; and that the same diafl be
expended under the direction of the Postmastei^ General, upon the

application of said Morse.
Sbc. 2. And be it fttrtker enacted. That the Postmaster General

be, and he is hereby, authori^d to pay, out of the aforesaid thirty

thousand dollars, to the said Samuel F. B. Morse, and the persons

employed under him, such siims of money as he may deem to be a
fair compensation for the services of the said Samuel F. B. Morse,
and the persons employed under him, in constructing and iti super-

intending the construction of the said line of telegraphs aathoriced
by this bill.

!

i - b

pBnvbsTDN CotiLEGB, F^^bniarj 24, 184S. -

M>f Dear Sir :—I am pleased to learn that you have again peti-

tioned Coogi'ess in reference to your tejlegraph, and I most iTQcera-

ly hope that you will succeed in convincing our Representatives of
the importance of the invention. In this you may, perhaps, find

some difficulty, since, in the minds of manjr, the electro-magnetic

telegraph is associated with the vario^ chimerical projects con-
stantly presented to the public, and particularly with the schemes,

so popular a year or two ago, for the application of electricity as a
moving power in the arts. I have asserted, from t|)e first, that all

attempts of this kind are premature, and made without a proper
knowledge of scientific principles. The case is, however, entirely

different in regard to the electro-masnetic telegraph. Sdent^ is

now fully ripefor this npplication, and j[ have not the least doubt, if

proper means be alTurded, of the perfect success of the invention.

The idea of transmitting intelligence to a distance by means of
electrical action has been suggested b]r various persons, from the

,

time of Franklin to the present; but until within the last few years,

or since the principal discoveries in electro*magnetism, all attempts
to reduce it to practice were necessarily unsuccessful. The mere
suggestion, however, of a scheme of thi^ kmd is a matter for which
little credit can be claimed, aiuce it is one which would naturally

arise in the mind of almost any person fjamiliar with the phenomena
of ekictricity ; but the bringing it forward at the proper mooient.
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wfiAh the devd<^nents of Mience «re able to (bmuh the meam of
certain success, and the devising a plan for carrying it into practi-

cal aperatioD, are the grounds of a just claim to 8ci0ntidc reputation
as well as to public patronage.

About the same time with yourself, Professor Wheatstone, of

I^ooilbn, and Dr. Steinheil, of (rermany, proposed plans of the

electro-magnetic telegraph, but these differ as much from yours as

the mature pf the common principle would well permit ; and unless

some esa^tial improvements have lately been made in these Eu-
roMtan planp» I should prefer the one inrented by yourself.

With my best wishes for your success, I remain, with much es-

teefl^yours, truly, Josbph HsiiaT.

j; PrQfei?opMoii«J5,

c. .:;)! B.

vz^CTBO-MAonsnc noKOBAra.

,. . y ,

'

JJpw York, September 12, 1842.

The ijndersigned, the committee of arts and sciences of the

American Institute, respectfully report \

That, bv virtue of the power of adding to their numbers, they
called to their aid the gentlemen whose names are hereunto annexed,
with those of the origmal members of the committee, and proceed-
ed to examine Professor Morse's electro-magnetic telegraph.

Having investigated the scientific principles on which it is found-
ed, inspected the mechanism by which these principles are brought
into practical operation, and seen the instruments in use in the

ti*aiwmission and return of various messages, thev have come to

thb conclusion that it is admirably adapted to the purposes fop

which it is intended, being capable of forming words, numbers,
and sentences, nearly as fast as they can be written in ordinary
characters, and of transmitting them to great distances with a ye*

locity equal to that of light. They therefore beg leave to recom*
mend the telegraph of Professor Morse for such testimonials of the

approbatroii of the American Institute as may in its judgment be
due to a most important practical application of high science,

brought into successful operation by the eieroise of much meeban*
icarikill and ingenuity.

All which is respectfully submitted,

JaKbs Renwicic. L. L. D.,
' '^ • Prof. Chem, and Nat. PhU., Columbia CoU, ^. T,

• '* "r JOHH W. DRAnsK, M. D.,
^

.1 (c,
). Prof. Chem. and Min„ University, ctty qf New York,

'' ' WlUJCAM H. EtLRT, M, Dm
'

'
' '"

' Prof, Chem. etc., Coll of Cohtmbia, 8, C.
;*"' JaMIS R. CWLTOR, M. D.,'•'*,•' G. C. BOQABFFKR,

,•./. ihi.i 1. ..
E»WARp Clark, - '

•

*y""»'"-"
Charles A. Lkr, M. D. '

'Extract from the minntcs of the Institute

;
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Be$ohed, That the report be accepted, adopted and referred to

the premium committee, and that the recotding secretary be direct-

ed to publish the same, at the expense of the Institute.

New York, December 6, 1842.

Dbax Sir :—-In compliance with your request, I give you a slight

history of my electro-magnetic telegraph, since it was presented for

the consideration of Congress, in the year 18S8.

Daring the session of the 25th Congress, a report was made by
the Committee on Commerce of the House, which concluded by
unanimoasly submitting a bill appropriating 830,000 for the pur-

pose of testing my system of electro-mi^netic telegraphs. The
pressure of business at the close of that session prevented any ac-

tion being taken upon it.

Before the session closed, I visited England and France, for the

dottUe purpose of submitting my invention to the test ofEuropean
criticism, and to secure to myself some remuneration for my large

expenditures of time and money in elaborating my invention. In
France, after a patent had been secured in that country, my tele-

graph first attracted the attention of the Academy of Sciences, and
Its operation was shown, and its principles were explained, by the

celebrated philosopher, Arago, in the session of that distinguished

body of learned men on September 10, 1838. Its reception was
of the most enthusiastic character. Several other Societies, among
which were the Academy of Industry and the Philotechnic So6iety»

appointed committees to examine and report upon the invention*

from all which I received votes of thanks, and from the former the

large medal of honor. The French Government at this time had
ila attention drawn to the subject of electric telegraphs, several sys-

tems having been presented for its consideration, from England,
Germany, and France. Through the kind officers of our minister

at the French Court, General Cass, my telegraph was also submitted;

and the Minister of the Interior (M. Montalivet) appointed a com->

mission, at the head.of which was placed M. Alphonse Foy, the

administrator-in-chief of the telegraphs of France, with directions

toexamine and report upon all the various systems which had been
pretei^ted. The result of this examination (in which the ingenious
systems of Professor Wheatstone, of London, of Professor Stein-

heil, of Munich, and Professor Masson, of Caen« passed in review)
was a report to the Minister in favor of mine. In a note addressed
to me by M. Foy, who had expressed his warmest admiration of
my telegraph in my presence, he thus writes

:

** 1 take a true pleasure in confirming to you in writing that which
I have already had the honor to say to you viva voce, that I have
prominently presented (signale) to Monsieur the Minister of the In-

terior your electro-magnetic telegraph, as being the system which
'^resents the best chance of a practical application ; and I have
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stated to him that if lome trials are to be made with electric tele-

graphs, I hesitate not to recommend that they should be made with
your apparatus."

In England, my appHcation for a patent for my invention was
opposed before the Attorney General, by Professor Wheatstone and
Mr. Davy, each of whom had systems already patented, essentially

like each other, but very different from mine. A patent was de-

nied me by the Attorney General, Sir John Campbell, on a plea

which I am confident will not bear a legal examination. Bat there

being no appeal from the Attorney General's decision, nor remedy,
except at enormous expense, I am deprived of all benefit from my
invention in England. Other causes than impartial justice evident-

ly operated against me. An interest for my invention, however,
sprung up voluntarily, and quite unexpectedly, among the English

nobility and gentry in Paris, and, had I possessed the requisite

funds to prosecute my rights before the British Parliament, I could

scarcely have failed to secure them, so powerfully was! supported
by this interest in my favor ; and I should be ungrateful did I not

take every opportunity to acknowledge the kindness of the several

noblemen and gentlemen who volunteered to aid me in obtaining

my rights in England, among the foremost of whom were the Ean
of^^Lincoln, the late celebrated Earl of Elgin, and the Hon. Henry
Drummond.

I returned to the United States in the spring of 1639, under an
engagement entered into in Paris with the Russian Counsellor of

State, the Baron Alexandre de Meyendorff, to visit St Petersburg

with a distinguished French savan, M. Amyot, for the purpose of

establishing my telegraphic system in that country. The contract

formally entered into, was transmitted to St. Petersburg, for the

signature of the Emperor, which I was led to belieive would be given

without a doubt; and, that no time should be lost in my prepara-

tions, the contract, duly signed, was to be transmitted to me tn

New York, through the Russian ambassador in the United States,

in four or five weeks, at farthest, after my arrival home.
After waiting, in anxious suspense, for as many months, without

any intelligence, I learned indirectly that the Emperor, from causes

not satisfactorily explained, refused to sign the contract.

These disappointments, (not at all aft'ecting the scientific or prac-

tical character of my invention.) combined with the financial de-

pression of the country, compelled me to rest a while from further

prosecuting my enterprise. For the last two years, however, un-

der many discouraging circumstances, from want of the requisite

funds for more thoroughly investigating some of the principles in-

volved in the invention, 1 have, neverihele?s, been able to resolve

all the doubts that lingered in my own mind, in regard to the per-

fect practicability of establishing my telegraphic system to any
extent on the globe. I say, " doubts that lingered in my own mind;"

the principal, and, indeed, only one of a scientific character, which

at all troubled me, I will state, and the manner in which it has been

resolved

:

'
r

. ,
-
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At an early stage of my experiments, I found that the magnetic
power produced ia an elect ro-aiagnei, by a single galvanic pair, di-

minished rapidly as the length of the conductors increased.' Ordi-

nary reasoning on this fact would lead to a conclusion fatal to the

whole invention, since at a great distance I could not operate at

all, or, in order to operate, 1 should be compelled to make use of a
battery of such a size as would render the whole plan in effect im-

practicable. I was, indeed, aware that by multiplying the pairs in

the battery—that is, increasing the intensity or its propulsive pow-
er—certain effects could be produced at great distances, such as

the decomposition of water, a visible spark, and the deflection of
the magnetic needle. But as magnetic eflects, except in the latter

case, had not to my knowledge been made the subject of careful

experiment, and as these varioiis effects of electrical action seemed
in some respects, to be obedient to different laws, 1 did not feel

entirely assured that magnetism could be produced by a multiplica-

tion of pairs sufficiently powerful at a great distance to effect my
purpose. From a series of experiments which I ^ade, in conjunc-

tion with Professor Fisher, during the last summer, upon 33 miles

of wire, the interesting fact, so favorable to roy'telegraphic system,

%vas fully verified, that while the distance increased in an arithmetical

ratio, an addition to the series of galwmic pairs of plates increased

tfie magnetic power in a geometric ratio. Fifty pairs of plates were
used as a constant power. Two miles of conductors at a time, from
two to thirty-three, were successively added to the distance. The
weight upheld by the magnet from the magnetism! produced by 50
pairs gradually diminished up to the distance of 10 miles; after

which, the addition of miles of wire up to S3 miles (the extent to

which wc were able to try it) caused nofurther visible diminution of
power. The weight then sustained was a constant quantity. The
practical deduction from these experiments is the fact that with a
very small battery all the effects I desire, and at any distance, can
be produced. In the experiments alluded to, the fifty pairs did not
occupy a space of more than 8 cubic inches, and they comprised bat

50 square inches of active surface.

The practicability of establishing my telegraphic system is thus

relieved from all scientific objections.

Let me now turn your attention, sir, one moment to a considera

tion of the telegraph as a source of revenue. The imperfections of
the common 6ystems,i particularly their uselessness, on accou^tof
the weather, three-quarters of the time, have concealed from view
so natural a fruit of a perfected telegraphic system. So uncertain

are the common telegraphs as lo tin[)e, and so meager in the quan-
tity of intelligence they can tratismit under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, that the idea of making them a source of revenue
would not be likely to occur. So far, indeed, fro^ being a loorce

of revenue, the systems in common use in Europei are sustained at

great expense ; an expense which, imperfect as they are, is justified

in the view of the Governmentj, by the great political advantages
which they produce. Tclegi^phs with them are a Govemoieni
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monopoly, and used only for Government purposes. They are in

hacmoney with the genius of those Governments. The people have
no advantage from them, except indirectly as the Government is

benefited. Were our mails used solely for the purposes of the

Government) and private individuals forbidden to correspond by
them, they would furnish a good illustration of the operation of the

o«mmon European telegraphic system.

The electro-magnetic telegraph, I would fain think, is more in

consonance with the political institutions under wich we live, and
is fitted, like the mail system, to diffuse its benefits alike to the Gov*
ernqient and to the people at large.

As a source of revenue^ then, to the Government, few, I believe,

ha^ seriously computed the great profits to be derived from such

a system of telegraphs as I propose ; and yet there are sure data

already obtained by which they can be demonstrated.
Tiie first fact is, that every minute of the 24 hours is available to

send intelligence.

The second fact is, that 1 2 signs, at least, can be sent in a min-

ute, instantaneously, as any one may have proof by actual demon-
stration of the fact on the instrument now operating in the Capitol.

There can be no doubt that the cases, were such speedy trans-

mission of intelligence from one distant city to another is desirable

are so numerous, that, w^hen once the line is made for such trans-

mission, it will be in constant use, and a demand made for a greater

number of lines.

The paramount convenience, to commercial agents and otbert,

of thus corresponding at a distance, will authorise a rate <f pottage

proportiontUe to the distance^ on the principle of rating postage by
the mails.

To illustrate the operation of the telegraph in increasing the

revenue, let us suppose that but 18 hours of the 34 are efficiently

used for the actual purposes of revenue ; that 6 hours are allowed
for repetitions and other purposes^ which is a large allowance. This
would give, upon a single circuit, 12,960 signs per day, upon which
a rate of postage is to be charged. Intelligence of great extent may
be comprised in a few signs. Suppose the following commercial
cummunica tion is to be transmitted from New York to New Or-
leans.

Yrs., Dec, 21, rec. Buy 25 bales c, at 0, and SOO pork, at 8.

Here are 36 signs, which take three minutes in the transmission

from New York to New Orleans, and which informs the New York
merchant's correspondent at New Orleans of the receipt of a cer-

tain document, and gives him orders to purchase 25 bale* of cotton
at 9 cents per pound, and SOO barrels of pork as 8 cents per poand.
Thus may be completed, in three minutes, a transaction m business

which now would take at least four or five weeks to accomplish.

Suppose that one cent per sign be charged for the first 100 miles,

increasing the charge at the rate of half a cent each additional 100

miles, the postage of the above communication would be $2,88 for

a distance of 1,500 miles. It would be sent 100 miles for 80 cents.

Would any merchant grudge so small a sum for sending such an
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amount of ii^ormatioa in so short a time to sudi a distance? If
time is money, and to save* time is to save money, surely such an
immense saving of Unite is the saving of an immense sum of money.
A telegraphic line of a single circuit only, from New York to New
Orleans, would realize, then, to the Government, daily, in the-eoc-

respondence between those two cities alone, over tme thousand dol-^
/ar* gross receipts, or over $300,000 per annum.

But it is a well-established fact, that, as facilities of intercourse

increase between different parts of the country, the greater is that

intercourse. Thousands travel, in this day of railroads, and steam-

boats, who never thought of leaving their homes before. Establish,

then, the means of instantaneous communication between the Aost
distant places, and the telegraphic line of a single circuit will very
sooo be insufficient to supply the demands of the public—they will

reqiiire more,
*

Two circuits will of course double the facilities, and double the

revenue f but it is an important fact, that the expense of afterwards

estabtishing a second, or any number of circuits, does not proceed
on the doiMing principle. If a channel for conveying a single cir-

cuite be made in the first instance of sufficient capacity to contain

many more circuits, y'hich can easily be done, additional circuits

can be laid as fast as they are called for, at but little more than the

cost of the prepared wire. The recent discovery of Professor
Fisher and myself shows that a single wire may be made the com-
mon conductor for at least six circuits. How many more we have
not yet ascertained. So that, to add another circuit is but to add
anothA wire. Fif^y dollars per mile, under these circumstances,
would therefore add the means of doubling the facilities and the

revenue.

Between New York and Philadelphia, for example, the whole
cost of laying such an additional circuit would be but 85,000, which
would be more than defrayed by txoo months^ receiptronly fh>m the

telegraphs between those two cities.

There are two modes of establishing the line of conductors.
The first and cheapest is doubless that of erecting spars about 30

feet in height and 350 feet apart, extending the conductors along

the tops of the spars. This method has some obvious disadvan-
tages. The expense would be from $350 to $400 per mile.

The second method is that ofenclosing the conductors in leaden
tubes, and laying them in the earth. I have nf^de the following
estimate of the cost of this method:

I

Wire, prepared, per mile ^150 00
Lead pipe, with soldesings

j I
250 00

Delivery of the pipe and wirte 25 00' ?s>
Passing wire into the pipes 5 00 ^^
Excavations and filling in about 1,000 yards per

mile, or 3 feet deep, at 15 c^nts per square yard 150 00 *

' Laying down the pipe
[

!
. ^ € 00

583 00
48
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One regiiter, with its machinery, comprising a
galvanic battery of four pairs of my double-
cup battery 9100 OO

One battery of 200 pairs 100 00

, Expense for ihlrly-nine miles 822,737 00
TwtJ registers 200 00
Two balterirs 200 00
Services of chief supcrintcndont of construction

per aniuitn 2,000 00
Services of three assistants, at $1,500 each per
•annum 4,500 00

29,637 00

As experience alone can determine the best mode of securing the

conductors, 1 shouiti wish thp means and opportunity of trying va-
rious modes, to such an extent as will demonstrate the best.

Bofore closing my letter, sir, I ought to give you the proofs I

possess that the American telegraph has the priority in the time of
Its invention.

The two European telegraphs in practical operation are Profes-

sor Steinheil's, of .Munich, and Professor Whcatslone's, of London.
The former is adopted by the Bavarian Government; the latter is

established about 200 miles in England, under the direction of a
company in London. In a highly intcrusiing paper on the subject

of telegraphs, translated and inserted in the Lotidon Annals of Elec-
tricity, March and April, 18.'J9, Professor Slcinhcil gives a brief

sketch of all the various projects of electric telegraphs, from the

time of Franklin's electrical experiments to the present day. Un-
til the birth of the science of electro-magnetism, generated by the

important discovery of Oersted, in 1820, of the action of electric

currents upon the magnetic needle the electric telegraph was but
a philosophic toy, complicated and practically useless. Let it be
here noticed, that, after this discovery of Oersted, the deflection of
the needle became the principle upon which the savans of Europe
bascil all their attempts to construct an electric telegraph. The
celebrated .\tnpere, in the same year of Oersted's discovery, sug-

gested a plan of telegraphs, to consist of a magnetic needle, and a
circuit for each letter of the alphabet and the numerals—making it

necessary to have some 60 or 70 wires between the two termini of
the telegraphic line.

This suggestion of Ampere is doubtless the parent of all the at-

tempts in Europe, both abortive and successful, for constructing an
electric telegraph.

Under this head may be arranged the Baron Schilling's, at St.

Petersburg, consisting of 36 magnetic needles, and upwards of 60
metallic conductors, and invented, it seems, at the same date with
my electro-magnetic telegraph, in the autumn of 1832. Under the

same head conoes that of Professor Gauss and Weber, of Gottingen,
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in 1893, who simplified the plan by using but a »ngle needle and a
tingle circuit. Professor Wheatstone's, ofLondon invented in 1837
comes under the same category ; he employs five needles and six

conductors. Professor Steinheii's, also invented in 1837, employs
two needles and iwo conductors.

But there was another discoyery, in the infancy of the science of
electro<magnetism, by Ampere and Arago, immediately consequent
on that of Oersted, namely : the electro-magnet, which none of
the savans of Europe who have planed electric telegraphs ever
thought of applying, until within two years past, for the purpose of
signals. My telegraph is essentially based on this latter discovery.

Supposing mv telegraph to be based on the same principle with
the Europeane lectric telegraphs, which it is not, mine, having been
invented in 1832, would still have the precedence, by some months
at least, of Gauss and Weber's to whom Steinheil gives the credit

of being the first to simplify and make practicable the electric tele-

graph. But when it is considered that all the European telegraphs

make use of the deflection of the needle to accomplish their results

and that none use the attractive power of the electro-magnet to write

in legible characters, I think I can claim, without injustice to others,

to be the first inventor of the electro-magnet telegraph.

In 1839, 1 visited London, on my return from France, and through
the polite solicitations of the Earl of Lincoln, showed and explain-

ed its operation at his house, on the 19th of March, 1839, to a large

company, which he had expressly invited for the purpose, compos-
ed of Lords of the Admiralty, members of the Royal Society, and
members of both Houses of Parliament.

Professor Wheatstone has announced that he lias recently (in

1840) also invented and patented an electro-magnetic telegraphy dif*

fering altogether from his invention of 1837, which he calls his

magnetic-needle telegrapli. His is, therefore, the first European
electro-magnetic telegraph, and was invented, as is perceived, eight
vears subsequent to mine, and one year after my telegraph was ex-

hibited in the public manner described at the Earl of Lincoln's

residence in London.
I am the more minute in adducing this evidence of priority of

invention to you, sir, since 1 have frequently been charged by
Europeans in my own country with merely imitating long-known
European inventions. It is therefore due to my own country, as

well as to myself, that in this matter the facts should be known.
Professor Steinheilfs telegraph is the only European telegraph

that professes to un-iie ihe intelligence. He records, however, by
the delicate touch of the needle in its deflections, with what practi-

cal efiect I am unable to say; but I should think that it was too

delicate and uncertain, especially as compared with the strong and
efficient power which may be produced in any degree by the elcc,

tro-magnet.

I have devoted many years of my life to this invention, sustained

in many disappointments by the belief that it is destined eventually

to confer immense benefits upon my country and the work!.

-u
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. 1 »m jMnuaded that whatever facilitates intercourse between
the diffeirent portions of the human family will have the effect, un-
der the guidance of sound moral principles, to promote the be^
interests of man. J ask of Congress the means of demonstrating
its efficiency.

I remain, sir, with great respect, your most obedient servant,

I Samuel F, 6. Mohse.
Hoi^ Chakles G. Ferhis,

Member of Vie Uotise of Representatives from the city of New
York, and one of the Committee on Commerce, to whom was

^. referred the subject of the expediency of adgpting a system of
electro-magnetic telegraphs for the United Slates.

The following is the alphabet for Morse's electro-magnetjc tele-

graph:

AI^UABET

A
B^
C
D

F
G7
H
lY

* K
L
M
N

r

§

T

V
w

C

NUMERALS

1

2
3
4

7 —
8 —
9 —
Q —

FOOD OF GARDEX PLANTS.

: It is obvious that a cabbage, a pine apple, or a primrose, can a«
paore live without a due supply of food, than a rabbit or a canary
bird ; but animals must moreover have a peculiar kind of food

;

the rabbit, greens and oats; and the canary, rape, millet, or other

«mall seeds ; while in the case of plants, which are fixed to a spot

0Od cannot travel about to select their food, such di^e^ences, vhep
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they do exist, are not often ofpractical importance, the food of all

plants being nearly, for far as it is known, very similar in kind.

The principal difTerence in most garden plants compared with
others is their greater delicacy ; and hence, so far as practice is

concerned, their food must require if I may use the term, more
delicate and refined cooking, and management. This will appear
as we proceed, in the several branches mto which it will he advan-

tageous to divide our subject, beginning with what may be termed
Garden Chemistry, meaning thereby a detail of the chemical ele-

ments which enter into the food of garden plants.

Garden Chemistry.—Passing over, for the present, the food on
which young plants are nourished at their first germinating from
seed, which is as different, as we shall afterwards see, as the milk
diet of our own infancy is from beef and bread,—let us consider

the food requisite for plants after they have exhaustod the milky
pulp contained in the seed lobes and seed leaves.

After young animals are weaned, they are nourished upon either

vegetable of animal substances, or a mixture of both, together with

water for drink, that is, a solvent to dissolve the more solid matters.

These have to undergo the process of digestion in the stomach,
where the heat is uniformly ninety-eight degrees, and the mixture
of the various substances effected by the motion of the stomach,

which is similar to that of an earth-worm. On the pulpy mass thus

produced in the stomach passing onwards into the chyle-gut, it is

mixed with a' portion of bile which separates it into two portions,

—one useless, that passes offthrough the bowels, and another useful

which is taken up by the mouths of innumerable small tubes that

open on the inner surface of the intestines, and after all these small

tubes unite into a single large one, they discharge this useful por-:

tion into the blood. Such, in brief, are the first processes by which
animals are nourished with food.

Plants, on the other hand, having no stomach, like animals, for

the digestion of food, and not being capable of travelling from the

spot where they are planted, (except very partially by extending
their roots,) must depend altogether on what they can meet with
there.

We find, accordingly, in the surface earth, or soil where the roots

of plants are, that processes are always going on very similar to

digestion in the animal stomach ; I mean, that portions of animal
and vegetable substances in the soil are dissolved (I might in one
sense say digested) and mixed with the water and air dififused

through the soil.

In this point of view, the whole of the soil where a plant is root-

ed, may be considered as similar to the mass produced in the animal
stomach by the first process of digestion, and consisting of two por-

tions, one useful and the other useless. The soil would thence ap-

pear to perform an office, similar to that of the animal stomach, in

preparing the food of plants,—the process, independent of other

circun^stances, going^n more slowly from deficiency of heat in the

soil, which in this clilfnite at least, is, on an average, far below ninety-
eight degrees, which is the heat of the aniqnal stomach.
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The only thing in the soil that appears similar to the motions of
the bowels of animals, by which the digested food is brought to the
mouths of the litile tubes, to be forwarded to the blood, is the mo-
tion of the water, or moisture in which the useful portion of the

vegetable and animal substances arc dissolved, a motion quite in-

dispensable, as we shall afterwards see. This water being then

diffused through the soil, a portion of it must offer itself to the tips

of the root fibres, or rootlets, where are suckers somewhat similar

to those on the inner surface of the animal intestines.

It being of the first importance to ascertain of what materials the

useful fK)rtion of the substances thus dissolved in water consist,

many experiments have been made for that purpose : but the great

difficulty of the subject has caused much diversity of opinion among
those who have engaged in the inquiry. As it would, I think, be
unprofitable, if not injurious, to distract the beginner with conflict-

ing views here, which he can examine at leisure in larger works, I

shall confine myself to what is least disputed and most generally

adopted.

Upon trying, by means of chemical tests, the materials taken up
by plants from the soil, they are found to consist of water, with

which are mixed carbonic acid gas, and nitrogen or azote, along

with a few other principles, usually in small pioportions, which it

may be well to examine separately.

Water.—From experiments made by Van Helmont and Boyle,

who reared plants in earth previously dried in an oven, and by Du
Hamel and Bonnet, who reared others upon sponges and moss sup-

plied only with water, it was concluded that water alone is the food

of plants ; though the inference is faclty, in consequence of over-

looking what might be contained in the water before it was
used, and also what it might afterwards derive from the atmos-
phere as well as from the earth or the sponge. That water, indeed

is not all the food necessary, was proved by the plants so treated

not remaining healthy ; and it is well known, that though hyacinths

and other bulbs will flower in glasses containing nothing but water

yet they never in such cases form seed : and if thus kept for a few
months, they will infallibly die, as other plants do when placed in

calcined or roasted sand, and watered with distilled water. The
hyacinths in glasses, moreover, are not found to thrive unless the

water is frequently changed, indicating, that it is not the water

alone, but something in the water which has become exhausted, or

at least deteriorated, by the slimy matter thrown out by the roots.

The materials, which water holds or may hold disolved, are there-

fore important to be ascertained, and this may be partially known
by color, taste, or smell, but more correctly by chemical tests. It

is only, however, requisite for gardening purposes to discover the

materials which may prove useful or hurtful, and these, for the most
part, are but few in number.
Among the substances useful to venrotation dissolved in the water

of soils, may be reckoned atmospheric air, carbonic acid gas, hy-

drogen gas, humic acid, and a small portion of the salt^ of lime and
potass.
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Among the things hurtful are most of the acids, the sahs of mag-
nesia and iron, metallic substances in general, and stagnant water.

It is also important to bear in mind, that the purest water is not

a simple substance, but composed, as discovered by Cavendish, of

eight parts oxygen gas, and one part hydrogen gas, or two volumes

ot" hydrogen and one of oxygen, the correctness of which composi-

tion is proved by exploding, or burning these proportions of the two
gases together, vvlien the result is pure water. Plants seem to hive

the power of decomposing the water which enters into their sys-
;

tem from the earth or the air ; that is, of separating it into its

component parts, oxygen and hydrogen.

Atmospheric Air.—All water openly exposed contains more or

less of the air of the atmosphere,"which consists of two gases, name-
ly, twenty-one parts, by measure, of oxygen, and seventy-nine parts

of nitrogen or azote with, in general, about one thousandth paH of

carbonic acid gas. It is chiefly owing to the atmospheric dir, and

a little carbonic acid gas, that common water, though said to be

tasteless, is agreeable to drink ; for when these are expelled by
boiling, it taste vapid and unpleasant.

That the air contained in the water whicj^ enters into plants is

important to vegetation, appears from water being found beneficial

in proportion as it has had opportunities of becoming mixed with
air. When meadows accordingly are laid under water artificial

in the process of irrigation, it is found rather hurtful than beneficial

if the water is not kept in motion, but allowed to stagnate.

It is on this account, that the water of rivers which run a long
course, is inucii better for watering than that of springs or lakes,

whose waters contain but a small portion of air, timugh this does

not apply so well to the stagnant water of ponds or ditches whose
deficiency as to atmospheric air is compensated by the greater por-

tion of carbonic acid and other substances derived from the decay-
inganimal and vegetable substances usually abundant in such places.

The best water however, with respect to the quantity of atmos-
pheric air, is rain, which falling in sniali drops, often tossed about
by the wind, has an opportunity of collecting a large proportion of
air during itsdescent to the earth ; and hence, the smaller the bore
of the holes in the rose of a garden watering-pot the better.

As water becomes mixed with air by exposure and agitation, so
does the air become mixed with water by its rising in vapor, and
the driest air accordingly always contains more or less water in
the state of invisible vapor. The quantity of this vapor is in pro-
portion to the temperature ; and hence, the warmer the air the
greater proporfion of vapor it contains. A beautiful provision for

, affording some little refreshment to plants at the very tine they ex-
posed to exhaustion in hot weather, the operation of which we shall

afterwards see when we come to consider the use of leaves.

Carbon and Carbonic Acid Gas.—Carbon is pure charcoal, which
is well known and elasily proved to form a large proportion of most
vegetable substances,—the oak, few example contains sixty ounces
in a cubic foot ; consequently the living plant must have the power
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of deriving it froiil carbonic acid gas, for it has been proved by
Vie experiflnients of Sir H. Davy, that the . most finely powdered
carbon is not taken up by plants in the solid form. Nothing, indeed
is more hurtful to plants than smoke, which is carbon mixed with
watery vapor : though soot, which is condensed and collected

smoke, is useful when spread upon the soil, so that water may derive

ttdfi it a portioa of its gases.

All animal and vegetable siitetancej in a state of fermentation or
putrefaction, give out a considerable portion of carbonic acid gas,

and if it is not dissipated by heat, but confined on or beneath the
surface of tbe soil, It will become mixed with the moisture there,

and be takev ap by the spongelets-or the roots of pjants. A great
quantity of carbonic acid is also produced by the breathing of ani-

mal^and by burning wood, peat, or coal; and being heavier than
the aic,of the atmosphere, it must all descend, in the first instance,
to near the surface of the soil, into which much of it must be car-

ried by rains and dews. When it becomes difiuscd in the air how-
ever, its weight has little influence in causing it to descend.
The carbonic acid gas thus mixed with water, and taken up along

with it into the system of plants, is there decomposed, as we shall

aAerwards see, into its constituent parts of oxygen and carbon,

part of the oxygen being given off into the air, and the rest with
the carbon remaining in the plant, where it goes to form most of
the solid parts as well as the nutrient pulp.

The carbonic ficid also exists in soils combined with lime, mag-
nesia, iron, and some other substances in the form of carbonates,

which are soluble with great difficulty in very smalj quantities in

water, but readily in humic acid, as we shall immediately see.

Nitrogen or Azote.—This gas, as we have already seen, constitutes

by much the largest portion of the atmospheric air, and consequently
must enter largely into the systeii of a plant, though it is not found
in general to conti^ibute so much^o vegetable as it does to animal
substances, in all which aeote is iti considerable proportion.

Azote is found in larger quantity in cabbages, savoys, cauliflower

brocoli, sea-kale, turnips, radishes, mustard, and cresses, than in

any other garden plants, and it is this which in part produces in

these the peculiar acrid ta||:e which mo«t of them possess. It is

also a chief ingredient in'^rch ahd in the gluten (^wheat. It is

the nitrogen also, which, escaping from these when foiled, or when
in a state of fermentation or decays u diffused around and produces

an odor in general very strong aud disagreeiible.

It will follow, that as these plants when Tiealthy,' contain much
nitrogen jiijjjught in rearing them to, be abundantly supplied from
its two cRref Purees—^the air and decaying animal substances,

—

in other words, by free air and animal manure. Though when it

is ap object, as in the rearing of sea-kaic,to render t^e flavor mild,

the supply of nitrpj^n must for the reason be diminished.
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